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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Background 

 South Africa is the social and cultural context in which I have had almost two decades 

of special concern and field experience.  It has been and remains a fascinating live experiment in 

ethno-social engineering in both church and state, purported to be generalizable to the whole 

world.1  

 Both the old South Africa and the new are built upon a specific understanding of eth-

nicity.  Apartheid considered each ethno-racial group to be a created, tightly sealed box that needed 

its own church, state, and real estate.  The new South Africa believes that ethnicity is largely a so-

cially constructed and completely arbitrary, “imagined reality” (Anderson 1983).  Each human group 

can adjust their multiple identities just as arbitrarily as they constructed them (Beyer 1994).  A Chris-

tianized version of this understanding also has profound implications in church, social, and geo-polit-

ical realms (see e.g., Kinghorn 1990; Crafford and Gous 1993; Kreitzer 1997; ASK 1997).   

Description of Research Interest 

 I am primarily interested in understanding ethnicity from a biblical perspective.  This 

includes an understanding of the origin, goal, dynamics, and role of ethnicity in multi-ethnic con-

texts in both the civil and ecclesial spheres.  For example, church growth theorists notice that people 

prefer to become Christians and intimately fellowship with other humans without crossing ethnic, 

ethno-racial, and linguistic barriers.  McGavran and Wagner coined the term Homogenous Unit Prin-

ciple (HUP) to give a theoretical, sociological explanation for this observation (see e.g., McGavran 

1955, 1979, 1980; Wagner 1978, 1979, 1981). 

 Out of this phenomenon springs an ethical research interest, which I will phrase in the 

form of questions.  Should church and state be agents of assimilation into a national lingua franca 

and national identity? Or should they instead use the coercive powers of the state (sword) and 

church (keys) to enforce ethno-cultural diversity by encouraging or negotiating grand schemes of 

lingual cultural partition in the civil realm (Schultz 1991; see Huntington 1996)?   

On the other hand, is it ethically superior for the church to acquiesce to the HUP phe-

nomenon and plant culturally and linguistically distinct congregations? Do other alternatives exist 

                                                           

 1The WCC’s Programme to Combat Racism agrees: “So South Africa could become a tremendous 
laboratory of democratic learning for the rest of the continent and for the rest of the world.  It is not only your 
destiny which is at stake; it is the destiny of democracy on the soil of Africa” (World Council of Churches 1991, 32). 
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beside these two polar opposite opinions?  How can valid social scientific and biblical theological in-

sights illuminate this issue?   

 The ethnic phenomenon in the ecclesial and socio-political spheres cries out for an in-

terdisciplinary understanding, that integrates biblical ethics and philosophy with valid social science 

observations derived from God’s revelation in creation and in Scripture.  C. Peter Wagner made an 

initial attempt at this (Wagner 1978, 1979, 1981), but he has not developed it in the intervening 

years.  Nor has anyone else. 

 Furthermore, the source and goal of the ethnic phenomenon need to be studied.  Will 

ethnicity disappear from the earth?  If not, does the church have a responsibility to change the sta-

tus of ethnic groups in any way?  Are God’s people to be passive or active?  Is there a precedent in 

the Old Testament that might give guidance to the contemporary church?   

Purpose Statement 

 The purpose of this dissertation is to aid the comprehensive missio Dei of the transna-

tional body of Christ, not only the body’s institutional form, but also in its culture pervading forms as 

salt and light.  Solid research that develops an understanding of ethnicity based on Scripture and in-

formed by social science could aid Christian leadership.  It could help further the worldwide church 

planting mission of Christ’s body and work for more justice, harmonious peace (shalom), and under-

standing among the peoples of the earth.  This is especially relevant in the light of the rapid growth 

of the Christian movement in the ethnic mosaic of the so-called two-thirds world.  For those people 

groups existing in multi-ethnic nation-states such as Guatemala and Northeast India, this study is ur-

gent.  In these nation-states or regions in a nation-state, the growing evangelical population ranges 

from 25% to more than 50% of the population.   

Research Questions 

 In this dissertation, I will seek to answer several significant questions in dialogue with 

other researchers: (1) What are the essential or definitional characteristics of a covenantal under-

standing of ethnicity, if they can be discovered from the biblical data?  (2) Is ethnicity a created phe-

nomenon, and hence stable, or merely an incidental phenomenon?  (3) Did the Hebrew ethnic 

group, which Yahweh chose in his covenants have an active centrifugal missional responsibility to 

the other peoples of the earth because of the Abrahamic covenant or was it merely a passive cen-

tripetal influence? (4) How can this biblical covenantal understanding of ethnicity be applied to ec-

clesial and socio-political structures today? 

Subsidiary Questions 

The first question has the following subsidiary questions: (a) What are the major ethnic 

terms, if any, in the Hebrew and Greek Bibles (LXX and Koine)?  (b) What are major terms for ethnic 
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aliens in the Hebrew and Greek Bibles?  (c) How do these terms contribute to a preliminary defini-

tion of ethnicity in Scripture?   

 The second question specifies into the following subsidiary research questions: (a) 

What is the relationship between Dominion Covenant (Cultural Mandate), the Babel pericope, and a 

biblical understanding of ethnicity? (b) How does the Babel pericope fit the whole context?  (c) Does 

the Babel pericope teach that ethno-linguistic diversity is a curse upon humankind’s sin? (d) What 

are the thematic connections between Babel, the Abrahamic covenant, and ethnicity? 

 The third question specifies into the following: (a) What is the meaning of the Abramic 

blessing and the Abrahamic covenant with respect to the other peoples of earth?  (b) How does the 

Abrahamic covenant link with the Mosaic covenant and what relationship if any does this have with 

the ethno-nations of the earth?  (c) How does the Davidic covenant link with the Abrahamic and Mo-

saic covenants in their relationship with the peoples of earth?  (d) How do the Mosaic-Prophetic 

covenantal ethics impact inter-ethnic relations?  (e) How do ethnic solidarity (ESOL) and the Abra-

hamic seed interlink in prophetic and wisdom literature with many prophecies of the conversions of 

the ethnies of the earth?  

 The fourth research query particularize into the following subsidiary questions: (a) Does 

the Pentecostal new covenant reverse Babel and the Abrahamic covenantal blessings for Israel and 

for the ESOLs?  (b) What impact does biblical teaching on ethnicity have on church, mission, and so-

cio-political structures?   

Definitions of Terms 

 1. Apartheid and Anti-Apartheid Ethno-Ideologies.  Theological constructs, based on 

biblical material and using sociological and anthropological insights, that attempt to explain and har-

ness ethnicity for socially defined ends.  

 2. Dependent, Trinitarian Creationism (DTC).  A modified Vantillian approach to meta-

physics (ontology) and epistemology that emphasizes beginning with man’s dependence upon the 

Triune Creator and then showing that the other possibility (time, chance, and chaos) is impossible 

(Kreitzer 2000, 2001; see chapter 3).  

 3. Ethnicity or Ethnic Solidarity (ESOL).  A proposed alternative to McGavran and Wag-

ner’s Homogeneous Units (HUs).  An ethnic group or ESOL is a providentially created yet self-identi-

fied people group.2  

                                                           

 2I will begin with the hypothesis that ESOLs are bound together by common language, a meas-
ure of endogamy, religious consensus, common territory, customs, and history.  Secondly, although the social 
particularity of ESOL seems to be a stable phenomenon across generations, it does not seem to be rigid.  Con-
temporary ESOLs, like civilizations, “have no clear-cut boundaries and no precise beginnings and endings” 
(Huntington 1996, 43).  ESOL boundaries seem to be permeable and allow movement back and forth in the 
assimilation processes. 
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 4. Ethnie.  The general term for “ethnic community” or “ethnic group,” derived from 

the “French . . . ethnie, with an associated adjective ethnique” (Hutchinson and Smith 1996b, 4).3  

Following Hutchinson and Smith, I will use the “terms ethnie and ethnic” interchangeably for both 

so-called minority and majority groups, both “host and immigrant communities, alike” (Hutchinson 

and Smith 1996b, 5).  I assume that everyone is ethnic.  I use the spelling ethnie rather than the ear-

lier suggestion by Van den Berghe of ethny “for ethnic group” (Van den Berghe 1981, 22). The con-

cept is similar to ESOL (see above). 

 5. General or Universal Equity.  Principles of evenhandedness, justice and neighbor love 

(charity) found in every judicial case law of Scripture.  These define both impartial justice (social and 

legal ethics) and loving righteousness (individual and interpersonal ethics) (see Jordan n.d., 1978-79; 

Kaiser 1983, 1987; Kreitzer 1998).  It assumes that the universal principles of equity in every case 

law serve as a “model of social justice for all cultures” (Bahnsen 1985, 347; see Dt 4:5-8). 

 6. Interdisciplinarity.  Study involving “integrative” studies over those done in discipli-

nary isolation (Klein 1990, 60).  Synthesis, achieved by developing a “holistic framework” (Klein 

1990, 60), results in a new, coherent entity.  This entity integrates various epistemologies and meth-

odologies and constructs “a common vocabulary” (Klein 1990, 57), which establishes a “new met-

alevel of discourse” (Klein 1990, 66). 

 7. Kingdom of God.  The Kingdom of God at present is the dominion of the Father 

through the messianic mediator, Jesus the Lord of heaven and earth, and empowered by the pres-

ence of the Holy Spirit.  At present the Kingdom is hidden and veiled in its glory because Christ the 

King is reigning in and from heaven, at the right hand of the Father.  Therefore, humans cannot see 

the full glory of the Kingdom.   

 The Kingdom is not dualistic, such as is postulated by Christian circles influenced by 

neo-platonism.  In the Kingdom, there is no diversity versus unity, earthly versus heavenly, physical 

and material versus spiritual and immaterial, collective versus individual, external versus internal, or 

political versus spiritual dialectic or directional movement.  Instead, the Scripture reveals the King-

dom to be already but not yet, hidden and later to be fully revealed, invisible but later to be fully 

manifested in glory (Ridderbos 1962).   

 The Kingdom therefore is a both/and dominion: both heavenly and earthly, collective 

and individual, spiritual and political, material and spiritual, internal and external.  It involves the au-

thority of the reign and the location of the reign, that is the heavens and earth.  The Kingdom is pre-

sent on earth, is growing, and will be revealed in consummated form only at the Second Coming and 

general resurrection.   

 Since the Kingdom is presently coming to earth out of heaven and is now growing on 

earth, spreading to all the peoples, it is not exclusively otherworldly or spiritual in a de-materialized 

sense (Jn 18:36).  It involves primarily a movement from a perfect creation, through the Fall, to re-

demption in Christ, and then the consummation (Wolters 1985; Dooyeweerd 1979).  Therefore it is 

                                                           

 3See discussion of the etymology of the term ethnic and its cognates (Chapman, McDonald and 
Smith 1989, 11-15). 
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redemptive in an ethical and covenantal sense and does not involve a movement from the divided 

and material to the uniting and spiritual in a platonic sense.   

 8. Social theology.  I presuppose a reformational social theory which integrates the bib-

lical insights of Dutch, Dutch-American, and Afrikaner neo-Calvinists4 with the optimistic Hebrew-

Covenantal spirit of the Anglo-American Puritans (see Stoker 1941; Kuyper 1943; Dooyeweerd 1979; 

Kaiser 1983, 1987, 2000; North 1990; Kreitzer 1997, 1998; Bahnsen 1998).  The result is a “macro-

transformational worldview” (Duncan 1996, 22), which includes a covenantal social analysis and a 

culture transforming leaven that expects to see Christ bring all things progressively under His crown 

rights.5   

 Self-conscious of man’s utter dependence upon the wisdom from above, such a social 

theology is deliberately creationist, Trinitarian and non-dualist in philosophy (see DTC above; Kreit-

zer 2001).6  It accepts a re-worked version of the pre-Enlightenment Christian consensus concerning 

the unity of all knowledge under God’s Word.   

 9. Wholism.  Reality must not be seen in terms of a dualism between matter and form, 

nature and grace, form and freedom, good and eternal spirit, or transitory and carnal flesh.  Instead, 

all of life, both body and spirit, physical and spiritual, nature and grace, unity and diversity are good 

in themselves because through the divine Word, the Father creates all things (Jn 1:1-3) to reflect the 

triune nature of the Godhead.  Each can be an instrument of evil or a weapon of righteousness (Ro 

6:12-14). 

 I prefer to use the spelling wholism because holism is a philosophical term, coined by 

South African Prime Minister, Jan Smuts (Smuts 1935/1987; Beukes 1989; see Kreitzer 1998), and is 

akin to monism.  South African born missiologist Philip Steyn rightly observes that holism is part and 

parcel of the animistic worldview.  “Holism is foundational to animism and leads logically to panthe-

ism” (Steyne 1996, 58). 

                                                           

 4E.g., Abraham Kuyper, H. Dooyeweerd, C. A. Van Til, and H. G. Stoker. 

 5Reconstructionism is a sub-set of the group drawing inspiration from these two movements.  I 
reject several aspects of the theonomic, theocracy movement (see Kreitzer 1997, 16, n. 11).   

 Examples of modern writers who profess to be influenced by both movements and who seem to 
have mutually influenced one another are Francis Schaeffer, Thomas Rose, E. Calvin Beisner, C. A. Van Til, 
George Grant, R. J. Rushdoony, Herbert Schlossberg, Stephen Perks, F. Nigel Lee, Gary DeMar, E. L. Hebdon-
Taylor, James Jordan, Vern Poythress, Kenneth Gentry, John Whitehead, Greg Bahnsen, John Frame, Walter 
Kaiser, C. J. H. Wright, and Gary North. 

 6Puritan social theory was also covenantal and biblical.  However, I reject the following additions 
that some bring to the Gospel of grace: (1) A platonic influenced eschatology.  (2) A view of particular redemp-
tion that teaches only a tiny or “limited number” of people, representative of all the Gentiles, is necessary to 
fulfill the Great Commission. (3) A revival of various Anglo-Scot views, which limit the ability of God’s messen-
gers to teach that ethno-cultural variation is allowed in the New Covenant.   

 I reject teaching that has traditionally added a great extra-biblical burden to the life-giving 
Reformation wisdom.  It tends to destroy compassion, conversion growth, and true diversity within the cove-
nantal unity of the Reformation doctrines.  
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Presuppositions and Assumptions7 

 1. Epistemological issues (authority): Sola Scriptura principle.  Scripture teaches that 

there is the one Creator of all things (Gn 1-2).  The Creator is triune and distinct from his creation.  

The creation is external to humanity’s mind and internal rationality.  The Creator has not abandoned 

his cosmos to its own devices (Deism) but is intimately involved in its every phenomenon both intra-

mentally and extra-mentally.  Furthermore, that world is orderly and knowable through the senses 

of humans because the Creator is immanent in his world, ordering every event and percept.  

 There is a common human rebellion against the Creator (Gn 3; 11:1-9; Ps 2; Ac 4:24-30; 

Rev 13).  Sin causes the darkening of human ethical discernment and noetic twisting of empirical 

and socio-cultural perceptions (Ro 3:9-20; 1Co 2:14).  This includes man’s perception and ethical 

evaluation of ethno-linguistic solidarity.  Since the Fall, collective humanity in all its social and cul-

tural divisions has attempted to erect linguistic, cultural, social, and political structures to rebel 

against the Creator and his norms (Gn 6-11; Rev 13).  The Creator responds with both “kindness and 

strictness” [c r h s t o ,t h t a  k a i . a v p o t o mi ,a n  Qe o u /](11:22 NASB;8 see Ro 2:1-14).   

 Ethical rebellion in the cognitive sphere, that is deception about the truth concerning 

the Creator and his creation, is shared by a socio-cultural context making it difficult for a culture to 

discern accurately the actual, external, created reality.  Humans need other cultures that may not 

share the same cultural deception to “sharpen the iron” of observation.  Therefore, humans share 

an ethical fault not a mechanical or structural defect, in their perceptions of external reality.  Hu-

mans do not invent their own external realities.9 

 Only Scripture, illuminated by the Spirit, provides individuals and cultures a factually 

correct, totally truthful interpretation of the creation, including ethics, philosophy, religion, and sci-

ence (see Bahnsen 1998; Rushdoony 1978a; Van Til 1967b).10  The complete scriptural worldview 

                                                           

 7For a complete discussion of these principles see Kreitzer 1998, 2000, 2001.  All five of these 
principles are needed to integrate socio-cultural and biblical data, and truthful theories in intercultural studies 
and missiology.   

 8Henceforth all biblical references are from the New American Standard Bible (NASB) except 
where expressly stated. 

 9I presuppose that “by representing reality in their narratives, [the scriptural writers] were de-
fining its essential characteristics.”  This does not mean they were inventing their own reality but that, under 
the interpreting influence of the Holy Spirit, the “world we find depicted in these narratives was, in fact, in-
tended by them to be identified as the real world” (Sailhamer 1995, 290).  This is especially important in the discus-
sion of the proto-history (chapter 4) and prophetic discussions of the goal of the ethnies in the future (chapters 8-9). 

 10I presuppose the classic doctrine of infallibility, which  is now termed, inerrancy (see Kreitzer 
1998). See also (1) Scripture and Truth (Carson and Woodbridge 1983); (2) Inerrancy and the Church (Hanna 
1984), historical essays; (3) Biblical Errancy: An Analysis of Its Philosophical Roots (Geisler 1981); (4) Inerrancy 
(Geisler 1979); (5) Challenges to Inerrancy (Lewis and Demarest 1984); (6) Biblical Revelation—The Foundation 
of Christian Theology (Pinnock 1971), the best defense of inerrancy as taught by Scripture itself, though Pin-
nock, like Berkouwer, has now rejected this position; (7) Hermeneutics, Inerrancy, and the Bible (Rademacher 
and Preus 1984); (8) Hermeneutics, Authority, and Canon (Carson and Woodbridge 1986); (9) Culture and Bibli-
cal Hermeneutics (Larkin 1992). 
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must be the first framework presupposition of truthful thought.11  There is, thus, no neutral zone 

wherein God is removed “forever from the dual social and natural construction, while leaving Him 

presentable and usable nevertheless” (Latour 1993, 32-33).12  Therefore, there is no autonomous, 

human-created reality and no neutral, value-free theory based on neutral social observations.  

 2. Ontological issues (relationship of unity to diversity): Trinitarian principle.  Man 

needs particular God-created, sense data and the unifying interpretation of the data, which God 

gives.  Without both, man can know nothing truthfully.  The created one and many, reflects the di-

vine One-Many (Rushdoony 1971, 1978c, 1983; Frame 1995; Bahnsen 1998). Lastly, biblical material 

should enter a hermeneutical spiral with social science theory and observational data to challenge 

both under the guidance of the Holy Spirit (see Bahnsen 1998; Kreitzer 2001). 

 3. Social organization issues: Covenant or federal principle.  Covenant and kingdom are 

two sides of one coin in Scripture, the “bi-unitary index to the meaning of the creation.”  The “king-

dom may . . . be conceived of as covenant looking forward with gathering momentum toward its fi-

nal fulfillment” (Spykman 1992, 258; see Robertson 1980; Sutton 1987; Van der Waal 1990; Spyk-

man 1992).   

 The covenantal relationship between God as Suzerain of his kingdom and the “sons of 

Adam [men]” (~d'a' ynEB.) as the vicegerent of God is comprehensive, involving all of life.  

The Kingdom’s covenantal standards rule both the individual and all mediating institutional struc-

                                                           

 11This is in contrast to scholars who assume an opposing presupposition bound to modernity or 
postmodernity.   

 For example, in discussing whether a passage in Is 2 and Mi 4 was given independently by reve-
lation, Otto Kaiser writes: “[This is] only tenable within the framework of a strict belief in inspiration.  So this 
possibility is ruled out of scholarly discussion a priori” (Kaiser 1983, 5).   

 Or, note Christopher North’s culture-bound, presupposition of modernity, in his classic discus-
sion of the messianic interpretation of the Servant of Yahweh in Isaiah: “It is wedded to a too mechanical doc-
trine of inspiration.  This seems to put it out of court as unworthy of serious consideration.  The Prophet is a 
mere amanuensis, and what he writes has no relevance to the circumstances of his own time.  Moreover, if 
this implies that he ‘sees’ in advance One who was not to come for another five or six centuries, it raises the 
difficult philosophical problem whether there can be an actual prevision of history” (North 1948, 207).   

 North ignores the carefully nuanced perspective of organic inspiration, developed by orthodox 
theologians, which uniformly rejects the mechanical theory (see note 10).   

 12“No one is truly modern who does not agree to keep God from interfering with Natural Law as 
well as with the laws of the Republic,” says French sociologist Bruno Latour.  He further states: “Modern men 
and women could thus be atheists even while remaining religious.”  This led to a “spirituality [that was] rein-
vented: the all-powerful God could descend into men’s heart of hearts without intervening in any way in their 
external affairs.  A wholly individual and wholly spiritual religion made it possible to criticize both the ascend-
ancy of science and that of society, without needing to bring God into either.  The moderns could now be both 
secular and pious at the same time” (Latour 1993, 33). The whole section “The Fourth Guarantee: The 
Crossed-out God” in We Have Never Been Modern is brilliant (Latour 1993, 32-35).  Similarly, see John Mil-
bank’s Theology and Social Theory (Milbank 1991). 
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tures between the individual and unified humanity.  God alone, in and through King Jesus, is the Su-

zerain of humanity; thus, no human institution has authority outside its God-set boundaries.  All 

spheres of life are on the same plane under God.  Thus neither the church, nor the state, nor the 

family is above any other God-defined sphere.  Each is governed by the ordinances of God and free 

from the rule by the other spheres, yet under the covenant law of God.   

 Lastly, the biblical covenantal model built upon a creation-based, trinitarian ontology 

and epistemology (DTC) allows for both human unity and human diversity to be equally ultimate just 

as they are within the Godhead.13  

 4. Eschatological issues (relationship of protos to eschatos, creation to consummation): 

Restorative eschatology principle.  The covenantal relationship unites the protological, cultural man-

date of creation with the eschatological, redemptive mandate of King Jesus as expressed in the 

Great Commission (see Gentry 1990).  The covenantal kingdom inaugurates a redemption that ex-

tends as far as the creation was affected by the Fall (Ro 8:18-22).  

 The goal of the missio Dei is the growth and victory of the Kingdom of God among all 

the peoples.  The peoples will be substantially disciplined before the end comes and Jesus returns to 

earth (see Ps 2, 22, 67, 96, 110; 1Co 15:22-28; Mt 12:18-21; Rom 11:11-32, 15:7-13; Eph 1:10 NIV; 

note the Abrahamic covenant; Servant Songs of Isaiah; see DeRidder 1975; Kik 1975; Kreitzer 1991a; 

Gentry 1990, 1991, 1992; Piper 1993). 

 The family and people (ethno-linguistic solidarity), church, and civil spheres are created 

to be structural means for glorifying their Creator.  Hence, though the people in these creational 

structures are fallen, the structures, being created, are not (1Ti 4:3-4).  They will be included in the 

Kingdom of God and Christ (Ps 2, 82; Ps 86:9; Rev 15:4).  The goal, purpose, and meaning for these 

institutions involves the outshining of God’s glory into the surrounding moral darkness of the peo-

ples of earth (see Is 9:1; Mt 4:15ff; 1Pe 2:9).  All social and cultural groups must center on His maj-

esty (Ps 2) (Piper 1993).  

 5. Juridicial issues (relationship of OT and NT): Universal equity principle.  Scripture is not 

a systematic textbook of natural or social science, but it provides an inerrant conceptual framework and data for 

ethnicity and social ethical questions. 

 The purpose of this presupposition then is to develop tools whereby specific aspects of 

the Old Testament’s tôranic wisdom can be used to govern inter-ethnic relations.  This covenantal 

model can be used to develop just socio-cultural governing structures (Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  The 

universally valid equity of Old Testament social ethical norms still governs inter-ethnic relationships.  

They remain in force, except for those norms that the New Testament has modified or canceled.  

There seems to be a scholarly consensus at this point, which I accept.  There remains, however, a 

debate about how much of the Mosaic wisdom is directly applicable in today’s ethno-cultures (see 

Dt 4:5-8; Reformed Ecumenical Synod 1983; Wright 1984a, 1984b, 1992, 1995a,b, 2000; Kaiser 1983, 

                                                           

 13See Kreitzer 1993, 1997, 1998; Berthoud 1983, 1994a,b; Meyer 1985; Rushdoony 1964, 1978a, 
1978b; Jordan 1988, all of which explicitly apply the Trinitarian model to ethnicity, nationalism, and inter-eth-
nic, or inter-national relations. 
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1987, 1989; Dumbrell 1984; Bahnsen 1985; Schluter and Ashcroft 1988; Hedlund 1994; Kreitzer 

1997, 1998). 

Limitations and Delimitations 

 Because this study lays a firm foundation of biblical and theological insight, along with 

an analysis of two opposing ethno-ideologies in interaction with social science insights, space will 

not permit the inclusion of fieldwork in the study.  Subsequent fieldwork could flow out of the un-

derstanding developed and could then be used to test the understanding in a sort of feed back loop 

common to the hermeneutical spiral.  

 Although I intend to develop a covenantal understanding of ethnicity in special interac-

tion with the Southern African context, there should be a broader generalizability for other similar 

contexts.  The understanding could be used in church planting and in helping design more just politi-

cal structures in many other multi-ethnic contexts.  The reason for this generalizability is simply the 

warranted presupposition of one common meta-narrative for all humanity (Scripture) and one Trini-

tarian God who reveals himself in both his creation and Scripture (see Bahnsen 1998). 

 The study will be delimited to studying ethnicity primarily in the Protestant Christian 

canon with interaction with various social science based theories.  Further, the study will be primar-

ily applied within the ecclesial sphere, but secondarily in the civil governmental sphere of life.  

Significance of the Study 

 The two understandings of ethnicity mentioned in the first paragraphs are at opposite 

ends of a continuum.  The Christianized versions of these understandings attempt to synthesize and 

integrate biblical truths and valid social scientific insights.  As biblical and social data are more com-

pletely integrated in continual dialogue, both churches (and civil governments) can design more bib-

lically just structures for inter-ethnic relationships in multi-ethnic contexts.  Moving from the unjust 

Apartheid understanding of ethnicity in church and state does not mean adopting the opposite the-

ory.  Both extremes include elements of truth and accurate socio-cultural observation.  

 

 

 

Chapters 2-3 omitted 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

Introduction 

 Many on all sides of the issue14 acknowledge that peoples tend to move together to 

Christ without crossing linguistic, ethnic or cultural barriers and desire to develop common group-

based socio-political structures.  The collective aspiration to maintain group solidarity seems to be a major mo-

tive behind this phenomenon.15 

 If this is indeed an accurate observation, then the human mosaic’s desire to remain so-

cio-politically within group solidarity and to convert to another religion within that solidarity cries 

out for a biblical explanation.   

A Foundational Presupposition: Israel as Paradigm 

 To establish this explanation, I presuppose a growing consensus that Israel and their 

covenant law remain a paradigm or pattern of justice for all peoples (see Dt 4:5-8, Ps 119:137-138, 

142, 144; Reformed Ecumenical Synod 1983; Wright 1984a, 1984b, 1995a, 1995b; Kaiser 1983, 1987, 

                                                           

 14See e.g., the candid discussion between McGavran and Hayward.  When McGavran first wrote, 
“Men like to become Christians without crossing linguistic, racial or class barriers” (McGavran 1970, 198), he 
ignited a firestorm of protest which has not subsided.  Victor E. W. Hayword, then Associate General Secretary 
of the World Council of Churches, was one of many, who sharply responded: “Of course they do—because 
they can then evade the challenge of the Gospel and of the Christian Church just where it becomes most real, 
most painful and most meaningful!” (Hayward and McGavran 1974, 203)   

 Note also the significant admissions by HUP critics David Bosch (Bosch 1983, 1988), and René 
Padilla (1985a). 

 

 15In the church sphere, “people movements” to Christ is a sociological and anthropological phe-
nomena virtually canonized as an extra-biblical law in the Homogeneous Unit Principle (HUP) of Church 
Growth Missiology (see e.g., Kraft 1978; McGavran 1955; 1979; 1980; Wagner 1979, 1981). 
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1989, 2000; Dumbrell 1984;16 Schluter and Ashcroft 1988; Hedlund 1994, 39,54;17 Kreitzer 1998).  

This principle gives reformational social scientists and theologians of culture the ability to use the 

“general equity” of biblical tôrâ (hr'AT) to give normative insight into questions of ethnic inter-

relationships and related questions.   

Ethno-Ideological Considerations  

 I use Apartheid and Anti-Apartheid ethno-ideologies as the first of two primary interloc-

utors18 (Kreitzer 1997, 1998), and the Homogeneous Unit Principle (HUP) theory as a second inter-

locutor (McGavran 1970, 1980, 1990; Wagner 1978, 1979, 1981; Kraft 1978).  

 Third, I interact with the two main poles in the social science theoretical continuum on 

ethnicity, which correspond very roughly with HUP and Apartheid ethno-ideology on the one hand 

and the Anti-Apartheid ethno-ideologies on the other.  These two poles are neo-primordialism and 

social constructivism. 

 I do include the question of social class or racial-color groups in this study because they 

are not relevant to my central purpose.  I also want to deflect criticism at the start concerning the 

ethical issue over whether a congregation or state ought to be built from a single class or color 

based race.  Classic petty apartheid and Jim Crow legislation is abhorrent to biblical justice (see 

Kreitzer 1988, 1992, 1993, 1997, 1998).  

 I have chosen the term Ethnic Solidarity Principle (ESOP) to describe this modified form 

of the HUP.  The ESOP includes the observation that when all other variables are kept constant, peo-

                                                           

 16Concerning Sabbath, Dumbrell writes: “It is the Exodus redemption which makes the new life 
in the land, and thus the Edenic values recaptured, possible.  Israel in Canaan is a microcosm of mankind as 
blessed, an illustration of what is intended for the whole world” (Dumbrell 1984, 123).  “Israel, now newly con-
stituted, is invited to realise in the promised land the rest intended for mankind generally as a result of crea-
tion” Dumbrell 1984, 101). 

 

 17“Israel’s life [in the land] was intended to model the kingdom of God in the midst of the na-
tions through observing the social and moral obligations of the law of Moses as well as its religious injunctions 
(Lev. 18:1-5ff.; Deut. 28:1, 10)” (Hedlund 1994, 39, see 54). 

 

 18See, General Synod Commission 1976; Moodie 1975; Hexham 1981; De Gruchy and Villa-Vi-
cencio 1983; Adonis 1982; Algemene Sinodale Kommissie 1986; De Gruchy 1986; Kinghorn 1986a, 1986b, 
1990; Loubser 1987; Algemene Sinodale Kommissie 1990; Gerstner 1991; Crafford and Gous 1993; Algemene 
Sinodale Kommissie 1997.   
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ple prefer to remain in close cultural, social, and civil relationship without crossing linguistic, cul-

tural, or ethnic19 barriers.  This inclination also leads them to prefer professing Christ together as an 

intact ethno-social group.20  This same observation holds true for the socio-political spheres.  Peo-

ples have a strong tendency to desire to live with and be ruled by their own kind of people, however 

they may define peopleness.   

ESOP as People Consciousness 

 The ESOP in the ecclesial sphere is what McGavran describes as “People Conscious-

ness” (McGavran 1970, 190; McGavran 1980, 214; McGavran 1990, 155).  In the McGavran/Wagner 

formulation, it consists of two factors: (1) knowledge of separate identity, an “us” versus “them” 

perspective; and (2) a high degree of willingness to intermarry only with members of one’s own peo-

ple or “kind” (Wagner 1979).   

 The first factor includes separate or unique particularity: “A homogeneous unit of soci-

ety may be said to have people consciousness when its members think of themselves as a separate 

tribe . . . [or] caste”21 (McGavran 1990, 155; 1970, 190; 1980, 214).  The second is endogamy.  A high 

degree of ethnic awareness “determines or greatly influences the ability of the people concerned to 

discipline members who marry outsiders” (McGavran 1980, 214; McGavran 1970, 190).  From the 

beginning McGavran concedes that in melting pot or “highly individualistic societies,” which see 

themselves as having low ethnic consciousness beyond the common national identity, “no one cares 

who marries whom” (McGavran 1980, 214).  

 Thus, according to this understanding of ethnicity the amount of the consciousness of 

distinctness and disciplined endogamy affects the growth and the participation by ethnics in church 

structures and by extension in civil governmental structures.   

                                                           

 19Or ethno-racial in societies in which color is a crude ethnic demarcation device.  

 

 20Understanding Church Growth states: “Men like to become Christians without crossing racial, 
linguistic, or class barriers” (McGavran 1979, 198).  The 1990 revision adds, “This principle states an undenia-
ble fact. . . .  The world’s population is a mosaic, and each piece has a separate life of its own” (McGavran 
1990, 163). 

 Kraft’s, “Anthropological Apologetic for the Homogeneous Unit Principle in Missiology” states: 
“Human beings show an overwhelming predisposition to band together with ‘their own kind’“ (Kraft 1978, 
121). 

 

 21The original reads “or class,” which I have removed.  
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Summary of McGavran and Wagner’s Theory 

 In the ecclesial sphere, different kinds of people “usually turn to Christian faith in num-

bers only when some way is found for them to become Christian without leaving their kith and kin” 

(McGavran 1970, 191).  Thus McGavran and Wagner consider it “axiomatic that whenever becoming 

a Christian is considered a racial [sic – read “ethnic”] rather than a religious decision, there the 

growth of the Church will be exceedingly slow” (McGavran 1980, 215).  Thus, he claims, “the great 

obstacles to conversion are social, not theological” (McGavran 1970, 191; McGavran 1990, 156).22   

 McGavran claims that there exist only two possible approaches to this fact of ethnic 

solidarity: (1) “Wait till the society disintegrates, people consciousness grows low, a melting pot de-

velops, or . . . a conqueror destroys pride of peoplehood” (McGavran 1980, 215; McGavran 1970, 

190-191); (2) Eliminate social structural obstacles to people becoming Christians so they can remain 

members of their “tribe, caste, or people” (McGavran 1980, 215; McGavran 1970, 191).23  

 In Ethnic Realities and the Church: Lessons from India, McGavran attempts to demon-

strate that this ESOP principle is a valid description of church phenomena that occurred in that 

multi-ethnic, multi-caste, and multi-lingual land (McGavran 1979).  What he calls “conglomerate 

churches” do not grow rapidly and tend to form a new caste.  The question remains, however, 

whether this ethnic solidarity principle is generalizable across cultures in both ecclesial and civil 

structures.   

Modification of Theory for Multi-Ethnic Cities 

 McGavran modified his theory from the beginning in anticipation of criticism.  In the 

first edition of Understanding Church Growth, in a section titled, “An Urban Exception,”24 he wrote 

that melting pot cities are exceptions.  There “congregations which worship in the standard lan-

guage . . . should become the rule (McGavran 1970, 215).  

 He modifies this is a later edition:  

 

                                                           

 22People “refuse Christ not for religious reasons, not because they love their sins, but precisely 
because they love their neighbors” (McGavran 1990, 155; see McGavran 1970, 190; McGavran 1980, 214).  
McGavran vastly overstates the case to the detriment of theological accuracy.  

 23If becoming Christian is difficult for groups with high ethnic consciousness, then it should be 
difficult for individuals tightly bound to those groups to participate fully in a church with another lingual-cul-
tural context.  The same should be true for people forced to live in a civil governmental structure with alien 
language and a religion-based value system. 

 

 24I am indebted to Charles Van Engen (Van Engen 1997) for bringing this section in McGavran’s 
work to my attention. 
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 In a few metropolitan centers, the fire under the [melting] pot has grown 
hot enough so that homogeneous units are disintegrating, many [inter-ethnic]25 marriages  

are taking place, and migrants from various parts of the country are becoming one new peo-
ple.  A true melting pot has developed. (McGavran 1980, 244) 

Wagner’s Development of Theory 

 C. Peter Wagner develops HUP theory further (Wagner 1979, 1981).  He claims God 

made people this particular way.  By showing that “people consciousness” is a creational universal, 

he attempts to demonstrate the principle’s generalizability to all human cultures and peoples.  

Creationist and Social Science Insights 

 Wagner’s thesis works as follows.  Isolation of a language group over many years, as 

well as a centrifugal geographic movement away from a linguistic center, always results in ethno-

linguistic diversity.26  Thus if Adam had not sinned and his many children had obeyed the Creator by 

scattering and filling the earth, language and culture differences would have naturally occurred.  The 

Babel story merely shares how God put the created process of diversification of language and cul-

tures into a fast forward process: “[God] decided to accelerate his program for the decentralization 

of humankind” (Wagner 1979, 112).  

 In attempting to bolster his theory, Wagner claims that behind this phenomenon and 

its biblical explanation was a social scientific theory of ethnicity.  Thus ethnicity is not a political no-

tion, nor can it be equated with race, tribe, or social class.  Ethnicity must not be confused with mi-

nority group or a homogeneous unit.  Wagner cites social scientists Shibutani and Kwan, who give 

his approved definition: “Ethnicity consists of those who conceive of themselves as being alike by 

virtue of their common ancestry, real or fictitious, and who are so regarded by others” (Shibutani 

and Kwan 1965, 97).  Thus “ethnicity is primarily determined by the social perception of those within 

a particular group and those outside of it” (Wagner 1979, 39).  Ethnic identity is a construction of 

society, assigned by the culture, and thus may include a fictitious biological inheritance.27   

Summary of Wagner’s Modification 

 In summary, then, people like to participate in church (and by extension, civil govern-

ment) structures with others of one’s own created language, inherited from the fathers.  Yet at the 

                                                           

 25The original text reads “cross-class,” but for purposes of my argument I have changed it.   

 

 26After Noah, humans “intuitively recognized the sociological axiom that social separation 
causes cultural differentiation, and they rebelled against it” (Wagner 1979, 112). 

 27Wagner attempts to integrate primordialist and social constructivist perspectives to support 
his position.   
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same time, since ethnic identity is also to a large degree a social construct, others may assimilate 

into a common ethnic solidarity.  The ESOP provides a theoretical reason why churches with a com-

mon lingua franca, a high value upon intermarriage, and a new, developing common identity with 

the national culture can indeed grow and have inter-ethnic fellowship in certain population aggre-

gates and social contexts.   

ESOL as Evolving Unity in Christ 

Radical28 Critics of ESOP 

 René Padilla’s essay, “The Unity of the Church and the Homogeneous Unit Principle,” is 

perhaps the most cited critique of ethnic solidarity in the church (Padilla 1985a).  He, John Howard 

Yoder, Orlando Costas, David Bosch, and many others,29 agree that “in Christ the barriers of race, 

social class, and nationalism have been removed (Eph 214-16; Gal 3:28).  Costly discipleship, not 

cheap grace, is the gospel” (Rooy 1983, 203-204).30  The late David Bosch, for one, applied the same 

principle to the effort to remove separative [apartheid] social structures in his homeland, the Re-

public of South Africa.  

 These critics claim that it is indeed an accurate observation that although people prefer 

to become Christians and then fellowship with others of their kind, it is not a Christian ideal (see Pa-

dilla 1985; Yoder 1983; Hayward and McGavran 1974).  Thus “the breaking down of the barriers that 

separate people . . . was regarded [in the NT] as an essential aspect of the gospel, not merely as a 

result of it” (Padilla 1985a, 166; see Bosch 1979, 1988).  Their conclusion is clear: “the use of the ho-

mogeneous unit principle has no biblical foundation” (Padilla 1985a, 168) because it is not built on 

biblical theology.   

 These scholars seem ideologically to support the conglomerate church as the biblical 

ideal, and ironically, as Volf points out, many support a unitary state in a multi-ethnic context, often 

originating in an imperial imposition31 (Volf 1996, 226).  Mennonite scholar J. H. Yoder states the 

                                                           

 28I use the term “radical” as shorthand for those who hold a position at this point similar to the 
heirs of the Radical Reformation even though they may officially be part of denominations that originated in 
other traditions. 

 

 29See especially the collection of articles edited by Mennonite scholar Wilbert R. Shenk, Explor-
ing Church Growth (Shenk 1983).  

 

 30“A new community is taking form which rejects race, class, tribe, or nation as the basis for its 
identity” (Shenk 1983, 216). 

 31For example, Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, India, and even the United Kingdom. 
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ideal concisely: “Together [Jews and Greeks] who believe form the new humankind (Eph 2:15) . . . a 

totally new creation” (Yoder 1983, 282).32  They thus accuse McGavran and Wagner of supporting 

“tribal, caste, or class conflict,” bourgeois materialism, and racism (Padilla 1985a, 169; see Cunning-

ham 1988).33   

 Wagner correctly calls these “Anabaptist” or “Radical Christian” critiques (Wagner 

1979, 100).  This seems accurate even though not all (e.g., Bosch) are officially from that tradition 

nor would they agree with the Radical Reformation on other points.  Each of these advocates has a 

strong tendency to postulate a redemptive-historical movement from family and peopleness (ethno-

familial solidarity) in the Old Testament to the individual in the New Testament (see e.g., Bosch 

1983).34  The resulting heterogeneity of the church should approach what these critics suppose was 

the New Testament church ideal: “Their heterogeneity was by theological-ethical design” (Norris 

1983, 272). 

 In this view, ethnic solidarity thus in the New Testament Church of Christ is taboo.  

Could it be, however, that these critics are as culturally captive as they accuse Wagner and McGav-

ran of being?  Could they not possibly be captive to modernity, with its Greek Platonic or holistic 

ideal (see e.g., Toulmin 1990) of a new humanity separate from the divisive particularities of socio-

culture and language (sexism, classism, and ethnicism), age (ageism) and time (see Kreitzer 1997, 

1998; Lee 1987)?   

Reformed Critics of the ESOP 

 Several conservative Reformed critics of McGavran have addressed their concerns to 

the academic world.  Among these critics are Harvie Conn, Charles Van Engen, Manuel Ortiz, and Da-

vid Britt.   

 Harvie Conn provides a succinct criticism of McGavran and Wagner (Conn 1977, 1983).  

Like Wagner, he too sees Babel as the source of “our unique ethnicities” (Conn 1983, 86), but not as 

an unmitigated good.  They can become idols.  Therefore, they are secondary and must not be abso-

lutized.  Conn bases this upon the Reformed distinction between humans as either Covenant Keep-

ers or Covenant Breakers.  There are no other fundamental human distinctions.  He proposes a 

“Covenant Solidarity Principle” as an alternative (Conn 1983, 86).  Conn modifies his emphasis upon 

the priority of unity: “We add to our Covenant Solidarity Principle the crucial modification, ‘without 

                                                           

 32See my covenantal theological critique (Kreitzer 1998; also 1992, 1993).  

 

 33 See articles in Pangs of Growth: A Dialogue on Church Growth in Southern Africa (Setiloane 
and Pedan 1988). 

 34A better alternative sees the covenant moving away from an exclusive attachment to one peo-
ple (mono-ethnic), with its symbolic boundary markers (e.g., the Sabbath, dietary laws, and circumcision).  The 
Kingdom’s present covenant bond includes all the peoples in ethno-familial solidarity (multi-ethnic), with no 
culture-bound, ceremonial boundary markers (Kreitzer 1992, 1993, 1997, 1998; Acts 15; Gal 2-5; Rom 9-11, 
14-15; Eph 2). 
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losing social and ethnic identity’” (Conn 1983, 89).  He is rightly concerned not with ethnic solidarity 

but the blindness to the demonic use of it.35  As a consequence, however, Conn allies himself with 

David Bosch, who also relativizes ethnicity in the New Testament.  Our final attachment, he states, is 

to the “New Jerusalem.  That understanding, not the other, controls the mission method” (Conn 

1983, 91).  

 Fuller mission theologian, Charles Van Engen, also falls into the danger of prioritizing 

unity above diversity instead of seeing them as equally ultimate as in the Godhead.  He does this 

while expressing concern that both unity and diversity should be expressed in the church.  He de-

sires to see both “universality and particularity” complement one another in planting multi-ethnic 

congregations.  The church universal must be made visible in the local congregation (Van Engen 

1997, 35; see also Van Engen 1991).  He correctly recommends deliberately planting multi-ethnic 

churches in multi-ethnic cities and sees this rather than the HUP as the ideal.   

 Van Engen’s problem is that he agrees with Padilla’s “very forceful and credible” yet 

non-covenantal critique of ethnic solidarity (Van Engen 1997, 26).  He also seems to adopt a defini-

tion of the church as being made up not of covenant families with a common faith, language, and 

social history, but of individuals (see e.g., Van Engen 1997, 35; cf. however, Van Engen 1999).  Here 

again Van Engen seems to prioritize true unity above real diversity.  No congregation, however, can 

fully express all of humanity’s characteristics at any one time.  Each must express only something of 

that diversity and unity.  However, melting pot churches can demonstrate this, and these come in 

various models, shapes, and sizes.   

 Arthur Glasser seems to agree with most of the principle of homogeneity but is cor-

rectly uncomfortable with McGavran’s pragmatism and his under-emphasizing of church unity 

(Glasser 1976, 1986, 1987).  Glasser does not, however, work out a model to integrate both real 

unity and true diversity.  This Westminster missiologist Manuel Ortiz attempts to do, but without 

success because he too seems captivated in R. Padilla’s individualism as the New Testament ideal 

(Ortiz 1996).36   

 David Britt, an urban missiologist, interacts with the HUP principle for urban contexts in 

“From Homogeneity to Congruence: A Church-Community Model” (Britt 1997).  In those situations, 

Britt claims, the amount of “congruence between the values of the institution and those of its con-

text,” not mere demographic similarity (i.e., race, ethnicity, state of origin, or class, etc.), is the de-

termining factor in church growth (Britt 1997, 142).  Thus, though congruence is similar to homoge-

neity it differs in that it emphasizes more the value consensus of the surrounding social context of 

the community the church is in.   

                                                           

 35He criticizes Kraft, who says that “God accepts this fact [of ESOL] and works with it” (Kraft 
1978, 121). 

 36Using this same principle, RTS (Orlando) professor Michael Glodo claims that “generational 
appeal in worship is an admission that the Gospel is not powerful” (Glodo 2000, 29).  
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 He summarizes his perspective as follows: “Where the cultural symbols of a congrega-

tion are congruent with those of a local community, the gospel will receive an easier hearing” (Britt 

1997, 144).  This does not actually deny McGavran’s thesis but amplifies it.37   

Social Science Perspectives 

Introduction: Classic Opposing Theories 

 There is a massive38 body of literature on the theories and definitions of ethnicity.  

These are reviewed in many volumes (e.g., Barth 1969; Cohen 1978; Glazer and Moynihan 1975; 

Lockwood 1977; Isajiw 1979; Reminick 1983; Thompson 1989; Brass 1991; Sollors 1996; Hutchinson 

and Smith 1996; Jenkins 1997; Smith 1984, 1987, 1998).  There are two classic poles in thinking 

about ethnicity, echoing the Christianized perspectives mentioned in the introduction above, to-

gether with many mediating positions.  The two classic poles are the instrumentalist and the primor-

dialist.  

 

 

 

Primordialism                                  Instrumentalism  

 

 

Fig. 1.  Primordialism and Instrumentalism: Classic Explanation of Opposing Theories of Ethnicity.39 

 

                                                           

 37Desiring to assimilate into a common language, to intermarry, and so forth are all values of 
the social milieu.  They should correlate with an easier hearing of the Word and participation in social and ec-
clesial structures. 

 

 38Fishman rightly states: “The literature on ethnicity is already huge and is constantly being 
added to.  It is also international and, therefore, multilingual. . . .  Finally, it is interdisciplinary and, therefore, 
highly diversified as to its underlying theories and assumptions” (Fishman 1999b, 3). 

 

 39Until the mid-1980s.  E.g., Cohen 1974b,c; Glazer and Moynihan 1975b; Brass 1979, 1980, 
1991; Smith 1984a,b. 
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Primordialism and Neo-Primordialism 

 Scholars often cite Clifford Geertz’s article, “The Integrative Revolution,” as the classic 

attempt to revive the Primordialist theory (Geertz 1963/1973).  The theory in all its classic and re-

vived forms emphasizes the concept of “basic ties and connections that create [ethnic groups]” 

(Glazer and Moynihan 1975b, 19).  Geertz built his perspective in turn upon Edward Shil’s view (Shils 

1957).  Both argued that ancient bonds of kinship, religion, language, region, and custom remained 

strong even in the modernity influenced societies, especially those of the colonial empires then 

breaking up.  This aspect of the theory seems correct, at least from a surface reading of Scripture.   

 The classic Enlightenment form of the theory, however, was grounded on the unity of 

the Volk-derived German Romantic philosophy of J. G. Herder and Ludwig Gumplewitz (Fishman 

1999, 447).  It can be termed an organicist theory40 in opposition to the rationalist, individualist the-

ory of modern sociology (e.g., Comte, Marx, Durkheim, Tönnies, etc.).41  Classic social anthropologi-

                                                           

 40Interestingly enough, both Hans Kohn and Gutmann (Kohn [1944]/1967; Winter 1979) classify 
this as Anglo-Saxon rationalistic individualism versus Germanic organicism.  Abraham Kuyper and the classic 
Afrikaner, Apartheid theologians tended in this direction.  This dichotomy was the basis of the debate be-
tween O. Raum and B. Gutmann in Tanganyika and resulted in two very different styles of church planting, 
church structures, and results.  Gutmann’s strategy led to the discipling of virtually the whole Chagga people, 
whereas those using the individualistic theory in the missional process in a closely related neighboring people 
were not nearly as indigenous or successful (see Raum 1937; Winter 1979; Jäschke 1980, 1985; Flatt 1973, 
1987)  

 

 41For all of the classical sociologists, history was governed by a “single axial principle.”  All socie-
ties upon the globe are moving resolutely forward to a “singular post-industrial future” (Waters 1995, 18-19).  
Ferdinand Tönnies expressed this movement in his classic portrayal of society moving from Gemeinschaft to 
global Gesellschaft, from community with ascribed identity to a society, with chosen identities.  By the first 
term he meant a singular community controlled by religion, built on the family, clan, tribe, and people in a lo-
cal or provincial territory.  By the second, he meant a modernist society that has moved beyond any god, 
where scientific positivism and a collective society of individuals reign.   

 He assumed, along with Comte, Marx, Durkheim, and several other classical scholars, that this 
societalization process was a movement to a secular state, built on the individual, without any Providence ex-
cept the collective hand of humankind.  Humankind creates its own future and identity.  

 Furthermore, Tönnies and the classical sociologists foresaw the movement from a sacral and 
hierarchically stratified community to a society in which functionally differentiated individuals interact in a 
purely material, mechanist and impersonal social order.  In this global world, individual autonomy is maxim-
ized in a world of unlimited choice without biblical religion or need for ethnic identity. 

 The individualistic, classic liberals such as Mill, Spenser, Parsons, and Smelser also foresaw that 
the growth of modernity presaged the demise of ethno-nationalism (Smith 1990, 171). 

 Max Weber also identified a “globalizing solvent” (Waters 1995, 5), which would dissolve the 
ethnic and national except perhaps in China and India, caught up as they were in deep traditional religion! 

 They were all wrong (see Smith 1981, 1984a). “The dissolution of ethnicity . . . [and] nationalism.  
The internationalisation of culture.  These have been the dreams, and expectations, of liberals and rationalists 
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cal conceptions of ethnicity and culture envision the earth to be “an archipelago of more or less iso-

lated cultures.  Within this kind of model, culture becomes reified; it becomes like a fixed object, or 

a bounded vessel containing ‘a people’” (Eriksen 1999, 59). 

 A later development came with the doctrine of primordial or primal ties (urtümliche 

Bindungen) expounded upon by the very successful missionary anthropologist, Bruno Gutmann 

(Winter 1979; Jäschke 1985).42  Max Weber’s school of sociology also took up this concept (Weber 

1996).43  Primordialists, like their close cousin, the essentialist, emphasize the discovered essence of 

what ethnicity is “in itself” (“Das Ding an sich” [Kant]).  This includes shared language, inheritance, 

endogamy and/or biological heritage (see e.g., socio-biological primordialism, Van den Berghe 1978, 

1981), and shared culture.  “Like sex and bodily features, [it is] acquired by heredity and only mildly 

malleable thereafter” (Fishman 1999, 446).  

 No one today, not even Geertz, believes in the classic nineteenth-century version that 

ethnicity is a constant, fixed, and never changing sphere with “atavistic power” (Fishman 1999, 446) 

in the Blut und Bodem, drawing people irresistibly back to das Volk.  Such “‘primordial identity’ was 

deeply rooted, given at birth, and largely unchangeable” (Van den Berghe 1978, 401).  The revived 

                                                           

. . ., and in practically every country they have been confounded and disappointed.  Although in the latter half 
of the twentieth century the world has become more unified, and its states more interdependent, than at any 
previous period of history, the hopes of cosmopolitans everywhere seem farther than ever from being real-
ised, and ethnic ties and national loyalties have become stronger and more deep-rooted than ever.  Today, the 
cosmopolitan ideals are in decline and rationalist expectations have withered.  Today, liberals and socialists 
alike must work for, and with, the nation-state and its increasingly ethnic culture, or remain voices in the wil-
derness” (Smith 1981, 1). 

 42In Bruno Gutmann’s theory, individuals derive human worth from their membership in three 
foundational, ethno-organic structures, which he calls urtümliche Bindungen (UB).  The concept of the UB has 
been variously translated as “primal orders," “primal social ties" (Flatt 1987, 85) or even “primordial social 
ties" (Raum 1937, 504).  Jäschke uses “primal ties."  Since he was Gutmann’s chosen interpreter (see intro. Jä-
schke 1985), this is what I prefer.  

 The UB are built out of three basic relationships: (1) The parent—child relationship (blood rela-
tives in nuclear families, extended families, and clans or Sippe, that is an endogamous, ethno-linguistic group). 
(2) Shared geography or place (ethno-neighborhood or Nachbarschaft), “a human community living together” 
(Jäschke 1985, 19). (3) Shared time in generational progression (age class or Altersklasse).  These three social 
ties, he believed, were not only found throughout Africa, but are foundational to every culture of the world as 
well.  

 “Deine gliedliche Bedeutung gibt dir Eigenwert.  Betone sie, mache sie dir voll bewußt, erfasse in 
ihr and von ihr her den Lebenststrom im Ganzen und du bist, was du möchstest -  vollkommen" (Gutmann 
1925a, 7). By this he means that complete humanness, full of meaning and the stream of created life, comes 
only from being involved as a functioning member of the primordial UB.   

 

 43Contrary to social constructivist critique, Weber’s understanding was quite sophisticated (see 
Weber 1996).   
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form I have termed Neo-Primordialism (see e.g., Shils 1957; Isaacs 1975a,b; Fishman 1977; Epstein 

1978; Haarman 1986; Nash 1989; Grosby 1994, 1995).44  

Instrumentalism 

 Instrumentalists claim, as do most post-Kantian social scientists, that all emphasis upon 

an unchanging form of ethnicity is a form of “essentialism.”  Finding such a form that is a universally 

valid phenomenon in Platonic sense is impossible.  This is genuinely correct if what one begins with 

is the ever-changing phenomena of the world of perception.  All social perceptions are thus only 

constructs of the collective mind, which never can discover the essence of anything in a putative ex-

ternal world (see e.g., Cohen 1974 a,b; Hechter 1986; Eller & Coughlan 1993).   

 Paul Brass, specifically writing from a South Asian perspective, provides a classic criti-

cism of Geertz.  Too many so-called primordial bonds were variable and could change according to 

differing social contexts (see Brass 1979, 1980).  He thus downplays core elements of language, reli-

gion, place of birth and kinship as permanent primordial attachments and focuses attention on the 

social group boundaries and their interaction with other groups (similar to Frederik Barth).  The core 

elements, contrary to Geertz, were neither irrational nor always destructive of the development of 

individualistic rationalistic modern societies.  Instead core elements were often constructed and 

then quite rationally used by groups as instruments to mobilize collective group action.  Paul Brass 

and Thomas Eriksen in Ethnicity and Nationalism (Eriksen 1993, see 1992) do not take an extreme 

                                                           

 44Grosby’s article, “The verdict of history: The inexpungeable tie of primordiality—a response to 
Eller and Coughlan” (Grosby 1994) is a recent historical defense of primordial ties as a virtual instinct in hu-
mankind.  Grosby is opposed to the reductionist, “crude simplicities of materialism” (behaviorism, economic 
determinism, rational self-interest theory, and social construction theory): “Why do human beings attribute 
significance to the biological phenomena of descent and kinship, and the locale of nativity?” (Grosby 1994, 
164).   

 A major problem is that Grosby uses a virtual collectivist argument: “the infant has never merely 
belonged to its immediate family; the child has belonged from birth to the larger cultural collectivity, whether 
a lineage, a clan, a tribe, a city-state, a nation, or a national state” (Grosby 1994, 164).  Lastly, he states that 
Parsons term, particularism, applies to “the persistent primordial attachments of kinship, the ties to one’s 
own: one’s own children, one’s own ‘people’, and one’s own land” (Grosby 1994, 166).  

 “Territoriality: the transcendental, primordial feature of modern societies” (Grosby 1995).  “The 
article is critical of arguments which view territoriality, including that of modern society, as primarily a post-
Cartesian strategy of control or access” (Grosby 1995, 143).  Grosby uses “this-worldly, transcendental refer-
ents” presupposing a collective sense of territoriality.  He questions the individualistic, contractualism of mod-
ern social thought based upon a “collective self-consciousness” of a group” (Grosby 1995, 143).  This is a “fun-
damental order of society” and “primordial attachment to one’s own country, . . . land and . . . way of life” 
(Grosby 1995, 144). He attacks modernization theory that claims anything primordial or gemeinschaftlich is 
being done away with by modernity.   

 A possible covenantal, Christian answer is that Grosby’s theory is similar to Thomistic natural 
law theory but the referent of the law is not in the individual but in the collective.  In Romans 2, the individ-
ual’s conscience of the law of territoriality (eighth and tenth commandments), albeit modified by the social 
collective, is a better source.   
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cynical position towards all primorality as most other instrumentalists such as Jack Eller and Reed 

Coughlan do (see also Cohen 1974, a,b; Hechter 1986).   

 Such consistent instrumentalists reject all so-called primordial, spiritual bonds such as 

family, religion, and a collective feeling of belonging as totally irrational. This theory of ethnicity is 

influenced by materialist Marxian sociology and thus opts for a view that culture and language are 

completely moldable.  Socio-economic elites cynically choose to construct and then use those so-

called primal bonds to mobilize mass action to their own economic benefit (Eller and Coughlan 

1993; see rebuttal, Grosby 1994).45  Each ethnic group of humanity thus holds a common set of in-

vented cultural forms, which they attempt to pass on to the following generation and then use in 

interaction with other groups as an instrument to mobilize common social and political actions 

(hence the term “instrumentalism”).  Instrumentalism teaches that ethnicity is a collective identity 

created or invented by a group of people, primarily the political elite, for their own class interests.  It 

is contingent on ever varying environmental and contextual circumstances or situations.  Ethnicity 

thus is a political weapon in competition over resources, a weapon of group advantage (see Atkin-

son 1999, 21).  

 Ethnicity then is generally seen to be only a cover for the real binding conception of hu-

man action, which is most often seen to be social class (see Smith 1983).  Marxian instrumentalists 

would argue, “Why on earth would one wish to be a Pole when one could be a worker?” (Glazer and 

Moynihan 1975b, 15).   

 

Ethnic identity, thus, according to instrumentalism is collective and involves communication struc-

tured by the surrounding society.  Such identity is always changing though it may include a pragmati-

cally useful, socially created myth of primordial immutability.  Socio-culture therefore is created by a 

human collectivity and in turn molds the collective itself (see e.g., Yinger 1985). 

Barth and Anderson’s Paradigm Shift 

 Since the publication of Fredrik Barth’s, Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Or-

ganization of Cultural Difference (Barth 1969), much social scientific thought has moved away from 

seeing ethnicity as a centered set to seeing ethnicity as a bounded set.  Instead, Barth emphasizes 

“the ethnic boundary that defines the group, not the cultural stuff that it encloses” (Barth 1969, 15).  

Culture springing from primordial ties objectively seen by insider and outsider (e.g., language and 

consanguinity) is often no longer seen as essential to a study of ethnicity and as the binding force of 

                                                           

 45Glazer and Moynihan (1975b) tend toward the term circumstatialists for the school of thought 
most term instrumentalist.  There are no basic fundamental divisions of humankind that are ancient.  Scholars 
should thus study “specific and immediate circumstances” to discover “why groups maintain their [ethno-
group] identity, why ethnicity become a basis of mobilization, why some situations are peaceful and others 
filled with conflict” (Glazer and Moynihan 1975b, 19-20). 
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an ESOL.  Instead, the focus is upon ethnic boundaries as perceived by insiders (emic perspective).  

Social scientists then began to seek to understand the emic self-defining social discourse that an 

ESOL uses to distinguish itself from other groups.   

 This created a series of counter-reactions between a minority trying to define an essen-

tial core of ethnicity and those defining the boundaries of a socially constructed definition (see fig-

ure 5).   

Neo-Primordialist, Social Constructionist Continuum 

 Young, Jenkins, Atkinson, and Yeros46 systematize a more sophisticated analysis that 

sets Neo-Primordialism over against Social Constuctionism in a single continuum (Young 1993a, b, 

1994; Atkinson 1999; see Jenkins 1996/1999; Yeros 1999a,b,c). 

 

 

 

Neo-Primordialist                       Social Constructionist  

 

 

Fig. 2.: Post-Modern Explanations of Theories of Ethnicity 

Social Constructionism 

 Fredrik Barth actually set the pendulum swinging towards the [Social] Constructionist 

approach by rejecting the primordialist conceptions of a cultural core essence to ethnicity.  Later de-

velopment further emphasized that ethnicity is actually the product of human construction and is 

something that evolves over time.  In the process, it is constantly redefining itself and being rede-

fined in interaction with other groups.   

 Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of 

Nationalism. (Anderson 1983) pushed the pendulum directly to the opposite extreme from classic 

primordialism.  Ethnicity, according to this view, is a mentally imagined community with such imag-

ined common characteristics as a common language and ancestors.  No individual in the community 

can know what others in the community of imagination actually speak, what the common ancestors 

really were if anything, and so forth.  These common characteristics are individually and communally 

imagined.  Ethnicity is thus analogous to a social role that can be put on and taken off depending on 

                                                           

 46Yeros divides Social Constructionism into various branches: Transactionalist (Barth), Instru-
mentalist (Cohen, Bates), Inventionist (Ranger, Charock), and Moralist (Lonsdale, Feierman). 
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what is demanded in each unique socio-cultural circumstance (Fishman 1999a, 447).  Hence bound-

aries of ethnic groups collectively change by expanding or collapsing according to social exigencies.  

There is some truth to this. 

 Against primordialist’s reified, hermetically sealed concept of ethnicity and culture, 

constructivist theory stresses,  

 

the flow, ambiguity and unbounded character of systems of meaning.  One has tended to 
view kin groups and ethnic corporations as mere constructions [etic perspective], which they 
are in a certain sense, but not to their members, for whom they are resources which channel 

security, hopes, and dreams. (Eriksen 1999, 59)47  

 This perspective is correct in emphasizing the ever changing and developing collective 

social consciousness of a people.  Every people, especially so-called native peoples, indeed have an 

insider-outsider, us-versus-them perspective. Scripture abundantly testifies to this in the case of the 

Israelite tribes.  However, social constructionists downplay the essential nature and foundational 

role of language, territory, and endogamy that Scripture would emphasize.   

Attempted Mediating Positions 

 Historical Subjectivism (called Perennialism in sociology and political science, Smith 

1998) also attempts a mediating position (see Smith 1987; Fishman 1980, 1999a,b; Connor 1994).  

The London School of Economics sociologist Anthony A. D. Smith, perhaps the preeminent scholar in 

this field alive today, identifies the following as collective “identifying marks” of an ethnie: A “collec-

tive name,” “a common myth of descent,” a “shared history,” “a distinctive shared culture,” an “as-

sociation with a specific territory,” and “a sense of solidarity” (Smith 1987, 22-30).  He thus defines 

an “ethnie (ethnic community)” as “named human populations with shared ancestry myths, histo-

ries and cultures, having an association with a specific territory and a sense of solidarity” (Smith 

1987, 32).  In this sense then, ethnicity is ancient (see also Armstrong 1982; Grosby 1991, 1994; 

Sparks 1998):  

 

The original “tower of Babel” which allowed and encouraged the formation of ethnie cannot 
be elucidated from our meagre records.  At the point where written history begins, in the 

                                                           

 47Interestingly enough, Thomas Eriksen believes that native emic perspectives “tend to be es-
sentialistic, and argue for the objective, thinglike character of social and cultural identity.”  The etic perspec-
tive of anthropology tends on the other hand to be “detached, logical, disinterested and discursive.  The aca-
demic discursive field is supra-spatial, or disengaged from place.  By contrast, local modes of engaging with 
the world are experience-based, sensual, engaged, practical, and often kinship based.  These world views are 
intrinsically connected with concrete places.  They are often stigmatised (by cosmopolitans) as fascist, racist, 
reactionary and so on, after having been caricatured as much more solid and absolute than they may actually 
be” (Eriksen 1999, 59-60). 
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mid-third millennium BC, ethnie are already in evidence, and named culture communities ap-
pear as historical actors.  (Smith 1987, 41) 

 Neo-primordialists of various types, in contrast to the constructivists, attempt to 

demonstrate that language is at the core of ethnic consciousness (see, e.g., Van Den Bergh 1981; 

Haarmann 1986).  On the other hand, the sociolinguist and Orthodox Jew Joshua Fishman fits now 

within the Historical Subjectivist school (see Smith 1998).48  However in contrast to Anthony Smith, 

Fishman has always developed a considerable body of data to support the importance of language 

for ethnic identity (e.g., Fishman 1977, 1980, 1999a,b).  This neglect of a common language, as well 

as of a common religion, is a glaring gap in Smith’s Historical Subjectivist definition of an ethnie. 

 These two mediating positions do not deny the necessity of evolving boundaries.  Both, 

however, see that the core essence of peopleness is important: “If there can be no heartland with-

out boundaries, however distant they may be, there can also be no boundaries unless there is a 

heartland” (Fishman 1977, 27; for similar perspective, Connor 1994). 

Summary 

 In summary, social scientists on the primordialist end of the spectrum seem to indicate 

the following as characteristics of ethnic identity: (1) language, (2) shared inheritance with a myth of 

common ancestry and biological unity, (3) endogamy, and (4) shared cultural values mobilized to 

protect the group.  Both a core and the boundaries between ESOLs are defined and ascribed over 

the generations.   

 Social scientists on the instrumentalist and social constructivist end tend to emphasize 

that ethnicity is an invented collectivity designed to further the hegemonic classes’ power or to fur-

ther gender oppression or racial supremacy.  Instrumentalists, often Marxist in orientation, deny es-

sence or reality to ethno-linguistic identity because the real essence of human community is work-

ing class solidarity.  Constructivists seem to have abandoned this aspect of Marxist sociology.  They 

prefer instead to emphasize the flux and changeable nature of varying identities, similar to the para-

ble in Greek philosophy, which compares an ever-changing stream to the flux of this observational 

particular-bound world.  These are constructed by a society for collective ends.  They are relatively 

ephemeral, and can be reconstructed when there is a social will to do so for various reasons.  The 

emphasis is upon multiple, chosen, or non-ascribed, identities in a pluralistic society with many shift-

ing personal roles.  

True Balancing Position: DTC ECSOL  

 Scripture has a large amount of material on several topics of interest to my thesis.  (1) 

The ethics of inter-ethnic relations, (2) teaching on the origins of ethnic groups, (3) definition of 

words describing ethnic-like phenomena, and (4) present applications to church and state (see e.g., 

Bertholet 1896; Van Houten 1991; Rost 1934; Anderson 1977; Wagner 1979, 1981; Greenley and 

                                                           

 48Fishman could possibly be placed with the Neo-primordialist school in his earlier writings. 
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Baum 1977; Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985; Raath 1989; Brett 1996; Kreitzer 1988, 1992, 

1993, 1997, 1998). These seem to demonstrate much of the neo-primordialist perspective. 

 However, the scriptural data does also allow for socio-cultural change.  Scripture allows 

for development and transition in personal and group ethnic identity(ies) over time, assimilation 

from one group into another, and a growing distinction from a previous ethnic solidarity over the 

generations as a new people is constructed both by social instrumentality and through the unseen 

hand of divine Providence.  Scripture also thus demonstrates much of the insight of the Social Con-

structionist end of the spectrum.   

 A tremendous amount of scriptural material on ethnicity exists in several key pericopes 

(e.g., Ge 10-11; Dt 32; ger laws of the Pentateuch; Psalms; Isaiah’s Servant Songs; Pentecost narra-

tive [Ac 2]; Ac 17; Eph 2; Gal 3; etc.).  There have been many attempts to interpret this Scriptural 

material and the observational data from the book of nature from varying perspectives.  To correctly 

understand this mass of material, biblical exegesis of specific passages and themes, within the para-

digm of a Dependent Trinitarian Creationist (DTC) perspective (see chapter 3), must come first.   

 The following illustration (figure 3) is actually an inadequate abstraction.  Every ethnie 

(ESOL) actually has fuzzy, amorphous, overlapping edges, not like the smooth, circular form as in fig-

ure 5.  The interaction of ethnies looks more like fuzzy edged, puzzle pieces of varying sizes, shapes 

and tabs than like circles, squares, or triangles.  Yet each ethnie has a core in land, religion, putative 

ancestors, and so forth, as we have seen and will continue to observe (see also Grosby 1991).49  

Some have more permeable boundaries than others, depending on whether there exists a high peo-

ple consciousness or not (e.g., sanctions against dissent, inter-marriage, and assimilation).  “If there 

can be no heartland without boundaries, however distant they may be, there can also be no bound-

aries unless there is a heartland” (Fishman 1977, 27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 49“Religion and Nationality in Antiquity: The Worship of Yahweh and Ancient Israel” (Grosby 
1991) shows that ethno-nationalism is not a modern construction as many believe but was rooted at least in 
ancient Israel and probably other Ancient Near Eastern ethno-nations.  Grosby’s problem, however, is the mo-
dernity-bound acceptance of Higher Critical attempts at the reconstruction of Israelite history.   

 See also Nations before Nationalism (Armstrong 1982); Ethnic Origins of Nations (Smith 1987).   
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Fig. 3. Ethnie: Permeably Bounded, Centered Set. 

 

 

 Defining the boundaries of ethnies is thus is very difficult.  One ethnic group fades “im-

perceptibly into other named groups more or less similar and was broken up into named subgroup-

ings that had strong we/they feelings dividing them,” (Cohen 1978, 380-381).  This is especially true 

in areas of similar dialects in many geographic regions of the world (e.g., Africa and Papua New 

Guinea), which causes major headaches for Bible translators.  But this shows that divine Providence 

is continually forming and reforming ethnies in a process begun at creation, resisted and fast-for-

warded at Babel, and continuing till the consummation in God’s providential design.   

 Figure 4 graphically displays a simplified version of the very complex interaction of the-

ories of ethnicity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STUDYING ETHNICITY WITH AN INTERDISCIPLINARY METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

 Thomas Kuhn’s classic study, Structure of Scientific Revolutions, sparked a virtual revo-

lution in the epistemology of science (Kuhn 1970).  Using a philosophically idealist perspective, Kuhn 

attempted to demonstrate that there is no steady progress forward in knowledge in the natural sci-

ences.  Instead, movement comes often as a series of paradigmatic shifts, yet with no necessary im-

plication of a forward direction.  Using Kuhn’s framework, many have now come to believe that all 

types of factual scientific knowledge are paradigm dependent.  Therefore, all factuality is theory 

laden, and every fact is an interpreted fact.  To phrase it in the words of an old Simon and Garfunkel 

song, “Every man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest.”  

 Following Kuhn, many philosophers of the social sciences now no longer hold to any 

self-evident and universal, foundational truths upon which to base any knowledge.  All knowledge is 

belief, and “all of our beliefs together form part of a groundless web of interrelated beliefs” (Van 

Huyssteen 1997, 3).  Second, they also reject the classic dualism of modernity.  Such naïve realism 

contrasts objective and universal science with subjective and irrational religion and theology.  Thus 

Kuhnian-influenced scholarship now sees all knowledge, including theological knowledge, to be me-

diated through the distorting mechanism of the interpreting human mind or minds (see Van 

Huyssteen 1997, 19).  Non- or anti-foundationalism emphasizes the “epistemic importance of com-

munity,” because every group has it own rationality (Van Huyssteen 1997, 3).   

 This revolution in thought has now hit the social sciences full force and has made a 

great impact upon missiology and intercultural studies as well (see e.g., Kraft 1979; Bosch 1991; 

Hiebert 1999).  Indeed, much theology itself has also been deeply influenced (see Van Huyssteen 

1989, 1997; see response, Larkin 1992). 

 Having rejected the dualism of modernity, post-Kuhnian scholars consider all scientific 

and theological disciplines to be “like scientific paradigms.”  Every discipline furnishes an “educa-

tional community” that introduces “members” into a unique paradigmatic manner for “recognizing 

and solving certain sorts of problems” (Gelwick 1983, 422).  The logical concomitant of such post-

Kantian idealism is a group-based relativism.  Each disciplinary group or educational community pro-

vides a “differing view of reality” (Gelwick 1983, 425), a “total relativism of rationalities” (Van 

Huyssteen 1997, 3), each unique to those holding to the presuppositions of the group paradigm.  In 

its most consequent form, then, nonfoundationalism creates a “relativism so complete that any at-

tempt at a cross-disciplinary conversation faces the threat of complete incommensurability” (Van 

Huyssteen 1997, 3).   
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Postmodernity has rightly unmasked the illusions created by epistemological foundationalism.  
We now know that any issue is always seen from a particular interpreted point of view, and 
that our epistemic practices therefore constitute contexts in which our very participation is a 
precondition for our observations. (Gregersen and Van Huyssteen 1998, 5) 

 Each disciplinary community, which is a unique cultural system on its own, is incom-

mensurable to all other such communities.  The language, logic, rules, and rationality of each cul-

tural or disciplinary sphere are governed intra-disciplinarily and intra-culturally.  Postmodernity, 

which is a fruit of the post-Kantian and post-Kuhnian era, rejects all singular “homogenous metanar-

rative[s]” (Gregersen and Van Huyssteen 1998, 5).  This includes certainly science and theology, in-

tercultural studies and missiology.  Such epistemological relativism, however, is untenable for any 

research methodology that intends to communicate to a wider community than the small commu-

nity of those initiated into the research paradigm.  Thus, in response, many scientists and even theo-

logians become mere instrumentalists, or mere “technicians” in a pragmatic search for success, pay-

ing slight attention to their own philosophical presuppositions.  

 Often a solution for such epistemological nihilism is a mediating, synthetic approach 

with several variations, termed “critical realism.”  Ian Barbour introduced this epistemological via 

media into theology-science discussions.  Now through the works of Kraft and Hiebert, Barbour’s ap-

proach has been introduced into missiology-science discussions (Barbour [1966] 1971; Van Kooten 

Niekerk 1998; Kraft 1979; see Hiebert 1999).  It has been the “dominant epistemology in the sci-

ence-theology debate for several decades” (Van Kooten Niekerk 1998, 52).  Several posit various 

permutations of this basic theme, such as postfoundationalism (Van Huyssteen 1997; 1998; 1999),50 

soft non-relativism (Smart 1987) and “responsible relativism” (Gelwick 1983, 424).   

Interdisciplinary Methodology 

 Critical Realism and other integrative and synthetic approaches attempt to overcome 

rigid paradigm boundaries and disciplinary isolation.  These approaches attempt to move in the di-

rection of interdisciplinary research. “Interdisciplinary study itself is a paradigm shift” in global aca-

demia (Gelwick 1983, 422).  On the one hand, his approach is distinct from disciplinarity and cross-

disciplinarity51, which involve only one discipline or disciplinary perspective (Gelwick 1983, 426).  On 

the other hand, the integration of multiple disciplines proceeds on an ascending continuum from 

                                                           

 50“Can there be a life of committed Christian faith after moving beyond the absolutism of foun-
dationalism and the relativism of antifoundationalism?  I believe a . . . helpful, postfoundationalist model for 
theistic belief can be found in a carefully constructed critical realism” (Van Huyssteen 1997, 41; see 1989, 143-
197).   

 

 51To view one or more disciplines using the rigid epistemological axioms of another, see Klein 
1990, 55; Gelwick 1983, 426.  This is similar to what linguists and anthropologists call an etic perspective.   
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least to complete integration: (1) multidisciplinarity,52 (2) pluridisciplinarity,53 (3) interdisciplinarity, 

and  (4) transdisciplinarity54 (Jantsch 1980; Gelwick 1983, 426; Klein 1990, 55-73; Kenzo and Wan 

1999).   

Definitions 

 Interdisciplinary study involves teamwork, which emphasizes “integrative” studies over 

“discrete” studies done in disciplinary isolation (Klein 1990, 60).  Synthesis is achieved by developing 

a “holistic framework” that “facilitate[s] the interaction of quantitative and qualitative empirical ef-

forts” (Klein 1990, 60).  The result is a new, singular, and coherent entity that demands understand-

ing and integration of varying epistemologies and methodologies.  The new entity then constructs “a 

common vocabulary” (Klein 1990, 57), establishing a “new metalevel of discourse” (Klein 1990, 66).   

 Transdisciplinarity is the ultimate, and possibly unreachable, goal in the integration 

continuum.  It “signifies the interconnectedness of all aspects of reality, transcending the dynamics 

of a dialectical synthesis to grasp the total dynamics of reality as a whole.  It is a vision of interdisci-

plinarity penetrating the entire system of science” (Klein 1990, 66).  Erich Jantsch, to whom this con-

tinuum is greatly indebted, exemplified this approach in the volume he edited; The Evolutionary Vi-

sion: Toward a Unifying Paradigm of Physical, Biological, and Sociocultural Evolution (Jantsch 1981).  

Materialistic evolutionism, he believes, is the transcendent unifying principle of total reality.   

 As Gelwick states, those trained in interdisciplinarity discover “the ultimate moral ben-

efit” that “cognitive absolutes” are not tenable and that those who use the methodology “tend to 

adopt a responsible relativism.”  Thus, there are limits upon “all absolute views of reality,” which are 

to be remedied by synthetic and integrative philosophies and methodologies of science and religion 

(Gelwick 1983, 424).  Certainly what Gelwick states is true if one assumes an absolute, monistic view 

of reality as a Grand Unifying Theory (GUT) for ontology (metaphysics).55  Metaphysically, there are 

only two choices: (1) an idealistic, spiritualist monism, or (2) a materialistic form.  Neither of these 

absolute views can explain why there are unifying noumena in the case of materialism or particular-

izing phenomena in the case of idealism.   

                                                           

 52“Essentially additive not integrative” and “not interactive” (Klein 1990, 56).  Disciplinary 
groups work in conjunction with one another. 

 

 53Disciplines are related in parallel ways but without coordination (Klein 1990, 68; Gelwick 1983, 
426).   

 

 54A high degree of cooperation between disciplines, mutually enhancing epistemologies (Klein 
1990, 66).  

 55Even postmodernity which denies any metanarratives and foundations must begin with this GUT, as an ontological pre-
supposition. 
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Anticipatory Biblical Analysis 

 Biblical Christianity, however, rejects both monisms as “absolute views of reality.”  Cre-

ated reality, both noumenal and phenomenal, always forces epistemology in the direction of a view-

point that must somehow take both into account.  Thus a perennial question of philosophy has been 

the relationship of the one to the many (Rushdoony 1971, 1978; Bahnsen 1998, 238).  The problem 

is “how to get a network of purely conceptual and absolutely comprehensive relations into signifi-

cant contact with an endless number of unrelated facts” (Van Til 1978, 237; Bahnsen 1998, 383).  In-

evitably this dilemma has led all autonomous Western (and Eastern) thought towards some form of 

a syncretism, that is an inevitable pragmatic and dialectical dualism in life, even to those who desire 

to escape from it.  All dialectical dualisms, however, are unstable and inevitably break down.  The 

break down always leads to a reversion to monistic thought, first at the presuppositional level and 

then culturally.  Monistic presuppositions leading to individual and cultural anomie and dysfunction 

(Dooyeweerd 1953-58, 1979; Rushdoony 1971, 1978).56  

 Christians, to the contrary, know that there is no true fact (particularity, manyness) that 

is not connected to a true meaning framework (unity, oneness) in the whole creation and vice versa.  

No person can escape the Triune Creator’s truth and creation design.  Therefore, only biblical Chris-

tianity begins with a true synthetic balance that does not compromise or mix either the noumenal or 

the phenomenal.  The reason for this balance is that biblical Christianity begins with a commitment 

to a personal Plural-Unity as the transcendent foundation of all ethics, physics, and metaphysics.57  

Neither modern nor postmodern man can escape from the one (noumena) or the many (phenom-

ena).  The reason is that both have been created and are presently upheld by the Grand Unifying, 

yet always Tri-Personal, One-Many.  Every true fact is created by God, comes to the mind structured 

and upheld by God, and exists within a unifying truth framework created and upheld by the same 

triune God.  Both the created and immanent one and many reflect the glory of that Triune God, in 

whom exists the equal ultimacy of the one and the many (Van Til)58 (see Rushdoony 1971, 1978; 

Frame 1995, 71-78; Bahnsen 1998, 238-241; 326).   

 This perspective is not a mere nostalgic return to a pre-modern view of the unity of 

knowledge.  It is first a return to the biblical-Hebraic roots of both Testaments.  Following Paul’s ex-

ample (e.g., 1 Corinthians, Colossians and Ephesians), furthermore, it is a return to these roots only 

                                                           

 56Dualism either breaks down to the monism of radical individualistic materialism leading to an-
archism, radical Libertarianism, and nihilism, or it breaks down into the monism of spiritual-idealistic holism 
leading to various collective totalitarianisms, e.g., Fascism, secular humanism, racial socialisms [e.g., Nazism]; 
revolutionary humanisms [e.g., Maoism, Marxist-Leninism]; and an emerging New Age or cosmic humanism 
(see Rushdoony 1971, 1978a). 

 57Corresponding to axiology and ontology (or metaphysics in Van Til’s terminology).   

 

 58“For the Christian, the ultimate unifying principle is the self-sufficient, eternal, sovereign, per-
sonal, and triune Creator of the heaven and earth.  And within this Creator there is an equal ultimacy of unity 
and plurality. . . .  The impersonal, particular, and causal feature of the physical universe are subordinate to 
this God . . . in the Christian’s comprehensive scheme of knowledge” (Bahnsen 1998, 326, n. 131).   
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after a thoroughgoing engagement with the contemporary.  In other words, in our case, it is a radi-

cal return to the unity of all knowledge only after an engagement with the presuppositions of both 

modernity and postmodernity.59   

 Lastly, it is a return to that unity only in the triune God who provides the unity of all 

knowledge.  He has revealed Himself with complete truthfulness in every area of life in the Scrip-

ture, which teaches the unity of all knowledge in the one true God (Isa 45:5-10, 18-23; Ro 3:29-30).  

“For the Christian, universals exist in a concrete (not abstract) fashion within the mind of the per-

sonal Creator Himself.  God “thinks ‘universally’ and such thinking is found in man ‘analogically’” 

(Bahnsen 1998, 240).  In other words, only the one, truthful God gives meaning (unity) to the partic-

ular facts of the universe by means of his creation and providence.  All facts come to man already 

interpreted meaningfully by the Creator.  Man’s position is to discover and submit to the Creator’s 

pre-interpretation and learn to “think God’s thoughts after him.”  This act human beings can do ex-

actly and accurately but never comprehensively like that which only God can do.  The result is a sin-

gular epistemology, and a singular rationality for all disciplines and ethno-cultures of humanity.  It 

further provides a true unifying paradigm for acquiring all theological and scientific knowledge, and 

a truthful model for interdisciplinarity.  

 Because God has previously pre-planned and pre-designed every detail of the universe 

and of the course of history, “there are causal connections, meaning, and purpose to be discovered 

by man when he uses his powers of observation and applies his intellect to what he finds.”  Except in 

those areas where Scripture gives direct information about nature and history, he cannot find 

“God’s thoughts regarding them [in Scripture].”  Therefore, he must use his senses.  “Given the pre-

suppositions of creation, providence, and revelation, empirical knowledge is both possible and im-

portant to man” (Bahnsen 1998, 241).60   

 The Bible is not a systematized textbook for science.  Yet it does provide the meaning 

framework and some truly objective, factual data (history, chronology, origins, etc.) within which to 

discover God’s thoughts in nature and socio-culture.  The unbeliever, however, pretends to be reli-

giously neutral, presupposing that chance, time, and luck stand behind all data, a view that “reduces 

[itself] to irrationalism.  Empirical methods of knowing can be made intelligible only within the Chris-

tian worldview” as a truth framework to interpret all data (Bahnsen 1998, 244).61   

                                                           

 59See Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology (Milbank, Pickstock, and Ward 1999), a noble yet 
flawed attempt at this. 

 60An excellent example of this singular methodology is the principles given for legal research in 
Dt 13:12-14; 19:15-18; 25:1-2.  The Creator provides the epistemological meaning framework and upholds all 
the data details to be discovered by the judges. 

 

 61This truth is objective, because it is created and given by a Transcendent Creator who sees all things 
as they comprehensively and truly are in themselves.  Further, he is distinct from his created objects and has created 
each object distinct from each other.  Only this creation-based, biblical perspective can make sense of the world as it is.   
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Interdisciplinarity and Research Methods 

 

The move toward interdisciplinary study is a sign of our increasing awareness of the limits of 
problem solving, and of the restrictions on creativity, when researchers and students are tied 
to a single discipline. (Gelwick 1983, 423) 

 Without the foundational presupposition of the personal Triune Providence, contempo-

rary theorists are being forced again to reconsider the relationship of data to meaning, of the one to 

the many.  Social science theorists debate over whether quantitative, data-bound empirical method-

ologies are inextricably tied to modernity with its positivist ideology, and whether qualitative meth-

odologies are tied to post-modernist subjectivism.  So-called positivist methodologies are termed 

foundationalist62 and naïve realist.  They are further criticized as “essentialist” because they alleg-

edly attempt to discover the real essence of physical and social facts as they are in themselves.  The 

opposite methodologies are categorized as non-foundationalist and idealist.  Positivist and empiri-

cist methodologies are tied to modernity and a correspondence theory of truth.  Anti- or non-empir-

icist methodologies are tied to post-modernity and a coherence theory of truth (see discussion and 

typology charts in Hiebert 1999; Barbour 1974).   

 Several suggest that an interdisciplinary methodology is the only method that can 

bridge the gap between the data bound theories and meaning coherence theories (see Gelwick 

1983; Klein 1990; Van Huyssteen 1997; 1998; Wan 1998; Kenzo and Wan 1999).  Several postulate 

scientific realism or its variant form, critical realism, as the best philosophical foundation for adopt-

ing this mediating, interdisciplinary methodology (Hiebert 1999; Van Huyssteen 1989; 1997; 1998; 

1999).   

 Interdisciplinary methodologies are an excellent means to bridge the gap between the 

extremes.  However, a Reformational philosophy is a much more biblical alternative than critical real-

ism as the philosophical foundation for this bridging effort.  I build this scriptural alternative upon the 

insights of Herman Dooyeweerd (1971), H. G. Stoker (1969; 1971), and especially upon Greg Bahnsen’s 

official collation and interpretation of C. A. Van Til (Bahnsen 1998).  Next, I will summarize some of the 

key philosophical presuppositions of critical realism and give a Vantillian critique.  Last, I will show how 

a Vantillian understanding of interdisciplinarity also bridges the gap between two similar sets of ex-

tremes in the study of ethnicity: primordialism and instrumentalism, and the neo-primordialist and so-

cial constructivist perspectives.   

 

                                                           

 62“Whether in theology or the sciences, the classical model of rationality clearly always requires 
some form of foundationalism.  Foundationalism . . . requires the foundationalist propositions must be self-
evident and indubitable.  Since, however, there are no grounds for believing that there exists a body of self-
evident or given propositions that will allow us to justify our beliefs, foundationalism ultimately fails” (Van 
Huyssteen 1999, 124).   
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Philosophical Presuppositions of Critical Realism 

 In missiological circles, radical (see e.g., Kraft 1979)63 or more moderate and biblical 

(Hiebert 1999)64 forms of critical realism are variously asserted as middle ground between the two 

extremes of naïve realism (positivism and empiricism) and idealism.  Princeton based, Afrikaner the-

ologian Wentzel Van Huyssteen has developed a variant theological form of critical realism to alleg-

edly bridge the gap between the two extremes (Van Huyssteen 1989, 1997, 1998, 1999).  Van 

Huyssteen, like Kraft and Hiebert, seems to have followed Barbour’s lead in adopting this terminol-

ogy (Barbour 1971; 1974).  In the realm of the interface of theology and science, Van Huyssteen em-

phasizes the term postfoundationalism to describe his form of critical realism (see Van Huyssteen 

1986; 1997; 1998; 1999).  At present, the thinking on interdisciplinary methodology in theological 

circles seems to be dominated by critical realist or postfoundationalist philosophy.  

 Critical realists in missiology and theology (e.g., Barbour 1974; Van Huyssteen 1989; 

Kraft 1979; Hiebert 1999)65 follow Kuhn’s paradigmatic approach to some extent (Kuhn 1970).  The 

opposite of Kuhn’s approach is termed essentialism and is criticized as being foundationalist in phil-

osophical background.  All thus reject a typical positivistic model in both science, including social sci-

ence, and theology.  The basic question is not anymore “whether a given theory is provable, correct, 

or true” (Van Huyssteen 1989, 174).  Instead, critical realism in its various forms, ranging from 

Hiebert’s conservative form to Van Huyssteen’s and Kraft’s (Kraft 1979) more radical forms, asks a 

different question.  The foundational query concerning any proposed theory in science or theology 

is, Does it propose “adequate solutions to meaningful problems” within a particular cultural and 

worldview paradigm (Van Huyssteen 1989, 174; see Kraft 1979).  “Truth” is not based on a universal 

rule, but is paradigm specific.  Each paradigm has a specific rationality and truthfulness within the 

system.  This rejection of proof and accuracy seems to demonstrate a pragmatic, post-Kantian influ-

ence (i.e., instrumentalist influence).   

 

 

Positivist and Empiricist Methodologies Idealist Methodologies 

Foundationalist Non-Foundationalist 

                                                           

 63Kraft’s earlier view (1979) could even be termed “Christian Instrumentalism” (Kreitzer 2000). 

 

 64 Critical Realism seeks the “middle ground between positivism, with its emphasis on objective 
truth, and instrumentalism, with its stress on the subjective nature of human knowledge. . . .  It affirms the 
presence of objective truth but recognizes that this is subjectively apprehended” (Hiebert 1999, 69).  “Like in-
strumentalism, critical realism distinguishes between reality and our knowledge of it; but like positivism, it 
claims that that knowledge can be true.  Critical realism also assumes, ontologically, that the world is orderly 
and that that order can be comprehended, in some measure, by human reason” (Hiebert 1999, 71). 

 65Very possibly also Bosch (1991). 
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Tied to Modernity Tied to Postmodernity 

Correspondence Theory of Truth Coherence Theory of Truth 

Every Fact is Theory Neutral Every Fact is Theory Bound 

 

Fig. 5: Presupposition Extremes in Research Epistemologies. 

Basic Presuppositions of Critical Realism 

 The basic assumption of this perspective in theology and missiology is post-Kantian and 

post-Kuhnian.  All access to “reality” is through a human, mentally imposed interpretation.  Every 

fact is a human interpreted fact: “There is no uninterpreted access to reality and that in the process of in-

terpretation the role of metaphor is central” (Van Huyssteen 1989, 158).66  Critical Realism views descrip-

tions of reality, assumed to be actual and external, to be accessed indirectly through human created mod-

els.  Models are supposed to “refer” to something actual but in fact are only “metaphorically based screens 

or ‘grids,’ indirectly redescrib[ing] reality” (Van Huyssteen 1989, 157; see also Kraft 1979, 25-31, Hiebert 

1999, 77-78)67  

 The basic assumption, following Kant, is that no human or human language can de-

scribe something as it is in itself (Das Ding an sich) (see Barbour 1974, 34).  No human can discover 

the essence of anything.  “We always relate to our world(s) through [human] interpreted experi-

ence” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 268).   This includes both theological and scientific knowledge, creating 

an “epistemic similarit[y]” between the two.  Neither can claim “demonstrably certain foundations” 

to uniquely “warrant . . . theory choices” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 267).  Neither can demonstrate that 

                                                           

 66Kraft, also denying that any knowledge corresponds with the external world, agrees that it is 
always an imposition of the human mind: “The fact that as human beings we see reality not as it is but always 
from inside our heads in terms of such models means that ‘no direct comparison of model and world is possi-
ble’ ([Barbour 1974]:38).  We cannot, therefore, take our models . . . literally or absolutely” (Kraft 1979, 29).  
Science is a subjective model of the external world.  Meaning and knowledge are intra-cultural and cohere to a 
cultural system of meaning with no necessary correspondence to any transcultural form (Kraft 1979, 23-28).  
Applied to Scripture, it is impossible to have an inerrant book and an accurate doctrine of inerrancy.  Like Van 
Huyssteen (1988, 179ff), Kraft explicitly rejects inerrancy (Kraft 1979).   

 

 67Knowledge involves the human mind ordering sense percepts into “an interpretive whole” 
(Hiebert 1999, 77).  Hiebert further states: “It is the configurational nature of knowledge that gives meaning to 
uninterpreted experiences.  It gives to knowledge a coherence and comprehension that makes sense out of a 
bewildering barrage of sense data entering our mind” (Hiebert 1999, 78).   

 Question: What gives coherence to the barrage of data bombarding the senses: Man’s mind or 
God’s mind?  It must be the Creator, who has designed and orders all data, which are external to man and are 
created objects to be observed.  Furthermore, God placed meaning categories in man’s mind by creating and 
providentially upholding languages.  Lastly, he has given capacity to all humans to perceive and understand 
because of the rational aspect of the imago Dei.   
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a theory is “provable, correct, or true,” only that it is pragmatically useful (Van Huyssteen 1989, 

174).  At this point, critical realism does not differ from Instrumentalism.  

 This form of critical realism creates what Van Huyssteen calls “a responsible epistemic 

pluralism” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 268), based on a “postfoundationalist” rationality (Van Huyssteen 

1999, 268).  A postfoundationalist concept of rationality is primarily individualistic, existential (i.e., 

decisional), and fideistic: “the predicate ‘rational’ first of all characterizes an individual’s responsible 

decisions and beliefs, not propositions as such, nor communities.”  Paradoxically, however, it also 

involves the “larger context of the community.”  Because each individual’s judgment is fallible, it re-

quires an “ongoing critical evaluation by others” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 268).  The standard of judg-

ment, furthermore, is not transcendent to the community but immanent within it.  It involves an attempt 

to take the individual’s judgment seriously and involves an “evaluation against the standards of a commu-

nity of inquiry” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 268).   

 Rationality is thus diverse from community to community.  There is no trans-cultural 

rationality: “There are no universal standards of rationality against which we can measure other be-

liefs or competing research traditions” (Van Huyssteen 1999, 267).  Parochial tradition is not merely 

“part of our background knowledge, but . . . the main source of our knowledge” (Van Huyssteen 

1999, 265).  Consequent nonfoundationalism emphasizes the “fact that every group and every con-

text may in fact have its own rationality” (Van Huyssteen 199, 127).  The result of this perspective is 

that the Reformation doctrine of sola Scriptura is no more. “There are no more foundationalist, uni-

versal, cross-cultural, or interreligious rules for theology,” though some rules and presuppositions 

can be shared cross-culturally to make some discourse commensurable across cultures, traditions, 

or disciplines (Van Huyssteen 1999, 266).  Communal tradition seems to reign supreme.  

 This sharing, then, creates the basis for an interdisciplinary methodology.  Two or more 

disciplinary or ethno-lingual communities attempt to share some rules and presuppositions in a pro-

cess of finding mutually agreeable, and functionally “useful,” solutions to problems.  Upon his pre-

suppositions, however, Van Huyssteen fails to explain how there can be any prior interdisciplinary 

communication so that some rules and presuppositions can be mutually shared.   

A DTC or Nuanced Vantillian Critique 

 As a nuanced Vantillian,68 I agree that an interdisciplinary methodology helps bridge 

the gap between the two epistemological paradigms (see figure 1).  However, this agreement is 

based on grounds that differ from Van Huyssteen, Hiebert, and Kraft’s critical realism.  All three pre-

suppose human autonomy in rationality because they adopt the Kantian view that the human mind 

                                                           

 68Closer to Bahnsen 1998 and Stoker 1969; 1971; than Frame 1995 or Poythress 1976.  See fig-
ure 3. 
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imposes its order upon chaotic percepts.  Modernity and post-modernity, positivism and postposi-

tivism share this presupposition.69  My view I term Dependent Trinitarian Creationism (DTC) (Kreit-

zer 2000).   

Transcendent Foundationalism 

 The DTC perspective correctly begins with the Transcendental Argument for God (TAG): 

presupposing the existence of the Triune Creator and the complete presuppositional framework 

(worldview) of Scripture (see Bahnsen 1998, 311-312).  Only after beginning with that total picture 

can one demonstrate that the opposite is genuinely impossible.  

 

There is at base only one non-Christian worldview; logically speaking, it is the negation of the 

overall picture described abovethe denial of some or all of the propositions used to sum-
marize biblically-based Christianity (e.g., the Trinity, creation, providence, sin, incarnation, re-
demption, regeneration. . . .  Every non Christian philosophical position takes for granted that 
man, not God, must function with ultimate intellectual authority, being the measure or “refer-
ence point” for all that he believes to be true.  (Bahnsen 1998, 321) 

 According to DTC, Christian social scientists must challenge all other scientific-philo-

sophical worldview systems.  They then must demonstrate that the antithetical meaning system is 

actually meaningless upon its own presuppositions.  None of the antithetical systems give the pre-

conditions for any intelligible knowledge or morality.  All are internally self-contradictory.  By 

demonstrating the impossibility of the contrary, a biblical (i.e., DTC) social scientist can arrive at cer-

tainty.  Certainty, of course, is anathema to all post-Kantian systems, both critical realist and instru-

mentalist.  This includes all postmodernist systems.   

 Proving the impossibility of the contrary is done by “spiral reasoning” (Frame 1995, 

306-307).  The Christian, founded upon his transcendent presupposition of the Triune God, “go[es] 

around and around” the antithetical presupposition or worldview.  In so doing, one “presuppos[es] 

the things . . . learned on the previous trip [around] and appl[ies] those presuppositions to the new 

data.”  At times, new data obtained in the orbiting of the presupposition or paradigm under study 

“will require us to unlearn things that we thought we knew before.  In the religious case, we may 

have to revise our interpretation of God’s revelation in some areas” (Frame 1995, 306).  By means of 

this spiral process, the opposite of the scriptural presuppositions can be transcendently demon-

strated to be impossible.   

 This spiral reasoning process can apply to both particular data and data based meaning 

systems up to, and including, worldview paradigms.  Empirical evidence interpreted within the bibli-

cal framework can be used in this process.  This spiraling process inescapably demonstrates that 

                                                           

 69See Van Huyssteen’s discussion of the multiple rationalities view (above): “Ironically, extreme 
nonfoundationalist relativism turns out to be a direct continuation of the classical model of rationality” (Van 
Huyssteen 1999, 127).   
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facts and created factuality-systems can be known exactly and accurately but never comprehen-

sively.70  Though a social researcher can learn many things accurately and exactly, he or she can 

never know anything comprehensively as the Creator does.   

 Lastly, this spiraling process must include the international hermeneutical community 

and other disciplines exactly as Van Huyssteen and other critical realists intuitively realize (e.g., 

Hiebert 1999).  Wisdom is in many counselors (Pr 11:14, 15:22, 24:6).  No one individual, discipline, 

or ethno-community possesses comprehensive knowledge or universal observation, but each ob-

serves the same created reality and record complementary observations of God’s one world.  Colla-

tion and integration of the  

 

                                                           

 70Barbour, Kraft, Van Huyssteen, and Hiebert all deny this.  However, the statement, “Nothing 
can be known exactly or accurately” purports to be an exact and accurate statement, contradicting itself.  It is 
meaningless.  
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Veridicalist Interdisciplinarity (Hanna 1981) 

 

 

Classic, Common Sense Interdisciplinarity (Warfield, Sproul, et al. 1984) 

 

Evangelical, neo-Thomist Interdisciplinarity  

(Geisler 1999, Moreland 1985, 1987, 1989) 

 

Lockean Interdisciplinarity 

 

The Many 

Correspondence Theory 

Autonomous knowledge 

Positivism/Empiricism 

Absolutism/Objectivism 

Immanent Foundationalism 

Modernity 

Every fact is value and theory free 

 

Fig. 6: Interdisciplinarity Continuum (Epistemology). 

varying complementary perspectives provides a more comprehensive picture of that one reality.  

Hiebert, for one, rightly demonstrates this within his theistic version of critical realism (Hiebert 

1999). 

Summary 

 

The transcendental critique of unbelieving worldviews aims to show that, given their presup-
positions, there could be no knowledge in any field whatsoever—that it would be impossible 
to find meaning or intelligibility in anything at all. (Bahnsen 1998, 514) 

 The “transcendental argument for God” provides certainty for the biblical worldview 

and shows that the opposite is impossible.  Christian social scientists and missiologists using the DTC 
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paradigm “use factual and logical arguments, governed . . . by Christian presuppositions” to demon-

strate the certainty of the total biblical-Christian worldview (Frame 1995, 306).  In other words, all 

other worldviews accept time, chance, and chaos as the sole source for the development of order, 

meaning, and design out of nothing.  This is clearly impossible.  Only within that framework can true 

factuality about the human social creation be discovered (see Hiebert 1999, 104; note 12 above).  

Only within the Creator’s comprehensive truth paradigm, that is the biblical worldview, can human-

ity, both in its individual and ethno-collective manifestations, be researched and understood.  Only 

in his light do we see light (Ps 36:9; Prv 4:18). 

 A DTC perspective, thus, does “not object to facts, but only brute facts” (Frame 1995, 

308).  The same is true of theories.  A theory about individual or collective humanity can only be true 

within the Creator’s design-paradigm revealed in Scripture and within the observed data of creation.  

In Scripture, God describes human individuals and collectivities (e.g., ethnicity), as they are in them-

selves, in their created essence.  Only within that divinely interpreted essence can more about 

ethno-humanity be discovered.  

No neutrality   

 No person’s mind is neutral and autonomous.  A person and an ethno-culture are for 

the Creator and his Son or they are ethically and noetically against the Lord God.  Every person and 

culture is for or against God in values and mental interpretations of the Creator’s universe (Jos 

24:15; Pss 2, 19, 119; Mt 6:24; 12:30; Mk 9:40).  Everyone, therefore, begins his or her social scien-

tific reasoning with a pre-commitment to a worldview.  Critical realists, postfoundationalists, and 

DTC-Vantillians formally agree on this, though not on the implications of it. 

No brute factuality 

 There are thus no “brute facts.” There are no “particulars unrelated to any plan or in-

terpretation.”  The universe does not consist of “purely random matter, moving completely accord-

ing to chance.”  Furthermore, there are no abstract, autonomous “universals,” that is “abstract, im-

personal, and apparently self-existent universals” that serve as “connecting links” between “brute 

facts” (Bahnsen 1998, 279).71  

 Singular truth, flowing from one God.  Because God has pre-planned and presently con-

trols all things and events, certain “facts and events” can be known and predicted, indeed inter-

preted “in advance.”  Therefore, not all theories and hypotheses about ethnic and socio-cultural 

                                                           

 71At this point Barbour, Van Huyssteen, and Kraft all agree.  Because they do not self-con-
sciously begin with the truthfulness of the complete biblical worldview, they begin with mental neutrality (au-
tonomy).   

 Hiebert is one who struggles to reject this autonomy: “Faced with disagreements, positivists at-
tack one another as false, instrumentalists smile and go their own ways, idealists split, and critical realists go 
back and search the Scriptures to test their different points of view” (Hiebert 1999, 103; see citation from 104 
above).  However, he fails because he does not reject up-front the Kantian presupposition that all facts are 
human interpreted, that is, all facts are [human] theory laden.   
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phenomena are “as credible as any other” prior to observation, investigation, and evaluation (Bahn-

sen 1998, 279).  Scripture is the canon for such credibility.   

 There is thus no “epistemic pluralism,” as Van Huyssteen suggests.  Van Til refutes this 

as being equivalent to the serpent’s temptation of Eve.72  Because of the fact of creation and provi-

dence, purely contingent “open factuality” can be discarded from the beginning (Bahnsen 1998, 

383).  There is no possibility that any and every contingency can and should be explored.  All true 

data are attached to the total truth-system designed and upheld by the Creator.  He creates and de-

fines the only truth framework; the opposite is false and irrational.   

 

On a non-Christian basis facts are ‘rationalized’ for the first time when interpreted by man.  
But for one who holds that the facts are already part of an ultimately rational system by virtue 
of the plan of God it is clear that such hypotheses as presuppose the non-existence of such a 
plan must, even from the outset of his investigation, be considered irrelevant. (Van Til 1967a, 
116) 

 Because there is one God, there is one universal truth found in him.  An “epistemic plu-

ralism” presupposes a polytheistic universe with multiple realities, truths, and gods, and an infinite 

variety of possibilities.  However, because of the one true God, what is true is true cross-culturally 

and across disciplines.  The DTC perspective integrates transcendent and immanent truths into one 

system, allowing true interdisciplinarity.  Hiebert intuitively senses this: 

 

Juxtaposing different knowledge systems does not assure us of integration [interdisciplinarity]. . 
. . For integration to take place, the knowledge systems must truly be complementary.  This re-
quires first that they both be embedded in the same worldview.  Just as it is impossible to inte-
grate a theology based on idealism with a science based on realism, we cannot integrate theol-
ogy with a science that denies God’s existence.  We must begin with a biblical worldview and 
then develop our theology and our science within this overarching framework of givens (Hiebert 
1999, 104). 

 “True truth” (F. Schaeffer) both corresponds to creational realities and coheres to the 

larger divine truth system.  Both empirical evidence and coherence to a theoretical framework are 

necessary for certainty.  A Christian social scientist using the DTC perspective cannot possess one 

without the other.  Thus DTC truly integrates the false dilemma between so-called naïve realism and 

idealism—the one looking upward (e.g., Plato), the other observing downward (e.g., Aristotle).   

                                                           

 72“Eve was obliged to postulate an ultimate epistemological pluralism and contingency before 
she could even proceed to consider the proposition made to her by the devil. . . .  Eve . . . assume[d] the equal 
ultimacy of the minds of God, of the devil, and of herself.  And this surely excluded the exclusive ultimacy of 
God” (Bahnsen 1998, 152-153) 
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 Lastly, no ethno-culture can exist without using something of the singular Christian 

truth-system.  Hence even unbelievers must use something of true created and providentially up-

held facts to exist in God’s world.  Otherwise they would self-destruct (see Paul’s argument in chap-

ters 1 and 2 of Romans). 

 Therefore, each ethno-culture does not construct a different creation than the one in-

escapable uni-verse created by the one Lord.  “Epistemic pluralism” leads to a multi-verse, no mat-

ter how hard people try to deceive themselves into thinking this may be true since the Fall.  A multi-

verse implies multiple deities and multiple worlds and multiple truths.  Because of the one Creator 

and his singular uni-verse and singular truth, there an etic system of classification can exist.  DTC 

alone allows for an understanding of all lingual-cultures in comparison to others.  The one truth of 

the one God serves as the single transcendent canon and source for comparison.  He and his created 

truth, being distinct from man, serve as the object for understanding. This defines objectivity. 

True objectivity 

  Real objectivity does exist in the DTC biblical system.  God has created both objects and 

subjects to be controlled and interpreted under himself by dependent humanity.73  Humans, in the 

biblical worldview, can see the essence of objects and interpret them accurately and exactly, but 

never comprehensively.   

True universality 

 All immanent truth is created and upheld by God in general revelation.  All transcend-

ent truth is derived from the eternal Being of the Triune God.  This embraces the principles of logic, 

including the Law of Contradiction.74  This means that neither logic nor any other created immanent 

                                                           

 73“If the Christian position with respect to creation, that is, with respect to the idea of the origin 
of both the subject and the object of human knowledge is true, there is and must be objective knowledge.  In 
that case the world of objects was made in order that the subject of knowledge, namely man, should interpret 
it under God. . . .  On the other hand if the Christian theory of creation by God is not true then we hold that 
there cannot be objective knowledge of anything.  In that case all things in this universe are unrelated and 
cannot be in fruitful contact with one another.  This we believe to be the simple alternative on the question of 
the objectivity of knowledge. . . .  If God has an absolutely self-determinate character, then the universe also 
has an ‘objectivity’ to which the mind of man must submit itself.  Then man cannot by the power of his logic 
determine the nature of God.  And that is what he, as a sinner, wants to do.  

 “To seek to control reality, to be the source of ‘objectivity,’ is not the ideal of the modern ideal-
ists only; it was the ideal of classic realism just as well. . . . 

 “Even in observation of facts the subjective element enters into the picture.  There is not the 
least harm in this.  It is a purely metaphysical and psychological fact.  It is not the fact that a subject is involved 
in the knowledge situation that makes for skepticism.  It is only when this subject does not want itself inter-
preted in terms of God that skepticism comes about” (Bahnsen 1998, 305-306; emphasis added).  

 

 74Each created fact is distinct or diverse from every other fact or object in the creation yet is in-
terrelated with every other fact.  This is reflected in both the ontological and epistemological forms of the law 
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foundation for knowledge is autonomous, abstract and impersonal, existing apart from the personal 

and universal Trinity.  Logic, correspondence to creation design, and coherence to meaning systems are universal 

foundations for knowledge in all cultures.  They are inescapable because they reflect the Creator’s rationality placed 

in man’s being as the imago Dei.   

 This provides the reason for the fact of commensurability between ethno-lingual 

groups.  The fact that there is some mutual understanding between ancient and modern cultures 

also reflects the reality that all lingual-cultural systems share one Creator, one creation, one truth 

system (which has been actively but never completely suppressed), and one imago Dei.  The one 

Maker created the language of every people of earth so that each may grope after and find truth in 

the one Lord.  Though each created language differently categorizes the one external creation up-

held by the Logos, each provides a complementary view of that one creation.   

 No truth is mere human interpretation.  All immanent truth has been created by the 

Creator God who is Triune.  Within the Triune Godhead, neither the immanent particulars (the 

many, particularity) nor the universals (the one, unity) are arbitrary or created by human minds.  

Meaning and order are not imposed upon a chaotic external reality by human minds.  From a trans-

cendent perspective, the statements: “All facts are [human] interpreted facts,” and “all factuality is 

[human] theory laden” is as self-contradictory as “All truth is relative.”   

 Socio-cultural factuality is not a creation of interpreting human minds, which alone im-

part meaning to chaotic social observations or percepts entering the brain through the senses.  The 

fact that the immanent one and the many are created and presently upheld by God provides the 

only reason the present socio-cultural and natural order continue for the next millisecond into the 

future.  Only Providence allows for predictability, which is an absolute necessity for the social re-

search.  Providential ordering includes both the particularized data and the unifying frameworks.  

 Man’s mind must truthfully relate to the real external world of social experience by 

bowing to the Creator’s prior organization of it.  Even mankind’s social and individual deviations 

from God’s moral norms fall within his providential planning (see e.g. Ge 50:20; Ac 2:23).  Because of 

noetic and ethical rebellion, humankind’s individual and cultural-collective mind can choose to twist, 

distort, and pervert God’s creative-providential meaning order.  “It is clearly seen through that 

which has been made” (Ro 1:20).  Humanity can choose to see what it wants to see and disregard 

                                                           

of [non]-contradiction.   

 Ontological: “Personal A is not personal non-A” demonstrates that A and non-A are distinct, i.e., 
I am not you.  “I” is the distinct subject; “you” is a distinct nominative object in the predicate position.  Every 
English sentence with a subject and object presupposes this.  This is true of the Godhead and the Creator-crea-
ture distinction.  I am not God.  He and I are distinct.  Within the Trinity, the ontological principle is best illus-
trated.  The Son is not the Father or Spirit and the Father is not the Son or the Spirit, and so forth.  Yet, con-
trary to Kantian dialectical thought, the law of contradiction does not teach the absolute separation of subject 
from object “out there,” creating brute factuality.  Though the Son is not the Father, they are still one personal 
essence. 

 Epistemological: “A is not non-A.”  This demonstrates both true distinction between “A” and 
“non-A” and yet also unity because the whole phrase is meaningful only as a unity.  Again this flows from the 
nature of God. 
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the rest.  Therefore, man’s rationality, even in rebellion, is never autonomous but always depend-

ent.  Ethno-humanity must “think God’s thoughts after him” or it will descend into increasing per-

sonal and social disorder and perversion (Rom 1:18-32; Jas 3:14-16).   

 Lastly, the data of human social experience is always connected to other providentially 

upheld data.  No data are autonomous, brute facts awaiting the organizing mind of humans to make 

sense of and interpret them apart from the Creator’s prior interpretation.  A Christian social scientist 

must first understand what Scripture teaches about social factuality, then interpret observed data in 

that light.  All ethno-social facts come to the human mind already organized and interconnected by 

the sovereign Providence of the universe.  This data is found in both created nature and Scripture, 

which glorify God and his nature (Ps 19; Ro 1:20ff).  He alone gives a truthful etic perspective upon 

human socio-culture. God reveals himself and his truth both in the book of creation and Scripture, 

without contradiction, and with clarity (perspicuity) (see Van Til 1967b).  This allows for a true inter-

disciplinarity for all truth is God’s singular truth.   

Contextuality and truth 

 Since all truth is God’s truth, truth coheres to a meaning system created and upheld by 

the Triune God.  Each individual and cultural-linguistic group perverts that singular truth, both data 

and system to a greater or lesser extent, because of rebellion (Ro 1:18-30).  DTC accepts a single 

comprehensive system of divine knowledge, but varying ethno-perspectives can be complementary 

and equally valid since no person or culture’s knowledge is comprehensive.  DTC accounts for cul-

tural diversity and differing worldview presuppositions in knowledge of created objects better than 

Critical Realism.  First, the Fall distorts man’s accepting of God-ordered truth, not his perception of it 

(Rom 1:19-21).  Each culture is a unique, complex meaning web of distorted truths and ethical rebellion 

against God.  One discovers the meaning of these distorted truths within each culture.  

 Second, DTC allows for genuine diversity of complementary perspectives, albeit dis-

torted by sin, of one creation. DTC thus does not deny the emic and etic distinction.  Each cultural-

lingual system of meaning must be understood context specifically.  In other words, communal man-

kind has a multitude of collective sets of cultures, which are in fact social meaning systems.  Each of 

these cultural systems consists of a mixture of rebel, autonomous interpretations of God’s world 

based on false presuppositions, and formal meanings borrowed surreptitiously from the common 

grace knowledge that the Creator of all cultures has placed in every one.  

 Every ethno-culture group possesses a unique mix of autonomous meanings and for-

mal, common grace understandings of the divine design-order.  Hence when a social scientist or mis-

siologist tries to grasp another culture’s system of meaning in terms of his own culture’s system of 

meaning, there is a necessary measure of incommensurability.  However, a researcher can develop 

an emic perspective of both cultures through using a integrative DTC interdisciplinary methodol-

ogy,75 first to understand his or her own culture and then to grasp the unique meaning system of 

                                                           

 75A DTC interdisciplinary methodology integrates a DTC-based philosophy, wholistic covenantal 
theology, and a participant observation process founded upon both.  
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another culture.  Only on that basis can he or she make valid trans-disciplinary, trans-cultural com-

parisons of an etic perspective and accurately present the Trinity God’s scriptural view to the ob-

served culture.  

DTC Interdisciplinarity in Missiology and ICS 

 The task of Christian missiologists and social scientists taught by DTC, therefore, is to assem-

ble ethnologies and build a socio-cultural anthropology upon “thinking God’s thoughts after him.”  That 

thought framework of interrelated presuppositions, paradigms, institutions, values, and meaning (principia) 

is found in an inerrant Scripture.  Both the packaging around those truths and the truth itself are truthful.  

There is no upper-story, lower-story dualism in biblical thought.   

No division between fact and value 

 The Creator does not dualistically separate brute factuality from a human chosen, met-

aphysical value-system as post-Kantian philosophy does.  All ethno-social research must be gov-

erned by the Creator’s revealed social and individual ethical norms, which flow from his personal 

character (see Ps 119:137).  Certainly the Bible is not a textbook of social science.  However, suffi-

cient truth is found in Scripture, in a sufficient framework of exact but not comprehensive principia, 

for man to exercise his dominion task as the vice-gerent of God, in Christ.  Theoria and praxis, 

knowledge and value, are never separate in the DTC worldview.  

 Therefore, a scriptural ethnology and social science must carefully describe man’s 

ethno-cultures as they are, within their own unique meaning system.  It must then catalogue and 

classify these cultural-lingual systems, using biblical principia to form an etic perspective.  This 

knowledge must never be abstracted or divorced from the triune God and his divinely enjoined cov-

enant-missiological task and values.  He has commanded the new man in Christ to rule and disciple 

the whole earth, bringing all of its ethno-cultures, peoples, and creatures under his suzerainty, 

teaching them to do all that the Covenant Lord has commanded.  This includes the individual, family, 

economic, socio-political, and ecclesial spheres.  All areas of life including facts, paradigms, and val-

ues are bounded and regulated by Scriptural principia.   

Growth of Ethno-Cultural Knowledge 

 As the mission mandate is fulfilled, using a DTC perspective and interdisciplinary meth-

odology, socio-cultural knowledge will grow incrementally.  Paradigm shifts will occur as Christian 

philosophers and researchers discover that previous attempts to explain observed data are not as 

accurate as subsequent attempts.  

 As figure 7 illustrates, a cross, an oval, or trapezoid could be the object which actually 

fills in the whole picture if one begins only with the individual circles on the page.  This is what a the-

ory attempts to do.  It predicts what the rest of the data will be when the investigation is complete.  

The dots of “data” are certain, but the researcher may experience a paradigm shift from a cross, to a 

trapezoid, to an oval theory in attempting to explain the actual form he is working to discover.   
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 For example, when studying ethnicity, the dots may represent certain bits of ethno-

graphic evidence gained by participant observation.  Varying theories give differing explanations for 

the meaning of the evidence with respect to what ethnicity is and how it functions.  In actual ethno-

graphic research, many of the “circles” are already in place in Scripture, and can first be discovered 

there by exegesis and the hermeneutical spiral as described above.  This is aided by using insights 

from the whole inter-ethnic Christian and non-Christian community.  Both DTC and Hiebert’s theistic 

critical realism note this need for an inter-ethnic, interdisciplinary common search (see, Hiebert 

1999, 78).76   

 In summary then, progress in ethnographic knowledge occurs when observations in-

crease and data gaps are filled in within the prior presupposition of the DTC truth paradigm discov-

ered in Scripture.  As each observation is cross-checked and verified, a clearer perspective on the 

Creator’s design is discovered.77  
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 76Hiebert’s view, as demonstrated in the case of Barbour, Kraft, and Van Huyssteen, inevitably 
leads to neo-orthodoxy, something I am convinced he would want to avoid.  The critical realist explanation of 
truth as a “model, map, and blueprint” (Hiebert 1999, 76-81), when applied to Scripture, is Barthian.  For ex-
ample, “Every map purports to give us true information, but only about some parts of reality. . . .  The truthful-
ness of a map is not measured by the accuracy of its extraneous information but of the information it claims to 
present truthfully” (Hiebert 1999, 80).   This seems to be open to the “form-content” dualism as developed by 
existentialist theologians.  For example, the proto-history (Ge 1-11), crucial to discovering a scriptural DTC the-
ory on ethnicity is merely saga rather than real history because it presents “extraneous information” (see e.g., 
Buytendach 1972). 

 

 77This process applies to all social and natural scientific issues.  An example is the difference be-
tween the Ptolomaic, Tychonian, Copernican, or Einsteinian views of the universe.  The differences between 
them are paradigmatic and need a transcendent DTC presuppositional basis to sort out.   
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Fig. 7: Growth of Ethnographic Knowledge. 

Ethnicity and Interdisciplinary Methodology 

 “The appropriate method of study is generated by careful consideration of the research 

questions” (Rudestam and Newton 1992, 60).  Therefore, a DTC study of ethnicity with an interdisci-

plinary methodology leads to the development of what Creswell calls a “middle-range theory”78 

(Creswell 1994, 83). Interdisciplinarity lends itself well to an interaction of (1) missiological observa-

tions and theories (e.g., Homogeneous Unit Principle and Church Growth observations and studies), 

(2) social science theories of ethnicity, (3) exegesis of Scripture, (4) philosophy of science insights, 

and (5) field research data.   All of these can be interpreted using a common worldview paradigm 

(DTC) just as Hiebert suggests.  For interdisciplinary integration to genuinely occur, “knowledge sys-

tems must truly be complementary” because they share “the same worldview.”  DTC research on 

ethnicity “begin[s] with a biblical worldview” and then develops the ethno-science “within this over-

arching framework of givens” (Hiebert 1999, 104). 

 The diagram on the following page demonstrates how the disciplines of the philosophy 

of science and ethnology can be integrated from a biblical perspective.  The rest of the dissertation 

will attempt to show how the biblical data fits into this overarching paradigmatic schema.   

 

The One 
 

 

Kant 

Van Huyssteen 1999 

                                                           

 78“Grand theories attempt to explain large categories of phenomena and are most common in 
the natural sciences (e.g., the theory of evolution).  Middle-range theories fall between minor working hypoth-
eses of everyday life and the all-inclusive grand theories.  Substantive theories are restricted to a particular 
setting, group, time, population, or problem” (Creswell 1994, 83). 

Ontology Axis 

Epistemology Axis 
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Fig. 4: Integration of Ethnic Ontology and Interdisciplinary Epistemology 
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CHAPTER 4 

ETHNIC SOLIDARITY: PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS  

~[; [‘Am] Versus yAG [Gôy]  

 According to socio-linguists David Fishman, Rena Mayerfeld, and Joshua Fishman, there 

are two terms in the Hebrew Bible for “ethnocultural aggregates: ´am and goy” (Fishman, Mayerfeld 

and Fishman 1985, 16).  The term ethnicity is related to the Septuagint’s translation of one of these 

terms (yAG) as e ; q n o j , yet together with the LXX’s usual translation of ~[; by l a o .j , 

both terms serve as an “ethnotypology (or, at least, part of an ethnotypology)” (Fishman, Meyerfeld, 

and Fishman 1985, 16).   

 Yahweh’s holy people are usually termed an ~[;, whereas the overlapping term 

yAG normally describes the heathen peoples surrounding Israel (Cody 1964, 1).  In later Judaism, 

an individual yAG becomes an almost abusive technical term for heathen, non-Jewish, idolaters.  

The two terms, however, often overlap in meaning.   

 A consensus exits concerning the semantic field of these important Hebrew ethnic 

terms.  Leonhard Rost, in an important classical survey of the difference between the two terms,79 is 

correct when he states that the Old Testament does not provide a carefully “ausgefürhrte Lehre von 

Volkstum und Staat” (Rost 1934, 137).  The Bible is not a carefully arranged textbook of ethnology, 

sociology, or political science.  However, Rost agrees that the biblical teaching on this subject can be 

assembled as a sort of “Mozaikbild” of carefully interpreted passages of normative importance (Rost 

1934, 137).  This normative teaching serves as a paradigm within which to interpret and understand 

the observational data derived from various social science methodologies.  Without this inerrant 

framework, this general revelational data cannot be interpreted correctly or truthfully (see chapter 

3). 

 This results in what I have termed a creational “design-norm” (Kreitzer 1998).  Ethnicity 

has certain common features and certain cross-culturally variable features, all within the providen-

tial design of the Creator.  Contrary to Germanic idealism and classic Apartheid teaching, thus, peo-

ples (Völker, volke, ESOL’s) are not static and hermetically sealed creation ordinances but created, 

permeable entities that can change over time, analogous to a creational “kind” [!ymi] in Genesis 

one (Gn 1:11,12,21,25; see 6:20, 7:14).  The analogy with a “kind” breaks down, however, from a di-

achronic perspective.  Unlike ethnies, there are no new plant and animal “kinds” being created since 

the beginning.  At any point of time (synchronic perspective), a people comes into existence or 

                                                           

 79“Die Bezeichnungen für Land und Volk im Alten Testament” (Rost 1934).  E. A. Speiser’s “‘Peo-
ple’ and ‘Nation’ of Israel,” complements and agrees with Rost’s article (Speiser 1960, 157).   
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ceases to exist.  However, the border between Volkstum and nicht Volkstum is not always so sharp.  

There are always inchoate proto-peoples coming into being at any point of time in the creational 

providence of God, as we shall see. 

Defining yAG [Gôy] 

 In seeking a biblical definition of a gôy, and in tune with valid insights of the social con-

structivist perspective, all “Völker werden” (Rost 1934, 137).  Every gôy, or people-group grows from 

proto-typical ancestors, putative or actual, and changes over time.  They are thus not fixed or static 

entities but are ever appearing, developing, merging, metamorphosing, moving upon the face of the 

earth, and disappearing over time, under the providential sovereignty of the Creator (see e.g., Gn 

12:2; 17:6, 17:20; Nm 14:12; Dt 9:14; Gn 10; 1 Chr 1; Acts 17:26; etc.).   

Five core characteristics 

 In addition to the manyness aspect of ethnicity in Scripture, the Bible also takes into 

account the essential unifying aspects.  Ethnies have certain universal core elements.  First, accord-

ing to R. E. Clements in the Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament (TDOT), that yAG [gôy] 

means “‘people’ is fully assured.”  He then stresses two major core elements: “Goy continually 

stresses territorial affiliation and the use of a common language” (TDOT 1978, 2:426; see Cody 1964, 

3).80   

 Clearly, A human group cannot become an ethnic-gôy group (Volk) without “das Land, 

die ´eretz.  Das Volk ist ohne Land nicht denkbar” (Rost 1934, 141).  Only when a tribe or clan ob-

tains land and rules over it, does it become an ethno-national entity (Rost 1984, 140; see Gn 10; Ps 

105:44; 2 Chr 32:13,17; Ez 35:10, 37:21-22), even if it is a province of a world empire (see e.g., La 

1:1).  When a yAG loses its land in exile, it usually ceases being a gôy though it can continue as 

clans, families, and ´ammim for generations (see e.g., Jer 48:2 [Moab]).  This was the basis for the 

deportation and assimilation policies of ancient (and modern) imperial orders, some of which are 

called democratic, as are some regimes in Africa.81  The purpose of these policies has been not only 

to destroy an ethno-national entity, but also to achieve lingual-ethnic cohesiveness in the assimila-

tion process into a larger imperial linguistic and cultural identity (see 1Mc 1:40-51; Is 10:13).   

                                                           

 80A yAG is “normally reserved for the description of a political entity” (Dumbrell 1984, 66). 

“Gôy is linked inseparably with territory and government and what we would today call foreign relations” 
(Cody 1964, 5).   

 81E.g., European empires in Africa and their descendants.  Anglo-dominated states of North 
America are also examples.  
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 Second, the political designation of yAG usually began when a people became a 

monarchy, but it is not contingent upon this institution (Rost 1934, 138-139).  When the pre-monar-

chical theocratic republic was constituted at Sinai, if not before Israel became a yAG (see Ex 

19:6; Dt 4:7-8; 4:34).  Certainly, hvlmm is used often in “parallel zu gôj” (citing, Ex 19:6; 1 Kgs 

18:10; Is 13:4, 60:12; Jer 1:10, 18:7,9; Zep 3:8; Ps 46:6; 2 Chr 32:15; Rost 1934, 138; Cody 1964, 2-3).  

However, this merely indicates that the idolatrous ethnies were monarchies.  Originally, Israel was 

unique as a royal-priestly people with Yahweh as King (Mi 4:7), his law as a common law constitu-

tion, and a self-chosen leader (~yjip.vo) approved by Yahweh through prophets (Dt 1:13-14, 

16:18).  As such, Israel was to serve as a model yAG, as we shall see (Dt 4:7-8).  

 Third, a yAG is not only circumscribed by territory and political organization, but 

also by a defining linguistic factor: “die gleiche Sprache, die Menschen zusammenschließt und ab-

schließt” (Rost 1934, 139; see Is 66:18; Zec 8:23 MT).82 Hence, a yAG is defined by “ethnic, social 

or cultural factors” (Dumbrell 1984, 66; see Speiser 1960; TDOT 1978 [Clements]; TLOT 1997 [Hulst]; 

Cody 1964; Fishman, Mayerfeld and Fishman 1985).   

 Fourth, the word normally describes the ethno-national or ethno-political entities as 

idolatrous peoples of the world (see e.g., Gn 10:5,20,21,31,32; Dt 28:36,49-51; 2 Sm 7:23).  How-

ever, Israel as an ethno-political entity is also termed a yAG in Genesis 12:3, 35:11, Dt 4:7-8,34, 

32:28, etc.  This seems to indicate that behind territorial, lingual-cultural, and socio-political ele-

ments is a religious covenant with divinities, either the gods of the ~yIAG or Yahweh of Israel.  

“Die Völker verehren ihre eigenen Götter” (Rost 1934, 139).  To be driven out from a people’s land-

inheritance means to abandon that people’s own god and to submit to an alien religion, and the 

host or conquering people’s god or gods, as David states (1 Sm 26:19) (see Rost 1934, 139). 

“Gôy” not exact equivalent to “nation” 

 The Hebrew term, gôy, is not an exact equivalent “nation,” though often translated by 

that term.  “Nation” often connotes a multi-ethnic nation-state dominated by a single or dual ethno-

linguistic group such as Russia, Canada, or Belgium in Europe; and Nigeria, Kenya, and South Africa 

in Africa.  Such single-ethnic dominated nation-states in the Ancient Near East (e.g., Assyria, Egypt, 

or Babylon) or bi-ethnic dominated states (e.g., Medo-Persia) are tAkl.m.m; 

(hk'l'm.m;, sing.).  This is normally rendered “kingdom,” but could often best be translated 

“empire”. 

                                                           

 82Although Rost sees Babel’s “Verschiedensprachigkeit” “als Gottesstrafe,” he correctly sees in 
the diversity of languages in the Völkertafel (Gn 10) “ein wichtiges Merkmal eines gôj.  Die eigene Sprache 
wird hier geradezu zur Grundlage für die Ausbildung eigenen Volkstums” (Rost 1934, 139).   
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 This is most clearly seen in the books of Daniel and Esther, in which the empires of Bab-

ylonia, Medo-Persia, and the Israelitic “son of man” are multi-ethnic (Dn 3:4,7,29, 4:1, 5:19 [Babylo-

nian Empire]; 6:25 [Medo-Persian Empire]; 7:14 [Messianic Empire]; Est 3:8, 8:9; see Lam 1:1; see 

Rost 1934, 140).83   

 Observe that the Scripture takes this multi-ethnic nature of kingdoms into account.  

There are gôys within gôys, that is under their hegemony (see e.g., Dt 4:34: “Or has a god . . . take[n] 

. . . a nation [yAG] from within another nation [yAG] . . . as the LORD your God did for you in 

Egypt. . . ?”.) 

Gôy means “ethno-nation” 

 In summary, therefore I will use the term ethno-nation to translate the term yAG to 

speak of a human group based on common descent [“Abstammung”],84 language, territory, religious 

cult [“Gottesverehrung”], justice [“Recht”], and rulership (Rost 1934, 141; Cody 1964, 5; Wenham 

1987, 275).  These include both unifying core elements and peripheral boundary markers as Rost 

summarizes.  A gôy is “eine Menschengruppe . . . zu einer Einheit zusammengefaßt und gegen 

Außenstehenden abgeschlossen ist” (Rost 1934, 141).  The ethno-nation is thus characterized by ex-

ternal distinguishable boundaries such as territory and language (Speiser 1960, 159; see e.g., 1 Chr 

18:11; Is 66:19; Jer 25:17-26; 46:1-51:58).   

 In this sense, the term ethno-nation is similar to the definition of “ethnonationalism” 

provided by Walter Connor in Ethnonationalism.  Connor’s perspective here is similar to that of 

Joshua Fishman (see Hutchinson and Smith 1996; Grosby 1991).   

Nation connotes a group of people who believe they are ancestrally related.  Nationalism con-
notes identification with and loyalty to one’s nation as just defined.  It does not refer to loy-
alty to one’s country.  Admittedly then, ethnonationalism has an inner redundancy, and it is 
used solely to avoid any misunderstanding. (Connor 1994, xi) 

Defining ~[; [‘Am] 

 ~[; is an ethnic term dealing with an “ethnocultural aggregate (nationality, ethnicity, 

peoplehood)” referring primarily to Israel but also to non-Jewish peoples (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and 

Fishman 1985, 18; see 17).   

                                                           

 83“There is a certain people scattered and dispersed among the peoples in all the provinces of 
your kingdom; their laws are different from those of all other people, and they do not observe the king’s laws. 
. .” (Est 3:8). 

 84Contra Speiser who claims, “there is not the least hint of personal ties under the concept of 
gôy” (Speiser 1960, 159).   
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Core meaning of ~[;  

 An ‘am meant originally the father’s brother (Rost 1934; Speiser 1960).  The meaning 

extended to mean the “nuclear family as a whole” (Speiser 1960, 160), and then the patrilineal ex-

tended family, in household, clan, tribe, and ethno-national bonds (see Nm 21:29; Jer 48:46 

[Moab]).  There exists a general consensus that ‘am throughout the Old Testament refers to an eth-

nie in its “centripetal unity and cohesiveness,” (Cody 1964, 5; see Hamilton 1990, 372).  This is be-

cause an ~[; consists primarily of family and extended family connections, that is a “people in the 

sense of a larger, but fundamentally consanguineous, body” (Speiser 1960, 159, 160; see Rost 1934; 

Wenham 1987, 275; Hamilton 1990, 334).85   

 This close family bond over multiple generations of that descent group is clearly seen in 

Leviticus 21:1-4 (note: [r;z< = “seed;” see e.g., Gn 13:15-16, 15:5, 22:17; Dt 4:37).  No priest 

should be ritually defiled by touching a corpse from anyone “among your people” (NASB) or “among 

your relatives” (NRS)[wyM'[;B.].  In context, the term means any relative in the father’s line-

age, except the closest blood relatives [raev.; “flesh relation, blood relation” BDB 1979m] that 

live in his or his father’s household (“mother, father, son, daughter, brother or virgin sister”) (see 

Rost 1934, 142; see Lv 21:14-15).   

 Clearly, the prophetic writers call Israel, Yahweh’s kin-related people.  Of course, the 

relationship originated not by blood (sanguinity) but by adoption into a household.  Yahweh calls 

them, therefore, yMi[; [“my people,” e.g., Ex 3:7] and the narrators term them AM[; [“his 

people”].  In the covenant, then, Yahweh adopted as his first-born son, Israel, the family of Abra-

ham.86  Yahweh becomes to Israel, thus, “our Father.”  Israel is his unique, but not only, son (Is 

63:16, 64:8; Ex 4:22-23; Dt 8:5, 32:6; 1 Chr 29:10; Jer 2:27 [ironically]; 3:19, 31:9; Hos 11:1; Mal 1:6).  

Israel calls Yahweh “our Go’el” [kinsman redeemer] (Is 63:16 = Wnlea]GO Wnybia' 

hw"hy>; Is 41:14, 43:14, 44:6, 54:5). 

 Furthermore, the intimate family-household connotation of the term ~[; is seen in 

Yahweh being called Master and Israel being termed Yahweh’s valued possession or slave people 

among all the peoples of earth, who also belong to Yahweh (see e.g., Dt 4:20 [hl'x]n: ~[;l.]; Ex 

19:5 [~yMi[;h'-lK'mi hL'gUs. yli]).  The implication (see Dt 4:19,23) is that Israel 

                                                           

 85“Gôy is less personal, and refers to large conglomerates held together from without rather 
than from within.  This distinction suggests an explanation of why gôy is regularly in Gen. 10 and ‘am never 
appears” (Hamilton 1990, 334).   

 86Israel as the first-born implies that there may be other sons (2 Cor 6:6-18), including whole 
peoples as Is 19:25 states.   
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was to worship and serve Yahweh, not idols, in a moral lifestyle (Dt 26:18; 28:9) because they be-

longed to Yahweh’s household by covenant.87  All servants and children of a household were to fol-

low both the father-head’s deity (Gn 17:12-13; Acts 16:15, 18:8) and lifestyle (Gn 18:19; Dt 6:6-7; Jer 

35:2-18).   

 Yahweh becomes kin by covenant to Israel.  Israel becomes part of Yahweh’s house-

hold.  ~[; is thus clearly a “kinship term which expresses the closeness of the relationship between 

God and Israel which Israel’s election established” (Dumbrell 1984, 66; see Fishman, Mayerfeld, and 

Fishman 1985, 19).  A key substrate of meaning then for ~[; is a cultic community related by con-

sanguineous or adoption-instigated kinship ties created by explicit or implicit covenant bonds (Rost 

1934; Speiser 1960; Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985). 

 There exists then an ethnic connotation to the term because it is built upon the kin 

group (Speiser 1960, 161).  “~[; wird kollektiver Verwandtschaftsbegriff” (Rost 1934, 144), a col-

lective represented by male, heads of families and larger households88 who together constitute Is-

rael’s Rechtsgemeinde or legal assembly [hw"hy> lh;q.].  This principle applies both to Is-

rael and to non-Israelites so that neither ~[; is reduced to Israel, nor is yAG reduced merely to 

the heathen peoples (Rost 1934, 147).   

~[; in contrast with yAG 

 There are a few passages where ~[; and yAG overlap, especially in poetic parallel-

ism (e.g., Ps 33:12; Is 18:7, 51:4; Jer 33:24).  However, the two words have distinguishable core 

meanings. This is further seen in that ~[; is often connected with a divinity or a monarch but a 

yAG never is.  For example, there is no yhwh-yAG but always hw"hy>-~[;.  This 

rule applies even to a foreign ethnie’s gods (e.g., vAmK.-~[; = people of Chemosh, Nm 21:29; 

                                                           

 87This covenantal aspect of ~[; is further strengthened by the ironic reference to Israel as a 

yAG, because of their rejection of Yahweh as Father-King, rejection of his covenant and his command-

ments.  These are all characteristics of an ~[; (e.g., Dt 32:28; Jgs 2:20; Is 1:4; see also possibly Is 7:28, 65:1) 

(see Cody 1964, 1-2; Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 34-35). 

 88Israel built the Rechtsgemeinde upon families and household units, not the groupless individ-
ual (e.g., Western humanism).  
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see Jer 49:1) (Speiser 1960, 158).  Yahweh never terms Israel as his or my yAG, but always uses 

~[; with varying possessive suffixes.89   

 A second contrast is seen as the canon develops.  yAG becomes more and more ap-

plied to non-Jewish peoples, though never exclusively.  An ~[; begins also to refer almost exclu-

sively to the Israelite peoples, especially Judah.  This latter contrast is the “intergroup principle” 

(Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985).  This became later an almost technical sense for yAG 

and ~yIAG to mean non-Jewish ethnies as idolatrous parts of “heathendom and pagandom” 

(Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 36).   

 ~yIAG, however, never changed to exclude the ethno-linguistic background of the individual 

gôy.  Gôyîm then came more and more to refer either to an individual-collective or a group-collec-

tive, either a collection of pagan individuals from foreign ethnies or to the many idolatrous peoples 

surrounding the ´am, God’s people.  

Conclusion and Summary of Differences 

 Speiser concludes that yAG is “objective and impersonal” whereas ~[; is “subjec-

tive and personal” (Speiser 1960, 158; see Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985).90  Speiser’s con-

trast, however, seems to be overdrawn.  Language and cult, both highly personal, are genuinely in-

corporated by the term yAG, as Rost points out.  The contrast can be explained better by an emi-

cally derived, socio-political versus kinship contrast of the two words, than by Speiser’s etic contrast 

between the personal and religious versus impersonal and rationally organized.  Speiser’s perspec-

tive seems to be infected with the rationalized sociology of modernity with its Gemeinde-Gemein-

schaft contrast.  This is, of course, alien to the Ancient Near East.   

 Furthermore, Speiser believes the basic building block of a yAG is the abstract sta-

tistical individual (~d'a'; Job 34:29; Ez 36:13) but the “ultimate component” of the ~[; is the 

                                                           

 89Note contrast between “his [Yahweh’s] people” and “his [Pharoah’s] people” (e.g., Ex 1:9,22 
vs. Ex 18:1; Ps 29:1; Is 49:13).  A close connection exists between the king as head and “his people” (e.g., Ex 
1:22 [Pharoah]; Jgs 11:21 [king of Sihon]; Is 7:2 [Judah]; Jer 25:19 [Pharoah]; 27:12 [Babylon]); and between a 
putative ancestor and his people/army (Ex 17:13 [Amelek]; 2Sa 18:7 [people of Israel vs. servants of David]). 

 90~[ “relates to emotional, family-like and supernatural religious bond; the latter [yAG] 

portrays an objective, ‘rationally organized,’ material, physical society, united by spacial proximity and govern-
ment” (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 23).   
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vyai, that is the personal individual (see 2 Sm 15:30, 16:18) (Speiser 1960, 159).  In the first exam-

ple he cites for the yAG–~d'a' connection (Job 34:29), ~d'a connotes the very human 

population of earth (i.e., humanity, see Lutherbibel) and is parallel with yAG, which is probably 

used in a collective sense for all the gôyîm.   

 The illustration in Ezekiel is similar (Ez 36:13).  ~d'a' is parallel to the children of the 

nation (yAG).  These are all very personal and non-abstract humans, not abstract ciphers.  In the 

second ~[;–vyai connection, vyai clearly means a male head of family, which is the basic 

building block of the ~[;, as Rost implies.  Again vyai is not the de-gendered individual “person” 

of both modernity’s and post-modernity’s rationalized sociology. The best explanation, then, of the 

difference between the two terms is perspectival.  The one views a people-group based on kinship 

bonds whereas the second views a people from a social political perspective.   

 In summary, there is some overlap in meaning between the two terms, yet distinct con-

notations of each (Speiser 1960, 157; Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 21; contra Koehler, 

Baumgartner, and Stamm 1994).  Both terms “signify different characteristics, activities and organi-

zational bases of ethnic aggregates” (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 21; contra Bertram in 

TDNT 1967).91  While the two have differing connotations, they each “may be applied either to the 

same ‘people’ in different contexts or to separate prototypes of ´am-ness and goy-ness.”  This is an 

“intergroup principle” (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 22).   

 Second, the Scripture seems to indicate an “intragroup principle” by differing applica-

tions of the two terms to Jew and gentilic ethnies.  The Pentateuch, for one, clearly seems to indi-

cate something of what Yahweh’s covenant people represent before the surrounding ethno-nations, 

their gods, and divinized kings: “communal closeness, sanctified guidance, religious precepts, tradi-

tions and codes (´am-ness attributes theoretically attainable by all peoples).”  The monarchical and 

socio-political aspects, on the other hand, “are secondary and nonessential since they constitute 

goy-ness (in Israel and other nations)” (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 24).  This has tre-

mendous implications for the New Covenant missional imperative, especially if it can be established 

that King Jesus commands that all ethnic groups as solidarities must be discipled.  Many do not have 

state or socio-political attributes of gôy-ness but do have characteristics of an ´am.   

 Third, as the terms developed, the distinction between the ´am of God and the gôyîm 

of the idols was further emphasized.  Several texts “deal with a distant time, perhaps in the end of 

days, when all nations will recognize God. . . . {Then] the distinction between ´am and goy will 

cease” (Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 36; see e.g., Is 19:23-24).  Just as Israel slipped back 

                                                           

 91In both ~[; and yAG “there is no emphasis on the particular marks or bases of fellow-

ship or relationship, on political or cultural connexions, as in #r,a,,!Avl', hx'P'v.mi (Gn. 10:31), 

which can be used for ‘people’ in a more racial, linguistic, or geographical sense” (TDNT 1967 [2:364]) 
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into “goy-ness,” so “all peoples can attain ´am-ness or slip back into goy-ness.  If the latter possibility 

represents the anguish of the Jews, then the former represents the promise for all nations” (Fish-

man, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 1985, 36).  These are significant statements by Jewish scholars, one of 

whom is an orthodox Jew.   

Defining hx'P'v.mi 

 The plural form, twxPvm, used most notably in the Abramic Blessing and Cove-

nant, is often translated as “families” (NASB; Gn 12:3, and 28:14; see the Table of Peoples: Gn 

10:5,18,20,31,32).  It is difficult to translate hx'P'v.mi in precise anthropological terms.  The 

word points to a social subdivision, basically the extended family and the synonymous word, also 

often translated “clan” (@l,a,),92 which forms the largest sub-division of the tribe (jb,ve, or 

hJ,m;),93 according to Jos 7:14 (see Hamilton 1990, 334; De Vaux 1965, 8).  Furthermore, though 

a hx'P'v.mi is usually intermediate between the nuclear family and tribe, the term sometimes 

connotes a tribe or even a people itself.  It could at times be a virtual equivalent of gôy, that is, a 

whole ethno-nation as one enormous family (see Ez 20:32; Zec 14:17-18; Am 3:2; Tate 1991, 514).   

 The basic substrate of meaning is kinship and other common interests such as common 

police or military protection (Gottwald 1979, 249,257-276).  Scripture indicates that a 

hx'P'v.mi was a patrilinear, patrilocal kin group, which lived in the same village or area.  The 

best translation, Norman Gottwald believes, is not clan, which is normally exogamous in anthropo-

logical literature, but a “protective association of extended families” (Gottwald 1979, 258).  C. J. H. 

Wright prefers the neutral term “kin group” but used “clan” because of common usage (Wright 

1990, 49).   

                                                           

 92The term connotes, according to Gottwald, a hx'P'v.mi or “a thousand” of the clan 

mobilized for war (Gottwald 1979).  For @l,a = hx'P'v.mi, see Mi 5:2; and Jgs 6:15: “O Lord, how 

shall I deliver Israel? Behold, my family [@l,a,] is the least in Manasseh [tribe: jb,ve], and I am the 

youngest in my father’s household [tyIB;].” 

 93Cf. Jgs 6:15 with 1 Sm 9:21, Jos 7:14)).  Joshua reads: “You [all] shall come near by your tribes 

[jb,ve].  And it shall be that the tribe [jb,ve] which the LORD takes by lot shall come near by families 

[hx'P'v.mi], and the family [hx'P'v.mi] which the LORD takes shall come near by households 

[tyIB;], and the household [tyIB;] which the LORD takes shall come near man by man [rb,G<]” 

(Jos 7:14).  Thus there is a hierarchical family connection in the terms rb,G, tyIB, hx'P'v.mi= 

@l,a, jb,ve= hJ,m, ~[;/yAG [individual male, father’s household, clan, tribe, peo-

ple/ethno-nation] (see De Vaux 1965, 8). 
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 What is of relevance is that the word used in the Abramic Blessing (Gn 12:3) for “fami-

lies” is ~t'xoP.v.mi.  Here it could indeed be a synonym of “clan” (@l,a,), part of a larger 

kin-group.  As I stated above, a hx'P'v.mi is normally such a smaller sub-division of a people 

(Nm 26:5-62; 1 Chr 1-9;), but is sometimes extended to larger human kin groups.  However, because 

of the Abramic blessing’s proximity to the Völkertafel’s use of the hx'P'v.mi alongside of the 

Hebrew terms for languages and ethno-nations (Gn 10), it is best to translate it as “clan” in Gn 12:3 

(see chapter 6).  hx'P'v.mi here then connotes a smaller kin-based part of an ethno-linguistic 

or ethno-national group, upon which the blessing of Abram will come.  

 Lastly, in the hierarchy of terms mentioned in note 16, a whole household, clan, tribe, 

and people were related by descent from a putative common ancestor.  However, not all individu-

als, households, and clans had to be a direct blood descendant from that ancestor.  The Semitic peo-

ples incorporated many individuals and groups into the household, clan, tribe, etc.  However, in the 

incorporation of alien individuals (rGE; see below) and kinship groups, the blood-descent princi-

ple is still protected.  Each newcomer with his kin is “attached ‘in name and in blood’ to the tribe” or 

household, as in the case of freed slaves.  The new member then promises to practice endogamy 

and to raise their family in the bounds of the new people (De Vaux 1965, 6; see Gn 34:16,22; Ru 

1:16).   

 With clans, the integration process takes longer than with individuals.  However, the 

“newcomers are finally considered as being of the same blood” and have the same ancestors (De 

Vaux 1965, 6; see chapter 7). This principle of adoption and assimilation gives great insight into the 

incorporation of the non-Abrahamic ethnies into the one people of Abraham.  The Old Testament 

hints at this process (see e.g., Pss 47, 87; Is 19:23-25), but the New Testament speaks about it explic-

itly (1 Cor 10:1-2; Rom 11; Eph 2).  The difference between the OT and NT is that no longer do the 

newcomers in God’s people need to adopt the Israelite culture to become full members alongside of 

the ancestors Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and David, of the one holy gôy,. 

 

 

~[; 

A people in family, and consanguineous bonds, 

translated as “people.” 

 

YAG 

A people in ethno-political bonds, translated as 

“ethno-national,” or “ethnie.” 

 

txoP.v.mi 

A sub-group (usually) of a people in lineage and 

kinship bonds.  

 

Fig. 9: Summary of Hebrew Ethnic Terms.  
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E q n o j  [Ethnos] Versus L a o .j  [Laos] 

 The Greek translation of the OT normally, but not always, translated YAG by 

e ; q n o j  and ~[; by l a o .j  (see TDNT 1967; DNTT 1971; Fishman, Mayerfeld, and Fishman 

1985).  The general contrast is between the one l a o .j  of God, Israel and the rest of the peoples as 

t a . e ; q n h .  This connotation of l a o .j  is often followed in the NT, but is also extended to in-

clude the expanded Israel of the Spirit, the church of God in Christ (see e.g., Acts 15:14, 18:10; Rom 

9:25-26; 1 Cor 6:16; Ti 2:14; 1 Pt 2:9-10; Heb 4:9, 8:10, 10:30, 13:12; Rv 18:4).  This expanded Israel 

exists as a people for God.  However, the historic continuity between this new l a o .j  and t a . 

e ; q n h  is not cut off, as H. Strathmann (TDNT 1967 [4:55]) and M. Barth (Barth 1959; see chapter 

11), state.94  

 The basic question, however, is whether the plural e ; q n h  can be given an ethnic or 

an ethno-national connotation in the New Testament.  The other alternative is that the word, espe-

cially when used in the form p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h , is merely a salvation-historical term in the 

New Testament for non-Jewish persons worshipping idols.  The word would then mean a collective 

of individuals with no necessary ethnic or ethno-cultural group implications (see e.g., Hoekendijk 

1948; DeRidder 1975; Verkuyl 1978, 107; Bosch 1983, 235-240).95   

Septuagint’s Perspective 

 H. Bietenhard claims that e ; q n o j  (pl. t a . e ; q n h ), however, has a genuine 

base in collective peopleness.  He rejects the perspective that t a . e ; q n h  are always merely a 

                                                           

 94Strathmann is possibly dialectically contradictory.  “From the national and religious l a o .j  
and the l a o i .= t a . e ; q n h  arises a new l a o .j  in the purely religious sense.  For the existence of this 
l a o .j  the biologico-historical or national element is of no significance.  It is a third race, as was said later 
[quoting Gal 3:28]” (TDNT 1967 [4:56]).  He then denies that this new race has anything to do with de-histori-
cizing and de-materializing Platonism of that day or Enlightenment social unitarianism.  Paul does not “disre-
gard and dissolve the natural and historical distinctions between the peoples and their inner biological and 
social groupings.  The saying in Gl. does not ignore the difference between the sexes.  It cannot be used as the 
slogan of a feminist movement,” as Paul’s teaching elsewhere confirms.  “One cannot deduce from the great 
truth of Gl. 3:26ff that the Jew must become a Greek or the Greek a Jew. . . .  [Paul] had no thought of surren-
dering his national consciousness as a Jew.  Nor did he require a similar surrender of Greeks.  The distinctions 
remain and are acknowledged in their own national and historical sphere.  But they lose their emphasis in the 
sphere of the Christian community” (TDNT 1967 [4:57]).   

 This talk of two spheres ends up muddled with dualism.  As coming chapters will show, it is bet-
ter to state that in Christ, both true unity and real diversity are equally ultimate as in the Trinity.  “Many na-
tions will join themselves to the LORD . . . and will become My people” (Zec 2:11): one people consisting of all/ 
many peoples in ethnic solidarity, according to Abraham’s covenant.  This results in a true table fellowship, as 
Paul stated (Gal 2) and Strathmann agrees, because the gender, class, and ethnic distinctions have “lost their 
religious significance, and therewith their power to separate” (TDNT 1967 [4:56]; emphasis added).   

 95These scholars believe Paul rejects any aspect of ethnic solidarity in Christ, who breaks down 
the dividing wall between Jew and Greek (e.g., Boyarin 1994; critique: Barclay 1996; chapter 10).   
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collection of non-Jewish individuals.  The term, he writes, is “derived from ethos, custom, habit, 

[and] means a group which is held together by customs, a clan; then, crowd, company, people” (DNTT 1971).  In the 

LXX, the word occurs 887 times, mostly plural in form.  The vast majority of times it translates YAG and 

~yIAG, but in “over 130 cases” it stands for ~[ (DNTT 1971).   

 The ethnic perspective of the word e ; q n o j  in the Septuagint is determined by the 

Völkertafel (Gn 10).  The LXX follows the Hebrew (see chapter 5) and does not teach that humankind 

is a uniform mass of foreign individuals.  Instead, the descendants of Noah exist in linguistic, family, 

and ethnic solidarity.  This ethnic solidarity perspective is followed throughout the Law, Writings, 

and Prophets.  Bertram summarizes the LXX’s perspective: 

God is the King of the peoples (Jer. 10:7; cf. Rev. 15:3).  The divine order of the table of na-
tions (Gn. 10) is in accord with this fact.  From the first patriarchs there does not descend a 
single humanity, but a group of nations divided according to clans and differing in language, 
custom and [geographic] situation.  The attempt to resist this in Gn. 11 has its origin in human 
pride.  God intervenes to re-establish the order imposed by Him. (TDNT 1967 [2:367])   

New Testament’s Perspective 

 Of the 168 times the NT uses e ; q n o j  (DNTT 1971, says 162 times) to translate the 

words YAG and ~yIAG, forty are citations of the Old Testament.  Bietenhard claims 

e ; q n h  in these passages often connotes the multiple ethies of earth (see e.g., Mt 12:18,21; Mk 

11:17; Lk 2:32; Acts 4:25,27, 7:7,45; Rom 15:9-12).  This is “often made clear by the epithet panta, 

all (cf. Matt. 24:9; 28:19; Mk. 11:17; Lk. 21:24; Rom. 15:11)” (DNTT 1971 [2:793]).96  Passages with a 

missional perspective are almost certainly ethno-national in meaning (contra Hoekendijk 1948; De-

Ridder 1975; Verkuyl 1978; Bosch 1983; Acts 9:15, 21:19, 22:21, 26:17-20; 1:5,13-15, 11:12, 15:15-

21). 

 In the NT, the LXX’s general distinction between Israel as l a o .j  and the idolatrous 

peoples as t a . e ; q n h  is not always upheld.  About 14 times Israel is called an e ; q n o j , re-

flecting the Hebrew’s own use (see e.g., Cody 1961) and again showing that the basic meaning of 

the term is ethno-national, with a religious constituting element in the definition of the term.   

Individualistic meaning of e ; q n h  

                                                           

 96For ethno-national meaning, see Mt 20:25, 24:7,14; 25:32 (gathered ethno-nationally, judged 
individually), 28:19; Mk 13:10 (all the peoples of the Roman civilization [e v n  o [ l h |  t h /|  
o i v k o u me ,n h | ]),18; Lk 12:30, 21:10, 21:24,25, 22:25, 23:2, 24:47; Jn 11:48,50 [parallel with 
l a o .j ],51-52, 18:35; Acts 2:5, 8:9 [“people of Samaria”]; etc. 
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 Now certainly I grant that e ; q n h  often has a individualistic sense of “heathen for-

eigner(s)” in the foreground (possibly 40% in the NT; see e.g., Rom 11:13a; Gal 2:12; Eph 3:11; possi-

bly, 1Cor 1:23).  This connotation is also possibly found many times in the OT (TDNT 1967 [2:670]).97  

Dayton and Fraser summarize the evidence for an ethnic connotation for e ; q n o j , both in its 

collective and individual sense.  “[It] comes closest to modern anthropological terms for labeling 

people groups [60%].  . . .  [Granted, however,] about 40 percent of the time it is used in the sense 

of ‘gentile’ or ‘nations’ as opposed to the Jews or the Christians” (Dayton and Fraser 1980, 119; see 

TDNT 1967).  Though this second sense contrasting Jews and Gentile individuals is often used, the 

Old Testament term ~yIAG and the New Testamentterm e ; q n h  never lose track of the fact 

that the individual Gentile is a member of a foreign ethnie.  Gentiles are not faceless persons with-

out language and ethno-cultural membership.  The ancient Greek and Hebrew thought worlds per-

ceive foreign individuals as being in ethnic solidarity with others of similar lingual-cultural group 

background.   

 Therefore, the Greek e ; q n h  is often parallel to the English words “foreigner” and 

“alien”, the German word “Ausländer,” and the Dutch/Afrikaans “uitlander,” and “vreemdeling.”  

None of these terms used in a collective-individualistic sense deny that the specific foreigner is a 

member of an alien ethnic group, even though the sociological group-sense may be in the back-

ground.  Even Paul, when he addresses “you e ; q n h ” in several passages (e.g., Rom 11:13; Eph 

3:1), never forgets that they are Latin Romans who also spoke Greek, Greek-speaking Celtic-Gauls 

(Galatians), Greek Corinthians, or Lycaonians.  Each group exists within its unique Sitz im Leben, and 

the message must be contextualized accordingly.   

 Consider, for example, Acts 14:11-16.  Paul preached in the lingua franca, Greek, but 

when the people saw the miracles, they reverted to their ancient language, Lycaonian.  Possibly af-

ter some difficulty understanding them at first, Paul addressed the people of Lystra in the lingua 

franca with a Septuagint based message derived from the Tôrah, Wisdom literature, and the Proph-

ets (Ex 20:11; Ps 146:6; see Is 45:15; Jer 10:11, 32:17; Zec 12:1).  Here the term “p a ,n t a  t a . 

e ; q n h ” is surely informed by this theology and is not merely an aggregate of non-Jews.   

 Paul here and in his Mars’ Hill address uses themes found in the proto-history: (1) the 

one living Creator-God (Gn 1-2), (2) a singular humanity, from one progenitor (Acts 17:26; Gn 1-2, 

10), and (3) God’s allowing all the peoples to go temporarily in their own way (Acts 14:15a and 

17:26; 14:15b and 17:24; 14:16 and 17:26-27; from Gn 10-11).  Certainly Paul was not thinking in in-

dividualistic terms.  He was not blind to ethnic solidarities in his term t a . e ; q n h , especially in 

this theological (Gn 1-11) and ethnological context connected as it was with an ancient people, who 

still maintained a distinct language, customs, and geographic location. 

                                                           

 97The term e ; q n h (~yIAG in OT) is sometimes used without a “sense of plurality of peoples.  The word is used 

non-sociologically to describe all the individuals who do not belong to the chosen people” (TDNT 1967 [2:367]).  This is especially true 
in the wisdom literature and the expressions of “Jewish piety” (TDNT 1967 [2:368]).  This is further true of any 
passage assuming the union of the heathen Gentiles and the Jews.  In any reference to the “mission and prop-
aganda of Judaism as a religion . . . the concept of [multiple] peoples is absorbed into that of the Gentiles [as 
individuals] (e.g., Is. 66:17-21 LXX)” (TDNT 1967 [2:368]).  However, see below.   
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Summary Chart 

 It is clear then that the terms e ; q n h /e ; q n o j  maintain an ethnic foundation, 

even when the connotation is a non-Jewish person or collection of persons, in a context with reli-

gious overtones.  Schmidt calls this an “ethico-religious contrast” (TDNT 1967 [2:370]; 1 Thes 4:5=Jer 

10:25 LXX).  The non-Jew remains someone within another foreign ethnie that worships idols, even 

when that person turns to Christ from those idols (see Rom 11:13; Eph 3:1).   

 

o `  e ; q n o j  (1) A people, especially in the plural. (2) Techni-

cally, religious, non-Jewish foreigners.  

o `  l a o .j  (1) Generally the ancient Jewish people of God 

(Heb 7:11).  (2) The e v k k l h s i ,a |  t o u / 

Qe o u /, as Israel according to the Spirit (2 Cor 

6:16; Rv 18:4). 

 

 

o `  s u g g e n h ,j , o `  g e ,n o j  

(1) Of the same extended family, related by fa-

ther’s lineage (Lk 2:44, 21:16; Acts 7:14, 10:24); 

(2) in a wider sense, of the same ethnic group, 

a fellow ethnic (Mk 6:4; Rom 9:3)  

For o `  g e ,n o j  = people, see, e.g., Mk 7:26; 

Acts 4:36, 7:19, 13:26; Gal 1:14; Php 3:5; 1 Pt 

2:9.98 Often mistranslated as “race.” 

 

Fig. 2.  Relevant Ethnic Terms. 

Ethnic Aliens and Citizens 

rgE as an Ethnic Term 

 Under the terms of Israel’s law, the rgE [ger] is a permanent resident, immigrant al-

ien into Israel.  The ger is not yet assimilated by intermarriage so as to fit in the clan and tribal social 

system (see e.g., Bertholet 1896; De Vaux 1965; TDOT 1975; Murphy 1977; Spina 1983; Milgrom 

1990, 298-402; Van Houten 1991; Rendtorff 1996, see 85; Lv 17:8,10,13; 20:2, 22:18).  They have 

moved from one socio-ethnic setting to another and have entered into a dependent relationship in 

                                                           

 98Note hierarchy in Mk 6:4: p a t r i ,j  [fatherland], s u g g e n h ,j  [relatives, clan, people], 

o i v k i ,a |   [father’s household; ba' tyBe; Jos 2:12-12].  See Gn 12:1: LXX replaces g h /j  with 

p a t r i ,j .  
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that new ethnic context (Bertholet 1896, 21-22; Spina 1983, 323).99  The ger is thus not a Canaanite 

(except the Gibeonites), who were to be exterminated, but someone who chooses to come into and 

abide by the social and religious laws of Israel.  These landless (e.g., Gn 23:4; Lv 25) and normally rel-

atively poor aliens (though see Dt 28:43-44; Lv 25:47) as permanent residents, are dependent on the 

hospitality and justice of the host Israelites (Van Houten 1991, 59; contra e.g. De Vaux 1965; TDOT 

1975; Ex 22:21; Lv 19:33-34; Dt 10:18-19).  

 The term can apply to both an individual (see Gn 23:4 [Abraham]; Ex 2:22, 18:3 [Mo-

ses]), a family (Ru 1:1) or a kin group.  Israel lived as gerîm in Egypt (Ex 22:20; 23:9; Dt 10:19; 23:8; 

see 2 Sm 4:3).  An Israelite living in another tribe is a rgE in that tribal area (e.g., Jgs 19:16), as are 

the Levites, living among the other tribes with no rural land of their own (Dt 18:6; Jgs 17:7-9; 19:1).   

 A rgE, as a freeman, however, and as illustrated by the case of the Levites, could 

own urban property and possibly small pieces of rural land for burial plots and so forth (e.g., Gn 

23:4; Van Houten 1991; Rendtorff 1996, 79; contra Weber 1952; TDOT 1975; TDNT 1968).  The 

prophet Ezekiel foresees the day that this will be remedied in a future restored Israel (Ez 47:22), to-

tally removing the last remaining distinction between the believing rgE and the believing member 

of the ~[;.  Not being slaves, they are granted equal protection of a single law code with the citizen 

(Nm 15:15; see 9:14, 19:10; Dt 1:16), except in a couple of areas (see Rushdoony 1973, 530-533; 

Milgrom 1990, 399; Van Houten 1991;100 Rendtorff 1996, 82-83; TLOT 1997; Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  

They are singled out for special compassion as non-clan protected individuals and families, because 

not being farm owners, they are often poor (see Lv 19:34, Dt 10:19; Rushdoony 1973, 249; 1982, 

199-200).  If they are circumcised converts to Yahwistic religion, they can eat Passover (Ex 12:48-49; 

Nm 9:14) and participate in the sacrificial worship of Yahweh (see Rendtorff 1996, 82-84). 

 Over time the definition of what a rgE was changed as Israel changed from a tribal 

confederation, to a monarchy, to a diaspora based, ethno-confessional community.  rgE moved 

into the Greek religious language of Hellenistic Judaism as a p r o s h ,l u t o j  (see Weber 1952; 

TDOT 1975 [s.v., rgE]; TDNT 1968; Mt 23:15; Acts 13:43).  Conversion is allowed, however, from 

the beginning (see Ex 12:48) by faith, and then circumcision of all males in the household (see De 

Ridder 1971, 46-47; Bowling 1989; contra Milgrom 1990).  When a ger believes and fully accepts the 

yoke of the law (see e.g., Acts 15:10; Gal 5:1), he becomes after the third generation a full member 

of the Israelite legal community (Dt 23:3-8).   

 Paul argues that this had been only for the Israelite community in its minority status of 

sonship, but now, after Messiah Jesus, all in him have the adult status of sons without the legal yoke 

                                                           

 99A ger “ist eben der Fremde, der sich aufhält und verwelt im Lande und Volke—oder . . . . in 
einem Stamme oder in einem Geschlechte” (Bertholet 1896, 2). 

 100Van Houten’s major flaw is her modernity bound and divisive use of the Documentary Hy-
pothesis with the Mosaic legislation.   
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(Gal 3-5).  Believers from the t a . e ; q n h  and the Israelites now have the “yoke of Christ” (Mt 

11:29-30) and are enslaved no longer to the n o ,mo j /g r a ,mma  [law, letter] but the Spirit (Rom 

7:1-6)  He fulfills in us the righteous requirement of the law (Rom 8:1-4; 13:8-10).   

 A convert to the true Judaism of Messiah (Rom 2:28-29) is no longer bound to become 

an ethnic Israelite, with all the boundary markers of that ethnicity, to be a full son of God (see e.g., 

Jn 1:12).  The ethnic alien is no longer a p r o s h ,l u t o j , a circumcised Jew.  There will come a 

time when many nations, both individuals and ethno-nations as peoples, will come to Yahweh’s 

heavenly temple and become one people with his people, yet also maintain their own ethno-na-

tional and ethno-linguistic distinctiveness (Mi 4:1-2; Zec 2:11; Eph 2; Rom 11; see chapters 9-11).  

This has great implications for church polity and church planting.   

 

rgE [ger] 
Immigrant, convert foreigners. 

bv'At [tôshab]  
Wage-earning foreign guest workers.  Less as-

similated in social and religious life than ger.  

No house of own (De Vaux 1965).  

rwz [zur], rz" [zar]. 
An ethnic foreigner but not an immigrant (TLOT 

1997). 

yrIk.n", rk,n<, rk'nE-!B [nokrî] 
Travelers, merchants, temporary residents.101 

 

Fig. 11.  OT Alien Terms. 

 

x e ,n o j  [xenos] A foreigner, ethnic alien (see Lv 25:23 LXX; Eph 

2:11,19). 

p a r e p i ,d h mo j   [parepidemos] A foreign person who now resides in a city or 

land with the citizens (1 Pt 2:11). 

p a ,r o i k o j  [paroikos]  An ethnic alien, a foreigner, one who lives in a 

place without the right of citizenship yet having 

the legal protection of the new ethno-commu-

nity (Eph 2:19; 1 Pt 2:11; see DNTT 1975). 

                                                           

 101A nokri “ist also der Fremde, der in keine dauernde Beziehung zum Lande (oder zum Volke) 
getreten ist. Es entspricht zuwelen unserem ‘Passanten’” (Bertholet 1896, 2; see Dt 29:21; 1 Kgs 8:41). In mod-
ern terms, he could be a tourist, traveler, a band of traveling and plundering Bedouins, or just a traveling mer-
chant caravan (Dt 14:21; Ex 21:8).  E.g., Ithai the nokri (2Sa 15:19; note his ger-like oath to Yahweh and his 
identification with Yahweh’s anointed king.  Contrast the ger, son of an Amalekite father in 2Sa 1:13 (see TLOT 
1997). 
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Fig. 12.  NT Alien Terms. 

xr'z>a,, Ethnic Citizen in the OT 

 xr'z>a, [ezrach] is a native born citizen of the people who own the land, and hence 

a member of the ethno-nation (see e.g., Ex 12:19; Lv 23:42; Nm 9:14).  Together the ger and the ez-

rach are to be present in the legal assembly of Yahweh’s people, with the ger, however, having no 

legally binding voice, a vote if you will (see e.g., Dt 29:10; Jos 8:33).  Though there is fundamental 

equality under one law, there remains a real distinction under the law.   

Summary 

 We must beware of the danger of the common syncretism with dualistic, platonic phi-

losophy in understanding how these concepts apply in the New Covenant era.  Cornelius van der 

Waal gives the following as the typical evangelical and pietistic reformed understanding of the rela-

tionship between the old and new covenants (based on Van der Waal 1985, 26).   

 

 

 

Ou verbond [Old Covenant] Nuwe verbond [New Covenant] 

(1) “Aards” [earthly] 

(2) “Uitwendig” [external] 

(3) Nasionaal en “völkisch” (Israel) [national 

and ethnic Israel] 

(4) Geboorte gee deel daaraan 

 

 

(5) Kultuurtaak [comprehensive culture building 

task] 

 

(6) “Hier beneden is het wel” 

(7) [This earth is my home] 

(1) Hemels [heavenly] 

(2) Inwendig [internal] 

(3) Alleen uitverkorenes [only (individual) elect 

as spiritual Israel] 

(4) Net wedergeboorte gee deel daaraan [only 

the individual born again participate] 

(5) Hoogstens beperkte kultuurtaak [highly re-

stricted task with respect to culture] 

(6) “Hier beneden is het niet” 

(7) [“This world is not my home, I’m just a 

passin’ through.”] 
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Fig. 13.  Typical Old Covenant and New Covenant Comparison. 

 

 The obvious problem, as Van der Waal points out, is that a covenantal perspective 

takes a both/and perspective. “Die nuwe verbond in Christus die ou verbond op datum bring, maar 

die struktuur daarvan nie aantas nie” (Van der Waal 1986, 26).102  Therefore, the concepts of peo-

ple, alien, citizens, and assimilation remain valid in both Testaments.  There is no gnosticizing “Um-

wertung aller Werte,” from the old to the new covenant (Van der Waal 1986, 26; contra e.g., Bo-

yarin 1994).  Both are guided by the universally valid equity of the Mosaic judicials (Kaiser 1983a; 

Kreitzer 1998).   

 Because the people of God, as we shall see, is no longer mono-ethnic but ultimately 

pan-ethnic, its locus of worship and loyalty is no longer in Jerusalem of Judea with its ceremonial 

laws (Gal 4:24-26).  Jerusalem in Judah was a picture of the coming universal kingdom.  That univer-

sal kingdom is not de-particularized.  On the throne sits a Man from the g e ,n o j  of Abraham and 

David, Jesus the Jew.  He is seated in his temple-palace, which is his bride-people, made up ulti-

mately of all peoples, but not all individuals.   

 Since all peoples participate in the one covenantal kingdom, each people can have an 

autochthonous church with its own leaders, worship style, and contexualized theology.  This should 

be increasingly expressed within a visible but confederal unity of the one overarching and universal 

body of King Jesus, enthroned above (Is 4:1-4).  That unity is similar to the multi-[sub]ethnic people 

of Israel.  That body of Christ, then, is more than just the institutional church on earth (Hart 1972; 

Rushdoony 1986).  It is the people of God, exercising dominion over every area of life in their own 

particular ethno-geographic areas.  But this is a preview. 

Preliminary Definition of ESOL 

Introduction 

 I will now preliminarily define a “people” or ethnic group as an “ethnic solidarity” 

(ESOL).  Observe that the definition of ESOL includes both essential core elements and necessary in-

terrelational peripheral contexts.103  An ESOL is thus a permeably bounded, centered set. 

                                                           

 102“The new covenant brings the old covenant up to date, but the structure of the old covenant 
is not affected.” 

 103Note the both/and perspective, even as Fishman rightly observed: “If there can be no heart-
land without boundaries, however distant they may be, there can also be no boundaries unless there is a 
heartland” (Fishman 1977, 27). 
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 The members of each such solidarity, then, see themselves as distinct from104 other 

ESOL groups, and indeed outsiders perceive each ESOL in this way.105  ESOLs have boundary markers 

setting themselves off from other ESOLSs.106  ESOLs thus have a necessary, though perhaps implicit, 

interrelational element, as anthropology recognizes.  “Ethnicity . . . refers to aspects of relationships 

between groups which consider themselves,107 and are regarded by others, as being culturally dis-

tinctive” (Eriksen 1993, 4). 

 Lastly, everyone since Babel, as we shall see, possesses ESOL identity.  Everyone is eth-

nic.  An “ethnic” is not a person in a minority group that is part of a larger non-ethnic society.  There-

fore, because ESOLs have an interrelational element, and because all humans are included, my defi-

nition of ESOL, like that of social anthropology, “bridge[s] two important gaps . . .: it entails a focus 

on dynamics rather than statics, and it relativises the boundaries between ‘Us’ and ‘Them” (Eriksen 

1993, 10).  ESOLs have both a synchronic aspect and diachronic aspect that must be taken into ac-

count. 

Definition of ESOL Specified 

 ESOLs then are relatively intermarried (endogamous) groups of families108 of similar 

religion, custom, language and geo-history who define themselves in respect to the Other, dissimilar 

groups,109 through the ever-changing internal and external contexts throughout time.110   

                                                           

 104“Group identities must always be defined in relation to that which they are notin other 
words, in relation to non-members of the group” (Eriksen 1993, 10). 

 105T. H. Eriksen in Linguistic Hegemony and Minority Resistance writes: “Ethnicity can be defined 
in many ways.  Here, the term means the systematic and sustained reproduction of basic classificatory differ-
ences between groups, whose members thereby define themselves as being culturally distinctive from the 
members of the other groups, which are defined in similar ways.  Ethnicity is thus created and maintained 
through the ongoing reproduction of socially relevant contrasts.  The minimal unit of ethnic relations is there-
fore no one ethnic group, but a relationship between two groups.  Ethnic groups nearly always have rules of 
marital endogamy which are practised with highly varying degrees of rigour” (Eriksen 1992, 314; emphasis in 
original)   

 106Frederik Barth explains: “When one traces the history of an ethnic group through time, one is 
not simultaneously, in the same sense, tracing the history of ‘a culture’: the elements of the present culture of 
that ethnic group have not sprung from the particular set that constituted the group’s culture at a previous 
time, whereas the group has continual organizational existence with boundaries (criteria of membership) that 
despite modifications have marked off a continuing unit” (Barth 1969, 38). 

 107Barth tends to deny the core elements, yet it is still accurate to state that “ethnic groups are 
categories of ascription and identification by the actors themselves” (Barth 1969, 10). 

 108“Ethnic ideologies tend to stress common descent among their members” (Eriksen 1993, 5). 

 109Synchronic aspect. 

 110Diachronic aspect.  
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Core elements of ESOL 
 According to these lexical studies, it seems, an ESOL shares a “basic group identity” 

(Isaacs 1975a).  This includes the following core characteristics: (1) A common ancestry, real or fic-

tive.  Such solidarities are an intermarried (Dt 7:3-4; Jos 23:12-13), extended family group with lead-

ership from within the group (see e.g., Dt 1:13; 17:15).  (2) A common language or mutually under-

standable dialect (Gn 10-11).  (3) Common spiritual force(s), and/or a deity(ies), and/or their semi-

deified ancestors. (4) A common cultural and historical tradition with legal statutes both customary 

and inscribed,111 (e.g., Egypt, Israel). (5) A generally common geographical territory or tradition of a 

common territory in the case of a diaspora, but not necessarily a common political order (Dt 32:8; 

Acts 17:26).112   

 Both the Old and New Testaments view the t a . e ; q n h  and ~yIAG (gôyîm) as 

groups that worship idol-gods (see e.g., Dt 12:2,30; 29:18; Jos 23:7; 2 Sm 7:23; 1 Kgs 11:1-2; 2 Chr 

32:15; Pss 9:17, 135:15; Is 36:18-20; 45:20; Ez 23:30; 1 Pt 4:3).  Hence there exists an implicit cove-

nantal unity under the rulership of that/those idol(s), and/or ancestors (or civil religion) (see e.g., 

Block 2000).113  These idols are actually empowered by demons (1 Cor 10:20-21; see Lv 17:7 NASB; 

                                                           

 111Customary or inscribed legal statutes (hQ'xu [Cheqqah]) are ordinances, enactments, or 

things prescribed as normative custom.  Yahweh appealed to his people to either choose his covenantal stat-
utes or those of pagan peoples’ gods. Lv 18:3-5, 26-30 is a key passage: “You shall not do what is done in the 
land of Egypt where you lived, nor are you to do what is done in the land of Canaan where I am bringing you; 
you shall not walk in their statutes.  You are to perform My judgments and keep My statutes, to live in accord 
with them; I am the LORD your God. So you shall keep My statutes and My judgments, by which a man may 
live if he does them; I am the LORD. (Lev 18:3-5 NASB)  

 “But as for you, you are to keep My statutes and My judgments, and shall not do any of these 
abominations, neither the native, nor the alien who sojourns among you (for the men of the land who have 
been before you have done all these abominations, and the land has become defiled); so that the land may 
not spew you out, should you defile it, as it has spewed out the nation which has been before you.  For who-
ever does any of these abominations, those persons who do so shall be cut off from among their people. Thus 

you are to keep My charge, that you do not practice any of the abominable customs [hQ'xu] which have 

been practiced before you, so as not to defile yourselves with them; I am the LORD your God” (Lev 18:26-30 
NASB; note Dt 12:30-31, see 20:17-18; Jer 10:2-3; 2 Kgs 17:15,33 [concerning the Samaritans]; Ps 106:34-39; 
Rom 12:2). 

 Ex 23:32-33 explains the covenantal nature of this: “You shall make no covenant with them, nor 
with their gods. They shall not dwell in your land, lest they make you sin against Me. For if you serve their 
gods, it will surely be a snare to you” (see also Jgs 2:2).  

 112Peoples with an already developed sense of solidarity can be divided by arbitrary colonial or 
other socio-political boundaries.  Being in a common political state is not necessary to this definition. The OT 
political states of Judah and Israel, encompassing one original CU, demonstrate this.  However, their political 
division illustrates how new ESOLs can come into existence.  Israel under Jeroboam in effect made another 
covenant with new gods.  The Czech and Slovak division is similar.  

 113Allan R. Millard cautions: “Although other nations understood that they should be loyal to 
their patron gods, there is no hint of an agreement of the sort described in the Bible, and no comparison can 
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Dt 32:17 NASB; Ps 106:37 NASB; Rv 9:20).  Israel itself was a covenanted solidarity of families under 

the monarchy of El-Yahweh (1 Sm 8-12).   

Interrelational or Dynamic Context 

 In other words, as chapter five demonstrates, before Babel humanity was mono-ethnic, 

that is one people [dx'a, ~[;] with one “lip” (language) [.tx;a; hp'f'w>] (Gn 11:6).  Yet 

at the same time they were still “ethnic,” possessing an (albeit singular) ethno-linguistic identity as 

the ~d'a' ynEB..  Humanity was not and never will be de-particularized.  Though they prob-

ably were already developing clan and family solidarities, they were not yet the multi-lingual peo-

ples [t a . e ; q n h  and ~yIAG] of the earth.114  Only after the dispersion/scattering (Gn 11:9) 

or division of the earth (Gn 10:25) did multiple ESOL identities (ethnicity) develop.  Only then could a 

people define themselves over against and in interrelation with another people. 

 Lastly, notice that according to Scripture ESOLs never remain the same; they are ever-

changing, ever-relating to the human Other, ever-forming, and ever-dying.  There are, thus, always 

the processes of ethno-genesis and ethno-thanatos (ethnic death) that Scriptural data reckon with.   

ESOL in the New Testament 

 The New Testament does not seem to depart from this understanding, as we shall see.  

As is common in covenant theological positions, I presuppose that the New Testament does not 

move from ethno-covenantal solidarity to an exclusive focus upon the individual (see Kreitzer 1998).   

ESOL: Created Good, Yet Twisted by Sin 

 In summary and preview, some deny that peoples have been created by God and hence 

have a unique and good identity within Yahweh’s creation-providential design (e.g., De Gruchy and 

Villa-Vicencio 1983; Loubser 1987).115  Their concerns are real.  However, just as ageism and sexism 

                                                           

be made between those gods and Israel’s God” (Millard 2000, 9).  Scripture, however, gives a theological inter-
pretation, a divine perspective, on the situation.   

 114Note that humanity was not called one gôy [yAG] but one `am [~[;] people.  This could 

be a contextual indication that humanity had not yet apostatized into the idolatrous gôyim.  

 115Dippenaar (1988) uses “race” in the common Afrikaner manner as a crude ethno-racial de-
marcation device.  Dippenaar denies that God created ethno-races, in order to undermine Afrikaner racism.  
His goal is right and noble but methodologically weak. 
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will not be overcome by denying the fact of two genders or the parent-child distinction, so also rac-

ism and ethnicism will not be destroyed by denying creational design normativity, if Scripture does 

teach that such normativity exists.   

Direct Claim of Scripture 

 Scripture, however, does indeed claim that Yahweh-God has created, owns, and con-

trols all peoples of earth: “From one man116 He made every people,” determining their times and 

boundaries (Acts 17:26; Gn 10:5, 20, 31-32;117 see Jer 10:7, 27:5-7; Ps 2:8, 82:8).  “All the peoples 

[gôyim] you have made will . . . worship . . . you, O Lord” (Ps 86:9; Rv 15:4).  “When . . . [God] gave 

the peoples their inheritance [land], . . . he divided up the sons of Adam [lit.], [and] set up bounda-

ries for the peoples according to the number of the sons of Israel” (Dt 32:8).  Everything God creates 

is very good.  That which is good can, of course, be twisted and broken by sin and idolization coming 

from the Fall, yet still remain not evil but good in essence (e.g., human sexuality).  Hence redemp-

tion will restore the brokenness of the created good, but not remove that good thing itself. 

Creation and the Trinitarian Principle 

 Second, ethnic solidarity is also good as a creative reflection of the nature of the God-

head itself.  The Creator is both diverse and unified within himself as a tri-unity.  There is, thus, no 

moral or logical necessity for him to delight in, ordain or create ethno-linguistic uniformity and or 

sameness as if God were an absolute oneness (see Rushdoony 1971; 1978; Kreitzer 1998).   

 God seems to have ordained the beauty of ethno-cultural and linguistic diversity in 

mankind to reflect the real diversity within himself.  God also ordained that both mankind’s original, 

pre-Fall unity and his renewed unity in Christ reflect his essential unity.  Both the unity and diversity 

within the Godhead are interrelated and interdependent.  So should created ethnic diversity be in 

interdependent and interrelated unity with each other if it would truly reflect the beauty of God’s 

essential glory.  Redemption restores the brokenness of the tarnished glory in this and all other as-

pects of God’s creation.  But this anticipates my conclusion.  

                                                           

 116Note the parallel: o `  Qe o .j  o `  p o i h ,s a j  t o .n  k o ,s mo n  k a i . p a ,n t a  
t a . e v n  a u v t w /|  . . . e v p o i ,h s e , t e  e v x  e ` n o .j  a [ ma t o j  p a /n  e ; q n o j .  The 
God who made (created) everything also made (created) every e ; q n o j  of mankind.  

 117These passages are crucial in developing a covenantal understanding of ethno-linguistic soli-
darity of peoples descended from one individual (Noah). “One wonders if Gen. 10 was not in the thinking of 
Paul when he asserts that God has ‘made from one every nation of men to live on all the face of the earth, 
having determined allotted periods and the boundaries of their habitation’ (Acts 17:26)” (Hamilton 1990, 346). 
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Ethnic Diversity: Original Blessing not Curse 

 Third, ethno-linguistic diversity is also the result of the blessing and command to multi-

ply and spread out over the earth given in the original Cultural Mandate (Gn 1:28; see 9:1, 7).  If 

post-diluvial humanity had obeyed the Creator, they would have developed distinct lingual-cultural 

groups, yet they would have remained in unity because of their common confession and ethics from 

Yahweh.  However, this did not occur, as we shall see.  Yahweh thus fast-forwarded the process by 

creating languages to prevent the evil of a unified, collective humanity to prevail (Gn 11:6). 
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CHAPTER 5 

DOMINION COVENANT, BABEL AND ETHNIC SOLIDARITY 

Creation, Scatter Motif, and Babel 

Introduction 

Truthfulness and Relevance of Every Scripture 

 All data is understood within a total interpretative paradigm (see chapter 3).  The inter-

pretive framework I presuppose is a totally truthful God who has “breathed out” [q e o ,p n e u s -

t o j ] a completely accurate and coherent Scripture in every area it addresses (see Kreitzer 1998, 

2001).  Therefore, I begin my thinking by submitting my creaturely knowledge to the prior compre-

hensive knowledge of the always-truthful Creator (see Ro 1:18-21; Bahnsen 1998).   

Reject Opposite Critical Opinion 

 Modern critical scholarship’s religious philosophical consensus is opposite and errone-

ous, presupposing that the Table of Peoples (Völkertafel) and Tower pericopes are not historical as 

the accounts themselves purport to be.  For example, Gunkel claims that the Tower story is naïve 

fiction: “Diese Erzählung is also nicht als eine historische Überlieferung zu betrachten,” but merely a 

“naive Antwort der alten Zeit auf gewisse . . . Fragen” (Gunkel 1966, 97; see Speiser 1964; Von Rad 

1972; Vorster 1979; Westermann 1984).118  To the contrary, Custance correctly states that wherever 

the claims of, for example, the Völkertafel have been “sufficiently tested,” they have been “found 

completely accurate-often where, at one time, it seemed most certainly to be in error” (Custance 

1975, 61).   

 The “carefully crafted genre” of the proto-history is “historical narrative” (Mathews 

1995, 432).  The redactor119 uses polemic and other literary techniques to distance his source mate-

rials from “the common ancient Near Eastern fare of legend or the sort” (Mathews 1995, 432; see 

Wenham 1987). 

                                                           

 118“This narrative should not be regarded a historical tradition but a naïve answer of the ancient 
period to certain questions it found important” (Gunkel 1997, 99). 

 119That redactor was Moses as both Testaments testify and as the universal pre-critical testi-
mony agree.  Moses collected, collocated, “modified, edited, and carefully arranged the materials in his use . . 
. analogous to Luke’s collection of materials for his Gospel.”  Only a small portion of the text came by a direct 
vision (Garrett 1991, 85). 

 For cogent critique of the Documentary Hypothesis or key aspects of it related to Genesis 1-11, 
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 Lastly, I reject the claims of the present Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa (NGK-

SA), as a representative of many denominations dealing with the phenomena of ethno-cultural di-

versity.  These churches deny that many pre-selected passages of Scripture can be used to develop 

relevant socio-political, familial, and economic models to further justice in and between the ethno-

cultures of earth.120 

Structures of Literary Context (Ge 1-12) 

 Westermann has noticed that most often Western readers of the proto-history (Ge 1-

11) individualize and personalize the accounts of the Urgeschichte (Westermann 1974).  However, 

the Hebrew mentality is not shaped by the dualistic presuppositions of the Western worldview.  In 

the section at hand, clearly the redactor is placing the sons of Adam within a social, cultural, and po-

litical system and order.  “Man was the recipient of much more than his life and successive curses” 

(Kaiser 1978, 71; see Ge 4, 6).  The proto-history gives sufficient and necessary truth that humanity 

can use to build socio-cultural structures based upon acknowledging the goodness of created human 

diversity and of unity.  

Pre/Post-Flood: Creation, De- and Re-Creation 

 The whole of the Urgeschichte teaches truth in straightforward didactic and historical 

sections.  It also teaches by the careful structuring of each piece in the literary ordering of the chap-

ters.  As the charts in the present and following chapters seek to demonstrate, the redactor of the 

proto-history used various literary techniques such as “recursion”121 to give the divine interpreta-

tion of the events of the primal history.  For example, as chart 1 shows, the redactor paints the crea-

tion, flood, and post-flood events as a three-fold process of creation, de-creation, and re-creation.   

                                                           

see (1) Introduction to the Old Testament (Harrison 1970); (2) The Documentary Hypothesis and the Composi-
tion of the Pentateuch: Eight Lectures (Cassuto 1961); (3) Before Abraham Was: The Unity of Genesis 1-11 
(Kikawada and Quinn 1985); (4) Rethinking Genesis: The Sources and Authorship of the First Book of the Penta-
teuch (Garrett 1991); (5) The Coherence of the Flood Narrative (Wenham 1978); (6) The Shape of Genesis 
11:1-9 (Kikawada 1974); (7) Narrative Art in Genesis (Fokkelman 1975).   

 120This was a noble attempt to separate the NGK from the horrors of its failed and unjust apart-
heid theology but fails because it does not take into account the foundational presupposition of the sola Scrip-
tura principle: “All Scripture is God-breathed” (2Ti 3:16 NIV) (see Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  E.g., the NGK, in its pol-
icy statement, Church and Society (1990), stated: “The Bible, because of its own nature and character may not 
be used as a manual for solving social, economic or political problems. Consequently all present and previous 
attempts to deduce a particular social or political policy from the Bible . . . must be emphatically rejected; . . . 
portions of the Bible such as Gen 2:18, 10-20, 11:1, 7-9, Deut 32:8, Pr 22:28; Matt 24:7, John 17:20-23, Acts 
2:8, 17:26, 1 Cor 12, Gal 3:28-29 and Rev 21:3, 24 may therefore not be used as a Scriptural basis for political 
models” (General Synod Commission 1990, 21-22). 

 121“Deliberate shaping of narrative events so that key elements of one narrative are repeated in others” (Sailhamer 
1995, 292).  
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 In this three-fold process, both the Creation and post-Flood worlds possess a covenant, 

and both involve a growing grace that overcomes the effect of human hubris and rebellion, but in 

different ways.  The first linguistically-singular world filled with people, God destroys, but he elects 

and saves a family of eight.  Noah is a second Adam figure.  When that second Adam figure falls, and 

the humanity springing from his sons falls into apostasy, God sends another Adam-like figure, 

Abram, a seed of Shem (see chapter 6).  Therefore, for the second human world, he chooses instead 

to send a Seed, not to destroy but to restore (e.g., Jn 3:17) the multiple ethno-linguistic groups that 

fill the world.  Each of these solidarities God makes, starting at Babel (Ge 11).   

Pre- and post flood creation: Parallels 

 The parallels between the first creation and the post-flood, renewed creation are nu-

merous (see Sailhamer 1995, 292; Sarna 1970, 56).  The redactor especially desired to demonstrate 

that the covenant relationship “cut” [trK]122 with Adam is now established [e.g., ytiyrIB.-

ta, ytimoqih]w: (Ge 6:18)], that is perpetuated with Noah, the new Adam-like man and his 

seed (note figure 14).123  This is further established by the parallels between the story of Noah’s 

drunkenness which “closely emulates the earlier account of the Fall (Ge 2-3)” (Sailhamer 1995, 292, 

see parallels, 293). 

Scatter Command: (Re)creational mandate 

 God gave Noah and his seed the covenantal command to fill the earth, that is “to scat-

ter” over the whole earth.  This command was indeed a restatement of the original creational man-

date, part of the original dominion covenant or cultural mandate given to Adam.  That original man-

date to fill the earth, given to collective humanity in the persons of Adam and Eve, God also gave to 

collective humanity after the re-creation following the Flood. 

Judgment and Grace Thwarts Further Rebellion 

 Another clear theme emerges.  Within the original and the renewed creation’s social 

orders, it was collective humanity is responsible to respond to the covenantal blessing and com-

mands of God with faith-obedience or rebellion.  Each act of collective rebellion124 was met with a 

                                                           

 122The Urgeschichte, of course, does not explicitly use the terms for making or “cutting” a cove-

nant [tyrIB., trK] in Ge 1-2.  Many, however, have seen covenant-like concepts there.  

 123“[It is] more than likely that in context where heqîm berît stands (Gen. 6:18; 9:9, 11, 17; 17:7, 
19, 21; Exod. 6:4; Lev. 26:9; Deut. 8:18; 2 Kngs. 23:3) the institution of a covenant is not being referred to but 
rather its perpetuation” (Dumbrell 1984, 26).  He concludes: ”To judge from secular biblical examples . . . cove-
nants presupposed a set of existing relationships  . . . between two parties, though the status of the parties 
varied considerably” (Dumbrell 1984, 20; emphasis added). 

 124 Adam’s rebellion was indeed a collective rebellion.  He rebelled with his wife in the primary 
social unit. 
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divine response of judgment and then further grace.  The Creator designed his judgment Each time 

to thwart any further rebellious plans that the humans would think up.   

 For example, God banned Adam and Eve from Eden especially to keep them from rebel-

liously co-opting the tree of life, a fruit that would possibly have preserved them in eternal evil.125  

That was also gracious because they then began expanding to fill the earth to obey the dominion 

command.  Second, after the Flood, God banished rebel humanity from partly finished Babel, in 

great part to keep them from permanent, collective evil, thus meriting again a massive collective 

judgment like the Flood.  “And this is what they began to do, and now nothing which they purpose 

to do will be impossible for them” (Ge 11:6).  This judgment came with grace as well.  For God 

stopped the building of the Tower and created differing languages, to thwart human disobedience 

to the creational and re-creational Dominion Covenant command to “scatter” and fill the earth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creation Re-Creation after Deluge 

1. Earth was formless and void, covered by the 

“great deep” (1:2) 

1. Water covered the earth above the tallest 

mountain (7:19-20) 

2. “Let the dry land appear” (1:9) 2. “The tops of the mountains appeared” (8:5). 

3. “Let the land bring forth vegetation” (1:11-

12) 

3. “In her beak was a freshly picked olive leaf” 

(8:11). 

4. “Then God said, ‘Let the earth bring forth liv-

ing creatures’” (1:24). 

4. “Then God spoke . . .‘Bring forth with you 

every living thing’” (8:15,17). 

                                                           

 125The expulsion from the Garden prevented Adam and Eve from living forever in rebellion.  
Hence the dispersion was a “means of aiding God’s redemptive purposes” (Silva 1996, 210).  
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5. “And God blessed them, saying, ‘Be fruitful 

and multiply, and fill . . . the earth’” (1:22). 

5. “Then God spoke . . . that they may breed 

abundantly . . ., and be fruitful and multiply on 

the earth” (8:17). 

6. “Let us make man” (1:27) 6. “So Noah went out” (8:18) 

7. “God blessed them; and . . . said to them, ‘Be 

fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth’” (1:28) 

7. “God blessed Noah and his sons and said to 

them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 

earth’” (9:1).  

8. “Subdue [the earth]; and rule over . . . every 

living thing that moves on the earth. (1:28b) 

8. “And the fear of you and the terror of you 

shall be on every beast . . . into your hand they 

are given” (9:2). 

9. “God said, ‘Behold, I have given you . . . 

food’” (1:29). 

9. “Every moving thing . . . shall be food for you” 

(9:3) 

10. [IMPLICIT: “I make [cut] my covenant with 

you and your descendants”]. 

10. “I . . . establish my covenant with you, and with 

your [seed]” (Ge 9:9; Ge 6:18). 

 

Fig. 14.  First Creation and Renewed Creation: Parallels. 

Integration and summary  

 In summary, then, after each human response of rebellion, God sent the human society 

(ies) out in a scattering process to fill the world as he commanded them.  Adam left the Garden to 

go forth to fill the earth as God willed (Ge 1:28).  The tower builders decentralized to fill the 

earththe opposite of their expressed desire, but in accordance with God’s desire.  This scattering 

was gracious in that it prevented man from further collective evil and gracious in that it caused hu-

manity to obey, albeit externally, the command to diversify and fill the earth.   

 Clines integrates insights from Westermann, Von Rad, and Blenkinsopp,126 and summa-

rizes the theme of the first twelve chapters of Genesis (Clines 1976, 487-502).   

No matter how drastic man’s sin becomes, destroying what God has made good and bringing 
the world to the brink of uncreation, God’s grace never fails to deliver man from the conse-
quences of his sin.  Even when man responds to a fresh start with the old pattern of sin, God’s 
commitment to his world stands firm, and sinful man experiences the favor of God as well as 
his righteous judgment. (Clines 1976, 502) 

 God always tempers his judgment with redeeming mercy.  The judgment of Babel was 

the fact that God prevented humanity from finishing the city and tower.  “We should not assume 

that language diversity as such is necessarily a bad thing or a reflection of God’s curse” (Silva 1996, 

                                                           

 126Westermann: “Sin-Speech-Mitigation-Punishment.”  Von Rad: “Spread of sin” countered by 
the “Spread of grace.”  Blenkinsopp: “Creation-uncreation-recreation”.   
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209).  The mercy that God gave after the Flood, to anticipate again the following chapter, was the 

electing of Abram through whom all the families of the earth will be blessed.   

 With these several structural issues behind us, I turn to the actual immediate context of 

the Babel story.  Whatever may have been the original sources of Genesis 8-11, the canonical text in 

Ge 9:18-19 introduces the concept that the peoples were “scattered” over the earth, discussed in 

the Table of Peoples (Völkertafel).  “These three were sons of Noah; and from them the whole earth 

was scattered” [#r,a'h'-lk' hc'p.n".].  The redactor has placed Ge 9:18-19 so it would 

have a “transitional function” (Anderson 1978a, 77). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Antediluvial World 

(10 Generations) 

 

CREATION (Gn 1-2) 

Covenant & Blessing (Gn 1:28) 

Multiply, fill earth 

 

Fall of Adam 

Judgment-curse on God-man rela-

tionship 

Judgment on relationship between 

brothers (Gn 4) 

 

EXPANSION OF ETHNO-CULTURE 

(Gn 4:1-26) 

Genealogies 

(Gn 5) 

 

Hubris 

(Gn 6) 

 

CURSE DEATH OF TOTAL SOCIETY 

 

GRACE in God electing 

and command to fill earth 

 

[No equivalent] 

 

Gracious Election   

of New Adam (Noah) 

and his family     

Postdiluvial New World 

(10 Generations) 

 

NEW CREATION (Gn 8:15-22) 

Covenant & Blessing (Gn 9:1, 7) 

Multiply, fill earth 

 

Fall of New Adam (Noah) 

[No equivalent curse] 

 

Judgment on relationship between 

brothers (Gn 9) 

 

EXPANSION OF ETHNO-CULTURES 

and 

Genealogies 

(Gn 10) 

 

Hubris 

(Gn 11:1-9) 

 

CURSE upon project 

GRACE in God electing 

and scattering to fill earth 

 

Genealogy of elect line 

(Gn 11:10-32) 

 

Gracious Election    

of New Adam (Abram) 

and his family     
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Fig. 15.  Comparing Antediluvial and Postdiluvial Worlds. 

 

Purpose of the Völkertafel (Gn 10) 

 The redactor desired the reader to connect the renewal of the earth and humanity in 

the Flood story with, a natural process of diversifying and developing of a variety of peoples.  In the 

total context, those peoples are listed in the Table as a natural outflow from the command to be 

fruitful, multiply, and fill the earth given immediately after the Flood (Ge 9:1,7).  Only later does the 

redactor share the tale of resistance to that command in the Tower saga.   

Purpose: Rejected Views 

Table: A late political polemic 
 Some believe that the Table is “not racial, ethnic, linguistic, or territorial” but merely 

“political” [fiction], mirroring the surrounding socio-political realities of the monarchical era 

(Brueggemann 1982, 91; see also Von Rad 1962, 161; Gowan 1988, 112).127  It would then be a po-

lemic against the prominent surrounding nations of Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon showing that the 

Israelite monarchy has an equally glorious antiquity.  If the Table is merely a late account of, for ex-

ample, the Solomonic era, why is Israel and Solomonic glory not mentioned? 

 If it were merely a political product of the monarchical or even the post-exilic age, why 

are some of the peskiest enemies of the monarchy, such as Edom, Ammon, Amalek, and Midian, not 

even mentioned?  This is evidence, though not proof, that the Table has an early rather than a late 

source.  Furthermore, the political view does not take into account the Mosaic redactorship. 

 Last, and most important for my purposes, this view does not take into account the 

context and the explicit statements of the Table.  It explicitly states that all the lands, languages, 

clan-families, and peoples of earth came from the three sons of Noah (see Ge 10:5,20,31,32).  

Table: A limited Hebrew ethno-horizon 

 Some claim that the Table mentions only the peoples of which Israel is aware.  Certainly 

there may be some truth to this as the Sinic, Sub-Saharan, and Amerindian peoples are not men-

tioned at all.  The evidence for an early date, however, points to the proto-peoples of which emer-

gent Israel is aware before it entered Canaan.128   

                                                           

 127Gowan claims that the nations are best placed in the “7th and early 6th centuries [BC]” 
(Gowan 1988, 112). 

 128Evidence of an early date for the Table: (1) Limited development of the colonizing Japhethite 
line to whom belong the Mediterranean (e.g., Greek), many European, Indo-Iranian, and Indus Valley peoples. 
(2) Cush is head of Ham’s family in Babylon.  If late, Cush always meant what is now Sudan. (3) Sidon is men-
tioned but not Tyre, founded in the 13th cen. B.C. (4) Sodom and Gomorrah still exist. (5) The large amount of 
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 Furthermore, the whole context speaks about the eight survivors of the Flood.  They 

are the sole precursors of the present, ever-changing ethno-mosaic (Ge 10:32).  With these sole 

eight exceptions, the Deluge destroyed antediluvial humanity (see Ge 7:21-22; 9:15).  The world that 

then existed perished (2Pe 3:6).   

 A focus on peoples surrounding emergent Israel does not then deny that the Table 

mentions the patriarchal precursors of all the peoples of earth.  This is necessary to the context as 

we have seen and shall again see.  Yahweh will not this time destroy all human “flesh,” but will send 

the seed of a Shemite through whom all the clans of the peoples shall be blessed.  Therefore, “un-

less the whole [human] race is intended, the chapter’s purpose is in doubt and the message of the 

Bible is incomplete” (Custance 1975, 64). 

Ethno-Geography of Singular Humankind 

 These genealogies purport to give a straight historical account of “ethnolinguistic” and 

“various sociopolitical” solidarities of the time (Mathews 1995, 431).  The text also gives “political, 

historical, genealogical, geographical as well as tribal information” 129 (Sasson 1980, 211).  Far from 

giving fictitious eponymous ancestors, the Table is an initial attempt “among the ethnographic in-

quiries of antiquity,” given in a “non-mythological way,” not like Babylonian genealogies (Plaut 1974, 

96). 

 The Table of Peoples, in context, provided the Israelites a socially constructed “verbal 

‘map’ of the [human] world” (Brueggemann 1982, 91).130  It gives a tripartite division based upon 

the three sons of Noah.131  The Table derives all humans from the three sons of Noah.  As such, it 

                                                           

space given to Joktanites in Arabia, a line which died out or was amalgamated with other lines by the Exile. (6) 
The Hebrew line stops at Peleg. There is no mention at all of Israel though the Canaanites cities are well repre-
sented. (7) The Jebusite as a people and not the city, Jebus nor its later name Jerusalem, is mentioned, (see 
Custance 1975, 76-79). (8) To this can be added Edom, Ammon, Amalek, and Midian, which are not men-
tioned. 

 129Note (1) the socio-political boundaries of Canaan (10:19); (2) the time marker in the geneal-
ogy of Eber’s son Peleg: “in his days the earth was divided” (i.e., most likely because of the Tower incident); (3) 
the three genealogies of Noah’s sons; (4) geographical segments of the world known to the Hebrews; and (5) 
lists of Arabian tribes from Cush (11:7) and Joktan (11:26-30) (Sasson 1980, 212). 

 130Of the many attempts to give a complete genealogical table for the kin relationships listed in 
the Table and the rest of Genesis, Crüsemann is the most complete (Crüsemann 1996).  

 131For contemporary attempts to establish the historicity of the Table of Nations: (1)Noah’s 
Three Sons: Human History in Three Dimensions (Custance 1975) derives all peoples from the Table.  Custance 
held an M.A. in Near Eastern languages and a Ph.D. degree in Anthropology.  (2)Origin of the Nations (Pilkey 
1984) tries to derive all peoples and races from the eight persons on the ark.  Pilkey holds a Th.M.; an M.A. 
and Ph.D. degrees in English.  (3)After the Flood: The early post-flood history of Europe (Cooper 1995) uses an-
cient pre-Christian continental, Celtic, Germanic, and Saxon sources to substantiate the Table and biblical 
chronology. 
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demonstrates the extra-ordinary insight for the ancient Near East of “unity” (Von Rad 1962, 161) 

and “brotherhood” of mankind (Custance 1975, 57).   

 No one “particular branch of this [one] family had pre-eminence over another” (Cus-

tance 1975, 62).  Certainly, then, Israel is not uniquely human above or beyond other peoples of 

earth as Amos emphasizes later (Am 9:1).  The Table provides no ground for ethno-centricism or 

ethno-racism, but is a polemic against that theme common in Near Eastern mythology.  “If, then, all 

men have one father, it follows that all are brothers, that all are linked in a fraternal relationship” 

(Grau 1980, 35).  The Table thus lays the groundwork for Paul’s assertion in Acts 17:26 that all are of 

one forefather.    

Connecting Human Diversity and Unity 

 The point of the Table, thus, was to define ECSOL (“peopleness”) within the universal 

framework of singular humanity.  The specific purpose seems to explicitly place the emerging Israel-

ite people within “the world of peoples . . . [and] within the framework of the entire humanity cre-

ated by God” (Crüsemann 1996, 58).  Ironically, among all the other ethnies and ethno-solidarities, 

Israel (as well as Edom and Ammon) are not mentioned.  It seems then that the Table purports to be 

a listing of peoples of at least Abram’s era or before.132   

 A key theme of the whole section is human unity in backdrop of ethno-diversity.  Uni-

versal humanity, thus, and ethno-solidarity are both balanced and upheld (Crüsemann 1996, 65; 

Plaut 1974, 96), implying that both are good and ordained by the Creator.  The result is that “what 

today often appears as a contradiction and an aporiahumanness and peoplehoodis here con-

nected and mediated” (Crüsemann 1996, 58). 

Centering on Abraham in Redemptive History 

 In the divine perspective of the Table there exist three blocks of related peoples cen-

tered on Canaan “as the point of departure . . . [around] Israel’s future homeland” (Mathews 1995, 

433; see Scott 1994, 499-522;133 contra Von Rad 1962, 161; 1972, 145).  Canaan was the land Yah-

weh promised to give to Abraham and his seed (Ge 12:1-3).  These blocks of peoples were built 

around the three sons of Noah: (1) Hamitic-Egyptian peoples and sphere of influence to the 

                                                           

 132Some claim that peoples who did not have their genesis until centuries later are included 
(Von Rad 1962, 161-162).  The redactor, however, gives the “ethnolinguistic and geopolitical terrain” of the 
peoples during Abram’s time (Mathews 1995, 431).   

 133See also, The Land of the Bible: A Historical Geography (Aharoni 1979, 6,8) and map in The 
Macmillan Bible Atlas (Aharoni and Avi-Yonah 1968, 21). 
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South.134 (2) Semitic groups centered on Asshur and Babel to the East. (3) Japhathites to the far 

northeastern, north, and northwestern peripheries (Simons 1954, 177).135   

 In the genealogies, the focus is specifically upon soon-to-emerge Israel via Abram, the 

Shemite.  Therefore, of Noah’s three sons Shem is most extensively concentrated upon in the Table.  

In the genealogies after the Babel pericope, Terah, a descendant of Shem, has three sons, Abraham 

being most important.   

 The whole of the post-diluvial genealogies focused down upon Abraham and Yahweh’s 

call upon him to be a blessing to all the clans of the peoples listed in Ge 10 (Ge 12:3). Again, this was 

not because Israel was so specialYahweh emphatically declared that fact through Moses (see e.g., 

Dt 7:7, 9:4-5; Eze 36:22)but because of God’s loving choice of the Shemite Abram to be his chan-

nel of blessing to all peoples. 

Purpose: Summary 

 Therefore, in summary, in the Table “humanity is represented as [one] family” (Crüse-

mann 1996, 66).  It emphasizes the “essential interconnectedness of the human family despite pre-

sent diversity of genealogical descent, language, geography, and political alignment” (Mathews 

1995, 429).  All of the seventy families136 (Ge 10) (see e.g., Wenham 1987, 213; Crüsemann 1996, 

67-68) of the peoples137 are descended ultimately from three brothers who in turn came from one 

                                                           

 134A key mistake many make in a peripheral reading of the text is that the three sons equal 
three linguistically related families of peoples, each decending from one of the brothers: Semites, Hamitic peo-
ples, and Japhethites.   

 However, this does not bear up under further scrutiny.  For example, non-Semitic speaking Elam 
is a descendant of Shem.  Although the Canaanites are Hamitic, they speak a so-called Semitic language.  An 
easy solution to this dilemma could be that the Table does not discuss the Canaanites assimilation into a 
[proto]-Semitic language.  The Table seems to indicate that Hamitic Canaan, though speaking Semitic dialects, 
is genealogically and spiritually allied to pagan Hamitic Egypt (Mizraim) (Obed 1986; Crüsemann 1996, 67).  

 135Although Simons rejects an early date for Ge 10 and maintains arbitrary, higher-critical as-
sumptions, the basic perspective of Canaan being the center of the “mappa mundi” (Simons 1954, 177) seems 
correct.  Because of his presuppositions, he does not see that the Semitic block surrounding Israel also in-
cludes peoples to her south. 

 136Most likely the total number of peoples the redactor lists comes to seventy.  It is not an “ex-
haustive list of the nations of the world (cf. 10:5); rather it mentions the major peoples known to Israel and 
their relationship to each other and to Israel. . . .  It is probably significant that this chapter lists seventy peo-
ples, whereas Jacob’s family comprised seventy souls.  Israel is thus a microcosm of the wider family of hu-
manity [of Ge 10]” (Wenham 1987, 213-214; see Cassuto 1989, 175-176; Hamilton 1990, 348; Sailhamer 1992, 
130). 

 137The “seventy peoples” listed in the Table seem to symbolically represent all the peoples sur-
rounding the land of Canaan which is seen as the center [midst] of the earth (see Eze 5:2).  From these first 
three sons also descended the thousands of other peoples not mentioned in the account.   

 The peoples and cities discussed serve as an ethnic background for redemptive work of Yahweh 
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father, who himself came from only one original couple.  There are ten generations listed from Crea-

tion to Noah “via Seth,” and then ten generations “via Eber” from the Flood to Abram (Sasson 1980, 

214) (see figure 15).   

 Ethno-linguistically diverse yet singular humanity is then of equal value.  All peoples are 

to be blessed by Abraham’s one family (see esp. Smith 1977, 317; Sasson 1980, 219; Von Rad 1962, 

161).  Johannes Verkuyl gives a preview of the rest of Scripture: “No one can fail to see that the 

world of the nations mentioned already in Genesis 10 is the final goal—not the point of departure—

of all God’s [subsequent] efforts” (Verkuyl 1978, 92) 

Relationship of Genesis 10 and 11  

 The consensual view of the ordering of chapters 10 and 11 of Genesis is that they are 

closely related thematically but seem to be in reverse chronological order.138  This conclusion is de-

rived from the following considerations.  As Anderson puts it: “The Babel story . . . provided an etiol-

ogy of the ethnic pluralism portrayed in ch. 10, where the primary emphasis is on spatial distribu-

tion.  . . .  The Babel story is supplemental” (Anderson 1978a, 77).   

 First, the Urgeschichte concentrates on grace counteracting rebellion and sin (see 

Clines 1976).  If the Babel pericope had preceded the Table of Peoples (Völkertafel), then it could be 

interpreted “only negatively,” that is only as judgment.  If this view were true, then the sons of 

Noah, “filled to the brim with ego, were forcibly scattered throughout the earth” (Hamilton 1990, 

347).   

 However, in the present order, the Table of Peoples completes the blessing and com-

mand to bear many children and fill up the whole world (Ge 9:1, 7).  If chapter 10 were included af-

ter the Babel pericope, the Table of Peoples “would have to be read under the sign of judgment.”   

 As it stands now, the Table functions to fulfill the post-diluvial command, which in turn 

repeats the original Creation Mandate or Dominion Covenant (9:1; 1:28) (Clines 1976, 494).  Thus 

the scattering of the sons of Noah indicates the blessing of fertility and filling the earth (Ge 9-10).  

However, the judgment upon hubris (Ge 11) was to stop the building of the city and tower.139 The 

                                                           

displayed in the Torah (see Sailhamer 1994, 130). 

 “Geographically the list has gone as far east as Persia (Elam), as far south as Ethiopia (Cush) and 
the Arabian peninsula, as far north as Anatolia (Gomer, Madai), and as far west as Crete (Kittim, Caphtorim) 
and Libya” (Hamilton 1990, 346) [and possibly as far west as Tarshish/Spain]. 

 138Or dischronological order (Clines 1976, 296).  See Ross 1996; Hamilton 1990, 347-348; Wen-
ham 1987, 209-210; Mathews 1995, 428; Fretheim 1996, 84. 

 139Contra Clines.  The order of the chapters understands the dispersal of the peoples ambiva-
lently as both a positive blessing [Ge 10] and a negative curse [Ge 11] (Clines 1976, 494).  The Gentiles in Gene-
sis: Israel and the Nations in the Primeval and Patriarchal Histories, agrees.  Ge 10 portrays “a natural pro-
cess,” Ge 11’s dispersion is “a catastrophic event, the result of God’s judgment” (Grau 1980, 35).  The two 
chapters are “irreconcilable,” he believes (Grau 1980, 44).   
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scattering was an unmitigated good because it resulted in obedience to the divine command, which 

is the definition of good.   

 Second, the redactor of Genesis seems to be creating a strong literary tension by the 

placement of the Babel pericope immediately before the Abrahamic covenant.  The multi-lingual 

sons of Noah are not changed after Babel by the “coming down” of the judgment of God.  They are 

again in collective rebellion against the mandate of Yahweh as was the monolingual ante-diluvial 

world.   

 Third, Genesis 5-11 seems to order blocks of narrative between genealogical sections.  

Hamilton suggests the following ordering as a piece of “literary artistry,” giving a further reason for 

the reverse ordering of Genesis 10 and 11: 

(1) (a) 5:32 genealogy (Noah’s sons) 

 (b) 6:1-8 narrative (the sons of God) 

 (a’) 6:9-10 genealogy (Noah’s sons) 

(2) (a) 6:9-10 genealogy (Noah’s sons) 

 (b) 6:11-9:17 narrative (the Flood) 

 (a’) 9:18-19 genealogy (Noah’s sons) 

(3) (a) 10:21-31 genealogy (Shemites) 

 (b) 11:1-9 narrative (Tower of Babel) 

 (a’) 11:10-32 genealogy (Shemites).  

(Hamilton 1990, 350) 

 Now, however, instead of destroying the whole earth, something Yahweh promised 

never to do again (Ge 9:15), God is setting the stage to redeem it by blessing all its clans and families 

in Abraham’s seed (Ge 12:3; Ac 3:25-26; Gal 3:16) (see Von Rad 1971, 154, 161-162).  Therefore, 

“problem (ch. 11) and solution (ch. 12) are brought into immediate juxtaposition,” a structural fea-

ture that would have been missing if the order of the chapters were reversed (Hamilton 1990, 348).  

 Fourth, the redactor of the Pentateuch deliberately places the Babel pericope between 

the two differing lines of Shem’s offspring, coming from Joktan and Peleg, two sons of Eber the son 

of Shem (10:25).  One line follows Cain and ends in the rebellion of Babel/Babylon.  The other godly 

line follows Seth and Noah and ends up in the land of conquered Canaan, as the believing sons of 

Abraham.  This seems to be a designed “interplay [in the Babel story] between the name Shem 

                                                           

 Gowan sees ambiguity in the Tower story.  Babel recalls the Fall with humans trying to be like a 
god.  This explains the “ambiguity of the scattering willed by God” (Gowan 1988, 120).  Hamilton seems to see 
a measure of ambiguity in the scattering (Hamilton 1990, 347).   
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~ve,. . . the quest [at Babel] for ‘making a name’ (~ve) [11:4]” and the call of Abraham, for 

whom Yahweh promised a great name (~ve) (Ge 12:2) (Sailhamer 1992, 134).   

 The point seems to be that the sons of Adam and Noah can only receive a “name” 

through grace by going (scattering) anywhere upon the whole face of the earth that Yahweh leads, 

and exercising dominion there as his vice-gerents.  

 Fifth, the reverse chronological order of the chapters seems to be a consistent pattern 

in Genesis.  A broad, brushstroke is first, then come the finer, carefully selected details and explica-

tions.140  “The order is thematic and not chronological” (Ross 1981b, 128).   

 In addition to this, the redactor often lists the non-elect genealogical lines of human-

kind before the elect lines.  For example Cain comes first then Seth; Ishmael and then Isaac; Judah 

and then Joseph; and Japheth and Ham before Shem, the elect line.  In chapters ten and eleven, two 

lines coming from Shem come into the discussion.  The line through Joktan is listed first in chapter 

ten.  However, after the Babel story, the elect line through Peleg leads straight to Abram (11:10-26) 

(Mathews 1995, 428).141 

Genesis 10-11: A Single Literary Unit 

 Last,142 the redactor gives several contextual clues for reading the Table of Peoples and 

Babel pericope as a single unit.  The lexical and literary clues in the context clearly connect the two 

chapters.  Please note the following: (1) phraseology and vocabulary, and (2) literary structure of the 

Babel Pericope. 

Phraseology and vocabulary 

 The redactor of the proto-history clearly has tied together the units in chapters 9 to 12 

using common phrases, vocabulary, or common concepts (Wenham 1987, 209; Mathews 1995, 428; 

Anderson 1978a, 77).  Note the references in figure 16:  

 

                                                           

 140See e.g., Ge 1,2; 37,38,39; 36 “before the rest of the story” of the Edomite leaders (Ross 
1981b, 136, n. 46). 

 141This structure probably hints at the fact that not all clans of humanity participated in the Ba-
bel construction, possibly under the leadership of Nimrod.  Shem and the small line through Peleg possibly 
were absent from Babel during this account.  

 142The charts in this chapter and the following ones, along with other reasons, provide a better 
explanation of the order than the critical explanation (Gunkel 1997; Westermann 1974).  It claims that Genesis 
10 can be attributed to the priestly source (P) while Genesis 11 provides a contradictory approach ascribed to 
the Jahwist (J).  In view of the redactor’s editing skills, it gives no explanation of the counter-intuitive ordering 
of the two chapters.  
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1. “Language(s)” synonyms (nvol. = “tongue” 10:5, 20-21,31 and hp'f' = “lip” 11:6-7,9; 

~yrIb'd> = words or vocabulary). 

2. “Land/earth/territory” (#r,a,) (10:5,20-21; 11:1,8-9). 

3. Families (tAxP.v.mi)and peoples or ethno-nations (~yIAG) [nations NASB] based on 

multiple languages (10:5,18,20,31,32; 11:7,9; see 12:3 [txoP.v.mi]).  

4. “Scatter” (#wP) (10:18; 11:4,8,9; note [#pn] 9:19), “separated” (drP) (10:5,32), “di-

vided” [glP]): all are conceptual synonyms speaking about the dispersal of the peoples. 

 

Fig. 16.  Phraseology and Vocabulary Linking Genesis 10-12.  

Literary connections 

 Second, it seems that the redactor wanted the reader to connect chapters 10 and 11 

with the literary bonds indicated in figure 17 (Wenham 1987, 209; Mathews 1995, 428; Clines 1976, 

494). 

 

1. Shinar (10:10; 11:2).  

2. Babel (10:10, 11:1,9).  

3. Nimrod (possibly) the founder of Babel (10:8-12) and then how Babel was founded (11:1-7). 

4. Cities being built (10:11-12; 11:1). 

5. Peleg meaning the human “earth” was “divided” and Babel, which the redactor gives as mean-

ing “confused” hence, humanity divided and scattered over the “earth” (10:25,11:9). 

 

Fig. 17.  Literary Bonds Linking Genesis 10-12. 

 Peleg (gl,P,), in this passage, most likely refers to the linguistic dividing of the earth 

and not to the dividing of the continents or to canals (see e.g., Leupold 1958, 381).  Josephus and 

others mention that this dividing of the earth occurred at the Babel event.  Ross comments:  

It is worth noting that the root word [gL;P;] occurs in Psalm 55:9 (Eng., 10) for a moral di-

vision. . . .  The prayer is that God would break apart their counsel into contending factions, 
an end that is comparable to the story of the division of the nations. (Ross 1981b, 128) 
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Literary Structure of the Babel Pericope 

 The Babel story itself is a wonderful Hebrew example of artistic prose.  The whole peric-

ope is carefully structured as a unified whole, contrary to critical scholars (see Radday 1972; Kika-

wada 1974; Fokkelman 1975; Wenham 1987; Cassuto 1989; Mathews 1995; Hamilton 1990; Ross 

1981a, 1996).  The structure of the passage seems to be “a palistrophe, or extended chiasmus” 

(Wenham 1987, 235).  Modifying insights from various authors listed above (especially Fokkelman 

1975), I suggest the following diagram (figure 18) of the thematic chiasmus to emphasize the inte-

grating theme, that of the scattering of humankind.143   

 The central “hinge or crossover point” is E, the coming down of Yahweh.  It stands be-

tween the rebellious human works and the divine action to undo that which the humans attempted 

(Wenham 1987, 236).  This emphasizes Yahweh’s absolute Suzerainty over his creatures.  He origi-

nally commanded them to “fill the earth,” that is to scatter over it.  Thus “the action of the people [A 

to D] is closely reflected in God’s reaction” [D’ to A’].  Structurally, the pericope exactly matched 

God’s prevention to man’s proud action in resisting the Creator’s command (Fokkelman 1975, 

31).144  

 The sections A and A’ are thematic opposites and a verbal chiasmus, showing careful 

use of structural irony.  The first A speaks of unity in rebellion and a “concentration of power” 

(Fokkelman 1975, 24).  The counterpart, A’, “means an end to these illusions: dispersion, multiplic-

ity, the splitting of power.”  Thus what unitary humanity self-centeredly feared, scattering, came to 

pass (Fokkelman 1975, 24).   

 

A Whole earth with one language. 

B Journey together and settle together. 

                                                           

 143Kikawada calls this “the basic hourglass shape” of the section (Kikawada 1974, 30).  He very 
clearly sees the scattering and dispersion theme built in first by suspense (D, above, is resolved only through 
D’ but ultimately at A’) and second by word play on the “notion of scattering” (see, Kikawada 1974, 30). 

 Radday has a simpler chiasmus (based on Radday 1972):  

A Human unity (1-2) 

B Man speaks and acts (3-4) 

C God comes down to see (5) 

B’ God speaks and acts (6-7) 

A’ Human dispersion (8-9) 

 144Fokkelman does not see the blessing of the scattering and emphasizes the hubris of human-
ity, who are trying to storm heaven with the tower.  “The sin of the people who are self-centered in their com-
munication and concentration of power asks for the punishment of confusion and dispersion, dealt out to 
them by God.  This hubris of man calls forth this nemesis of God” (Fokkelman 1975, 31-32).   
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C Come let us make city, tower, and name for ourselves. 

D Lest we be scattered. 

E Yahweh comes down. 

D’ Since they are [not scattered but] one language  

   and people. 

C’ Come let us mix up their language so they cannot understand [stopping building]. 

B’ Journey separated and settle separated: Yahweh scatters  

   them over the earth. 

A’ Whole earth with many languages; Yahweh scatters them over the earth. 

 

Fig. 18.  Thematic Chiasmus Emphasizing the Scattering Motif. 

 The verbal chiasmus is clear: “All the earth [had] one lip” [tx'a hp'f' #r,a'h'-

lk'] (A) and “Confused Yahweh the lip of all the earth” [#r,a'h'-lK' tp;f. hw"hy> 

ll;B'] (A’].  The “chiastic construction throughout the entire story expresses the reversal, the radi-

cal intervention” of Yahweh (Fokkelman 1975, 25).  

 The same comparisons can be seen with each section of this artistic unit.  Sections B 

and B’ speak about journeying together and then separating.  C and C’ speak of collective humanity 

speaking together to make a city, tower, and name for themselves.  In the counterpart, Yahweh 

works to contradict each part of their plan.  D expresses humanity’s concern over being scattered 

but D’ is Yahweh’s intent to scatter.  Yahweh purposed, then, in the pericope to undo all that men 

decided to do to the end that now diverse humanity would be compelled to do all Yahweh’s sover-

eign will, without being totally destroyed.  This demonstrates the “precise symmetry of crime and 

punishment” (Fokkelman 1975, 36), of both justice and mercy.   

Babel: Connecting Genesis One and Eleven 

 The assumption that true ethnic diversity was not part of God’s original creation design 

for righteous mankind is common.  Linguistic diversity is thus seen as a curse of Babel, a punishment 

from God that redemption must heal.  The “scattering motif” is often totally overlooked in a clear 

case of cultural myopia.   

 Often the concept that ethno-linguistic diversity is evil comes from a presupposition 

that the New Testament teaches the opposite.  Especially such passages as Ephesians 1:9-10; 2:14-

16 and Galatians 3:28 are used to teach that the undivided unity of all creation, and especially the 

human creation is the goal of the movement of the Creator in history (e.g., Barth 1959; Verkuyl 
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1973; see contra Bruggemann 1982, 99; Anderson 1978a).  Many ancient and contemporary schol-

ars, both in evangelical and ecumenical circles, accept this presupposition (see Anderson 1977; Wag-

ner 1979 for discussion).145   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19.  False Syllogism Linking Babel to the Curse of Linguistic Diversity.  

 

 Fr. Andrew Greeley claims that the too often negative interpretation of the Tower of 

Babel comes from reading holistic or platonic assumptions146 into Scripture, not from true exegesis 

of the Babel pericope itself. 

The great Scholastic theologians of the Middle Ages concluded—largely from the tower-of-
Babel myth—that if it were not for sin there would be no diversity in the human condition.  In 
other words, the fantastic pluralism of cultures in the world is at best an evil caused by human 
sinfulness. (Greenley 1974, 697)  

Hence theologians have often seen the Babel story as a tale “of tragic failure, of the loss of the unity 

that God intended for his creation” (Anderson 1977, 63).   

 A growing contemporary consensus, however, sees that Scripture instead teaches the 

opposite.  Ethno-linguistic diversity is something essentially good, but like any other created goods 

such as sexuality, can be and is idolized, twisted, and broken by human rebellion.147  To demon-

strate this I will discuss what Bernhard Anderson terms the “scattering ‘motif’” (Anderson 1977, 68; 

                                                           

 145Even Cassuto seems to indicate that Babel brought the curse of linguistic diversity.  He claims 
Zeph 3:9-11 prophesies that this linguistic diversity will be reversed in the last days (Cassuto 1989, 231).   

 This passage is also misused in this way by Christian interpreters as well (see chapter 10).  A bet-
ter interpretation, as we shall see, is that it prophesies the ministry of the Spirit at Pentecost.  Pentecost does 
not reverse Babel but establishes the Abrahamic Covenant’s vision of true unity and real diversity.   

 146In other words, an undivided homogeneous unity is presumed to be good.  As stated in the 
assumptions section of Chapter One and in the section above entitled “Creation and the Trinitarian Principle,” 
I believe that this assumption is heretical and common to Gnostic, Platonic, and Eastern worldviews (see also 
Kreitzer 1997, 1998, 2001). 

 147“Diversion and diversification of humankind clearly; represents God’s positive intention.  In 
the beginning God lavished diversity on his creation [Ge 1] . . .; and his creative blessing, renewed after the 
Flood, resulted in ethnic pluralism (Gen. 10)” (Anderson 1978a, 71). 

 

Babel ethno-diversity is a 

curse and evil. 

 

 

Christ re-

deems all 

evil. 

 

Ergo:  

ethno-diversity is de-

stroyed by redemption in 

the Gospel and new crea-

tion.  
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Anderson 1978a, 77)148 and what Westermann calls the “motif of the confusion of languages” 

(Westermann 1984, 535; see 536).  Next I will look at the primal history’s polemic against the impe-

rial project, followed by evidence that the Babel pericope does not interpret linguistic variety as a 

judgment.  Lastly I will interact with present and past Dutch Reformed (NGK—RSA) views on the 

topic.   

The scattering motif 

 First, contrary to the opinions of some,149 there exists a clear thematic connection be-

tween the Dominion Covenant, ethno-linguistic diversity, and Babel.  As previously mentioned, the 

transition between the Flood narrative and the Table of Peoples is a passage explicitly introducing 

the scattering motif into the primal history as a natural process.  The act of spreading abroad upon 

the whole earth is spoken of in Genesis 10:32 in a matter-of-fact manner and with no implication 

that it is a punishment upon humanity.  Instead, the “spreading abroad” seems to be “blessed, sanc-

tioned, and willed by Yahweh” and thus is part of the “mandate of 1:28” (Brueggemann 1982, 98; 

see Sarna 1970, 65).150   

 The sin of the Babel pericope therefore centers on the human motive not to be scat-

tered (Ge 11:4).  This makes the tower building a rejection of God’s plan: “a challenge to the divine 

command to fill the earth (1:28-29) and fulfill the charge to have dominion” (Fretheim 1996, 84; 

Sarna 1970; Ross 1981b).151  Yahweh gives them no other choice but to leave the center and to 

                                                           

 148“Unity and Diversity in God’s Creation: A Study of the Babel Story” (Anderson 1978a) is a “re-
vised and expanded version” of Anderson 1977.   

 149E.g., H. L. Ginsburg writes in the Encyclopedia Judaica that the link between Ge 1:28 (or 9:7) 
and Ge 11:1-9, “is superior homiletics but . . . unsound exegesis” (Ginsburg N.d.). South African Douglas Bax 
also denies the link as “eisegesis, . . . not exegesis: to multiply and fill the earth by no means necessarily pre-
supposed ethnic diversity. . . .  The wording of Gen. 1:28 is quite clearly not a ‘cultural injunction’ to this effect.  
On the contrary, what Gen.1:27f stresses is the homogeneity of those who are to live all over the earth, for 
they are all descendants of one set of parents” (Bax n.d, 14).   

 150Kikawada and Quinn give an interesting perspective comparing the ancient Iranian Atrahasis 
tale and Genesis.  The first offers population control as the answer to overpopulation in urban areas.  Genesis 
gives an opposite polemic as “The Mesopotamian Concept of Overpopulation and Its Solution as Reflected in 
the Mythology” demonstrates (Kilmer 1972).  Genesis instead teaches that a growing population that dis-
perses is “an unqualified blessing” (Kikawada and Quinn 1985, 51) 

 Hence God fulfills his first command (Ge 1:28) by causing humans to fill the earth after Babel.  
The proto-history thus rejects Babel’s form of civilization, if continuing such would treat humans as merely a 
“contingent good.  For Genesis the existence of a new human was always good” (Kikawada and Quinn 1985, 
51; see also Kikawada 1974, 32, n. 22). 

 151“The building project was thus a deliberate attempt to thwart the expressed will of God, 
something that would interfere with the unfolding of the divine scheme of history.  It is in this light that the sin 
of the builders must be viewed and the vexation of God be regarded” (Sarna 1970, 67). 

 Ross comments: “The major error was . . . the attempt to live in one city.  Therefore . . . the hu-
man family was striving for unity, security, and social immortality (making a name) in defiance of God’s desire 
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found distinctive “linguistic communities” (Fretheim 1996, 84).  Therefore, in the context God is fur-

thering ethno-diversity instead of a type of “unity that seeks to preserve itself in isolation from the 

rest of creation” (Fretheim 1996, 84). 

 The reason for this rebellion therefore is clear.  Post-flood humanity “intuitively recog-

nized the sociological axiom that social separation causes cultural differentiation, and they rebelled 

against it, determined to maintain their human uniformity whether or not it was God’s will” (Wag-

ner 1979, 112).   

 The Babel pericope and its context indicate that ethno-linguistic uniformity was not 

Yahweh’s creational design-norm.  Instead, as seen, the single Table of Peoples-Tower of Babel unit 

teaches that the original design norm was for humanity to be a plural-unity.   

 Separation of people over time causes slow but sure ethno-cultural diversification.  It is 

a very common socio-linguistic observation that “isolation and centrifugal geographic movement 

always results in ethno-linguistic diversity” (Wagner 1979, 112).152  Therefore, ethno-linguistic diver-

sity was part the original design-plan of the Creator.  Divine intervention “accelerate[d] his program 

for the decentralization of humankind” by confusing and scattering (Wagner 1979, 111).  The Crea-

tor punished hubris and “this early resistance to pluralism” but gave preventative grace “designed to 

prove to men and women that they could not frustrate God’s plan for human pluralism” (Wagner 

1979, 112). Bernhard Anderson agrees: 

The story of the building of Babel/Babylon . . . portrays a clash of human and divine wills, a conflict of centrip-
etal and centrifugal forces.  Surprisingly, it is human beings who strive to maintain a primeval unity, based on 

                                                           

for them to fill the earth” (Ross 1981b, 119).  

 Cassuto, paraphrasing the passage, states: “Your intention was to build for yourselves a gigantic 
city that would contain all mankind and you forgot that it was God’s will to fill the whole earth with human 
settlements, and that God’s plan would surely be realized” (Cassuto 1989, 229).  

 Missiologist C. Peter Wagner agrees: “The early human race, which still all spoke one language 
(Gen. 11:1), rebelled against this plan [to fill the earth].  They therefore undertook to build a city and ‘make a 
name for ourselves’ for one explicit purpose: ‘lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth’ 
(Gen. 11:4)” (Wagner 1979, 112). Wagner agrees in  Church Growth and the Whole Gospel with the principle 
(but not the racial application and practice) of the earlier Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk (DRC of RSA) docu-
ment from South Africa (Wagner 1981). 

 See also Hamilton: “Settled in, the builders would no longer be scattered over the face of the 
earth.  This hoped-for result flies directly in the face of the divine commandment to multiply and fill the earth” 
(Hamilton 1990, 353). 

 152Gunkel comments on the seemingly contradictory answers to questions Genesis 10-11 seek 
to address, such as how ethnic diversity originated from an original unity.  He incorrectly claims that the Table 
of Nations’ answer, that the diversity of peoples came as the natural consequence of multiplication and repro-
duction, contradicts the answer of the Babel story’s Eingriff Jahwehs: “Einst . . . muß die Menschheit doch ein-
heitlich gewesen sein: dann aber is sie in verschiedene Völker zerfallen.  Diese Teilung der Völker denkt man 

sich entweder so, daß sie durch Zeugung und Vermehrung ganz natürlich erfolgteso setzt es die Völkertafel 

voraus–, oder so, daß Gott die Menschheit gewaltsam auseinandersprengtedasist die Meinung unserer [Ba-
bel]Sage” (Gunkel 1966, 98). 
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one language, a central living-space, and a single aim.  It is God who counteracts the movement toward a 
center with a centrifugal force that disperses them into linguistic, spatial, and ethnic diversity. (Anderson 
1977, 63) 

The tower builders wanted to preserve their “safe mode of homogeneity” and resist the Creator 

(Brueggemann 1982, 99).153  

 The redactor of the primeval history shows a strong fascination with the “‘scattering’ 

motif,” (Ge 9:9-18; 10:18; 10:32).  He sees “ethnic diversity” as “the fruit of the divine blessing given 

at the creation and renewed in the new creation after the Flood” (Anderson 1977, 68).  Thus in the 

context, the diversifying of the sons of Adam and Noah is God’s purpose even from the first chapter 

when Yahweh “lavished diversity upon his creation,” which purpose was reinstated after the Flood 

in the command to fill the earth (Anderson 1977, 64).   

 In conclusion, the scattering motif fulfills the original blessing of the Dominion Cove-

nant, which commands humanity to “fill the earth” (Ge 1:28).  Dispersion over the earth is the 

method by which God puts this blessing into practice.  For the Hebrew, population growth and dis-

persion over the earth is a blessing, exactly contrary to that which the Mesopotamian cultures 

taught (see, Kikawada 1974, 32, n. 22; note 33 above; Kikawada 1985).154  The Babel pericope 

speaks of the blessing of scattering (and by implication, of ethno-genesis).  It is “not a punishment” 

(Kikawada 1974, 32, n. 22; contra Blauw 1962, 19; Hedlund 1985, 30). 

 That dispersion then is the backdrop of Abram’s election, as previously mentioned and 

as chapter 6 shows.  “Therefore,” as Kikawada states, “this scattering, a gracious act of YHWH, 

makes a fitting transition between the primaeval [sic] history and the patriarchal history” (Kikawada 

1975, 32).   

Polemic against people-destroying imperialism 

 A second, compatible interpretation of the meaning of the pericope is given by other 

scholars.155  Contrary to Anderson, who states that “there is no suggestion of royal or imperial moti-

vation—in contrast to another tradition (Gen. 10:8-12)” (Anderson 1978a, 75), these scholars sug-

gest that the pericope is a polemic against a centralized, imperialistic state.   

                                                           

 153The nineteenth-century Scots theologian, Robert Candlish, saw this point from a slightly dif-
ferent perspective. “The building of Babel . . . was an act of daring rebellion against the Most High; and in par-
ticular, against his prerogative of dividing to the nations their inheritance; being avowedly intended for the 
very purpose of preventing the orderly dispersion which God had manifestly appointed.  It was . . . an act of 
apostasy from the primitive worship, and the first open avowal of heathenism, or idolatry.  The building of the 
tower ‘unto heaven,’ had undoubtedly a religious meaning” (Candlish 1868/1979, 174). 

 154The chapter, “Many Noahs, Many Floods: Some Parallels in Ancient Primeval Histories,” in Kikawada and Quinn 
(1985, 36-53), discusses these ancient themes and the Hebrew polemic against them. 

 155Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation 
(Volf 1996), Biblical Theology (Vos 1975).  Note also the Reconstructionists such as R. J. Rushdoony and Gary 
North.  They apply the Babel exegesis primarily to the need for a decentralized state in a future Christianized 
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 Perhaps over-psychologizing, Volf claims that humankind built the tower because they 

are “plagued by fear of being ‘scattered abroad’ and . . . driven by the desire ‘to make a name’ for 

themselves (Genesis 11:4).”  The tower will serve the new humanity as “a centralized political, eco-

nomic, and religious system with universal pretension.  Humanity will be securely unified and mani-

festly great” (Volf 1996, 226).  God rejects this attempt “to counter the threat of disintegration and 

to triumph over insignificance” because of his wrath against “the inherent violence and godlessness 

of all imperial projects (Jeremiah 50-51; Revelation 18)” (Volf 1996, 226).  Imperialism destroys the 

smaller peoples or in this case, inhibits the development of smaller ethnies, and forces an artificial 

ethno-lingual uniformity in a centralized world-city.   

 Vos understands this explicitly: 

The building of a city and tower was inspired first by the desire to obtain a centre of unity, 
such as would keep the human race together.  But the securing of this unity was by no means 
the ultimate purpose of the effort. Unity was to afford the possibility of founding a gigantic 
empire, glorifying man in his independence of God. . . .  God interferes with the execution of 
this plan, not so much or at least not only, from opposition to its impious spirit, but chiefly 
from fidelity to His promise, that the sinful development of humanity will not again issue into 
a repeated catastrophe on the scale of the deluge.  If this were not to happen, the progress of 
sin had to be checked.  If the whole of humanity had remained concentrated, the power of sin 
would likewise have remained united, and soon again have reached stupendous proportions.  
Hence it was next necessary to break up the unity of the race. (Vos 1975, 59) 

 Therefore, again, the creation of the linguistically based peoples was salutary.  If hu-

manity had remained one people, they would have been able to do whatever evil they wished.  This 

seems to be the meaning of Yahweh’s words: “And the LORD said, ‘Behold, they are one people, and 

they all have the same language. And this is what they began to do, and now nothing which they 

purpose to do will be impossible for them’” (Ge 11:6).  This would have necessitated a total destruc-

tion of humanity, which Yahweh promised, signified by the rainbow, that he would never do again.   

 Hence, the basic principle the pericope teaches is as follows.  By means of ethno-lin-

guistic and resulting cultural diversities, God keeps checking sin’s spread to the whole race.  The 

Lord can destroy one people or group of related peoples from their land, as the Sodomites, Canaan-

ites and the two Israelite nations would be destroyed, but is not justly obligated to destroy all of re-

bel humanity again until the End.   

 Therefore, the one universal Creation-based morality, which led to the judgment of the 

Flood, remains valid after the Flood.  However, that morality now leads to varying judgments de-

pending on ethno-national faithfulness or disobedience to the Creator.   

                                                           

world of covenantal Christian states.  See The Bible and the Nations: A Syllabus (Jordan 1988, 4ff: “The Origins 
of the Nations.”); This Independent Republic: Studies in the Nature and Meaning of American History (Rush-
doony 1978d, 1, 10, 132-133, 142, 146-148); “The Society of Satan,” (Rushdoony 1964); Genesis: The Dominion 
Covenant, 2nd ed. (North 1987, 150ff). 
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Creator Blesses with Ethno-Diversity 

 Clearly, the Creator delights in all kinds of diversity, and the redactor contextually em-

phasizes Yahweh’s will for humanity to scatter.  This would naturally produce linguistic diversity.  

Therefore, in the context “there is no basis for the negative view that [ethnic] pluralism is God’s 

judgment upon human sinfulness” (Anderson 1977, 68).  Ethno-linguistic diversity does not spring 

from condemnation.  Such diversity is “God’s will for his creation . . . rather than homogeneity. . . . 

Ethnic pluralism is to be welcomed as a divine blessing” (Anderson 1977, 68). 

Unity and Diversity: A Trinitarian Approach 

 Therefore, the view that cultural diversity is rooted in human sin rather than in the cre-

ation-design itself is definitely not the only approach to the question of human ethnic diversity.  

 Instead of the false dilemma of a “simple either/or proposition” in which a false unity is 

based on the sin of hubris and the scattering on God’s curse, Brueggemann proposes a “three-fac-

tored” counter-proposal (Brueggemann 1982, 99; emphasis in original).  (1) Unity of the city is a re-

bellion to the cultural mandate. (2) Scattering over the face of the earth was indeed a punishment.  

(3) A true unity was expressed by “dispersion all over the earth” in loyal obedience to God.   

 Brueggemann correctly rejects each of the first two alternatives as being able to stand 

on its own merit as a viable interpretation.  He suggests all three must be taken into account.  The 

Creator’s goal is “neither self-securing homogeneity as though God is not Lord, nor a scattering of 

autonomous parts as though the elements of humanity did not belong to each other” (Brueggemann 

1982, 99).  He, like others, proposes an explicitly trinitarian model for the balancing of human unity 

and its concomitant diversity.  

 This model is correct. God judged a false attempt at unity that rejected the Creator’s 

will for true diversity.  On the other hand, God judged autonomous diversity as well.  The Creator 

desires a world “community genuinely loyal to the creator and dependent upon God’s gifts and pur-

poses.”  This community has “different languages attending to the distinctive needs, yet the commu-

nity is not divided in its primary loyalty” (Brueggemann 1982, 100).   

 The world then, in summary, should ideally be built around “God’s purposes of joy, de-

light, freedom, doxology, and caring.”  The earth then participates in a unity and scattering/diversity 

that God desires.  A unitarian understanding of either scattering or unity rejects unity around faith-

ful loyalty to Yahweh or the diverse goodness of “the whole world as peopled by his many different 

peoples” (Brueggemann 1982, 101).  

Interacting with NGK/DRC interpretation 

 Church and Society (1990), from the Dutch Reformed Church (NGK) in South Africa di-

rectly contradicts the interpretation of Babel in an earlier Synod document, Human Relations in the 

Light of Scripture (HRLS), which sought to justify planting ethno-racial based denominations and con-

gregations (see Kreitzer 1997).   
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 On the point of Babel, HRLS seems more biblically balanced than its successor.  Discuss-

ing Babel, C&S implies that the confusion of languages at Babel was purely a negative judgment of 

God.  It was indeed a “judgment” in the sense of a judicial decree.  However, C&S seems to imply 

that this judgment was something that caused humanity to move away from the ideal good: the 

unity of humanity.  Therefore division into ethno-linguistic groups was not God’s ideal.   

 The implication seems to be that God’s ideal was the former state of “one language and 

a common speech” (Ge 11:1): 

In Genesis 11 the confusion of languages is described as God’s judgement on sinful human 
pride.  Yet this judgement also includes mercy and blessing inasmuch as it ensures humanity’s 
continued existence, and God in this way achieves his creative purposes with mankind. (Gen-
eral Synod Commission 1990, 106)  

 C&S thus seems to claim that were it not for sin, humankind would not now be linguis-

tically divided.   

Human unity and diversity 

 The HRLS makes the opposite point.  Like C&S, however, HRLS first asserts the essential 

unity of mankind.  That claim, however, was not as forceful as was C&S’ noble and necessary teaching on equal 

human dignity and value [menswaardigheid (Kreitzer 1997)].  HRLS’ correct but over-balanced 

teaching on diversity largely overshadowed its teaching on human unity.  

 As seen previously, human unity and equality as persons created in one image of God is 

something taught explicitly in the Table of Nations.156  In support of this, HRLS claims that the proto-

history (especially Ge 10-11) teaches both the unity of the human race and its diversity.  (1) Unity: 

“God created all peoples from one progenitor, and that this view of the human race not only avoids 

the danger of ethnocentrism, but also that of cosmopolitanism” (HRLS, 14).   Cosmopolitanism 

means in the context, the teaching that one world-city (Kosmos + polis) should dominate human ex-

istence.  (2) Diversity: This unity, thus, does not destroy the reality and goodness of humanity’s es-

sential diversity. “The Scriptures also teach and uphold the ethnic diversity of the human race” 

based upon the proto-history.  Possibly “the differentiation process started with Babel,” or “was al-

ready implicit in the fact of Creation and the cultural injunction (Genesis 1:28)” but either way, “eth-

nic diversity is in its very origin in accordance with the will of God for this dispensation [age]” (HRLS, 

14).   

                                                           

 156“The Table [theologically] affirms Israel as part of one world governed by one God.  In this 
world he has chosen Israel to be his own and to carry the knowledge of him throughout the world.  Yet, Gen. 
10 emphasizes Israel’s commonality with the other nations more than it does its uniqueness.  [Chapter 10] . . . 
affirms that all of humanity, in spite of geographical and linguistic differences, share a common origin.  And in 
this common origin is to be found humanity’s nobility and inherent value.  One wonders if Gen. 10 was not in 
the thinking of Paul when he asserts that God has ‘made from one every nation of men to live on all the face 
of the earth, having determined allotted periods and the boundaries of their habitation’ (Acts 17:26)” (Hamil-
ton 1990, 346). 
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 In this understanding, “According to Gen. 10, the diversity of peoples is the result of a 

progressive split in the genealogical line, while Gen. 11:1-9 presents it as being the result of disper-

sal.  The two processes are not unrelated” (HRLS, 14).  Babel involved both a blessing and curse:  

In Gen. 11 . . . there is not only a curse, but also a blessing, not only a judgment on the sinful 
arrogance of the builders of Babel, but also an active mercy preserving mankind from destruc-
tion so “That they should seek the Lord” (Acts 17:27) and so that God’s purpose for the [fill-
ing] of the earth should be achieved. (HRLS, 14)  

 Like other authorities, HRLS connects the Cultural Mandate and the division of lan-

guages, demonstrating that the division of languages was not a non-ideal, an afterthought of God.  

Ge 11:6 states that “these people clearly valued the unity of language and community” because the 

tower was designed “to prevent their being ‘scattered’” (Ge 11:4).”  The whole pericope and its “se-

quel” demonstrate that “the intentions of these people” rejected “the will of God.  Apart from the 

reckless arrogance that is evident in their desire to make a name for themselves, the deliberate con-

centration on one spot was in conflict with God’s command to replenish the earth (Gen. 1:28; 

9:1,7)” (HRLS, 16).  

Human ethno-linguistic solidarity 

 The NGK’s HRLS gives a fitting summary and conclusion.  The creation of the languages 

was clearly on family and clan lines.  It was not arbitrary.  In this they followed Kuyper.  Ethnic     dif-

ferences began with language and “family solidarity was not therefore unraveled by the confusion of 

languages” [“Het famiieverband werd alzoo door de Spraakverwarring niet losgerafeld”] (Kuyper 

1912, 239).   

 Hence, HRLS implies, God created each ethnie’s root language and he created the fam-

ily, clan, and ethnies.  Lastly, he placed them in the geographic realms where they live (see note 40).  

The confusion of tongues gave a specific character and momentum to the process of differen-
tiation. . . .  Diversity was implicit in the fact of Creation (Acts 17:26) and the cultural injunc-
tion (Gen. 1:28; 9:1,7); secondly the fact that the confusion of tongues occurred at a time 
when the process of differentiation into separate “families” or community units had already, 
according to Gen. 10:25, been in progress for quite some time; thirdly it must be borne in 
mind that the process of progressive differentiation was hampered by the fact that the people 
of that time resisted it. . . .  In a certain sense, up to that moment in time the “unity” had 
been artificial and clearly in conflict with the intention that mankind should be spread across 
the face of the earth; fourthly, we may not forget that sin as a dividing factor was not re-
stricted to events at Babel (cf. Gen. 6); it therefore does not go without saying that the family 
relationship would have remained characteristic of mutual relationships if the confusion of 
tongues had not taken place; finally, it specifically strikes us that the judgement of the confu-
sion of tongues was not “arbitrary”, but resolved itself in the course of generations: the dis-
persal at Babel took place within the family division of the sons of Noah (cf. Gen. 10:25). 
(HRLS, 16) 

Apart from their horrible error of confusing race with ethnicity, HRLS’ conclusions on this specific 

matter (not others) cannot be lightly overlooked or ignored.  God, it seemed, worked within the 

family and clan solidarity that he created.  Candlish again saw this clearly:  
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 Whatever was the number of radical [i.e., original root] languages intro-
duced at Babel, it is plain that they were introduced so as to cause, not a confused, but an or-
derly dispersion; and . . . that they corresponded with the difference of [ethnicity]157 and of 
family.  For . . . we find it expressly stated . . . that the division took place ‘according to their 
families and their tongues, in their lands, and in their nations’ ([Ge] x.32).  The division of lan-
guages, therefore, was made subservient to an orderly distribution of the families of each of 
Noah’s sons.  They were scattered abroad; . . . upon a natural principle of arrangement, — 
with a joint regard to kindred and to language, — according to their families and their 
tongues” (Candlish 1868/1979, 176). 

 

 

Summary and Conclusion 

Ethno-Linguistic Diversity not a Curse 

 The opinion therefore that the proto-history and especially the Babel Pericope teach 

that ethno-linguistic diversity is a curse from God is faulty (see e.g., Villa-Vicencio 1977; Von Allman 

1977, 21; 1978; Bax n.d., 15; Bax 1983; Dippenaar 1988a; Helberg 1991).  This perspective is com-

mendable in its desire to destroy racist-based, semi-biblical ideologies.  However, it seems to spring 

from reading holistic or platonic assumptions into Scripture, not from exegetical insight into the pe-

ricope in its context.  In other words, platonic assumptions would presuppose that undivided human 

unity is God’s ideal, not plural-unity reflecting the nature of the Godhead.   

 Therefore, sin and a subsequent curse, in this view, causes ethno-linguistic distinctions 

(see Anderson 1977; Wagner 1979).  Eusebius158 used such a negative view of the Babel story to jus-

tify the large border removing the imperial state of Rome in its Christian form (see Volf 1996).159  

However, on the other hand, as many critiques of the old apartheid theology point out, this saga 

from primal history cannot be used “to argue for a God-willed separation of races” (Villa-Vicencio 

1977, 25).  As true as this certainly is, we have seen that a biblical, anti-racist attitude cannot be sub-

stantiated using faulty assumptions concerning the Tower narrative.  Contrary to the view of some, 

                                                           

 157Candlish originally wrote “race” but I believe the best translation of this nineteenth-century 
usage is ethnicity.  The usage at the time was the Jewish race, the British race, and so forth.  

 158Swedish Theologian Gustaf Wingren summarizes: “According to Eusebius, the tower of Babel 
and the evil division of languages represented the small states which the Roman Empire had defeated.  The 
peace that God had promised meant one kingdom, one emperor, one language, and one religious faith” 
(Wingren 1979, 147; see Peterson 1959, 51-59).  

 159Ironically, ecumenical theologians in the RSA justify the present ethno-border-denying South 
African state, which found its legitimacy and borders in the unified state created by British Imperialism after 
the conquest of the Boers in 1901. 
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such as Charles Villa-Vicencio, it surely does not show the end of grace and “the apex point of the 

sin which emerged with Adam and Eve” (Villa-Vicencio 1977, 25).  

 The pericope is true history and not mere non-historical or even a-historical saga or 

myth.  As we have seen, a true biblical anti-racism is indeed based on this true Urgeschichte.  

Adam’s kind is one !ymi [kind].  The whole present human race is created in Yahweh’s image and 

hence all are of immense and equal value (Ge 1:26-27; 9:6; see Jas 3:9). Certainly also, all humans 

alive today descended from Noah’s three sons.  Furthermore, as we shall see, since there is one God 

with one just and loving character, there is one law applicable to all ethno-citizens and ethno-aliens 

alike.  Therefore all must be treated with dignity [menswaardigheid], kindness, and with equal jus-

tice under that one law. 

Ethno-Linguistic Diversity Good 

 Since ethnic diversity is not part of a curse, a more contextual view would be the fol-

lowing summary of what the rest of the chapter attempts to establish.  In his grace and justice, God 

dispersed mankind at Babel after the worldwide Flood.  This language creation and the dispersion 

seem clearly to be a direct divine response to man’s obstinate rebellion against Yahweh’s command, 

repeated at the creation and at the new beginning after the Flood.  He directed the sons of Adam to 

multiply, spread out, and fill the earth, thus scattering them throughout its every section (Ge 1:28; 

9:7).   

 Genesis states that collective humanity witnessed against themselves in their rebellion 

against that original command to scatter and fill the earth: “Come let us build for ourselves a city,. . . 

a tower, . . . and make for ourselves a name; lest we be scattered over the face of the whole earth” 

(Ge 11:3).   

God accelerates creational process 

 At the tower of Babel, then, the Creator accelerated a built-in creational process160 of 

linguistic divergence that resulted from geographic separation.  Yahweh created the “seventy peo-

ples” (Ge 10) (see e.g., Wenham 1987, 213; Crüsemann 1996, 67-68), an ethno-linguistic mosaic 

upon the earth (Ge 10:5, 20, 31; 11:9).  This destroyed man’s pretensions of collective deity and hu-

bris (Gowan 1975; see Kuyper 1870; Rushdoony 1964; 1978b).  Breaking collective hubris would pre-

vent the potential horrible consequent evil resulting from concentration of a one-world imperial 

power, which “strive[s] to make their own name great by erasing the names of simple people and 

small nations” (Volf 1996, 226).   

                                                           

 160Built-in creational processes result in a mature outworking of built-in potentials (see 
Dooyeweerd 1979; Wolters 1985; Kreitzer 1998). 
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Scattering an unmitigated good 

 God broke up the collective project, interrupting “the totalitarian project to centralize, 

homogenize, and control,” leaving “political, economic, and cultural . . . difference, . . . [and] multi-

centrality” (Volf 1996, 227).  The Babel story thus is essential to the concept of the created good-

nessyet also brokennessof ethnic diversity.  Far from being a curse, implying the ethno-linguis-

tic solidarity was a form of judgment to be overcome by redemption, the scattering at Babel was an 

unmitigated good, because it forced now diversified humankind to obey God’s creational commis-

sion.   

God Created the Peoples 

 The proto-history then does indeed claim that God willed, made, designed, and formed 

the peoples (Ge 10-11; compare inter alia, Dt 32:8; Ps 86:8-9; Ac 17:26; Rev 15:4).161  Many Christian 

scholars, therefore, see a case for the goodness of ethnic diversity in the Urgeschichte.  “God willed 

the nations!  [Ge 10] . . . vv. 5, 20, 31 . . . lead to only one conclusion: geographical, political, and lin-

guistic diversity is not sinful.  God willed it from the beginning (1:28)” (VanGemeren 1988, 80).   

 The geographically separated peoples are founded primarily upon linguistic diversity 

created at Babel as Delitzsch rightly states: “It was by the abolition of unity of language, that the 

unity of the family became the multiplicity of the nations” (Delitzsch 1978, 347).  Further, the lin-

guistic diversity (!Avl') was most likely given to family-clan (tAxP.v.mi) and then as they 

grew, unto peoples/ethno-national (~yIAG) distinctions.  To these ethnies, then, God gave a 

geographic territory (#r,a,) in which they settled.  These territories, however, as we shall later 

see, are not sacrosanct, but abiding in the land depends upon faithfulness to the morality of the Cre-

ator as the Flood and Sodom and Gomorrah accounts testify (see, also e.g., Lev 18:24-30).  Lastly, 

the ethno-nations are bound together over time and multiple generations with real or fictive com-

mon ancestors, with whom the families can identify.  This seems to be the implication of the words 

“according to their generations” (~t'dol.Atl.) (BDB 1979b).  

ESOL: Preventing a Mono-Ethnic Imperial State 

 God’s foreknowledge includes an understanding of man’s genius as well as the absolute 

sinfulness that would be the tragic result of the Fall.  Therefore, one purpose of the command to de-

centralize (“multiply and spread over the earth”) was to prevent man from being able to do “what-

ever he would purpose” (Ge 11:6).  God desired to prevent man from unifying all of culture in the 

absolute evil of total rebellion against himself (Ge 6:5, 11-13, 8:21).   

                                                           

 161Scripture uses the same terminology as that used to describe the “forming” or creation of 
mankind (Ge 5:1-2) in its description of the formation of the peoples. 
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 Covenant theology agrees that man is totally sinful.  The history of the Flood (Ge 6-8) 

and the constant stubbornness of Israel bear unmistakable testimony to that fact.  If God thus had 

allowed man to remain one ethno-linguistic group, the whole of mankind would have again become 

totally rotten and totally united in comprehensive and oppressive evil.  The rebellious “leaven” of 

some rotten men would have spread to the whole of mankind because there would be no group 

boundaries to check the fermentation of evil (1Co 5:6-13).   

 Comprehensive evil necessitates total destruction such as occurred in the Flood.  How-

ever, God promised he would not again totally destroy life upon the earth (Ge 8:21-22) until the end 

of time (Rev 20:7-10; see Wright 1983, 105-106). 

 Since the Fall, the evil that resides in every individual human causes all men to rebel 

against God, individually and collectively.  That rebellion brings oppression in the religious, socio-

political, economic, familial, and personal spheres of life (Ro 5:12-21, 3:9-20, 23; Eph 2:1-2).  There-

fore, power concentrated without check or balance in the hands of sinful tyrants always results in 

oppression and tyranny in a centralized, often imperial, state162 (Ge 6:5, 11-12; 8:21; 1Sa 8-12).  

 Created ESOL therefore compartmentalizes and decentralizes humanity.  The ESOP 

checks the flow of evil and power from one group to the next.  One group may obey and be blessed, 

another disobey and be cursed.  Thus the ESOP creates unique, inter-married, yet overlapping, 

                                                           

 162Rushdoony and North support Kuyper’s thesis (Kuyper 1870): “The Tower of Babel was an 
attempt to force this apostate thesis of ultimate oneness and equality onto all mankind.  There was to be no 
division among men, and no separation or discrimination, only an absolute unity.  The religion and virtue or 
ethics of Babylon was to be the fact of humanity.  In the City of God, community is through the Redeemer in 
God; in the City of man, the Society of Satan, the ground of communion is a common humanity irrespective of 
any religious or moral differences.  All differences must be suppressed in favor of the anonymity of union.  The 
good life and the full life are in and through the State.  The theological requirements for the unity of the god-
head require this faith in the unity of humanity, its one true god.  Hence, ‘Let us build us a city,’ a one-world 
order, and usher in paradise apart from God” (Rushdoony 1964). 

 North agrees: “As always, there was an element of grace within God’s external judgment.  While 
he stymied the pagan’s centralized religious-political order, with its pretensions of autonomy and absolute 
sovereignty, he simultaneously gave men conditions that were more favorable to political freedom.  Localism, 
the criterion of a decentralized free order, could then be infused with another requirement of a free society, 
biblical faith.   

 Second, God tied this decentralization to the existence of separate languages.  Apart from reli-
gion and direct family ties, there are few bonds, if any, that are culturally more binding than a shared lan-
guage. . . . God provided men with a key factor in the creation of a sense of community, without which human 
society cannot survive.  (North 1987, 151-152)  

 North sums up: “The scattering at Babel was therefore part of a two-fold process. First, it re-
strained the creation of a rebellious one-world political order based exclusively on the idea of monism, the 
ultimate One. Second, by providing teachable languages to the scattered populations, He restrained the crea-
tion of total anarchy and total nomadism. Family heads were divided from other family heads, but it was not a 
question of one language per person.  A balance between individualistic anarchy and totalitarian monism was 
established by God in the politics and cultures of rebellious men.  Families persevered” (North 1987, 153; orig-
inal emphasis). 
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ethno-cultural “spheres.”163  Each extended family group, whether a group almost completely de-

scended from a putative ancestor(s) or a group with mythical or multiple ancestors but formed over 

the generation of being together (ESOL), is directly responsible to God.  

Five Common Characteristics of an ESOL 

 Therefore, the teaching of the Table of Peoples and Babel pericopes is that an ethno-

nation (gôy) is constituted in general (with exceptions noted later) by the following: (1) a common 

geography (land);164 (2) common language; (3) common descent (extended family, clan, tribe, and 

sense of peopleness over multi-generations);165 (4) generally (with exceptions) a common socio-po-

litical ordering (see chapter 8); and (5) multiple generations descending from putative common an-

cestors (see Berthoud 1993).   

 There is thus something scripturally correct about the common sense dictum that a key 

root of the ethnic feeling is language (see e.g., Van den Bergh 1987, 33-35) even as Delitzsch, albeit 

speaking at the height of German Romanticism, states: 

For the root of nationalities is, in the view of Scripture, that common characteristic of inter-
nal, and thence resulting external definiteness which finds its special expression in language. 
(Delitzsch 1888/1978, 347)  

 As I later show, this ethno-diversity relates to a visible confessional unity in the new 

creation that breaks in first with the Abrahamic promise and covenant and then is confirmed in 

power at Pentecost.  This implies that the church as a visible unifying institution of the new cove-

nant, as well as socio-political structures, should include real created ethno-linguistic diversity in a 

just and charitable way as well. Thus the church very well may be based not on merely the individual 

and his or her radical faith, but on the family and by extension, the extended family, clan, people, 

and nation (see Kreitzer 1997, 1998). 

 

 

                                                           

 163Obviously this Kuyperian sphere sovereignty language does not adequately sum up multiple 
ethnies in complex interaction.  Each ethnie is a fuzzy-bounded centered group with an area of overlap with 
neighboring groups. Yet since there exists a center, as essence, if you will, there remains an entity with re-
sponsibility before God and other ethnies.  

 164In cases of migration to new lands, new ethnic and ethno-national identities develop in the 
Creator’s providence. 

 165See e.g., Dt 4:37, 10:15 where the multi-generational aspect is explicit: “Yet on your fathers 

did the LORD set His affection to love them, and He chose their descendants [[r;z<: seed] after them, even 

you above all peoples [~yMi[;h'-lK'mi: from or among all the peoples, LXX: p a r a . p a ,n t a  t a . 

e ; q n h ], as it is this day” (Dt 10:15).  Note: ~yMi[;h'-lK'mi.  It is the exact phrase used in Ex 19:5 

and is used here, Dt 7:6,7,14; especially 14:2; and possibly also 30:3 to definitely echo that passage.  
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CHAPTER 6 

PRIMAL HISTORY, ABRAHAMIC COVENANT, AND MISSION 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this chapter is to address questions relating to the thematic connec-

tions between Babel and the Abrahamic covenant and to investigate how these connections relate 

ethnic solidarity (ESOL) and the mission of the People of Abraham to the peoples of earth.  

Connecting the Abrahamic Covenant to Babel 

Noah and Abram: New Adams and Divine Blessing 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, after each major act of rebellion, God raised up 

an Adam-like figure and gave him the responsibility of leading his family into blessing all of mankind.  

Seth,166 Noah (Gn 8:20-21), and Shem (Gn 9:26-27)167 were channels of blessing to the new peo-

ple(s) of earth.  Lastly, Abram was to be the blessed one.  He was both the recipient of the promised 

covenant blessing by grace through faith and the channel of blessing to all the scattered clans of 

earth (“in your seed shall all the families of earth [hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi] be blessed” (Gn 

12:3)  These families, in protological and representative form,168 are listed in Genesis ten (see e.g., 

Wenham 1987, 213; Crüsemann 1996, 67-68).  “The promise then was universal” (see Kaiser 1978, 

82-83).  

Now these are the records of the generations of Shem, Ham, and Japheth, the sons of Noah. . 
. .  

                                                           

 166The Sethites called on the name of the Lord, preserving the worship of the one God over the 
whole earth (Gn 4:26).  

 167See Gn 9:27.  Kaiser makes a good contextual case that the verse should read: “God will en-
large Japhet; But He [God] will dwell in the tents of Shem; Let Canaan be his slave” (Kaiser 1978, 82).  This is a 
prediction that Shem would be the channel of blessing to the world by being the locus of the Shekinah in-
dwelling the Tabernacle-tent of Israel, the seed of Abraham.  Ultimately this was fulfilled by Jesus the son of 
Abraham and the son of Shem (Lk 3:34-36), who came and tabernacled among men (Jn 1:14). 

 168The “seventy peoples” represent the peoples surrounding Canaan which is seen as the center 
of the earth (see Eze 5:2).   
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 These are the families of the sons of Noah [x;nO-ynEB. 
txoP.v.mi], according to their genealogies, by their nations; and out of these the na-

tions were separated on the earth [#r,a'B'] after the flood. (Gn 10:1, 31)169 

 The Abrahamic covenant (Gn 12:1-3) refers to this whole earth of peoples in repeating 

the two key terms txoP.v.mi and #r,a'h'.  hm'd'a]h' and #r,a'h' are conceptual 

synonyms.  
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Fig. 20.  Abrahamic Covenant in Biblical Context.  

Structural Parallels between Noah and Abram 

 These parallels between the pre- and post-Flood worlds can be also seen in the “the-

matic parallel” between the call of Noah out of the ark after the disaster of the Flood and the call of 

Abram after the disaster of Babel.  Noah and Abram “represent new beginnings” as new Adam fig-

ures.  Both receive Yahweh’s command, blessing, and covenant (Sailhamer 1992, 128; see Wester-

mann 1974, 24-5).  Noah continues Adam’s role by receiving the covenant.  Abram follows both by 

receiving the covenant inherited through Adam via Noah, except on a purely faith-grace basis built 

upon the meritorious work of the coming Seed of Abraham (Rom 4; Gal 3). 

 Figure 21 on the following page compares Noah after the Flood and Abram after Babel.  

Note further in figure 22 how God met each of the primeval catastrophes of the Fall, Flood, and 

                                                           

 169Gn 10:32 forms an inclusio with 10:1. 
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scattering with the covenantal promise of worldwide blessing, a provision that eventually included 

all the peoples of earth.  This figure summarizes the sitz im Leben from a slightly different perspec-

tive and puts ethno-linguistic diversity in its true context. 

Verbal Connections between Urgeschichte and Abram 

 Therefore, primal history moves from Babel to Abram.  The redactor clearly unites the 

two sections of Genesis by several verbal-thematic connections.  Wenham states, 

Land (#ra  and hmda), descendants [seed], nation, name, greatness, curse and bless-

ing, Canaan and the Canaanites have all already been broached in chaps. 1-11 and are here 
reintroduced with pregnant brevity. (Wenham 1987, 268) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noah 

(Gn 8:15-20) 

Abram  

(Gn 12:1-7) 

1. Divine speech: “God said” (8:15) 1. Divine speech: “God said” (12:1) 

2. Call Command: “Go out” (8:16). 2. Call Command: “Go out” (12:1). 

3. Response: “Noah went out” (8:18). 3. Response: “Abram went out” (12:4). 

4. Worship: “Noah built an altar for Yahweh” 

(8:20). 

4. Worship: “Abram built an altar for Yahweh” 

(12:7). 

5. Blessing: “God blessed Noah” (9:1). 5. Blessing: “I [Yahweh] will bless you” (12:2). 
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6. Multiplied Seed: “Be fruitful and multiply” 

(9:1). 

6.  Multiplied Seed: “I will make you a great na-

tion” (12:2). 

7. Covenant and seed: “I will establish my cove-

nant with you and your seed” (9:9). 

7.  Covenant and seed: “I will give your seed this 

land (12:7). 

8. From these three God dispersed all the lan-

guages and peoples of the earth (9:19; 10:31-

32). 

8. “In your seed shall all the clans of the earth be 

blessed” (12:3). 

Based on Sailhamer 1992, 128. 

 

Fig. 21.  Comparing Noah after the Flood and Abraham after Babel. 
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Based on a schematic developed Kaiser 1978, 72. 

 

Fig. 22.  Context of human failure and divine blessing in Gn 1-11. 

 

“Name” Not by Grasping but by Grace  

 First, the promised blessing to Abram includes a contextual play on the word “name,” 

meaning “reputation, fame, or glory.”  The “name” (~ve) with which Yahweh promises to grace 

Abram is a specific contrast with, and a “hidden allusion to,” the name collective humanity’s hubris 

tried to “secure arbitrarily” (Von Rad 1972, 160) for themselves in the proto-history.  This is seen in 

the Tower story, in the person of Adam, and the account of the Nephilim (Gn 6:1-4).  Abram’s seed 

was not to exhibit the arrogance typical of humanity up to that time, but they were to reveal the hu-

mility coming from “free grace” and faith (Kaiser 2000, 18).   
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 Abram’s calling was to walk before the Lord in humble trust and obedience (Gn 

15:6,12-21; 17:1-27, 22:1-19), and his people were to follow in the steps of believing Abraham (see 

Rom 4:12).  Only by walking in this calling, and “not by performing heroic deeds among men170 

(Gen. 6:4) or by Promethean cultural achievements171 (Gen. 11:4),” would Abram receive a great 

name [^m,v ^k.r,b'a]w:] and his seed be a blessing to all the peoples of earth (Stek 1978, 

144; see Rom 4; Gal 3).   

 Achieving a great name connects Abram to Adam in the original creation account and 

to the work of grace to “restore the ideal pattern of relationships intended by the Creator” (Jenkins 

1978, 44).  There is a clear universal redemptive purpose for the ethno-nations in the calling and 

naming of Abraham.  This is typified by Yahweh renaming Abram (“Exalted Father”) to Abraham, 

which Yahweh states means “father of a multitude of nations [~yIAG]” (Gn 17:5).  This is evi-

dence that Abraham, it seems, is not to be a mere passive example but a channel of blessing to the 

multitude of peoples he fathers (see Rom 4; Ramirez 1997, 83). 

Blessing from God to His Elect Seed 

Second, the concept of blessing thematically unites the patriarchal history with the primal 

history. The blessing given to Abram (Gn 12:1-3) connects this “paradigmatic” man (Kaiser 2000, 20) 

and his seed throughout Genesis both to the original creation blessing (Gn 1:28) and its Noahic re-

newal in the new creation after the Flood (Gn 9:1).172  “The blessing on Abraham is a re-statement 

of the blessing of creation” (Goldingay 1980, 27).173 

As rehearsed in the last chapter, even though God scattered the sons of Noah at Babel, it 

was not a curse but a divine means to ultimately bring blessing to all the peoples.  It was God’s 

means of impelling humanity to obey his command to “fill the earth” and his means of keeping a 

universal judgment from again striking all the ethnies of the earth.  Only out of the scattering and 

                                                           

 170~Veh; yven>a; = “men of name.” 

 171~ve WnL'-hf,[]n:w> = “let us make a name.” 

 172In this connection, see “The Kerygma of the Yahwist” (Wolff 1964, 1966, 1975); “Salvation, 
Justice, and Liberation in the Old Testament” (Stek 1978); The Promises to the Fathers: Studies on the Patriar-
chal Narratives (Westermann 1980); “The Patriarchs in Scripture and History” (Goldingay 1980); “Die Ei-
genständigkeit der Urgeschichte” (Crüsemann 1981); The theme of “Blessing for the Nations” in the Patriar-
chal Narratives of Genesis (Chew 1982); “Creation and Covenant: A Survey of the Dominion Mandate in the 
Noahic and Abrahamic Covenants” (Vander Hart 1990); “Blessing the Nations: Toward a Biblical Theology of 
Mission from Genesis” (Carroll 2000); Mission in the Old Testament: Israel as a Light to the Nations (Kaiser 
2000). 

 173Ironically, the “curse” mentioned in Gn 12:3 is a restatement of the curse of the Fall (com-
pare Gn 3:24,27; [4:11]; 5:29; 9:25 with Gn 12:3a,b.  See “The Curse in God’s Blessing” (Coats 1981, 32).  
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multiplication of linguistic-based ethnies would God again restore his blessing upon the whole earth 

of ethno-humanity through Abram/Abraham.   

Abram is the second new beginning, the recipient of creational blessing, since the Flood.  Af-

ter the tragic end of mono-ethnic humanity’s building project, God begins again the project of bless-

ing humanity, now multi-ethnic.  As Crüsemann states, summarizing Gerhard Von Rad’s thesis, “so 

setzt in Kap. 12 die Gegenbewegung ein” (Crüsemann 1981, 12).  The universal blessing, however, is 

narrowed temporarily to Abram’s seed-nation (12:3) and defined more specifically.  The blessing 

comes through a very defined faith, which creates a people with an obedient lifestyle (Gn 15:6; 17:1; 

18:18-19; 26:3-5; Ex 19:5-6; see Jer 7:22-23).174  Believing Abraham, like Adam and Noah, is blessed 

to be fruitful and multiply.  He is to be father-king of a nation (see e.g., Gn 27:19 [Isaac]) and was to 

receive a specific land.175  Ultimately, he is to be the heir of all the peoples and inheritor by faith of 

the whole world of peoples (Rom 4:13; Heb 11).  

Therefore, the blessing connecting the proto-history through the patriarchs to the end of 

time is schematically linked.  The blessing came (1) to collective humanity (Gn 1:28; see 5:2), (2) to 

the peoples springing from Noah (Gn 9:1; 10), (3) to Abram/Abraham and his “seed” (12:1-3), and 

(4) back to all the families of Noah via Abraham’s seed (see Gn 22:17-18).  

Furthermore, each time Yahweh gives a blessing after a fall and judgment, it is through an 

elect seed.  First is the gracious blessing through the seed of the woman (Gn 3:15), who is ultimately 

                                                           

 174It is at the point of faith that the “curse” (llq) for those who despise and treat lightly (rra) 

Abram and his seed is most likely realized (see also Gn 27:29b; Nm 24:9b).  Those who mistreat Abraham be-
cause of his faith in the true God mistreat him because they despise that one true God.  Hence they inherit the 
curse.  The same applies for the blessing.  Those individuals and peoples who find blessing in the God of the 
creational blessing through the instrumentality of Abraham’s seed, that is Christ, inherit God’s blessing.   

 This is seen in the Hagar-Sarah conflict (Gn 16).  Hagar despises (llq; “curses”) Sarah and re-

ceives the “curse” from God, that is “separation from Abraham, the source of blessing for all the families of 
the earth” (Coats 1981, 35).  Even when Hagar returns after a vision of the true God, Ishmael remains hostile 
to his brother, who inherits the blessing.  Thus he laughs in derision at Isaac with the result he must also sepa-
rate himself from Abraham, this time permanently (yet still with grace!) (Gn 18:9; see Paul’s similar interpreta-
tion in context, Gal 4:21-5:2; see Coats 1981, 39).  “To live apart from the blessed is to live without the vitality 
of life that comes from the blessing.  And that is the curse of God” (Coats 1982, 41).  Only later do the proph-
ets foresee an end to this hostility and curse (see e.g., Isa 51:1-5; Rom 15:9-12).   

 Thus, contrary to the Dispensationalist view, the treatment of the modern state of Israel seems 
of secondary relevance to this text.  The majority of the citizens of the modern state of Israel remain under the 
curse of their own Abrahamic covenant because they reject the faith of Father Abraham.  They thus reject 
Abraham’s Seed and his body (see 1Th 2:15-16). They will only be reconciled and grafted back into the Abra-
hamic olive tree-trunk after the heathen peoples, including the Ishmaelites, are accepted and reconciled (Rom 
11:12-32). 

 175See “Der traditionsgeschichtliche Hintergund der einzelnen Elemente von Gen 12:2-3” 
(Ruprecht 1979b).  Ruprecht shows that the cultural background of every element of the blessing to Abram is 
royal.  He attributes this to a late (Davidic or Solomonic) date.  However, it is best to see this as a prophecy to 
be fulfilled in Jesus, the Anointed King, heir of David’s throne (Mt 1:1).   
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Seth.  From Seth’s line the blessed seed is through Noah and then Shem’s line (9:27).  Next the bless-

ing is to come through Abram, son of Shem (Gn 11:10-26; 12:1-3).  These formed “one collective 

whole” (Kaiser 2000, 20).  From Adam to Abraham and on to the nations, the verbal theme of bless-

ing via a seed is collectively interconnected. 

In conclusion, from the Table of Peoples and Babel pericope, there is a narrowing and a re-

maining promise that the totality of ethno-humanity is not forgotten.  Though the narrowing came 

“through Abraham’s seed,” ultimately through Israel then Christ (Mathews 1995, 428), the blessing 

is never reserved merely for one section of ethno-humanity.  It remains promised “for all peoples 

because all nations have their source in the one man, Noah,” upon whom God lavished his grace 

(Mathews 1995, 427).  

Covenant  

Third, the covenant concept unites both sections of Genesis.  As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, God established his covenant of blessing with Noah after the Flood (Gn 9), implying that 

Yahweh already possessed a covenant of blessing with Adam from the beginning (Dumbrell 1984).  

In the opening of the patriarchal history, God grants that same covenantal blessing with Abram and 

his seed, something which Yahweh formally confirms only in Genesis 15 (see Dumbrell 1984, 54-

55).176 

Will to greatness versus humility 

 Lastly, Babel showed humanity’s “ ‘will to greatness,’” apart from obedience to Yah-

weh, and that hubris brought judgment (Anderson 1977, 68).  Human society fragments, by which 

the divine plan for true unity with real diversity, reflecting his Being, is “transformed into conflicting 

division” (Anderson 1977, 68).  Thus the Babel incident has more far-reaching impact upon present 

humanity than the Flood does (Dumbrell 1984, 63).  Ironically, the division of rebellion was also 

marked by diverse expressions of unity in rebellion against the Creator (Ps 2).   

Genesis 12:1-3 Linked to the Table and Babel 

 The verbal connections of the proto-history are clearly seen in the original form of the 

Abrahamic Covenant and in his call (Gn 12:1-3).  “All the families/clans of the peoples” connects to 

Babel and its introduction in the Table of Peoples (Gn 10:5,18,20, 31,32; 11:1,9).  This is true of the 

terms ethno-nation (yAG) and “homeland” (#ra) (Wenham 1987, 269), which link the section 

to the Table and Babel pericopes.  Furthermore, the “seed” of Abraham is to reach the scattered 

“seed” of Noah, that is all humanity in familial-linguistic solidarity (Gn 10).  A whole earth full of eth-

nic solidarities existed before God called Abram.  “It is that map of peoples that concerns the God of 

                                                           

 176“The covenant ritual of chapter 15 thus functions. . . as confirmatory of a relationship previ-
ously established . . . in 12:1-3” (Dumbrell 1984, 55). 
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Abram ultimately.  Out of concern for the salvation of the nations, God calls Abraham and his pos-

terity” (Mathews 1995, 430). 

Exposition of Relevant Aspects of Genesis 12:1-3 

Yahweh’s New Word, Creation, and People of Grace 

 Redemptive history moves under Yahweh’s sovereignty from Babel to Abram, who “is a 

paradigm of a new people” of God (Anderson 1977, 68).  This is a new “word of grace,” similar to 

that which Yahweh had given after each of the major disasters of the proto-history (e.g., the Fall [Gn 

3:15], Flood [Gn 9:27], and the Tower [Gn 12:1-3]) (Kaiser 2000, 17).   

 This new word, equivalent to a new creation opportunity, must be seen in its biblical 

context.  Moses places Abraham’s call, which connects the universal history and the rest of his re-

demptive dealings with the ethnies of the earth, “specifically in the context of the disintegration of 

human society and the dispersion of the nations of Genesis 11” (Scobie 1992, 285).  The inability of 

humanity even to think or intend that which is good lies behind the judgment of the Flood and the 

divine intervention upon the city building in the Babel story (see Gn 6:5; 8:21).  So also in the con-

text of Gn 12 the redactor fully emphasizes human inability and sinful societal dysfunction.   

 Furthermore, Sarai’s barrenness, that is, her inability to bear a seed to fulfill the crea-

tion blessing command (Gn 1:28; 9:7), implies Abram’s inability to move redemptive history forward 

by the strength of his and his wife’s own flesh (see Vander Hart 1990).  Brueggemann suggests that 

Sarai’s inability to have children is a “metaphor for hopelessness,” for “no foreseeable future,” and 

for “no human power to invent a future” (Brueggemann 1982, 116).  This hopelessness, however, 

becomes “the arena of God’s life-giving action” (Brueggemann 1982, 116).  Thus Abraham’s clan 

“(and with it the whole family of Gen. 1-11) has played out its future and has nowhere else to go” 

(Brueggemann 1982, 116).  Now all peoples must turn in trust to Yahweh, the Creator and Lord of 

the peoples (see Ps 22:27-28; Is 45:22; Jer 10:7; see Acts 17:26-27,30).   

 This is the didactic purpose of the divine speech beginning in Genesis 12:1.  God is be-

ginning a new creation work, a resurrection work starting with Abraham’s family, but radiating out-

ward like waves after a stone is thrown into a pond, until all the pagan peoples in their lands to the 

uttermost parts of the earth receive that new creational, resurrection work.  This is a theme clearly 

picked up by Paul in Romans 4:11-25, a passage in which he quotes from one of the several forms of 

the Abrahamic covenant (Gn 17:4-5, see, 28:3). “It is . . . appropriate that this redemptive call of 

Abram should be expressed in language which is tantamount to the language of a new creation” 

(Dumbrell 1984, 58). 

Structure and Content of the Covenant-Blessing 

 The form of the covenant in Genesis 12:1-3 is that of a proto-covenant.  Here it is actu-

ally a promissory blessing that is later ratified in true covenant form in Genesis 15 (see Westermann 
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1980; Kaiser 1978; Dumbrell 1984).  This covenant has application both to Abraham’s people and to 

all the peoples of the world.   

Two Imperatives and Six Promises  

 Two parallel imperatives (Go from and to, and be) divide the section neatly into two 

parts.  Each imperative is followed by two promissory clauses (see Dumbrell 1984, 64-65) with a to-

tal of five verbs (all imperfect).177  These five are promises of blessing178 and are in first person sin-

gular because Yahweh himself is promising.  The last verb179 is most likely a “result clause,” depend-

ent upon the imperative verb “be” (hyEh.w<), which in turn is dependent upon the original 

imperative, “go.”  In other words, “the personal promises given to Abram have final world blessing 

as their aim” (Dumbrell 1984, 65), or, as Yarchin states, this final clause is “programmatic as it serves 

to express Yahweh’s intention of blessing for mankind” (Yarchin 1980, 175; see also Wolff 1966; con-

tra Ruprecht 1979a).   

 This promise is to a unified yet diverse group (“the families of the earth”) who will re-

ceive the promised five-fold blessing through Abram/Abraham and his people, for salvation from 

                                                           

 177The first unit has three imperfect verbs, the first standing alone, while the second two are 

part of a second clause.  Possibly also, the central imperfect (^k.r,b'a]w: : “I will bless you”) lends its 

force to both the preceeding and following imperfect verbs.  For a chart of complex grammatical relationships, 
see Ruprecht 1979a, 184. 

 Compare analysis by Wenham, Wolff, and Ramirez (1997). Wenham, for one, claims that the 
“main verbs . . . are all subordinate to the imperative ‘Go’ (v1)” (Wenham 1987, 275).  Wolff and Ramirez, fol-
lowing Joüon’s grammar (Joüon 1923, 1965), hold that the middle imperative is a result or intention clause 
(see Wolff 1966, 137, n. 28; Ramirez 1997).   

 However, this does not necessarily contradict Dumbrell’s grammatical analysis of two clauses 
each dependent on the main verbs (see below).  The first imperative is controlling the whole pericope, while 
the second is a penultimate, promissory intention clause (see Ramirez 1997, 100-101, for summary of gram-
marians).  This clause, then, builds up to the final perfect.  It seems to give a promise of life and power guaran-
teeing a result, behind the imperative to BE a blessing.  Lastly, most agree that the final perfect is a consecu-
tive clause showing intention as Yarchin observes (Yarchin 1980).  

 The following paraphrase attempts to show this analysis: “GO: I will [bless you and] make you a 
great nation and I will bless you and make your name great. [This ends and the next imperative takes its rise 
from the preceeding].  In order for you to become a blessing, therefore BE a blessing.  I will bless those who 
bless you, and curse those cursing you.  [These two end with the final result clause taking its rise from the im-
perative: “Be a blessing”].  With the result [of the blessing] all clans will be blessed in your seed” (based on 
Dumbrell 1984, 65 and Ross 1996). 

 178“Maybe too the fivefold use of the root %rB “bless” in vv 2-3 consciously negates the five 

curses on man and his world pronounced in the preceding chapters (3:14,17; 4:11; 5:29; 9:25)” (Wenham 
1987, 270).  Grace through Abram’s Seed reverses the curse of the Fall and sin.   

 179Niphal, perfect in third person plural.   
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Yahweh is from the Jews (Jn 4:22).  This is the sole source of blessing for the earth (see Ross 1996; 

Vander Hart 1990). 

 The paraphrase of Abram’s commission emphasizes Yahweh’s gracious initiative and 

Abram and his seed’s mandatory response to be a blessing to all peoples: 

 GO [Abram] and I will bless you so that you will surely become a blessing, 
hence BE now a blessing [to others] with the certain intention that all the clans of earth will 
also be blessed [by me]. (Ross 1996, 260; Dumbrell 1984, 64; note 12)   

I Will Bless You: Wholistic Blessing 

 The blessing given to Abraham (Gn 12:1-3), and by necessary implication to all the clans 

of the earth, involves land (12:1e), seed (12:2a), the spiritual blessing of a great name (12:2b,c), and 

being a spiritual blessing to channel Yahweh’s presence to all the clans of the earth (12:3c). 

 This blessing, in Genesis and the Pentateuch, is thus thoroughly wholistic.180  It is “crea-

turely prosperity” with both “material and spiritual dimensions” (Carroll 2000, 24-25).  Nothing in all 

of life was more important that receiving “the blessing of God in one’s life or nation” (VanGemeren 

1997a, 758).  

 God thus pronounces to Abram essentially the same blessing as that which he gave to 

Adam and Noah.  It is “the blessing of ‘life’” upon Abram (Stek 1978, 144), which is basically the be-

neficence, grace, and favor of Yahweh.  Blessing was God’s creational ideal, living without the bless-

ing was “a fortiori, a life under God’s curse; cf. Jer 20:14” (VanGemeren 1997a, 758; see e.g., Dt 27-

28; Lv 26; Ps 1; Jer 17:5-8). The proclamation of blessing is an integral part of God’s creational provi-

dence, “an ordered and benevolent work of God, which he pronounces ‘good’ and ‘very good’” (Car-

roll 2000, 24). 

 The common concept that the blessing is exclusively spiritual in the New Covenant 

shows the unconscious Western influence of (neo-)platonic philosophy.  Redemptive history does 

not move from physical to spiritual but from picture and shadow to fulfilled substance, that which 

casts the shadow (Col 2:17; Heb 10:1; Flinn 1982; Kreitzer 1998).  History does not move from that 

which is material or socially divisive to that which is spiritual or socially unifying but from creation, 

through the Fall, to redemption in Christ, and on to the Consummation form (Wolters 1985; 

Dooyeweerd 1979; Kreitzer 1998).181   

 Therefore, the blessing of the Abrahamic covenant, mediated through Abraham’s seed 

to all peoples, definitely involves spiritual salvation for individuals and peoples, as the New Testa-

ment attests.  However, the blessing also includes, first, land, “a place in the earth among the na-

tions . . . and not in isolation from the nations” (Stek 1978, 144).  This land is not platonized in the 

New Testament but is universalized by Paul to make Abraham (actually Abraham’s multi-ethnic seed 

                                                           

 180Note difference between holism and wholism (chapter 1). 

 181See the definition of the Kingdom of God (chapter 1).   
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in Christ) the heir of all the earth, both geographically and ethno-linguistically (Rom 3:29; 4:13,17; 

see Zep 2:11 NIV;182 Is 29:23-25; 42:22; Mal 1:11; Acts 1:8).183   

 The blessing comprises second, socio-political liberation (see e.g., Pss 102:19-21, 103:6; 

Is 42:7; 49:24-26; 61:1);184 third, socio-cultural prosperity, including growing material wealth, land 

and physical security (see, e.g., Lv 26; Dt 28; Prv 2:21-22; Ps 37); and fourth, social justice.  This jus-

tice would include interpersonal justice as well (see e.g., Is 42:1-3; Mt 12:17-21; Acts 3:25-26; Stek 

1978). 

I Will Make You a Gôy  

 Yahweh promises Abraham that he will make him a large “nation.”  The redactor chose 

to use the word gôy here, a word that is normally used for the idolatrous peoples of the earth (Gn 

10:5,20,31,32) and emphasizes the “[state] government and territory” (Hamilton 1990, 372; see 

Speiser 1960).  Thus Abraham will become an ethno-state like the other nations of the earth and 

from that nation, God would bless the earth (see e.g., Ps 72): “a gôy among the gôyîm” (Hamilton 

1990, 371).  Israel, however, was not to adopt the pagan monarchical system of the surrounding 

gôyîm because to do so would reject the sole Suzerainty of Yahweh (see e.g., Dt 17; 1 Sm 8-10).  Is-

rael’s system of government, whether the original confederation of tribes with a common Sanhed-

rin-like body of ruling tribal-cantonal elders and occasional judges or a strictly limited constitutional 

monarchy that Yahweh later tolerated, was to be bound by the rule of law built out of the hr'AT 

and ~yjiP'v.Mi (see Ex 21:1) of the Pentateuch (see e.g., Kaiser 1983, 1987, 1989; Wines 

1980; Kreitzer 1998).  This gôy with its system of just laws was to be a marvel among the ‘ammim 

[~yMi[;h'], who were to be watching (Dt 4:6-8):  

So keep and do them, for that is your wisdom and your understanding in the sight of the peo-

ples [~yMi[;h'] who will hear all these statutes and say, “Surely this great nation 

[lAdG" yAg]185 is a wise and understanding people.”  For what great nation 

                                                           

 182“The LORD will be awesome to them when he destroys all the gods of the land [earth?: 

#r,a'h' yhel{a/-lK].  The nations [~yIAGh;: gôyim, peoples] on every shore will worship 

him, every one in [!mi: from] its own land” (Zep 2:11 NIV). 

 183This implies that the church, the true seed of Abraham, can include physical ethno-solidarity 
along with gender and social class distinctiveness.  It also implies that the promise of a land and future salva-
tion made to the believing physical seed of Abraham is inviolable, as Paul implies in Rom 11 (see Schlissel and 
Brown 1990; Kreitzer 1998).   

 184“This first act of redemption history is presented as a divine act of liberation.”  It was libera-
tion from “the domination of a community and culture that stood in continuity with Babel and its sequel. . . .  
Abraham was set free from the domination of a Babel-born people and its culture and was separated from its 
gods.  Redemption history begins with liberation” (Stek 1978, 143). 

 185This is the same phrase as in Gn 12:2; see Gn 12:7-8.  This thrice-repeated phrase is a clear 
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[lAdG" yAg] is there that has a god so near to it as is the LORD our God whenever we 

call on Him?  Or what great nation [lAdG" yAG] is there that has statutes and judg-

ments as righteous as this whole law which I am setting before you today? 

I Will Bless All Clans: Passive or Relexive? 

 Basic to understanding this universal blessing to the surrounding peoples is the mean-

ing of the blessing Yahweh gave to Abram to mediate.  There are two basic perspectives, with some 

mediating positions (see discussion, Westermann 1981).  Are the peoples to bless themselves in a 

reflexive sense by invoking Abraham’s name (“May Yahweh bless us like Abraham and his seed”) or 

will all peoples be blessed through Abram, thus taking the verb as a passive?  

The first emphasizes that Abraham is to “model a way for the other nations also to receive 

blessing” from Yahweh (Bruggemann 1982, 120; see e.g., Delitzsch 1888/1978; Dillmann 1897; Gun-

kel 1966, 1997; Westermann 1981186). It also emphasizes that Abraham is to become a “formula for 

blessing, that his blessing is to become far and wide proverbial (cf. Gen. 48.20)” (Von Rad 1972, 

160).  Thus, as Driver clearly sees, this means that the Abramic blessing would be like a light to “‘at-

tract the regard of all peoples and awaken in them the longing to participate in them’” (Driver 1904, 

145).  The second is that Abram and his seed-nation are God’s chosen “instrument to reach all the 

nations of the earth” (Kaiser 1991, 13; see, Allis 1927; Leupold 1958; Von Rad 1972; Hamilton 1990; 

VanGemeren 1997a).187  

 The first would indicate that Israel was merely to be passive witness, involved in cen-

tripetal presence evangelism.  The second interpretation would actively hint at the idea of a centrif-

ugal mission to the world of ethno-nations (see Bosch 1978, 40).  Wenham (1987) and Westermann 

(1984) do not believe there is any substantial difference between the reflexive and passive (see also, 

Driver 1904).  However, both Hamilton (1990) and Speiser (1964) sense a large distinction in mean-

ing.  Indeed as Brown writes in the NIDOTTE, “It is one thing to receive blessing through Abraham’s 

seed (passive or middle sense); it is another thing to desire to be like Abraham’s seed (based on the 

reflexive sense)” (VanGemeren 1997a, 760).188   

                                                           

echo of the Abramic blessing and gives evidence for the concept that the ethno-nation of Abram’s seed is to 
be an instrument of blessing to the surrounding peoples, interestingly termed the ‘ammim while Israel is 
called a gôy! 

 186For a concise overview of the issues see Westermann 1981; Hamilton 1990; Grisanti 1993; 
Ramirez 1997.  Interestingly enough, Von Rad supports the passive: “The accepted interpretation must there-
fore remain. . . .  Abraham is assigned the role of a mediator of blessing in God’s saving plan, for ‘all the fami-
lies of the earth.’” (Von Rad 1972, 160).   

 187For complete discussion see, The Theme of “Blessing for the Nations” in the Patriarchal Nar-
ratives of Genesis (Chew 1982); The Biblical Foundation of Mission in the Abrahamic Covenant (Kim 1996); A 
Study of the Call and Blessing of Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3: Its Implications for the Biblical Theology of the 
Old Testament (Ramirez 1997). 

 188“Abraham wäre dann lediglich als Exempel eines besonders Gesegneten verstanden.  Unter allen Völkern der 
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 The best translation is the traditional passive sense for the niphal of verse 3.  It would 

substantiate the concept that Israel was not merely to be a passive light but was somehow to be, 

though not explained, an active channel of blessing to the peoples.  This decision for the passive is 

true for several reasons, which are carefully summarized by evangelical scholars (see, e.g., Allis 

1927; Kaiser 1978; Hamilton 1990; VanGemeren 1997a; Kim 1996; Ramirez 1997; also note Von Rad 

1972).  The following seem to be the most important.   

 First, in the immediate context, Genesis 12:2 already bestows Yahweh’s blessing to 

“Abraham’s person.  Hence, neither he nor the nation are merely to be a formula of blessing; nei-

ther will he merely bless himself” (Kaiser 1978, 13; contra Ruprecht 1979a, 180).  Even apart from 

verse 3, God blesses Abraham so that he would be a blessing.  Verse 3 merely gives the object of the 

blessing, the families of earth.  Second, the redactor uses two synonymous words for those who 

hate and despise Abram and by implication his seed, which is ultimately the Messiah.  By implica-

tion, the redactor emphasizes a secondary meaning of %rB in 12:2 (VanGemeren 1997a).  Yah-

weh will then also enrich with blessing those who praise, uphold, and give endorsement to Abram, 

his seed and his faith, that is, those with whom Yahweh identifies.  But those who despise and treat 

him, his seed, and his faith lightly (rra), Yahweh must curse (llq) (see Ross 1996, 264).   

 Just as Paul points out in Galatians 3, outside of Abraham’s faith and his Seed, Christ, 

there is a curse.  There is a restoration of creational blessing to all the clans of the peoples 

“~yIAG tAxP.v.mi-lK'” only through the instrumentality of Abraham, his nation, and 

ultimately his Seed: “All the families of the nations will worship before You” (Ps 22:27; see 96:7 

“~yMi[; tAxP.v.mi”).  This shows again the link to the proto-history.  Abraham begins a 

new creation as a new Adam figure.  

 Third, in actual fact, history demonstrates that the passive sense “has proved true” 

(VanGemeren 1997a, 760).  The decisive factor to judge between the two options is the use of the 

passive sense in the LXX, which is then picked up by the Apostolic interpreters and thence by all the 

church fathers (contra e.g., Delitzsch 1888/1978, 379; Dillmann 1897, 11).  Paul, for example, states 

unequivocally: “The Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, preached the 

gospel beforehand to Abraham, saying, ‘all the nations shall be blessed in you’”189 (Gal 3:8-9).  

V E u l o g h q h ,s o n t a i  [”shall be blessed”] is a future passive.   

 Abram then is the only “channel for blessing to the whole world” of peoples (Ross 

1996, 264).  He is not merely a model.  Yahweh, the God of all the earth, does not abandon the rebel 

clans, languages, lands, and nations of Genesis 10-11, but plans to save them through Abram.  The 

passive gives the “final goal in a divine plan for universal salvation.”  Abram is God’s elect instrument 

to bring that plan to fruition (Hamilton 1990, 374).   

                                                           

Erde wird man seinen Namen als Namen eines Gesegneten nennen” (Zimmerli 1976, 21, n. 4).  

 189Conflation of Gn 12:3 and 22:18; see Gal 3:16.  
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Application of Abrahamic Blessing and Covenant 

Introduction 

 As demonstrated above, the promised blessing given to Abram is structured grammati-

cally to climax upon the blessing Abram and his seed were to be to all the peoples.  I will show how 

this blessing to the peoples includes not just a general blessing to mankind or even a small remnant 

from all the peoples, but a blessing even down to the clan level of human organization.  

 The redactor develops the Abrahamic blessing throughout the book (Gn 12:3; 18:18; 

22:18; 26:4; 28:14; 49:10; see 17:5; 35:11).  Clearly, therefore, this promise-blessing through Abram/ 

Abraham and his seed, not only “thematically unites all Abraham narratives” (Von Rad 1972, 242), it 

is a “central theological focus that unites the book” (Mann 1991, 344).  Many have observed that 

the blessing-promise of Genesis 12 is not ratified into a formal covenantal agreement until Genesis 

15 (especially see Dumbrell 1984; also note Zinkand 1984; Hamilton 1990; Vander Hart 1990; Kim 

1996; Ramirez 1997).  There, the promise of the seed from his own body and the promise of land are 

clarified to confirm and establish Abram’s faith (note 15:6; Vander Hart 1990).  That promise is re-

confirmed in Genesis 17, with the emphasis upon the mechanism of covenantal continuity through 

the generations with the sign of circumcision (see, Hamilton 1990; Vander Hart 1990; Kim 1996; 

Ramirez 1997). 

All Clans and Peoples: Two Forms of Blessing 

 In Genesis 12:1-3, Yahweh promises Abram that through his great ethno-nation (gôy) 

and the great reputation (name) with which he will bless him, Abram will be a blessing to all the 

families or clans of the earth.  This promise is only indirectly confirmed in chapter 15.   

Genesis 17 and 18 

 In chapter 17, God obliquely mentions the promise by changing Abram’s name to Abra-

ham, which he states would henceforth mean “father of a multitude of nations [~yIAg]” (Gn 

17:5).  Paul mentions this promise in Romans 4:13-18 in the context of Abraham being “heir of the 

world” (Rom 4:13), by which he must mean the “world of peoples” (see Lk 12:30).  

 However, only in chapter 18 does Yahweh expressly mention again his promise that 

Abraham will be a blessing to the world of peoples.  In that chapter, it seems that Abraham is acting 

out his role of blessing to the world.  The angel of Yahweh reiterates his promise that Abraham and 

Sarah will have a son.  Then Abraham begins interceding for the Sodomites, part of the world mosaic 

over which Yahweh, the “judge of all the earth,”190 reigns with justice (Gn 18:25).  In this context of 

                                                           

 190“All of the earth” [#r,a'h'-lK'] is the same phrase used in the Tower incident (Gn 11:1) 

to mean the whole earth of humanity.  There it refers to mono-ethnic, mono-lingual humanity, but here to the 
whole mosaic of clans and peoples discussed in the Table (Gn 10).  
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intercession for the wicked and idolatrous Sodomites, Yahweh mentions Abraham’s role.  He will 

teach his children the ways of the Lord so that the foreordained goal of reaching the earth of peo-

ples will be accomplished:  

And the LORD said, “Shall I hide from Abraham what I am about to do, since Abraham will 
surely become a great and mighty nation, and in him all the nations of the earth will be 
blessed?  For I have chosen him, in order that he may command his children and his house-
hold after him to keep the way of the LORD by doing righteousness and justice; in order that 
the LORD may bring upon Abraham what He has spoken about him.” (Gn 18:17-19) 

 In this passage, Genesis explicitly mentions for the first time the Abramic blessing given 

in Genesis 12, and confirmed twice in chapters 15 and 17.  Abraham will be a mighty ethno-nation 

(gôy) through whom all the gôyîm would be blessed.  Here the unit of blessing is not the smaller clan 

(hx'P'v.mi) but the larger ethno-territorial and government unit, the ethno-nation (Speiser 

1960).  

Genesis 22  

 Yahweh confirms the promise of Genesis 12:3 again in Genesis 22:18, after Abraham 

again passed the test of faith: “In your seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed” [#r,a'h' 

yyEAG lKo ^[]r>z:b.]. The test of faith was remarkably similar to that given in Genesis 

12 (see e.g., Hamilton 1990; Wenham 1994, 100, 104).191  The story provides a “frame or inclusio” 

with Genesis 12:1-3 in the Abrahamic cycle of Genesis (Alexander 1994, 18).  This is a further indica-

tion that this account is thoroughly integrated with all the preceding stories concerning Abraham192 

and provides the “aesthetic and theological summit” of the whole Abraham cycle (Wenham 1994, 

99, see 99-100; contra Von Rad 1972) and its “conclusion” (Alexander 1994, 18).193   

                                                           

 191Gn 12:1 and 22:2 include the imperative (^l.-%l,: Go by yourself; an"-xq; . . . 

^l.-%l,w>: Please take [your son] . . .; and Go by yourself) with a three-fold object.  Both narrow the 

object down from “less intimate to more intimate.”  Neither gives detailed instructions, but both imply that 
Yahweh wants initial obedience and then will show more complete direction after that step (Hamilton 1990, 
370-371; see Wenham 1994, 104; Heb 11:8,17).  Both end in a promise of blessing, through Abram/Abraham’s 
obedient faith, to all peoples of earth.  Abraham is the father and model of obedient faith for Israel and all 
peoples of earth (Rom 17:5; Jos 24:3; Is 51:2; Mt 3:9; Lk 1:73; Jn 8:39; Rom 4:11-12, 16-17; Jas 2:21-23).  All of 
this has obvious implications for the mission of the church to the peoples of earth. 

 192There are other distinct parallels in this incident with the original blessing of Gn 12:1-3, and 
with the other promises of seed, inheritance, and divine blessedness for the heathen peoples of earth (see Gn 
12:2,3; 17:16,20; 18:18; 16:10; 17:2,20; 15:4-5; Westermann 1980, 156; Wenham 1994, 99; Alexander 1994, 
11, 17-22).   

 193Alexander shows how the section vs. 22:15-18 (contra e.g., Von Rad) is not a later interpola-
tion.  Analyzing the Noahic covenant as (1) promise 6:18, (2) obligation (6:14-16,19-21; 7:1-3), (3) fulfillment of 
obligations (6:22; 7:5), (4) sacrifice (8:20), and (5) establishment (9:9-17), he compares this to the Abrahamic 
covenant.  The oath of establishment must come after the burnt offering.  He concludes: “Verses [22:]15-18 
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 God thus again demonstrates his vital interest in the blessing of his covenant and the 

instrument of that blessing to the ethno-nations.  After the sacrifice of the ram that God provides, 

the Messenger-Angel of Yahweh [hw"hy> %a;l.m;] swears an oath of establishment (see 

note 26) stating yet again that all ethno-nations (gôyîm) will be blessed through Abraham.  One key 

difference between the original promise-blessing (Gn 12:3; see 28:14) and the present one is the 

ethnic term that is used.  Yahweh promises that all the gôyîm will be blessed, not the clans 

(hx'P'v.mi: mišpachah).   

 Furthermore, the most notable addition in this section to the previous covenant bless-

ings is the addition to the promise of the word “in your seed,” later repeated to Isaac and Jacob (Gn 

22:18, see 26:4, 28:10).  The promise of a “seed” explicates and concretizes the promise of a “great 

nation” and the blessing “in you” given in Gn 12:1-3.  The seed now clearly becomes the instrument 

through which the blessing to the ethno-nations and clans will come.  Paul specifically picks up this 

promise in the book of Galatians, applying it to Christ (Gal 3:16; see Gal 3:8,14).194  Note also how 

Peter picks up this seed theme in his sermon in the Temple portico, combining the Abrahamic bless-

ing and the Servant of Yahweh promises (Acts 3:25-26). 

 Yahweh gives this same covenant promise with identical wording to the seed of Abra-

ham whom he chose, that is Isaac: #r,a'h' yyEAG lKo ^[]r>z:b. (Gn 26:4).  Inter-

estingly, when Yahweh gives the covenant promise to Jacob-Israel (Gn 28:14), it reverts to the origi-

nal form, except for the addition of the words, “and in your seed” [^[,r>z:b].195  This combines 

the original Abrahamic blessing and the recorded form of the climax of that covenant blessing given 

to Abraham in Genesis 22.  Compare ^[,r>z:b.W hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi-lK 

^b. Wkr]b.nIw>  (Gn 28:14) to hm'd'a]h' txoP.v.mi lKo ^b. 

Wkr>b.nIw> (Gn 12:3).  Jacob was the full heir of Yahweh’s blessing and covenant given to 

Abraham and was fully obligated to be an instrument of blessing to the whole ethnic mosaic of the 

world descended from Noah (Gn 10). 

                                                           

are not only an integral and essential part of chapter 22 but of the entire Abraham narrative” (Alexander 1994, 
19). 

 194The whole of Genesis gradually narrows this “seed” from a general collective to a more spe-
cific group, eventually pointing to an individual (Seth, Noah, Shem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, to one from 
Judah [Gn 49:10]; but cf. Gn 3:15).  This adds weight to Paul’s argument in Gal 3:16) (see Alexander 1994, 20-
21).   

 195Using the waw consecutive, niphal perfect (Wkr]b.nIw>), “clans” 

[txoP.v.mi-lK'], and ground-earth [hm'd'a]: ^[,r>z:b.W hm'd'a]h' 
txoP.v.mi-lK'. 
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Genesis 49:10 

 Lastly, whatever the mysterious reference to Shiloh (KJV, NASB) means,196 any of the 

alternatives listed by Hamilton (see Hamilton 1990, 658-661) can have Messianic reference, very 

possibly a reference to a specific Abrahamic seed via Jacob’s son Judah.197  To that seed (“unto 

him”) Jacob’s enigmatic reference to the “obedience” [hh'q'y>] of the peoples belongs.  From 

ancient times this passage has been seen as Messianic.  John seems to refer the passage to Jesus 

Christ, as the Lion of the tribe of Judah (Rv 5:5; see Gn 49:9), confirming the Messianic reference.   

 What is most interesting for my purposes is that the obedience of the peoples, an “in-

ner submission cheerfully tendered” (Leupold 1958, 1180), is a result of this seed of Jacob through 

Judah: ~yMi[; th;Q.yI Alw> (Gn 49:10).  Here the word for “peoples” is not the ethno-

national term, gôyîm but ‘am, “denoting close family connections, consanguineous relationships” 

(Hamilton 1990, 334).  This term is usually reserved for Israel as Yahweh’s adopted people (Speiser 

1960) but can refer to the heathen peoples as they turn to the God of Abraham (see, e.g., Is 19:25; 

possibly Ps 47:9).  When the peoples turn to Yahweh, they too are adopted as sons of God, blessed, 

and called “my people,” as Isaiah predicts concerning Egypt-Mizraim [~yIr;c.mi yMi[; 

%WrB': Is 19:25].  Thus, this passage seems clearly to refer to the Abrahamic covenant-promise 

as well and indicates that the blessing is not merely for individuals but for ethnic groups as well. 

Summary: Grace for every size people 

 In conclusion, T. Desmond Alexander is right: “The primary motive behind the call of 

Abraham is God’s desire to bring blessing, rather than cursing, upon the families of the earth.”  All 

else is subjected to that primary desire (Alexander 1994, 13).  This blessing of faith and obedience is 

to come not only to the ethno-nations, but also down to the clan level of those ethnies of the earth.  

No longer are the peoples and clans of earth to be seen as mere nations with no relationship to the 

Creator, but like Abraham and his great gôy, they are to enjoy the close familial relationship that Is-

rael and Judah once enjoyed. “The princes of the people [sic: peoples, ~yMi[;] have assembled 

themselves as the people [‘am] of the God of Abraham [~h'r'b.a yhel{a/ ~[;]; For the 

shields [rulers?] of the earth belong to God; He is highly exalted” (Ps 47:9, verse 10 in Hebrew).   

                                                           

 196According to Hamilton there are four alternatives: (1) a royal person from the tribe of Judah 
giving shalom-rest [see Leupold 1956]; (2) following ancient versions, it should be translated “until he pos-
sesses that which belongs to him” (that is to Judah or to his royal Son); (3) “emend šîlôh to šay loh (‘tribute to 
him’)”; or (4) find in “Shiloh” a Semitic root meaning “‘ruler’ or ‘prince’” (Hamilton 1990, 661). 

 197“Jacob’s blessing declares that the brothers will actually bow down before Judah; he is the 
one to whom sceptre and staff belong and whom peoples will obey (Gen. 49:8,10; 10c is difficult, but the 
verses as a whole are clear enough)” (Goldingay 1980, 31). 
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 The blessing to all the ethnies of the earth begins with a word speaking about Yahweh’s 

blessing, first, to all clans (~t'xoP.v.mi) of the earth-ground (hm'd'a]) (Gn 12:3; 28:14).  

As Yahweh’s promise in Genesis 12 is formalized in Genesis 15, then extended to his seed (Gn 17), 

and then re-established with Isaac and Jacob, the blessing is paralleled with several versions speak-

ing of Yahweh’s blessing to all ethno-nations (~yIAG) of the earth-land (#r,a,)198 (Gn 18:18; 

22:18; 26:4).  

 God gave his blessing of a land and ethno-nationhood to Abraham’s family in order to bless all the 

lands (tAcr'a]h'), clans (~t'xoP.v.mi), and ethno-nations (~yIAG) of the earth: “Jeder Mensch 

einem Volk (yIAG) und einer Sippe (hxPvm) angehört und in einem Land (#ra) wohnt” (Crüsemann 

1980, 29).  These three terms repeated thrice in the Table of Peoples (10:5,20,31-32) are thus clearly echoed in the 

covenant call given to Abram (12:1-3) (Mathews 1995, 430),199 tying the proto-history and patriarchal history to-

gether in one account.  The redactor is demonstrating that the God of Abraham is not abandoning the lands, clans, 

and peoples he created, but has chosen an instrument through whom he chooses to bless those peoples and lands 

with the same blessings he gives to Abraham’s gôy gadôl (Gn 12:2).  

 The word used in Genesis 12:3 for “families” or “clans” is ~t'xoP.v.mi (see 

chapter 4).  This promise of blessing through Abram and his seed to all the clans of the earth serves 

as a connecting theme in Genesis as it is repeated throughout the book (Gn 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 

28:14) (Mann 1991).  This covenant, especially as interpreted in NT citations, gives evidence that the 

Creator’s gracious blessing will be experienced by individuals, family-clans, tribes, and ethno-nations 

through Abraham.  Grace was “for every size” of ethno-solidarity, from the smallest to the largest 

(Kaiser 2000, 19; see Piper 1992, 1993; Weerstra 1992; Showalter 1996).  Clearly then, the Creator is 

not merely interested in individuals’ relationship to himself, as non-covenantal theologies over-em-

phasize, with their postulated redemptive historical movement from family solidarity to purely indi-

vidual responsibility to believe.  Certainly, Yahweh is vitally interested in people in family-ethnic 

units or solidarities as shall be seen in coming chapters.  

Final Summary and Conclusion 

                                                           

 198 The use of the words “ground” (hm'd'a]) and “land-earth” (#r,a,) seems to empha-

size, first, the weakness of the peoples as humans created out of that ground and, second, the curse on the 
human-earth, which symbolizes all the peoples, being reversed by the blessing (see Gn 2:7; 3:17; Rom 5:12-
20). 

 199Contra, Crüsemann, who in the above quote, adds that this “people,” “clan,” and “land” ter-
minology comes from the P document, whereas the Abramic blessing, with its clear reference to the P Urges-
chichte is Yahwistic (J) (Crüsemann 1980, 29).  This evidences again the unity of the primal and patriarchal his-
tories and the thematic intertwining of the J and P documents, crying out for a new explanation of the sources 
and redactor (see e.g., Garrett 1991). 
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 Yahweh God clearly is not interested merely in blessing individuals with his wholistic 

blessing, but he is also vitally interested in the larger human entities: nuclear families, clans, and 

ethno-nations.   

The Old Testament predicts that through the seed of Abram will come the true Israel, that is 

the Messiah.  This is the certain confirmation of the New Testament (Is 40-53; Rom 4; Gal 3).  

Abram’s great gôy therefore  

is a paradigm of a new people through whom all the families of humankind are to experience 
blessing, not by surrendering their ethnic identities, but by being embraced within the saving 
purpose of the God who rejoices in the diversity of his creation (cf. Rev. 7:9-12). (Anderson 
1977, 68-69) 

The mission of Abraham’s seed to the clans and peoples of the earth therefore is to be a 

blessing to them (see e.g., Ps(s) 67, 96). The blessing is directly from the hand of Yahweh (“I will 

bless”), and mediated through the instrumentality of the patriarch and his “seed” to the peoples or 

clans of earth. 

Proto-history and Abraham connected 

 Clearly, then, the proto-history and the call of Abraham are thematically connected in 

Genesis.  Contrary to Blenkinsopp who claims that “nothing in Genesis 1-11 prepares us” for God’s 

call to Abram (Blenkinsopp 1992, 100), Von Rad is correct here: “Gen. X and XI are parts of a theological 

design, the focal point of which, . . ., only comes in Gen. XII.I-3” (Von Rad 1962, 161; 1972, 154; see Wolff 

1966; Westermann 1980; Crüsemann 1981).200  In other words, “patriarchal history . . . is insepara-

ble from universal history” and is “expressly inaugurated” by God, “for mission” to all peoples (Car-

roll 2000, 27).   

 The background for this mission to the world is the implicit fact that though God cre-

ates the peoples, the peoples are always collectively regarded after Babel as the heathen gôyîm, 

that is as idol worshipping peoples.  In other words, the peoples are those ethno-nations who do not 

know the Lord, those who are the uncircumcised gôyîm in the most pejorative sense of the word 

(see e.g., Ps 79:6; see Ps 135:15; Is 25:7, 40:17, 43:9, 45:20; Jer 9:25-26, 10;25).  There “a universal 

monotheistic era . . . is thought of as coming to an end with the generation of the dispersal of man-

kind” because the “appearance of idolatry is coeval with the rise of [the] nations” (Sarna 1970, 69).  

This idolatry and pagan nature of humanity is the source out of which God calls Abraham, a worship-

per of idols (Jos 24:2-3), whose wife was barren.   

Israel a model of the coming kingdom 

 However, this does not seem to exhaust all that the redactor seems to be pointing to-

ward in these verses (Gn 12:1-3).  This passage “offers a theological blueprint for the redemptive 

                                                           

 200“[There is] a special status and function of Genesis 12:1-3, a literary composition . . . intro-
duc[ing] the patriarchal history and . . . form[ing] a bridge from the primal history to the patriarchal history” 
(Westermann 1980, 156).  
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history of the world, now set in train by the call of Abram” (Dumbrell 1984, 66).  In other words, this 

message is not individualistic, just as we saw the proto-history was not.  The focus is upon a “gov-

erned world” with Israel as a governed nation (gôy), “an image of the shape of final world govern-

ment” yet to come (Dumbrell 1984, 67).  What God does in and through the seed-nation of Abraham 

is, “on a small scale, what he plans for all the nations.  The land of Canaan is a microcosm of the 

earth” (VanGemeren 1988, 79).   

 What God does through Abraham’s people and in the land of Canaan spans the gap be-

tween his Creator’s care for the ethno-nations before Abram and his love shown through King Jesus 

in the redemption of the peoples after Pentecost.  Jesus sends forth the Spirit to bring the power to 

put into practice that which the Abramic blessing, the Abrahamic covenant, and later the Mosaic 

covenant promised and outlined.  However, this is again an anticipation. 

 This seems clearly the implicit message of the writer of Hebrews when it states that 

Abraham went out to a place where God sent him, “for he was looking for the city which has foun-

dations, whose architect and builder is God” (Heb 11:10, see 8-10).  This City of God that Abraham 

was ultimately seeking is in opposition in the original context to the city whose architect and builder 

is man, that is Babel (Gn 10:8-10, 11:1-9).  That city, Hebrews claims following the Isaianic literature 

is redeemed Jerusalem (see e.g., Is 55:9-17).201  It is certainly not the earthly city, which is in slavery 

with her children (see Gal 4:25), but the heavenly Jerusalem (Heb 12:22-23).  She is the Church of 

the firstborn, the body-bride of Christ (Rv 21:9, 22:17), dwelling simultaneously in heaven and earth, 

and coming202 upon the earth (Rv 21:10).  

 Abram’s call, then, poses the alternative to Babel’s vision of a world united against God.  

Contrary to Dumbrell’s implication and Kuyper’s specific explication,203 this kingdom is not to be one 

political kingdom with one nation in Christ (see Dumbrell 1984, 67; Kuyper 1912, 233-234).   

                                                           

 201Note in the context that the redemption and comfort of Jerusalem (Is 52:1,2,9) is compared 
to the covenant promise not to destroy the earth as in the days of Noah (Is 54:9).  Thus the Abrahamic cove-
nant of redemption is in the exact same order as in the Isaiah passage: Flood, then call of God’s people (i.e., 
Abraham or Jerusalem).  Could this then indicate that the call of Jerusalem, redeemed and renewed, is a fulfill-
ment of the Abrahamic blessing?  It seems so.  The call of Abraham has universal implications for the peoples 
of earth, as we have seen; so does the redemptive call of Jerusalem (Rv 21-22).  Note this motif in the follow-
ing: “Break forth, shout joyfully together, you waste places of Jerusalem; for the LORD has comforted His peo-
ple, He has redeemed Jerusalem. The LORD has bared His holy arm in the sight of all the nations, that all the 
ends of the earth may see the salvation of our God” (Is 52:9-10; see also, Is 40:1-5; 45:20-25; Ps 87:1-7). 

 202“k a t a b a i ,n o u s a n  e v k  t o u / o u v r a n o u / a v p o . t o u / Qe o u /” = pre-
sent active participle.  This could indicate that John perceived the City as now, in this age, ever coming and 
growing upon the earth.   

 203According to Kuyper, the future outside of history would be the restoration of total human 
unity.  Sin breaks human national unity at present.  Unity, however, is never to be restored in a human central-
ized kingdom like that which humanity sought at Babel. True unity is only restored in Christ, in whom there is 
no longer Greek and Barbarian, and that unity is only outside of history in the eschaton (see Kuyper 1870; 
1912, 227-234).   

 “Die eenheid brak, zoodra de zonde intrad. . . .  Die eenheid zou allen in Christus hersteld 
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 The future instead involves one heavenly King ruling over the multitudes of ethno-na-

tions, each serving the King on and from their own land, along with their political officers (see e.g., 

Rv 21:24,26; 21:22).204  This will be more and more realized in history but will be completely fulfilled 

after the Resurrection, in the New Heavens and New Earth in their completed form.  Instead of Is-

rael and Judah being a curse to the gôyîm, they become a blessing (Zec 8:13).  Then all the gôyîm 

will call Zion blessed (Mal 3:12).  From Zion, Abraham’s people, will come the tôrah of Messiah to all 

the ethno-nations (Is 51:1-3).  But this anticipates a future section.  

Summary Chart 

 Figure 23 summarizes the Abrahamic Blessing and the subsequent covenant in its 

proper biblical context as a review and as a preview of coming chapters.  Each time, Yahweh begins 

his creative work with beneficence and grace.205  This goodness of God is always presented in the 

context of a covenantal blessing.  Collective mankind responds negatively, and God gives his prelimi-

nary rejoinder of judgment and then a further blessing of grace.  This rejoinder is always accompa-

nied by a new Adam figure (e.g., Noah and Abram) as a priestly channel of grace to the whole di-

verse world of singular humanity.  When Messiah, the seed of Abraham and the Royal Son of Judah, 

comes, then the power of grace begins overcoming the power of sin unto the salvation of all the 

peoples of mankind (e i v j  p a ,n t a j  a v n q r w ,p o u j : Rom 5:12-6:23). 
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worden, in wien niet meer zijn zou Griek en Barbaar” (Kuyper 1912, 233).  

 “Eenerzijds was er het plan Gods, vastgelegd in zijn raadslag, om in Christus den scheidsmuur op 
te heffen en alles weer tot één te brengen; en daartegenover steldezich nu het plan en het opzet des 
menschen, om de eenheid te herwinnen niet in Chrstus, maar door het bouwen van een sterke stad, die allen 
vereenigen zou.  Daarom nu moest dit plan der menschen verijdeld en te niet gedaan worden, opdat de 
raadslag van het plan des Almachtigen zou zegevieren.  Het ingrijpen Gods om door spraakverwarring de 
toenmalige menschheid uiteen te slaan, was een schakel in de keten des heils” (Kuyper 1912, 234). 

 Later in his discussion of the formation of the State, Kuyper states clearly: “Buiten zonde, ja, zou 
de eenheid van ons menschelikjk gesclacht het ideaal geweest zijn, gelijk het op de nieuwen hemel eens als 
ideaal zal vervuld worden” (Kuyper 1912, 244) 

 204James Muilenberg, in a slightly different context (“Abraham and the Nations: Blessing and 
World History”), rightly states: “[The church] . . .will not summon the peoples to otherworldliness or an unhis-
torical mysticism” (Muilenberg 1965, 388).  That is what too many interpretations of the Apocalypse do. 

 205I use “grace” [c a ,r i j ] for postlapsarian kindness to a humanity who deserves the oppo-
site.  Grace involves demerit.  Beneficence like the Greek d wr e a .n  is both antelapsarian and postlapsarian, 
that is, it is given without respect to cause or merit, as in the creational world given to Adam.  This distinction 
seems to be Pauline (e.g., Rom 3:23-25; Eph 2:1-9; cf. however, Rom 11:5) but possibly not Lukan (see e.g., Lk 
2:40). 
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Creational world and 

Spirit’s benefit: Adam. 

Creation  

Covenant.206 
Fall into moral autonomy 

(3:5-7); Abel’s murder 

(4:8), sons of God marry 

daughters of men (6:1-4). 

Judgment and Grace: 

Spirit departs from hu-

manity (curse) and Flood. 

God spares one family 

with three diverse sons 

and their wives.207 

New Creational world: 

Noah. 

Renewed Creation Cove-

nant (Gn 9:1, 7-9)208  

Noah’s Fall (9:20-27) and 

Humanity’s Rebellion at 

Babel (11:1-9): collective 

moral autonomy.  

Judgment and Grace: Men 

cease building. God grants 

ethno-linguistic diversity 

to prevent monolithic tyr-

anny. 

Re-Creational world: 

Abraham. 

Abrahamic Blessing and 

Covenant (Gn 12:1-3; 15; 

17). 

Jewish people rebel con-

tinually (Rom 9-11). 

Judgment and Grace: Is-

rael divorced.  God sends 

his Son to send the Spirit. 

Fulfillment World: Mes-

siah Jesus, son of Adam, 

Noah, and Abraham (Mt 

1:1; Lk 3:23-38). 

New Covenant and Pen-

tecost.  Outpouring of 

the Spirit (Acts 2).  

All peoples turning to Messiah 

(e.g., Pss 2; 22; 89:6; Servant 

Songs of Is; Rom 11; 15). 

Judgment and Grace.  The 

present wrath (Jn 3:36). The 

Day of Wrath.  New Heav-

ens and New Earth.  New Je-

rusalem 

 

Fig. 23.  The Abramic Blessing in Subsequent Covenant Context. 

 

 

                                                           

 206This was a covenant of reward and law, yet came with the Son’s presence, Spirit’s power, and the Father’s benefits 
and blessing: “And God blessed them . . . . “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; Behold I have given you . . . ” (Gn 1:28-
30). 

 207Grace: covers nakedness (3:21), proto-evangelium (Gn 3:15), a new world with New Adam 
and rainbow.  Judgment: curse, sent from Garden, kept from tree of life, and Flood.  

 208“God said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth.’ . . . ‘Be fruitful and multiply; 
Populate the earth abundantly and multiply in it.’ Then God spoke to Noah and to his sons with him, saying, 
‘Now behold, I Myself do establish My covenant with you, and with your descendants after you’” (Gn 9:1, 7-9). 
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CHAPTER 7 

ABRAHAMIC AND MOSAIC COVENANTS’ IMPACT ON ESOL 

The Abrahamic Covenant, Mosaic Ethics, and Ethnicity 

Introduction: Abrahamic Covenant Focuses Mission 

 This chapter seeks to explore how the Mosaic covenant is linked with the Abrahamic 

Covenant in interaction with all the ethnies of the earth.  It also discusses how Mosaic-Prophetic 

ethics impact inter-ethnic relations.  

 As we saw in the previous chapter, Genesis 12:1-3 gives the promise that God will cre-

ate an ethno-nation or people (yAG) from Abraham (see also Gn 35:1).  He blesses Abraham’s 

ethno-nation with the stipulation that they will be a “channel” through whom all other peoples will 

receive Yahweh’s blessing (Kaiser 2000, 20).  “There was a universal goal to the very existence of Is-

rael” (Wright 1995, 112).  Here is “the first allusion to the concept of universalism inherent in Israel’s 

faith, which would subsequently be developed in the teaching of the prophets” (Cassuto 1989, 315).  

The goal was to reach the clans and peoples of Noah’s family in their own lands (Gen 10).  Ulti-

mately, as we shall see, God promised to do this though Messiah (Pss 2; 47; 72; 96; Servant Songs of 

Isaiah; et al).   

 

Is Old Testament Universalism Missional? 

 The Old Testament’s universalism has often been interpreted as a non-missional con-

cept (contra e.g., Bertholet 1896, 117-122; Sellin 1925; Volz 1932;209 Wright 1961; Peters 1972; 

Verkuyl 1978; Winter 1981, 1992; Kaiser 1992, 2000).210  David Bosch agrees that a carefully manu-

factured, missionary hermeneutic must be used to squeeze “invisible gold” (Bosch 1978, 35) from 

Scripture.  “[An] Old Testament . . . missionary mandate cannot be derived from a few isolated uni-

versalistic passages” (Bosch 1978, 37).  He then goes on to speak about the “thoroughly passive 

character” of Israel and her relationship to the surrounding nations (Bosch 1978, 36).   

                                                           

 209Paul Volz correctly states that the most important questions concerning the Servant of Yah-
weh songs are not the technical question, important as they are, but that of the content of the songs: “Dieser 
Inhalt ist die Missionsbotschaft Gottes an die Völker, und dies muß im Mittelpunkt der Auslegung bleiben” 
(Volz 1932, 168).   

 210“I do not believe it is correct to view the missionary motif only in terms of the concept of 
presence.  I simply do not understand why various writers make such a point of avowing that the Old Testa-
ment makes absolutely no mention of a missionary mandate.  Blauw, Gensichen, Hahn, and many others do 
this” (Verkuyl 1978, 94). 
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 All acknowledge, on the other hand, that the OT teaches Yahweh is universal Lord of all 

the nations and this was attractive.  However, according to the consensus, this does not “propose 

that the Chosen People should take any particular action towards converting the nations to Him” 

(Martin-Achard 1962, 3). Apart from Jonah, C. H. H. Scobie claims for the consensus, “there is no real 

indication of any active [outgoing] missionary outreach on the part of Israel in the Old Testament 

period.”211  The reason for this, he believes, was directly because there was no centrifugal missional 

task given to Israel (Scobie 1992, 291).  Many others agree (see e.g., Wolff 1951; Blauw 1962; Hahn 

1965; Gensichen 1971;212 De Ridder 1975; Kane 1976; Senior 1983;213 Müller 1987; Legrande 1990; 

Bosch 1991; Scobie 1992; Goldsworthy 1996; Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001; Schnabel 2002):214 

To contend that Israel had a missionary task and should have engaged in mission as we under-
stand it today goes beyond the evidence.  There is no suggestion in the Old Testament that 
Israel should have engaged in “cross cultural” or foreign mission.  (Köstenberger and O’Brien 
2001, 35; see Goldsworthy 1996, 3)215  

                                                           

 211There are several examples of Israelites speaking to the gôyîm and at least partially through 
their witness winning them to the true God (e.g., Abraham’s many servants circumcised with him, the many 
Egyptians and others of gôyîm who came out of Egypt with the Israelites, Rahab and family, Namaan the leper, 
the many mentions of the gerîm in the land, and so forth).  However, though the documents are scarce, the 
Jews were very successful in their proselytizing: “Tatsache aber ist die außerordentlich starke Ausbreitung der 
jüdischen Religion, die gewaltige Schar der Proselyten.  Bis in die entlegensten Teile der alten Welt ist die Reli-
gion Jahwes vorgedrungen” (Volz 1932, 168).  Blauw, citing Harnack, claims that 7 percent of the Roman Em-
pire was Jewish in Christ’s day (Blauw 1962, 57).   

 For discussion of Jewish proselytizing, and whether it was a missionary religion in the intertesta-
mental period, see Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden (Bertholet 1896); The Missionary 
Nature of the Church (Blauw 1962, 55-64); Mission in the New Testament (Hahn 1965, 21-25); Evangelism in 
the Early Church (Green 1970, 22-28); Discipling the Nations (DeRidder 1971, 88-128); The Mission of the 
Church in the World (Hedlund 1991, 141-148); A Light among the Gentiles: Jewish Missionary Activity in the 
Second Temple Period (McKnight 1991); Mission and Conversion: Proselytizing in the Religious History of the 
Roman Empire (Goodman 1994); “Mission in Intertestamental Judaism” (Bedell 1998); The Earliest Christian 
Mission to “All Nations” in the Light of Matthew’s Gospel (LaGrand 1999, 149-153); and Salvation to the Ends 
of the Earth (Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001, 55-71).  Note the many places listed in Ac 2 from which Jews and 
prosylytes came. 

 212“Das Alte Testament von einem Auftrag zu einer Mission des Gottesvolkes, zu einem Hinaus-
gehen zu den Völkern nichts weiß” (Gensichen 1971, 62). 

 213“In the Old Testament, therefore, one finds a number of significant elements crucial for mis-
sion: the universal sovereignty of God over the peoples and all history, a strong interaction between the com-
munity of Israel and secular culture and events, and a projection of future history in which the nations would 
form one elect people with Israel in acclaiming God.  Yet these elements did not coalesce into an active mis-
sionary stance” (Senior 1983, 318). 

 214“There is, in the Old Testament, no indication of the believers of the old covenant being sent 
by God to cross geographical, religious, and social frontiers in order to win others to faith in Yahweh. . . .  Even 
the book of Jonah has nothing to do with mission. . . . Not even Second Isaiah is to be regarded as a book 
about mission” (Bosch 1991, 17). 

 215In rejecting an OT centrifugal mission task to the peoples, Goldsworthy cites Scobie 1992 with 
approval.  He criticizes Walter Kaiser’s view (Kaiser 1992) that the use of Exodus 19 in 1 Pt 2:9 and Rv 1:6 to 
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Many of these scholars claim there is indeed a centripetal vision of the nations coming on their own 

to Yahweh, but this occurs without any instrumentality of God’s people (e.g., Scobie 1992; Schnabel 

2002, 40).  Roman Catholic missiologist, Lucien Legrand, calls this perspective “centripetal universal-

ism” (Legrande 1990, 3).   

Consensus: Israel Has No Centrifugal Mission 

 There are several reasons for the contention that Israel never had a centrifugal mission 

to the ethno-nations.   

Coming of gôyîm to faith only future 

 First, the coming of the peoples to Yahweh is thought to be merely a prophesied future 

or “eschatological event” (Scobie 1992, 291).  It is not something that should have been occurring all 

along if Israel had understood God’s purposes in their Abrahamic election and had been motivated 

by his grace.  Graeme Goldsworthy agrees, adding: “The function of Israel in the purposes of God to 

bring salvation to the nations is in the indicative, not the imperative” (Goldsworthy 1996, 7).   

 It is certainly true that the Old Testament predicts the gôyîm will come to Yahweh in 

the future. However, it is erroneous to claim that Israel was never responsible for proclaiming 

among the peoples, the good news of Yahweh’s unique greatness and grace.  According to the con-

sensual view, Yahweh himself will call and gather the heathen to himself, in his time, but Israel was 

not responsible for participating in this gathering (see, e.g., Is 56:6-7; Zec 8:20-23).216  Some state 

that Jonah, the exception, was “a special case” (Goldsworthy 1996, 8).  Could a special case also in-

clude the overlooked wisdom and prophetic imperatives?   

Conversion not through any people 

 This perspective believes secondly that the OT teaches the gathering of the nations was 

not to be through the medium of any person or people.  Instead, the nations see the work of Yah-

weh on Israel’s behalf as a light drawing them “from the periphery to the centre” in a centripetal 

movement to “Jerusalem/Mount Zion/my holy mountain/the Temple” (Scobie 1992, 291; 

Goldsworthy 1996, 8-9).  Johannes Blauw summarizes:  

That which will bring the world of nations to Him is not Israel’s calling them, not her going out 
to them, but exclusively the visible manifestation of the deeds of God in and with Israel; only 

                                                           

demonstrate that the priesthood of Israel should have involved proclamation, as does the priesthood of Chris-
tian believers, if they had understood and obeyed.  Goldsworthy tersely rejects this: “[Kaiser] extrapolates the 
gospel fulfilment in the anti-type and applies it to the type in the Old Testament as if there were no distinc-
tion” (Goldsworthy 1996, 3).   

 216These two passages, cited by Goldsworthy, do not deny that Yahweh may use a human in-
strument in the calling of the gôyîm.  An analogy is Yahweh’s use of Assyria as his rod of discipline, which, Yah-
weh states, he himself does (see Is 10:5-6). 
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so will they recognize Yahweh as their God, i.e., confess that Israel’s God is their God, the God 
of the whole earth, the only God.  (Blauw 1962, 37) 

 In summary, then, according to Scobie, the people of Israel have related to the sur-

rounding gôyîm in only two ways: “historically, through incorporation and eschatologically through 

ingathering” (Scobie 1992, 286, emphasis in original). 

Problem: Explicit OT Missional Imperatives 

 The consensus does not summarize all that the Old Testament states concerning Is-

rael’s responsibility to the heathen peoples.  The Psalms, Chronicles, and Isaiah contain explicit im-

peratives directing Israel to proclaim Yahweh’s salvation to all peoples of earth.  Furthermore, there 

are explicit commands to the peoples to turn to Yahweh, to worship him where and how he pre-

scribes, and to praise only him among all the gods.  

Abramic Blessing Implicitly Centrifugal 

 As the former chapter demonstrated, Genesis 12:1-3 gives the promise that God would 

create a gôy, an ethno-nation from Abraham.  Yahweh would then bless this seed-nation with the 

stipulation that they would be a “channel” through whom all peoples would receive Yahweh’s bless-

ing (Kaiser 2000, 20).  “There was a universal goal to the very existence of Israel” (Wright 1995, 112).  This 

goal, contrary to many, was always missional, that is centrifugal as well as centripetal, outgoing as 

well as indrawing.   

 The Abrahamic promise was indeed, as Gage states, both “progressively more particu-

laristic in defining the Seed.”  Yet at the same time, it was always “universalistic in scope” (Gage 

1984, 29), because it built on the universalism of the Noahic covenant.  The Abrahamic promise was 

that all the clans/ethno-nations of earth would be blessed.  The Mosaic Covenant, built on the Abra-

hamic Covenant, was to give the light of wisdom and justice of a priestly nation to all peoples (Ex 

19:6; Dt 4:6-7).  The Davidic Covenant, built on Abrahamic and Mosaic universalism, was to include 

all kingdoms and peoples of earth (see e.g., Pss 2, 72, 110).   

 The Creator’s command to Noah, therefore, to fill the earth and rule over “the beast, is 

formalized covenantally through” not three (contra Gage) but four “administrations (i.e., . . . media-

tors)” (Gage 1984, 29) until Messiah comes (Noah, Abraham, Moses, David).  I have previously dis-

cussed the Noahaic and Abrahamic administrations, now I turn to the Mosaic.217 

Abrahamic and Mosaic Mission Connected  

 This chapter will discuss what the Old Testament teaches concerning the principle of 

incorporation or assimilation and its relationship to ethnic solidarity.  Following chapters will discuss 

                                                           

 217See in this respect, Walter Kaiser: “The Blessing of David: Humanity’s Charter” (Kaiser 1974). 
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the question of the eschatological ingathering, including whether these passages deal with any pos-

sible responsibility Israel had to convert the gôyîm to Yahweh worship.   

 Before discussing the ethics of assimilation, I will consider what tie-in Mosaic ethics 

have with the Abrahamic Covenant’s teaching concerning the ethno-nations.  Second, I will consider 

various standards the Mosaic Covenant gives for inter-ethnic relations. 

Moses Never Contradicts Abraham 

 Clearly the Mosaic covenant never contradicted the Abrahamic Covenant that estab-

lished the Abramic Blessing (Gn 12:1-3), as Paul states (Gal 3; Rom 4; Heb 8-11).218  This is clearly 

taught, not just in the Pauline Epistles, but also in the Law, Writings, and Prophets.  For example, 

when Yahweh speaks in Exodus 19:5 about “keeping my covenant,” he is not speaking about the 

Mosaic covenant, for it was not yet given.  The Deuteronomic Decalogue refers to the Abrahamic 

covenant in its promise of blessing to a thousand generations.  This phrase was not used in Genesis, 

but it is applied to the Abrahamic Covenant, but not to the Mosaic covenant, in Ps 105:8 (see Ps 

105:42; Ex 34:7; 1 Chr 16:15; Dt 5:10).   

 Deuteronomy 7:6-11 makes this especially clear (see Dt 14:2, 26:18).  First, Moses re-

fers to Exodus 19:6, calling Israel a “set apart people” (vAdq' ~[;) and a people for Yahweh’s 

possession (hL'gUs. ~[;) from all the other peoples.  This in turn points to the Abramic Bless-

ing, as we have seen.  Then he explains that this had nothing to do with themselves, but was purely 

because of Yahweh’s oath (parallel to covenant) to Abraham.  Yahweh is faithful to his covenant-

oath to a “thousandth generation” (Dt 7:9).  It is upon this basis that Israel is to keep the Mosaic cov-

enant’s “commandment and the statutes and the judgments” (Dt 7:11, see 7:12).   

 Various Psalms connect the Abrahamic and Mosaic covenants in one seamless garment.  

See, for example, the Davidic Psalm 105 (recorded first in 1 Chronicles 16:8-22 and then in various 

parts in Pss 96, 105, 106).  The psalm begins with a command to make known Yahweh’s deeds 

among the peoples (here: ~yMi[;b'), echoing the Abrahamic vocation and mediatorship.  He 

then traces the covenant relationship of Yahweh’s people through Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, his 

servant (Ps 105:6a), chosen ones (Ps 105:6b), who are called “anointed ones . . . my prophets” (Ps 

105:15).  

 These were terms applied to the people of God as the servant of Yahweh, first by impli-

cation in the psalm, but then explicitly in Second Isaiah.  Isaiah clearly echoes the psalm’s language 

(Is 41:8-9; 42:1,6; 43:10,12,21).219  Isaiah expounds the task of the people of Abraham with respect 

                                                           

 218There is thus no dialectic between the OT and NT.  The OT did not possess a law system with 
a centripetal vision with respect to the nations versus a grace-faith centrifugal vision in the NT. 

 219See also Ps 25, especially vss. 10,14.  The context uses language echoing Ex 34:6-7, the revela-
tion of Yahweh’s glory and name to Moses in covenantal terms as a comparison with Dt 5:9-10 seem to imply. 
Ps 78:5-7, while echoing Mosaic language, puts the covenantal relationship in terms of the Abrahamic faith: 
“For He established a testimony in Jacob, And appointed a law in Israel, Which He commanded our fathers, 
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to all peoples of earth in prophetic and priestly terms (Is 42:1d,6d).  The people of God are his “wit-

nesses,” “My chosen people.  The people whom I have formed for Myself will declare My praise” (Is 

43:12c,20e,21; see chapter 9). 

Missional Meaning of Central Terms (Ex 19:6) 

 This connection between Abraham and Moses seems to provide a key meaning to the 

central terms in Exodus 19:6.  As Christopher Wright states, this passage is a “hinge between the ex-

odus and the actual giving of the law. . ., it looks both backwards and forwards” (Wright 1995, 113; 

see Dumbrell 1984, 84-90).  Israel would be Yahweh’s special possession (hL'gUs.),220 a cove-

nant or treaty term in contexts of “suzerain/vassal relationships” (Dumbrell 1984, 85).  All other 

peoples belong to Yahweh, the text implies, but Israel is chosen for a specialized and private use.  Is-

rael was to be a holy gôy, an ethno-nation (VAdq' yAg) set apart for Yahweh’s glory.  In ad-

dition, Israel is to be his priestly kingdom (~ynIh]Ko tk,l,m.m;), apparently for the ben-

efit of all the other peoples of the earth.  Consequently, Israel’s obedience to the law set them apart 

as “different, distinctive from the nations” but also “as a priesthood, they were to be teacher, model 

and mediator for the nations” (Wright 1995, 113; emphasis in original).  

 Now all three terms, “special possession” (hL'gUs.), “holy” (vAdq'), and 

“priest” (!heKo), are elective and separative words, indicating a distinct, specialized purpose for 

Israel within the Suzerainty Treaty/Covenant between Abraham’s seed-gôy and Yahweh (see Dum-

brell 1984, 85-87).  Further, hL'gUs denotes moveable versus fixed property or treasure, some-

thing that Yahweh could move about, and send wherever he desired (see Kaiser 2000, 22).   

Israel, God’s treasure for all peoples 

 It seems, then, that “God reveals himself to one nation so that he would be known by 

all” (Hedlund 1991, 38).  This is true for the following reasons.  First of all, the context of this central 

passage re-establishing Israel’s calling among the other gôyîm is crucial.  It is given before the Deca-

logue and is in the context of God’s grace.  The legal material is given in the context of the grace of 

the Suzerain (see e.g., Kline 1963, 1972; Dumbrell 1984; Robertson 1980; Zinkand 1984; Sutton 

1987; Van der Waal 1990; Kaiser 2000).  He destroyed Egypt and while carrying Israel on “eagle’s 

                                                           

That they should teach them to their children, . . . That they should put their confidence in God . . . But keep 
His commandments, And not be like their fathers, . . . whose spirit was not faithful to God.” 

 220“Segullah, denoted the personal, individual treasures of a king, who owned everything in his 
kingdom in an official way, but had certain things that were cherished privately” (Goerner 1979, 32).  For a 
complete study of Ex 19:3b-8, see Jahwehs Eigentumsvolk (Wildberger 1960).  Note corrective comments on 
his thesis concerning Yahweh’s ownership of all peoples of earth, not just of the land (Odendaal 1970, 187, n. 
4). 
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wings” out of slavery (Ex 19:4).  Then Yahweh speaks about “my covenant, obviously referring not to 

the Mosaic administration to be given later but to the previous covenant relationship with Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob (Ex 2:23-25; see 3:7-8, 23:23).   

 Second, this clearly implies, contrary to Gage (Gage 1984), that the “Sinai revelation 

may in fact be further specification only of an already existing relationship” (Dumbrell 1984, 81). In 

the revelation given to Moses (e.g. Ex 6:4), “God renews an ancient commitment to his people by 

the covenant of Moses” (Robertson 1980, 172).  This relationship was established at least in Gn 

6:18; 9:9-7 with Noah, and may have existed earlier in the Garden, if many theologians are correct 

and if Hosea does indeed mention such a covenant (Hos 6:7 NASB; see Jb 31:3 NKJ; Robertson 1980, 

22-25).  It then continued on through the covenant given to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as Exodus 6:4 

previously stated, giving the reason for Yahweh coming to rescue his people.   

 It seems that a legal covenant relationship was established in the Garden but then re-

demptively renewed after the Fall with Christ as the obedient Second Adam and the chosen seed of 

the first Adam as the recipients.  This covenant of grace, or “Redemption” (Robertson 180), was 

then re-established with the People of God, coming via Noah and Abraham and now by Moses.  This 

renewal “cannot disturb God’s ongoing commitment by its emphasis on the legal dimension of the 

covenant relationship” (Robertson 1980, 172; Gal 3; see e.g., inter alia Kline 1963, 1972; Dumbrell 

1984; Robertson 1980; Zinkand 1984; Sutton 1987; Van der Waal 1990). 

 All this implies that Exodus 19:4-6 gives the “substance (or essence) of the covenant” 

given to Abraham (Zinkand 1984, 25).  This is exactly the same as what Jeremiah states in his sum-

mary of the covenant.  God did not command sacrifices but a humble listening, in faith, to the voice 

of Yahweh: “‘Obey My voice, and I will be your God, and you will be My people; and you will walk in 

all the way which I command you, that it may be well with you.’” (Jer 7:23).  Unlike the immediate 

context in Jeremiah, Exodus only implicitly puts the covenant in a worldwide background, that of the 

surrounding nations.   

 God states clearly in Exodus 19:6 that the whole earth of peoples is his,221 making the 

Israelites a special people from among all the other peoples.  In this way, God is still staking his sole 

right of ownership upon all of his peoples.  As Owner, he cares for all of them.  The Hebrew people 

are to be “a special kind of people for a particular purpose” (Goerner 1979, 32).  The use of the 

phrase “all the earth” and the kinship term “from all the peoples [~yMi[;h'-lK'mi]” makes 

humanity “a unit, the general royal domain” (Dumbrell 1984, 86) within which dominion, Israel is to 

have a unique purpose as the King’s special Servant.  Israel’s national service or royal function was 

to be in “a mediatoral role as they related to the nations and people groups around them” (Kaiser 

2000, 23).  

 In summary, since the original covenant bond is for the People of God to be a channel 

of blessing to all the clans and peoples of the earth, then logically the Mosaic administration in-

cludes this pan-ethnic dimension as well.  A priest is to be the spokesman of the people to Yahweh, 

                                                           

 221#r,a'h'-lk' is the same phrase as Gn 11:1, showing again the international focus. 
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representing them before his throne and interceding for them (Rom 8:34; Heb 4:14-16, 5:1; Heb 8-

10),222 just like a prophet was to be the spokesman of Yahweh to the people, proclaiming his newly 

revealed word to them (see e.g., Ex 7:1-2).  A priest has mediating role. Yahweh called out a people 

as “royal-priests” (Kaiser 2000, 23) to serve and minister to all the other clans and peoples of earth.  

H. Cornell Goerner, a Southern Baptist scholar, explains.   

The holy priest-nation is to mediate between God and the other nations, making God’s will 
known to the nations . . . [and] making the nations acceptable to God, as they respond to the 
revelation of his righteous character and his will for all peoples.  The Chosen People . . . thus 
becom[e] a channel of blessing” (Goerner 1979, 33).  

Johannes Blauw agrees.  Israel had “a priestly role as a people in the midst of the peoples,” to repre-

sent Yahweh before the watching world.  “What priests are for a people, Israel as a people is for the 

world” [of peoples] (Blauw 1962, 24; see Odendaal 1970, 181). 

NT Interpretation of Exodus 19:5-6 

 However, not only was a priest in OT Israel an intercessor, but he was also a teacher of 

Yahweh’s tôranic wisdom (Ex 31:21; Dt 24:8; 2 Kgs 17:27; 2 Chr 15:3; Hos 4:6; Neh 8:9; Jer 18:18; Ez 

7:26; Mi 3:11).  Peter possibly alludes to this aspect of the priestly role when he clearly alludes to 

the LXX’s version of Exodus 19:6 in his collation of several OT passages (1 Pt 2:9-10).  A common 

opinion is that Peter adds a new centrifugal dimension to the old centripetal definition of the people 

of God, which he cites from the OT in the passage.  However, a better interpretation is that Peter 

interprets the priestly task of God’s people in a centrifugal manner as light shining out and in a light-

attracting, centripetal manner for both Testaments.  God’s people were and are both a holy nation 

and a royal priesthood, responsible to God to declare his excellencies.223  John’s Apocalypse adds 

clearly that this priesthood of God’s people is for both God and mankind.  John states that we are 

priest-kings “unto his [Christ’s] God and Father” (Rv 1:6) and are to reign as priests on the earth of 

t a . e ; q n h .  The priestly people of God are from “every tribe and tongue and people and na-

tion” (Rv 5:9-10). 

 John and Peter agree that the vocation of the royal people is to mediate salvation as 

priests.  Peter explicitly adds that the priest-kings are to proclaim (e v x a g g e ,l l w, “to make 

known by praising or proclaiming”) to the community of faith and the surrounding heathen peoples, 

the excellencies of him who has called them from darkness to the light of God’s chosen people 

(g e ,n o j  e v k l e k t o ,n ) (1 Pt 2:9-10,12).   

 If the task for the royal-priestly people now is to proclaim his excellence to the peoples, 

certainly it was then, as the Psalms and Isaiah claim.  The implicit centrifugal nature of the Abra-

hamic covenant was made explicit from at least the Davidic era and definitely from the Isaianic era, 

                                                           

 222For a priestly intercessory role, see Gn 18 (Abraham), Nm 21:7 (Moses); Heb 7:25 (Jesus). 

 223E.g., “The New Testament in I Pet. 2:9-10 reaffirms the election of Israel as the agent in uni-
versal redemption by applying this to the body of Christ. . . ., but points out this difference: the new Israel 
must ‘declare the wonderful deeds of him who called . . . out of darkness into his marvelous light’ whereas the 
Old Testament Israel displayed this to the world” (De Ridder 1975, 32).   
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as we shall see in coming chapters.  The difference between then and now is that the Spirit in the 

New Covenant gives both motivational impulse and expulsive power.  A key purpose of the Spirit’s 

presence, then, is to move God’s people outward to do what the former covenants implied and 

commanded, but did not give sufficient power to accomplish (Acts 1:8).   

 The Old Covenant was powerless and merely pictured the NT realities in shadow-form 

(see Heb 7-10).  NT proclamation can now fully declare what was hidden in the Old Covenant’s sacri-

fices.  Christ died for all peoples, as John states: “You were slain, and purchased for God with Your 

blood men from every tribe and tongue and people and nation” (Rv 5:9).  Once, the peoples were 

bidden to come to the temple and its symbolic sacrifices (e.g., Ps 96).  Now they are invited to come 

to the human Temple, the body of Christ, and to the “Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the 

world” of peoples (Jn 1:29, 3:17).   

 Therefore, the new Israel as Christ’s Temple-Body, “can be a chosen race only in and 

through this proclamation, and only thus does she appear to be so” (Blauw 1962, 132).  Though 

Blauw denies it, old Israel most likely had this task as well, but more or less rejected this primal pro-

ject to be a mediator-priest.  Even though ignored and rejected, the task “was not scrapped: it re-

mained God’s plan for believers,” receiving its fulfillment after the empowerment of Pentecost (Kai-

ser 2000, 23). 

Israel’s Priestly Role Before the Surrounding Peoples 

Israel’s Covenant: Paradigm for All Peoples 

 Moses’ doctrine that Israel is a priestly people to the ethno-nations works out the cove-

nant promises Yahweh gave to Abraham and the fathers.  This shows Yahweh’s “covenant commit-

ment” to Abraham’s people, and in turn “served God’s commitment to humanity as a whole.”  All 

that God does in Israel is for the “benefit of the nations” including what God “ethically required of 

Israel” (Wright 1995, 112; Gn 18:19; 26:4-5). 

Contextual ethics (Gn 12:2; Dt 4:6-7) 

 This prophetic-priestly role is, therefore, not merely to save only individuals.  It is to 

minister God’s grace and ethics to all of humanity, who still remain within their ethno-linguistic and 

socio-political bonds.  As we have seen, when Yahweh predicts that Abram’s seed will become an 

ethno-nation with land and a state-government like the other ethno-nations, there would be one 

major difference between Israel and the gôyîm.  God is going to create Israel to be a “holy nation” to 

serve him as a model “great nation” for the benefit of all the other nations.  Israel’s purpose is to 

demonstrate what freedom, justice, and wisdom look like in a culturally contextualized form (Gn 

12:1, 17:1; Ex 20:1-3; Dt 4:6-8).  When the Davidic kingdom-form of the theocracy comes, it too 

must not be like that of the surrounding gôyim.  Instead it must represent the values of Yahweh’s 

kingdom, built on the Abrahamic faith and wise Mosaic ethics (see Dt 17:14-20; 1 Sm 8:5-7,19-20 

12:19-20). 
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 Israel’s covenant law was and remains a paradigm or pattern of justice from which all 

peoples, states, and kingdoms are to learn universal wisdom.  In this law, the gôyim still see a con-

textualized form of true wisdom and justice in action.224  Certainly this involves both a centriputal 

vision, and a strong centrifugal element as well.  Dumbrell agrees: 

It is the Exodus redemption which makes the new life in the land, and thus the Edenic values 
recaptured, possible.  Israel in Canaan is a microcosm of mankind as blessed, an illustration of 
what is intended for the whole world. (Dumbrell 1984, 123) 

 So therefore, “Israel will be a gôy among the gôyîm” (Hamilton 1990, 371), a channel of 

blessing to the other peoples of the earth, a model of the kingship of Yahweh:  

Israel’s life was intended to model the kingdom of God in the midst of the nations through ob-
serving the social and moral obligations of the law of Moses as well as its religious injunctions 
(Lev. 18:1-5ff.; Deut. 28:1,10). (Hedlund 1991, 39)   

 This connection between the universal mission that Yahweh gives to Abraham and the 

contextualized mission he gives to Israel through Moses is further seen in the apparent three-fold 

allusion to Gn 12:2 (“great nation”: lAdG" yAg) in Dt 4:6 and 7 (lAdG" yAg).  This 

passage expounds the Abrahamic and earlier Mosaic (Ex 19:6) concept that Israel is to be a holy, 

priestly nation-kingdom.  It adds a wholistic aspect to this priestly concept, something that is only 

touched on briefly in the Abrahamic Cycle (see e.g., Gn 18:19) and in Exodus 19.225  As Israel lives 

out the justice of the Lord before the watching nations, they are to give praise to Yahweh’s power, 

wisdom and justice (see Ps 66:5,8; Mt 5:16).  The tôranic wisdom is to be the wisdom of God incar-

nated in the social, moral, familial, military, and religious life of an ethno-nation and later a multi-

ethnic kingdom.  Christopher J. H. Wright is certainly correct:  

The very election of Israel, in all its particularity, not only has a universal missionary goal, but 
also leads to a clear and distinctive ethical agenda in the world for God’s people as part of the 
condition of that goal being accomplished.  (Wright 1995, 113) 

 Though this could be interpreted exclusively centripetally, there is no denying a centrif-

ugal aspect.  The words “they will hear” (Dt 4:6) imply that someone will tell the ethno-peoples.  As 

we shall see, the one who tells is none other than Israel himself (without, of course, denying the nat-

ural process of diffusion of the word as well).  This passage sets the “social righteousness” of Israel 

in the same context as Exodus 19:4-6: “the public stage of the world of nations” (Wright 1995, 113).  

Thus the Israelite model is a “light to the nations” (Is 42:6) that would both “go forth” form Zion and 

invite the nations to “come up” to learn (see Is 51:4; Ps 96:8). 

                                                           

 224There is a growing consensus at this point.  Debate continues over how much of the Mosaic 
wisdom is applicable in today’s cultures and what the guidelines are for application (Kreitzer 1997, 1998; see 
Dt 4:5-8; Ps 119:137,160; Reformed Ecumenical Synod 1983; Wright 1984a, 1984b, 1992, 1995, 2000; Kaiser 
1983, 1987; Dumbrell 1984; Bahnsen 1985; Schluter and Ashcroft 1988; Hedlund 1994).  

 225“Genesis 18:19 . . . links together . . . God’s election of Abraham, the ethical demand to walk 
in the way of the Lord by doing righteousness and justice, and the ultimate ‘missionary’ goal—blessing the na-
tions as promised” (Wright 1995, 112-113).  
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Contextual Grace (Gn 12; Ex 19; Dt 26) 

 There is also a similar allusion to the Abramic Blessing later in Deuteronomy with refer-

ence to Jacob: “‘My father was a wandering Aramean, and he went down to Egypt and sojourned 

there, few in number; but there he became a great, mighty and populous nation [br'w" 

~Wc[' lAdG" yAgl.]’” (Dt 26:5).  The text states that God graciously created a great gôy 

(lAdG" yAg, cf. Gn 12:2) out of Abraham’s family.  The greatness of the nation, as the other 

reiterations of the blessing-covenant make clear, includes a large population.  The two modifying 

adjectives clearly imply this: br'w" ~Wc[ (BDB 1979e,f).   

 This may imply that the nation was not created at Sinai as some affirm, but at least in 

Egypt, and possibly before Egypt.  However, it was the rescue out of Egyptian slavery and the consti-

tution given at Sinai that solidified the unique status of Israel among the other nations.  It is through 

the whole exodus process, culminating in Sinai, that God proclaims in the sight of all the surrounding 

peoples/nations the glory of his universal grace and justice.  This grace is exemplified in the case of 

Israel (e.g., also Nm 14:15-16) in the process that brings deliverance for Israel but judgment upon 

Egypt.  Note how this theme is recapitulated in the crossing of the Jordan, thematically analogous to 

crossing the Red Sea and the victory over Jericho, thematically parallel to the victory over Pharoah 

(see e.g., Jos 3:10-13, then the inclusio 4:23-34; also 2:11, 7:9).  

 Everything is done with the surrounding ethno-nations and peoples as the watching 

backdrop, just as the redactor sets the context of the original Abramic blessing within the immediate 

context of the Table of Nations and the Tower story of the creation of those nations.  The close of 

this speech by Moses in Deuteronomy 26 confirms this insight.  It refers clearly to the passage in Ex-

odus 19:5-6, which in turn refers to the Abramic blessing.  

 You have today declared the LORD to be your God, and that you would 
walk in His ways and keep His statutes, His commandments and His ordinances, and listen to 
His voice [Ex 19:5a]. And the LORD has today declared you to be His people, a treasured pos-

session [hL'gUs. ~[;l.], as He promised you [Ex 19:5b], and that you should keep all 

His commandments; and that He shall set you high above all nations [~yIAGh;-lK' 
l[;]226 which He has made,227 for praise, fame, and honor [of Yahweh: Gn 12:1-3; 2 Chr 

16:35]; and that you shall be a consecrated people [vdoq'-~[;: Ex 19:6a] to the LORD 

your God, as He has spoken. (Dt 26:17-19) 

                                                           

 226The implication is that Israel as a gôy is chosen and separated from the other gôyîm to be in a 
position where all could watch her (i.e., “above”).   

 227Compare hf'[' rv,a] ~yIAGh;-lK' l[; !Ayl.[, ^T.til.W, with Gn 

10-11; Ps 86:9; and Acts 17:26.  This is another indication that Yahweh has created [hf'[' rv,a]], the 

ethno-nations.  
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 Note the term, !Ayl.[,, which is often used in royal settings (BDB 1979g).  Yahweh 

seems to be stating through Moses, that he, the Most High, set Israel in a high position as a royal 

people (see e.g., Eph 1:19b-23, 2:6).  The question remains.  For whose praise and glory is this high 

positioning?  It is clearly not for Israel.  Israel was a stubborn and unrighteous people (Dt 9:5-6).  The 

purpose, by implication, is to glorify the covenant keeping Yahweh (see Dt 9:5c; Ez 20:44) among the 

watching peoples and nations (see Eph 2:7, which includes the observing spirits: “all rule and au-

thority and power and dominion” [Eph 1:21a]).  This is exactly what David states in a psalm recorded 

in the Chronicles: “Save us, O God of our salvation, And gather us and deliver us from the nations, To 

give thanks to Your holy name, And glory in Your praise” (1 Chr 16:7 and Ps 106:47; see Ps 79:9-10). 

The Prophets and the Backdrop of the ESOL’s 

Jeremiah 13 and Deuteronomy 26 

 Jeremiah seems to interpret this concept of the watching ethno-nations in precisely the 

same manner.  In a clear allusion to Deuteronomy 26 and other Deuteronomic theological concepts, 

Jeremiah, as Yahweh’s mouthpiece, gives the purpose for Israel’s existence before a watching world 

of peoples: 

“For as the waistband clings to the waist of a man, so I made the whole household of Israel 
and the whole household of Judah cling to Me,” declares the LORD, “that they might be for 
Me a people, for renown, for praise, and for glory; but they did not listen.” (Jer 13:11) 

Deuteronomy uses the phrase tr,a'p.til.W ~vel.W hL'hit.li; whereas Jeremiah uses 

tr,a'p.til.W hL'hit.liw> ~vel.W.  These are the same terms in slightly different 

order.  Israel was created to be for the praise of Yahweh’s Name or reputation (~v) and for his 

glory among the surrounding nations/peoples.  Compare also Deuteronomy 10:12-22 where Moses 

commands Israel to cling (qbD) to Yahweh for he is their praise and their God.  Jeremiah also 

states that Israel is to cling (qbD) to Yahweh, for he is the one they are to praise.  

 This conclusion is further strengthened when one looks at the immediate context, the 

ground for this particular illustration concerning the waistband.  Yahweh has just finished an oracle 

concerning the necessity of the wicked neighboring nations (Jer 12:14-17) learning the godly ways of 

Yahweh’s people, if they are to remain in their land.  If they repent because they have learned to 

swear by Yahweh’s name alone, they will be restored to their land just as Yahweh is going to restore 

repentant Judah to his.   

 Immediately, Jeremiah launches into the next oracle concerning his people being a peo-

ple for his praise and glory and honor.  The implication is that Israel must share his glory and his 

ways among the neighboring nations, so that they too will experience Yahweh’s compassion (~xr).  

This term is often used for Yahweh’s tender affections and mercy upon Israel (Dt 30:3; Ps 102:13; Is 
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14:1).  Yahweh, however, reserves the right to exercise his compassion upon whomever he sover-

eignly desires (e.g., Ex 33:19; Pss 103:13; 116:5; Is 55:7).  This seems to be the implication here.  Ju-

dah should be clinging to Yahweh with the result that would share his praise and name among the 

surrounding and the listening nations so that they would experience his compassion as well.  But Ju-

dah and Israel will not (Jer 13:11). 

 The Prophets further confirm this backdrop of the watching nations in the theater of 

Yahweh’s glory (see also Ps 98:1-3).  Israel is on stage, presenting (centripetal) and proclaiming (cen-

trifugal) both God’s justice and his wisdom to them — for blessing and cursing.228  Therefore, the 

first and second exodus and certainly the messianic exodus themes are concerned for the redemp-

tion of the nations, to the glory of Yahweh.  When Yahweh re-gathers his rebellious people, the na-

tions who saw in them the glory of Yahweh’s just wrath will also see the glory of his grace in their 

redemption: “Then the nations will know that I am the LORD” (Ez 36:23; see also [possibly] Ez 38:23, 

39:27). 

A Missional, Centriputal Task to the Peoples 

 In summary, Israel did indeed have a centripetal task to intercede for the peoples and 

possibly also a centrifugal task to proclaim the word of Yahweh to them.  Scobie argues that Israel 

was to participate in this centrifugal action only in the eschaton, with no necessity for missional ac-

tion in the pre-messianic era.  However, there are strong hints of the necessity of centrifugal action 

in the pre-messianic times as well.  

 A priestly people has to represent the ethno-nations before the throne of grace and 

should intercede for them just as Abraham did for Sodom (Gn 18).  This seems to be the implication 

of what the Angel of Yahweh said concerning Abraham:  

Shall I hide from Abraham what I am about to do, since Abraham will surely become a great 
and mighty nation, and in him all the nations of the earth will be blessed?  For I have chosen 
him, in order that he may command his children and his household after him to keep the way 
of the LORD by doing righteousness and justice; in order that the LORD may bring upon Abra-
ham what He has spoken about him. (Gn 18:17-19) 

 Israel was to be a nation-kingdom belonging to Yahweh, from among all the other peo-

ples (~yMi[;h'-lK'mi), who also themselves belong to God.  Israel was set apart to walk in 

justice before the surrounding peoples and be a priestly channel of blessing to them, like Father 

Abraham was.  

                                                           

 228See e.g., Lv 26:45 [first exodus]; Nm 14:15; Dt 29:24 [judgment]; 1 Chr 14:8 [David’s monar-
chy]; Pss 98:2,3,9 [salvation/ righteousness], 115:2; Is 52:10 [power, salvation]; 61:11, 66:18-19; Jer 3:17, 6:18-
19; Ez 5:8, 20:14, 20:22 [judgment]; 20:9,41; 28:25 [exodus, second exodus, and messianic exodus in sight of 
nations]; Neh 5:9 [reproach of nations], 6:16. 
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Mosaic-Prophetic Social-Ethical Principles for ESOL 

Introduction 

 Up to this point, I have established Israel’s ethno-national priestly role for the benefit 

of all the peoples and Israel’s God-given purpose to be a model of justice for all the watching nations 

in the interpersonal, constitutional, and socio-political spheres.  I now turn to applying the univer-

sally valid principles of equity from these contextualized ethical standards to present cultures.  

As I have stated, the Law of Israel was designed to teach wisdom and justice not only to Is-

rael but to all peoples of earth (Dt 4:5-7; Is 2:3; 42:4; 51:4; Jer 12:16-17, 18:7-10; Mi 4:2).  “The 

standards of righteousness required of Israel are the same” norms “God expects of all [peoples]” 

(Kaiser 1989, 84-85; Wright 1984b; 1995).  The morality of the Decalogue is included in the universal 

principles found in every one of the case laws (~yjiP'v.Mih;: Ex 21:1): “Behind all of the 

specificity of that large corpus of laws [is] . . . the informing theology of the Decalogue” (Kaiser 

1989,84; see Bahnsen 1985; Poythress 1991; Wright 1992; 1995; Kreitzer 1998).  Therefore when 

Yahweh addresses Israel and the peoples through the Prophets and Writings, he is applying the 

same universally valid tôranic wisdom to their ethical context.  The mission of Israel was not a pietis-

tic-individualist mission, but it is wholistic in speaking to every area of sphere of social, political, and 

cultural life of the peoples.   

Israel Never A Blood-Pure Ethnie 

 First of all, OT Israel never was a pure ´am in the sense that all were physically de-

scended directly from Abraham.  Israel was an ethno-covenantally bound people: a family/people 

[blood] bound by a common confession [faith-covenant].  They were all related to one putative an-

cestor (Abraham), either directly by blood, or by adoption and assimilation into that family.  Roland 

de Vaux describes the process of assimilation.  As alien individual (and groups) become “attached ‘in 

name and in blood’ to the tribe; this means that he acknowledges the tribes’ ancestor as his own, 

that he will marry within the tribe and raise up his family inside it” (De Vaux 1965, 6).   

 Therefore, since such proselyte-gaining adoption procedures were relatively common, 

Israel’s blood bond was in effect ethno-covenantal.  New proselyte fathers initiated their sons into 

the covenant-family bond by the rite of circumcision, a sign and seal of the parent’s new covenant 

faith.  The child was to actualize that faith later in life just as, for example, Isaac and Jacob also did 

(see Gn 15:6; 17:10-11; Ro 4:11).  Anyone from any people-group could become a full Israelite by 

participating in Israel’s faith and its sign.  This would come by swearing allegiance to Yahweh as 

his/her God, and to Yahweh’s adopted ethno-nation as his/her people, just as Ruth did (Ru 1:16-17; 

1Co 10:1-2).   

 Therefore, the Abrahamic blood-family of faith always left room for enlargement by the 

addition of individuals and families from other peoples and ethno-nations.  Richard De Ridder sum-

marizes:  
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The bond that held Israel together as a people was more than racial [i.e., physical descent]: 
Israel was bound to Yahweh by a covenant bond.  For this reason it was always possible for 
individuals [and families] of other nations to be admitted as members of the particularistic 
covenant with Israel and join with Israel in the service required by her election. (De Ridder 
1975, 47) 

 Examples of this enlargement and assimilation process in the Pentateuch and historical 

books are many and varied. (1) Abraham’s servant and adopted heir, Eliezer from Damascus (Gn 

15:2; prob. 24:2); (2) the 318 men, born in Abraham’s house, who formed his Bedouin army that res-

cued Lot (Gn 14:14); (3) the circumcision of all of these and all other males born in Abraham’s 

household (Gn 17:23-27); (4) the mixed multitude who came out from Egypt with Israel (Ex 12:38; Dt 

29:11; Jos 8:33,35); (5) Caleb229 the Kenezite (or Kenizzite) adopted into Judah’s tribe (Gn 15:19; Nu 

13:6; Jos 14:6, 15:13); (6) Tamar, the ancestress of David (Ru 4:12; 1Ch 2:4-15; Mt 1:3-6); (7) Rahab 

and her family adopted into Israel (Jos 6:25; Mt 1:5); (8) Ruth, the Moabitess and ancestress of Da-

vid (Mt 1:5);230 (9) provision for slave wives captured by armies of Israel (Dt 21:10-14); (10) provi-

sion for foreign converts to become legal members of the Israelite assembly (Dt 23:1-8); (12) the in-

vitation and then reception of the Kenite ethnie [td,l,Am], Moses’ relatives, into Judah (Nu 

10:29-32; Jdg 1:16); (13) and the assimilation of believing foreigners in Joshua’s time (see e.g., Jos 

8:33; note Dt 31:11) and in David’s kingdom (2 Sm 11:3; 15:19-23; 1 Chr 2:26-47; note Uriah the Hit-

tite)231 (see e.g.,De Vaux 1965, 5-6; De Ridder 1975, 42-47; Kane 1976, 26-28; Scobie 1992). 

 Isaiah states the basis of hope for incorporation into Israel and Israel’s covenant bless-

ing.  God’s house, as our Lord also declares, is a “house of prayer for all peoples” (see Mk 11:17):  

“Also the foreigners [rk'NEh; ynEb.] who join themselves to the LORD, To minister 

to Him, and to love the name of the LORD, To be His servants, every one who keeps from pro-
faning the sabbath, And holds fast My covenant; Even those I will bring to My holy mountain, 
And make them joyful in My house of prayer.  Their burnt offerings and their sacrifices will be 
acceptable on My altar; For My house will be called a house of prayer for all the peoples 

                                                           

 229Caleb (yZInIQ.h; hN<puy>-!B, bleK') means “dog-clan” (BDB 1979) 

or is a term of contempt, possibly meaning heathen.  The Kennizite (yZInIQ.h) possibly meant that 

Caleb was originally either from the Edomite tribe of Kenaz or from a “S[outh] Canaanitish people” (BDB 
1979).  See concise discussion in Nations Mightier and More Numerous: The Biblical View of Palestine’s Pre-
Israelite Peoples (Hostetter 1995, 92-96).   

 230Scobie seems astounded that Ruth is a great-grandmother of David when Dt 23:3 forbids any-
one of Moabite descent from the legal assembly of Yahweh (Scobie 1992, 288).  This seems to be a matter of 
culturally bound short-sightedness.  Descent in Israel was patrilineal.  Only someone from Moabite male an-
cestry was disallowed.   

 231Married to a Hebrew woman, Uriah [hY"rIWa], which means, “my light is Yah,” surely 

served Yahweh as an adopted Israelite. 
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[~yMi[;h'-lk'l.].”  The Lord GOD, who gathers the dispersed of Israel, declares, “Yet 

others I will gather to them, to those already gathered.” (Is 56:6-8; see 2Ch 6:32-33) 

 Therefore it is clear that Christianized German romantic Volk ideologies, identity ideolo-

gies, and Afrikaner apartheid ideology have no basis for appeal to Israel for their concept of racial 

purity.  Race and ethno-covenantal bonds in Israel were not equivalent.  Israel was a people that in-

corporated thousands of alien individuals and families throughout the generations (see e.g., Is 14:1) 

and has continued to do so.  Witness the many colors, eye forms, and hair types among modern Is-

raelis and diaspora Jews.   

 

 

Biblical Protection for Ethnic Aliens 

 When an idol-worshipping ethnic alien moved to Israel, he or she received the status of 

rGE [ger], a permanent resident alien who worships Yahweh (see chapter 4).  This person and 

his or her family must conform to the statutes, customs, and tôranic wisdom of Yahweh in both mo-

rality and religious cultus.232  “There was no favoritism for either the alien or the native born: both 

enjoyed religious and social equality” (De Ridder 1975, 46).  A circumcised alien may even partici-

pate equally with Israel in the Passover (Ex 12:48; Nu 9:14).  In turn, they will be protected equally 

by the good, wise, and just laws of Yahweh (Dt 4:6-8; Nu 35:15; etc.).  This protection is in the law 

court (e.g., Lev 24:14 [no oppression]; Dt 24:17) and in the structural justice of the Torah’s welfare 

system. 

 The ger laws of the Mosaic legislation are similar to the equal protection doctrine of 

English common law.  Equal protection, however, does not remove the barrier or the distinction be-

tween the ethno-covenantal citizen and the ethnic alien.  While enjoining a single legal standard, the 

Fourth Commandment itself makes the distinction between citizen and alien: “The seventh day is a 

sabbath to the LORD your God; you shall not do any work—you, . . . or the alien [ger] resident in 

your towns” (Ex 20:10 NRS).   

                                                           

 232E.g., Ex 12:19 (Passover, Leavened Bread); Ex 20:8; Dt 6:12 (Sabbath rest); Lv 16:29 (Yom Kip-
pur); Lv 17:8,10, 12,13,15, 20:2, 22:18; Nm 15:14-16 (sacrifice ritual, respect for blood); Lv 24:16 (ban on blas-
phemy). 
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 The Mosaic legislation provides specific legal protections for the rGE [ger], who is a 

believing, permanent resident alien.233  He is different from the “utter alien234 whose disassociation 

from Israel’s faith and freedom of life was total” (De Ridder 1975, 44). 

Love Alien as Yourself 

 Covenantal ethics mandate that the citizens love the ger who is living in the land as 

themselves.  This means they must treat the immigrant alien as a native born and provide them with 

food and clothing if indigent (Ex 22:21; Lv 19:33, 23:9; Dt 10:18-19).  The alien (ger) is constantly 

listed alongside of the widow and fatherless/orphan as those in need of compassion and protection 

by the families and by the justice system.235  

 As Deuteronomy clearly states, this love and impartiality for the ethnic alien is based on 

the love and impartiality of Yahweh himself to the alien, who “shows no partiality” and “takes no 

bribe” and who “loves the alien, giving him food and clothing” (Dt 10:17-19; see Ps 146:5-10,9).  

“Cursed is he who distorts the justice due an alien, orphan, and widow” (Dt 27:19).  

When an alien lives with you in your land, do not ill-treat him.  The alien living with you must be treated as one 
of your native-born.  Love him as yourself, for you were aliens in Egypt.  I am the LORD your God. (Lv 19:33-34) 

                                                           

 233See e.g., Discipling the Nations (De Ridder 1975, 44-46); Old Testament law (Patrick 1985, 85-
86); “Legal Provisions for Gentile Converts in the Law of Moses” (Bowling 1989); The Alien in Israelite Law (Van 
Houten 1991); The Ger in the Priestly laws of the Pentateuch (Rendtorff 1996); The JPS Torah Commentary: 
Numbers (Milgrom 1990).   

 234E.g, yrIk.n", rk,n<, rk'nE-!B,, rwz. 

 235The welfare system was constitutional and not statist.  It was the written and covenanted re-
sponsibility of citizens.  The covenant or constitution of Israel governed the family, cultic-institutional, and civil 
governmental spheres of government.  The covenant did not equate government merely with the state, and 
hence enlarge its sphere way beyond its capability and allotted authority. 

 Israel’s welfare system was not run by a centralized bureaucracy, financed by tax money as in 
modern welfare states and social democracies.  Instead, it was run in a more decentralized system by the fam-
ilies (e.g., Lv 19:18-19; Dt 24:19-22 [gleaning rights]), using a non-state controlled social tax (tithes) and offer-
ings (e.g., Lv 14:29; Dt 6:11-13).  This was specifically relevant for the Hebrews, who had been enslaved and 
oppressed in Egypt as ethnic aliens there (see e.g., Gn 15:13-14; Dt 24:22).  The prophets and sages continually 
enforced this provision throughout the centuries before and after the exile (see e.g., Job 31:32; Pss 94:6, 
146:9; Jer 7:6, 23:3; Ez 22:7,29; Mal 3:5; Zec 7:10). 

 This has clear implications for modern welfare systems.  In our context of ethnicity, aid to legal 
and illegal immigrants along with a whole host of related programs for them (and citizens) such as social pen-
sions, aid to dependent children, housing, food stamps, and many various other entitlement and direct aid 
programs could much better be handled by constitutionally covenanted citizen families, not by the state.  The 
constitution could mandate a social tax (tithe), mandating that it not be handled by state functionaries, but 
made compulsory for citizenship, which includes both rights and responsibilities outside of the all-encompass-
ing state (see Rushdoony 1973, 1978d,e; Schlossberg 1983; Olasky 1992). 
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A Single Legal Standard for Citizen and Alien 

 Universally valid, pentateuchal justice mandates that there is to be a single legal stand-

ard (“one statute . . . one law and one ordinance”) equally applicable to the ger and to the ethno-

citizen.  This legal impartiality destroys the justification for most if not all Jim Crow and petty apart-

heid legislation.  Such laws are a form of structural, legal oppression against the alien and hence 

merit Yahweh’s severest censure (see e.g., Lv 24:22; Nm 15:14-16, 29-30; Dt 1:16-17; Jos 20:9; see 

Kreitzer 1992, 1993).236   

Alien Must Swear Loyalty 

 The ger must, in turn, come as an immigrant with Ruth’s attitude respecting the God, 

law, and peopleness of the citizen group (discussed in a following section).  Note how Ruth first had 

to leave her own people and gods (Ru 1:15).  She follows the proselyte-assimilation model of con-

version closely.   

Alien Allowed to Assimilate but Still Distinct 

 The ger was allowed to assimilate, yet at the same time, individuals from different peo-

ples were treated as members of distinct ethno-cultural groups, before they assimilated (see Dt 

23:3-7). “He is accepted and integrated in the rules of the daily life of the community.  Second, he is 

still different” (Rendtorff 1996, 81).237  He does not yet belong to the ethno-covenantally consti-

tuted people, Israel: “He is a person who lives more or less permanently among the Israelites but 

does not become one of them” (Rendtorff 1996, 85; see Van Houten 1991, 160).  

Birth in a Land Does Not Equal Citizenship 

 People can be born in a land and live in it for generations, without being admitted to 

the decision-making processes of the land.  Compare Israel’s four generations as aliens in Egypt and 

the heathen peoples as non-citizens within the Israelite boundaries (Gn 15:13-16; Ex 22:21, 23:9; Lv 

19:34; Dt 10:18-19; Ps 105:23; chapter 4). 

Other Implications of Ger Legislation 

 These laws protected the ger as strangers in a foreign land from unjust oppression and 

unkind exploitation by unscrupulous citizens.  Even so, according to biblical law, citizenship, voting 

                                                           

 236The standard for legal impartiality for all groups and classes (see also Lev 19:15; Dt 16:18-20; 
24:16-19) is continued in the New Testament because it is founded on the model of divine justice (Rom 2:6-12; 
1 Pt 1:17; see e.g., Mt 22:16; Jn 7:24; Acts 10:34; Rom 2:11-13; Col 3:25; 1 Tm 5:21; Jas 2:9; et al).  This princi-
ple applies to church and household morality as well. 

 237In the NT, Paul considers himself an ethnic Hebrew Christian (Rom 9:3-4, 11:1-3).  He in-
structs Titus to mark out the ethnic Cretan Christians for special rebuke (Ti 1:12ff); see also Acts 15. 
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rights, and legal political participation rights are ethno-covenantally, or to put it in secular, individu-

alistic terms, social-contractually determined.  They are not based upon one’s humanity (i.e., a hu-

man right), nor are they based upon birth within an arbitrarily defined geographic boundary.  If they 

were, any immigrant could claim the automatic right to vote.  For example, a human right to vote 

would mandate that the Gibeonite, Jebusite, and others born within the borders of Israel would 

have equal participation rights in the pre-monarchical republic and would have had power-sharing 

rights to anoint the king in the monarchial period. 

 Disobedience to the specific principles of biblical justice is the sin of petty apartheid, 

Jim Crow legislation, and other positive and reverse discriminatory measures, which legally mandat-

ing multiple norms of justice (e.g., some forms of affirmative action).   

 Clearly, however, this means that not all forms of affirmative action are unjust.  For ex-

ample, a company or school may desire to have ethnically or socially diverse employees or faculty 

members, or students.  If not legally mandated with multiple standards, this is just, because a school 

or company has the freedom to hire and diversify as they wish.  However, equal protection under a 

single legal standard must, for example, then give Hispanic-American, African American, or Anglo-

American dominated schools and companies freedom to choose or not to choose the ethno-diver-

sity option.   

 Furthermore, the refusal to extend voting rights to ethnic aliens, distinguishing be-

tween aliens and ethno-citizens, and the drawing of geographic partition on ethno-linguistic lines, as 

occurred in the former Czechoslovakia, are not forbidden by the equal protection doctrine, but are 

allowed within biblical ethno-justice.   

Principles of Assimilation of Ethnic Aliens 

Sheckem Incident (Gn 34) 

 One major account in the Jacob cycle of Genesis bears considerable light upon how 

Abraham’s grandson Jacob and his great-grandchildren understood assimilation.  This was the 

planned intertwining of the Sheckemites into the Israelite family, which was the covenanted, ethno-

solidarity of Abraham’s seed.   

Exposition: Proselyte Assimilation Model 

 The Sheckemites request permission to assimilate into the Israelite people by reciprocal 

giving of both group’s daughters in marriage (endogamy), by paying the common bride price and by 

living together (common territory).  Jacob’s sons know from the instructions Yahweh gave to father 

Abraham that the Sheckemites’ acceptance of the Israelite’s covenanted faith, symbolized by cir-

cumcision, would result in assimilation into one people (dx'a, ~[;l.) (Gn 34:16,22; Wenham 
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1994, 313; Von Rad 1972, 333; contra Hamilton 1995).238  That this passage illustrates the principle 

of proselyte-assimilation into one people seems indicated by five factors.   

 1.  This pericope is carefully integrated into the whole Jacob cycle and is not an extrane-

ous addition (see Wenham 1995, 308-309).  

 2. The parallels between chapter 26 and this chapter (Gn 34)) are by design (see Fokkel-

man 1975; Wenham 1994).  These first two factors indicate that the redactor is reaffirming again in 

this account Yahweh’s promise (Gn 26) to protect the one seed-family of Abraham’s faith, by grace, 

despite Isaac’s (Gn 26) and the brothers’ (Gn 34) sins against Yahweh’s assimilation standards.  Fur-

ther, Yahweh promises here to protect the worship of his Name in purity in one family of faith.   

 3.  Yahweh promises to return and reunite Jacob to the land and to Isaac, his father’s 

one household of faith in peace (see Gn 28:15).  This promise Yahweh fulfills here despite the seem-

ing indifference of Jacob to his daughter’s humiliation and possible marriage to an idolater (Gn 

34:5), and despite the evil of what the sons of Jacob subsequently do.  These sons misuse the kind 

justice of the proselyte-assimilation process and twist out of shape the promise that Abraham’s seed 

would bless, not curse, the surrounding peoples.  In spite of their sins, Yahweh still protects the one 

family of faith and the proselyte method of joining that family.  

 4.  The brothers clearly refer to the central sign of the covenant with Abraham, quoting 

Yahweh’s words almost verbatim: “all your males must be circumcised” (compare Gn 17:10: 

rk'z"-lK' ~k,l' lAMhi; and Gn 34:15: rk'z"-lK' ~k,l' lMohil.).239  All alien-

proselytes must receive this sign.  ( 

 5.  They express great zeal for protecting their sister’s sexual purity.  They exclaim to 

their father: “Like a whore should he treat our sister?” (Hamilton 1995, 372; Gn 34:31; italics in origi-

nal).240  Sexual purity and marriage to a circumcised person, even when the husband is from an alien 

ethnie, guarantees a seed that is set apart for God’s one family (see Mal 2:14-16; 1 Cor 7:14).   

 In this context of God’s desire for a pure and holy seed, the brothers’ stipulations for 

intermarriage using the proselyte-assimilation model can easily be understood.  On the one hand, 

Hamor emphasizes the socio-economic advantage of intermarriage (Gn 34:20-24).  On the other 

hand, Jacob’s sons stress in a twisted form the religio-ethnic and ceremonial purity aspects of the 

                                                           

 238Hamilton, following De Vaux, believes that the circumcision here and that of Gn 17 are not 
the same.  Here it is a primitive institutional sign of initiation into a bedouin tribe.  In Gn 17, it had religio-eth-
nic significance (Hamilton 1995, 363).  Von Rad seems more on track (Von Rad 1972, 332).   

 239Both use a niphal infinitive. 

 240This concern for religio-ethnic purity in Israel’s history is emphasized by two further factors: 
later prohibitions against intermarriage with the idolatrous and sexually impure Canaanites (Dt 7:3; Jos 23:12; 
Ezr 9:14); the clear parallels between this passage and the pericope concerning Phineas, the son of Levi, and 
his zeal to protect Israel’s sexual and religious purity (Nu 25:6-15) (Wenham 1994; Hamilton 1995). 
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proselyte-assimilation model.  In the context, the brothers further signal with several additional fac-

tors this emphasis upon sexual purity and religio-ethnic purity of the seed forming one family of 

God.  

 The words, “this ought not to be done,” indicate an ancient dogma binding Israel to “in-

violable divine norms (II Sam. 13.12)” (Von Rad 1972, 332).  In addition, the comment that it was a 

disgraceful thing [hl'b'n>] in Israel for their sister to be so humbled, especially by an uncircum-

cised male, indicated “a religious and cultic background” for those norms (Von Rad 1972, 332).  Dis-

grace, thus, implies here serious sexual sins and “crimes against the honour and calling of Israel as 

the people of God” (Keil and Delitzsch 1996, 200).241   

ESOL and religious covenantal bond  

 These factors together indicate that the brothers, at least in an external way, took seri-

ously Yahweh’s command to Abraham concerning proselytization.  God wanted one, covenant 

bound and spiritually pure ethno-family, which still allowed proselyte assimilation.  To accomplish 

this, God commands Abraham to teach his children to obey his just laws (Gn 18:19, 26:5), including 

the rite of circumcision for ethnic alien proselytes.  This meant that it would be a disgrace against 

the divine law for Dinah to marry an “uncircumcised male.”  

 I conclude further that the brother’s are being zealous for their sister’s purity and 

honor and, at least externally, for the integrity of their father’s one, pure, household of faith.  Ja-

cob’s family, the brother’s seem to believe, is to be the morally pure seed of Abraham, the heir of 

Yahweh’s covenant worship, and of his blessing.  This zeal is real even if it was greatly hypocritical 

(cf. Calvin 1996, 223, who sees it as pure hypocrisy).   

 The brothers realize that for there to become one people (dx'a, ~[;l.) who were 

assimilated together, there must be one consanguinous group of intermarried families.  Therefore, 

the sons of Hamor would have to receive the mark of the covenant with Yahweh.  By having this 

mark placed upon them, the Sheckemites would at least implicitly honor Yahweh’s covenantal Suze-

rainty.  Whether or not the men of the town understand all this is mute.  The people’s assembly of 

the town give full consent to the plan based upon the economic advantages of becoming one people 

(Wenham 1995).   

 The sons of Jacob and possibly the leadership of the city understand that for true as-

similation to happen, there must be intermarriage, at least an acquiescence to the worship ritual 

and god of a key player, and economic intermingling.  The material and social culture and language 

of the two groups are not an issue because they are in all likelihood similar.  All of this at once re-

sults in two groups assimilating together as one ´am.   

                                                           

 241Other uses of this term “disgrace” (e.g., Jgs 19:23-24; 20:6,10; 29:6; Ex 22:2; Dt 22:21; 2 Sm 
13:12] also “reveal . . . the horror of a sacrilege which incriminated the whole cultic community before God” 
(Von Rad 1972, 332) 
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 A key theme, then, is the refusal of the sons of Jacob to intermarry with Canaanites 

apart from their conversion to some, albeit syncretistic, form of Yahweh worship.  The brothers do 

not engage in overt evangelism, to use an anachronistic term.  They do use a tried and true form of 

proselytization that speaks more or less accurately about the religious and socio-cultural barriers 

needing to be overcome to bring about assimilation of two peoples into one.   

 This passage, then, is paradigmatic for the Israelites, and as such, together with Penta-

teuchal precedents, is useful to develop universally valid social-ethical norms for ethnicity (e.g., Dt 

7:3; Ex 34:16).242   

ESOL does not imply blood-purity 

 Blood purity is not the issue in these norms.  The formation of a single people, that is, 

an intermarried group of families covenanted to the God of Abraham, is a central matter addressed.  

Ethnicity, then, according to this account, definitely includes a religious covenantal bound.  The Isra-

elite ethnie, it seems, was an ethno-covenantal solidarity (ECSOL).  The concept of covenantal soli-

darity may include other ethnies (see chapter 12).243   

Ruth’s Immigrant Example 

 Ruth’s attitude upon immigrating to Israel substantiates this concept that Israel, at 

least, was an ethno-covenantal solidarity.  She is another example of the proselyte assimilation 

model.   

But Ruth said, “Do not urge me to leave you or turn back from following you; for where you 
go, I will go, and where you lodge, I will lodge. Your people shall be my people, and your God, 
my God.  Where you die, I will die, and there I will be buried.  Thus may the LORD do to me, 
and worse, if anything but death parts you and me.” (Ru 1:16-17) 

 Ruth realizes that for her to become a member of the gôy that was Israel, she would 

have to leave her own gods and people (Ru 1:15) and respect, first, the God (yh'l{a/ 

%yIh;l{awE: “your God, my God”), second, the ethno-solidarity (yMi[; %Me[;: 

“your people, my people” — a phrase that would have included language if Ruth had been from 

Egypt or a land with an unintelligible language), and third, the land of the covenantally defined citi-

zen group (“Where you die, I will die, and there I will be buried”).   

                                                           

 242“You shall make no covenant with them and show no favor to them.  Furthermore, you shall 
not intermarry with them; you shall not give your daughters to their sons, nor shall you take their daughters 
for your sons. For they will turn your sons away from following Me to serve other gods” (Dt 7:3). 

 243If so, then in the European and North American contexts, an implicit oath to the secular gods 
of the humanist religion controlling the state is the form of this covenant.  In Islamic states, it still means an 
explicit oath to Allah.  No people, no culture, no state, no civilization is religiously neutral (see Kuyper 1943; 
Van Til 1972; Rushdoony 1973; Dooyeweerd 1979; Van der Waal 1985; Huntington 1996; Bahnsen 1998). 
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 Basil Rebera insightfully writes:  

This utterance by Ruth is not a piece of emotional rhetoric.  It is not a simple declaration.  It is 
an oath of allegiance.  Each of the verbs has the force of swearing an oath.  We can identify 
this declaration as an oath because of the formula with which it concludes. (Rebera 1992, 
236)   

Ruth swears a self-maledictory oath common to covenant-treaty obligations of the ancient Near 

East (Kline 1963, 1972).  Ruth is calling upon the covenant name of the God of Israel, in effect swear-

ing covenant allegiance to him, his ´am and his land.   

 Ruth’s oath shows that Naomi, or at least the family, shared the knowledge of Yahweh 

with Ruth.  Second, it shows that Israel did have an ethno-covenantal basis for its citizenship and 

commonwealth.  With the oath, Ruth enters into covenant with the God, people, and land of Israel, 

analogous, except for the religious aspect, to our required oath of allegiance to America for new citi-

zens.  Third, this covenantal oath distinguishes the ger from other types of foreigners resident in Is-

rael.  Again, it is clear that ethnic membership, at least in Israel, involves an explicit or implicit reli-

gious covenantal bond. 

Implications for immigration policy 

 Ruth’s example has implications for a national immigration policy.  A cultural-linguistic 

based people such as the United States, Australia, or Sweden must realize that historically the “peo-

pleness” of the nation was religious covenantal as well.  At present, for example, the American social 

contract, after a long and subtle shift, involves allegiance to a totally anti-Christian religion.  This 

change is being worked out continually into all spheres of life.  Immigration policy has been affected, 

and multitudes of immigrants from peoples without the same religious or religious-ideological back-

ground as the citizens are streaming into the United States.  This provides a wonderful opportunity 

for developing bridges to many non-Christianized cultures as these immigrants come to Christ.  On 

the other hand, if the new immigrants are not evangelized, North America could eventually be bal-

kanized.  

Mosaic-Prophetic Insight into Ethnic Boundaries 

Language 

 Language is clearly both a core element and a boundary marker between distinct peo-

ples.  This is recognized in many passages beginning, as we have seen, in the Table of Peoples and 

the Tower pericopes.  This is borne out by a careful use of the concept of language used in contexts 

of discipline for Yahweh’s people.  Beginning with Deuteronomy, Yahweh threatens to send a far-

away ethno-nation (yAG) upon disobedient Israel, whose language they won’t understand, to 

chastise them (Dt 28:49; see Jer 5:15; Is 28:11; Ez 3:5-7).  Consequently, a foreign language was a 
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symbol of the unfamiliar, the distant, and the Other, who will oppress Israel as discipline upon Yah-

weh’s rebellious people.  That Other was clearly distinct and different in several ways, but especially 

because of language difference.   

 This same concept of language as a distinct boundary between peoples is especially 

noted in Pss 81:5 and 114:1b.  In the later passage, z[el{ ~[;me means “from a people who 

speak unintelligibly” (note Gn 42:23).  Here Egypt is said to have a non-understandable language to 

emphasize the foreign and oppressive character of the sojourn there (note again, Dt 28:49; Jer 5:15; 

Is 28:11).  The passage uses Egypt’s foreign language to emphasize the wonder of being freed from 

the house of slavery (Ex 20:2).  Judah now becomes the site of Yahweh’s palace-sanctuary.  Israel 

becomes the ethno-location and indeed the ethno-channel of his dominion over the whole earth (Ps 

114:2,7).  The wonder of being freed from a strange, that is alien, language unto the joy of being 

ruled in the mother tongue is not absent from the underlying cultural context.  

 Esther repeats this same accurate folk-observation connecting language and ethnic soli-

darity (Est 1:22) in an account concerning the fact that every people (~[;) should receive a letter in 

their own script and language (see Est 3:12).  The rulers of the Persian Empire certainly recognize 

the necessity of giving due recognition to the real ethno-linguistic boundaries of the empire.  Daniel 

also reports the imperial decrees of Nebuchadnezzar, who possesses the same common-sense pre-

supposition of the parallel between peopleness, ethno-national identity, and language (Dn 3:4,7; 

5:19). 

 Clearly, then, the linguistic element in ethnicity cannot be blithely ignored, as anti-pri-

mordialist social science has a tendency to do.  Neither can it be idealized as the classic primordial-

ist, Herderian perspective does.  Clearly a people’s language alters over time.  It can further change 

radically as a conqueror’s language radically impacts both vocabulary and structure of a conquered 

people’s language (e.g., the koine’s effect on the language of Palestine; Anglo-Saxon metamorphos-

ing into modern English via the French introduced by William the Conqueror) or the conqueror’s lan-

guage is wholly adopted (e.g., Aramaic for Hebrew, English for Gaelic).   

Land: Ethno-National Territorial Borders  

 A common territory or land is a second core element and boundary marker between 

peoples, as the Table of Nations makes clear (see also e.g., Dt 19:1; see 2 Kgs 19:17).  The peoples of 

the earth are to multiply, fill the land of their sojourn with their seed, and exercise dominion over it, 

under Yahweh’s Suzerainty.  This is the task that Abraham’s ethno-nation is also given to do.  If a 

people do not fill their land with children, possessing and cultivating the land, and exercising just do-

minion over it (e.g., Prv 29:4), Yahweh will drive them out (see Pss 12:3,12; 37:3,9,11,22,29,34; Pr 

2:21-22, 10:30, 12:11, 28:19 [universalizing Pentateuchal norms]).  The empty land is to be filled 

with a godly seed.  This is a creational norm given to Adam and restated to Noah. 

 The necessity of filling a land with a godly seed has great implications for such settler 

lands as the United States, Canada, and South Africa.  Yahweh did not give the Boers, for example, a 

theocratic revelation to kill the people of the land as too often occurred in Australia and North 

America, nor to enserf (or enslave) the peoples of the land.  Empty land was to be filled and worked 
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by the seed of the new citizen-inhabitants, something not done by the Boers who depended on serf 

labor.  The neighboring peoples in their lands were to be evangelized, as was done, but not subju-

gated except if criminally attacked. 

Land belongs to a people 

 It is clear in biblical ethics that the land belongs individually and collectively to the 

ethno-native citizens (xr'z>a,).244  In Israel, which was and is the ethno-world’s model for jus-

tice, the land of the nation does not belong to individuals from foreign ethnies.245  This principle of a 

land-citizen connection is made especially clear in the prologue to the covenant-treaty of the Great 

King, delivered by Yahweh to Israel through Moses in Deuteronomy (Kline 1963).  Moses forbids Is-

rael to conquer the land of the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites, which God gives to them as he 

gave the land of Canaan to Israel (Dt 2:2-23).  Significantly, he states that Yahweh drove out the pre-

vious inhabitants to give them the land.  It became “their territory” (Dt 2:4),246 “their land 

[#r,a,]” (Dt 2:5), and “their possession” (Dt 2:5 KJV; 2:9 KJV; 2:12 KJV).247  Each of these peoples 

received a land of possession as did Israel.   

 Immediately following this account, the text states that the Caphtorites coming out 

from Caphtor destroyed the Avvites and and “settled in their place” (Dt 2:23).  A much later prophet 

has similar sentiments:  

“Are you not as the sons of Ethiopia [~yYIviku ynEb.ki: like sons of Kushites] to 

Me, O sons of Israel?” declares the LORD. “Have I not brought up Israel from the land of 
Egypt, And the Philistines from Caphtor [Crete] and the Arameans from Kir?” (Am 9:7).   

Boundaries of the gôyîm (Dt 32:8) 

 Yahweh is the sovereign determiner of the geographic boundaries of the peoples, as 

the much-disputed text in Deuteronomy 32 teaches.  To understand this passage, we should notice 

several factors.  First is Moses’ appeal to the “the days of old” (Dt 32:7), that is to the Creation, Ba-

bel, and the Urgeschichte, in the use of the terms “sons of Adam,” “separated” (drP: see below, 

                                                           

 244“Original, native inhabitant of the land, a citizen” (Rendtorff 1996, 81). 

 245Except converted and assimilated gerîm in the future, by gracious provision of Yahweh the 
true Owner (see e.g. [in principle], Lv 25:23; Ez 47:22). 

 246lWbG>: ”Territory (enclosed within boundary), a. of land or people Gn 47:21; Ex 7:27 . 

. . Dt 2:4” (BDB 1979c).  

 247hV'ruy>: “Possession, inheritance” (BDB 1979d). 
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and same term in Gn 10:5,32), “inheritance” (synonymous with “lands” [Gn 10:5,32]), and “peo-

ples”: 

When the Most High divided their inheritance to the nations [~yIAG], When He sepa-

rated the sons of Adam [~d'a' ynEB.], He set the boundaries of the peoples 

[~yMi[;] according to the number of the children of Israel [laer'f.yI ynEB.]. (Dt 

32:8 NKJV) 

 Second, the third phrase is best translated: “He marked out the boundaries of the peo-

ples” not, as South African Douglas Bax claims: “‘He set the limits of the peoples’, referring to their 

sizes as groups of mankind, not their territories” (Bax 1983, 126).  The word hl'WbG> means 

“border, boundary . . . of peoples Is 10:13 Dt 32:8” (BDB 1979h).  The close parallels in Jos 18:20 

(borders of a tribe) and Jos 19:49 (borders of the land of Canaan), which share several key terms or 

cognates, bear this out.  Note also Is 10:13, in which Assyria boasts of removing the hl'WbG> 

of the peoples, arrogating to himself what only Yahweh has the right to do.  

 Third, observe that the Septuagint’s reading for the last phrase does not change the 

meaning of the verse as a whole (contra Bax 1983).248  Fourth, the first three lines are conceptually 

parallel in the poetic construction.  The words “nations [~yIAG]”, sons of Adam [~d'a' 

ynEB.], and peoples [~yMi[;] are parallel in meaning as are the terms “divide inheritance” 

[lxn in Hiphil = “to give as a possession”],” “separated [drP]’” “set the boundaries.”  These are 

also parallel in meaning and all apparently refer to a gift of land and territory.  This is further sup-

ported by noting that the term “separated” [drP] is an apparent parallel reference to the Table of 

Nations, in which Yahweh divided [drP] the lands to tongues, families and nations (see Gn 

10:5,32).   

 Last, notice that Paul’s speech on Mars Hill also apparently refers to Dt 32:8 (Acts 

17:26).  Paul states that God created mankind from one man (e v x  e ` n o .j ; conceptualy parallel 

to the “sons of Adam” [u i ` o u .j  A d a m: LXX]) and set their geographic boundaries.  This last 

phrase is conceptually and verbally similar in the LXX and the Paul’s koine version (e ; s t h s e n  

                                                           

 248In place of laer'f.yI ynEB the LXX reads a v g g e ,l wn  q e o u /, apparently 

from an ancient text, which read “sons of God” [laeI ynEB or ~yhil{a/ ynEB] (cf. Qumran 

MSS 4QDtq).  Daniel I. Block’s classic study, The Gods of the Nations (Block 2000), summarizes the evidence 
and concludes, with the consensus, that the LXX’s reading is probably the original. 

 The MT is best based on metrical and confessional grounds (see WCF 1:8): “As it stands, MT con-
sists of two perfectly balanced seven-syllable stichoi arranged in common chiastic parallelism” (Block 2000, 27, 
n. 21). 
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o [ r i a  e v q n w /n : LXX; o ` r i ,s a j . . . . t a .j  o ` r o q e s i ,a j  t h /j  k a t o i k i ,a j  

a u v t w /n  [i.e., a u v t w /n  = p a /n  e ; q n o j ]: NA26; see e.g., Bruce 1988).   

 Therefore, as noble as Bax’s attempt is to deny Apartheid theology a key proof text, he 

fails at this point.249  Yahweh, then, is the sovereign determiner of the physical boundaries of the 

peoples in this key passage in Deuteronomy. Daniel Block’s dissertation agrees:  

 Yahweh . . . not only separated the [sons of Adam] into their respective 
[peoples]; he also apportioned for each, as a politically identifiable entity, a territorial posses-
sion, specifically established the boundaries . . . thereof.  The sense is clear: whatever territo-
rial ties the nations enjoyed, these were to be attributed to Yahweh. . . .  

 So far the MT and LXX agree. (Block 2000,27-28) 

Land and people in other OT passages 

 There are many other passages in the Pentateuch and Prophets that tie land with a gôy 

as a common definitional presupposition.  For example, an important passage is the original Abramic 

blessing.  Yahweh promises Abram gôy status and land, connecting the two intimately together.  

Further, Moses reviews the history of the Exodus wanderings by restating that the nation of Israel 

lived in the land of the nation Egypt and passed through the lands of many nations on the way to Ca-

naan (Dt 20:16).  

 In the account of the invasion of Judah by Sennacherib, his general coldly describes 

how Assyria had conquered peoples and nations with their respective lands (2 Chr 32:13-17; 2 Kgs 

19:11-13,17).  In fact, in the parallel account in Isaiah, Hezekiah uses the words, “lands” and “coun-

tries” in metonymy for the peoples and ethno-nations of those lands (Is 37:18).  

 A last clear example of this concept is found in Jeremiah.  Yahweh states concerning his 

people’s Baal worshipping, neighboring nations that if these peoples will not repent of idolatry, Yah-

weh will “uproot that nation, uproot and destroy it” (Jer 12:17).  By this he means (cf. 12:14) that he 

will “uproot them from their land,” as he will uproot Judah from his if Judah does not repent.  Inter-

estingly enough, however, Yahweh promises the surrounding ethno-nations that if they do repent 

and learn the godly ways of his people to swear by Yahweh and not idols, they will be built up.  Yah-

weh in compassion will “bring them back, each to his inheritance and each to his land” (Jer 12:15).   

Conclusion 

 A geographical location or land then is definitely tied to ethno-national identity.250  This 

leads to two questions.  First, what should multi-ethnic states such as Nigeria, Ethiopia, South Africa, 

                                                           

 249For an attempt to give a balanced, biblical critique see, e.g., Kreitzer 1992, 1993, 1997.  

 250See e.g., Ex 9:24; Dt 4:38, 9:4-5, 12:19, 19:1; 1 Chr 14:17 [“land” is parallel to “nations”]; Pss 
105:44, 106:27; Is 18:2 [Sudanese people and land]; Is 26:15 [“increased (the Judahite) gôy” means “enlarged 
the borders of the land” (NASB); Jer 4:7, 25:12-13; Ez 5:5 [Israel is central nation with lands surrounding it], 
5:6, 36:19,24; et al. 
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and Kenya do with geographic boundaries between ethnies?  All of these states are remnants of im-

perial orders that removed the previous ethno-boundaries.  A later section will discuss Yahweh’s at-

titudes to such states.  They are very complicated Humpty-Dumpty situations at present.  Second, 

what about larger national states dominated by a majority ethnic group that surrounds other not 

easily absorbable ethnic group(s)?  Canada and Quebec, Spain and the Basques, Russia and the vari-

ous smaller ethnies within its borders, are examples.  I will deal with these situations later.   

Religion and Religious Custom 

 Scripture always sees the ethnies (gôyîm) as being religious.  No people and certainly 

no ethno-law are a-religious or neutral.  Therefore, Israel is constantly warned not to follow the idol 

gods of the nations (e.g., Dt 12:2-8,30; 29:18).  These idolatrous peoples follow abominable laws and 

customs, which flow from their religion.  Of course, this does not mean that there is not a great rem-

nant of common grace in the statutes, customs, and laws of the gôyîm.  However, Yahweh specifi-

cally points out certain idol driven customs that are abhorrent to him (see e.g., deviant sexual mo-

res, child sacrifice, idolatry [Lv 18, esp. 26-30]; occult practices [Dt 18:10-12]; wickedness [Dt 9:4]). 

 I will tentatively conclude again that this principle remains valid today.  All peoples are 

therefore covenantly loyal to a divinity.  That god may be a purely transcendant god (e.g., Islam).  Or 

it may be a purely immanent ideological divinization of a social collective.  Examples of this are Na-

tional Socialism (das Volk), Fascism (the state), International Socialism (worldwide proletariat), Secu-

lar Humanism (the people), or certain forms of cosmic humanism (see Rushdoony 1973).  

Implications and Application 

God, Not Man, Created the Peoples 

 To sum up what we have seen in this and previous chapters, God, who is both real unity 

and true diversity, created humankind to reflect his essence (see inter alia, Jordan 1988).  Because 

God has revealed something of his essence, he also has revealed something of the essence of the 

lingual-cultural solidarity called a “people” or ethnie (ESOL).  Here Jean-Marc Berthoud is correct in 

his rebuke of social constructivist views of the origins of peoples, ethno-nations, and states.  Ethno-

nations are not “imagined communities” (Anderson 1983), the pure construction of human imagina-

tion, something of which we can never know the essence.  The ethno-nations are thus “not arbitrary 

human institutions, set up by the fantasies of the changing will of men, but that they are part of 

God’s creational and redemptional order, like the family and the church” (Berthold 1993, 6). 

 Scripture, therefore, explicitly claims that God willed, formed, and created all the peo-

ples, giving them their land.  Each ethnie is responsible to seek and serve him in his justice and the 

shalom-harmony, which flows from his justice.  This justice and peace he alone defines in his 

tôranic-prophetic word, so the ethno-way of idolatry is forbidden for all peoples (see e.g., Gn 10-11; 
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Dt 26:18, 32:8; Ps 86:9; Acts 17:26; etc.): “All the ethno-nations [gôyîm] you have made251 will . . . 

worship . . . you, O Lord” (Ps 86:9; see Rv 15:4).252   

Ethno-Nations and Peoples Accountable to God 

 Second, because God gives land to the peoples (ESOLs) he created, they are accounta-

ble to him as the one true God.  From the beginning, Yahweh holds humanity ethno-nationally ac-

countable to his universal moral laws summarized in the Decalogue (WLC 98), but not exhausted by 

them (WCF 19:4; WLC 97).253  

Ethnogenesis and ethno-thanatos 

 Holding ethnic solidarities accountable implies two distinct but related processes.  First, 

God will continue to weaken and destroy (ethno-pathology and ethno-thanatos) those peoples that 

disobey his universal moral laws (e.g., Gn 19; Lv 17:24-30).  Second, he also providentially creates 

new ethno-nations and peoples (ethnogenesis) to fill the land-void left by ethno-pathology and 

ethno-thanatos, according to his will.  That is, God providentially brings new peoples, nations, 

states, and empires into existence.  For example, he created (hf[) the Zulu, the Matebele in Zimba-

bwe, the Afrikaner, the Anglo- and French-Canadian, and the Anglo-American ethnies (Ps 86:9)—

                                                           

 251t'yfi[' rv,a] ~yIAG-lK': Note ‘asah (hf[) (MT) and p o i e ,w (LXX).  The 

meaning is parallel to the p o i e ,w in Acts 17:26.  McComiskey writes concerning hf[: “When used in the 

sense of ‘make,’ the emphasis is on the fashioning of the object (Gen 8:6; 33:17; Ex 25:10-11, 13, 17, etc.).”  
He further states that the word is used in the creation accounts in “significant interchange” or Hebrew paral-

lelism with bara´ (ar'B') [e.g., Gn 1:26-27, 5:1-2] (Harris, Archer and Waltke 1980).   

 Waltke states something similar after comparing the two verbs in Gn 1:21 and 25; 1:26 and 27; 
2:4a (both); Gn 1:1 and Ex 19:11; comparing Gn 1:16 with Ps 148:3,5 and Is 40:26: “We conclude for this com-
parative study that the words are synonymous.  [Bernhard W.] Anderson [Anderson 1967] set forth similar 
comparisons in the use of the words in Isaiah 40-66 and found [them] . . . used synonymously” (Waltke 1974, 
50).   

 252Acts 17:26 echoes Dt 26:18 and Ps 86:9: “He made from one, every nation of mankind to live 
on all the face of the earth, having determined their appointed times, and the boundaries of their habitation, 
that they should seek God”(Ac 17:26-27). 

 253Cf. the Flood and Sodom judgments; see Lv 18:24-30; Dt 8:19-20, 12:31; Ps 2:8-12; Jer 12:12-
17, 18:5-11; Ez 14:12-23.  Note judgments against various peoples in the prophets for breaking universal moral 
principles, the “general equity” of the law (WCF 19:4; Kreitzer 1998).  E.g., lack of compassion upon the aged 
(Is 47:6), the poor and needy (Ez 16:49-50), and the young children; for rape and plunder (Is 13:17-18; 2 Kgs 
8:12); for moving boundaries of peoples (Is 10:13); for sexual immorality of all kinds (Lv 18:24-30); for idolatry 
(Is 45:20-22); for child sacrifice, sorcery, divination, witchcraft (Dt 17:9-14), and other sins in the judicial laws. 
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using, in the process, even the often unjust instrumentality of British imperialism in each case—just 

as he made (hf[) Israel (Pss 100:3, 149:2; Is 54:5 [%yIf;[o = Maker, Former, Creator]):254 

He makes the nations great, then destroys them; He enlarges the nations, then leads them 
away.  He deprives of intelligence the chiefs of the earth’s people. (Jb 12:23-24)255   

 However, it is God, not man, who is the first cause of the creation and destruction of 

peoples based on their trusting obedience or rebellious disobedience to the universal principles of 

his law (e.g., Lv 18:26-30 [Canaanite groups]).  Thus the biblical teaching concerning ethno-thanatos 

is no excuse for apartheid, ethnic cleansing, or genocide, whether in the church or socio-political 

spheres.  God, through the prophets, explicitly condemns aggressors who destroy peoples (see e.g., 

Hb 1:14-17, 2:6-11; Is 10:7, 13-14, 14:5-6).  He alone gives carefully accredited (Dt 13:1-5) prophetic 

mandate to destroy peoples and nations.  The age of such inerrant prophecy has ceased (WCF 1:1) 

with the close of the canon (Heb 1:1; Eph 2:20; Jude 1).  No Christian theocratic-prophetic or theo-

cratic-hieratic ethno-states should be established. 

Yahweh Protects the Boundaries of the Peoples 

 Third, God protects the boundaries of the peoples of earth.  As seen previously, he 

commanded the Israelites to respect the boundaries of two peoples through whom they moved (Dt 

2:5 [Edom]; 2:19 [Ammon]).  Furthermore, Yahweh condemns the king of heathen Assyria for arro-

gantly claiming, “[I] . . . removed the boundaries of the peoples and plundered their treasures; like a 

mighty one I subdued their kings” (Is 10:13; see Hb 2:8-10,17 of Babylon; Am 1:13 [of Ammon]; Ez 

35:10-11 [of Edom]).  Yahweh condemns the lust for power and riches that empire building builds 

upon:  

And my hand reached to the riches of the peoples like a nest, And as one gathers abandoned 
eggs, I gathered all the earth; And there was not one that flapped its wing or opened its beak 
or chirped. (Is 10:14) 

To this Yahweh answers: 

Is the axe to boast itself over the one who chops with it? Is the saw to exalt itself over the one 
who wields it? That would be like a club wielding those who lift it, Or like a rod lifting him who 
is not wood.  Therefore the Lord, the GOD of hosts, will send a wasting disease among his 
stout warriors; And under his glory a fire will be kindled like a burning flame. (Is 10:15-16) 

Further, speaking of Cyrus, Yahweh claims that although he uses ethno-national “axes,” “saws” and 

“rods,” he alone creates such ethno-national calamity and disaster (Is 45:1-12; Lam 3:37-38).   

                                                           

 254See e.g., Gn 18-19; Is 40:22-24, 41:2, 44:26; Jer 1:10, 12:14-17, 18:5-10, 31:28; Ez 32:18; Dn 
2:36-45, 4:34-35; Am 3:6. 

 255For how the doctrine of providence dovetails with and indeed is part of the doctrine of crea-
tion, see, e.g., Kuyper 1932; Wolters 1985). 
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Yahweh Moves the Peoples upon the Earth 

 Fourth, God says that he moves the peoples (e.g., Israelites, the Philistines, and the Ar-

ameans [Am 9:7]) on the face of the earth and chastises invading armies (Hb 1:5ff; Is 44:28-45:3; 

etc.).  However, Yahweh still pronounces a woe upon the imperialist state that unjustly moves the 

peoples (i.e., not in a just war) and their “boundary stones” (Hos 5:10; Dt 19:14, 27:17).  The reason 

is that God has set the boundaries of the peoples’ habitation (see Acts 17:26 and Is 10:13 LXX to see 

a verbal connection).   

ESOL and Accountability for Deeds and Land 

 The whole ethnic mosaic, then, is responsible to obey Yahweh, the Creator of all the 

peoples of earth.  Every people-group is collectively responsible to seek God (Pss 2; 96; Is 45; Eze 

14:12-20).  God commands peoples as a solidarity of families to worship and obey the King of 

heaven in their land (Ps 96:2-5).256   

Accountability for Land 

 Every ethnie, their times of habitation, and their geographical location is determined by 

the Creator, so that mankind “would seek him and perhaps . . . find him. . . .” (Ac 17:26-27; see Is 

45:1-7; etc.).  He ordained that they should spread out, fill their land with their own descendants, 

and exercise godly dominion over it (Gn 1:28, 9:1, 7; Ps 8:5-8).  This dominion implies (1) ruling over 

the land God gave them as his obedient servants; (2) making the land fruitful for the good of man 

and for the glory of God (Ps 85:9-10; 96); and (3) destroying the usurping demonic control over that 

area (Dn 10:10f, Rv 12:7-12, 1 Jn 3:8, etc.)257   

 The Creator gave to each people on the earth a portion of land as an inheritance over 

which to rule for his glory (Ac 17:26, 12:14-17; Ps 74:17).  Yahweh, therefore, judges those who re-

move the national borders of other peoples, except when that removal is by his command through 

an accredited prophet (Is 10:13; Hb 2:8, 10, 17; Dt 4:37-38, 2:5, 9, 19).   

ESOL Blessing for Faith-Obedience to God 

 If an ESOL is obedient to Yahweh, and exercises dominion through the practice of virtue 

(e.g., diligence, generosity, self-control, saving, thrift, justice, honesty, compassion, and faithful-

ness), it will be comprehensively and collectively blessed.  This blessing is irrespective of whether 

the land is “overpopulated,” resource-poor, isolated or dry.  This is explicitly taught in the Wisdom 

literature, especially Proverbs. 

                                                           

 256Christ repeated this command in the Great Commission (Mt 28:18-20; Lk 24:47ff): “disciple 
the peoples/ethnic groups”.  The flip-side of being “discipled” is to obey all that the King has commanded. 

 257Destroying demonic control: Dn 10:10f; Rv 12:7-12; 1 Jn 3:8ff; Ps 33:8-12; Dt 32:8; Acts 17:26; 
Jb 12:23; Ps 78:55. 
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 This comprehensive blessing consists of the following long-range blessings, among oth-

ers: (1) population and economic growth, (2) health, (3) international respect, (4) military strength, 

(5) increasing longevity, and (6) spiritual strength (see e.g., Lv 26; Dt 7, 28; Is 65:17-25; Ps 37).  

 If an ESOL as a whole will not obey God but turns instead to idolatry (including Human-

ism) and human wisdom (Prv 3:33, 14:34; Jer 1:10, 7:21-24, 9:25-26,11:1-8, 12:14ff), God will curse 

them comprehensively: (1) The people will become a net debtor, not a lender nation, because of 

economic decline and mismanagement; (2) there will be an epidemic of infertility and infant mortal-

ity (see Hos 9:11-13) with a decline in the native population (Lev 26:22); and (3) ethnic aliens will in-

crease and eventually rule over the intermarried citizens (Dt 28:43-44).  If this process continues un-

checked, God will ultimately destroy them as an ESOL entity (see Ps 37; Jer 12:17; Job 12:23; Dt 

4:37-39, 8:19-20; Pss 9:4-6, 66:7; Jer 18:5-11; 27:5-7; Am 9:7-8; Zep 2:4-14, 3:6).  

Ethno-Cultural Self-Determination under God 

Language Duty-Rights 

 This is what the LORD says: “As for all my wicked neighbors who seize the 
inheritance I gave to my people Israel, I will uproot them from their lands and I will uproot the 
house of Judah from among them. But after I uproot them, I will again have compassion and 
will bring each of them back to his own inheritance and his own country. And if they learn 
well the ways of my people and swear by my name, saying, “As surely as the LORD 

lives”even as they once taught my people to swear by Baalthen they will be established 
among my people. But if any nation does not listen, I will completely uproot and destroy it,” 
declares the LORD. (Jer 12:14-17; see Acts 17:26-27) 

Distinct ethnies and similar languages 

 As seen, Scripture explicitly claims that God created the languages and the various peo-

ples on the earth.  Peoples also vary in their religious adherence to a god, whether that god is a sec-

ular divinization of man, an immanent being, or totally transcendent.  ESOL is inseparably connected 

in the decree of God with faith and language.  The result is that two separate peoples can be similar 

in language but different in faith and resulting culture (e.g., Swiss-Germans, Austrians, and Ger-

mans).   

 Clearly the difference between the Hebrew and the Canaanite was not language.  The 

spies communicated without problem with the harlot Rahab (Jos 2).  The Gibeonites spoke to Joshua 

and his men without interpretation (Jos 9).  Therefore a key distinction between the Hebrew and the 

Canaanite peoples was the Canaanites’ implicit covenants with idolatrous gods and the differing cul-

tures that flowed out of those covenants.  Such covenantal religions always work their way out into 

culture, which Scripture describes as the “ways of a people” (Lv 20:22).  
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Language rights not inalienable 

 When God sends a prophet to his own ESOL, he states: 

You are not being sent to a people of obscure speech and difficult language, but to . . . [your 

own people]not to many peoples of obscure speech and difficult language, whose words 
you cannot understand.  Surely if I had sent you to them, they would have listened to you. (Ez 
5-6) 

 When a people will not listen to the divine Word in their own language, Yahweh sends 

judgment on them.  He sends first the alien of another tongue who slowly rises to be the “head” 

while the citizen becomes the “tail.”  This certainly implies the erosion of the citizen’s language as 

the lingua franca of a land (Dt 28:43).  Eventually God sends a foreign invader so that “with foreign 

lips and strange tongues, God will speak to this people” (Dt 28:49; Is 28:11, 12; 1 Cor 14:20-21).  Re-

bellion against God means the eventual loss of language and then extinction as an ethnic solidarity.   

Language in family, church, and state 

 God-fearing families of an ESOL have the responsibility to teach a biblical worldview to 

their children in their own God-given gift of language (see e.g., WCF 1:8).  This key Reformational 

principle has fired literacy around the world among Christians.   

 Second, the people of God in a language group, both ecclesially and individually, must 

preach and teach Scripture in the language of that people.  Hence vernacular translations of Scrip-

ture and godly books are essential.  Faith comes by understanding in an intelligible language (Mt 

28:19-20; Rom 10:17).   

 Third, a civil government is responsible to give impartial judgment to all, citizen and al-

ien, in the language of the citizen so that all will fear and not do that evil again (see Dt 13:11).  In a 

multi-ethnic nation-state, citizens from varying ethnies with unique languages need to be justly ac-

commodated in courts and other state institutions, including schools.  This implies that the deliber-

ate stripping of native American children of their language in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding 

schools was unkind, unjust, and evil.  The same goes for the Smuts government’s deliberate Anglici-

zation policy in the history of the Republic of South Africa.  It also vindicates one aspect, but not all 

aspects, of the vision of Grand Apartheid, that of mother language schools and media.  

Language and an oath of loyalty  

 Ideally, aliens who leave their homeland and immigrate to another Christian land 

should swear allegiance to God, land, and people, as Ruth did (Ru 1:15-16, 2:11).  This could be done 

with a public oath of loyalty to Yahweh-in-Christ, in the new land’s language and land.  This should 

have been the guide for South African, European, and North American immigration policies. 

Conclusion to Language Rights 

 A God-fearing, self-determining ESOL, therefore, has a just, God-given right to protect 

the uniqueness of their God-created language.  If it is just for a people to protect their language, an 
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ethno-church can teach that steps to protect an ethno-language are just, if the other demands of 

biblical justice are met at the same time.  Furthermore, language-based congregations, classes, and 

Synods, if existing within an overarching visible-structural unity with other ethnies, is certainly just.  

 A threat to a people’s linguistic property may come either from a subtle and induced, 

or from a violent and coerced, assimilation (ethnicide).  Now, whether the threat comes from violent 

foreign invaders or peaceful mass (im)migration matters little.  Of all peoples, Afrikaners especially 

have a long and often tragic history of just such a determined struggle for linguistic identity and lib-

erty under God.  There are many other examples in other regions as well. 

Application to Africa and South Africa 

 The Sovereign Lord of all nations strongly judges imperial powers who arrogantly re-

move God-created ethno-borders.  Implicitly, this was taught by the Tower of Babel pericope.  It is 

explicitly taught in the Prophets.  This social-ethical doctrine is especially relevant to the African con-

tinent, which is still reeling from the arrogance of European colonial powers, who arbitrarily drew 

borders as they wished.  The Afrikaners, themselves an African people, who came into existence as a 

people only in Africa, fought and lost the first African war of liberation, and paid heavily for it.  In a 

sinful attempt to correct the wrong of artificially constructed imperial borders, they themselves be-

came imperialists, dictating boundaries, controlling ethnic governments, and even trying to create 

new agglomerate peoples.   

 Clearly, as we have seen, klein or petty apartheid is unjust and evil.  However, the Afri-

kaner vision of partition of the Southern African state, that of Groot [Grand] Apartheid, was and is 

not necessarily evil.  As I argue elsewhere (Kreitzer 1992, 1993, 1997), each people has a covenantal 

right to a homeland with borders, a common language, and rulers from one’s own people.  How-

ever, this right should not be forced upon other ethnies by a centralized state built upon one people 

in conjunction with another (Afrikaners and Anglo-South Africans), a people that enserfed the ma-

jority ethnies.  That was the horrible sin of the Afrikaner domininated, National Party regime, for 

which God has brought judgment. 

 Moreover, a negotiated partition and/or formation of a federation (or confederation) 

taking into account ethnic solidarity, could have been a much more just solution in South Africa than 

the present, highly centralized social democratic state.  This present unitary state is again kept to-

gether artificially with the force of arms, once again controlled primarily by one people (the Xhosa 

related clans) in conjunction with one or two others.  The former ethno-race-based policy has now 

yielded under intense pressure to a mirror imaged ethno-race-based policy.  Both are evil when 

compared to the universally valid equity of the Old Testament ger laws.  Despite the rhetoric, the 

solution to Southern Africa’s ethnic diversity has certainly not yet been found.   
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CHAPTER 8 

ESOL AND THE COVENANTS IN WISDOM LITERATURE 

Davidic Covenant, Abraham, and ESOL 

Introduction 

 In two previous chapters, we saw that Genesis and other Old Testament books use the 

Abrahamic promise that God will bless all the families of the peoples of the earth as a key, underly-

ing motif.258  The Abrahamic covenant ultimately was a gracious continuing form of the Edenic cove-

nant before the Fall.  Therefore Abraham’s covenant promises provided his people, and ultimately 

us, with Yahweh’s vision for a just world consisting of a diverse ethno-humanity in real unity around 

the seed of Abraham and his Mosaic justice.  This seed is also the seed of David, ultimately Messiah 

Jesus.259  

 Note how Creation-Edenic [CE], Abrahamic [Ab], Mosaic [M] and possibly even Davidic 

[D] covenantal themes are interwoven in this crucial passage in Isaiah.   

 “Listen to me, you who pursue righteousness, Who seek the LORD: Look to 
the rock from which you were hewn, And to the quarry from which you were dug. Look to 
Abraham your father, And to Sarah who gave birth to you in pain; When he was one I called 
him [Ab], Then I blessed him and multiplied him [CE].” 

 Indeed, the LORD will comfort Zion; He will comfort all her waste places. 
And her wilderness He will make like Eden, And her desert like the garden of the LORD [CE]; 
Joy and gladness will be found in her, Thanksgiving and sound of a melody. 

 “Pay attention to Me, O My people; And give ear to Me, O My nation [Ab]; 
For a law will go forth from Me, And I will set My justice [M] for a light of the peoples [Ab].  
My righteousness is near, My salvation has gone forth, And My arms will judge the peoples 
[D?]; The coastlands will wait for Me, And for My arm they will wait expectantly [D?].” (Is 
51:1-5) 

 According to this passage, the idolatrous, spiritually barren gôyim wait for Abraham’s 

Seed. This includes the now post-Christian, the Judaic, and the many Islamic ethnies.  Jewish theolo-

                                                           

 258See e.g., Gn 12:3; 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 28:14; Pss 22; 47; 67; 72:12; 96; Is 19:24-25; Jer 3:17, 
4:2; 26:6 and 29:18 [inversely]; Zec 8:13; possibly also Dt 15:6, 28:12; Is 61:9; Mal 3:12; see below and Rom 
15:8-12. 

 259See e.g., Pss 2; 22:27-28; 47; 67; 72:8-11,17-19; 96; note e.g., Is 42:1-6, 49:6; Acts 3:25-26; 
Rom 4; Gal 3:6-16; see Chew 1982; Kim 1996; Ramirez 1997. 
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gian Nahum Sarna is correct concerning the Abramic Blessing: “The stage is thus set for the launch-

ing of the people of Israel upon its historic course as a ‘light to the nations,’ as the bearer of the 

message of monotheism to the world” (Sarna 1970, 69).260  

 This chapter will discuss how the Davidic covenant furthers and deepens the People of 

God’s understanding of ethnicity and their Abrahamic responsibility toward the surrounding ethnies 

of the world.  

David’s Meditation on Yahweh’s Promises 

And what one nation on the earth is like Your people Israel, whom God went to redeem for 
Himself as a people and to make a name for Himself, and to do a great thing for You and awe-
some things for Your land, before Your people whom You redeemed for Yourself from Egypt, 
from nations and their gods?  For You have established for Yourself Your people Israel as Your 
own people forever, and You, O LORD, have become their God. (2 Sm 7:23-24) 

 With a prayer of praise, of which the above citation is only a part, David extols Yahweh 

for his gracious promise to him and his seed of a perpetual kingdom.  In the whole prayer (2 Sm 

7:18-24), David refers to several aspects of the Abrahamic Covenant.  As Dumbrell states: “The pur-

pose of the covenant with David . . . was to engraft the developing monarchy into the existing Israel-

ite covenantal structure” (Dumbrell 1984, 127; see Robertson 1980; Kaiser 1974).   

2 Samuel 7 

 Now note that God promises David a renowned reputation, as he promised Abraham 

(cf. Gn 12:2 [^m,v. hl'D>g:a]w:] with 2 Sm 7:9 [#r,a'B' rv,a] ~ylidoG>h; 

~veK. lAdG" ~ve]): “I will make for you a great name, like the name of the great ones of 

the earth” (2 Sm 7:9 NRS).  In response to this Abrahamic-like promise, David refers to the Abramic 

blessing and the subsequent covenant.  First, he uses the very rare term261 Adonai Yahweh 

[hwhy yn"doa]] five times in this prayer.  This was the exact name for Yahweh that Abra-

ham used in Genesis 15:2,8 when Yahweh reckoned Abraham righteous and promised him a seed 

from his own body, a seed for all the clans, as the previous blessing-promise of Gn 12:1-3 stated.  

Since the use of this term in these two contexts “is too striking to be accidental and without special 

reason, the two covenants [are] thereby drawn into the closest of relationships” (Kaiser 2000, 26; 

Kaiser 1974).   

                                                           

 260Sarna rejects Jesus as Abraham’s Seed, and his church called to fulfill Israel’s task (Mt 21:43; 1 
Pt 2:9-10). 

 261Besides Gn 15, it is only used in Dt 3:24, 9:26; Jos 7:7; Jdg 6:22,16,28; 1 Kgs 2:26, 8:53 and 
never again in Samuel. 
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 Second, in the Abramic blessing-promise, Yahweh stated he would form a people for 

himself and a nation set apart for his blessing.  This promise, as we have seen, is echoed in Exodus 

before the giving of the law (Ex 19:6), and it is to this echo that David also refers by calling Israel 

God’s “own people for ever.”  Third, the divine comment that he would “appoint a place 

[~Aqm' = #r,a,] for My people” (2 Sm 7:10) echoes the promise that Abram/ Abraham would 

inherit a land (#r,a) (Gn 12:1; 15:7).  Fourth, the terms of sonship that Yahweh applied to Israel in 

Exodus (Ex 4:22) are used with respect to David (2 Sm 7:14), and after David, to Jesus his greater son 

(Heb 1:5b) (Robertson 1980, 233; Dumbrell 1984, 151).  

 Lastly, as Kaiser points out, David praises Lord Yahweh about a promise concerning the 

“distant future” (NASB), but also about a universal “charter/teaching for humanity” [~d'a'h' 

tr;AT], which is “instruction that has relevance for all humanity” (Kaiser 2000, 27; see Kaiser 

1974; 1978, 152-155; 2000, 26-27; Dumbrell 1984, 151-152).262  This blessing to David gives him a 

divine oracle providing for the future destiny of all the peoples: “David rightly sees the future and 

destiny of the human race as involved” (Dumbrell 1984, 152).  Abram’s blessing is now particularized 

and continued in the line of David and applied to all Adam-kind, all humanity (see Kaiser 1974, 309; 

and 1978, 153 for parallels between Abraham and David).   

 David himself and later revelation identifies Nathan’s declaration a covenant (tyrIb.; 

see e.g., 2 Sm 23:5; Pss 89:3,34; 132:12; Jer 33:21), though it, like the creation covenant, is not 

called a covenant here. It is indeed part of the one covenant given to Adam, redemptively and gra-

ciously renewed263 after the Fall.  The covenant was focused first upon Eve’s seed, then upon Noah 

and Seth’s seed, next upon Abraham’s, and now upon David’s.  In that seed and, as the New Testa-

ment states, all those found in him from all the ethnies of earth, “the ancient plan of God would 

continue, but as usual, it would involve the future of all humanity” (Kaiser 2000, 27). 

 Clearly, David sees himself in continuity with the covenant-promises given to Abraham 

and the truths proclaimed through Moses.  David also prophetically points forward to the blessing 

for all the sons of Adam, that is all humanity (~d'a'h'; see Gn 5:2; Dumbrell 1984, 151) through 

Adam’s son who was to come.   

What David was given in his kingship and kingdom was nothing less than an updated and sup-
plemented Edenic and Abrahamic promise which at once embraced “all the nations of the 
earth”—i.e., “humanity”—if they would but believe in that Man of promise, the “Seed.”  
God’s intention was to bless the whole earth through David.” (Kaiser 1977, 100)   

                                                           

 262As Kaiser shows, using biblical and extra-biblical parallels in cognate languages, 2 Sm 7:19b, 

~d'a'h' tr;AT tazOw>, is a statement, not a question, which serves to summarize a complex 

of instructions from Yahweh for humankind (Kaiser 1974, 311).   

 263That is, the Seed agrees to take upon himself the wrath and obligation of the broken legal 
covenant, transforming the legal relationship into a covenant of grace.    
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Psalmic Context in the Parallel in Chronicles 

 This pan-ethnic blessing is further seen in the context the writer of Chronicles places 

the Davidic covenant.  Immediately before Nathan gives David Yahweh’s promise concerning his 

seed, the editor records the psalm David gave to Asaph and his brothers. This psalm seems to be a 

meditation on the meaning of the covenantal declaration that all the clans/ethno-nations of the 

earth will be blessed in faithful Abraham and his seed.   

1 Chronicles 16 

 This psalm, then, declares God’s glorious praise and seems to interpret the instrumen-

tal blessing to the clans and ethno-nations to include a hiphil imperative, centrifugal commission: 

“Make known” or “declare” (W[ydIAh from [dy: BDB 1979i) “His deeds among the peoples 

[~yMi[;b']” (1 Chr 16:8, see 9-36).  This song of David combines parts of what the Psalter places 

in Pss 105:1-15; 96:1b-13a, 105:16-22; and 106:1,47-48b.   

 

 Psalm 105.  This psalm is a meditation upon the meaning of Yahweh’s mighty works for 

his people in the context of the Abrahamic (Ps 105:6-15,42-44) and the Mosaic covenants (Ps 

105:45a), including the responsibility as an Exodus-redeemed people to be a Yahweh praising and 

Yahweh obedient people: “Oh give thanks to the LORD. . . .  He gave them the lands of the nations. . 

., so that they might keep His statutes and . . . laws” (Ps 105:1,44-45).   

 

 Psalm 106.  Psalm 106, in turn, is a meditation upon the sin and lack of faith of Israel 

(Ps 106:13,24) after the Exodus and after the entrance into the land.  Yet Yahweh is faithful and loyal 

to his patriarchal covenant, filled with compassion.  The psalm ends with a section cited by the 

writer of Chronicles.  It is a plea for Yahweh to save again his people for the purpose264 that they 

would give thanks to Yahweh and glory in his praise.  Certainly this gives a definite goal and purpose 

to the existence of God’s people.  But that purpose is not to praise God in a vacuum.  Israel’s praise 

to Yahweh is always in an amphitheater filled with a watching world, which is all the surrounding 

idolatrous gôyîm.  

 It seems this is a reason, then, that David,265 as recorded by the Chronicler, added 

Psalm 96:1a-13b sandwiched between the select verses from Pss 105 and 106. Psalm 96, as we shall 

                                                           

 264The hiphil infinitive construct, tAdhol., serves as a purpose clause: “with l. the inf. 

construct occurs . . . often with the meaning of purpose, goal, or result” (Lambdin 1971, 129.  

 265Even Delitzsch believes this is a “post-exilic” addition put in the mouth of David.  This is be-
cause of two factors.  (1) The LXX superscript to Psalm 96: “o [ t e  o `  o i = k o j  wv | k o d o me i /t o  
me t a . t h .n  a i v c ma l ws i ,a n ” [when the house was built after the captivity] implies, in his view, a 
date after the Babylonian captivity.  (2) He holds this further because of the “coarse seams between vv. 22 and 
23,33 and 34” which imply that the Chronicler merely “strings together familiar reminiscences of the Psalms as 
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presently see, is a virtual Great Commission to pre-messianic Israel to move out centrifugally to the 

ethno-nations and peoples.  In that outward move, Yahweh commands his people to evangelize and 

declare (LXX: e u v a g g e l i ,z e s q e , a v n a g g e i ,l a t e ) Yahweh’s salvation, glory and 

wonderful deeds.   

 

 Preliminary conclusion.  The Abrahamic covenant, according to Davidic insight, seems 

to have included a centrifugal force in its priestly mediator role for Abraham’s Seed/seed.   

Parallels in Second Isaiah 

 Furthermore, Second Isaiah seems to pick up upon this centrifugal role as expressed in 

the Davidic Psalm 105.  Isaiah here names the ideal Israel Yahweh’s chosen Servant par excellence 

(cf. Ps 105:6,42 and 1 Chr 16:13 with e.g., Is 41:8-9; see Gn 26:24).  All of this, in the context, adds 

further currency to David’s words and deepens the meaning of them, “a promise concerning the dis-

tant future” and a “charter for humankind” when he received the covenant promises from Nathan.  

David’s covenant has definite pan-ethnic implications.   

                                                           

a sort of mosaic, in order approximately to express the festive mood and festive strains of that day” (Delitzsch 
1996, 622-623).   

 However, the LXX immediately adds that this was wv | d h . t w /|  Da u i d  [a song of David], 
claiming real Davidic authorship.  Besides a low view of inspiration in Delitzsch’s view, the term “exile” may 
reflect the exile of the ark from the tabernacle and David’s bringing it back from its exile (1 Chr 15).  Further-
more, David could have himself compended the three psalms, because the theme of the compound psalm fits 
the theology of the temple as the house of prayer for all peoples that Solomon reflects in his temple dedica-
tion prayer.  Isaiah could then later have meditated upon this theme to pen the actual words 

“~yMi[;h'-lk'l. areQ'yI hL'piT.-tyBe ytiybe yKi” [for my house will be 

called a house of prayer for all the peoples] (Is 56:7).  Even if the Chronicler did compend original psalms this 
does not prove post-exilic authorship because David still could have been the author and presenter of the 
three original psalms at the dedication of the restored altar.   

 Lastly, because of the many Isaianic reflections in Psalm 96 (VanGemeren 1991), and because 
the author of all of the book bearing his name was the pre-exilic Isaiah (even as our Lord and his apostles 
state), it is best to date this psalm and Psalms 96, 105 and 106, upon which it is based, as pre-exilic and Da-
vidic.   

 Therefore, Delitzsch’s following comment concerning Psalm 96, which may be true in the main, 
may reflect more evolution-based, revelation-historical developmentism than is necessary.  David could easily 
have developed the theology of this compendium of psalms by meditating on the Abrahamic and Mosaic cove-
nants.   

 “All these post-exilic songs come much nearer to the spirit of the new Testament than the pre-
exilic; for the New Testament, which is the intrinsic character of the Old Testament freed from its barriers and 
limitations, is in process of coming into being (im Werden begriffen) throughout the Old Testament, and the 
Exile was one of the most important crises in this progressive process” (Delitzsch 1996, 623).   
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Meditations on the Promise in Certain Psalms 

 The king in Israel was the “anointed of Yahweh,” as David himself and the Deuterono-

mic apologist for the David reign make clear in the books of Samuel (e.g., 1 Sm 10:1, 12:3,5; 15:17, 

26:6, 24:10, 26:16; 2 Sm 19:21; et al; see Pss 20:6, 89:51, 132:10,17).  Several psalms meditate on 

the meaning of this anointing and upon the Davidic covenant (Pss 2:7-12; 89:12-37; 110; 132:11-18).   

Psalms 2 and 110 

 These two psalms are the most quoted or echoed psalms in the New Testament.  The 

second Psalm meditates upon 2 Samuel 7, which, in turn, is “the first and oldest proclamation of this 

[Davidic] decree” (Delitzsch 1996, 56).  Psalm 2:7 reiterates the Davidic promise in Second Samuel: “I 

will surely tell of the decree of Yahweh.”  Further, the Davidic covenant maintains that these Da-

vidic, anointed kings would have a “special relation to God” as Father and son (Robertson 1980, 

233).  The New Testament uniformly interprets Psalm 2 as fulfilled in Jesus as King, son of David and 

Son of God (e.g., Rom 1:3,4; Heb 1:5; Acts 4:25-27).  

 Therefore, it is quite significant that this psalm lists as the inheritance of the Davidic 

Son-King, all the ethno-nations to the ends of the earth.  Calvin seems to be correct: “Here, as in 

many other places, the calling of the Gentiles266 is foretold, to prevent all from imagining that the 

Redeemer who was to be sent of God was king of one nation only” (Calvin 1996a, 2:19).  Logically, 

Calvin’s conclusion flows from several premises.  First, as we have seen, the Davidic covenant is a 

particularization of the Abrahamic covenant.  Second, the blessing of the clans and ethno-nations in 

the Abrahamic covenant would come as they praise and believe in Abraham’s God, Yahweh, as did 

Abraham (e.g., Gn 15; Rom 4).  Third, Yahweh’s desire is not to destroy the world of ethno-nations 

but to love, redeem, and hence save them with his blessing (see e.g., 1 Tm 2:3-7; Ti 2:11, 3:1; Jn 

3:16-17; 1 Jn 2:1-2).267  Since Yahweh is Lord of the whole earth, he gives the nations of earth to the 

                                                           

 266The question remains are these to be individual Gentiles or the ethno-nations themselves, 
excluding the reprobate? 

 267See, e.g., 1 Tm 2:1-7.  Note in this passage the following parallels: (1) “All men” [p a ,n t a j  
a v n q r w ,p o u j  q e ,l e i ] most likely means “all mankind” or at least “all kinds and sorts of men” as the 
preface indicates, “prayers . . . on behalf of all men” [u ` p e .r  p a ,n t wn  a v n q r w ,p wn ] is particular-
ized by “kings,” etc.  (2) The ransom for “all” [u ` p e .r  p a ,n t wn ] is parallel to the “for all men” (1 Tm 2:1) 
and “all men” (1 Tm 2:4).  The man, Jesus, gave himself as a ransom for “all mankind” or “all kinds and sorts of 
humans.”  That the ethnic element entered into the equation of the meaning of “all men/ mankind” is clear 
from the parallel (3): Paul seemed to believe that “all men” for whom the Mediator is the ransom, meant or at 
least included the “e ; q n h ,” here mistranslated “gentiles.”  To them he was called to go (see Acts 9:15, 
13:46-48).   

 Certainly Jesus did not give himself as a ransom for every individual from the e ; q n h .  As the 
Reformed divines clearly show (WCF 11:4), many individuals would be cursed.  However, he gave himself to 

fulfill the blessing of the Abrahamic covenant (Gal 3:8,14), that all the ~yIAg/e ; q n h  [MT/LXX of Gn 

18:18] would be blessed in him.  Jesus died for mankind, all peoples, tongues, lands, and nations (Gn 10) col-
lectively, but not every person individually.   

 This alone, by the way, seems to satisfy the age-old conundrum of the universalistic passages for 
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Son and “authorizes the Davidic king to extend his kingdom ‘to the ends of the earth’” (VanGemeren 

1991, 70). words such as “ends of the earth” are often used in wisdom and prophetic literature for 

all the “families of the nations” or similar phrases as is true in this psalm (see Ps 2:8-9).268   

 Furthermore, in this psalm, the Anointed Son’s inheritance of the peoples is through 

the use of the sword or “rod of iron” (Ps 2:9): “You shall break them with a rod of iron; You shall 

dash them to pieces like a potter’s vessel” (NKJ).  Though on first sight, this seems to be a jihad of 

force (see also Ps 110:5-6), interestingly enough, the Apocalypse uses this Second Psalm terminology 

to speak of the Word from the Christ’s mouth (see also 2Th 2:8).  Surely this implies the spoken or 

proclaimed Word of power that certainly has a double-edged effect: conversion to those peoples 

and leaders who find their refuge in him (Ps 2:12) but destruction for rebels.269  

 This prophecy of Messiah inheriting the ~yIAg is thus not necessarily to be taken as 

mere hyperbole, an unrealized ideal, nor necessarily to be postponed into the post-resurrection es-

chaton.  From the creation of the linguistic based peoples and nations at Babel, through Abraham, 

Moses, and David, one aspect of the hope of the Abrahamic people of God was kept alive by contin-

uing revelation.  As we have seen, this hope was that one from the Abrahamic-Davidic line would 

usher in a great movement of peoples in ethno-national and clan solidarity to be blessed by the wor-

ship of the one true God.   

                                                           

the ransom of Christ, and the particularistic passages.  Christ died for the whole world (1Jn 2:1-2) which was all 
the tongues, tribes, peoples, and nations but not for every individual.  Thus the elect people of God, for whom 
Christ died, is a multi-ethnic people.   

 268See e.g., Pss 22:27, 67:7, 98:3, Is 45:22, 52:10 [same phrase]; Pss 48:10; 59:13; 65:5,8, see 
2,3,4,5; 72:8, see 9-11; Is 40:28; Jer 16:19; Mi 5:4; Zec 9:10; note Dt 30:3-4, 33:17; 13:7, 28:7.  See also Am 
9:11-12 and its use in Acts 15:13-18, concerning which Kaiser’s article, “The Davidic Promise and the Inclusion 
of the Gentiles: A Test Passage for Theological Systems” (Kaiser 1977), is helpful.  

 269Calvin seems to see this in a similar manner:  

 “But the prediction is more fully verified in Christ, who, neither by sword nor spear, but by the 
breath of his mouth, smites the ungodly even to their utter destruction. . . .  

 “While the prophets . . . celebrate the . . . gentleness of our Lord, he is here described as . . . full 
of terror.  But this . . . dreadful sovereignty is set before us for no other purpose than to strike alarm into his 
enemies. . . .  He who shows himself a loving shepherd to his gentle sheep, must treat the wild beasts with a 
degree of severity, either to convert them from their cruelty, or effectually to restrain it. . . .  It may be asked, 
what is that iron sceptre which the Father hath put into the hand of Christ, wherewith to break in pieces his 
enemies?  I answer, The breath of his mouth supplies to him the place of all other weapons [see 2 Thes 2:8]. . . 
.  In what respect the doctrine of the gospel is an iron rod, may be gathered from Paul’s Epistle to the Corinthi-
ans (2Ep.x.4,) where he teaches that the ministers of Christ are furnished with spiritual weapons to cast down 
every high thing which exalteth itself against Christ. . . .  For it is meet we should be humbled in the dust, be-
fore Christ stretch forth his hand to save us” (Calvin 1966, 1:20-21; emphasis added). 

 See Rv 1:16, 19:15, in which sword and rod are parallel; see e.g., Hos 6:5 where the concept of 
word as a cutting instrument is used in a judgment context; see also Jer 1:9-10; cf. Rv 2:27, 12:5, both referring 
to Ps 2:9. 
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 This occurs, as we shall see more extensively, as the hr'At (instruction) of Yahweh 

goes out from Zion (see Gowan 1986).270  Second Isaiah and the New Testament interpret that heav-

enly city Zion to be the people of God, the bride of Messiah in all her multi-ethnic splendor.   

 In summary, then, the expectation of this passage of Scripture is reign over the ethno-

nations by the Anointed of Yahweh.  Because it is part of the Davidic covenant, which in turn is an 

extension of the Abrahamic covenant, this implies that the gôyîm in ethno-group solidarity will turn 

to Yahweh’s Son because he owns and rules over them.  This turning does not seem to be just an ex-

pectation of a conversion of a multitude of mere individual gentiles, as mere representatives of the 

gôyîm, but the clans and nations themselves with their leadership, excluding the reprobate, who will 

be crushed by the rod of iron.   

 The concept of ethnic solidarity is further borne out in Psalm 2 by an inclusio.  The 

psalmist admonishes the same rulers and kings who were rebelling (Ps 2:2-3), to worship, kiss, and 

find refuge in Yahweh and his Son or they will be destroyed by his certain wrath (Ps 2:10-12).  These 

rulers lead the same nations and peoples whom the Son inherits.  Theyleaders and peoplesare 

now the Son’s vassals and must surrender to him or perish.  This certainly is the meaning of the 

words “find refuge” (NASB) or put their “trust” (KJV) [hsx] in Him (see e.g., Dt 32:37; 2 Sm 22:31; 

Prv 30:5; Pss 17:7, 37:40).   

 Clearly Ps 110 takes up this same theme.  Yahweh speaks to ´Adônî [ynIdoal; : my 

Lord], who is the greater than David, as Jesus points out (Mt 22:44-45): “Rule in the midst of your 

enemies” and judge the kings and nations (Ps 110:1,2b,5-6).  King Jesus is now doing this.  He is 

reigning until all his enemies are put under his feet (Ps 110:1; 1 Cor 15:25; Heb 1:13, 10:12b-13; Col 

3:1).  Certainly rebel kings and nations will either bow the knee of faith or be crushed by the King, 

who is both lamb and lion (Ps 110:7; see Is 45:22-25; Rv 5:5,6). 

 Peter specifically refers to both of these psalms in his sermon on the day of Pentecost.  

Peter applies Ps 110:1 to Jesus as the Davidic Son “ascended into heaven” and “exalted to the right 

hand of God” (Acts 2:34,33).  God, therefore, has made him “both Lord,” referring to Psalm 110:1, 

“and Christ,” referring to Psalm 2:2.  Upon this basis, Peter calls the Jews and those from other eth-

nies “far off” to repent and receive the Holy Spirit.  “For the promise is for you and your children 

[the Jews], and for all who are far off, as many as the Lord our God shall call to Himself” (Acts 2:29).  

The term “far off” was sometimes used by metonomy in the LXX and koine New Testament for the 

gôyîm, the non-Israelite ethnies (see context of Eph 2:13,17, i.e, 2:11-19; Is 57:19; Zec 6:15; see 2 

Chr 6:36; 1 Kgs 8:45).  

 The New Testament thus directly applies these psalms to Jesus. In that light, the re-

sponsibility of peoples and their state/leaders to submit together to the hwhy x;yvim' cer-

tainly must affect the body of Messiah’s evangelistic and church planting efforts.  It seems clear that 

                                                           

 270See e.g., Is 2:2-4, 9:1-2, 6-7, 11:1-16; Mi 4:1-5; Zec 9:9-10 [echoing Ps 72:8 and Is 60:12]; and 
possibly Ez 37:24-28; see Rv 21:2-3, 24,26 TR/NKJ. 
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the Anointed King’s church should not use individualistic and extractionist methods for discipling the 

peoples (ma q h t e u ,s a t e  p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h ).  Should not this doctrine of responsible 

solidarity found in these psalms lead also to the calling of whole families, extended families, clans, 

peoples, ethno-nations, and kingdoms (multi-ethnic states)?  Should not families and peoples also 

acknowledge together the Suzerainty of King Jesus and worship him and his Father in ethno-solidar-

ity?  This seems to be an implication of the covenantal commission given by the Lord of heaven and 

earth, as we shall see (Mt 28:18-20).   

Psalms 89, 132 

 The tragedy of this meditation on the Davidic covenant is great.  The human seed of 

David was called the anointed of Yahweh, and the servant of Yahweh (Ps 89:38-39; cf. 132:10).  He 

was to be the son of Yahweh, calling Yahweh the Father (cf. 2 Sm 7:14; Ps 2:7), and was supposed to 

be the firstborn head, “the most exalted of the kings of the earth” (Ps 89:26-27).  Though the human 

seed was given this calling and position, that human seed always failed, being desperately weak (Ps 

89:38-45).  Yahweh is now full of wrath.  “All the mighty [or many] peoples” [~yMi[; ~yBir;-

lK'], instead of paying obeisance to the anointed of Yahweh, are mocking: “I bear in my heart the 

taunts of all the nations” (89:50b NIV).  Yet he promised to establish the line of David forever (Ps 

89:3-4).  This builds a sense of expectation for a coming Anointed One from David’s line, that is, Je-

sus, who will fulfill the condition of the covenant to be obedient and to whom all the people owe 

sole allegiance.  

2 Samuel 22 and the New Testament 

  The Davidic psalm of praise recorded in 2 Samuel 22 (see Pss 18, 31, 71) also takes up 

this theme of the Lordship of the Davidic line over all the earth.  David expounds this suzerainty in a 

context of praise for Yahweh’s delivering him from his enemies including Saul (2 Sm 22:1).  David 

acknowledges that Yahweh has granted him this suzerainty especially in verses 44-46 (see parallel, 

Ps 18:43).  David extols Yahweh for making him “head of the nations [~yIAG varo].”  In the 

biblical and historical context (see 2 Sm 8) this possibly referred to the Davidic Imperial hegemony 

over many peoples up to the Euphrates River.  However, David seems to be meditating upon more 

than this historical situation.  He probably alludes here to several passages in Deuteronomy as the 

basis for his grant of sovereignty (either Dt 15:6 [~yBir; ~yIAgB. T'l.v;m'W] or 

28:1,12-13 or both).   

 David was thus an archetype and partial fulfillment of the Deuteronomic blessing that 

Israel would be “high above all the nations of the earth“ [#r,a'h' yyEAG-lK' l[;] (Dt 

28:1) and be the “head” [varo], lending to (i.e., ruling over: Prv 22:7) many nations [~yBir; 
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~yIAG] and not borrowing, that is being the tail and ruled by them (Dt 28:12-13, cf. the oppo-

site curse 28:43-44).  David’s greater Son, the Messiah, and those in him, experience the complete 

fulfillment of this promise (Dan 7:27; 2Co 1:20). 

 Conceptually, Psalm 89:27 picks up and extends this theme: “I also shall make him My 

first-born [LXX: p r wt o ,t o k o j ], The highest of the kings of the earth” [MT: #r,a'-

ykel.m;l. !Ayl.[,; LXX: u ` y h l o .n  p a r a . t o i /j  b a s i l e u /s i n  t h /j  g h /j ].  

Paul and the Apocalypse echo these concepts.  King Jesus is the first-born of the first and new crea-

tions, the head of the Body of the resurrected [p r wt o ,t o k o j  p a ,s h j  k t i ,s e wj , h `  
k e f a l h . t o u / s w ,ma t o j (  t h /j  e v k k l h s i ,a j \  o [ j  e v s t i n  a v r c h ,(  

p r wt o ,t o k o j  e v k  t w /n  n e k r w /n : Col 1:15,18].  Further, John calls him the o `  
p r wt o ,t o k o j  t w /n  n e k r w /n  k a i . o `  a ; r c wn  t w /n  b a s i l e ,wn  t h /j  

g h /j Å , “first-born of the dead and the ruler of the kings of the earth” (Rv 1:5), a loose citation of 

the Septuagint.271  Truly unto “him shall be the obedience of the peoples” (Gn 49:10).  He is the 

child born, the Davidic son given, upon whom the Davidic throne and government will rest forever-

more (Is 9:6a,b,7b).   

 Further, in the immediate context of this Isaianic passage, the Davidic Son is the Light 

shining in the darkness in the Galilee of the gôyîm, symbolizing all the other gôyîm of the earth (Is 

9:1-2; cited in Mt 4:15-16.  He is shining upon his people, as covenant-personification and fulfillment 

for them, and as a light for the ethno-nations (see Is 42:6: ~yIAG rAal.).  

 [Yahweh] says, “It is too small a thing that You should be My Servant To raise up the tribes of 
Jacob, and to restore the preserved ones of Israel; I will also make You a light of the nations 
So that My salvation may reach to the end of the earth. (Is 49:1) 

Solomon and the Davidic Promise 

 Solomon saw something of this powerful vision of the inward attracting and outward 

radiating Light of the Lordship of Yahweh (and by extension of his Anointed Son-King).   

Temple Dedication Prayer 

 In the prayer for the dedication of the temple, recorded in Kings (1 Kgs 8) and Chroni-

cles (2 Chr 6), Solomon prays specifically for the “foreigner [yrIk.n"] who is not of Your people 

Israel” (1 Kgs 8:41).  When they come from a “far country” because they have heard of and been at-

tracted by and to Yahweh’s name and power, they will call unto Yahweh. Israelite eyewitnesses and 

                                                           

 271Jesus is called the faithful witness, that is the Ideal Israel as Witness of Yahweh’s great deeds 
(in contrast to Israel as the faithless witness in the Servant Songs of Second Isaiah: Is 42:18-19).  In addition, Rv 
1:6 is quoted from Ex 19:6.  We are, then, with John, fellow partakers in the “tribulation and kingdom [reign] 
and perseverance in Jesus” (Rv 1:9).   
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people from other ethnies who have heard and seen Yahweh’s glory will certainly proclaim and 

speak of the glory of Yahweh’s kingdom.  How could they not?  The story of Namaan is but one ex-

ample (2Ki 5:1-27).   

 They will hear of the glories of Yahweh’s palace-temple (hr'yBi: means both), the 

rule by Yahweh’s son in the Davidic line, and the righteousness and wisdom of Yahweh’s laws (see 

Dt 4:5-8).  They will be attracted to Yahweh and his holy worship because of these centriputal and 

centrifugal forces (and indeed they were under Solomon and other kings: see e.g., 1 Kgs 10:1; 2 Chr 

9:1).   

 When they come, Solomon asks the Lord to answer their prayers.  The purpose for this 

is transparent: “in order that all the peoples of the earth [#r,a'h' yMe[;-lK'] may know 

Your name, to fear You, as do Your people Israel, and that they may know that this house which I 

have built is called by Your name” (1 Kgs 8:43; see Is 56:6-7, 60:7-12).   

Psalm 72: Solomonic Psalm  

 Psalm 72 takes up this Davidic expectation further.  In this psalm attributed to Solo-

mon, the author prays for justice and righteousness to be able to rule Yahweh’s people (see parallel: 

2 Chr 1:10; 1 Kgs 3:9).  In addition, he prays that he would extend his rule over the whole earth: 

“from sea [Dead Sea] to sea [Mediterranean], and from the river [brook of Egypt(?)] to the ends of 

the earth” (Ps 72:8).  Normally the borders of the land promised to Abraham and David were “from 

the river of Egypt as far as the great river, the River Euphrates” (Gn 15:18; Dt 1:7, 11:24; Jos 1:4).   

 Here, however, Solomon as a seer correctly foresees the dominion of the Davidic King 

extending to the “ends of the earth” (Ps 72:8).  This phrase, as I have shown, refers most often by 

metonymy, not to geographic, but to ethnic extents of the earth.  This is borne out by the present 

context of this psalm (see Ps 72:8-11) as well as by Zechariah’s citation of it: “And He will speak 

peace to the nations; And His dominion will be from sea to sea, And from the River to the ends of 

the earth” (Zec 9:10).   

 The humble Davidic King of Zion (Zec 9:9) will reign over peoples to the ends of the 

earth (see citation in Mt 21:4-5; Jn 12:13-15).  Solomon agrees: “Let all kings bow down before him, 

all nations serve him” (Ps 72:11).  The Davidic King, who entered his city riding on the foal of a don-

key, will speak the gospel of peace for all peoples and nations.  They will turn to him and serve him 

(see e.g., Ps 22:27-28).   

 Is it any wonder that Isaac Watts, after meditating on this psalm wrote the poem for 

the hymn: “Jesus Shall Reign”?   

 Jesus shall reign where’er the sun does its successive journeys run; his 
kingdom spread from shore to shore, till moons shall wax and wane no more.   

 To him shall endless prayer be made, and endless praises crown his head; 
his name like sweet perfume shall rise with every morning sacrifice.  
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 People and realms of every tongue dwell on his love with sweetest song, 
and infant voices shall proclaim their early blessings on his name.   

 Blessings abound where’er he reigns; the prisoners leap to lose their 
chains, the weary find eternal rest, and all who suffer want are blessed.  (Watts 1719) 

Wisdom Literature, Abraham, and ESOL 

Introduction 

 As we saw in chapter five, the Abramic Blessing and the subsequent covenant Yahweh 

established with Abraham serves as a key organizing motif for the book of Genesis (Gn 12:3, 17:5, 

18:18, 22:18, 26:4, 28:14-15, 49:10; see Acts 3:24-26).  

 This theme of the turning of peoples in ethnic-solidarity to the Seed of Abraham and 

David is echoed throughout the rest of the historical, wisdom, and prophetic literature.  The Chroni-

cler, as we have seen, sets the crucial passage, later recorded in psalm 96, in the midst of a medita-

tion upon Yahweh’s covenant faithfulness to Abraham and his seed line (1 Chr 16:7-36).  Yahweh, 

through David the prophet (see Acts 1:16, 2:29-30), commands the seed of Abraham to proclaim 

Yahweh’s power and greatness, and he commands the “families of the nations” to come and wor-

ship the reigning King of Creation, Yahweh the Lord.  When foreigners come to the temple, they 

were to pray to Yahweh and be blessed with answers to prayer because they came (2 Chr 6:32-33).  

This theme continues throughout the rest of the Hebrew Bible.  

Yahweh is Ruler of All Kingdoms of the Nations 

 First, however, the background for this concern for the peoples is always addressed in 

these Scriptures.  Yahweh is always proclaimed as the present reigning King of the whole earth, and 

all its peoples are his possession (see e.g., Ex 9:6; 1 Chr 16:31; 2 Chr 20:6; Jer 10:7-13; Pss 2:1-12; 

9:7-8, 10:16; 47:8, 82:8, 96:10, 110:1-2; Zec 14:16-18; Mi 5:14). “For God is the King of all the earth; 

Sing praises with a skillful psalm.  God reigns over the nations, God sits on His holy throne” (Ps 47:9). 

All Peoples Responsible to Yahweh 

 Every people is thus collectively responsible to seek and turn to Yahweh God (Pss 2; 96; 

Is 45:22-25; Ez 14:12-20).  He is therefore the only God (Jer 32:19-20, 27), Savior, King, Ruler, Chas-

tiser, Controller, Guide, and Judge of the peoples of the earth.272  All peoples, as ESOLs, are collec-

tively chastened and judged by him (Lv 18:24-30; Ps 94:10; Zep 2:6-8; Jer 18:5-10; Ez 14:12-20; etc.).  

                                                           

 272See Pss 2, 7:7-8; Jer 10:7; Ps 44:2, 47:2, 8, 58:10-11, 94:2, 96:10; Gn 18:25; Jer 18:5, 2 Chr 
20:6; Ez 14:12ff; Zep 2:6-8; Jer 18:5-10, 10:7, 10:10; etc. 
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No one is like you, O LORD; you are great and your name is mighty in power. 

 Who should not revere you, O King of the nations? This is your due. 

 Among all the wise men of the nations and in all their kingdoms, there is 
no-one like you. 

 They are all senseless and foolish; they are taught by worthless . . . idols . . 
. but the LORD is the true God; he is the living god, the eternal King. 

 When he is angry, the earth trembles; the nations cannot endure his 
wrath. . . .   

 Pour out your wrath on the nations that do not acknowledge you, on the 
peoples who do not call on your name.  For they have devoured him completely and de-
stroyed his homeland. (Jer 10:6-10) 

Yahweh Condemns the Sin of the Ethno-nations 

 From the beginning, Yahweh judged the sins of humankind and its families (see Nm 

16:24-27; Jos 7:24-25), clans, peoples, and kingdoms.  The Flood and Sodom judgments were the be-

ginning.  Then Yahweh promised judgment upon the Amorite peoples of Canaan (Gn 15:16-21; see 

Hostetter 1995).  These peoples were sexually immoral and child sacrificers (Lv 18:24-30; Dt 8:19-20, 

12:30-31); “they do all kinds of detestable things the LORD hates” (Dt 12:31).  They are judged be-

cause of collective rebellion against Yahweh and his Davidic King (Ps 2:8-12).  Note the many judg-

ments against various peoples in the prophets for breaking universal moral principles, the “general 

equity” of the law (WCF 19:4; Kreitzer 1998; Is 47:6; Ez 16:49-50; Is 13:17-18; 2Ki 8:12; Is 10:13; Is 

45:20-22).  Yahweh always laughs and scoffs at the conspiracies and thwarts the rebellions of the 

peoples against his universal rule (e.g., Pss 2:1-4; 33:10-11, 59:5,8; 66:7; 79:6,10). 

 For example, Babylon is judged for mimicking Yahweh’s name: “[You say to yourself,] ‘I 

am, and there is none beside me” (Is 47:8).  She is judged for relying on sorcery and spells (Is 47:9; 

12); astrology and idolatry (Is 46:1-2,13).  He pronounces woe on Assyria the destroyer (Is 10:5-16; 

33:1; et al), which brutalizes its conquered peoples with utter arrogance.  Yet Yahweh promises a 

great blessing, equal to Israel’s blessing, not only to Assyria but also Egypt (Is 19:18-24).  

 In accord with his prophetic commission over nations and kingdoms, Jeremiah pro-

nounces curses upon Egypt for violent aggression against cities, lands, and their peoples (Jer 

46:8,16).  He pronounces judgment against the Philistines (Jer 47); against Moab, for Chemosh idola-

try, pride, and trusting in her own power and riches (Jer 48, see 48:7,13,29,35).  He then proclaims 

judgment against the Ammonites, for Molech worship (Jer 49:1-3) and against Edom, for his self-de-

ceptive pride (Jer 49:16).  At the same time, he promises compassion to the Edomite widows and 

orphans who trust in Yahweh (Jer 49:11).  Jeremiah speaks further against Damascus (Jer 49:23-27); 

Kedar; and Hazor, a self confident and wealthy people (Jer 49:28-33); and then against Elam and 

Babylon (Jer 49:34-39).  Yet, Yahweh promises restoration to Elam (49:39), Ammon (Jer 49:6); and 

Moab (Jer 48:47) in his compassion.   
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 These are only a few examples of judgments against national sins that the prophets 

spoke against, speaking in one breath not only against the idolatrous ethno-nations but also for sim-

ilar sins of Judah and Israel (see e.g., Am 1:1-15, 2:1-16; Zep 1:4-3:5).  There was, then, not just a 

message to individuals against their sin but also peoples, ethno-nations, and kingdoms. 

Open Door for Ethno-repentance 

 In the midst of constant proclamation of woe and judgment upon the nations and King-

dom, Yahweh always opened the door for repentance and restoration (see, e.g., Jer 12:12-17, 18:5-

11; Ez 14:12-23).   

Then the word of the LORD came to me saying,  

 “Can I not, O house of Israel, deal with you as this potter does?” declares 
the LORD.  “Behold, like the clay in the potter’s hand, so are you in My hand, O house of Is-
rael. 

 “At one moment I might speak concerning a nation or concerning a king-
dom to uproot, to pull down, or to destroy it; if that nation against which I have spoken turns 
from its evil, I will relent concerning the calamity I planned to bring on it. Or at another mo-
ment I might speak concerning a nation or concerning a kingdom to build up or to plant it; if it 
does evil in My sight by not obeying My voice, then I will think better of the good with which I 
had promised to bless it.” (Jer 18:5-11) 

 Though spoken to Israel and Judah, it applied in general terms to any nation or king-

dom because Yahweh is “a gracious and merciful God, slow to anger and abundant in lovingkind-

ness, One who relents from doing harm” (Jon 4:2).   

Thus says the LORD: “Against all My evil neighbors . . . I will pluck them out of their land. . . .  
Then it shall be, . . . [I will] have compassion on them and bring them back, everyone to his 
heritage and everyone to his land. 

 And it shall be, if they will learn carefully the ways of My people, to swear 
by My name, ‘As the LORD lives,’ as they taught My people to swear by Baal, then they shall 
be established in the midst of My people. 

 But if they do not obey, I will utterly pluck up and destroy that nation,” 
says the LORD. (Jer 12:12-17) 

 Yahweh thus is totally impartial with respect to all the peoples and nations.  Though he 

chose Abraham’s people to be a holy people for the benefit of the other peoples, he does not have a 

different and biased standard of justice for them (e.g., Rom 2-3:19). He has one standard of justice 

for all.  In this passage, Israel is not called to spoiled privilege but to the task of being a holy teacher 

and just messenger of Yahweh’s name to the surrounding peoples, as we shall see further in Isaiah.  

The implication in Jeremiah 12 is that just as the idolatrous peoples taught Israel, so Israel must 

teach them the true religion in return.  
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 Yahweh thus has compassion upon all, especially the weak, the children, and the help-

less of the peoples. He does not take delight in the death of the wicked (Ez 18:23; 33:11).  This fur-

ther is the heartcry of Jonah’s book: “Should I not have compassion on Nineveh, the great city in 

which there are more than 120,000 persons who do not know the difference between their right and 

left hand, as well as many animals?” (Jon 4:11).  In fact, this was the promise of an important pas-

sage in Amos, quoted by James of Jerusalem in Acts 15.  I will turn later to this important promise of 

the restoration of the fallen “tent” (ironic for “house”) of David (Am 9:11-12), with its implication of 

the calling and inclusion of the ~yIAG and the restoration of the promise of the Davidic cove-

nant. 

Centripetal Psalms Imply Prior Centrifugal Movement 

Introduction 

 Many have noticed that the Psalter “contains significant missionary elements” (Hed-

lund 1991, 83; see e.g., Wiersinga n.d.; Martin-Achard 1962; Peters 1972; Goerner 1979; Hedlund 

1991; Kaiser 2000).  As we shall see, of the “175 references of a universalistic note relating to the 

nations of the world. Many . . . bring hope of salvation to the nations” (Peters 1972, 116).  This hope, 

contrary to Robert Martin-Achard, comes from God’s specific call to Israel to share their faith (Mar-

tin-Achard 1962, 58), and not merely from general knowledge of the Creator’s creation.273  Contrary 

to some such as Martin-Achard, who see the universalism as non-centrifugal or non-missional, 

within many psalms “in de universalistishe gedachte de zendingsgedachte ligt opgesloten” 

(Wiersinga n.d., 86-87).  These show “Israëls verplichting om aan de volken de grote daden des 

Heren te verkòndigen” (Wiersinga n.d., 86) for the purpose “ter hunner bekering” (Wiersinga n.d., 

87).   

Psalms 65-66 and prayer to the temple 

 A centripetal prayer seems also to be the theme of the two-part Psalm 65 (see VanGe-

meren 1991, 432).  The theme of the first section (vss. 1-4) is the acts of worship given to God274 be-

cause of his blessings for his people who pray to him (Ps 65:3-4).275  Because God blesses his people 

                                                           

 273“It is by reason of their belonging to the realm of creation and not because they are called to 
share Israel’s faith, that the heathen must glorify God” (Martin-Achard 1962, 58).  

 274Note David uses the universal term for the divinity, ~yhil{a, not hwhy, God’s cove-

nantal name, indicating a more universal audience like Psalm 67. 

 275Clearly the context favors the plural “Blessed are those” (NRS), instead of the singular (KJV, 

NIV, NASB).  The Hebrew, rx;b.Ti yrev.a;, lacks an object.  That is provided by the following sen-

tence which states that “we are filled” (NIV), clearly referring to the people, the Israelites, brought near to be 

“filled with the good [things]” [bWjB. h['B.f.nI] and to dwell in the courts of the house-palace of 
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who pray, all humankindall human “flesh” (rf'B'-lK'; cf. Is 40:5, Jl 2:28), are also “coming” or 

“will come” (imperfect) to Zion’s temple to pray, as Solomon states.  The Lord blesses his chosen 

people with good things (see e.g., Nm 10:29; Dt 6:10-11, 26:11; Dt 7:6-7; 14:2; cf. Ex 19:6 with Gn 

12:1-3) so that all ethno-nations of earth could also be blessed.  Clearly these are Abrahamic 

themes.  

 The second section (vss. 5-13) is similar.  God answers the Israelites’ prayers with pow-

erful acts of justice because he is Israel’s “Savior” and also the “trust” (NASB) “of all the ends of the 

earth and of the farthest seas” (Ps 65:5 NIV), meaning the ethno-nations living there.  God in crea-

tion is lord and provider for those “who dwell in the ends of the earth” (referring to Ps 65:5c).  They 

“stand in awe” of the miracles of God, hence they shout in joyous worship of the Creator (Ps 65:8), 

coming to Zion to pray and worship (by implication).  

 Psalm 66 takes up this same universal, centriputal theme.  Come to Israel to witness 

God’s power and grace: “Come and see the works of God [~yhil{a/], Who is awesome in His 

deeds toward the sons of men [sons of Adam: ~d'a' ynEB.]” (Ps 66:5).  “Come and listen, all 

you who fear God, let me tell you what he has done for me” (Ps 66:16 NIV).   

 Verse 5 is the climax of the first section (vss. 1-7).  It comes after an imperative that “all 

the earth” should worship God and the prophetic statement that they will do so (as NASB [see NIV] 

translates the imperfects): “All the earth will worship You, And will sing praises to You; They will sing 

praises to Your name.”  God rules the earth and examines, with his judicial eye, the gôyîm, ready to 

destroy any rebellion (Ps 66:7), but is also working toward the day that all the peoples will worship 

him.   

 The next section (vss. 8-12) again commands the peoples to “bless God” [~yMi[; 

Wkr>B'] because of what he has done in testing, refining, delivering, and bringing Israel into 

the promised land.  Thus Israel is a testing ground for the whole world of peoples and nations to 

watch the just and loving character of the one true God. The third section is a personal invitation to 

all “God-fearers”276 throughout the earth, to “come and listen.”  The parallel “come and see” (Ps 

65:5), makes it clear that the invitation is to all, from every people, to praise Israel’s God.  

 Certainly, then, if the peoples of earth are invited to come to see and listen to what the 

God of all the earth is doing and then, as a result, to bless him, certainly this centriputal movement 

implies a prior centrifugal movement.  One of several key means for making known abroad the invi-

tation to the peoples to come and witness must involve Israel going out to publish the command to 

come in.   

                                                           

God.   

 276LXX = p a ,n t e j  o i `  f o b o u ,me n o i  t o .n  q e o ,n , which is reminiscent of the 
Lukan “f o b o u ,me n o j  t o .n  Qe o .n ( ” concerning Cornelius (Acts 10:22).    
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Psalm 67 

 Certainly, then, the people of God were (and are) blessed by the God of all the ethno-

nations to be an example of the grace and justice of God to all peoples of earth.  We are blessed to 

be a blessing, a fact that attracts but also motivates to move out from the center.  This is the theme 

of the crucial 67th Psalm, which has “a distinctly missionary content” (Hedlund 1991, 83).   

 Contrary to Jannie du Preez, this psalm does indeed include mission in the “Nuwe-Tes-

tamentiese sin [New Testament sense]”.  The psalm does indeed imply as an integral part of mission, 

again contrary to Du Preez, a cross-cultural movement to preach the gospel to all the peoples, at 

least implicitly (Du Preez 1998, 266).277   

Outline of Psalm 67  

 The outline is simple.  The psalm has three parts: A-B, the refrain sandwiched C, and 

then the consequence of A-B, A’ and B’. The center of the whole poem is God’s just Kingdom-rule 

over the peoples and ethno-nations of earth (Ps 4b,c) (see VanGemeren 1991; Du Preez 1998).  

A Prayer for God’s278 gracious presence among his people (1) 

B Prayer that this blessing flow to the gôyîm (2) 

REFRAIN: Prayer that all peoples praise God (3) 

C Reason the universal rule of God (4) 

REFRAIN: Prayer that all peoples praise God (5) 

A’ Immediate result of prayer for God’s presence (6) 

B’ Ultimate result is inclusion of the ´ammim (7)  

Background  

 As many have pointed out, this passage is deeply influenced by two “Ou-Testamentiese 

teologiese tradisies,” the blessing of Abram and the priestly blessing (Du Preez 1998, 267).   

 First, Psalm 67 is a meditation upon the Aaronic blessing found in Numbers (Nm 6:22-

27) (e.g., Tate 1990; VanGemeren 1991; Kaiser 1992; Delitzsch 1996; Calvin 1996a; Du Preez 1998).  

The threefold “bless us” draws its inspiration from the threefold priestly blessing (Delitzsch 1996; Du 

Preez 1998).  There is a slight but important difference between this psalm’s view of the blessing of 

                                                           

 277“Wanneer Hedlund (1991:83-86) voorbeelde gee van psalms met wat he noem ‘a distinctly 
missionary content’, is Psalm 67 een daarvan.  Vanselfsprekend kan dit nog nie sending in die Nuwe-Testa-
mentiese sin insluit, waarvan die transkulturele uitgaan na die nasies om die Woord aan hulle to verdondig ‘n 
integrale deel vorm nie” (Du Preez 1998, 266). 

 278The psalmist changes the Aaronic blessing from “hwhy” to “~yhil{a/,” “the name 

used when God’s relationship to all men, nations and creation is needed” (Kaiser 1992, A-31; see note 16). 
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God and that of the Aaronic blessing.  Here it is not the high priest actively blessing Israel but Israel 

itself seeking God’s comprehensive blessing in prayer upon themselves with the correct motive and 

priority (Tate 1990, 156-157).  This blessing is not a selfish health-and-prosperity gospel, but a 

wholistic vision that the people of God would be channels of blessing to the clans/peoples of the 

earth. 

 Second, note the reference to the Abramic tradition.  The purpose of the blessing of 

God, that is the King’s presence in his people, is that “your [God’s] way [sing: ^K,r>D;] and 

your salvation be known among all the gôyîm of the earth.”  The purpose of the Aaronic blessing, 

then, correlates with the Abramic blessing (Gn 12:1-3) (Kaiser 1992, A-31).   

 Observe also that the blessing of God upon his people is repeated three times (Ps 

67:1,6,7) giving not only a reference to the threefold Aaronic blessing, but also “an exact replica of 

Genesis 12:2-3.  Bless us, bless us, bless us. . . so that all the nations might know the Lord” (Kaiser 

1992, A-32). Du Preez summarizes: “Here Israel, according to God’s overall plan for the nations, in-

terprets the Aaronic blessing for themselves in terms of the Abrahamic hope to be a blessing to all 

the nations of the world” (Du Preez 1999b, 14).279  Israel thus “dissociates itself from all selfish en-

joyment of shalom” (Du Preez 1999b, 14).   

Expository application to thesis 

 The very presence of God’s person is gracious and brings a wholistic blessing upon Is-

rael (see Ps 67:6; Lv 26:4).  Thus, as Tate rightly points out, the blessing is “not an independent 

force” (Tate 1990, 157) like the pagan view of magic.  It was the very present grace from God him-

self.  No one can separate the blessing from the giver of blessing.  “The presence of God comes with 

his blessing” (Tate 1990, 157).  The shining forth of the face of God among his people is a metaphor 

for his goodwill and blessing (see Pss 4:7; 31:17; 44:4; 80:4,820; 89:16; 119:135).  

 A second purpose of the blessing is that God’s “way” would be known among all the 

ethno-nations and peoples of the earth; that is, his singular tôrah-wisdom would be experienced 

along with his “salvation.”  This wholistic blessing of salvation is not merely individualistic, but in-

cludes all the benefits of God’s presence: his kingship, rule of just law, social and material blessings 

flowing from his way and wisdom, and spiritual promises  (Ps 67:5; see, e.g., Ps 98:3; Is 52:10; 

VanGemeren 1991, 440).  

 There is nothing selfish about God’s blessing.  A key purpose of collective and individual 

life, as this psalm sees it, is gladness in God’s reign as King.  He rules with justice and gives guidance 

as a Shepherd but only when the peoples “acknowledge God as the Giver of all good things, as the 

                                                           

 279Du Preez 1999b, is a summary of his earlier article.  This is the complete text of what he sum-
marized above: “Op aangrypende wyse toon die bondsvolk hier die onlosmaaklike verband tussen God se 
vroeëre universsele belofte aan Abraham en die latere Aäronitiese seën oor hulleself wesenlik voortvloei uit 
die universele belofte aan Abraham dat sy nasate te seën vir die nasies sou wees.  Hulle verstaan hoedat die 
God van die verbond hulle, deur die Aäronitiese seën oor hulleself, wil toerus vir die Abrahamitiese tot-seën-
wees vir alle nasies” (Du Preez 1998, 267). 
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Ruler of the universe, and as the One who has revealed his way to Israel as a channel of blessing” 

(Van Gemeren 1991, 441).  

 Therefore, when the peoples of earth know Yahweh’s ways and his power and saving-

work in Israel they should and will respond with gratitude and praise of genuine faith (Tate 1990).  

The same applies today.  Then, God’s work was deliverance from Egypt and many other blessings 

and deliverances; now, the central work is the obedient life and the death, resurrection and present 

session of the Davidic King, now reigning over the peoples and nations from heaven.  He still gives 

wholistic blessings as a channel of his grace to all the rest of the unbelieving peoples of earth.   

 Grace is thus not merely individualistic.  It is for peoples and cultures.  The blessing is 

not private; it is given as a gift and “necessity” to be shared with all the peoples, as Paul states (1 Cor 

9).  This is not optional; all God’s people and peoples are to participate.  Israel is priest to the world 

of peoples just as Aaron was for Israel.  If spiritual Israel has the light of God’s gracious face upon 

them, the world cannot remain in darkness, for “all the ends of the earth will [learn to] fear him” (Ps 

67:7). 

Centrifugal Commands to Proclaim to the Peoples 

 As mentioned previously, many do not believe that the people of Abraham had a cen-

trifugal task to proclaim the compassion of Yahweh and saving message concerning the Person and 

work of Yahweh to the surrounding peoples.  However, there are several key passages in the Wis-

dom and Prophetic literature, that contradict this contention.  I will look at several of these passages 

in the Psalms, especially focusing on Psalm 96, which I call the Great Commission of the Old Testa-

ment.  Last, I will discuss several key passages in Second Isaiah.280   

Centrifugal Commands (Psalms)   

 The Psalter opens with a strong admonition to the rulers of the peoples to turn to Yah-

weh and his Davidic Son, as we have seen.  The peoples and nations, in rebellion against Yahweh 

since the Tower of Babel, must turn to serve Yahweh under the Son.  That Davidic Son of Abraham 

would be the one who would inherit and rule the peoples Yahweh created.  Though there is no com-

mand to leave Jerusalem to deliver this announcement to the rebel peoples, the implication for that 

outgoing movement is certainly there.   

Psalms 9 and 18 

 Psalm 9 is the first of several psalms, however, to definitely take up the theme that out 

of Yahweh’s powerful and just (9:4-6) yet compassionate (Ps 9:9,12,18) reign over the nations, there 

                                                           

 280I presuppose that Isaiah of Jerusalem is author and redactor of all three parts of the book of 
Isaiah.  
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flows an imperative to proclaim (dgn: tell, announce, report) “among the peoples [~yMi[;b'] 
what he has done” (Ps 9:11).  Though there is no explicit call to repentance, however, the psalm de-

sires that Yahweh would strike terror into the hearts of the wicked nations (Ps 9:16-17) so that they 

would realize that they are mere mortal men, not God (Ps 9:20).  This in itself is humbling.  It should 

lead to, and indeed implies, a need for conversion (turning) and repentance.   

 Though Psalm 9 begins with explicit praise to Yahweh, it never states that this praise is 

to be extended beyond the ethnic bounds of Abraham’s people.  David commands merely that “His 

deeds” would be declared “among the peoples.”  Psalm 18, however, takes up this theme of deliber-

ately extending Yahweh’s praise beyond Israel.  This will be repeated several more times throughout 

the Psalter and Prophets.  Because of David’s deliverance from Saul and his enemies, he promises: “I 

will praise you among the nations, O LORD; I will sing praise to your name [among them]” (Ps 18:40 

NIV).   

Psalms 46, 57, 108  

 This theme of David spreading Yahweh’s praise among the peoples is echoed in Psalm 

57:  

I will give thanks to You, O Lord, among the peoples; I will sing praises to You among the na-
tions. For Your lovingkindness is great to the heavens, And Your truth to the clouds.  

 Be exalted above the heavens, O God; Let Your glory be above all the 
earth. (Ps 57:9-11) 

 Certainly, the example of the godly king should serve as an imperative to a God-fearing 

people.  Only in centrifugal movement could this take place.  God’s acts magnify his glory.  “I will be 

exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in the earth” (Ps 46:10).  God does all he does for his 

people with lovingkindness and truth (faithfulness) because his exaltation and glory are above the 

heavens and earth for all to see.  Therefore, when David sings praises, this is not only for the hearing 

of Israel.  “I will give thanks to You, O LORD [Yahweh], among the peoples; And I will sing praises to 

You among the nations” (Ps 108:3).  

Psalm 117 and Romans 15:7-13 

 Where there is no praise to God, he desires and commands that his praise be re-estab-

lished (see Piper 1993).  Therefore, the shortest psalm states simply: “Praise the LORD, all nations; 

Laud Him, all peoples!  For His lovingkindness is great toward us, And the truth of the LORD is ever-

lasting.  Praise the LORD!” (Ps 117). 

 The form for the command “to praise” is imperative, as it is in other psalms (e.g., Pss 

98:4, 100:1, 150:6; see Ps 148:11).  Howevever, Allen’s commentary on the Psalms (1983) and other 

writers (Martin-Achard 1962, 54; see Martin-Achard 1962, 54-56; Du Preez 1999a) claim the oppo-

site.  The foundational purpose for the command to the nations to praise Yahweh was “not contem-

porary missionary intent or eschatological hope of conversion, but the truth that Yahweh deserved 

the praise of the whole world” (Du Preez 1999a, 371).  Or as Allan simply states: “The summons is 
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rhetorical, the imperative having lost its original direct purpose” (Allen 1983, 117).  In other words, 

the psalm was not “missionary preaching” but a mere example of generalized Old Testament “uni-

versalism” (Martin-Achard 1962, 54).281 

 Is this so?  Clearly this psalm is a praise to the covenantly faithful “lovingkindness” 

(ds,x,) and the always reliable faithfulness or truthfulness (tm,a/, or hn"Wma/) of Yah-

weh.  It is thus tied to the Davidic (Ps 89:1-8, 11, 24-28; see Is 16:5), Mosaic (Ex 34:6-8), and, ulti-

mately, Abrahamic covenants (see e.g., Gn 32:10; Ps 98) (see Du Preez 1999a).  Each of these cove-

nants ties together concern not just for Israel but also all the ethno-nations and peoples of earth, as 

we have seen.  Thus there is no need to deny the missiological intent nor eschatological hope tied 

into the imperative.   

 Israel’s purpose as a lAdG" yAg and as a set apart vAdq' ~[; was to be a 

channel of Yahweh’s salvation to all peoples.  He, as the King of the nations, thus merits and indeed 

demands “his due,” which is praise and worship (Ps 96; Jer 10:7; Rom 1:21).  For if they do not bless 

Abraham (that is, ultimately, Abraham’s God) they all ethno-nations and clanswill not be 

blessed with Abraham’s free gift of righteousness, hence salvation.  They will be cursed (Gn 12:3).  

Instead of bringing justifying righteousness in Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’s seed (Is 45:25), He who 

alone is King, to whom sole praise is due (Jer 10:7), will answer Jeremiah’s prayer. “Pour out Your 

wrath on the nations [~yIAGh;] that do not know You, and on the families [tAxP'v.mi] 
that do not call Your name; For they have devoured Jacob” (Jer 10:25).  Both ethnic terms in brack-

ets, as we have seen, are used in the Abrahamic covenant.  

 Paul did not forget what Israel according to the flesh often forgot.  A missiological, cen-

trifugal element is explicit in the imperative for all peoples to praise Yahweh.  He exhorted Israel ac-

cording to the Spirit, to support his mission to the unreached people(s) of Spain, using this passage 

(Rom 15:7-15; see 14-29).  Paul alludes to the Septuagint’s version of Psalm 117:2 throughout this 

passage in Romans (see Du Preez 1999a; Moo 1996, 879; Dunn 1991; 850) (as do the Servant songs 

of 2nd Isaiah; Cranfield 1979, 741; Dunn 1991, 846; contra Schreiner 1998).  Surely God’s mercy 

[t o . e ; l e o j  a u v t o u ] and truth [k a i . h `  a v l h ,q e i a  t o u / k u r i ,o u ] is ever-

lasting (Ps 117:2 LXX).   

 Messiah Jesus, Paul states, showed his mercy [ds,x = e ; l e o j ] and faithfulness 

[tm,a/ = a v l h ,q e i a ] by becoming the Servant of the Lord (cf. Isaiah’s Servant Songs; Rom 

15:8), to confirm the patriarchal promises to the Jews and also to show the Servant to the heathen 

peoples [t a . d e . e ; q n h ] so they too would worship the Lord for his compassionate kindness 

[u ` p e .r  e v l e ,o u j  d o x a ,s a i  t o .n  q e o ,n ].  Like Isaiah, Paul is asserting the priority 

of the Jewish mission.  However, he does not at all exclude, but indeed includes, the gôyîm (see Rom 

                                                           

 281Contrary to higher critical opinion, the date of composition of the Psalms and other OT litera-
ture has little to do with a centrifugal mandate to the nations.  It is sufficient to note that the OT canon was 
complete and was being published throughout at least the Greek speaking world well before Christ.    
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1:16; Acts 3:26).  Along with his implicit reference to Isaiah 49:6 and alongside Psalm 117:1, Paul ap-

pends three other Old Testament passages substantiating his thesis.  Each citation is from one of the 

major divisions of the Hebrew Bible, “to show that the inclusion of Gentiles282 with the Jews in the 

praise of God has always been part of God’s purposes” (Moo 1996, 878; Ps 18:49/2 Sm 22:50; Dt 

32:41; Is 11:10).   

Psalm 96, 105: OT Great Commission 

 Introduction: Psalm 64 and 145.  Seeing gracious, powerful and wonderful acts usually 

results in praise, awe, and the spontaneous spreading of news concerning these acts.  This is espe-

cially true concerning those who witness the powerful acts of God, as the psalmist states.  When 

one sees the wicked plot injustice and then God shooting “them with arrows; [and] suddenly” strik-

ing them down (Ps 64:7), it is normal to proclaim to others what one sees.  The result is that “all 

mankind [~d'a'-lK'] will fear; they will proclaim the works of God and ponder what he has 

done” (Ps 64:9 NIV).   

 This is further substantiated in Ps 145:1-13.  When a people experiences Yahweh’s cov-

enant faithfulness and grace, his power and compassion leads them to praise and declare God’s 

glory.  “They shall speak of the glory of Your kingdom, And talk of Your power” for the purpose283 

“to make known to the sons of men his mighty acts, and the glorious majesty of his kingdom” (Ps 

145:12; see 71:14-15).  Clearly, experiencing the presence of God’s glory impels his witnesses to cen-

trifugally proclaim his glory to the nations and following generations.  Presence and proclamation 

are two inseparable sides of one coin.  The centripetal drawing of the peoples to the light of Yahweh 

also impels a centrifugal movement of praise and proclamation.  This is a key theme of Psalms 96 

and 105. 

 Context.  I have previously extensively discussed the context of Psalms 96 and 105 as 

they are found in First Chronicles and the question of authorship (see note 8).  The Chronicler puts 

both psalms directly in the context of Yahweh’s covenant promise to David.  It is actually a compila-

tion of parts of three songs in the Psalter (Pss 105:1-15,16-22; 96:1-13; 106:1, 47-48).  We saw, thus, 

that Ps 96 is sandwiched between selections from Ps 105 and Ps 106.  In its original setting, the com-

plete psalm is filled with explicit references to the Abrahamic covenant.  

 

 Psalm 105 and Isaiah 12:4’s centrifugalism.  Psalm 105 1-2 opens with an explicit cen-

trifugal imperative: “Oh give thanks to the LORD, call upon His name; Make known His deeds among 

                                                           

 282Actually the t a . e ; q n h , or not just mere Gentile individuals but better, “[now formerly] 

heathen ethno-nations.” The LXX normally translates ~yIAGh; with t a . e ; q n h  as the citations 

from the LXX in the immediate context of Romans exemplify.  

 283~d'a'h' ynEb.li [;ydIAhl. = purpose clause with the hiphil infinitive plus 

l..    
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the peoples.  Sing to Him, sing praises to Him; Speak of all His wonders.”  The worship and praise of 

Yahweh is to overflow into mandatory proclamation witness to the peoples of earth.   

 Note how Isaiah of Jerusalem quotes this command, taken from Ps 105:1 and 1 Chr 

16:8, virtually verbatim in the twelfth chapter (Is 12:4).  It is a prediction of the coming days of Mes-

siah (“in tht day”) when Yahweh’s wrath for sin has turned away in the joy of the water of salvation.  

Then God’s people will speak: “Give thanks to the LORD, call on his name. Make known his deeds 

among the peoples; Make them remember that his name is exalted.” (see Ps 105:1a,b).284  The re-

sult of Yahweh’s redeeming work is praise that will be made known to all peoples: “Praise the LORD 

in song, for He has done excellent things; Let this be known throughout the earth” (Is 12:5; cf. Ps 

105:2).  “Here is the content of true missionary preaching,” writes E. J. Young.  “It is the mighty 

deeds of Yahweh” (Young 1965, 1:406).  Delitzsch comments that this passage expresses “a desire 

that . . . the God of salvation might be brought to the consciousness of . . . all mankind.  When God 

redeems His people, He has the salvation of all the nations in view” (Delitzsch 1996, 190; see Calvin 

1996a, 1:402-403).   

 

 Introduction to Psalm 96.  This introduces the centripetal-centrifugalism of the meat of 

the original sandwich context.  This meat is now Psalm 96.  This psalm could be justly named the 

“Great Commission of the Old Testament” or as Hengstenberg called it, “a missionary hymn for all 

ages of the church” (Hengstenberg 1867, 172).  Some, beginning with Delitzsch, claim that this 

psalm is dependent upon Second and Third Isaiah “in its conceptions and images” (Kraus 1989, 251).  

However, even Martin-Achard, using similar higher critical presuppositions, denies that this psalm’s 

universalism and indeed any other universalism in the Old Testament are an expression of “Deutero-

Isaiah’s ministry” (Martin-Achard 1962, 57).285   

 For those holding to the infallible authority of an inerrant Scripture, the source of Psalm 

96’s vision of mission to the ethno-nations is Moses, ultimately Abraham, as we have seen.286  

Therefore, the dependency was the opposite of what Delitzsch claimed.  Or possibly, both Second 

Isaiah and Psalm 96 were “heirs of a similar theological heritage” (VanGemeren 1991, 620).  Most 

likely, the echoes of and references to Pss 105 and 96 in Second Isaiah exist because Isaiah of Jerusa-

lem knew the writings of the former prophets and the Psalms.   

                                                           

 284“Oh give thanks to the LORD, call upon His name; Make known His deeds among the peoples. 
Sing to Him, sing praises to Him; Speak of all His wonders” (Ps 105:1-2).   

 285However, because Martin-Achard claims that Deutero-Isaiah was the first Israelite to pro-
claim a missionary message, if there is no dependency upon that post-conquest author, the other passages we 
have discussed “do not necessarily have a missionary meaning” either (Martin-Achard 1962, 57). 

 286Moses redacting the Pentateuch and his monotheism could be “germ of the idea of mission” 
(Blauw 1962, 29) and could thus be “considered the first missionary” (Blauw 1962, 29) — that is if Moses did 
compose the first five books, which Blauw and higher critics reject. 
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 Furthermore, this psalm cannot be purely eschatological.  Verse 5 would strongly deny 

this.  Yahweh wants the polytheism of the ancient world destroyed before his sole divine glory and 

proclaims his present Suzerainty over all the families of the peoples (Ps 96:7-9) (see Kaiser 2000, 34).   

 

 Outline of Psalm 96.  The outline is as follows (loosely based on VanGemeren 1991, 

620):  

A. Centrifugal Proclamation Enjoined upon Israel 

B. Majesty of Yahweh above all the nations’ idols 

A’ Centripetal Command to Peoples through Israel  

B’ Majesty of Yahweh’s reign over nations and nature 

 The centrifugal proclamation enjoined by this beautiful psalm includes a two-fold com-

mission.  First, the psalmist commands all the earth to worship Yahweh with a new song of praise 

and to praise his name.  The phrase “a new song” [vd'x' ryvi] is often used of the joy and proc-

lamation that flows from each new experience of Yahweh’s deliverance (see Pss 40:1-3; 98:1), espe-

cially from the oppression of wicked nations and peoples (Pss 144:9; 149:1).   

 Especially in an Isaianic context, which may be echoing this psalm (see Is 42:10), it 

speaks of that song proceeding out to the surrounding peoples.  The Apocalypse foresees a new 

song being placed in the mouths of heavenly beings, who praise the Lamb who has redeemed men 

“from every tribe and tongue and people and nation” (Rv 5:9; see 14:3).  Indeed, the redeemed sing 

a similar “new song” later in Revelation 15 based on the Law’s song of Moses after the Red Sea de-

liverance (Ex 15), while echoing the Prophets (Jer 10:7) and the Writings (Ps 86:9).  He is the King of 

the nations, which he made, and to his name alone is due worship from all of them.   

 Second, the three-fold command to sing is “symmetric with the three imperatives” 

(VanGemeren 1991, 621), given to the people of God: “bless” [%rB]; “proclaim” or announce 

good news [rfB: BDB 1979j]287; and “declare” (NIV) Yahweh’s name, his deliverance, his glory, and 

his wonderful deeds to the surrounding nations and peoples. Kraus comments: “In the world-wide 

summons to praise Yahweh, the people of God are commissioned to proclaim the glory and wonder 

of Yahweh to all nations: cf. Pss. 9:11; 105:1; 66:19” (Kraus 1989, 253).  There is certainly no way 

possible to fulfill the commands to “bless,” “proclaim,” and “tell” without physically moving out 

from the center, which is the land of Israel.  From that center, the writer commands God’s people to 

go out to all the peoples and nations of earth.  “The news of Yahweh’s saving work should be spread 

abroad day after day, until all people and nations know about his glory” (Tate 1990, 512).  Israel ac-

cording to the flesh failed in that wonderful duty then.  However, another day will come with “the 

                                                           

 287LXX of Ps 96:2b = e u v a g g e l i ,z e s q e  h ` me ,r a n  e v x  h ` me ,r a j  t o . 

s wt h ,r i o n  a u v t o u /, showing that rfB = “evangelize” (see Kaiser 2000, 94).  
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feet of him who bring good news [rfB].”  Then Yahweh bares again “His holy arm in the sight of all 

the nations,” when “all the ends of the earth will see the salvation of our God” (Is 51:7,10). 

 Furthermore, this psalm’s exposition of the majesty of Yahweh above all the nation’s 

idols (B) certainly implies repentance from all the gods [yhel{a/-lK'].  These are actually 

worthless, “nothings, good-for-nothings, unreal and useless” [~yliylia/] (Delitzsch 1996, 624; 

BDB 1979k)an appropriate play on words.  In contrast, King Yahweh made the heavens and hence 

his palace-sanctuary reflects his royal splendor, majesty, strength, and glory.  He is greater than all 

nothing-gods and he alone is to be feared (Ps 96:4b) in all the earth, as is implied in the following 

verses.  “Turning to” Yahweh to “be saved,” as Isaiah explicitly proclaims (Is 45:22) is necessarily im-

plied here, contrary to Martin-Achard: “No conversion is actually expected of the forest and water; 

and, by the same token, the psalmist is not proclaiming that the nations will be radically trans-

formed” (Martin-Achard 1962, 58).  All families of the peoples must ascribe to him the sole glory due 

his name and worship him alone. 

 Ethno-national, ethnic, and clan repentance from false gods is thus expected by the pil-

grimage to Yahweh’s courts.  Because the peoples are God’s creatures, they called to share Israel’s 

faith-filled worship of Yahweh (contra Martin-Achard 1962, 58).  Salvation is not merely personal.  

Salvation is a deliverance of individuals, families, and peoples/nations from idolatry and the injustice 

of false gods.  Yahweh alone reigns and is judging [qal imperfect] the peoples of earth with equity 

and justice (Ps 96:10,13).  The “focus is on the present” function of Yahweh’s reign now over all peo-

ples, “but the theological and canonical function stretches to the eschatological hope, when God’s 

rule is fully established” (VanGemeren 1991, 623; contra Martin-Achard 1962, 58).   

 In this closing context just discussed (B’), the proceeding A’, which I have termed, “Cen-

tripetal Command to Peoples through Israel,” is an absolutely necessary concomitant.  The three-

fold “ascribe” parallels the three-fold command for Israel to sing (see Kidner 1975, 348).  The phrase 

“families of the peoples” [~yMi[; tAxP.v.mi] is certainly reminiscent of the Abramic 

blessing and the Abrahamic covenant.  A. A. Alexander summarizes well: “The expression families of 

the nations is Mosaic.  See Gen. xii.3” (Alexander 1864/1955, 397).  This phrase is parallel with “all 

the earth” (Ps 96:9), while the theme is taken up again in imperatival form with: “Say among the na-

tions” [~yIAGb; Wrm.ai] (Ps 96:10), showing that the Abrahamic missional universalism 

to the clans and ethno-nations of all the earth is clearly in the psalmist’s mind.  This Abrahamic con-

nection becomes crystalline when Ps 96 is read in the context of the compendium of Psalms as rec-

orded in 1 Chronicles 16.  There the Abrahamic themes are explicit in this “great missionary Psalm” 

(Kaiser 2000, 34).   

 Though this song is not a mere eschatological vision, still “it is significant that in this es-

chatological song of praise the responsibility for the proclamation falls to the community of Israel” 

(Kraus 1989, 255).  But not only are the redeemed of Israel responsible, so are the repentant peo-

ples of the earth.  Together with Israel, the repentant peoples are to “‘preach’ . . . [rma] that 
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‘Yahweh reigns’” (Kaiser 2000, 35) and that he is now presently judging288 the earth with justice and 

equity.  God witnesses to his fair judgment of the earth through the Flood, the destruction of Sodom 

and Gomorrah, the conquest of Canaan, and the prophetic declarations against Israel, Judah, and 

the many surrounding peoples and nations (see further Pss 93:1, 94:1-2,10; 97:1-7, 98:1-2,9; 99:1-9).  

Therefore, “that which is to be said among the peoples is the joyous evangel of the kingdom of 

heaven which is now come and realized.  The watchword is ‘Jahve is King,’ as in Isa. 52:7” (Delitzsch 

1996, 624).   

 Lastly, the psalm exposits the people’s commanded response to the Israelite and the 

Israelite/converted peoples’ joint evangelism (Ps 96:2-3,10).  The proclamation commands all peo-

ples to come to the temple in a centripetal movement and offer the gifts of subject peoples to a 

righteous Suzerain (note Ps 68:29; Is 60:6-12; see Kraus 1989).   

 

 Temple, church, mission, and worship.  It is sufficient at this time to mention that the 

worship then commanded was centralized.  All peoples are commanded to come to earthly Jerusa-

lem.  However, now all worship is decentralized as Jesus prophesied to the Samaritan woman (Jn 

4:24; see 1 Pt 2).  All peoples are not coming to an earthly Jerusalem and to a King seated in a sym-

bolic temple-palace.  Jerusalem, who is our mother, is now above, and the King is seated at the right 

hand of the Majesty in heaven (Gal 4:26; Heb 9:23-28, 10:12-13, 12:22-24).  The temple is now ei-

ther the whole invisible Body of Christ (Eph 2:21) or the gathering for worship [e v k k l h s i ,a ] of 

the now multi-ethnic people of God wherever upon the earth they may meet (1 Cor 3:17).  The New 

Covenant sacrifices are praise (Heb 12:15), offering of the peoples to God (Rom 15:16), service to 

God (Heb 12:28), and the gifts to evangelists and elders working for the gospel (1 Cor 9:13-14), 

among many others.   

 According to Psalm 96, therefore, the mission of the Old Testament People of God to 

the peoples, clans, and ethno-nations was not peripheral.  It was and is central to God’s glory.  As 

His truth is extended over the earth, it results in more and more praise to his glory (see Eph 

1:6,12,14; 2 Cor 4:13-18).  Though the final realization of this psalm awaits the “fullness of the peo-

ples” [t o . p l h ,r wma  t w /n  e v q n w /n ] coming in (Rom 11:25), the task proceeds even from 

the time of Abraham and David.  Though the call for Yahweh’s praise goes before proclamation, 

                                                           

 288Note that “Yahweh reigns” (qal perfect) [%l'm' hw"hy> ~yIAGb;] is parallel to “He will 
judge/is judging the peoples with equity” (qal imperfect) [~yrIv'ymeB. ~yMi[; !ydIy"].  Later this alteration 
between the perfect and imperfect occurs in vs. 13: “he has come to judge the earth” (qal perfect, with qal 
infinitive) [#r,a'h' jPov.li ab' yKi] is paralleled to “he is judging the world with justice” (qal imperfect) [qd,c,B. 

lbeTe-jPov.yI] (Ps 96:13).   

 Because the Israelites and repentant peoples are commanded to preach to all other peoples the 
present reign of Yahweh, it implies that the reign is already existing.  He has and is coming come to judge.  
Thus the judging reign is not merely an eschatological expectation but a present reality that all peoples, na-
tions, and their kings must reckon with, as we have seen (see Ps 2).  The imperfect tenses thus should be 
translated in a present continuous sense, not as future tenses.  The qal perfect then implies that Yahweh has 
established his reign and is now reigning, which the imperfects re-establish.  Thus the wrath that could be 
soon revealed in Psalm 2 is the ever-present reigning in judgment by Yahweh over the peoples.  So it is here.  
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both were a necessary part of “Israel’s witness to the nations.  The point is that there was a call for 

an active witness (. . . centrifugal in its effect. . .) by Israel” to the peoples (Kaiser 2000, 35).   

Promises of Success for the Proclamation 

Introduction 

 Old Testament scholar John Oswalt states, after a careful survey of the evidence, that 

in the four hundred years of the classic prophets between the universally acknowledged early and 

late books of Micah and Zechariah “there is little development in the concept,” of Israel’s mission 

(Oswalt 1991, 94).  Also contrary to higher critical scholars, even the concept of mission in the sup-

posedly late Isaiah 40-66 is “largely identical” to that in the early book of Micah, chapter 4.  The 

point is that the concept of Israel’s mission and its success was “relatively stable” during this period 

of four centuries (Oswalt 1991, 94).   

 Oswalt well summarizes Israel’s mission to the peoples of earth as first a “worldwide 

ministry” obligation and second, as “that of a witness as opposed to proselytizer” (Oswalt 1991, 94), 

a point the proceeding chapters and the next refute.  Third, Oswalt states, Israel’s God is not one 

among many, for all peoples must bow the knee to him or be destroyed.  Fourth, the promise of 

blessing to the peoples is universal.  Lastly, though a successful mission is not a central theme of the 

prophets (except probably Isaiah 40-55), the prophets saw the turning of the peoples to Yahweh as 

the “end of history, toward which all things were leading” (Oswalt 1991, 95).   

 Now this promise of the turning of the peoples and ethno-nations is repeated many 

times throughout the Old Testament, beginning with the Abramic blessing and the subsequent ex-

positions of the blessing in the Abrahamic covenant.289   

                                                           

 289Abrahamic covenant: Gn 12:3, 18:18, 22:18, 26:4, 28:14, 49:10.   

 Abrahamic and Davidic covenants in the Psalms: Pss 2:8, 22:27, 47:7-9, 64:9, 65:2,5; 67:1-7, 
86:8-10, 87:4-6, 96:1-13, 102:15-22.   

 Promises in Minor Prophets: Da 7:14, 27; Joel 2:28-32; Am 9:11-12 [cf. Acts 15:16-17]; Mi 4:1-5, 
5:3-5, 7:12; Hb 2:14; Zep 2:11, 3:9-13.; Zec 2:11, 8:20-23, 9:10, 14:16; Mal 1:11, 14.  

 Promises in Major Prophets: Is 2:2-4, 11:1-10, 19:23-25, 42:1-11, 45:4-6, 20-25; 49:1-7 [cf. Acts 
13:47-48], 66:18-21; Jer 3:17, 4:2, 12:14-17; 126:19-21.  

 Promises and OT references in the NT: Mt 12:18-21 [Is 42:1-4]; 28:17-20 [Dn 7:13-14]; Acts 3:24-
26 [Gn 22:18; Is 49:6], 15:16-17 [Am 9:11-12]; Rom 4:9-25 [Gn 15:5, 17:5]; 11:11-32 [Is 40-59:21], 15:7-12 [Ps 
18:49 or 2 Sm 22:50; Dt 32:43; Ps 117:1; Is 11:10]; Gal 3:6-14 [Gn 15:6; 12:3; Jl 2:28]; 2 Cor 5:17-21 [“the 
world” is every tribe, kindred, tongue and nation, not every single individual: see Jn 3:16-17; 1 Jn 2:1-2; Ps 
96:13: “earth,“ “world,” “peoples” in Heb parallelism]; Eph 2-3 [“gentiles” = “the peoples” or “ethnic groups” 
(t a . e ; q n h )]; Rv. 5:9-10, 7:9ff, 22:2. 
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Promises of Success in Psalms 

 The Psalms are full of prophecies of the turning of the peoples and ethno-nations to the 

worship of Yahweh.  We have already looked at several (notably Pss 2, 22, 67, and 96).  All of these 

psalms either predicted and/or commanded the heathen to turn to Yahweh within ethno-solidarity 

(ESOL).  It was not merely an individualistic turning.   

 In this section I will discuss further how Psalms 47:7-9, 86:9, 87:4-6 impact the vision of 

the turning of the peoples as peoples to Yahweh.  Lastly, I will mention Pss 22:27-28, 64:9, 65:2,5; 

102:15,21-22.   

Psalms 22; 102 (Lament Psalms) 

All the ends of the earth will remember and turn to the LORD, and all the families of the na-
tions will bow down before him, for dominion belongs to the LORD and he rules over the na-
tions. (Ps 22:27-28) 

 Those who presuppose that the OT mission, if it may be called that, was always “cen-

tripetal—the nations turning toward the centre, Jerusalem” (Hogg 1988, 243), would tend to claim, 

as Hogg has done, that this psalm “alludes to no missionary outreach.  Presumably, [the psalmist] 

leaves this in the hands of the all-powerful and sovereign Yahweh” (Hogg 1988, 243).  However, 

“this messianic hymn” (Hogg 1988, 244; see e.g., VanGemeren 1991; Delitzsch 1996) defies this 

blinding assumption.  To see this, we need to look at several lines of evidence.   

 First of all, this psalm is quoted several times in the New Testament as applying to 

Christ on the cross (e.g., Mt 27:39-46; Mk 15:29-34; Jn 19:23-24).  Clearly, just as Peter (Acts 2:30) 

attributes Psalm 16 to David as a prophet, so should we ascribe Psalm 22 to the Spirit in David as 

well.  It is clearly prophetic of the Davidic seed, yet it has the Abrahamic covenant as the back-

ground.  The Davidic seed was the seed of Abraham through whom all the nations of earth would be 

blessed.  Observe also that Hebrews 2:11 quotes Psalm 22:22 as the words of Christ himself, demon-

strating that he is not ashamed to call his people brothers exactly as our risen Lord did (Mt 28:10, Jn 

20:17) (Delitzsch 1996).  Thus it seems that the one prophetically speaking in verses 22-31 is also the 

Spirit of Christ in David.   

 Second, the psalm can be divided into two parts.  I entitle the first half Lament: The Suf-

fering of the King (Ps 22:1-21), and the second half, Thanksgiving: World-wide Results of the King’s 

Suffering (Ps 22:22-31) (see Hogg 1988, 241).  Between verses 21 and 22, there occurs a major 

change in tone.  Some “divine restorative event in response to that faith [of vs. 21] . . . evoke[s] a 

rich outpouring of praise” (Hogg 1988, 244).  The New Testament (Heb 2:11; Jn 20:17) places the 

declaration of praise to the “brothers” after Christ’s resurrection; hence, that is the watershed “re-

storative event.”  Yahweh heard the cry of the afflicted, Davidic King-Messiah (Ps 22:24; see 22:19-

21) and raised him out of death (see Heb 5:7).   

 The brothers then are the “seed of Jacob/Israel,” both in the psalm (Ps 22:23) and in 

Hebrews 4:16, “the seed of Abraham.”  However, in both cases, the “seed” includes also “all who 

fear Yahweh” (Ps 22:23), which in Hebrews is Jesus and his children who trust in God (Heb 2:13).  
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This is the “congregation” [lh'q'/e v k k l h s i ,a  (LXX, NT)] in both OT and NT contexts (Ps 

22:22; Heb 2:12).  In the psalm, clearly those who “fear Yahweh” include both believing Israelites 

and also “all the families of the peoples” who remember and turn.  Calvin, then, is correct in his as-

sessment.  “So Christ . . . published the blessings of adoption to all nations, and thereby exhibited 

himself to them as a brother” (Calvin 1996a, 379).   

 The setting seems to be a worshipful, sacrificial meal, where the poor (Ps 22:26) and 

rich (Ps 22:29) will eat together.  This seems to be a model of the future Lord’s Supper (see e.g., 1 

Cor 10: 18,14-22; Gese 1970; Hogg 1988). The psalmist mentions both the Israelite rich and poor (Ps 

22:26,29).  The psalmist predicts that the families of the ethno-nations, sandwiched in the context 

between the Israelite rich and poor, shall turn and also worship Yahweh, as Israel does (Ps 22:27-

28).  The thanksgiving meal after the King’s suffering, it seems, like the Lord’s Supper (1 Cor 10:17; 

Eph 2:10-21), is not only for Israel but also for all the peoples of earth.  Yahweh is the owner and 

king of all the gôyîm.  All of this is a clear allusion to the Abrahamic (Gn 12:2-3) and Mosaic (Ex 19:6) 

covenants.   

 Lastly, the Abrahamic covenant is a main point of reference and background of this 

prophecy of the turning of the peoples.  All “clans of the ethno-nations” [~yIAG 

tAxP.v.mi-lK'; p a /s a i  a i `  p a t r i a i . t w /n  e v q n w /n  (MT, LXX)] will turn.  

The two terms used [tAxP.v.mi, ~yIAG] conflate both forms of the promise to the 

“friend of God”: the Abramic blessing and the Abrahamic covenant.290  VanGemeren comments: 

To God belongs the rule over the earth (v.3; cf. 24:1-2) and the individual nations that live in it 
(v.28).  Because of his ‘dominion’ (=‘kingship’), the nations—included in the Abrahamic cove-
nant as ‘all the families of the nations’ (v.27; cf. Gen 12:3; Ps 96:7)—will ‘remember’ the 
LORD. (VanGemeren 1991, 210) 

 This reference to Abraham’s covenant could be the background for the enigmatic refer-

ence to “a seed shall serve him” (KJV) [WNd,b.[;y: [r;z<].  This is possibly how the LXX 

interprets the seed: “my seed shall serve him” [t o . s p e ,r ma  mo u  d o u l e u ,s e i  

a u v t w /| ], that is the rich and poor and all families of the nations will worship, that is will “eat 

and worship” by coming to the temple of the Lord.  Further, the LXX changes the punctuation from 

the MT. Waboy" [“they will come”] is coupled with rADl; [“to the generation”]: a v -

n a g g e l h ,s e t a i  t w /|  k u r i ,w|  g e n e a . h `  e v r c o me ,n h .  The coming genera-

tion [rAD,g e n e a ] seems to be the “seed” in the context.   

 This yields then the parallelism: “It will be told concerning the Lord to the coming gen-

eration; and they will declare His righteousness to a people who will be born” (see Tate 1983, 195).  

The “seed” seems then to be “the coming generation” who are “a people who will be born.”  To 

                                                           

 290See similar phrase, ~yMi[; tAxP.v.mi (Ps 96:7), also in an Abrahamic covenant 

context.  For a discussion of the term “ends of the earth” see note 11 above.  
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them will be accounted or told “concerning the Lord” and “they shall declare his justice 

[Atq'd>ci] to [this] people [~[;l.]” what Yahweh “has done.”   

 

 Conclusion.  Therefore, in conclusion, this psalm yields more implicative evidence for a 

then present centrifugal-centripetal task of God’s people.  The worshippers were called to come eat 

a sacrificial meal, by implication, at the temple.  Further, however, it surely predicts a future union in 

one invisible Body, which is the “congregation” [lh'q'/e v k k l h s i ,a ], of all the brothers of the 

suffering King.  These will be gathered as a “seed” of Abraham, a generation, and people [~[,|  

l a o ,j ] of God.  The means for gathering all the families of the nations to the faith and all of the 

believing seed of Jacob, it seems, is by proclamation: “telling or recounting” [rps; a v -

n a g g e ,l l w] and “declaring” [dgn; a v n a g g e ,l l w] the rescuing justice of Yahweh for 

the suffering King.  This is, in NT perspective, the resurrection, a clear prediction of gospel proclama-

tion.   

 As we have repeatedly seen, the OT task was not merely to wait passively for “the 

hands of the all-powerful and sovereign Yahweh” (Hogg 1988, 243).  If the future task to gather the 

seed of Abraham, Jews and all the families of the peoples, will succeed in the future, it is only be-

cause of the weakness of the pre-resurrection covenant (Heb 7:18) and the rebellion of “Israel ac-

cording to the flesh” (V I s r a h .l  k a t a . s a ,r k a \ : 1 Cor 10:18), not because the task, torah, 

instruction was non-existent (see Heb 8:10).  Yahweh will write the task on the hearts of the post-

resurrection community, and the task of gathering all peoples into that one body will succeed.   

 

 Psalms 102:15,21-22.  This success of the task is further emphasized in Psalm 102.  This 

“penitential psalm” of “lament arises out of an exilic situation, when the godly together with the 

wicked had been exiled from the land” (VanGemeren 1991, 644; see discussion Allen 1983).  In the 

midst of the lament is a prophetic or promissory section that provides hope for the exiled godly Jews 

(see Kraus 1989; VanGemeren 1991).  In the psalm, “a leader of the community is speaking as its 

representative” (Allen 1983, 11) and prophet.  The future hope of the exiled people is the future re-

building of Zion in answer to the prayer of the destitute yet believing exiles (Ps 102:14,16-17).  In the 

midst of this hope is the prophecy that when Yahweh shines his glory for Zion, “So the nations will 

fear the name of the LORD, And all the kings of the earth Your glory” (Ps 102:15).  This will create 

praise to Yahweh in the “generation to come” which is a to-be-created “people” (rAd, ~[; both 

terms used in similar manner in Psalms 22:30b,31b).  The praise for setting the exiled and con-

demned prisoners free will be in “Zion/Jerusalem” “when the peoples and [their] “kingdoms” “are 

gathered together” “to serve the LORD” (Ps 102:19-22).  From NT perspective, this is a prophecy 

that the failed task of disobedient and exiled Israel will be fulfilled when God builds Zion above, our 

mother, the invisible Body of Messiah.  Into that City-Body will flow all the peoples and kings of 

earth (Rv 21:24; 22:2).  Clearly, this cannot just be a prediction of merely individual heathen from 
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the ethno-nations, but of peoples and rulers in ethnic solidarity (ESOL) turning to serve Yahweh, as 

Second and Third Isaiah also predicted (Is 60:3; 49:23, 60:16). 

Psalm 47 (Enthronement Psalm) 

 In the Psalter, Psalm 47 sits between two other Zion Psalms which have clear expres-

sions and predictions of the universal praise and worship due Yahweh alone (see Pss 47:10, 48:10).  

There is a clear reference to the Abraham and probably the Abrahamic covenant (Ps 47:9) in this 

“enthronement Psalm”291 of a new king surrounded by foreign vassals (Craigie 1983, 347; see 

Muilenberg 1944).  

 Now, however, “the universal character of the Psalm” demands that ~yMi[;h'-

lK', mentioned in vs. 1, means literally all peoples.  They are to clap in praise of Yahweh, not just 

the conquered peoples of David’s realm.  This psalm, though possibly set in one specific historical 

victory, is more universal than just that one context.  It celebrates Yahweh’s universal lordship as 

!Ayl.[,. ´Elyôn was the high God of the Canaanites.  The Israelites correctly saw that he is indeed 

Yahweh, the conqueror of all false gods of the peoples (Du Preez 1997, 313).  Yahweh in this psalm 

is also the “Great King” [lAdG" %l,m,].  This title is the same as that of the Hittite conquer-

ors in the Hittite suzerainty treaties (Craigie 1983, 349).  If this is indeed an allusion to such treaties, 

then the psalm sees Yahweh as the great and universal suzerain not just of individuals but also of 

kings, peoples, and nations.   

 The last verse is problematic: “The nobles of the nations assemble as/with the people 

of the God of Abraham, for the kings of the earth belong to God; he is greatly exalted. (Ps 47:9 NIV).  

There are three main possibilities (see Delitzsch 1996; Muilenberg 1944; Cragie 1983; Tate 1983; Du 

Preez 1997): (1) nobles assembled with, inserting ´im before ´am. (2) Emending ´am [m[;] to read 

´im [~[i] (see LXX). (3) Seeing the sentence to be elliptic and adding the word “as (or to be)” (Du 

Preez 1997, 315).  The meaning then would be that the rulers of Yahweh’s vassal peoples gather 

with Israel as one people of the God of Abraham and acknowledge Yahweh’s sovereignty (so 

Delitzsch 1996; Muilenberg 1944; Kidner 1973; Kraus 1993; Du Preez 1997).  

 The best is to leave the Masoretic text as it is (option 3).  The meaning of the Hebrew is 

clear.  The third interpretation “is consistent with the tenor of the psalm as a whole, and certainly 

the whole psalm points in its direction from the very beginning” (Muilenberg 1944, 248-249; see Du 

                                                           

 291An alternative setting: Israel conquers a neighboring people, it becomes Israel’s and thus Yah-
weh’s vassal.  The returning armies of God “ascended again” to Zion in the midst of the blowing of ram’s horns 

[tArp.Av], shouting, clapping, and praise hymns to Yahweh the King of all the earth; “an event that was 

outwardly represented in the conducting of the Ark back to the temple (2 Chr 20:28-29) (Delitzsch 1996, 340; 
Du Preez 1997, 314). 
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Preez 1997).  The phrase “the God of Abraham” is never used for Yahweh outside of Genesis, con-

necting this psalm to the Abrahamic covenant’s promise of blessing for both Abraham’s people and 

all the clans/nations of earth.   

It is striking that the promise was repeated on Mount Moriah (Gen 22:2,17-18), the later 
Mount Zion (2 Chron 3:1). . . (v.5).  The promise which was given anew to Abraham there on 
the mountain, is visualised in verse 9 as being in a process of fulfilment in a striking way. (Du 
Preez 1997, 316) 

 Furthermore, as many have seen, this section, and indeed the whole psalm, “are thor-

oughly in the mood and temper of Second Isaiah” (Muilenberg 1944, 249).  Both there and in this 

context, the one God of all the earth owns the rulers of the earth. 

In the mirror of the [then] present event, the poet reads the great fact of the conversion of all 
peoples to Jahve which closes the history of the world.  The nobles of the peoples . . ., the 
“shields (i.e., the lords who are the defenders of their people) of the earth” (Hos 4:18), enter 
into the society of the people of the God of Abraham. . . .  The promise concerning the blessing 
of the tribes of the nations in the seed of the patriarch is being fulfilled; for the nobles draw 
the peoples who are protected by them after themselves.  . . .  They gather and band them-
selves together as a people or into a people of the God of Abraham. (Delitzsch 1996, 342) 

 After the resurrection and ascension of King Jesus, this psalm becomes clear.  “All au-

thority in heaven and earth belongs to him;” thus all peoples are to be discipled.  In his cross and as-

cension King Jesus (cf. ~yhil{a/ #r,a'h'-lK' %l,m, yKi [for King of all the earth is 

God]) conquers the dark demonic powers and is given all peoples, nations, and language (Col 2:15; 

Dn 7:14).   

 Therefore, the true victory of King Yahweh in Christ is not forced submission by the 

steel sword, as so many millennialist eschatologies assume.  The victory comes instead “in a change 

in the minds of hearts of the peoples, so that they render joyful worship unto Him” (Delitzsch 1996, 

341; see comment by VanGemeren 1991).  As the peoples repent and covenant with King Yahweh in 

Jesus, the model of the Israelite confederation becomes appropriate for the ethno-world: one peo-

ple but many tribes (and tongues, peoples, and nations).   

 Calvin’s comments here are appropriate.   

 [When the Gospel came], it did not remove the Jews from the [ancient] covenant. . . .  On the 
contrary, it has rather joined us to them.  As then the calling of the Gentiles was nothing else 
than the means by which they were grafted and incorporated into the family of Abraham. 
(Calvin 1996a, 214) 

 Calvin, however, overlooks the ethnic dimension of this incorporation.292  Du Preez 

cites several to show that the verse teaches that the people of God does not respect or even consist 

                                                           

 292Calvin fails again by seeing a mere turning of individual Gentiles to God, as the following com-
pletion of the above quote makes clear:  “The prophet justly states, that strangers or aliens from every direc-
tion were gathered together to the chosen people, that by such an increase the kingdom of God might be ex-
tended through all quarters of the globe” (Calvin 1996, 214; italics in original).   
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of people exclusively identified by ethnic or ethno-national identity (Du Preez 1997, 317).  This is 

true to a certain extent.  The poet foresees a day when the single people of the God of Abraham is 

not mono-ethnic, but instead is multi-ethnic: one people consisting of peoples remaining in ethnic 

solidarity, “completely on a par with the people of Israel” (Du Preez 1997, 317).293   

Psalms 65, 86, and 87 (Zion Psalm) 

 Introduction.  In Psalm 65, David emphasizes the universality of Yahweh as the prayer-

hearing God of all human “flesh“ (Ps 65:2).  He who is the Creator and Ruler of the “tumult of the 

peoples of earth” is also the “trust of all the ends of the earth and of the farthest sea.”  These peo-

ples “stand in awe of Your [Yahweh’s] signs” (Ps 65:2,5,8).  Surely here David is meditating on the 

singular uniqueness of Yahweh and upon the Abrahamic covenant.  David clearly sees that all peo-

ples must come to Yahweh alone for “salvation” (Ps 65:5), and “blessing” and for the “good of [his] 

house” (Ps 65:4), just as the prophet-king and his people must also come (see also Ps 64:9). 

 

 Psalm 86.  This theme is taken up in an explicit prophecy that those who should look to 

the Lord as their sole trust will do so.  In this psalm, David (see title in MT) seems to be meditating 

upon the glory-name of Yahweh as revealed to Moses on the mount (Ex 34:6-7).294  Because of Yah-

weh’s gracious and forgiving nature for those who trust him (Ps 86:2,3,5, 15), David prays with great 

expectation that he will answer (Ps 86:7).  Later, after asking for further teaching for grace and wis-

dom, David again cries out to the Lord for help against “a band of violent men” (Ps 86:11-14). 

 In the midst of these prayers, David cries out in praise to Yahweh for being unique 

“among the gods” and for Yahweh’s unrivaled deeds in answer to prayer.  Because of that peerless 

uniqueness, David longs for and predicts that “all the ethno-nations” which Yahweh made [t'yfi[' 

rv,a] ~yIAG-lK'] will come and worship [at Jerusalem].  They will then glorify only the 

name of Yahweh as Lord [yn"doa]] and as the “sole God” (Ps 86:9-10).   

 Again, this centripetal prophecy is not a prediction of mere conversions of individual 

gôyîm but of the peoples in their ethnic solidarity. John’s Revelation takes up this prophecy (Rv 

                                                           

 293As an Afrikaner missiologist in the new, post-Apartheid South Africa and in the new South 
African Uniting-Reformed-Church milieu, Du Preez unfortunately seems to see this new people as made up of 
individuals.  This is more akin to a Radical Reformation’s believers’ church view (Anabaptist, Baptist) than the 
covenantal perspective.  As nobel as the anti-apartheid sentiments indeed are, this option actually leads to a 
Roman view of one visible church denomination instead of a (con)federation of churches, synods and clas-
ses/presbyteries (see Kreitzer 1997, 1998). 

 Du Preez writes: “[Yahweh] will create a nation for himself from among all the nations of the 
world.  A modern Christian version of this vision envisages a united church of Jesus Christ among the nations 
of the earth” (Du Preez 1997, 320).   

 294Ps 86:5,15 show several verbal parallels to Ex 34:6-7 (see e.g., Tate 1990). 
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15:4).295  Certainly it is being fulfilled in this Messianic era, but not by a centripetal coming to a cen-

tralized temple to worship.  A centrifugal movement of God’s people, who proclaim the majesty of 

the one God, is accomplishing the prophecy.  They call all peoples to come in ethnic solidarity both 

to the single Zion-temple above and to the decentralized and localized, ethno-culturally relevant 

e v k k l h s i ,a i  here below (see e.g., Jn 4:23-24; 1 Cor 3:16-17; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:19). 

 

 Psalm 87.  This leads directly into Psalm 87, a further prediction that the various peo-

ples of the world would come to Zion to worship.  Its “present location . . . in the Psalter is most 

probably due to its reading as an amplification of Ps 86:9” (Tate 1990, 389).  “The mission thought in 

86:9 becomes the ruling thought in this Korahitic Psalm” (Delitzsch 1996, 572).  Evidently, Rahab 

[Egypt: Is 30:7, 51:9; Ps 87:4, 89:10], Babel [lb,b'], Philistia, Tyre, and Cush [vWK: Ps 68:31; Is 

20:3] typify or represent the surrounding major enemies of the Lord’s people.  If these ethno-na-

tions will come to know Yahweh, certainly the smaller peoples of earth will as well.  Missing the eth-

nic aspect, Calvin writes in an individualistic mode concerning this passage, which predicts the turn-

ing of peoples: 

 Those who formerly were deadly enemies, or entire strangers, shall not 
only become familiar friends, but shall also be ingrafted into one body, that they may be ac-

counted citizens of Jerusalem.296 . . .  The Philistines, Tyrians, and Ethiopians, who hitherto 
had been so much at variance with the people of God, shall now be brought into as cordial 
harmony with them as if they were Jews by birth.  What a glorious distinction of the Church. . 
. .   All of them shall voluntarily renounce their own countries in which they had before 
proudly boasted.  Wherever they may have been born, whether in Palestine, or Ethiopia, or 
Tyre, they shall profess themselves citizens of the holy city. (Calvin 1996a, 399-400) 

 Later, however, Calvin states that “they are born there” does not mean being brought 

up in Jerusalem, but that “they are its citizens” (Calvin 1996a, 400).  Certainly this gives a better pic-

ture.  Just as in the Apocalypse there is one Bride-City into which the peoples and their kings come, 

so is the heavenly city Jerusalem at present.   

 Zion here, “symbolizes God’s kingdom presence” then “established on earth” (VanGe-

meren 1991, 561) but not at present (Jn 4:23).  This is seen in the sudden shift in focus from earthly 

Jerusalem to a more glorious future for the city, perhaps in reflection upon Isaiah’s prophesies of 

this “‘mother-city’ of all nations (cf. Is 2:2-4; 26:1-2; 60:15-22; 61:1-7). . . .  The psalmist’s ecstasy is 

                                                           

 295Delitzsch’s comment is ambiguous.  Does he mean the conversion of all heathen peoples in 
solidarity or only individuals?  On balance, it seems that he speaks of the conversion of peoples in solidarity.   

 “This clear unallegorical prediction of the conversion of the heathen is the principal parallel to 
Apoc. 15:4.  ‘All nations, which Thou hast made’—they have their being from Thee; and although they have 

forgotten it (vid., 9:18), they will nevertheless at last come to recognise it.  ~yIAG-lK', since the article 

is wanting, are nations of all tribes (countries and nationalities); cf. Jer 16:16 with Ps. 22:18; Tobit 13:11, 
e ; q n h  p o l l a ,, with [Tobit] 14:6, p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h ” (Delitzsch 1996, 570).   

 296Apparently here Calvin has in mind an individualistic viewpoint on Eph 2:10-21.  
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not with the present, earthly city but with ‘the city of God’ as a theological entity, from God’s per-

spective” (VanGemeren 1991, 562; see Tate 1990, 389).  The term “being born in Zion, then, ex-

presses “spiritual kinship” (Tate 1990, 389) or “the right of citizenship in Zion (p o l i t e i ,a  

t o u / V I s r a h .l , Eph 2:12) as in their second mother-city” (Delitzsch 1996, 572), just as Paul 

interprets the concept (Gal 4:26).  There is true unity of a singular heavenly city within which exists 

real ethno-covenantal diversity.  That city cannot be localized into any one place or centralized or-

ganization but is both “above” yet coming to local gatherings upon earth’s various ethnic and geo-

graphical contexts.   

 

Psalms 68, 99, 100 (Pilgrimage Psalms)  

 Psalm 68 clearly speaks of a day when the peoples conquered by Yahweh will troop to 

“your palace-temple at Jerusalem” (Ps 68:29).  Then Egypt and Cush, representing the idolatrous 

ethnies of the world, would come to “stretch out” their hands in prayer to God (Ps 68:31).  All king-

doms of earth are then commanded to sing praises and ascribe strength to yn"doa] 

~yhil{ale (Ps 68:32,34).  From a NT perspective, this is clearly the day of Messiah when he is 

enthroned in heavenly Zion, as we shall see below.  

 Psalms 99 and 100 repeat this theme.  Because Yahweh is the exalted king over all peo-

ples of the earth, they must tremble before him in submission and praise to his name, which is holy, 

just and righteous (Ps 99:1-4; cf. Ps 2).  Therefore, the psalmist commands the peoples to come to 

worship Yahweh, Israel’s God, at his Zion-hill palace-temple (Ps 99:5,9,1), where he sits on his ark-

throne above the cherubim.  Psalm 100 agrees with these sentiments.  All the earth is to shout joy-

fully to Yahweh and worship Yahweh, together with Israel, as a good and compassionate God (Ps 

100:1,4,5). 

Summary 

 “The Old Testament teaches that Israel had an obligation to bear witness to her neigh-

bors.  Few would deny that statement today” (Oswalt 1991, 85).  The consensual view is that “cen-

trifugal mission, understood as active outreach to the goyyim or nations and participation in God’s 

mission, belongs to the New Testament period” (Hogg 1988, 243).  This may have been true as a his-

torical fact, but it is not true with  respect to the normative teaching of the Old Testament.   

 There were indeed explicit commands for centrifugal movement of peoples to the tem-

ple at Zion and to Yahweh’s people.  However, there were indeed direct commands for centrifugal 

movement outwards from Zion by God’s people.  As Kaiser summarizes:  

 Over and over again the psalmists called on all the peoples of all the lands 
and nations to praise the Lord (Pss. 47:1; 67:3, 5; 100:1; 117:1).  Even more directly, [they] . . . 
urged their people to tell, proclaim, and make known the mighty deeds of Yahweh (Pss. 9:11; 
105:1) . . . and to join in singing praises to God from all the nations (Pss. 18:49; 96:2-3). . . .  
The psalmists themselves offer to sing God’s praises among the nations (Pss. 57:9; 108:3).  
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The expected result would be that all the ends fo the earth would turn to the Lord and all the 
families on earth would bow down in worship to him (Pss. 22:27; 66:4; 86:9). (Kaiser 2000, 37) 

 The purpose of temple worship (2 Chr 6:33; 1 Kgs 8:41-43; Is 56:6-7; see also, 60:7-12) 

is to be a “house of prayer for all peoples,297 a theme taken up in the NT by Jesus (Mk 11:17) (look 

at Goldingay and Muilenberg).  The New Covenant does not have a centralized temple but a decen-

tralized temple.  That temple is the People of God, not only in its visible form as gathered e v -

k k l h s i ,a , but also in its diversified form as the people in all areas of culture serving as salt and 

light (see Kuyper 1911, 1912; Rushdoony 1986; Hart 1972).  As we shall see, all the peoples will 

come to this temple, while remaining in ethno-linguistic bonds.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 297“~yMi[;h'-lk'l. areQ'yI hL'piT.-tyBe ytiybe yKi.” Note 

that in the context when an ethno-nation or a person from the heathen peoples comes to worship Yahweh, 
the term used is ‘am not gôy.  
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CHAPTER 9 

ESOL IN THE PROPHETS, AND MISSION SUCCESS 

Successful Centripetal-Centrifugal Mission 

Promises of Success in the Major Prophets 

 There are many prophesies of Yahweh’s success in turning the post-Babel peoples of 

earth to the worship of himself, the only true God, in fulfillment of the Abrahamic promise.298   

Many prophetic passages speak of the eschatological salvation which the peoples shall re-
ceive, e.g., Is. 2:2-4; Mi. 4:1-3; Is. 25:6-8; 51:4f; Zech. 4:16; Jer. 16:19 etc. . . . 

 According to these prophetic utterances nation and people as such will 
maintain their place in the eschatological kingdom of God. (TDNT 1972 2:368) 

First Isaiah 

 The whole book of Isaiah, which I presuppose was written by Isaiah of Jerusalem (see 

note 3), has some of the most powerful promises of success for the fulfillment of the Abrahamic 

covenantal blessing.  The book develops three portraits of a coming Messiah figure: the King, Suffer-

ing Servant, and Anointed Conqueror-lord of the whole earth (see e.g. Motyer 1993a, 13).  The Mes-

siah is essentially Davidic (Is 9:6-7, 55;3, 63:1 [“a Davidic motif of the conquest of Edom”]) (Motyer 

1993a, 13).  Each figure includes restoring first Israel and then the world of heathen peoples.  The 

movement is from Israel, the “central work outwards” to the gôyîm (Motyer 1993a, 13).   

 Certainly Isaiah uses the military motif of conquering but gives contextual hints that 

this is not a conquering of the steel sword.  Certainly when Yahweh restores Israel to himself, the 

nations flood to his palace mount to honor/worship Yahweh’s universal Suzerainty (Is 1:26-27; 2:2-

4).  The just Davidic Messiah (Is 9:6-9, 11:1) rules a renewed earth (Is 11:6-9) and the gôyîm flock to 

him, the “root of Jesse” (Is 11:10; see citation in Rom 15:12).  A re-unified people of God (Is 11:13-

14) become a conquering army, subjecting the surrounding enemies (Is 11:14).  The Lord will then 

provide for an exodus from Assyria and Egypt for “the remnant of his people who will be left” like 

Israel came out of Egypt (Is 11:14).   

 This enigmatic statement, which seems to distinguish Israel from “his people,” is then 

further strengthened in the following chapter (Motyer 1983, 127).299  “On that day” (Is 12:1,4), a 

                                                           

 298Promises in Major Prophets: Is 2:2-4, 11:1-10, 19:23-25, 42:1-11, 45:4-6, 20-25; 49:1-7 [cf. 
Acts 13:47-48], 66:18-21; Jer. 3:17, 4:2, 12:14-17; 16:19-21.  

 Promises in Minor Prophets: Da 2:34-35,44, 7:14, 27; Joel 2:28-32; Am 9:11-12 [cf. Acts 15:16-17]; Mic 4:1-5, 5:3-5, 
7:12; Hab 2:14; Zep 2:11, 3:9-13; Zec 2:11, 8:20-23, 9:10, 14:16; Mal 1:11, 14.  

 299“The reference to Israel here suggests that there is more to this remnant of his people than was true 
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phrase connecting Is 12 to 11:10 and a definite Messianic context (see Is 11:1-5), when Israel is vic-

torious and a new exodus comes about, God’s people will sing and do what Psalm 105:1 commands.  

“Make his deeds known among the peoples . . . throughout the earth” (Is 12:4-5).   

 The enigma is solved in chapter 19.  The “panoramic spread of David’s rule over the 

world (chapters 13-27) includes the coequal membership of erstwile outcasts and aliens (19:23-35; 

27-13)” (Motyer 1993a, 14), that is the Egyptians and Assyrians, representative of the hostile hea-

then peoples surrounding Israel.   

 We now turn to this successful calling of the gôyîm into one people, the people of the 

God of Abraham (Ps 47:9).  After surveying key passages in First Isaiah300 and the other prophets, I 

will address the promise and the issue of Israel’s centrifugal vocation, in Second Isaiah, then I will 

conclude with a discussion of how Third Isaiah dovetails with the New Covenant of the Spirit.  

Isaiah 2, Micah 4 on to heavenly Zion 

 Isaiah 2:2-4 and Micah 4:1-5.301  The only substantial difference between the two is 

that the authors swap the usage of ~yMi[; [peoples] and ~yIAG [ethno-nations], showing 

most likely that the terms are speaking about ethno-group solidarities and not just individualized 

“heathen.”302  

                                                           

in the original exodus.  Then it was but one people out of all the peoples which was being redeemed and brought 
home to God, but now the remnant is world-wide, the summoning of the Gentiles, as in verse 12.  In verse 11 the 
thought was the geographical spread of the re-gathering; here it is the universal people” (Motyer 1993a, 127). 

 300With this term I follow J. Alec Motyer’s outline of First Isaiah: “The Book of the King” (1-37); 
Second Isaiah, “The Book of the Servant” (38-55); and Third Isaiah, “The Book of the Anointed Conqueror” (56-
66) (Motyer 1993a), which is followed by Walter Kaiser (e.g., Kaiser 1995, 155).  For an excellent contrary dis-
cussion, see “The King in the Book of Isaiah” (Schultz 1995).  Schultz’s key weakness is that although he men-
tions it, he overlooks the significance of John’s application of Third Isaiah’s Conqueror image to Jesus Christ in 
Rev 14:19-20, 19:13,15 (Schultz 1995, 162, n. 53).  This application shows again that Yahweh is distinct but also 
identified with the Messianic Servant now exalted as Conqueror on the Father’s throne (Jn 5:17-30; Acts 2:22-
36; 1 Cor 15:23-28; Eph 1:19-23; etc.).   

 I presuppose the biblical orthodox position in adopting Isaianic authorship for all three books 
(see Allis 1951; Young 1972; Oswalt 1986; Motyer 1993a).  Modern scholarship is “more and more compelled 
by the evidence to admit the ideological and theological unity of the book” (Oswalt 1986, 5), but because of 
their rationalistic Enlightenment bound presuppositions precluding any predictive prophecy, they cannot ac-
cept the book “as the result of the encounter of a single human being with the self-revealing Lord of the cos-
mos” (Oswalt 1986, 5). 

 301Arguments are evenly divided on whether Micah or Isaiah was the original writer.  I lean to 
Micah as original author (see Young 1965, 111-113; citing Gesenius, Ryssel, Van Hoonacker, Keil, Delitzsch; Os-
walt 1986, 1991).  The reference to the form of the prophecy in Zec 8:22, seems to support Mican priority. For 
Isaianic priority, see Motyer 1993a. 

 302Based on Young 1965; differences in italics: 
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 The passage begins with the prophetic perfect showing the setting is in the future and 

then continues with imperfect tenses showing the continuance of the action.  The term “last days” 

again indicates future days when eschatological deliverance or “Messianic salvation” comes, univer-

sally seen as the days of the reign of Messiah Jesus in the NT (see Acts 2:17; Heb 1:1; 2 Tm 3:1; Jas 

5:3; 2 Pt 3:3) (see Young 1965, 97-98).  Isaiah takes figures of speech common to his era and univer-

salizes them for a future day.   

 The post-exilic prophet, Zechariah, seems to refer to this twin set of passages, most 

likely its form in Micah or a common predecessor.  

Thus says the LORD of hosts, “It will yet be that peoples will come, even the inhabitants of 
many cities. And the inhabitants of one will go to another saying, Let us go at once to entreat 
the favor of the LORD, and to seek the LORD of hosts; I will also go.  ‘So many peoples and 

mighty nations [~ymiWc[] ~yIAgw> ~yBir; ~yMi[;] will come to seek 

the LORD of hosts in Jerusalem and to entreat the favor of the LORD.’303 

 Thus says the LORD of hosts, “In those days ten men from all the nations 
will grasp the garment of a Jew saying, ‘Let us go with you, for we have heard that God is with 
you.’” (Zec 8:20-23) 

 This could prophesy a time immediately after exile304 or, better, after Christ’s resurrec-

tion, when converts to the Way literally streamed to heavenly Jerusalem (some even to earthly Jeru-

salem to seek the Apostles) after seeking out and hearing the Word from a believing Jew.  This im-

mediate post-Pentecostal period would be a foreshadowing of the time when all nations would be 

converted and covenantally bound to Yahweh in Jesus (Is 19), seated on heavenly Jerusalem’s 

                                                           

 

Isaiah Micah 

2:2 And all the nations will stream to it. 4:1 And the peoples will stream to it. 

3 And many peoples will come and say  2 And many nations will come and say 

4 And He will judge between the nations, And 

will render decisions for many peoples.  

3 And He will judge between many peoples 

[~yBir; ~yMi[;] And render decisions 

for mighty, distant nations [qAxr'-d[; 

~ymicu[] ~yIAgl.]. 

 

 303The section in single quotes shares more with the Mican text than the Isaianic (see note 5).  

 304There is much in the context that would commend an inter-testamental preliminary fulfill-
ment.  It could be here that Yahweh predicts many proselytes from various pagan ethnies would join them-
selves to Israel then, after the exile, in partial fulfillment of the earlier Mican (or Isaianic) prophecy, which 
won’t be fulfilled until the Messianic era. 
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throne.  Calvin sees it as teaching that “the doctrine of salvation which has filled the whole world 

flowed from that city” (Calvin 1996c, 5:228, see context 228-229). 

 The NT introduces a non-Jerusalem or temple centered worship (see Calvin 1996b; 

Young 1965; Oswalt 1986). 305  Zion, representing the people of God, would be lifted up and all peo-

ples and nations will stream into it, eventually bringing a period of universal justice and peace flow-

ing out of the torah of Yahweh.  

 The NT interprets (e.g., Revelation) this as a pilgrimage to Christ and his Body, in a de-

centralized manner (Jn 4:23; Rev 20-21).  Because the NT, being essentially covenantal in its 

thought-world like the OT, knows nothing of a shift from family and ethnic solidarity to an emphasis 

merely upon believing individuals, certainly this passage predicts the conversion of the nations in 

ethnic solidarity.  All peoples will come, equally with re-united Israel, to Messiah. 

Isaiah 19 

 This joining in one Body is a “coequal membership” as Is 19:23-35 so wonderfully pro-

claims (Motyer 1993a, 14).  Here, as Otto Kaiser correctly exclaims, “the hope contained in the faith 

of the Old Testament reaches a height and range which puts it on the level of [Isa] 2.1ff and Zeph. 

2.11, 3.9b, 10, cf. also Isa. 45.20ff” (Kaiser 1974, 110).   

 After discussing the judgment upon the surrounding peoples and the spread of Mes-

siah’s reign, to whom all the “nations will resort” (Is 11:1-10; 13:1-27:13), the prophet makes an 

astounding prediction. Egypt, Israel’s first oppressor, and Assyria, the present one, will be converted 

to Yahweh in co-equality with Israel” (Motyer 1993a, 163; Is 19).  Recognize here the reference to 

the Abramic blessing and the similarity to various psalms (e.g., Pss 22:27-28, 67, 96). Muilenberg 

agrees: “Here, surely, is a conscious fulfillment of the promise to Abraham.  Israel will be a blessing 

in the midst of the earth, and the nations will receive the divine blessing through their relation to 

Israel” (Muilenberg 1965, 396).   

 In the day of redemption, the day of Messiah, then:  

Israel will be the third, along with Egypt and Assyria, a blessing on the earth.  The LORD Al-
mighty will bless them, saying, “Blessed be Egypt my people, Assyria my handiwork, and Israel 
my inheritance.” (Is 19:24-25) 

 Observe that covenantal terminology is applied to once pagan nations.  The titles “my 

people” [yMi[;] (e.g., Ex 3:7,10, 5:1; Is 47:6), “my handiwork” [yd;y" hfe[]m;],306 and 

                                                           

 305The New Testament always interprets the locus of worship, “the holy mountain,” not as 
earthly Jerusalem but heavenly Jerusalem.  See Jn 4:21-24; Gal 4:24-27; Heb 11:10,16; 12:22.  The Old Testa-
ment prophesies of centralized temple worship are fulfilled in Christ in the one Body and its many decentral-
ized and ethno-geographically located churches. 

 306The gods are the works of men’s hands, but Assyria is the work of Yahweh’s hands (see e.g., 2 
Chr 32:19; Ps 135:15), like Israel, Abraham’s seed (see Is 29:23, 60:21). 
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“my inheritance” [ytil'x]n:] (e.g., 2 Kgs 21:14; Is 47:6; Jer 12:7)307 “always belonged [exclusively] 

to Israel” (Motyer 1993a, 170).  The former enemies, “whose conversion would symbolize a whole 

world gathered in peace into the unity of the people of God” (Motyer 1993a, 170; Calvin 1996b, 

2:82) have become covenantal peoples, analogous to Israel, within the one people of the God of 

Abraham (like Pss 47, 87).  In this sense only, however, O. Kaiser is correct: “Together they form a 

single new and permanent people of God” (Kaiser 1974, 111).   

 Zechariah may state the same principle: “And many nations will join themselves to the 

LORD in that day and will become My people” (Zec 2:11; see 8:20-23).308  C. F. Keil explains: “This 

kingdom of God, which has hitherto been restricted to Israel, will spread out and be glorified by the 

reception of the heathen nations which are seeking God (Mic. 4:2)” (Keil 1996, 523).  

 Therefore, it seems that peoples other than Israel can become an ethno-covenantal sol-

idarity in the service of Yahweh and joint citizens of one heavenly Zion with Israel.  This is a theme of 

several psalms and implicit in the Abrahamic covenant (Rom 4; Gal 3).  Redemptive history moves 

from the covenant being attached to one people (mono-ethnic) to the one Abrahamic covenant be-

ing attached to all the peoples/clans of the earth (multi-ethnic or pan-ethnic): a true unity and real 

diversity. In this connection, Gottwald makes a fascinating comment agreeing with my thesis:  

Here the early model of ancient Israel’s covenant union of tribes is projected upon the inter-
national scene, and politically independent states associate themselves in the common wor-
ship of Yahweh without compromising their sovereignty. (Gottwald 1964, 228) 

Isaiah 25 

 Immediately after revealing the future unity of the pagan peoples in the worship of 

Yahweh, Isaiah launches into several oracles of present judgment upon the surrounding ethno-na-

tions, including Egypt and Jerusalem (Is 20-23)which are summarized in Is 24.  That chapter speaks 

of a total destruction of Yahweh and his people’s enemies.  In the midst of the judgment, there 

                                                           

 307Calvin sees in this term Israel’s “prerogative . . [with] the rank and honour of the first-born” 
(Calvin 1996b, 2:84).  Possibly this is true (but see Oswalt 1986, 381), but only in the priority of evangelism and 
even judgment that still goes to Israel (see Rom 1-2). 

 308Some could argue here that ~yIAg Wwl.nIw> could mean many from the 

gôyîm would join themselves to Israel.  E.g., Calvin: “The Prophet describes here the voluntary surrender of 
the nations, who would so join themselves to the Church of God, as to disown their own name and to count 
themselves Jews. . . .  For it is said that they would be a people to God.  This could not be, except the nations 
surrendered their own name, so as to become one body with the Jews” (see Calvin 1996c, 5:76).   

 In the light of Pss 47, 87; Is 19; and the later context in Zec 8:20-23, let alone Acts 15 and 1 Cor 
9, this most likely is not the case (but see note 7).  Could it be that this passage and the preceeding verse (with 
others) are echoed in John’s Apocalypse.  “V I d o u .(  h `  s k h n h . t o u / Qe o u / me t a . t w /n  
a v n q r w ,p wn (  k a i . s k h n w ,s e i  [Zec 2:10 LXX] me t V  a u v t w /n (  k a i . a u v t o i . 
l a o i . a u v t o u / e ; s o n t a i (  k a i . a u v t o .j  o `  Qe o .j  e ; s t a i  me t V  a u v t w /n (  
Qe o ,j  a u v t w /n ” (Rv 21:3). 
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erupts singing and glory to Yahweh in the ends of the earth (Is 24:14-16).  Based upon this judg-

ment, Isaiah predicts that strong and ruthless peoples and nations will worship Yahweh.  The reason 

is that Yahweh will “on this mountain” (i.e., Jerusalem) lift the shroud that covers the peoples and 

nations.  There he will swallow up death forever and wipe away tears, a passage echoed in John’s 

Revelation of the Bride Jerusalem from above (Is 25:6-8; Rev 7:17, 21:4).  As the peoples and ethno-

nations come to heavenly Jerusalem, this prophecy will be progressively fulfilled until it is perfectly 

consummated in the resurrection.   

Bridge to Second and Third Isaiah 

 Up to this point, Isaiah is restating the Abramic blessing, that “by means of Israel . . . 

God will show himself to the nations” (Oswalt 1991, 90).  Israel is both passive, the centripetal force 

at work, and active, that is centrifugally involved in witness, as Is 12:4 indicates: Make known and 

proclaim Yahweh’s deeds and exalted name.   

 This leads to the crucial bridge between First and Second Isaiah, the account of Heze-

kiah’s failure to give glory to God before the visiting emissary from Babylon.  Hezekiah is the repre-

sentative and example of a failed nation’s witness to the surrounding peoples of Yahweh’s grace and 

power (Oswalt 1986, 1991).   

Second Isaiah: Servant Songs (Is 42, 49) 

 The nation as represented by Hezekiah failed.  However, at this point Isaiah introduces 

the Servant in the crucial first Servant Songs of Second Isaiah (Is 42:1-11, 45:4-6, 20-25; 49:1-7 [cf. 

Acts 13:47-48]).  The Servant, as “missionarisch[es] Gottesknecht” (Wodecki 1981, 93), succeeds in 

these songs in contrast to the Davidic Kings and their nation, who fail.  These songs clearly mention 

the coming suffering Messiah’s active redemptive ministry to and for all the peoples of earth (esp., 

Is 52-53; see surveys; Sellin 1925; Martin-Achard 1962; Wodecki 1981; Scobie 1992; Grisanti 1998).  

His ministry is to be a royal-prophetic instrument of Yahweh’s hr'AT [revelatory instruction] and 

jP'v.mi [justice] to the heathen peoples (Is 42:1-4).309  Indeed, he is more than just tôranic-jus-

tice; he is the ~[' tyrIb. and the ~yIAG rAa.  This ambiguous phrase certainly means 

that the Servant is “the impersonated, incarnated covenant” (Odendaal 1970, 131) and the personal 

embodiment of the truth-filled light of Yahweh, in his very person.   

 However, who are the ~[' [people]?  It most likely means “the human race” as it did 

in Is 42:5 immediately prior to this context.310  Here again is a clear indication that Isaiah opens 

                                                           

 309“42,1-4, das erste EJL, hatte gemäß V.2.4b ein Wortamt des prophetischen Knechts an den Völkern im Auge” 
(Steck 1993, 121). 

 310Since the same word means “human race” in vs. 5, “it should be presumed to have the same, 
or at least a similar, comprehesive sense in v. 6 as well (so also Marti, Kittel, Köhler, Volz and Muilenburg)” 
(Westermann 1969, 100). “Die Menschheit” (Steck 1993, 122; see Whybray 1981; Motyer 1993a). Contra 
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equal covenant status to the many gôyîm [ethno-nations, as individuals and in solidarities] in one 

“all-embracing concept of covenant” (Motyer 1993a, 322). Since the covenant of grace began after 

the Fall (Ge 3:15), continuing through the Sethite line to Noah, “its extension to the whole world is 

thus not a violation of its nature but rather its release to be true to itself in a world-wide salvation” 

(Motyer 1993a, 322).   

 To be such a covenant-light, the Servant must himself minister restoration to the rebel 

and blind Israelite people and then proceed out to the ethnic extremes of earth.   

It is too small a thing that You should be My Servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob. . . .; I will 

also give You as a light to the Gentiles [~yIAG rAa: light to the ethno-nations], That 

You should be My salvation to the ends of the earth. (Is 49:6 NKJ)311   

Just as the previous song (Is 42:1-5) states, here the Servant is “in his own person the salvation the 

world needs, and, in the same way, the world’s light” (Motyer 1993a, 389). I will discuss these songs 

in greater depth later.   

Third Isaiah 

 Immediately after the Servant Songs, Isaiah launches into the work of the renewed 

people and servants of Yahweh under their Spirit anointed and now exalted conqueror.  Peter refers 

to this section in his Pentecost sermon (Is 59:21; Acts 2:38-39).  Jesus reads a section from this third 

part of Isaiah in the synagogue of Nazareth and preliminarily applies it to himself in his earthly minis-

try (see Is 61:1-2a Lk 4:18-19).  It fully applies to his present session, as he reigns through his serv-

ants after the resurrection.  His servants have the same Spirit poured upon them as the Father 

poured out upon the Servant-Conqueror.  

Isaiah 60, 62 

 The collective people of God are the storm-tossed Zion above, now comforted and 

fruitful, whose sons are those taught by Yahweh, as Jesus and Paul stated (Is 54:1-17; Jn 6:45; Gal 

4:26-27).  Zion includes both Jew and eventually all heathen peoples, both slave and free, male and 

female (Gal 3:29).  As a direct result of the Spirit’s outpouring upon his covenant people, the light 

                                                           

Odendaal 1970, 130 who believes ~[' means the Israelites (see Is 49:8).   

 Motyer is correct: “In 49:8 the servant’s covenant work is directed to Israel (‘the people’ in a 
narrower technical sense), but here the context is a world-wide covenantal task.  . . . .  The covenant was Is-
rael’s distinctive privilege, from its inception in Abram (Gn 15, 17) to its climax in Moses (Ex. 2:24; 24:7-8). . .  
The covenant, however, originated in Noah (Gn. 6:17-18) [at least: MRK], and its extension to the whole world 
is thus not a violation of its nature but rather its release to be true to itself in a world-wide salvation” (Motyer 
1993a, 322).   

 311Notice the parallelism between “you should be my servant” and “so you should be my salva-
tion.”  The purpose of the first is to restore Israel.  The purpose of the second is to be salvation to the ends of 
the earth as in Jn 3:17. 
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shines upon Zion above.  The peoples, along with their rulers who are all in deep spiritual darkness, 

will see and come to Zion’s light (Is 60:1-3, 62:2; see also Is 9:1-2; Mt 4:15-16).  Their wealth flows 

into heavenly Zion, and they “bear good news of the praises of Yahweh.”  This is an ancient theme 

(Mic 4:1-2; Is 2:1-3).  Midian, Ephah, Sheba, Kedar, Nebaioth, and Tarshish, representative of all the 

peoples who “despised you,” are evangelists of Yahweh’s praise and bow before him (Is 60:4-14). 

Since Isaiah is thinking of the future in city terms, the gathering of the world into the embrace 
of the people of God is naturally seen in pilgrimage and tribute motifs.  The reality is the win-
ning of the nations by the gospel and the gathering of all into the heavenly Zion. (Motyer 
1993a, 495; contra Whybray 1981, 231)312  

 So great is Yahweh’s zeal for his now international City-people that any gôy-nation or 

kingdom [hk'l'm.M;h;w> yAGh;] not serving Zion and Zion’s King will be destroyed, a 

thought paralleled by Zec 14:17 (see Is 14:2).  Either by faith the peoples, kingdoms, and nations will 

serve Yahweh and his conquering Servant-Son, or his wrath will flare up in a moment.  These are Da-

vidic motifs (see Ps 2, 110).   

Isaiah 66 

 Isaiah 66:18-21 is the final passage in Isaiah that speaks about the universal success of 

Yahweh’s grace to the nations.  Westermann comments that verses 18 and 21 are centripetal and 

“governed by the idea of the move out to the Gentiles throughout the world, a missionary move 

which is destined to reach them all,” whereas verses 20 and 22 are centripetal.  This includes a move 

to Zion and Judah (Westermann 1969, 423).  “The time is coming to gather all nations and tongues . 

. . [to] see my glory.  And I will set a sign among them” (Is 66:18-19a).  The nature of the sign [tAa; 

s h me i /a ] is uncertain.  It could be a banner lifted high as a summons beckoning to the peoples to 

come to Zion above (cf. Is 11:12-13; 49:22; 62:10).  It could be the outpoured Holy Spirit himself.   

 Then Isaiah makes a clear apostolic-missionary prophecy.  Even Westermann, oblivious to 

all that we have seen to this point, discerns this task: “This is the first sure and certain mention of mission 

as we today employ the termsending of individuals to distant peoples in order to proclaim God’s glory 

among them” (Westermann 1969, 425).313  “They will declare My glory among the nations”—those who 

have “neither heard My fame nor seen My glory” (Is 66:19).  Those who go out are survivors of the fall of 

earthly Jerusalem, so that in the end “all flesh will come to bow down before Me,’” says Yahweh (Is 

66:23).   

 Isaiah mentions ethno-geographical terms (Is 66:19) representing all “tongues and na-

tions” (Is 66:18), “throughout the whole world . . .  in every part of the world” (Calvin 1996, 433).  

                                                           

 312Motyer adds, “when the Lord Jesus returns.”  This is a chiliastic thought very possibly alien to 
the context.   

 313“And I will send some is the clearest Old Testament statement of the theme of missionary outreach” (Motyer 
1993a, 541). 
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Here Isaiah distinctly refers to the pre-Abrahamic Table of Nations314 (Scott 1994, 505), which serves 

as the backdrop for the introduction of the Abramic blessing.  Furthermore, this section certainly 

speaks of the “ultimate completion of the conversion of the Gentiles.”  Isaiah’s perspective “resem-

bles that of the apostle in Rom. 11:25, who describes the conversion of the heathen world and the 

rescue of all Israel as facts belonging to the future” (Delitzsch 1996, 637).   

 Lastly, those sent out are clearly his now-seeing witnesses.  “As his witnesses they can 

be made into people who proclaim his glory among the nations” (Westermann 1969, 425).  This wit-

ness theme is picked up in Luke-Acts.  

Jeremiah  

Jeremiah 3:17, 4:2  

 At that time they shall call Jerusalem “The Throne of the LORD,” and all 
the nations will be gathered to it, to Jerusalem, for the name of the LORD; nor shall they walk 
anymore after the stubbornness of their evil heart. 

 The thought here is very similar to that in First Isaiah and Micah.  A redemptive day will 

come when not just individuals but whole ethno-national solidarities (but not every individual) will 

come to heavenly Jerusalem to worship. 

 The immediate context is clear.  Some form of symbolic-ceremonial worship seems to 

be gone forever.  No longer will Israel long for the Ark of the Covenant as Yahweh’s throne (Jer 

3:16), because Jerusalem itself is the throne.  This abides well with John’s Revelation (see Rev 21:1-

3, 22-24).   

 This day will come when Israel will learn to follow his oath to the Lord (and oaths be-

fore Yahweh) in truth and justice, and reject loyalty to false gods represented by oaths to idols.  But 

if there is no covenant loyalty (“circumcise . .  the foreskins of your hearts” [Jer 4:4]), then Yahweh’s 

wrath will burst out upon Judah and Jerusalem.   

 However, the “‘then’ (consequence) of repentance and reorientation of life is the im-

plementation of God’s promise to Abraham” (Brueggemann 1988, 46).  Thus the Abrahamic blessing 

                                                           

 314Note reference to “Tarshish [Gn 1:4], Put [10:6], Lud [10:22], Meshech [10:2?], Rosh, Tubal 
[10:2], and Javan [10:2,4]” (Is 66:19).  All three sons of Noah are present. 
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will be fulfilled:315 “Then the nations will be blessed [or, bless themselves] in Him,316 And in Him 

they will glory” (Jer 4:2).  Thus Jeremiah sees beyond the catastrophe looming over his people to the 

far distant future in which the “ancient call to Israel to serve as a nation of priests (Exod 19:5-6) 

would be fulfilled” (Craigie, Kelley, Drinkard 1991, 6).   

 However, the concomitant of the ethno-nations praising and glorifying Yahweh is exclu-

sive loyalty to him (see Jer 12:14-17).  If not, as also in the psalms and prophets, then the wrath of 

God must be poured out upon the nations [~yIAG] and families [tAxP'v.mi] for Yahweh 

alone is King of the gôyîm (see total context of Jer 10; see 10:2,3,7,10,25; 12:14-17).   

Jeremiah 16 

 A few chapters later, in a context of judgment upon idol worship (this time by Judah) 

and restoration, Jeremiah predicts the turning of the gôyîm to Yahweh from the ends of the earth.  

They will confess the delusion of idolatry (Jer 16:19-20) and collective repentance will be expressed 

by each ethno-nation, including a “confession of sin on the part of the nations who will finally em-

brace Yahweh as the true God” (Brueggemann 1988, 149).  Therefore, Yahweh will make the peo-

ples and nations know his unique covenantal name as Yahweh, as Israel does.  Jerusalem (that is the 

city above), will now be to Yahweh “a name of joy, praise, and glory before all the nations of the 

earth, which shall hear of all the good that I do for them, and they shall fear and tremble” (Jer 33:9).  

This is something that will occur in the days when the “righteous Branch of David [will] spring forth” 

(Jer 33:15), a citation, it seems, from First Isaiah (Is 4:2, 11:1-5,10; see Zec 3:8, 6:12-13).   

 The result is that the ethno-nations will learn to swear covenant fealty, and all other 

oaths, solely by Yahweh’s name and not by the “baalîm,” as they formerly taught Israel to do (see 

Jer 12:14-17).  If not, Yahweh will also uproot them from their lands.   

Promises of Success in Daniel and Minor Prophets 

                                                           

 315For a complete discussion and chart of the various perspectives/scholars concerning the 
grammar of this passage (Jer 4:1-2), that is, the protases (“if” clauses) and the apodoses (“then” clause[s]), see 
Holladay 1986.  Holladay believes that the word translated “wander” has as its closest parallel the story of 
Cain (Gn 4:14), where he claims he will now be a wanderer upon the earth.  Because the second to last clause 
is based on a word to Abraham (Gn 22:18), “the implication here seems to be, ‘If you stop being like Cain, you 
can begin to be like Abraham’.”  This reinforces the idea that the final apodosis of the whole section is verse 
4:2.  

 316See discussion of “in him” (most likely “in Yahweh”) and bless themselves” (probably a refer-
ence to the Abrahamic blessing) (see e.g., Keil 1996, 64-65; Calvin 1996d, 1:201-202; and Thompson 1980, 
213).  The hithpael is used here as in Gn 22:18; 26:4, where it is most likely a passive sense (see Allis 1927).  
Thus, following Allis (1927, 290-291); Kaiser (1978); Hamilton (1990), and others, it could well be a passive 
here. “The verse . . . seems to imply at least that gentile peoples shall use the name of the Lord in the blessings 
which they invoke as well as in the oaths which they swear” (Allis 1927, 291; contra e.g., McKane 1986 [ICC]; 
Halladay 1986). The parallel with Is 65:16 is notable. 
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 Not only do the Major Prophets deal with promises of success of the turning of the 

peoples to Yahweh, so do the Minor Prophets.  These books span several centuries but show similar 

sentiments with regard to the final turning of the peoples. 

Daniel  

 The book of Daniel was written by an attested prophet of Yahweh, Daniel, as the Lord 

himself states (Mt 24:15).  In the book, the prophet is given a series of interpretations of visions and 

his own visions concerning the future successions of empires upon the earth. In the book’s struc-

ture, Daniel 2 and 7 are quite parallel in content,317 describing the same four earthly kingdoms and a 

fifth, heaven-sent Kingdom.  Both describe the setting up of Yahweh’s everlasting kingdom in the 

days of the fourth, the Roman kingdom. 

Daniel 2:31-45 

 The first vision is Nebuchadezzar’s dream. Daniel states in his interpretation that the 

“God of heaven” gave Nebuchadnezzar the right of the universal earthly kingdom that the Davidic 

king lost.  God gave him, as highest king, “the kingdom, the power, the strength, and the glory” so 

that he would rule over the beasts of the earth, the birds of the sky, and the sons of men.  The king-

dom over the sons of men, Jeremiah states explicitly, includes all the lands and nations on the face 

of the earth, which Yahweh claims he created (see Jer 27:5-7, 28:14).  By connecting the grant with 

his original creation authority, Yahweh virtually gave Adamic-Noahic authority318 as vice-gerent over 

all humanity and the animal world to a pagan king who was, as God said, “pleasing in My sight” (Jer 

27:5 NASB, see Ge 1:28; 9:6).319   

                                                           

 317The middle Aramaic section is arranged chiastically, framed by a prologue and epilogue in 
Hebrew.  

A  Four kingdoms and the Mountain-Kingdom of God (2) 

 B  Deliverance from martyrdom (3) 

  C  Rebel King repents after witness (4) 

  C’ Rebel King fails to repent after witness (5) 

 B’ Deliverance from martyrdom (6) 

A’ Four kingdoms and the Son of Man’s Dominion (7)  

(Outline based on Lenglet 1972; Casey 1979, 7). 

 318“Neb[uchadnezzar] as the type and crown of Man has been invested by God with man’s char-
ter of dominion over all living creatures, Gen. 1:28, Ps. 8[:17]” (Montgomery 1927, 173 [ICC}).   

 319A horrible rebuke to the Davidic son, Zedekiah, who should have exercised this messianic au-
thority (see e.g., Ps 2, 72, etc.).  
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 After Nebuchadnezzar, the representative of the Neo-Babylonian empire, come three 

other kingdoms with similar authority, until the fourth comes, clearly Rome.320  It is at that time that 

this most powerful of the kingdoms of man-in-rebellion to the Creator is crushed by the “stone cut 

out without hands . . . that became a mountain and filled all the earth” (Dan 4:34-35).  In Christian 

retrospect, that stone is clearly the Anointed, King Jesus, the Virgin born, cut out without hands.  

The Kingdom is his, which was given him by the Father, the Ancient of Days (Dan 7:13-14).   

 The Kingdom that Messiah Jesus inaugurated (Pss 2, 110; Acts 2) conquers Rome, as it 

did in fact with the sword of the Word.  No other world empire will inherit sovereign, Adamic au-

thority and power, because the true Second Adam has come.  His is the Kingdom as the true Son of 

Man.  He will fill the earth with the Mountain of the Lord,321 a new heavens and earth, a new city of 

Zion above, into which all peoples and their kings shall flow (see Is 2:1-3, 28:16; Mic 4:1-4; et al., Mt 

21:42-44; Rev 20-21).  This fulfills the vision given to Abraham (see Rushdoony 1970, 18).   

Daniel 7:13-14 

 In this parallel vision, the “one like unto a son of man,” applied by Jesus to himself (Mk 

61-62; Mt 24:30),322 comes on the clouds to the Ancient of Days (the Father).  The Ancient of days 

gives to the “son of man” two things: (1) “dominion and honor and sovereignty” and, (2) “all peo-

ples, nations and tongues serving Him; His dominion an everlasting dominion” (Dan 7:14).  This 

seems to be a clear reference to the original dominion mandate (Ge 1:26-28; Ps 8:5-8), making Jesus 

the ideal man created in God’s image (see Baldwin 1978; Ferguson 1988; see Heb 2:5-9), or a second 

Adam as Paul claims (Rom 5:14-19; 1 Cor 15:22,45). 

                                                           

 320Contra Montgomery 1927 [ICC]; Goldingay 1989 [Word];  Collins 1993 [Hermeneia]).  As Col-
lins [Hermeneia], who disagrees, states: “[Rome is] a longstanding tradition . . ., beginning with Josephus” (Col-
lins 1993, 166).  Anderson [ITC], who also disagrees, cites the Talmud and Jewish Medieval commentators sup-
porting Rome (Anderson 1984). 

 See pro Young 1949 [amillenial], citing church fathers, and Reformers; Rushdoony 1970 [post-
millenial]; Miller 1994 [premillenial]; Ferguson 1988 [amillenial]; Adams and Fischer 2000 [creedal preterist]; 
besides dispensational authors.   

 321For the mountain image, see Is 2:2-3; Zec 4:7, 14:10; Pss 36:7, 50:2; Ez 17:23, 20:40, 40:2).  
“The NT writers apply the image of a stone to Christ,” see complete discussion (Collins 1993, 171; also Leupold 
1949, 126; Young 1949, 79).  

 322For the identity of the “one like the son of man,” see recent discussion in The Prophecy of 
Daniel (Young 1949); Daniel’s Vision of the Son of Man (Young 1958); The Son of Man in Daniel Seven (Ferch 
1979) [Seventh Day Adventist]; A commentary on the Book of Daniel (Collins 1993, 304-310) [critical survey]; 
Daniel (Miller 1994 [premillenial survey].  See complete bibliography in Theological Dictionary of New Testa-
ment Theology, s.v., o `  u i ` o .j  t o u / a v n q r w ,p o u  by Carsten Colpe (TDNT 1972, VIII: 400-477). 

 R. T. France, in Jesus and the Old Testament, suggests that this figure is similar to the servant of 
Yahweh in Isaiah.  The Hebrews, he claims, have the “ability to combine the ideas of a community and the in-
dividual who is its representative into a single concept, where the individual and the corporate aspects are 
both really present” (France 1971, 170).   
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 Jesus, then, is the Son of Man, the dominion Man, whom all peoples will one day serve.  

Moreover, he himself connects the Son of Man with the Suffering Servant theme of Second Isaiah 

(see Mk 10:45-46).  In context, the “coming unto the Ancient of Days” was most likely a picture of 

the ascension of King Jesus.  After his suffering Jesus came on the cloud (see Acts 1:9) unto the 

throne of his Father to receive the multi/pan-ethnic kingdom.  This is as Calvin correctly states: “He 

then commenced his reign, as we see in numberless passages of Scripture” (Calvin 1561/1966, 2:42; 

see also Ferguson 1988; Adams and Fischer 2000).  

 When compared to the context of the parallel in Daniel 2, the meaning is that “the son 

of man” takes his place at his ascension as sole Lord over all the animals and all peoples, nations, 

and tongues upon earth.  Nebuchadnezzar and the three successor kingdoms once also temporarily 

possessed this same God-given Adamic-Abrahamic-Davidic authority by transfer from Judah.  It was 

“an enthronement scene” (Young 1958).  The Son of Man received sole Adamic-Davidic authority, 

with the implication that rebel peoples must be brought into submission in fact to his royal reign 

(see Pss 2, 110; Is 9:6-7, 11:1-5-10; Lk 1:78-79, 2:30-31). 

 This seems to be how the NT interprets the Messianic authority of Jesus (Pss 2; 8; 45; 

72; 110; Acts 2; Eph 1:19-21; Heb 1-2).323  When the Lord spoke the words of his final commission-

ing to his people he was certainly referring to this passage (see Young 1949, 156; Rushdoony 

1970).324  

Amos and James of Jerusalem (Am 9; Acts 15) 

 James of Jerusalem quotes the prophet Amos as justification for the decision of the 

council to approve of Paul’s mission to t a . e ; q n h .  The fundamental question is whether salva-

tion is found only by uniting oneself to ethnic Israel, “defined by its covenant of circumcision, or 

whether the nations which are promised blessing through Abraham (Gen. 12:3) may find it within 

                                                           

 323The baptismal confession of the Great Commission, “Jesus is [my] Lord [and I am his disciple]” 
(1 Cor 12:1-3) implies he is sovereign over all peoples and all areas of life; and that I/we (and my/our family 
and people) are his disciple(s).  It implies that “Caesar is no longer Lord” of all peoples and areas of life.  This is 
the opposite of the counsel the prophet gave to the people of God in Babylon who were to acknowledge that 
Nebuchadnezzar was an Adamic figure under Yahweh.  The people of God, with the Son of Man, however, 
have now received the kingdom over all the peoples of earth (Dn 7:18).  It “cannot be millennial, since it is 
clearly described as everlasting” (Young 1949, 157).   

 Therefore, the kingdom is Christ’s present reign.  He is owner of all peoples and has commanded 
his people to possess, that is bring under submission to himself (disciple), all of them for his glory.  The people 
of God are not to acquiesce to long-term rule by pseudo-Adams in the form of anti-Christian religions and ide-
ologies and their proponents.  Instead, the Body of King Jesus is under orders to disciple them, their peoples, 
and bring their religions and ideologies under the obedience of Messiah, the King (1 Cor 10:5).  The alternative 
is that Jesus, the reigning Lord, will destroy them in his time (Ps 2; 110; et al.).   

 324(1) “All authority in heaven and earth has been given to me” parallels “dominion and honor 
and sovereignty . . . His dominion an everlasting dominion” and, (2) “all peoples, nations and tongues serving 
Him” parallels “disciple all the peoples” (Dn 7:14; Mt 28:18-19). 
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their own people” (Seccombe 1998, 365).  In other words, must the people from the t a . e ; q n h  

become culturally Jewish as part of becoming a member of the Body of the Jewish Messiah? 

 The council, through its spokesman James the Elder, states the opposite, citing “the 

prophets” in support (Am 9:11-12; Acts 15:16-17).325  The admission of the ethno-nations to the uni-

versal Body is thus upon an equal basis with Israel, solely on the grounds of faith and apart from 

Jewish symbolic, ethnic-demarcation rituals.  Donald McGavran and C. Peter Wagner rightly make 

much of the fact that this allows planting of ethno-linguistically specific congregations within the 

greater unity of the church catholic (McGavran 1970, 1979; Wagner 1979, 1981).   

Problems and theology of Amos-Acts 

 This passage in Amos with its NT quotation is rife with theological, textual, and transla-

tion problems beyond the scope of my purpose (see e.g., Pusey 1950; Kaiser 1977; Braun 1977; Rob-

ertson 1989; King 1989; Ådna 1997).  It is sufficient for this to note that the “booth of David” 

[dywID' tK;su-ta,] (Am 9:11; Acts 15:16) most likely denotes a prophesied future, bro-

ken-down state of the Davidic dynasty (see e.g., Calvin 1996, 2:406; Keil 1996; Pusey 1950; Kaiser 

1977; Braun 1977; Bruce 1988; Robertson 1989).  It will be rebuilt by a Davidic seed, as other proph-

ets also state (e.g., Is 9, 11).  

 The prior Davidic theology, itself based on Abrahamic covenantal theology, was the in-

forming theology behind Amos’ reference to the Davidic house.  This amounted to a virtual “charter 

for humanity” (2 Sm 7; see Kaiser 1974, 1977).  This charter is the background of Amos 9.  In the im-

mediate context of the quoted verses, Yahweh, the universal creator, is the one who brought the 

judgment of the Flood upon universal humanity (Am 9:6).  He is the One who owns all the peoples 

and nations: “Are you not mine, sons of Israel, as the Cushites are mine?” (Vogels 1973, 30; Am 

9:7a).  Israel was not more privileged than other peoples, who had their own “exodus-experience as 

well” (Vogels 1970, 28; see Vogels 1986, 72-79; Gottwald 1964, 112).326  “Have I not brought up Is-

rael from the land of Egypt, And the Philistines from Caphtor and the Arameans from Kir?” (Am 

9:7b).  God’s justice and love are for all the peoples of earth.  If the nations sin, God punishes them.  

                                                           

 325See comparison below, and chart of original languages (Robertson 1989, 95-96; see also chart 
in Ådna 1997): 

“In that day I will raise up the fallen booth of David, 
And wall up its breaches; I will also raise up its ruins, 
And rebuild it as in the days of old; That they may 
possess the remnant of Edom And all the nations who 
are called by My name” (Am 9:11-12). 

“After this I will return And will rebuild the tabernacle 
of David, which has fallen down; I will rebuild its ru-
ins, And I will set it up; So that the rest of mankind 
may seek the Lord, Even all the Gentiles who are called by My 
name” (Acts 15:16-17 NKJ). 

 

 326N. Gottwald comments: “In the endless surge and flux of nations in the international corridor 
Yahweh’s watchful eye is at work, both protecting and judging the peoples he has brought into being” (Gott-
wald 1964, 112; italics in original). 
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So he does to the Israelites (see Am 1-2).  The same is true of his love, as the passage in Amos and its 

citation in Acts makes clear.  If he loves Israel, certainly he loves the world of heathen (Jn 3:16f). 

 Acts 15:17, however, is more problematic than the previous verse.  Alford may be cor-

rect in his remark that James, in front of impeccable Pharisaic critics, would not have departed from 

a superior Hebrew text (Alford 1968, 165-166) though this is not certain (see e.g., Keil 1996; Pusey 

1950; Robertson 1988).327  What is certain from the Lukan context, however, is the main point.  In 

the day that Yahweh raises up the prophesied Davidic Kingdom when Messiah Jesus takes his seat at 

the right hand of the Father (Acts 2:32-36; 12:23,32-37; Calvin 1996), then the gôyîm will seek the 

true God, as seen in other prophets.328  “God has not suddenly thought of the inclusion of the Gen-

tiles; it has always been his intention, and he has long made his intention known” (Barrett 1998, 

2:728).   

Inclusion of the gôyîm and ethnic identity 

 This inclusion does not destroy the ethnic identity(ies) of the Jewish gôy and of the 

many gôyîm as someone could construe James’ statement introducing the quote: “e v x  

e v q n w /n  l a o .n ” (Acts 15:14).329  James clearly sees that both peoples came by faith without 

                                                           

 327“James . . .  would not himself (nor would the Pharisees present have allowed it) have quoted 
any rendering, especially where the stress of his argument lay in it, at variance with the original Hebrew” text 
(Alford 1968, 2:166-167; emphasis in original).  Barrett sees the same difficulty as Alford and because of it, re-
jects the historicity of the pericope and the Counsel (Barrett 1998, 2:728). 

 That can be assembled by re-pointing and with two slight emendations to the Masoretes conso-
nantal text.  The divergent “after this” (Acts 15:16) could then be James’s summarizing of the context of judg-
ment upon Israel and the gôyîm in previous sections of Amos (Braun 1977). 

 Thus since the Greek of Acts and of the LXX are divergent from one another at points, and are 
both divergent from the MT, possibly James is quoting from a superior Hebrew Vorlage at all points that are 
relevant for his argument.   

 However, this leads to difficult questions of the LXX as a secondary witness to the Hebrew and 
so forth (see Kaiser 1974; Robertson 1988; Motyer 1988; Niehaus 1992).   

 328Again it is beyond my purview to solve the problem of whether the remnant of man [o i `  
k a t a ,l o i p o i  t w /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ] equals “all the nations” (p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h )—epexe-
getic k a i . or whether it equals the Jewish remnant distinct from the gôyîm, but unified in one faith with 
them (see Braun 1977).  Braun’s point could be correct, though colored by a dispensational perspective.  
James could well be stating that the “remnant” of believing Jews could remain as Jews, but the ethno-nations, 
though unified under the one King, would seek him, as gôyîm, in their own customs (see Paul 1 Cor 9).  Each 
group would remain distinct yet unified in one Body.  

 However, why then the “remnant of ~d'a'” = the Jews?  A parallel background and contrast 

perspective may be found in a fellow eighth-century prophet (Is 11:11-16; see Motyer 1993a, 121-127; see 
also Motyer 1988).   

 329This is a representative theory for the fulfillment of the Abramic blessing.  It often ends up in 
extraction evangelism of individuals to form a unified, non-ethnic, non-caste, non-divisive church.  This is com-
mon in multi-ethnic lands such as India and Ethiopia. It is a common justification for ignoring ethno-linguistic 
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the Jewish ceremonies and pictoral signs (see Acts 15:1).  Faith, which was the precursor to the peo-

ple from the gôyîm receiving the Spirit, was the sole precondition (Acts 15:8-9; see Robertson 1988, 

106-107).  There “was no distinction between us and them, cleansing their hearts by faith” (Acts 

15:9).  Believing Jews could remain customary Jews in the Holy Land and elsewhere, and Greeks 

could remain culturally Greek if they so wished, just as Paul argued (Gal 2; 1 Cor 9).  Centripetal mis-

sion in the NT should reach each group in its ethno-cultural solidarity while it was repenting of moral 

violations of the law and violations of love commands (Acts 15:19-31; 1 Cor 8, 9:19-23; Rom 14). 

 Furthermore, such adjustment of the gospel to individual heathen, was not individualis-

tic.  As James stated, it was true that the Father was then taking out of the heathen peoples a peo-

ple for himself.330  Indeed, this is exactly what happened with Abram.  He was a heathen among 

idolatrous heathen peoples.  Yahweh chose him to become, through his seed, a people-nation of 

God.  So analogously, some “out of the pagan ethnies” [e v x  e v q n w /n ] were in James’s time, 

being chosen as individuals and individuals-in-families.  However, the passage in Amos implies that it 

was not always to remain a small representative number.  As we have repeatedly seen, the clans, 

families, and language groups will turn to Yahweh and his Son.  Therefore, the first to be chosen in a 

people should possibly see themselves as the core of (an) emerging people(s) who, in the unity of 

the one People of God and Body of Messiah, would serve the Lord “standing shoulder to shoulder” 

with a repentant Israel (Zep 3:9-10).   

Dualism and denying ethnic solidarity 

 Indeed to deny Israelite and non-Hebrew ethnic solidarity in that one body is to adopt a 

Greek dualist and spiritualist grid through which to understand Scripture instead of a biblical 

wholism (Berkhof 1966, 153).331  Hendrikus Berkhof states that some claim that ethnic Israel fulfilled 

                                                           

background as being part of an out-dated “apartheid theology” in South Africa (see McGavran 1979).  Robert-
son writes: “Amos envisions . . . a day in which representatives of all the nations shall be ‘called’ by the name 
of the Lord.  According to James, that day has come.  Now Israel is not the only elect one of God.  From each 
nation God has chosen individuals to form a people upon whom he might place his name” (Robertson 1988, 
104).   

 Without accepting his premillennialism, a better solution is hinted at by Walter Kaiser’s 
epangelic [promise] theology in the same volume as Palmer Robertson’s article above.  See “Kingdom Prom-
ises as Spiritual and National” (Kaiser 1988; see also Kaiser 1972, 1977, 1978, 1992).  The Abramic blessing and 
Abrahamic covenant include spiritual and physical blessing for the believing, physical seed of Abraham and 
spiritual blessing for all the clans/families who will have blessing channeled to them through Abraham.  They 
will inherit a land and a seed like Israel, but not unconditionally.  They stand or fall by faith and will be driven 
out of their land for rebellion (Jer 12:14-17; Rom 11).    

 330N. Dahl suggests that the background of the passage in is Zec 2:11.  The problem is that the 
context there speaks of an ethno-national use of gôyîm (Zec 2:7-8).  Thus Zec 2:11 alludes to the Abrahamic 
covenant, not individual gentiles joining to Israel as converts, to which James have been referring to (Dahl 
1957). 

 331See Christus: De zin der geschiedenis (Berkhof 1959, 129-145; 1966, 136-153; see Against the 
Protestant Gnostics (Lee 1987, 214; also Kaiser 1972, 15, n. 24; Kreitzer 1998). “Such a view only reflects west-
ern doceticism and secular/sacred dichotomization of God’s world, rather than the results of hard exegesis” 
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its vocation when Christ came and now his body is built only out of individuals.  Together they have 

taken ethnic Israel’s place.  When the New Testament theology of faith is taken into account, this 

seems plausible, he states.  Christ is the goal of history.  The wall of partition between Jew and the 

nations is removed, and God’s purpose is to make a new singular humanity (Berkhof 1959, 1966).332   

 However, it is not quite so simple, as Hendrikus Berkhof correctly claims using Lukan 

theology.  As the old man Simeon exclaims in the temple when he saw the infant Jesus, Christ is 

both a “light of revelation to the nations” and “the glory of your people Israel” (Lk 2:31; cf. Is 42:6, 

9:6; Acts 26:23).  Simeon and Luke desire to see blessings to both groups in Jesus, holding both to-

gether-yet-distinct in Messiah, as the Old Testament prophets did (Berkhof 1959, 1966; Is 19).   

 This is hinted at by the phrase “who are called by My name,” which is more literally 

translated, “upon whom the name is called” [e v p i . t w /|  o v n o ,ma t i  a u v t o u /].  Up to 

the coming of Messiah, the special position of having Yahweh’s name pronounced upon a people, 

belonged to Israel alone.  Now it is no longer so (see Motyer 1988).  In doing this James replaces a 

circumcision-based “proselyte model of Gentile salvation with an eschatological/Christo-centric one.  

The Lord has chosen to place his name on Gentiles as Gentiles, without requiring that they surren-

der their ethnic identity,” thus destroying “prejudicial ethno-centricism” (Larkin 1995, 224).   

 Therefore, as Dennis Johnson states, “God dismantled the barrier separating Jew and 

Gentile once for all.  Gentiles were not to be judged in terms of the boundary markers or badges of 

ancient Israel—circumcision, diet, and calendar” (Johnson 1997, 136).  Because these exclusive Jew-

ish ethnic privileges are erased, the symbolic-ceremonial wall between holy Jews and unclean Gen-

tiles is removed in Christ, but cultural distinctiveness is not.  Every person and people thus are 

cleansed by faith without ceremonial distinction, yet remain in ethnic solidarity.  The mon—ethnic 

people of Abraham’s God is now multi-ethnic (see Ps 47). 

Micah and Habakkuk 

 Micah clearly speaks of this streaming of the gôyîm unto the mountain of the Lord as 

Gentiles (Mi 4:1-5), as we saw in the parallel passage in Isaiah 2.  Though they now serve their own 

                                                           

(Kaiser 1977, 108). 

 For an eschatological-spiritual dualism in the exposition of these passages, see Helberg 1999: 
“Land, ondanks sy belangrikheid in die Ou-Testamentiese verkondiging, tog ‘n relatiewe betekenis het en aan 
‘n groter doel diensbaar is” (Helberg 1999, 574).  The physical promises of land [and people] have a “nuwe, 
universele betekenis verkry” [new, universal meaning] (Helberg 1999, 574).   

 This is true only in part.  Redemptive history does indeed move from particular to universal in 
the sense that it moves from one land to all the lands, and from one people to all the peoples in Christ and in 
the resurrection, occupying a new earth.  However, it does not move from physical promises to a spiritual-
heavenly fulfillment, as classic platonic-influenced amillennialism posits.   

 332Some say: “Wel kunnen er ook Israëliten gered worden, maar dan individueel, evenals de hei-
denen.  Want de Kerk, uit individiuen opgebouwd, heeft nu de plaats van Israël ingenomen” (Berkhof 1959, 
129).   
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gods, then they will learn Yahweh’s ways (Mi 4:2,5).  This is followed up later in chapter five with the 

prophecy that the future Messianic king from David’s line will someday be born in Bethlehem, Da-

vid’s city (Mi 5:2-5).  Jesus fulfilled this prophecy, Matthew states (Mt 2:5-8; see Lk 2:4).  Micah then 

states: “And He will arise and shepherd His flock. . . .  Because at that time He will be great to the 

ends of the earth” (note also Mi 7:12 which seems to be a parallel to Is 19).   

 This greatness of the Lord upon the earth is parallel to Habakkuk’s statement: “Is it not 

indeed from the LORD of hosts that peoples toil for fire, and nations grow weary for nothing?  For 

the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the LORD, as the waters cover the sea” (Hb 

2:13-14).  Yahweh brings the strivings of the peoples to naught that they may discover the glory of 

Yahweh “in the face of Christ” (2 Cor 4:6).  

Zechariah and Malachi 

 The post-exilic prophet Zechariah also speaks of the one Sovereign over all of mankind.  

All men knowingly, like “the tribes of Israel,” or unknowingly have eyes directed “toward the LORD” 

(Zec 9:1).  In this context of judgment against the surrounding peoples (Damascus, Tyre, Sidon, Ash-

kelon, and Ekron), and the gathering of a remnant of Philistia, Zechariah predicts a just yet humble 

King will come.  He is just and is endowed with delivering power.   Both John and Matthew identify 

him as Jesus (Jn 12:15; Mt 21:5).  Echoing a Solomonic psalm, this Davidic majesty will have a king-

dom dominion “from sea to sea, and from the River to the ends of the earth,” fulfilling his Davidic-

Abrahamic destiny (Zec 9:9-10; Ps 72:8; see Gn 15:18; Ex 23:31).333  

 The last post-exilic prophet follows through with this concept of the success of the 

Messianic King’s mission to the ethno-nations.  In contrast to Israel’s begrudging service, Malachi 

predicts a day when Yahweh’s name will no longer be despised.  Instead, his name “will be great 

among the gôyîm” and “in every place [on earth—not just in Jerusalem!]” “incense” and “pure offer-

ings” will be made in Yahweh’s name.  “I am a great King . . . [whose] name will be feared among the 

gôyîm,” “from the rising of the sun, even to its setting” (Mal 1:11,14).334  This must be a prophecy of 

the universal turning of the Gentiles after the resurrection and the outpouring of the Spirit.  

Second Isaiah, Success, and a Centrifugal Task 

 Second Isaiah re-introduces the Abrahamic and Mosaic concept that Israel, seed of the 

patriarchs, is the chosen servant of Yahweh to whom God promises his very presence (Is 41:8-10; 

see Dt 32:36; Pss 105:6,15,25; 135:4,12,14).  The role of a servant certainly implies a task.  Was this 

task merely to be called out from the rest of the peoples to worship Yahweh, and passively shine 

                                                           

 333Zec 14:6 seems to predict a day after the Resurrection (see Zec 14:5b,6) when there is “no 
more curse” (Zec 14:11), when Yahweh “will be king over all the earth, in that day Yahweh will be the only 
one, and his name the only one” (Zec 14:9).  

 334See Gn 15:13-14.  The participle is there used in a future sense as it is here.  
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forth his glory (Is 41:4, 44:6)?  Was it to be merely a holy presence in the earth, a bright light draw-

ing the peoples of earth to Yahweh?   

 Isaiah presents a considerable case that the task of the servant people includes the vo-

cation of being a separate, pure ´am, but goes much beyond this often ethnocentric emphasis.  Just 

as an individual slave serves another individual or group, so the servant people serve other people(s) 

along with their God (Ex 19:6), specifically to bring them the light of the knowledge of Yahweh 

through active witness, not mere passive observation (contra e.g., Hahn 1965; Odendaal 1970).335   

 Second Isaiah first calls the chosen servant, Israel, to be the witness-messengers of Yah-

weh’s glory to the ethno-nations and then predicts that Israel will indeed become that. “Deutero-

Isaiah is not only a universalistic prophet, he is also a missionary one” because of his monotheism 

and universalism (Martin-Achard 1962, 8).  Robert Martin-Achard incorrectly claims that Israel had a 

missional task was the consensual view at the time of his writing (1962).  He rejects this consensual 

view.336  On the other hand, Paul Volz goes too far when he first refuses to see anything missional in 

the “Abramssegen Gen 12,3,” yet then claims that “Deuterojesaja . . . ist . . . der Schöpfer der Mission-

sidee geworden.”  Volz is correct when he immediately adds that a missionary concept is built upon 

the Servant Songs: “Unmittelbar auf diesem Grund bauen die Ebedlieder auf” (Volz 1932, 168).   

 

Identity of the Servant of Yahweh 

 To correctly understand this missional task of the Servant songs, we must first discern 

what the term “Servant of Yahweh” [hw"hy> db,[,] actually means (see Is 41:8,9; 42:1,19; 

43:10; 44:1,2,21,26; 45:4; 48:20; 49:5,6; 50:10; 52:13; 53:11; 54:17).  For years scholars have de-

bated the exact identity of this concept, vacillating between corporate, individualistic, mythic, mes-

sianic, and other views.337  For many evangelical and some non-evangelical scholars, the “Servant” 

                                                           

 335Ferdinand Hahn comments about OT universalism: “A third idea must also be taken into ac-
count: the idea, particularly evident in Deutero-Isaiah, of Israel’s bearing witness before the nations.  In earlier 
research the view has been put forward in one way or another that here we already have a declared basis for 
mission.  But there is an absence of any idea of going out to the nations.  Israel is God’s witness solely by rea-
son of its existence and of God’s salvation which is given to it.  As this saving activity takes place in the midst of 
the nations, and Israel (or the servant of the Lord) bears witness thereof with thanks and praise before Yah-
weh, it is the light of the nations, so that they come and acknowledge Yahweh as the one God” (Hahn 1965, 
19).   

 Dirk Odendaal adds: “It is indubitably clear that neither the task of ‘servant’ nor of ‘witness’ can 
be understood as a calling of Israel to go out into the world to proclaim a missionary message” (Odendaal 
1970, 183).  

 336“Deutero-Isaiah is called by Yahweh to comfort his brethren, not to make them responsible 
for the conversion of the nations. . . .  For Israel is God’s first and foremost concern and His compassion is ex-
ercised for it and not for the nations” (Martin-Achard 1962, 13, see 16).   

 337For evangelical or relatively conservative approaches, see Delitzsch 1881, 2:174; Bright 1953, 
150; Young 1972; Lindsey 1985 [dispensational]; Oswalt 1986, 49-52; Motyer 1993a, 319,319, n. 1; 320,327, 
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concept found in Second Isaiah is fluid (see e.g., North 1956, 215; Rowley 1965; Tenney and Barabas 

[France] 1975; Oswalt 1986).  Therefore, we must be careful in our interpretation, and must see, as 

Bright also states, that the servant figure “oscillates between the individual and the group” (Bright 

1953, 150), sometimes perhaps within one passage (cf. Is 49:6, 8-13 with 49:7).  

Pyramid or Circular Form of Servant Doctrine 

 Lastly, according to Delitzsch’s classic presentation, noted in a favorable light by North 

(see North 1956, 216; North 1952, 36), the Servant idea figuratively “assumed . . . the form of a pyr-

amid.”  The “Servant” was seen in three progressively narrower concepts, in a virtual straight-line 

progression: 

The base was Israel as a whole; the central section was Israel, which was not merely Israel ac-
cording to the flesh, but according to the spirit also; the apex is the person of the Mediator of 
salvation springing out of Israel. (Delitzsch 1881, 2:174) 

 Christopher North, citing Franz Delitzsch, also diagrammed the Servant idea using pyra-

mids.  The first, upside-down pyramid had Israel the nation as its base and Christ as its apex.  All hor-

izontal lines “drawn through the pyramid,” he writes, “would represent a pious nucleus, larger or 

smaller, of Israelites” (North 1952, 36).  An extension of the figure, this time right side up, would 

provide a picture of the concept similar to the diagram he provided, which is shown in figure 24.  

North explains his diagram as follows: “The Christian Church is the heir to the Servant vocation of the Israel in 

the O.T.  The intermediate horizontal lines represent faithful nuclei, of Jews under the Old, of Christians under the 

New Covenant” (North 1952, 36). 

 The weakness of this linear progression idea, though it has its merits, is that the con-

cept seems to move back and forth between the individual Servant and the collective people.  At the 

same time, however, the concept continues to develop from the beginning of Second Isaiah to its 

climax in chapter 53.  The development moves, though not uniformly, from a relatively more collec-

tivist metaphor in the early chapters to a fully individualized person in Isaiah 53 (see Rowley 1952; 

Tenney and Barabas [France] 1975; Oswalt 1986), then back to the people in chapters 54 and 55.   

 

Israel 

 

 

                                                           

383-384,401,422-423,441-442; Schultz 1995; Hugenberger 1995; VanGemeren [Schultz] 1997c.   

 For classic surveys of literature, see (1) The Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah: An Historical and 
Critical Study (North 1956), which is partially updated in I, He, We, and They: A Literary Approach to Isaiah 53 
(Clines 1976); (2) The Servant of the LORD (Rowley 1965); (3) “The Servant Songs: Interpretive Trends since C. 
R. North” (Kruse 1978); (4) Der Gottesknecht bei Deuterojesaja (Haag 1985); (5) Hugenberger’s contextual ap-
proach is excellent: “The Servant of the Lord” in The Lord’s Anointed: Interpretation of Old Testament Messi-
anic Texts (Hugenberger 1995).  See also the bibliography in Isaiah 34-66 (Watts 1989, 115-116).  
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Fig. 24.  North’s Diagram of the Servant of Yahweh Concept.  

 

 Therefore, sometimes the servant is merely blind and deaf Israel (41:8, 42:18-19, 43:10, 

44:21, 45:4).  At other times, he is a righteous remnant or a righteous One who, as a prophet, is to 

turn first Israel, and then the gôyîm, back to God.  Last, he is to lead out Israel, as a royal pacesetter, 

into her missional task (Is 49:1-6, 8-13; 44:1-5, 51:1,7, 60:1-3 and perhaps 61:10-62:8) (Bright 1953, 

150).  Also, sometimes the servant is the Mediator Himself, the personification of “Israel: he is the 

true and loyal Israelhe is the great Servant who will be leader of the servant peopleall in one” 

(Bright 1953, 150-151; see Is 42:1-8, 49:7, 50:4-10, 52:13-53: 12, 61:1-3).  Lastly, in chapters 54 and 

55, the people of God, through the suffering of the Servant of chapter 53, are redeemed and 

cleansed, witnessing to the glory of God among the nations (Is 55:4-5).   

 Therefore, as John Oswalt rightly suggests, the best figure is not a linear projection of 

the pyramid but possibly concentric circles with a center.  The concept moves to the center and back 

again several times (Oswalt 1985, 52).  

 

 

 

 

 

Blind & deaf Israel 

Righteous remnant  

Center = Messiah  
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Fig. 25.  Oswalt’s Diagram of Servant of Yahweh Concept. 

Servant Ultimately One Individual 

 The Servant thus is a “both-and” figure (Oswalt 1985, 52), and a “synthetic interpreta-

tion” between the individual and collectivist views is best (Tenney and Barabas [France] 1975).  The 

concept is ultimately fulfilled in the figure of the despised, tortured One, sent along with the Spirit 

(see Is 48:16; 42:1; also 61:1), to redeem as a priest-sacrifice “the many” (Is 53:11-12).  Clearly, this 

is how the New Testament interpreted the Servant passages, as we shall see (see Rowley 1954; 

North 1956; Zimmerli and Jeremias 1957; France 1971, 132;338 Tenney and Barabas [France] 1975; 

Lindsey 1985; Kaiser 1995).  Moreover, this true Servant seems to be the fulfillment and example of 

what, in God’s mind, the election and task of the Jews to God and to the world of peoples was to be.  

The Servant was himself the epitome of the righteous remnant.  He was the ultimate Seed of Abra-

ham, the True Israelite (2 Cor 1:20; Gal 3:16).   

From the Servant’s Task to Israel’s Mission 

 We can draw many principles from the Servant as he is revealed in Second Isaiah, to ap-

ply to the task of God’s people, his servant(s).  It is in terms of that Servant that the prophet sets 

forth both the destiny and the victory of the people of God (Bright 1953, 146,151).  In addition, we 

can see the task of God’s people illustrated in the passages concerning the servant as the righteous 

remnant, and negatively in the failure of the whole people in their task. 

                                                           

 338R. T. France writes: “We conclude, therefore, that Jesus saw his mission as that of the Servant 
of Yahweh, that he predicted that in fulfilment of that role he must suffer and die, and that he regarded his 
suffering and death as, like that of the Servant, vicarious and redemptive” (France 1971, 132).  
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Election, Servant’s centrifugal task (Is 41) 

 Israel is the chosen people, a theme which Isaiah constantly repeats: “You are Israel My 

servant Jacob whom I have chosen” (Is 41:8,9, 44:1, 44:2, 42:1, 43:10, 45:4, 49:7; 65:9,15,22; 1 Chr 

16:13; see Pss 105:6,43; 106:5).  In this repetition, in the context, Yahweh wanted to re-emphasize 

that election was not merely to privilege, that is to Abraham’s blessing, but also to Abraham’s task 

(Is 41:8, 51:2). 

 Definitely this task involved serving, knowing, and trusting God.  You are my chosen 

servant “in order that you may know and believe Me” the only God and savior (Is 43:10-11; see Is 

45:4).  Furthermore, Israel was called by his name to experience and express Yahweh’s personal 

presence (Is 41:9-10), and glory: [You are ones] whom I have created for My glory.” (Is 43:7, see, 

44:23).  “In whom I will show My glory” (Is 49:53). 

 Election involved mere passive knowing, but also active showing forth his glory and de-

claring his praise.  “The [elect] people whom I formed for Myself, Will declare My praise!” (Is 43: 21, 

emphasis added).  Even though this is definitely an eschatological passage (see Is 43:19; Delitzsch 

1881, 2:197-98), is it not also a perpetual expression of the mind of God for his people?  God’s glory 

is something that must be expressed.  The servant must shine out from himself/themselves the light 

and praise of another (see Pss 66:1-4,8; 67:1-7).  This prophecy determines that Yahweh’s people, 

then disobedient and deaf to the witness task (see also Dt 29:3-4), would indeed come to see, hear, 

and bear witness of his praise and power (cf. Is 43:8-12 with 21-25).  Therefore, to be chosen by God 

implies being a servant.  Service definitely involves a task beyond oneself.  That task was to declare 

the glorious praise of Yahweh, the Creator (see DeRidder 1971, 32-33). 

Suffering and servant’s centrifugal task 

 Service involves letting go of the interests of self to meet the needs of others.  To do 

this means sacrifice of personal prerogatives and, in the process, often experiencing hard labor and 

suffering, all in the name of and for another, even as Jesus stated (Mt 20:25-28). According to Isaiah, 

this is exactly what the servant is to do and to experience.  Israel, the servant, is the afflicted and 

needy, thirsty one, afflicted one(s) (Is 41:17; see 40:2,29-31, 41:10-11,17, 49:4), whom Yahweh will 

comfort (Is 40:1, 54:11; see 51:1 3-14).  In this comfort, the servant comes to know “My name” (Is 

52:5-6). 

 In their great and often undeserved suffering, the true remnant, the servant, will expe-

rience “My Name” (Is 52:6), “comfort” (Is 52:9), “peace” (Is 52:7), “deliverance [salvation]” (Is 52:7), 

redeeming presence, and arm of strength (Is 52: 6,12).  The reason ultimately, however, for all of 

this is clear: “The Lord has bared His holy arm in the sight of the nations that all the ends of the 

earth may see The salvation of our God” (Is 52:10).  The suffering of the servant was purposeful. In 

this suffering the people of God experience his glory and character as a healing, redeeming comfort 

and realize that this love is of universal significance, for the “ends of the earth will see.”  Ultimately 

the suffering was redemptive, as fulfilled by the Servant himself (Is 53). 

Refining the Servant to be a Light to the Gôyîm 
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 The context of Isaiah 48 is also set in the eschatological future, as is chapter 49.  Still 

this chapter provides a further indication that the servant task was centrifugal. Suffering, coming 

from bearing God’s name, or even because of disobedience, when overcome, leads to the world-

wide extension of Yahweh’s fame.   

 

The Task, Grace, and Discipline (Is 48) 

 Isaiah states that to be a servant of Yahweh is to experience Yahweh’s grace and also 

the refiner’s disciplining hand: “Behold I have refined you, but not as silver I have tested [rxB: 

chosen (KJV)] you in the furnace of affliction” (Is 48:10).  Isaiah is making a word play here.339 Espe-

cially in light of the parallelism with the first phrase, it seems that to be “chosen” implies a necessity 

to be “tested” and “refined” by God.  The reason he must “test” his “chosen” people is so that his 

name would not be profaned and “My Glory I will not give to another” (Is 48:11).  As Yahweh puri-

fies his people, the gôyîm cease profaning his name by making it “appear as though he cared noth-

ing for his own honor . . . inseparably bound up [as it is] with . . . Israel” (Delitzsch 1881, 2:250). 

 He will not allow his people to steal his glory to give to the gods of the nations (Is 

48:11), and he will not allow the ethno-nations to ascribe it to any other god as well.  The reason is, 

as an earlier context states, that his glory will be a light to the gôyîm also (Is 42:6-7) because “I am 

the Lord, that is My Name; I will not give My glory to another Nor My praise to graven images” (Is 

42:8).  He alone is universal Lord, King, and Savior of ethno-humanity.  “Hier ist es met 

unzweifelhafter Deutlichkeit ausgesprochen, dass Israel eine Missionsaufgabe zu erfüllen hat” 

(Bertholet 1896, 119).   

 Chapter 49 takes up the theme of outshining glory: “You are my Servant, Israel, in 

whom I am glorified. . . .  It is too small a thing that You should be My Servant [for Israel].  I will also 

give You as a light to the nations that You should be My salvation to the end of the earth” (Is 49:3,6 

NKJ).  Though speaking ultimately of Jesus, this also applies to the task of God’s people to witness to 

Yahweh’s glory, even as Paul applied it to his mission (Acts 13:46-49; Acts 26:23).340  Blind and deaf 

Israel failed; Paul did not.  Hence Whybray’s terse comment seems clearly wrong.  “There is no sug-

gestion here of a ‘preaching mission’ to the nations, or of their inclusion in a worldwide community 

of faith” (Whybray 1981, 138).   

                                                           

 339Often Isaiah uses rxB in its primary sense “to be chosen, selected.” As in “I have chosen 

you” see Is 41:8-9, 43:10, 44:l-2; Young 1972, 3:254; KJV.  The word could possibly also mean “testing or exam-
ining,” based on what Oswalt calls the root idea: “to take a keen look at” (Harris, Archer, Waltke 1980, 1:100). 

 There is thus no need to emend the text to follow manuscript Qa as does the NIV (see Motyer 
1993a, 379, n. 2). 

 340“For thus the Lord has commanded us, ‘I have placed you as a light. . .’” (Acts 13:49; emphasis 
added).  Note the “us.”  See further Christ’s commission to him to be a witness for him to all mankind (Acts 
22:15,18,21).  This is also an Isaianic witness theme. 
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 To this point, then, we have seen that God’s idea of his servant’s task seems to involve 

two things: (1) experiencing and attracting, then declaring his glory to and among, the gôyîm (cen-

tripetal and centrifugal mission); and (2) realizing that since Yahweh is universal Lord, he will not 

share his glory with the nothings [idols] of the gôyîm. 

 

Suffering, Exaltation, the Gôyîm (Is 49, 53) 

 The just and inevitable result of suffering and purification is exaltation, even as the NT 

states (see Php 2:5-11).  This also has worldwide ethnic implications.  Although it too is set in the fu-

ture, it also shows us the mind of God for the actual task of his servant people for all times.  

 The justice due the suffering servant is “with My God” (Is 49:4).  This suffering yet cho-

sen servant-remnant, epitomized by the One despised and abhorred by the rest of the nation, will 

be lifted up.  Kings and princes of the gôyîm will see, arise and bow down.  This results in the favora-

ble day, the day of salvation (Is 49:7-8; see 2Co 6:2). 

 Certainly this whole section seems to be a passage with a two-fold application.  

Whereas the true Servant would never say what Is 49:4 states (that seems to be the suffering Rem-

nant speaking, contra Young 1972, 267-268 and Motyer 1993a, 387), he is definitely in view in Isaiah 

49:3 as the One in whom God will perfectly reveal his glory.341  The passage here, then, also most 

likely reveals principles, as Paul discovered in chapter 49:6, about the missional task for both the 

people of God and the One True Servant, that is Jesus. 

 Isaiah seems to say that the people-servant of God were somehow to share in the suf-

fering, task, and exaltation that the True Servant would effect for all peoples, as Paul saw (Col 1:24-

29).  The True Servant is he who truly was (and is) “the Despised One,” “the One abhorred by the 

nation,” “the Servant of rulers” (Is 49:7; see Is 50:6, 52:14, 53:3).   

 His work was not in vain as some thought.  Though some thought he was suffering for 

his own sins (e.g., Is 53:4,8), he was actually taking away the sins of the people (Is 53:8) and those of 

the nations.  He will sprinkle342 (with sacrificial blood) many nations (Is 52:l5; see 53:11-12): “his 

work is priestly and many nations receive his priestly ministry” (Motyer 1993a, 426; see Young 

1972).  The result of his priestly work and exaltation was “to raise up the tribes of Jacob. [and] . . . 

make You a light of the nations So that My salvation may reach to the end of the earth” (Is 49:6; Acts 

13:47). 

 Yet, not only was his death of universal significance, so also was his life.  He will be “a 

guilt offering” and then “he will see his offspring” (Is 53:10).  According to Bright, this speaks of “the 

                                                           

 341Perhaps this passage is transitional, leading into the magnificent section from Isaiah 52:13 to 
53:12, which applies primarily to the Servant individualized and personified. 

 342MT text and Vulgate.  Young and Muilenberg prefer “sprinkle,” while almost all recent com-
mentators emend to “startle,” because of the parallelism (see Oswalt 1998, 374, n. 56).  However, see excel-
lent recent discussion favoring “sprinkle” (Lindsey 1985). 
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numerous progeny he has begotten into his Kingdom” (Bright 1953, 148; Motyer 1993a, 440; Young 

1972, 3:355),343 both from the tribes of Jacob and from the gôyîm. 

 In previous Songs, the implication of seeing his offspring is that that the Servant will not 

give up until his justice (jP'v.mi) on the earth of nations and his law or instruction (hr'AT) 

reaches the coastlands of the ~yIAG/e ; q n h , that is the whole earth (Is 42:1,4).  “He will not 

be disheartened or crushed, Until He has established justice in the earth; And the coastlands will 

wait expectantly for His law.”344  He will be a light to the nations (Is 42:6, 49:6), so that his salvation 

will reach till the end of the earth (see Is 49:6, 51:4-5).  Does not all of this show indeed God’s cen-

trifugal purpose for the servant people, blind and deaf though they were? 

Spirit, Proclamation, the Gôyîm (Is 42, 44) 

 That this was indeed the purpose of God’s people as the servant of Yahweh is seen es-

pecially in the next line of evidence.  This concerns the Spirit poured out upon the Servant and his 

exalted servant people.  The same Spirit whom the Servant is said to possess (Is 42:1, 61:1), the peo-

ple of the Servant will gain (Is 44:3, 59:21). 

 The purpose of Yahweh’s Servant is to bring forth or proclaim “justice to the gôyîm.”345  

As the “light of the nations” he will open their blind eyes and bring out their prisoners from the 

                                                           

 343“These are the ones for whom he offers his soul as an oblation, the many nations that he 
sprinkles, the many (v. 11) whom he justifies, whose sins he bears (v. 5), who are assigned to him and for 
whom he makes intercession” (Young 1972, 3:355). 

 344Verse 4 is an inclusio closing the thought begun in Is 42:1.  Note that the LXX correctly para-

phrases ~yYIai “coastlands” (NASB) as e ; q n h : peoples, nations, “Gentiles” (Mt 12:21 NASB): k a i . 

e v p i . t w /|  o v n o ,ma t i  a u v t o u / e ; q n h  e v l p i o u /s i n . 

 345“Established justice in the earth” [jP'v.mi #r,a'B' ~yfiy"] (Is 42:4b RSV): 

“Better, ‘proclaimed God’s universal rule’” (Whybray 1981, 73) or “the salvation of God defined in its broadest 
sense. . . .  This is that life-giving order which exists when the creation is functioning in accordance with the 
design of its Lord” (Oswalt 1998, 110). 

 ~yf has a “flexible range of meanings” in Isaiah (Whybray 1981, 73; see discussion in Lindsey 

1985, 44-45).  A near parallel is Is 42:12 where dAbK' hw"hyl; Wmyfiy" = “let them give 

Yahweh glory” is parallel to WdyGIy: ~yYIaiB' AtL'hit.W = “declare his praise in the 

coastlands.” Thus, according to Whybray, “there is therefore no difference in meaning” between myfiy" 

(here in Is 42:4) and ayciAy (in Is 42:1): “the reference is to the proclamation of a prophetic message” 

(Whybray 1981, 73), the meaning it has in Is 48:20.  Further, the Greek of this passage in Mt 12:18 translates 
the verb as a v p a g g e l e i / = he will proclaim, make known, declare.  Note that Westermann claims here 
that the Servant songs “lend no support to the idea that the servant was to go as a missionary to the Gentiles” 
(as Paul claimed; see Volz 1932) (Westermann 1969, 95).   
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prison of darkness (Is 42:6-7).  He will do this “to proclaim liberty to the captives and freedom to the 

prisoners” (Is 61:1; see Lk 4:18,19).  Through this proclamation “to those who mourn in Zion” (Is 

61:3), it is valid for the nations because the Spirit-anointed Servant will not give up “until he has es-

tablished justice in the earth” (Is 42:4).  

 Now if, as I suggest, the task to reach the nations was always the mission of the servant 

people, why does God speak of it in these contexts as always being future?  The servant people, who 

should have seen, heard, and known, were blind and deaf, and thus failed their task (Is 42:18-19, 

43:10-12, 48:8, see 46:8-13).  God will then perform through them the task when the Spirit comes!  

The age of the Spirit is the age when the task will be finished for “he will not be. . . crushed” until all 

the ends of the earth will “give glory to the Lord” and “declare his praise” (Is 42:4,10-13). This is the 

time when the “light has come, . . . the favorable year of grace.” (compare Is 60:1-3, 61:2a, 57: 19, 

49:8 with Lk 4:18, Eph 2:17, 2 Cor 6:1-2).  Then they would proclaim and announce with shouts of 

joy the redemption of Yahweh “to the ends of the earth,” which the people of God failed to do on 

release from Babylon (Is 48:20-22). 

The Servant as Witness of Yahweh (Is 43-48) 

 There is therefore a close connection between being a servant and being a witness, es-

pecially when one notices the three-fold interrelationship between “election” and “service” (which 

we have already looked at), together with “witness.” 

 This interconnection is first openly stated in Is 43:10-12, though the concept is clearly 

implied earlier as we shall see.  “You are My witnesses . ., And My Servant whom I have chosen. . . .  

It is I who have declared and saved and proclaimed. . . .  So you are My witnesses. . . and I am God” 

 This is again brought to the fore in Is 44:12,8: “Do not fear, O Jacob My Servant. . . 

whom I have chosen. . . .  Have I not long since announced it to you and declared it?”  “And you are 

My witnesses.  Is there any God besides Me?”  

Function of a Witness (Is 43, 44) 

 To know that God’s chosen servant people were to be his witnesses has very practical 

implications, especially when we look at the linguistic and contextual evidence. 

 The context of the witness passages here is a series of court scenes in this part of Sec-

ond Isaiah.346  The Hebrew word translated “witness” in our version (NASB) (d[e) is a word defi-

nitely “at home in the language of the court” as it is the common word for “eye-witness” or “evi-

dence” (Harris, Archer, Waltke 1980d; see Dt 19:15-18; 17:6; Nm 35:30; Jer 42:5). 

                                                           

 346Is 43:1-7 begins a series of “trial scenes” in second Isaiah (Oswalt 1998, 79; see also 41:1-5, 
41:21-29; 42:18-25; 43:8-13; 44:6-20; 45:20-25). The “background [is] not the criminal case which has to do 
with an offence and its punishment, but the civil which turns on a claim and its admission or dismissal” 
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 However this “witness” is not a true witness unless it reveals what it saw and heard 

(see Lev. 5:1), or in the case of an inanimate object, what has happened to it.  In fact, a person with 

such “first hand knowledge. . . is under obligation to testify” (Lev 5:1; Pr 29:24) (Harris, Archer, 

Waltke 1980d).  To be a witness, then, definitely implies the moral obligation to share what has oc-

curred at the appropriate time.  This is seen especially in the example of inanimate “witnesses,” who 

though mute still “speak.”347   

Witnesses in Court (Is 43, 44) 

 The interface of the word “witness” and legal proceedings occurs in several contexts 

where God challenges the witnesses of false gods to come forward in a public judicial procedure and 

to testify to the existence and power of their gods (see note 45). 

 The first is Isaiah 43:8-12.  Yahweh summons together both the Jewish people, albeit 

“blind and deaf” (vs. 8),348 and the nations, to the “place appointed for judicial proceedings” 

(Delitzsch 1881, 2:192; see Westermann 1969; Motyer 1993a, 333; Oswalt 1998; contra Young 1972, 

147; Calvin 1996b, 3:327).349  Each of the witnesses to the rival gods are to present their evidence so 

as to substantiate the divine claims of their client god.  The witnesses were to “declare and pro-

claim” (Is 43:9) the greatness of their gods.    

In the legal process between God and the gods of the nations he gives them [Israel] the lofty 
role of being God’s witnesses, which means testifying to a reliable continuity between God’s 
words and his action, between proclamations and their fulfillment. (Westermann 1969, 127)   

 Israel, one chosen nation among the nations, was to witness among the nations to the 

exclusive glory of Yahweh, for there is no other glory besides his.  The sad and ironic fact was that of 

all the gods’ witnesses, Yahweh’s alone were blind and deaf.  Yahweh “has, in fact, to bear his own 

testimony in default of theirs ([Is 43:]10-11)” (Motyer 1993a, 334).  

 This court motif is again clearly seen in Isaiah 44:6-20. Here again the false gods have 

their “witnesses” who speak up for their gods (Is 44:9).  Here however, the pagan witnesses are 

blind and not understanding with respect to Yahweh not their own gods (Is 44:9,18-19).  Israel is 

again called the “witnesses” of Yahweh, who alone is the Redeemer and the Rock.  He was the King, 

who alone of all the gods proclaimed and foretold things before they occurred (Is 44:6-8).  In Is 44:7, 

                                                           

(Westermann 1969, 63).   

 “God calls the gods and their representatives, the nations, into council to present evidence as to 
who is God.  Israel is the intended audience.  There is no sense in which this is a formal trial with the outcome 
in doubt until some sovereign jurist hands down a judgment.  God is judge and jury, bailiff and prosecutor.  He 
summons the court, makes the case, and declares the verdict” (Oswalt 1998, 79). 

 347See Ex 22:13: a torn up animal is a “witness/evidence,” Gn 31:44,48,50,52 a heap of rocks 
“speaks.”  See Is 19:20: an altar or pillar witnesses that Yahweh is Champion (Ps 89:37). 

 348For a good discussion of Israel as blind and deaf witnesses, see Westermann 1969, 121.   

 349Young and Calvin both miss the judicial context and the witness motif, speaking rather of 
bringing the converted Gentiles or Jews, now made seeing and hearing, out of bondage.  
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Yahweh cries out to the witnesses of the false gods to “proclaim,” “declare,” and “recount the 

deeds” of any of the gods who were like Yahweh.  Thus clearly a witness has the duty to “proclaim” 

what he has experienced. 

 This theme, however, is implicit in several other contexts in the first half of this section 

of Isaiah.  That Israel is a witness is clearly implied in Is 40:21 and 28.  Israel has (or better should 

have) “known and heard and understood” (Is 41: 17-20).  Here, however, it is set in the future when 

the “afflicted and needy” of Israel will experience the regeneration of God (Young 1972, 3:92-93).  

The purpose is that at least Israel, the blind and deaf ones, and quite possibly also all mankind (see Is 

40:5), would see and understand the creative power of Yahweh (Is 41: 20, see Young 1972, 3:94).  

Then they would give him the glory his sole divinity alone deserves (Is 41:16). 

 Immediately following this (Is 42:21-29), Yahweh issues a public legal challenge to the 

false gods and their witnesses (Is 42:23): “Present your case. . . . Bring forward your strong argu-

ments” (Is 42:21). Their evidence, however, is flimsy: “No one declared” and “no one proclaimed” (Is 

41:26).  Without doubt the gods and their witnesses have failed to bring forth any evidence.  All 

their idol-works are “worthless . . . wind and emptiness” (Is 41:29).  Here again it is clear. God wants 

his case and evidence brought out by witnesses in the courtroom of the world. 

 The next definite passage in which the witness motif is implied is Is 42:18-25. Here Yah-

weh again grieves that his servant (Is 42:19) is deaf and blind (Is 42:l8,20). God exclaims, “Who. . . 

will give ear. . . give heed. . . and listen?”  The servant was disobedient and unwilling (Is 42:24ff), and 

he did not even “recognize” or “pay attention” that it was the Lord who punished them (Is 42:23-

25).  They failed as witnesses. 

 The most important thing for our study, however, deals with the question of why Isaiah 

did not use the actual word “witness” in this context where the word is so clearly implied and is al-

most required.  This passage is parallel to the other two explicit “witness” passages (Is 43:912 and 

44:8-9).   

 In this context, however, instead of using the word “witness” God states: “Who is blind 

but My servant, Or so deaf as My messenger [%a'l.m;] whom I send.”  This seems to be a clear 

confirmation that in God’s mind his witness is not just a passive observer in the drama of refining 

and redemption.  He is to be an active participant, a messenger-witness, sent with an official mes-

sage.350   

 The immediate context carries out further this witness-messenger concept.  The blind 

and deaf people are called upon to forget the former things of judgment and look forward to the 

new, the spiritual and physical regeneration (Is 43:18-20).  This “chosen People,” “formed” for God, 

fails as messenger-witnesses of God.  Later, however, they will declare his praise and, through his 

regenerating power, will fulfill their task as the chosen, servant witnesses of God.351  

                                                           

 350%a'l.m, like a ; g g e l o j , means an officially sent herald of an authority’s procla-

mation.  They can be angelic-spirits or humans (BDB 1979). 

 351This contextual evidence definitely confirms the conclusions made previously concerning this 
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Universal Extent of Witness (Is 40-43) 

 We have already seen the universal extent of the glory of God, how God will not share 

his glory with any other god of any nation.  We have seen that his chosen people were formed for 

Himself and that they will declare his praise (Is 43:21).  There exists then a definite connection be-

tween his glory and declaring his praise.352  The “praise” and the “glory” of God are intimately re-

lated in Hebrew poetic parallelism: “Let them give glory to the Lord and declare his praise in the 

coastlands” (Is 42:12). 

 This passage is especially impressive when seen in the broader context. Yahweh is 

speaking directly of the Servant who will be “a light to the nations” to turn them from darkness (Is 

42:1,6-7), for as he says through the prophet: “I am the LORD. . . .  I will not give My glory. . .  Nor 

My praise to graven images” (Is 42:8).  He then states that he declares “new things . . . to you” (i.e., 

the Servant; Is 42:9-10).  Then, however, God begins to address the nations directly, or at least those 

who, as Young says, “hear or read these prophecies” (Young 1972, 3:125).  All of these people also 

are to “sing his praise” as God has always proclaimed to his people that they should do (see Is 

41:16).  The nations are to “shout for joy,” to “give glory to the LORD and declare his praise.” 

 This is exactly the purpose for his creation of Israel, “whom,” as he says clearly, “I have 

created for My glory, whom I have formed, even whom I have made” (Is 43:7; see 44:23; 49:3).  In 

the context, this thought is paralleled and concluded with the words: “My chosen people. . . whom I 

formed for Myself, will declare My praise” (Is 43:20-21).  Notice how this last verse also forms a con-

clusion to the whole theme begun in 42:18, which re-introduces and reflects upon Yahweh’s serv-

ant-messenger who is so blind and deaf (see Is 42:8-9, 43:8).  The section then declares that Yahweh 

is Jacob-Israel’s Creator and Potter [laer'f.yI ^r>c,yOw> bqo[]y: ^a]r;Bo] (Is 

43:1).  He tenderly loves his blind and deaf, servant-witness people (Is 43:1b-7), and delights to pro-

claim that he is Israel’s Redeemer, Creator and King.  He will do a “new thing” which will cause them 

to forget the old thing, the deliverance out of Egypt (Is 43:16).  This will be like water in the desert 

for which the animals and jackals “glorify me” (Is 43:20).  Yahweh’s created and chosen people will 

then, having experienced the new thing, not just glorify him like the animals but “will declare my 

praise” (Is 43:21). 

 It is very possible that Peter reflects this verse that demonstrates the purpose for Yah-

weh’s people’s existence. In the LXX the passage reads “t o . g e ,n o j  mo u  t o . e v -
k l e k t o ,n  l a o ,n  mo u  o ] n  p e r i e p o i h s a ,mh n  t a .j  a v r e t a ,j  mo u  

d i h g e i /s q a i ” (Is 43:20-21).  As Peter reflects upon the purpose of God’s people from Ex 

19:6; Dt 7:6, 10:15, passages that reveal something of Israel’s mission to the ethno-nations, he adds 

                                                           

passage.  God’s purpose for his chosen Servant is to declare his praise! For this they were created and formed 
(Is 43:21). 

 352“The new act of God, the new Exodus, is to be echoed in the praises of the redeemed: ‘they shall declare my 
praise.’”   Therefore, history does not stop here with a “complete salvation.  History continues.  Praise telling of God’s act  . . . will 
require [others] to have God’s miraculous act told them, and this joyous echo is to be the very means by which its fame will be 
spread beyond the circle of those who experienced it” (Westermann 1969, 129). 
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two phrases that most likely spring from this Isaianic passage: “u ` me i /j  d e . g e ,n o j  e v -

k l e k t o ,n ” are therefore to declare his excellencies: “t a .j  a v r e t a .j  e v x -

a g g e i ,l h t e  (1Pe 2:9).  Logically, then, both the old and new Israel had the same centrifugal 

task.353  Blind and deaf Israel according to the flesh failed in its assigned task.  The Israel of the Spirit 

will not fail, Peter implies.  

 

Conclusion 

 To conclude, “created for his glory” includes “to declare his praise” (see Is 43:7,21).  

This declaration should and indeed will reach the nations: “Then the glory of the LORD will be re-

vealed and all flesh will see it together” (Is 40:5; see 45:6-7: 60:1-3; 66:18-19).354  Clearly implied 

then is the task of the messenger-witness in God’s plan to testify of the glory and praise of Yahweh 

and his redemptive salvation (see Is 44:21-23) to the ethno-nations.  This is more than just a centrip-

etal function as indeed, to be fair, Isaiah 66:18; 60: 1-3: and 45:1415 imply.  How can one “declare to 

the nations” without moving out from the center, or at least by publishing the declarations and 

commands of God in the book of his prophet? 

Witness-Messenger (Is 45) 

 Through Isaiah, God directly addresses and commands the gôyîm to turn to him be-

cause he alone is God.  The context of chapter 45 is a most explicit passage for my purpose.  He be-

gins first with a centripetal statement.  He called forth Cyrus and gave him victory and power, calling 

him by name so that he and “men from the rising to the setting of the sun” may know that Yahweh 

is the Lord and “there is no other” (Is 45:4-6).  But how is it that in the victory of a pagan king, who 

did not know Yahweh (Is 45:4), all men will know Yahweh?  It seems to be clear: “I, the LORD, am 

the maker of all things, causing the omens of boasters to fail. . ., Confirming the word of his servant, 

And performing the purpose of His messengers” (Is 44:24-26). 

 What was the word that he confirmed?  “Jerusalem shall be built again” (Is 44:26-28).  

Therefore God said: “For the sake of Jacob My servant and Israel My chosen one, I have called you.”  

                                                           

 353Interestingly enough, Peter adds a present centripetal task for the Israel of the Spirit as well: 
“Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles [e v n  t o i /j  e ; q n e s i n ], so that in the thing in 
which they slander you as evildoers, they may on account of your good deeds, as they observe them, glorify 
God in the day of visitation.” (1 Pt 2:12).  

 354“This entire verse is a phrase in apposition to the last two words of v. 20.  It explains the pur-
pose for which the people are chosen.  Indeed they are not chosen but formed (43:7) for the purpose of de-
claring the praise of God. . . .  In short, the Israelite people were created, formed, and chosen to be witnesses 
(43:10; 44:8), those who would experience the redeeming love of a holy Creator and could declare that mes-
sage to a world that had lost the capacity to recognize him.  This continues to be the function of the people of 
God, as is evidenced in the NT (Luke 1:74-75; Eph 1:4-6; 1 Pet. 2:9)” (Oswalt 1998, 155-156). 
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Jacob, Israel, and Jerusalem are intimately connected, and in them was a living and explicit testi-

mony of the glorious word of the unique God.  But not all have actually seen Jerusalem restored.  

Those then who have not seen must see or hear through the written or spoken words of another. 

 Yahweh speaks further in the chapter (Is 45), stating that he as the Creator and Master 

potter is interested that the whole earth bear the fruit of salvation.  It is he who gives the pagan 

kings success, not their own idol gods (Is 45:8-13).  He alone, the God of Israel, is Savior, as the Sabe-

ans and others will confess (Is 45:14-17). 

 Yahweh then summons the gôyîm again into court to present their evidence to “declare 

and set forth your case,” (Is 45:20).  Can the idols save?  Is there any “righteous God and a Savior” 

besides the LORD (Is 45:21).  No!  Therefore he cries out: “Turn to me and be saved, all the ends of 

the earth.  For I am God, and there is no other” (Is 45:22). 

Witness against Babylon’s Idols (Is 46-48) 

 Yahweh’s witness is responsible for carrying forth the written command that the gôyîm 

must turn to Yahweh.  In the following passage, God ridicules the Babylonians, who have to carry 

their worthless idols into exile and captivity.  Yahweh, instead, is the God who has carried Israel 

“and . . . shall deliver you [from exile].”  He has no equal (Is 46:1-5).  The lifeless idols can’t deliver or 

answer, though one may cry out to them (Is 46:6-7).   

 Therefore, the wicked and stubborn witness is commanded to “remember.”  “Recall it 

to mind . . . and listen.  My righteousness and salvation will not delay!” (46:8-10).  The servant wit-

ness-messenger’s task is to experience and then testify to all, the words and deliverance of Yahweh.  

Later, after a further searing blast against Babylonian idolatry (Is 47), Yahweh states: “I declared the 

former things long ago. . . You have heard; look at all of this.  And you, will you not declare it?” (Is 

48:6, see “witness motif” in near context: 48:12-14). 

 After lamenting his servant’s failure, God then bursts out: “Go forth from Babylon. . . . 

Declare with the sound of joyful shouting, proclaim this.  Send it out to the end of the earth.  Say, 

‘The LORD has redeemed his servant Jacob’” (Is 48:20).  Immediately afterwards Isaiah quotes the 

words of that righteous Servant who represents both the One True Witness and the believing rem-

nant:  “Listen to Me, O islands, And pay attention you peoples from afar. . . [The LORD] said to Me, 

‘You are My Servant, Israel. . . I will make you a light of the nations so that My salvation may reach 

to the end of the earth” (Is 49:9-6). 

 Clearly the LORD desired the servant people to declare his glory and salvation, and they 

indeed will (and are) doing it!  “Thus the calling of the servant is made plain: to be living evidence of 

the unique saviorhood of God.”  God chose the Israelites to personally experience that Yahweh 

alone is God.  “Others are to know, but only after the people of God themselves have come to know 

him” (Oswalt 1998, 146-147).  The failed centripetal witness task of God’s people succeeds only 

when the Spirit comes. 
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Jonah: Exception or Paradigm? 

 Presuppositional paradigms affect the way we read the data from creation, including 

Scripture (chapter three).  Those who believe the OT contains no centrifugal mission to the ethno-

nations perceive that “even the book of Jonah has nothing to do with mission” (Bosch 1991, 17; 

Hahn 1965, 14; Goldsworthy 1996, 8).355  

 Bosch thinks the message of Jonah is that Yahweh does not want to convert “pagans . . 

. [but] the elect people of God: more specifically, a conversion to a compassion comparable to that 

of Yahweh” (Bosch 1978, 38).  Bosch claims that the significance of this “midrash”356 is not in the 

centrifugal movement of the prophet, but that “Yahweh is compassionate and that this compassion 

knows no boundaries” (Bosch 1978, 38).   

 On the other side of the equation are those who believe that Jonah is “the best mis-

sionary tractate ever written.”  It protests the exclusivist, ethnocentric focus of Israel (Dobbie 1962, 

197; see Sellin 1925; Bright 1951, 161; Hahn 1965, 20, n. 1; Hedlund 1991, 125; Kaiser 2000), and 

serves as a “preparatory step to the missionary mandate of the New Testament” (Verkuyl 1978, 96).  

Jonah speaks thus of God’s intention “to tell abroad His mercy and compassion, even to wicked and 

arrogant Nineveh” (Dobbie 1962, 197).357   

 This message of God’s compassion was part of Israel’s liturgy, based on Moses’ account 

of hearing the glorious name of Yahweh proclaimed on the Mount (compare Jon 4:2,10-11, with Ex 

34:6; Pss 86:15, 103:8, 145:8, Neh 9:17).  Jonah wanted this compassion to be exclusively for Israel, 

but not for the wicked gôyîm, represented by Assyrian Ninevah (Verkuyl 1978, 99).  Certainly this is a 

central message of the book without denying Goldsworthy’s claim about its typological import.   

 Müller, thus, calls Jonah, “a parable both earnest and humorous” (Müller 1987, 10), 

which is certainly true.  However, Jonah is also an historical account, serving as a paradigmatic para-

ble for God’s people.  The book of Jonah “sees in the figure of the unwilling prophet the Chosen Peo-

ple herself who attempt to escape from God’s calling of them for an important responsibility in the 

redemption of the world” (Wright 1961, 19).   

                                                           

 355Goldsworthy suggests that Jonah had “more revelatory significance for Israel than for Ninevah.”  It 
warned that if Israel will not be a centripetal presence, Yahweh “was still able to take his intended grace to foreign-
ers,” looking forward typologically to the Pauline mission (Goldsworthy 1996, 8). 

 356Bosch’s term shared by Verkuyl: “It is not an historical journal of events, but rather a story 
with a message” (Verkuyl 1978, 96).  However, our Lord believed in its historicity (see Mt 12:39-41; 2Ki 14:25; 
see Kaiser 2000, 66-67).  

 357Karl Müller claims that Jonah shows beyond almost any other biblical passage that “Yahweh 
is the God of all men and has mercy on all who call on him.  The God of revelation does not exclude anyone 
from his salvation, not in the Old and still less in the New Testament” (Müller 1987, 11). 
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Conclusion to Prophets and ESOL 

Conclusion to Jonah  

 Therefore, an exegete may conclude from solid exegesis that God chose Israel to be his 

servant, a mediator of blessing to all the clans of the earth from the beginning.  If so, then he will 

see a centrifugal universalism358 in Jonah based on Yahweh’s universal rule and his character of 

compassion (see Verkuyl 1978, 99).  Yahweh’s purpose for his people was always to be an outshining 

light to the peoples.  What Abraham, Moses, David, and the prophets teach in principle about this 

purpose, Isaiah makes explicit.  Yahweh’s Kingship, uniqueness, sole sovereignty, and explicit wit-

ness motif tell Israel what they should be doing with their election and calling, and what their pur-

pose was for being in the midst of the earth.   

 However, with the opposite pre-understanding, then the opposite conclusions must be 

reached.  Which paradigm is correct?  I believe the first is correct, as the last three chapters have 

established (see Kaiser 2000, 65-71): “[Jonah] is a sign to Israel of the mind of God” (Kaiser 2000, 

70).  Therefore, it is accurate to see Jonah paradigmatically as a true story, told with the message of 

God’s heart for his people.  They were to indeed go out and “proclaim good tidings of His salvation. . . .  

Tell of His glory among the nations, His wonderful deeds among all the peoples” (Ps 96:2; see Ps 

105:1; Is 12:4).  They refused, and only the sovereign hand could move them as he did with respect 

to their representative agent, Jonah.  Is there then any doubt why Christ saw Jonah as a truthful 

story that was also a parable of his resurrection (Mt 12:40)?  Only the resurrection power could 

move Israel into their task, thus supporting Goldsworthy’s point that Jonah is a type of the Pauline 

mission. 

Witness Motif in Second Isaiah 

 In Second Isaiah, the Messiah is the Servant of Yahweh “through whom the nations will 

come to know God correctly” (Oswalt 1997, 4:729).  However, note the clear linkage between the 

Servant image and the subject of the failure of servant-people to be the light to the gôyîm, to whom 

Yahweh has called them.  The failed servant-people, who are blind and deaf witnesses, must give 

place to the Servant.  “He will be the Light that they have not been.  As he shines through them, the 

world around will perceive the true Light at last” (Oswalt 1997, 4:729-730).   

 It is no accident, then, that Jesus commanded his disciples to be his witnesses (Acts 

1:8).  “Jesus himself taught the disciples to see that what was implicit in those words of Isaiah could 

find its fullest meaning only in him and in his work” in and through him (Oswalt 1998, 149). It is no 

accident that Luke begins his second volume by stating the first volume, Luke, concerned all that Je-

sus “began to do and teach” (Acts 1:1).  The implication is that Jesus continues his witness through 

                                                           

 358Term used in Vogels’ “Covenant and Universalism,” citing Is 42:1-3,6; 49:6; Ps 105:1; 18:50; 
57:10-12; 66:8; 86:9; 117; and Jonah as passages which may be included within “Centrifugal Universalism,” but 
without certainty (Vogels 1973, 31).  In another work, he speaks about “Centripetal Universalism” (Vogels 
1986, 112). 
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the disciples and their “seed,” until the end.  “I am with you always, to the end of the age,” closes 

the Matthean version of this witness commission.  It is no accident that Paul saw himself as also par-

taking in the Servant’s witness task (Acts 13:46-47).   

The Mission of Israel Not Merely Centripetal 

 To summarize and conclude the question introduced at the beginning of chapter 8, 

there is indeed a strong universal centripetal motif in the Old Testament.  The last three chapters, 

however, have also constantly addressed the issue of whether the Old Testament’s universalism was 

missional, or better, centrifugal.  I concluded that there are strong indications of an outgoing nature 

versus a merely indrawing nature in the Abrahamic and Mosaic covenants.  The present chapter 

demonstrates again that the difference between the Old and New Covenants was not that of a cen-

tripetal versus centrifugal ministry of the peoples of God.   

 

 

Centrifugal Missional Imperative 

 Israel’s task as God’s holy people includes direct imperatives to go out to the peoples.  

This and other related themes should have led to a centrifugal movement of Yahweh’s people to the 

gôyîm.359  A covenantal and imperatival background seems to be the informing theology behind 

Isaiah’s theme: a witness and message-bearing servant people. It is fulfilled in Jesus and continued 

in his ministry through his people.  Behind everything is the bedrock of the Abrahamic covenant with 

its promise that all the clans and peoples of earth will be blessed in Abraham’s seed.   

 The Abrahamic covenant was indeed implicitly centrifugal if Yahweh’s people had in-

deed understood the implications of their calling and task as a people under Yahweh’s sovereign 

Kingship.  Richard DeRidder’s thoughts, though not his interpretation of the facts, are noteworthy 

when he states:  

Israel was a people that had no need for a missionary command because its very heart cried 
out, “May the peoples praise you, O God; may all the peoples praise you.  May the nations be 
glad and sing for joy, for you rule the peoples justly and guide the nations of the earth” (Ps 
67:3-4 NIV). . . .  To look for a command to carry on a witness to the peoples is to seek some-
thing which is not there because it was not needed. (DeRidder 1983, 177). 

The fact remains that Israel did indeed possess both a missionary command and an impelling univer-

sal heart-cry for the salvation of all nations. 

 

                                                           

 359Contra Hahn: “There is an absence of a divine commission for the purpose and of any con-
scious outgoing to the Gentiles to win them for belief in Yahweh” (Hahn 1965, 20).  
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CHAPTER 10 

ESOL, BABEL-PENTECOST, AND THE NEW COVENANT 

The New Covenant, Babel, and the Peoples 

OT Precursors to Pentecost 

Introduction 

 The New Testament clearly presents a picture of the Spirit endowed body moving out 

into the surrounding world, presenting the gospel of Christ.  King Jesus is the Servant of Yahweh 

who suffered, but is now exalted to the right hand of the Majesty on high (see e.g., Mt 28:18-20; Lk 

24:25-27,45-49; Acts 2:22-39, 3:12-26).  The new community of the Spirit was to include both Jews 

and peoples from the idolatrous ethnies.  These, like Israel, must repent and have “their hearts 

cleansed by faith,” receiving forgiveness and the Holy Spirit by faith (Acts 10-11, 15:1-21).  Does this 

new community of the Spirit erase the ethno-linguistic distinctions originally created by Yahweh at 

Babel?  Does Pentecost then reverse Babel?  To these questions I now turn.  

Major Prophets, the Spirit, Paul, and ESOL 

New Covenant and ESOLs in Ezekiel 

 Yahweh stated that he would make a “covenant of peace . . . an everlasting covenant” with a re-

united Israel.  In the covenant, Yahweh states that he will restore the Davidic king (Ez 37:21-22,24-25).  

He will cleanse them of their idols and sins, and grant them his presence: “My dwelling place also 

will be with them” (Ez 37:23).  Lastly, Yahweh promises a special relationship in the terms of the 

classic covenant formulation, “They will be My people, and I will be their God” (Ez 37:23).  The result 

is: “And the nations will know that I am the LORD who sanctifies Israel, when My sanctuary is in their 

midst forever” (Ez 37:21-28; see 36:22-27).   

 This phrase: “they will know that I am Yahweh” (Ez 6:7,10,13,14; 7:4,9,etc.) is “a tech-

nical formula,” normally used about Israel but here used about the gôyîm (Vogels 1986, 67).  The 

context for its use is always after God’s deeds of deliverance and intervention on behalf of his peo-

ple with a resulting responsibility of the witnesses to respond positively to Yahweh’s initiative.  Fur-

thermore, “to know” a Suzerain, here Yahweh, is also a technical treaty-covenantal term, speaking 

of submission of a vassal/servant to one’s covenant Lord (see Huffmon 1966).   

 To know Yahweh is not merely passive, but involves witnessing Yahweh’s actions and then submit-

ting to him as Lord.  This includes Israel and the surrounding nations, as discussed in an earlier chapter.  “In the eyes 

of [someone or something]” is also a technical term in juridicial contexts (see Jer 32:12; Dt 31:7; Jer 28:1,5,11; Vogels 

1986, 64; Reventlow 1959).  Both Israel and the nations have witnessed Yahweh’s actions in the Exodus and after-

wards (e.g., Ex 7:22; 9:8,12; Nm 33:3; Lev 26:45), and are called to commitment, to take a position, as a result (e.g., 
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Dt 31:7).  Israel, especially, is called to commitment and to testify to the surrounding nations con-

cerning Yahweh’s greatness (see chapter nine).   

 The surrounding ethno-nations in Ezekiel have seen and will see Yahweh’s greatness in 

the judgment upon Israel (Ez 5:8, 14; 22:16) and in the deliverance of the Second Exodus and a vir-

tual second conquest.  “They are witnesses and not pure spectators” (Vogels 1986, 67).  Yahweh 

then applies the “know Yahweh” covenantal formula to the surrounding ethnies (Ez 36:22; 37:28; 

38:16,23; 39:7,23).  They must also take a position for Yahweh or they will experience judgment.  

Here Ezekiel is not speaking of individuals but of ethnic solidarities, as the context makes clear.   

 Therefore, as a result of the work of the New Covenant work in Messiah’s Exodus and 

Conquest (death, resurrection, and ascension), the nations, along with Israel, will come to know the 

Lord (see Ez 36:23; 37:28, etc.; Rom 11).  “The earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of 

Yahweh as the waters cover the seas” (Hb 2:14; Is 11:9-10; Zec 14:8-9; Rv 15:4).   

Pauline interpretation (Gal 3; Rom 4) 

 Paul links the Abrahamic blessing for all the ethnies of earth (Gal 3:8-9) with union with 

the Anointed Davidic King, Jesus [e v n  C r i s t w /|  V I h s o u /], who is of the seed of Abraham 

(Gal 3:16,26-29; Rom 1:3; Ps 2).  Furthermore, he couples the blessing of Abraham with receiving 

the Holy Spirit, and hence he joins the Abrahamic Covenant with the New Covenant of the promised 

Spirit (Gal 3:5,14; Ez 36:27; Is 59:21; Jl 2:28; see Bruce 1982; Fung 1988; Pyne 1995).360  Next, Paul 

links the receiving of the Spirit with anyone believing the “gospel,” that is “my gospel [that I 

preach]” (Gal 3:8b; Rom 2:16).   

 Observe also how Paul links this New Covenant, a covenant that promises the Spirit both to Israel 

and also to “all flesh” (Jl 2:28; see Is 59:21; Ez 36:27), with the Abrahamic faith.  This promise comes from the one 

and only God, alluding to the Shema (Dt 6:4).  He is both the justifying God of the Jews and the pagan ethnies [h '  
V I o u d a i ,wn  o `  Qe o .j  mo ,n o n È  o u v c i . d e . k a i . e v q nw/n È  n a i . k a i . 

e v q nw/n ] (see Rom 3:28-30,).  The way for all the non-Jewish peoples [t a . e ; q n h ] to enter into the Abra-

hamic blessing of justification (from the Law expressed by Moses: Acts 13:38-41 NKJ; Gal 3:26-29) and the Spirit361 

is open for all who believe (see Is 59:21; 2 Cor 3:6; Rom 7:1-6, 8:2).   

 The gospel in Galatians 3-4 includes the decree of “justification” from the curse and ob-

ligation of the law (of creation or legal covenant of works expressed later in the Mosaic command-

ments: Gal 3:8a,15-21, 4:1-5; see Fung 1988; contra Braswell 1991).  This justification is equivalent 

to Jeremiah’s classic statement on the New Covenant: “I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will 

remember no more” (Jer 31:34).362  Jesus took upon himself both the obligation to obey the broken 

                                                           

 360“The Abrahamic Covenant did not specify the nature of the blessing to be received by the na-
tions through Abraham and his ‘seed,’ Paul appears to identify that blessing as the promise of the Spirit (cf. vv. 
2,5)” (Pyne 1995, 218).  “In Paul’s thinking the blessing of justification is almost synonymous . . . with the re-
ception of the Spirit” (Fung 1988, 152). 

 361The promise of the Spirit is found in Is 59:21 and Ez 36:27; Jl 2:28-29 and Zec 12:10. 

 362Cf. an explicit justification passage, Rom 4:6-8 (citing Ps 32:1-2, and parallels in Heb 10:10-18, discussing 
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law and its wrath for the benefit of all the human ethnies including first the Israelites.363  The gospel 

thus includes freedom from condemnation of the law both presently and in the final Day of Judg-

ment for all from the peoples who believe (Rom 2:5-16; 5:16-19; 8:1,33-34).   

 T. L. Donaldson explains how this occurs: 

Israel serves as a “representative sample” for the whole of humankind.  Within Israel’s experi-
ence, the nature of the universal human plight—bondage to sin and to the powers of this 
age—is thrown into sharp relief through the functioning of the law.  The law, therefore, can-
not accomplish the promise; by creating a representative sample in which the human plight is 
clarified and concentrated it sets the stage for redemption.  Christ identifies not only with the 
human situation in general (g e n o ,me n o n  e v k  g u n a i k o ,j , 4.4), but also with Is-
rael in particular (g e n o ,me n o n  u ` p o . n o ,mo n ), thereby becoming the representa-
tive individual (u ` p e .r  h ` mw /n , 3.13) of the representative people.  Due to the very na-
ture of Israel’s special role, the redemption of Israel is at the same time and on the same 
terms the redemption of the Gentiles.  As Israel’s representative, Christ is the representative 
of all humankind; all can participate “in him.” (Donaldson 1986, 106)  

 Furthermore, the gospel contains the ability to walk in the “righteous requirement of 

the law” (Rom 8:4).364  At the same time, the gospel removes the obligation to keep the restrictive 

ceremonies, dietary commands, and other ethno-religious barriers of the Mosaic law (see Rom 14-

15, 1 Cor 8-10; Gal 3-5; Eph 2:11-22; Col 2:11-14,16-23; Heb 5, 7, 8:1-10:23).  The Spirit provides a 

real circumcision, that of the inner being [p e r i t o mh . k a r d i ,a j ], which makes any person, 

even one from the ethnies, a “[true] Jew who is one inwardly.”  These, then, become members of 

the “sons of Abraham” (Gal 3:29), of the [true] circumcision, who worship in the Spirit and do not 

pay necessary365 attention to symbolic, shadowy, “flesh” ceremonies (Rom 2:28-29; see Col 2:11-12; 

Phil 3:3).   

 A gôy, together with his family and people, can therefore become a real member of the 

one household of faith without becoming a Jew externally (Rom 2:28-29).  An external Jew, “Israel 

according to the flesh” (V I s r a h .l  k a t a . s a ,r k a : 1 Cor 10:18), is “under the law” with its 

bodily-physical (e.g., circumcision, clothing, etc.) and religious-cultural customs (e.g., dietary, Sab-

bath,366 and festival observance (Gal 4:10; Rom 14:1-5; 1 Cor 9:19-23; Heb 7:16-22).  A freeman in 

                                                           

the New Covenant for Messianic Jews close to apostasy (Heb 8:6-10:18).  

 363Christ died exclusively “for his sheep [Israel]” (Jn 10:15), yet he has “other sheep which are 
not of this fold” (Jn 10:16, 11:52).  He is the propitiation for “us,” the primarily Jewish group(s) to whom John 
was writing, and for the whole world of the ethnies (1Jn 2:1-2; Jn 3:16-17), who will be grafted into Israel. 

 364“And I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk in My statutes, and you will be 
careful to observe My ordinances” (cf. Rom 3:31; 8:4).  Freedom from the obligation of the law still means that 
a life fulfilling the law is mandatory.  An obligation exists at present, not to the law, but to the Spirit who 
causes us to walk in love, his fruit, which fulfills the law in all its “holy, righteous, and good” moral character 
(Rom 7:1-6,12; 8:1-17, 13:8-10; Gal 5:19-22).   

 365The ceremonies are not necessary but may be kept in solidarity with the ancient People of 
God (see below, 1 Cor 9). 

 366Believers from the ethnies are not under Mosaic Sabbath and festival ceremonies.  But a rest 
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Christ (Gal 5:1) is not under that obligation, though he may put himself freely under these and any 

other external cultural ceremonies in order not to offend religious-cultural sensitivities while trying 

to win a cultural group to Christ (1 Cor 9).  This was Paul’s missionary practice (e.g., Acts 16:1-3 [cir-

cumcised Timothy]; 21:20-26 [kept ceremonial vows and sacrifices]).   

 Paul thus revises the traditional proselyte model for those who wish to inherit Abra-

ham’s blessedness (see Acts 10-11, 15).  Donaldson again explains: “No longer is it a case of Gentiles 

joining an already established Jewish people of God; rather, Jew and Gentile together and on the 

same terms need to enter the ‘in Christ’ sphere of existence” (Donaldson 1986, 106).  This change is 

a revision, not something completely original, because just as “at the consummation of salvation his-

tory p a /j  V I s r a h .l  [Rom 11:26] will occupy a central place” so it will now “in the inauguration 

of the era of salvation at the cross” (Donaldson 1988, 106).  Ethnic “Israel according to the flesh” 

does not disappear and is not replaced by a radically new body, the church.  Christ was an ethnic 

Jew, the representative Man (“son of Man”) and representative Israelite, the son of Abraham and 

David.  The ethno-nations, alongside of his still ethnic people, are thus blessed in him as he is in his 

dual identity.   

 Therefore, Paul links all the major post-Noahic covenants—Abrahamic, Mosaic, Davidic, 

and New Covenant—into one complex whole.  “No features have been deleted except the ceremo-

nies and ordinances of the ‘old’ Mosaic covenant whose phasing out was planned for long ago.  The 

better covenant remained” (Kaiser 1972, 21).367  In connecting them, Paul never denied that each 

ethnic group to whom the gospel comes must sacrifice their non-moral cultural uniqueness to be-

come members of the one body of Christ and share in the benefits of the covenant of grace.  There 

seems to exist, then, both a true unity and real ethno-cultural diversity in that one sheepfold [mi ,a  

p o i ,mn h : flock] with one shepherd (Jn 10:16; Is 56:8).  

 All of this is a major theme of Pauline literature: (1) Romans (Rom 1:5,16; 2:9-16;368 

3:9,19,20-22,29-30; 4:11-13,17-18; 5:12,18; 9:24; 10:12; 11:11-15,25-26,30-32; 15:7-12,16,18,19-21; 

16:26), (2) Galatians (Gal 3:5-14,23-29), (3) Ephesians (Eph 2:11-3:16), and (4) Colossians (Col 2:8-

23), as well as (5) Hebrews (Heb 7-10).  

                                                           

day once a week is a creation ordinance and moral command, for the good of all mankind [t o . s a ,b b a -
t o n  d i a . t o .n  a ; n q r wp o n  e v g e ,n e t o ] (Gn 2:2-3; Mk 2:27).  

 367This is traditionally termed the covenant of grace (versus the creational “covenant of works”: 
see e.g., Robertson 1980; Kline 1993; Hodge 1995, 2:17-22,354-377; Bavinck 2000; Karlberg 2000a,b; Irons 
2000; Redmond 2001). 

 Though I disagree with Walter Kaiser’s premillennialism, I agree that Israel as a people and its tie 
to the land is addressed in the New Covenant (see Schlissel and Brown 1990).  “Nonetheless by virtue of its 
specific linkage with the Abrahamic and Davidic covenants and promises. . . ., it is therefore proper to speak of 
gentile participation.  Under the promise doctrine, they were to be the seed of Abraham.  They would be 
adopted and grafted into God’s covenant nation Israel” (Kaiser 1972, 16).   

 368“Tw /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ” [of men, mankind, humanity] means all peoples both Jew and 
“Greek” (Rom 2:10) or Jew and the ethnies [e ; q n h : individuals from a gôy/ethnos] (Rom 2:12-14)  
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Joel 2, Pentecost, and the Peoples 

 Immediately after Joel speaks about the New Covenant’s outpouring of the Holy Spirit, 

he speaks about the gôyîm almost uniformly concerning the judgment and wrath upon them (Jl 3).  

However, he teaches along with many of the other prophets, that the future also holds a different 

story.  The reference to “all flesh” [rf'B'-lK': Jl 2:28-29] refers to Yahweh’s pouring out the gift 

of his Holy Spirit universally upon all humankind at Pentecost.369  

 Joel suggests a universal application to all the gôyîm by contextual hints.  First, Joel 

mentions female and male slaves [tAxp'V.h;-l[;w> ~ydIb'[]h'-l[; MT; e v p i . 

t o u .j  d o u ,l o u j  k a i . e v p i . t a .j  d o u ,l a j  LXX], which broadens “all flesh” to com-

prise more than just the Israelites.  Joel explains this expression by first giving a list of Jewish groups.   

Then by way of surprise the prophet abruptly declared “and also” or “and even” (wegam) 
menservants and maidservants. . . .   This epexegetical addition . . . forces the interpreter to 
acknowledge that Joel had ‘all mankind’ in mind. (Kaiser 1983, 119)   

Israel’s household slaves were from foreign ethnies (see Lev 25:42; e.g., Gn 14:15; 17:12-13; Dt 

12:12; Kaiser 2000, 72).   

 Second, the phrase “everyone who calls” (Jl 2:32; see Acts 2:21) suggests a broader so-

cial context than Israel as well.  Furthermore, Peter seems to interpret the phrase “all flesh” univer-

sally in the conclusion to his sermon.  The phrase, “all who are far off” (Acts 2:39) is “merely a cir-

cumlocution for saying ‘Gentiles’” (Kaiser 1983b, 120; see Eph 2:13,17; Acts 10:45; Kaiser 2000, 71-

72; Oswalt 1991, 86; Keil 1996, 140).   

 Third, comparing the phrase “all flesh” to its use in other passages makes this pan-eth-

nic370 conclusion sure (see e.g., Gn 6:12,13,17; Nm 18:15; Dt 5:26; Job 34:15; Ps 145:21; Is 40:5, 

49:26; Jer 32:27).  The blessing of the Spirit was not to be merely for the Israelites, but for all peo-

ples as well as all social ranks, both sexes, and all ages.  This we have seen above, in the Pauline in-

terpretation of the Spirit (see Gal 3:28; 1 Cor 12:13; Col 3:10-11).   

Zephaniah, Babel and Pentecost 

 In the present era of the Spirit of Messiah all peoples and social groups are to be 

blessed.  The blessing is not merely to come to individuals, who as extracted proselytes are received 

into a cultural “Israel” whatever that Israel may be then or today.  Instead, the individuals, families 

                                                           

 369For the overall meaning of Pentecost, see chapter five, “The Meaning of Pentecost” in Pente-
cost and Mission (Boer 1961).   

 370The “all flesh” includes at least all kinds and sorts of humans outside Israel.  Because of the 
Hebrew conception of the world outside of Israel as multi-ethnic, it is proper to see an “all peoples” (pan-eth-
nic) perspective also implied.   
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and clans of the ethnies come to Yahweh in lingual-cultural solidarity so that together they become 

one, diverse-but-united, people of the God of Abraham (Ps 47:9).  

 Some would contend, however, that certain passages would preclude this interpreta-

tion.  A possible precursor to the Pentecostal outpouring of the Spirit, which some believe may indi-

cate a reversal of the ethnic division of Babel, is found Zephaniah.  If this is true, it would provide en-

couragement for those who suggest that oneness in Christ erases ethnic distinctions in this age of 

the Spirit (see discussion in Kreitzer 1997, 1998). 

 First, however, as background to the crucial statement in Zephaniah 3:9-13, the 

prophet makes an astounding prediction (Zep 2:11).  In the midst of scathing prophesies against Je-

rusalem (Zep 1:7-2:3), then against the surrounding peoples of Philistia, Moab, Ammon, (Zep 2:4), 

and even Kush (peoples then resident in present Sudan; “Ethiopia”), and Assyria (Zep 2:12-15), Yah-

weh will terrify the idol worshippers.  The cause of their terror (yKi: because, “for” NASB) is that 

he will “starve all the gods of the earth” [#r,a'h' yhel{a/-lK'] (see Pusey 1950; Calvin 

1996c; Motyer 1993b).  Then “all the coastlands of the nations” [~yIAGh; yYEai lKo] 

will bow down to Yahweh, “every one from/in his own place” [AmAqM.mi] (Zep 2:11).  Here 

the phrase “of the earth” and “coastlands of the gôyîm” are parallel, showing the universal extent of 

the prediction.   

 Though the translation is disputed, the words “each in their own lands” (NIV) may con-

trast to the usual picture of the ethnies streaming to the Temple (see Robertson 1990, 308;371 con-

tra Keil 1996, 451, see Zep 3:10).  Whatever the correct translation may be, all the coastlands of the 

ethnies, “the whole heathen world” (Keil 1996, 451), clearly will not worship their starved out gods 

any more.  Instead, the peoples will worship the true God in/from their own lands.  Note that the 

phrase here ~yIAGh; yYEai [“coastlands of the gôyîm”] is used only once before in Scrip-

ture, in the Völkertafel (Gn 10:5).  This returns the Hebrew readers once again to the universalism 

that Abrahamic particularism often seemed to obscure.  Therefore, “Zephaniah joins the grand pro-

phetic tradition in announcing the coming day in which God’s judgment on the nations will have its 

final issue in their adoration of the true and living God” (Robertson 1990, 309).  

 In the next context, after again pronouncing judgment on “the tyrannical city,” Jerusa-

lem and all the surrounding ethnies (Zep 3:1-8), Yahweh announces a second time he will bless the 

ethno-nations.  He states, through Zephaniah, that he will change the peoples and give them “puri-

fied lips” so that all will call on Yahweh’s name and serve him “with one shoulder,” streaming to-

wards “the holy mountain” with “offerings” (Zep 3:9-11). Then Zion will be a praise and renown 

among “all the peoples of earth” (Zep 3:20; see 14-20).  

 Now some, with a desire to destroy apartheid, racism, and ethnicism in the church, in-

terpret “purified lips” to mean a reversal of the division of languages at Babel (e.g., Bax n.d., 1983; 

                                                           

 371“Zephaniah’s distinctive imagery of each person worshiping in his own place anticipates a 
central aspect of the worship perspective provided by Jesus” (Robertson 1990, 308; Jn 4:21-23). 
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Loubser 1987, 94; see also Pusey 1950, 284; Motyer 1993b).372  However, in the context of Zep 3:9, 

the phrase has nothing to do with a unified language.  Hence it has nothing to do with the rever-

sal373 in the company of the redeemed, of Babel’s putative curse, which some think caused ethno-

linguistic distinctions.  

 Often in Scripture “lip” [hp'f'] does mean “language” as it does indeed in Gn 

11:1,6,7,9; Ps 81:5; Is 19:18; Ez 3:5-6.  However, it is clear in Scripture that language itself, as a cre-

ated thing, is not impure374 but only the sinful motive of the words conveyed by the language-lip. 

The phrase means “the lip of a man who is defiled by sin” (Keil 1996, 458).  Here the implication is 

not that Yahweh seeks to purify the lingual division of Babel, assuming that sin and the curse of God 

caused an impure division.  It implies, instead, as the next phrase makes clear, “That all of them [the 

peoples] may call on the name of the LORD, to serve Him” (see Jeremias 1958).375  John M. P. Smith, 

William Ward, and Julius Brewer correctly state in the classic ICC series that the “impure lip” of the 

ethno-nations is impure, according to the context, because of idolatry and immoral practices.  A 

close analogy is the impure “lips” of the prophet Isaiah (Is 6:5).  

                                                           

 372Douglas Bax, “The Bible and Apartheid 2,” in Apartheid is a Heresy (De Gruchy and Villa-Vi-
cencio 1983, 129). See note fifteen below.   

 Pusey (1950) and Alec Motyer see a connection as well, but with the motive of seeing a unified 
church encompassing all peoples in the future.  Motyer titles the passage: “Babel reversed; the uniting of the 
peoples” and “the canceling of the confusion of Babel” (Motyer 1993b, 951).   

 373“In the Old Testament Yahweh promises that when He fulfils the process of salvation (which 
He began in Abram), He will reverse the curse of Babel” (Bax 1983, 124).   

 The logic is simple and compelling.  The sin of Babel was hubris.  The curse of Babel is linguistic 
division.  Christ came to destroy sin and reverse the curse of God.  He sent the Spirit to effect that destruction 
in one body in which there is no more Jew or Greek ethnic distinction as well as slave or free social-class dis-
tinction, and male and female gender distinction.  All are one in Christ (Gal 3:28; Col 3:11).   

 The conclusion breaks down when one of the major premises is refuted.  The sin of Babel was 
hubris (see Gowan 1975).  But the curse was not linguistic division, but the cessation of city and tower building 
(see chapter five). 

 374To accept that would be to subtly bring in neo-platonic presuppositions.  All divisions, includ-
ing lingual divisions, are not evil.  Only divisions caused by sin are evil.  Redemption does not thus restore all 
divisiveness into an undivided unity.   

 Sin as rebellion to the Creator is evil, and redemption destroys the uncleanness of sin upon 
words, thoughts, language use, and actions.  Where sin causes social upheaval and disruption (see e.g., Jas 
4:1-7), redemption heals social ills, bringing the peace of justice but not destroying created social distinctions 
such as lingual-ethnic, gender, and some aspects of social class (see Kreitzer 1997, 1998).   

 375J. Jeremias correctly ties the “turning of the lip” to the confession that the ethno-nations will 
make. He writes, citing Ps 86:10 and Is 45:24: “with cleansed lips they will confess: ‘Our fathers have inherited 
nought but lies, even vanity and things wherein there is no profit’ (Jer. 16:19)” (Jeremias 1958, 59).  
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The impurity . . . consisted in the fact that they prayed to and swore by other gods than Yah-
weh.  The purification will consist in their being brought to abandon the worship of any and 
every god save Yahweh; cf. Ho. 2:12; Ps. 16:4. (Smith, Ward and Brewer 1911, 248)   

 It is at this point that there may be an allusion to the Tower pericope (see Pusey 1950, 

283).  If the total unifying human apostasy of idolatry began at the Tower (except for a Shemite rem-

nant), and continued afterwards by the always idolatrous gôyîm, then Yahweh now prophesies he 

will reverse that second universal fall.   

 This parallels Joel’s prophecy.  “By the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the purification of 

heart and lip was accomplished that led to a widespread calling on the name of the Lord (Acts 2:21)” 

(Robertson 1990, 329).  The meaning of the phrase, “I will change the speech of the peoples to a 

pure speech” (RSV) strengthens this conclusion.  Yahweh changes their speech “by purifying their 

sinful lips, i.e., He converts them”  (Keil 1996, 458; see 1Sa 10:9).   

 God’s Holy Spirit of grace will reach past the branches of Kush’s rivers, that is the White 

and Blue Nile branches, into the heart of Africa (Zep 3:10; see Is 18:2-7).  “Cush is singled out as an 

instance of the whole world worshiping the Lord” (Motyer 1993b, 952).  Together, the remnant of 

the scattered Jews and the converted peoples will serve Yahweh with “one shoulder.”  This could be 

an allusion to the common yoke between two oxen, which shoulder to shoulder, they use to pull the 

plow.  Or it could allude to “bearers who carry a burden with even shoulders; cf. Jer. 32:39” (Keil 

1996, 458).   

 Whatever the exact allusion is, Zephaniah foresees a unified “Jewish and gentile com-

munity serving with a single shoulder and presenting a single offering” (Robertson 1990, 330).  In 

common with many other prophecies we have examined, the day will come when Jewish and gentile 

peoples will serve the Lord together in one body.  Though I do not agree with his “reversal of Babel’s 

confusion of language” (Motyer 1993b, 952) terminology (see below), Motyer seems to be on the 

right track when he adds:  

Zephaniah does not quite express the “fellow heirs, members of the same body” like Paul 
does in Ephesians 3:6 (Is 19:25), but he approximates the “sharers in the promise” as he sees 
the earth praising the name that the people of God bear: the promise to Abraham that in his 
seed (the believing family of Rom. 4:16-25 and Gal. 3:7) all families of the earth would find the 
blessing they need (Gen. 22:18). (Motyer 1993b, 952)  

 Therefore, this passage teaches that the Holy Spirit will convert the ESOLs within their 

solidarity and he will bring unity within one body.  However, Mennonite author John Howard Yoder 

misses the point in “The Social Shape of the Gospel”: 

 [Believing Jews and Gentiles] . . . together form the new humankind (Eph. 2:15).  What has 
happened is the creation of a new socio-history which is neither Jew nor Greek, or is both Jew 
and Greek. . . .  The reality is so new that the words Paul uses for it are new creation . . . and 
new humanity.  In none of these usages . . . is the new thing Paul is talking about an individual.  
But neither is he talking about an existing ethnic group.  He is talking about a new group 
which is so much like an ethnic group that it can be called a nation or a people, but whose 
constitutive definition is that it is made up of both kinds or many kinds of people. (Yoder 
1983, 282-283) 
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 Yoder then critiques Church Growth missiology, which seeks to plant self-governing 

ethno-churches: “‘If one is in Christ,’ there is a whole new world.  Ethnic standards have ceased to 

count” (Yoder 1983, 283; see also Bosch 1982, 1983; Padilla 1985a,b). 

 There is only one logical conclusion to this position.  Because unity in Christ is more im-

portant than particularity, all diversity loses “equally ultimate” existence in itself.  Therefore, logi-

cally, even the individual has lost any permanent particular identity and self-determination.  The an-

drogynous person then must be encompassed by unity to participate in the social good.   

 Hence, not only unique ethnic diversity, but also even individual ethnic identity, must 

be surrendered into the “good” of the unified new humanity coming.  Logically, this and only this 

will reverse the social curse of Babel.  What the linguistic shape of this new humanity is, we are not 

told.  However, the sound of the discourse is that of modernity and of modernity’s social unitarian 

ideologies, as Miroslav Volf points out (see Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  It is to this discussion I now turn.   

Babel, Pentecost Relationship 

Does Pentecost Reverse Babel? 

 Many theologians who deal with ethnic relations within the body of Christ are con-

vinced that the outpouring of the Spirit upon all kinds and sorts of humans results in a radical level-

ing or democratizing of humankind.  Pentecost reverses Babel!376  These especially desire to see the 

earth’s manifold ethnic and racial divisions united.  That in itself is a noble desire but misuses the 

passage.  

                                                           

 376E.g., compare the following list of commentators:  

 See Calvin (1996) on Acts 2. 

 “Pentecost has to be understood within the framework of salvation history as the antithesis of 
Babel.  With Pentecost God restored that which went wrong at Babel by unifying the nations into one new na-
tion (the church), and giving them one new language (the language of the Holy Spirit.  In comparison with this 
kingdom other nations and languages have only a relative, transient value” (Loubser 1987, 94).   

 “We believe that at Pentecost God has undone what was done at Babel” (Hauerwas 1987, 180).  

 “Pentecost, therefore, is a catholic event: it represents Babel in reverse, the restoration of com-
munication among estranged peoples” (Dulles 1987, 173).  

 “The event [of Pentecost] was nothing less than a reversal of the curse of Babel” (Bruce 1988, 
59).   

 “Pentecost itself is seen through the miracle of tongues to be a reversal of Babel” (Goldsworthy 
1996, 11). 

 These scholars, including Bax, grapple with the thematic connection of the two pericopes.  Each 
desires to see the warring factions of humankind healed.  However, their interpretation of the relationship of 
Babel and Pentecost is flawed.  
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 South African, Douglas Bax, for example, in the following extensive citation, makes pre-

cisely this point: 

 The miracle of Pentecost signifies precisely the reversal of what happened 
at Babel.  It is the fulfilment of Zeph. 3 . . . and Isa. 66:15-23 (which actually appears to be a 
source for much of the account in Acts 2).  The Lord, the King of Israel, has come into Israel’s 
midst (Zeph. 3:14-17); and now He comes down with flames of fire like a mighty wind to 
gather men from “all nations and tongues” to Jerusalem to see “a Sign”, and to “change their 
speech to a pure speech”, “that all of them may call on the name of the Lord and serve him 
with one accord” (Isa. 66:15, 18-23; Zeph. 3:9f).  This pure speech is the one universal lan-
guage of the Spirit, which makes itself understood in every language spoken by men, as a sign 
that through the reconciling work of Christ and the work of the Spirit the dividing effect of Ba-
bel is overcome.  Though these different languages remain, the barrier of communication 
which they have set up between those who speak them is dramatically broken down. (Bax 
1983, 129) 

 Observe how Bax attempts to overcome the divisiveness of the South African apartheid 

theology (HRLS 1976) by claiming that Pentecost and Babel are opposites.  The problem is that in his 

zeal to reject apartheid, he allegorizes and wrenches the context of both the Zephaniah passage and 

that of the Acts passage.  Zephaniah is not speaking about Pentecost’s miracle of tongues but of 

Pentecost’s miracle of putting a new clean heart into the peoples.  The result is that the peoples’ 

words would be words of a faith-filled confession, and deeds of justice and kindness in unity with all 

other peoples including the Jews.   

 

A More Nuanced Perspective 

 J. G. Davies’s, classic article “Pentecost and Glossolalia” points out the parallels be-

tween the Babel and Pentecost pericopes.  Still he falls into the error that Pentecost reverses Babel: 

“The account of Pentecost is dependent upon the account of Babel” in the LXX (Davies 1952, 

228).377  It is best, however, as PCUSA scholars Catherine and Justo Gonzalez write, to see that “Pen-

tecost is not simply the reversal of Babel” (Gonzalez and Gonzalez 1993, 22).  The situation is much 

                                                           

 377Davies shows many similarities in shared vocabulary between Gn 11 and Acts 2 
(s u g c e ,wme n , g l w /s s a n , f wn h .n  [confuse, language/tongue, voice]; g l w ,s s a i j , f wn h /j  
and s u n e c u ,q h , [tongues/ languages, voice, confused/bewildered]).  Davies seems to indicate, however, 
the problem of humankind caused by Babel’s confusion was disunification not hubris and sinful humanism as 
idolatry.  “In Gen. 11:1-9 the scattering of mankind over the face of the earth, together with their division into 
different nations with different languages, is described.  In Acts 2:1-13 the reunification of mankind is in their 
understanding of the divine message described” (Davies 1952, 228).  However his conclusion does not exactly 
follow, though he struggles to find the meaning of the parallels.  In the first account (Babel), he claims, there 
was one language, and here many, but ”nevertheless, [they] are understood in unison by the hearers.”  Babel 
was God’s work to confuse and bring disunity; here the people themselves “were confused at the discovery of 
their unity” (Davies 1952, 229).  He adds: “This is the work of the Holy Spirit, who reverses the previous disrup-
tion in the unity of creation” (Davies 1952, 119). 

 It is better to see both the similarities and dissimilarities between the passages (Volf 1996, 226; 
Gonzalez and Gonzalez 1993, 22), and to see the message as one of creating harmony out of sinful rebellion, 
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more nuanced that this. “The [common] interpretation rightly connects the two texts, but does jus-

tice to neither” (Volf 1996, 226).  Pentecost does not destroy the beautiful diversities of created eth-

nic solidarity, Volf correctly believes.  Pentecost thus does not rescind Babel. 

 Babel’s hubris and subsequent judgment is not then the final state of ethno-humanity.  

With Abraham’s call, God began “constructing’ salutary harmony” after having deconstructed “false 

unity” (Volf 1996, 227).  God does not leave humankind in this state of total separation in sin.  “The 

preventative and punitive divine reaction to the oppressive unity, no less than the original transgres-

sion, cries for remedy” (Volf 1996, 227).  In other words, redemption will heal sin, not the state of 

ethno-diversity.  Ernst Haenchen comments:  

It was open to him [Luke] to interpret the coming of the Spirit . . ., as the occasion when the 
confusion of Babel was abolished: the Spirit of Christ healing the division of mankind.  But in 
Luke’s eyes the history of the Christian mission precluded this interpretation.378 (Haenchen 
1971, 174) 

Pentecost is only one of the many acts of God begun when he called Abraham (Gn 12:1-3).  In these 

acts he is “bringing order into ‘confusion’” (Volf 1996, 227) caused by sin, not by ethnic diversity.  In-

deed, each of the languages and peoples represented were only representatives of the peoples of 

the world: “Im Rahmen unseres Berichts gelten diese Diasporajuden gewissermaßen als 

Repräsentatnten der Weltvölker, die in ihnen wenigstens potentiell gegenwärtig sind” (Schneider 

1980, 251).379   

Babel, one language; Pentecost many 

 Pentecost, Volf believes, is God’s decentralized alternative to the homogenizing imperi-

alistic unity Babel sought to create.  Yet the earth does not return to a pristine world of one lan-

guage before Babel.  Miroslav Volf carefully understands: “Before Babel the whole of humanity 

spoke one language; in Jerusalem the new community speaks many languages” (Volf 1996, 228; ital-

ics in original).  Barrett, though possibly holding to the reversal of Babel rhetoric,380 is correct: “The 

                                                           

according to the Abrahamic mandate, while maintaining ethnic diversity, a created good.   

 378He immediately adds: “At Pentecost, the time was not yet ripe for the e ; q n h , the Gentile 
peoples, to be seized by the Spirit: it was to the Jews that the mission first turned” (Haenchen 1971, 174).  This 
cannot be a totally correct interpretation.  The coming of all the scattered sheep of Israel from all the nations 
back to Jerusalem as the prophets foretell, is only a picture of the coming of “all your brethren from all the 
nations as a grain offering to the LORD” [a ; x o u s i n  t o u .j  a v d e l f o u .j  u ` mw /n  e v k  
p a ,n t wn  t w /n  e v q n w /n  d w /r o n  k u r i ,w| ] (Is 66:20).  It is possible that to this offering Paul re-
fers in Romans 15:16 as the “h `  p r o s f o r a . t w /n  e v q n w /n .”   

 379Schneider, however, believes these were not pilgrims but Diaspora Jews now resident in Jeru-
salem.   

 380“The old linguistically based divisions of mankind had now been overcome.  ‘Unitatem lin-
guarum quam superbia Babylonis disperserat humilitas ecclesiae recolligit, spiritaliter autem varietas lin-
guarum dona variarum significant gratiarum’ (Bede)” (Barrett 1994, 116). 
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church from the beginning, though at the beginning located only in Jerusalem, is in principle a uni-

versal society” (Barrett 1998, 108).  There is thus an excellent theological point Luke is trying to 

make in the Pentecost account.   

When the Spirit comes, all understand each other, not because one language is restored or a 
new all-encompassing meta-language is designed, but because each hears his or her own lan-
guage spoken.  Pentecost overcomes the “confusion” and the resulting false “scattering,” but 
it does so not by reverting to the unity of cultural uniformity, but by advancing toward the 
harmony of cultural diversity. (Volf 1996, 228) 

Contextual considerations 

 A close look at the worldview of the Hebrew bible supports this position.  For this sec-

tion, I depend greatly upon James M. Scott’s magisterial article, “Luke’s Geographical Horizon” 

(Scott 1994).  As we saw in chapter three, the Völkertafel of Genesis 10 placed Canaan in the center 

of the earth.  This is followed by the copy of that table in 1 Chronicles 1:1-2:2 (see Scott 1994, 501).  

The prophetic eschatology carefully follows this outline (see Ez 38-39; Dan 11; Is 66:18-20; Scott 

1994, 503-4).  Isaiah 66:18-20, a clear prediction of the sending out of Pentecost, as we have seen, 

unmistakably echoes the worldview of the Table of Peoples (Scott 1994, 505-506) in both “geogra-

phy and ethnography” (Scott 1994, 509).  Scott comments:  

It is clear that descendants of each of the three sons of Noah are represented . . . .  In other 
words, by alluding to the Table of Nations, the partial list of nations in v. 19 explicates what is 
meant by “the nations,” which, in turn, provides concrete examples of God’s intention to 
gather “all nations” in v. 18. . . .  [Last], the focus on Jerusalem in this text (cf. v. 20) is charac-
teristic of the OT and Jewish tradition based on the Table of Nations. (Scott 1994, 506) 

 It seems that it was exactly this Hebraic worldview that influenced Luke in his twin vol-

ume work.381 Luke also implicitly sees Jerusalem as the center of the earth, around which exist the 

peoples and nations (Scott 1994, 524).  The idea that the disciples would preach to all the peoples 

represented by the sons of Noah, beginning from the center in Jerusalem, is thus explicit in Luke-

Acts (Lk 24:46-47; Acts 1:8).  Many have seen the list of peoples and geographical reaches in Acts 1:8 

as providing an outline for the whole of Acts.  Further, the “concentric circles radiating out from Je-

rusalem in a northwesterly direction” to the furthest reach of the known world suggests influence 

from the Völkertafel pericope (see Scott 1994, 526).   

 The same can be seen in the account of the Pentecostal outpouring.  The list is similar 

to that in Hebrew “Table-of-Nations tradition” (Scott 1994, 528).  Scott finds three other similarities.  

                                                           

 381See Barrett (1994, 122-123) for background in list of Jews in the Diaspora.  Scott points out 
that these often were outlined by the Völkertafel (Scott 1994).  See Metzger 1980; Bruce 1988, 55; Scott 1994; 
Barrett 1998, 122 for refutation of view that the background was an astrological table. 
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Acts shares an apparent lack of structuring and shares many of the traditional names of ethno-na-

tions in that tradition.  Third, Luke alludes to the Babel tradition and the longer Table of Nations in 

his account (Scott 1995, 529-530).382   

 Scott further believes that a mission to the three sons of Noah is reflected in the out-

line of the book, based as it is upon the programmatic verse, Acts 1:8.  (1) “Mission to Shem (Acts 

2:1-8:25)” (Scott 1994, 531), that is to Jews in Jerusalem, Judeans, and the Samaritans.  Note Peter’s 

reference to the Abrahamic covenant in Acts 3:25, showing that the mission to the rest of Noah’s 

sons is not being neglected.  (2) “Mission to Ham (Acts 8:26-40)” (Scott 1994, 533).  This is the ac-

count of Philip’s outreach to the Kushite eunuch [a v n h .r  A i v q i ,o y  e u v n o u /c o j ].383  

This was a clear reference to a person from Kush, the firstborn of Ham.  The Kushîm are the inhabit-

ants of the far southern part of the Table of Peoples.  (3) “Mission to Japheth (Acts 9:1-28:31)” 

(Scott 1994, 538).  Note in this section several references to the Servant Songs384 and the fulfillment 

of the Abrahamic covenant, both of which in turn serve as the backdrop of the prediction of the mis-

sion to the ethno-nations coming out of Jerusalem (Is 66:19).385  

Summary: The miracle of tongues not of ears 

 In summary, the miracle on the day of Pentecost, therefore, was a miracle of 

“tongues,” that is the apostles spoke in real human languages, found in the “whole world.”386  

                                                           

 382Unfortunately Scott falls into the Pentecost reversing Babel error at this point.  

 383Compare the LXX and MT, in e.g., Jer 39:16 [yviWKh; %l,m,-db,[,l. MT; 

A b d e me l e c  t o .n  A i v q i ,o p a  LXX]; see Jer 13:23.  See discussion in Scott (1995, 533-535).   

 384For possible allusions, compare Acts 9:15 and Is 43:10, maybe also Is 52:15, especially if 

hzn = “sprinkle;” Acts 13:47 and Is 49:6; Acts 26:17,23 and Is 49:6; see also Acts 22:14-15 and Is 43:10.  See, 

“To the ends of the earth”: The geographical and ethnic universalism of Acts 1:8 in light of Isaianic influence 
on Luke (Moore 1997b).   

 385Consider further Paul’s references to the Table of Peoples in his Mars Hill address in a short 
summarizing of the proto-history: (1) the self-sufficient Creator of all things (Acts 17:24-25; Gn 1), (2) creation 
of every nation [p a /n  e ; q n o j ] from one man so that they would spread out over the whole face of the 
earth [e v p i . p a /n  t o . p r o s w ,p o n  t h /j  g h /j ] (Acts 17:26; Gn 9-11; cf. e v p i . p a /s a n  t h .n  
g h /n , Gn 9:19).  Note reference to Dt 32:8 in Acts 17:26.   

 386Note the parallels here: tongues, peoples or ethnies, and named birth languages or dialects: 
“[They] began to speak with other tongues [e ` t e ,r a i j  g l w ,s s a i j ], as the Spirit was giving them 
utterance.  Now there were Jews living in Jerusalem, devout men, from every nation [peoples or ethnies] un-
der heaven [a v p o . p a n t o .j  e ; q n o u j  t w /n  u ` p o . t o .n  o u v r a n o ,n ].  And when this 
sound occurred, the multitude . . . were bewildered, because they were each one hearing them speak in his 
own language [t h /|  i v d i ,a |  d i a l e ,k t w| ].  And they were amazed and marveled, saying, ‘Why, 
are not all these who are speaking Galileans?  And how is it that we each hear them in our own language to 
which we were born [e [ k a s t o j  t h /|  i v d i ,a |  d i a l e ,k t w|  h ` mw /n  e v n  h - |  
e v g e n n h ,q h me n ]?  Parthians, Medes, Elamites, residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pon-
tus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the districts of Libya around Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, 
both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs—we hear them in our own tongues [languages: t a i /j  
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“Zugleich zeigt die Bezugnahme auf V4b, daß es sich um einen Sprachenwunder, nicht um ein Hör-

wunder handelt (Schneider 1980, 251-252).387  The dispersion from Babel to populate the earth ac-

cording to the Creator’s explicitly resisted command (Gn 1:28, 9:7, 11:4), provided the backdrop for 

the call of Abram and his seed to be a channel of blessing to the whole world of the Table of Peo-

ples.  The prophetic historians, prophets, and wisdom writers constantly referred to the day when 

that instrumental task will succeed.   

 Isaiah especially laments the fact that Israel’s sin caused the failure of that task then.  

Now, however, the whole Table of Peoples and the many ethnies that have sprung from them are 

beginning to be reached from Jerusalem at the center.  When the city and temple in bondage to sin 

and obsolete ceremony (Heb 8:13) is destroyed, the pilgrimage of the tongues, ethno-nations, and 

peoples to Zion still proceeds because of the message of the disciples. This time, however, it is to 

the heavenly Jerusalem above, the city of promise (Gal 4:24-31; Heb 12:22-23; Is 54:1-5), the bride 

of the lamb (Rv 21:9), into which flows all the ethnies, their kings, and wealth (Rv 21:24,26).   

 The miracle was thus not of the ears.  The listeners did not understand one new unify-

ing language.  The miracle was of tongues, that is languages and dialects created first at Babel, con-

firmed for a time in apostasy, and now being restored to the worship and praise of the one true Cre-

ator-God.  This is just as OT writers foresaw, as we have seen.  It is to this OT vision that Paul refers 

in his Mars Hill address: “Therefore having overlooked the times of ignorance, God is now declaring 

to mankind [ethno-humanity] that all everywhere [t o i /j  a v n q r w ,p o i j  p a /s i  p a n -

t a c o u /] should repent, because He has fixed a day in which He will judge the world in righteous-

ness” (Acts 17:30-31).  The time for repentance for the whole world of the sons of Noah has now 

come.   

 Pentecost, therefore, did not destroy the beauty of ethno-linguistic diversity; it sancti-

fies it in Christ, the seed of Abraham (Gal 3:5-16).  One message of Pentecost, thus, is that God 

speaks to each ethnie in their own, beautiful and unique, God-created language and dialect (Acts 

2:4-11; see Dayton and Fraser 1980, 118-119).388  Therefore, Christ’s redemption does not restore a 

condition in the church like that before Babel or like that of Israel.  Neither the mono-ethnic proto-

humanity nor a Hebrew monolingual, mono-cultural ideal serves as the model for a unified church in 

                                                           

h ` me t e ,r a i j  g l w ,s s a i j ] speaking’” (Acts 2:7-11 NASB). 

 387See Schneider 1980, 252, n. 74 and sources listed: “Die Annahme eines Hörwunders ist im 
algemeinen heute aufgegeben.”  

 Abraham Kuyper sees the same: “Immers op den grooten Pinksterdag spreekt de Heilige Geest 
niet in eenvormige sprake, maar een eigentlig hoorde in zijn eigen taal dien Geest de werken Gods verkondi-
gen” (Kuyper 1870, 24). 

 388“Pentecost is a signal that the new people of God will incorporate the vast array of tribes, 
clans, castes, languages, and subcultures.  The miracle of tongues signals that each language group is to hear 
the mighty acts of God in its own tongue.  The Church does not reduce the people of God to one culture or to 
one people in the same sense that Israel was a single people sharing a single culture.  Rather the people of 
God is a community sharing a common loyalty to the same Lord, confessing the same faith, and yet retaining 
distinctive ethnic and cultural ways of life.  The unity of the Church is a unity of the Spirit, not of cultural or 
linguistic uniformity” (Dayton and Fraser 1980, 118-119).   
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a “new humanity” in Christ.  The new humanity is rather to be pan-cultural, pan-lingual, and pan-

geographical. 

 Lastly, this more nuanced perspective on the Babel-Pentecost relationship teaches that 

in the Pentecost account, the Lord sent the Spirit to restore human confessional unity in Christ.  This 

unity has been broken because of Babel’s hubris and idolatry (similar in many ways to modern dem-

ocratic humanism, see Rushdoony 1963, 1970, 1978c, d).  Therefore, when God speaks to any peo-

ple, he speaks to them in their tongue, that is in their own identifiable human language, which he 

created.389  

Pentecost and the New Jerusalem 

 Bernhard Anderson summarizes the contrary perspective to the reversal-of-Babel view.   

Eschatological portrayals of the consummation of God’s historical purpose do not envision a 
homogenized humanity but human unity in diversity.  According to the Isaianic vision (Isa. 2:1-
4), when the peoples in the last days stream to Zion, the City par excellence, they will come as 
nations with their respective ethnic identities.  And when the Spirit was given at Pentecost, . . 
. human beings “from every nation under heaven” heard the gospel, each “in his own native 
language,” in the city of Jerusalem. (Anderson 1977, 63-64, see Brueggemann 1982, 101) 

 Edward Dayton and David Fraser agree: “A number of verses in Revelation (5:9, 7:9, 

10:11, 11:9, 13:7, 14:6, 17:15) envision the end of time as encompassing rather than erasing the dif-

ferences that characterize people groups” (Dayton and Fraser 1980, 117).  The new Jerusalem from 

above, is thus a city “of perfect diversity within perfect unity” (Van Rooy 1991, 240; italics in origi-

nal).  It is therefore necessary to emphasize both in equal ultimacy (C. A. Van Til).  “In the church of 

Christ diversity glorifies unity and unity accentuates diversity” (Van Rooy 1991, 240; italics in origi-

nal).  We must not therefore chase away others of diverse language, culture, or color because of 

fear of their diversity.  The “city of God is open to all” (Van Rooy 1991, 241; italics in original).  Yet at 

the same time, we must realize that even with the greatest of accepting love (e.g., Rom 15:7), the 

Other may not feel culturally or lingually at home in my ethno-cultural diversity, my people’s style or 

place of worship (McGavran 1970, 1980).  O.R. Johnson summarizes.  The city of God “is not that of 

a city of identical inhabitants, but rather a richly variegated community” (Johnson 1977, 89).   

Great Commission, the Gospels, and the ESOLs 

 The Gospels include two separate version of the commission King Jesus gave to his dis-

ciples after his resurrection (Mt 28:17-20; Lk 24:45-51).  The Lukan account is a statement of sum-

mary by the resurrected Lord of what “the Scripture” teaches concerning his work.  There are many 

                                                           

 389God directly created the ancestor of that tongue at Babel.  In his sovereignty, he guided the 
development of the present form of that language.  He is thus responsible for “creating” the modern form of 
the “tongue” as well (see chapter 5). 
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affinities to the Isaianic books here, which in turn have roots in the Abrahamic covenant.  The holds 

true for the Matthean account, which occurred after the Lukan version.   

Matthew’s Great Commission 

 Matthew emphasizes that King Jesus is the one possessing the Son of Man’s authority 

over heaven and earth (Mt 28:17; Da 7:13-14; Michel 1983, 36; LaGrand 1999, 238).  Furthermore, 

this version of the Great Commission390 was not an afterthought in the structure of the Gospel.  In-

stead, it “provides the unifying climax of the entire Gospel’s teaching on mission that is anticipated 

in many ways through Matthew’s narrative” (Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001, 87; see Brooks 1981; 

Carson 1984, 61, 596).391 David Bosch summarizes:  

One thing contemporary scholars are agreed upon, is that Matthew 28:18-20 has to be inter-
preted against the background of Matthew’s gospel as a whole and unless we keep this in 
mind we shall fail to understand it.  No exegesis of the “Great Commission” divorced from its 
moorings in this gospel can be valid. (Bosch 1993, 57) 

 The questions asked about this passage in its total context, which are relevant to my 

thesis, are twofold.  First, does Jesus392 mean disciple “all the ethnies of the world” with the term 

“p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h ” or is this phrase used “with no sense of the plurality of the nations; that 

is, it is used non-sociologically” (DeRidder 1975,188).  Second, what or who are the t a . e ; q n h ? 

T a . e ; q n h  equals all non-Jewish individuals 

 Most scholars now correctly reject the concept that the term t a . e ; q n h  excludes 

the Jews (see Bosch 1992).393  Further, however, many reject the idea that the t a . e ; q n h  are 

anthropological or sociological groups and agree that they are collectively the amalgam of all non-

                                                           

 390For up-to-date bibliography on the passage, see Hagner 1995, 878-880; Keener 1999, 715-
721.   

 391See discussion and literature cited in Scaer 1991; Bosch 1983, 1992, 56-57; and LaGrand 
1999, 236-237.  “Matt. 28:18-20 is the key to the understanding of the whole book” (Michel 1983, 35; italics in 
original).  “The concluding pericope (xxviii 16-20 has controlled the entire design of the Gospel of Matthew” 
(Brooks 1981, 2). “The closing pericope (28:16-20) is . . . [the] climax toward which the entire Gospel moves” (Car-
son 1984, 36; see 61,596).  Matthew begins with the mention of Jesus as Messianic King, “son of David, the 
son of Abraham” (Mt 1:1), and ends with the command to fulfill Abraham’s blessing by discipling all the eth-
nies of earth.   

 392Despite much doubt about the pericope’s genuineness as actual ipsissima verbal Jesu (see 
e.g., Bosch 1983; Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001), James LaGrand makes a very strong stand for the passage’s 
authenticity (LaGrand 1999). 

 393Bosch cites Michel, Strecker, Trilling, Hahn, Zumstein, Frankemölle, Matthew, and Friedrich.  
This point can be clearly seen in Lukan material in the citation of Ps 2 in Acts 4:25 [~I n a t i , 
e v f r u ,a x a n  e ; q n h  k a i . l a o i . e v me l e ,t h s a n  k e n a ,].  The leaders of the worship in-
terpret: “Why do the nations rage and the peoples plot in vain” to mean “the Gentiles and the peoples of Is-
rael” [s u .n  e ; q n e s i n  k a i . l a o i /j  V I s r a h ,l ].  
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Jews in a religious sense (see e.g., Hoekendijk 1948, 229; DeRidder 1975, 188; Bosch 1983, 235-240; 

Hre Kio 1990).  Johannes Hoekendijk gives his classic expression: “Panta ta ethne is terminus techni-

cus voor de gehele mensheid, uit wier midden God zich zijn volk vergadert.  Niet ethnisch, maar heil-

shistorisch is de mensheid verdeeld in Israël en de ‘volkeren’ (= heidenen)” (Hoekendijk 1948, 

229).394  Hoekendijk opines that upon this basis “volks-kerstening vindt dus geen grond in de termi-

nologie van het zendingsbevel” (Hoekendijk 1948, 229).   

 He directly rejects a covenant-family approach and adopts an individualistic approach, 

more similar to the Radical than the Genevan Reformation (see Kreitzer 1998).  The Great Commis-

sion thus must be brought to individuals alone, not individuals-in-family or individuals-in-clan or eth-

nic bonds.  “Alle mensen in de gehele oikoumene, die niet in het volk Gods zijn opgenomen, zijn het 

adres der zending” (Hoekendijk 1948, 229).  Harry Boer agrees: 

It is significant that while we read much . . . about groups of believers that enter the Church, 
about families that are baptized as a unit, about the right of Jews to remain Jews and of gen-
tiles to remain gentiles, we read nothing about the significance of ethnic characteristics for 
the ingathering of the Church.  On the contrary, Paul . . . states specifically that in the Church 
ethnic characteristics fall away.  There is in the Church neither Greek nor Jew, barbarian nor 
Scythian, Col. 3:11.  When the nations are discipled they enter thorough the sacrament of 
baptism into a communion in which ethnic characteristics may play no determinative role.  
(Boer 1961, 168-169) 

 Boer, Hoekendijk, Bosch, Verkuyl, DeRidder and many others are correctly reacting to 

Germanic, post-war racism.  They rightly agree that the term people or volk/Volk in Germanic lan-

guages such as Afrikaans and German, and to a lesser extent Dutch, is a “romantic, race-conscious, 

and emotionally laden term” (Boer 1961, 169; see Moodie 1975).  They hold, thus, that volk/Volk 

has little to do with the church beyond pragmatic considerations of language and style.  The church 

should be one institute in which ethnicity plays little essential part (see critique in Kreitzer 1993, 

1997, 1998).   

 Those who come from a Reformed background usually further infer that “the New Tes-

tament clearly does not extend the believing social unit beyond the family” (Boer 1961, 172).  “Disci-

ple the nations” means then that believers must seeks to disciple only a representative full number 

of the gentiles to fulfill Christ’s command.  Though this group of scholars complains of an Idealist-

Romantic background for the German Volksideal, there seems to be a Greek-platonic background to 

their rejection of the idea of ethnicity in the church (Kreitzer 1998).  The created good of ethno-lin-

guistic particularity is not something natural to be discarded in the spiritual times of the post-Pente-

cost era.  Hear again Boer:  

                                                           

 394“P a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h  is a technical term for the whole of humanity, out of whose midst 
God himself is gathering his people.  Humanity is not ethnically but salvation-historically divided into Israel and 
the peoples, which equals the heathen [gentiles]” (my translation).  
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When German missionary thought attempts to make the Volk concept an essential part of the 
Church concept it does violence to the discontinuity that the eschatological event of Pente-
cost has effected between the fellowship of the new people of God and the natural relation-
ships existing among the peoples of the world. (Boer 1961, 173)   

David Bosch and Harry Boer make similar comments concerning Donald McGavran and Peter Wag-

ner’s Homogeneous Unit concept, agreeing that they are merely an “anglicized version” of the Ger-

manic concept (Boer 1961, 179; Bosch 1983, 238).   

T a . e ; q n h  equals all peoples 

 Many, on the other hand, now accept the fact that King Jesus states in the Great Com-

mission that his “followers are called not merely to disciple individuals, but entire nations, indeed, 

all nations” (Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001, 104; see Meier 1977; Carson 1984; Hagner 1995; Piper 

1992, 1993; Keener 1999).  If by nations, they mean distinctly identifiable ethnies, unique in lan-

guage, and so forth (see chapter 4), this perspective is more correct.  It takes into account the whole 

context of Matthew and biblical theology.   

Context of Matthew 

 Certainly Matthew’s version of the mission imperative is not a “drastic innovation,” as 

Craig Keener calls it (Keener 1999, 719).  It is instead the logical extension of the Abrahamic cove-

nant, read through OT lenses, especially colored by Isaiah and Daniel.  Matthew begins his account 

with King Jesus as the heir of the seed-blessing found in the Davidic and Abrahamic covenants, and 

concludes with the Abrahamic covenant’s renewed commission to bless the peoples.  Read this way, 

the whole book comes freshly alive.   

 Briefly, Matthew founds his account of Jesus in a genealogy grounding his humanity in 

the ethno-covenantal seed-line of Abraham and David, the first godly king (Mt 1:1-17,20).  “Jesus 

the Messiah came in fulfillment of the Kingdom promises to David and of the Gentile blessings 

promises to Abraham” (Carson 1984, 61; see Mt 3:9, 8:11).  He next establishes him to be the virgin-

born King to come from the Davidic line, as Isaiah 7:14-16 states (see Is 9:1-7).  He will save his peo-

ple from their sins as Isaiah 53 foretells (Is 53:5,8,10-11; Mt 1:21-25).  He was born in David’s city, 

Bethlehem as predicted by Micah (Mt 2:6; Mi 5:2).  He recapitulated the life of Yahweh’s son, Israel 

(Mt 2:15, 18; Is 9:6; Hos 11:1), as the Fulfillment-seed of all the Abrahamic-Davidic promises.  The 

Servant Songs especially express these promises.   

 The Son’s way was made ready by the voice introducing those Servant Songs, identified 

as John the Baptist (Mt 3:1-4).  John was the prophesied Elijah who was to come (Mt 3:4; Mal 4:5-6).  

His mission was to restore the people to the Abrahamic covenant (Mt 3:9) and to repentance lest 

the Mosaic curse flare up soon (Mt 3:7-10).  Jesus, poured with water [b a p t i ,z w] and anointed 

[e ; c r i s e ,n ] with the Holy Spirit, received the Father’s commendation in words alluding to the 

Servant Songs (Mt 3:16-17; Is 42:3; see Lk 4:18).  John claimed that Jesus, the Spirit-anointed one, 

would pour out upon/baptize his people with the Spirit.  This was in accordance with the prophecies 

(e.g., Ez 36:24-27; Jl 2; Is 59:27).   
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 This Anointed King preached the coming of his Father’s reign, and recapitulated and 

overcame the steps of Adam’s Fall (Mt 4:1-13).  Victorious over the Serpent, he began to fulfill 

Isaiah’s vision of him being the Davidic, royal light, one sharing Yahweh’s work, character, and name, 

to Galilee of the ethnies (Mt 4:12-25; Is 9).  As the Prophet like unto Moses, he proclaimed the uni-

versally valid law from a mount (Mt 5-7) and then fulfilled the Servant of Yahweh’s royal-priestly-

prophetic task of carrying the sicknesses and diseases of heart and body away in his work (Mt 8-9; 

8:17; Is 53:4).   

 King Jesus then sent out his twelve apostles.  They were participating in the Servant’s 

task to restore first the tribes of Jacob and then, by implication, the gentile ethnies to Yahweh’s 

kingdom (Is 49:6; see Acts 13:46-47).  The instructions he gave to his disciples, however, anticipate 

Christ’s later commission to Paul to bear witness before kings and governors of the ethnies (cf. Mt 

10:18 with Acts 9:15). Paul believed this commission came directly from the Servant Songs (Acts 

13:47; 26:18,23).   

 Christ thus is the King of First Isaiah (Mt 11:4-5, 10-14), to whose Temple-body all the 

peoples shall stream (Is 2:1-4, 11:6; Mt 26:61; Jn 2:19).  All the ethnies will hope in him, find his gen-

tleness and justice, and wait until he completes the victorious task of discipling the ethnies (Mt 

12:15-21; Is 42:1-4).  This is again a reference to the Servant Songs.  Jesus then preached in parables 

in fulfillment of the King’s calling found again in First Isaiah (Is 13:14-15).  He proclaimed truth to a 

vainly worshipping people as First Isaiah also described them (Mt 15:8-9).  Jesus next tested the Ca-

naanite woman who addressed him in terms derived from the Davidic Covenant.  She called him the 

Son of David, the Lord of all peoples of earth (Mt 1:1,20; 9:27, 12:23, 20:30-31, 21:9,15, 22:42-45).  

He in turn marveled at her faith, which was greater than any found in his own people (Mt 15:21-28). 

 As the Second Moses, the Prophet, he prophesied that he was setting up his lh;q. 

and the gates of Satan’s peoples would not withstand his people’s assault, just as the prophets fore-

told (Gn 22:17; Is 11:10-16).  The two greatest prophets, Moses and Elijah, honored him, and he 

called himself the Son of Man of Daniel, who will sit upon his heavenly throne, judging Jerusalem 

(Mt 19:28, 24:30, 26:64).  He fulfilled the Servant’s death as a ransom for “many,” that is all his peo-

ple (Mt 20:28; Is 53), and he allowed himself to be proclaimed to be the Davidic King upon arrival in 

Jerusalem, riding on Zechariah’s prophesied donkey (Mt 21; Zec 9:9).  He prophesied the destruction 

of his Vineyard-City, the temporary setting aside of Israel, and gave kingdom-authority to another 

multi-ethnic nation who will bear the fruit of it (Mt 21:28-42), as the Psalmist and Isaiah foretold (Ps 

118:22-23; Is 28:16).  He is the Lord upon David’s throne, one whom even David will honor (Mt 

22:42-45; Ps 110:1).  As the Mosaic prophet, he proclaimed judgment upon Jerusalem (Mt 23-
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24:33),395 and foretold the interim period after which he will return and judge all the peoples, in-

cluding Israel (Mt 24:33-25:46; 25:32).396   

 After his trial and death as the rejected King of Israel (Is 53; Ps 22; Dn 7:13-14; Mt 26-

27), he rose and inherited “all authority over heaven and earth,” by which he clearly meant all the 

peoples of earth.  These peoples did not worship, follow, praise, or trust him then, but they will (Pss 

67; 96; 117).  Now he would be with his people as he sends them out to all the peoples of earth, to 

fulfill the vision of the Davidic King of First and Second Isaiah.  This suffering King of the Servant 

Songs is he who fulfills the Davidic Covenant’s theme that foresees Messiah’s ownership and reign 

over all peoples.  This in turn fulfills Abraham’s blessing that all the peoples of earth should be 

blessed and hence should bless Yahweh because of him, the seed.   

 Within this extensive background context that Matthew skillfully interweaves from Old 

Testament material, we must interpret the words ma q h t e u ,s a t e  p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h , 

as well as the rest of the phrases.  Abraham’s seed would be the source of blessing: e v n e u l o -

g h q h ,s o n t a i  e v n  a u v t w /|  p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h  t h /j  g h /j  (Gn 18:18, 22:18).  

Abraham was the father of “many,” probably meaning “all” the ethno-nations of earth.  First they 

must come into the Abrahamic family, as individuals in families, then as each people is discipled, we 

can expect a great majority of the families of an e ; q n h  to turn in faith.  That will work out into all 

areas of life as they put their discipled obedience into practice, because his tôranic wisdom will flow 

from heaven’s Jerusalem to his heavenly-yet-earthly dwelling people unto all the peoples of earth (Is 

2:3; 11:1-10; 51:4-5).  

Luke’s Missional Necessity 

 Luke likewise ends his first epistle to Theophilus in a similar manner with the Lord’s vi-

sion of reaching the ethnies of earth.  Sharing a similar outline study would be redundant.  The last 

passage again summarizes the thrust of the whole book (Bosch 1991, 91; Köstenberger and O’Brien 

2001, 123).  This is focused by the climax of the Emmaus Road story (Lk 24:25-27) in which Jesus 

spoke about the Christocentricity of the Scriptures.   

 The two men on the Emmaus Road and the other disciples with the eleven remaining 

apostles then saw the resurrected Lord appear in a room in Jerusalem.  There, he opened their un-

derstanding to see this Christological key to understanding “t a .j  g r a f a ,j .” He summarized 

the central redemptive message of Scripture as including two major points.  The first, the Messianic 

                                                           

 395Mt 23:36-24:34 is bracketed with an inclusio, indicating that everything between these brack-
ets are fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem. Thus, “This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the 
whole [civilized world: e v n  o [ l h |  t h /|  o i v k o u me ,n h | ] for a witness to all the nations, and 
then the end shall come” (Mt 24:14) most likely is fulfilled in the Pauline mission, with his associates, to the 
Roman empire before Jerusalem’s destruction (see Kik 1975; Sproul 1998).  The term e v n  o [ l h |  t h /|  
o i v k o u me ,n h |   most likely refers to the Roman empire (see same term in Lk 2:1: p a /s a n  t h .n  
o i v k o u me ,n h n ). 

 396He gathers them ethno-collectively, but judges individually.  This passage cannot be used to 
support the idea that the p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h  is merely non-Jewish individuals. 
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King’s death and resurrection, resulted in the second, that repentance for forgiveness of sins should 

be proclaimed397 to “e i v j  p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h ” beginning in Jerusalem.  Out of proper ne-

cessity (e i ; d e i ), these ought to be continually declared to all peoples.  

 Again, the background is the Abrahamic covenant (Lk 1:54,67-73), focused especially 

through the lenses of the Davidic covenant’s “charter for all humanity” (Kaiser 1974; see Lk 1:32-33; 

Is 9:6-7; Dan 7:14) and Isaiah’s Servant Songs (see Weerstra 1992; Piper 1992, 1993; Showalter 

1996; Köstenberger and O’Brien 2001, 125).  Luke adds new information not given by Matthew.  The 

old prophet, Simeon, claimed that Jesus was Yahweh’s salvation, prepared in the presence of all 

peoples (k a t a . p r o ,s wp o n  p a ,n t wn  t w /n  l a w /n ), as a glory-light for both t a . 

e ; q n h  and Israel.  He alludes to or cites from two Servant Songs found in Isaiah (Is 49:6, 42:6-8) 

and possibly from a later poem concerning Yahweh as the glory-light of his people (Is 60:1-3).  There 

t a . e ; q n h  = ~yIAG, which, as an ethnic solidarity term ,served as the background for this 

saying of Simeon.  It also served as the background for Christ’s explanatory message given in Jerusa-

lem, mentioned above, about the Christocentricity of Scripture.   

Conclusion 

 In contrast to the first view, Gustav Warneck (Warneck 1902) and Donald McGavran 

(McGavran 1955, 1970, 1979, 1980) and their followers believe that the greatest part of every Volk 

(Warneck 1902) or people-group (e.g., McGavran 1955) should be discipled.  Indeed in rejecting 

Warneck and McGavran, the first perspective in effect rejects the Commission’s vision to transform 

all areas of every ethno-culture’s life under terms of the covenant in Yahweh’s Anointed King.  Both 

Testaments in several places state this (e.g., Is 2:1-4; 11:1-10, 19:24-25, 51:1-5; Pss 2, 47, 82, 67, 96).  

Indeed this seems to be what Jesus is claiming when he states that his disciples are to “teach them 

all that I have commanded” (Mt 28:18).   

 Certainly it is as necessary to strip the excessive pragmatism from McGavran and Wag-

ner’s approach as it is necessary to strip Romantic-Idealist philosophy from the “de Duitse Zend-

ingswetenschap” (Hoekendijk 1948).  However, as we saw in chapter four, Hoekendijk’s classic per-

spective is not as exegetically certain as its proponents proclaim.  As we shall see in the next chap-

ter, the Church is not a “triton genos, the third race next to the existing two races of Jews and Gen-

tiles” (Bosch 1983, 239; Hoekendijk 1948, 237-238).   

 Instead, Christ’s Commission mandates the planting of a multi-ethnic, and at the end of 

history a pan-ethnic, diverse-yet-unified body in every corner of earth (Lk 24:47; Acts 1:8).  Christ’s 

people are to express ever-greater visible unity in the multi-ethnic body398 as they work out their 

collective salvation/sanctification with fear and trembling (Php 2:12-13; Kreitzer 1997).  This results 

                                                           

 397Kh r u c q h /n a i  = coordinate with the proceeding two infinitives modifying e i ; d e i .    

 398Open services and fellowship for all wishing to come, open baptismal font and Eucharist ta-
ble, and ever-increasing inter-congregational, inter-regional fellowship are the signs of visible unity.  
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in true spiritual and visible unity, along with real, four-self (Hiebert 1985) diversity399 in one holy, 

universal (“catholic”) body (Eph 2:14-22; 4:3-7).  Unity and diversity together, reflecting trinitarian 

unity, fulfill the prayer of Jesus in John 17 (see Duewel 1979), and the various forms of the Commis-

sion to disciple all peoples of earth.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 399True diversity includes language, culture-style, and hence ethnic solidarity.  It includes also 
four duty-rights for congregations and churches in each ethnie: (1) Self-propagation, (2) self-support,  (3) con-
textualized self-determination or self-government, (4) self-theologizing (Hiebert 1985, 193-224).   
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CHAPTER 11 

ESOL, PAUL, AND COVENANT THEOLOGY 

Pauline Literature and the Peoples 

Introduction: Romans 4 

 Yahweh promised that Abraham would be the father of many peoples (Gn 17:4-5).  

Paul correctly interprets this to mean that he would be the father of all believers, in every clan and 

ethnie, that is both “uncircumcised” and “circumcised” (Rom 4:11-12).  Paul further explains this to 

mean that he would be the “heir of the world” (Rom 4:13).  The “world” in the context does not 

mean a social system outside of the church, but “many nations” [p o l l w /n  e v q n w /n ], alluding 

to Genesis 17:4-5 [p a t h .r  p l h ,q o u j  e v q n w /n , LXX].  The promise to all the seed of Abra-

ham [t h .n  e v p a g g e l i ,a n  p a n t i . t w /|  s p e ,r ma t i ], then, is that Abraham would 

become the father of “us all” [p a t h .r  p a ,n t wn  h ` mw /n ].  “All” includes equal access to a 

free gift of righteousness for both Jews and Greeks.  As stated earlier, this is a key theme of Romans 

(see Schirrmacher 1993).  

Romans 11 

 In this key passage Paul discusses the relationship of ethnic Israel and the Gentile peo-

ples.  In summary, Paul’s basic theme is whether God’s promise to ethnic Israel has failed (Rom 9:6a) 

because she is now, in the whole, cursed (Rom 11:3) (see Dunn 1991; Piper 1993b; Moo 1996; 

Schreiner 1998).  Paul further states that God has temporarily cut ethnic Israel out of the covenantal 

blessing (excepting a remnant) so that the non-Hebrew peoples can be engrafted into an enlarged 

Commonwealth of Israel, which is Abraham’s believing seed.  Only then, out of jealousy, will all eth-

nic Israel be saved (except, by analogy, a remnant of unbelievers).  They will by faith be re-grafted 

back into the root of their own covenant promises.  When that occurs, they will find the Christians 

from the ethnies are now, by faith, co-heirs with them of Abrahamic promises.  In this Paul is con-

sistent with the OT prophesies of the conversion of the peoples, some of which he mentions (e.g., 

Rom 15:5-12, 16:25-27). 

Context and Background Issues 

 Comparing Romans 1:1-17 and 15:15:25, Paul sandwiches his doctrine of righteousness 

by faith for all peoples between his expressed missionary desire to come to Rome and from there to 

go to Spain.  Note how mission to t a . e ; q n h  receives a prominent place in the introduction and 

conclusion.400  The two passages thus form a sort of inclusio.  These passages order the construction 

                                                           

 400This mission is again emphasized in the final doxology (Rom 16:25-27), especially the phrase 
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of the Epistle, giving each theological development the “proper place in Paul’s conception of mis-

sion” (Legrand 1990, 114).  

“Israel” in Romans 11 

 Also sandwiched between this mission vision, Paul shows the relationship of his mission 

to the ethnies to God’s promises to ethnic Israel.  Paul thus “vindicate[s] God’s faithfulness to his de-

clared purposes for this people” (Howell 1998, 110).  The major question in Romans 11 is whether 

“Israel” in the context means ethnic Israel (“Israel according to the flesh” [t o .n  V I s r a h .l  

k a t a . s a ,r k a ; 1 Cor 10:18]).  Or does it mean the new community in Christ, “the true circumci-

sion” [h `  p e r i t o mh ,] (Phil 3:3; Rom 9:6; Gal 6:16).  

 To answer the question, observe first of all the “single basic theme” (Moo 1996, 671) 

throughout chapter 11.  That theme starts with Rom 11:2: “God has not rejected His people whom 

He foreknew,” and ends with Rom 11:28, forming an inclusio.  

From the standpoint of the gospel they [the Israelites] are enemies for your sake, but from 
the standpoint of God’s choice they are beloved for the sake of the fathers; for the gifts and 
the calling of God are irrevocable. (Rom 11:28)   

God loves his ancient people and has not rejected them.  The “fathers” referred to here, whom God 

has “called” and “not rejected,” must be at least Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to whom Yahweh origi-

nally gave his covenant of love (Rom 9:5-13, 15:7; Is 41:8-9, 51:2).   

 Second, the context of Romans 11 is, as Douglas Moo also states, a “salvation-historical 

drama” in which Israel and then the ethnies “take turns on center stage” (Moo 1996, 712).  The gen-

tilic peoples are both individually and in their ethnic solidarities taking the center stage at the pre-

sent time in redemptive history.  Because of ethnic Israel’s “transgression” (Rom 11:11b,12a), salva-

tion has come to the ethnies [t o i /j  e ; q n e s i n ] (Rom 11:11).   

 Third, notice how many times Paul uses “Israel” (or synonyms, e.g., “Jacob”), “Israel-

ite(s),” “his people” and pronouns referring to Israel in chapters 10-11 (Rom 10:19,21; 

11:1[2x],2[2x],7, 8,9,11,25,27,28,30,31).  All of these refer without question to ethnic Israel (see 

Rom 11:1) (see discussion, Moo 1996, 720-721).  The only real disputed exception is Rom 11:26.  

However, comparing Romans 11:25 with the following three verses (Rom 11:26-28) can help solve 

the meaning of this reference.  Romans 11:26-28 is a composite passage referring to the patriarchal 

covenant with ethnic Israel (citing Is 59:20-21, 27:9; Jer 31:33).401  Concerning this promise, F. F. 

Bruce correctly writes: “It is impossible to entertain an exegesis which takes ‘Israel’ here in a differ-

ent sense from ‘Israel’ in verse 25” (Bruce 1963, 221-222).402 

                                                           

thrice repeated in similar words, e i v j  u ` p a k o h .n  p i ,s t e wj  e i v j  p a ,n t a  t a . e ; q n h  
g n wr i s q e ,n t o j . 

 401Most likely the Abrahamic Covenant: (1) Abraham: Gn 12:1-3, 17:5, 18:18, 22:18; (2) Isaac: 
Gn 26:4; and (3) Jacob: Gn 28:14.  

 402See Hodge 1886; J. Murray 1984; see also I. Murray 1971; Moo 1996; Schreiner 1998; contra 
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T a . e ; q n h  in Romans 11 
 Now, if “Israel” means Israel in ethno-national solidarity (ethnic Israel), the next ques-

tion comes to fore.  What do the opposing terms t a . e ; q n h  and e ; q n h  mean (Rom 

11:11,12,13, 25)?  Clearly e ; q n h  is used in a individual sense of non-Jewish foreigners, as in “to 

you who are e ; q n h ” (Rom 11:13).  As shown in chapter four, the individualistic meaning never 

excludes membership in a specific ethno-linguistic group.  The “Gentiles” were Greeks, Scythians, 

Barbarians403 (e.g., Goths of Northern Europe, or Berbers of North Africa), and so forth (see Rom 

1:14; Col 3:11; 1 Cor 14:11).   

 Now what about the use of the term with the article as in Rom 11:11,12,25?  Is this 

merely speaking about an elect collection of representative individuals from the ethnies?  These in-

dividuals could thus be people extracted out of their ethnic solidarities to enter the body of Christ 

and hence gain a completely new ethnic identity.404  This, however, does not seem to be the case in 

this context.  Instead, Paul seems to be stating that all the heathen peoples will come to salvation by 

faith (see Rom 11:20) and hence fulfill the prophesied Abramic blessing. 

Contextual Course of the Argument 

 To further substantiate these conclusions, look at the course of the argument from 

verses 11:11-15.  Paul quotes Psalm 69:22-23 to show that God has darkened the eyes of ethnic Is-

rael and humbled them with slavery (“and bend their backs”).  Paul then asks whether all of ethnic 

                                                           

e.g., Calvin 1996; Hoekema 1979; Robertson 2000; Schnabel 2002.   

 P a /j  V I s r a h .l  has five potential meanings (see Michel 1963; Cranfield 1979): (1) All the 
chosen individuals from the Jews and Gentiles (Calvin, Barth).  (2) All the chosen from ethnic Israel alone, re-
ferring to Rom 9:6 (Calov, Bengel). (3) Every individual of the whole nation Israel.  (4) Spiritual Israel referring 
to Gal 6:16 (Augustine, Theodoret, Luther). (5) “The nation Israel as a whole, but not necessarily including 
every individual member,” (Cranfield 1979, 2:576; Weiß, Zahn, Lagrange, Barrett, Käsemann, Schlier).  The 
best interpretation is the fifth (Cranfield 1979, 2:577).  “‘Ganz Israel’ ist nichts anders als Israel als Ganzes, Is-
rael in seiner eschatologishen Fülle” (Michel 1963, 281). See similar use of “all Israel” in the LXX in 1Sa 7;5; 
25:1; 1Ki 12:1; 2Ch 12:1; Da 9:11 (see Sanday and Headlam 1896, 335; Bruce 1963; Stott 1994, 303).   

 The emphatic k a i . o u [ t wj  is best translated “and thus,” but it makes no difference to 
the meaning of “all Israel” (contra Robertson 2000).  It merely means “it will be in this way, and only in this 
way, that is, in the circumstances which are indicated.  The o u [ t wj  indicates an inversion of the order in 
which salvation is actually offered to men according to 1.16” (Cranfield 1979, 2:576; see also Moo 1996; 
Schreiner 1998).  Michel (1963, 280-281); and Dunn (1991, 2:681) probably correctly maintain the priority of 
the circumstantial but also see some temporal meaning to the term. 

 403A term used by Greeks of those foreigners with unintelligible languages (see 1 Cor 14:11; Acts 

28:2,4; cf. Ps 114:1 MT with Ps 113:1 LXX [z[el{ ~[;me = e v k  l a o u / b a r b a ,r o u ]), with the 

added connotation of uncivilized (see Thayer 1889).   

 404Schreiner lists Delling, Murray, Cranfield, Fitzmyer, Stuhlmacher, and Moo as those holding to 
p l h ,r wma   as referring “to the ‘full number’ of Gentiles that enter into the church” (Schreiner 1998, 598).   
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Israel stumbles so as to fall away from God forever.  “Not at all,” he claims first.  He then adds that 

he himself is an Israelite, part of a preserved remnant.405   

 Notice next his parallels and opposites.  In verse 11, Israel transgresses as a people.  

That transgression, is also called a “failure” [t o . h [ t t h ma ] and leads to “their [temporary] re-

jection [by God]” in Romans 11:15.  Israel’s failure brought blindness and resulted in only a remnant 

being saved, by God’s gracious choice, “at the [then] present time” (Rom 11:5,7-10).   

 This failure and rejection, however, have a world-redemptive purpose. Clearly, in the 

parallelism of verse 12, the “world” means the world of gentilic peoples [t a . e ; q n h ] (cf. Rom 

4:13, 17).  The purpose and result [i [ n a  = understood from previous phrase] of Israel’s transgres-

sion and fall is that riches and salvation come to the heathen peoples [t o i /j  e ; q n e s i n ].  

 Second, note the “how much greater” clause.  Since the Israelites’ blindness brought 

the riches of salvation to the world of peoples, how much more would Israel’s future “fulfillment” 

[t o . p l h ,r wma  a u v t w /n ; fullness] and “acceptance” bring even greater benefit.  Israel’s “ac-

ceptance,” clearly their conversion as a people, will bring a greater state of blessing to the ethno-

world, analogous to “life from the dead.”  It is irrelevant to decide whether this means the final res-

urrection as taught by premillennialism and amillennialism, or is a metaphor for a golden age upon 

the earth as taught by classic postmillennialism.  Within either interpretation, Paul expresses tre-

mendous missional optimism before Christ returns. 

Difficult Metaphors 

 At this point, Paul introduces difficult metaphors concerning h `  a v p a r c h . 

a ` g i ,a  [holy first fruit] and h `  r ` i ,z a  a ` g i ,a  [holy root].  Most commentators see these 

terms referring to Abraham and the patriarchal covenant-promise (see Hodge 1886; Murray 1965; 

Dunn 1988; Moo 1996;406 Schreiner 1998).  This is born out by the context.  It is not the Israelite na-

tion that is the holy root and first fruits. Most ethnic Israelites were always internally unholy unbe-

lievers, as Paul argues in chapters 9-10.  However, the believing patriarchs and their covenant prom-

ises were holy first fruits of a greater harvest to come.  This fits the normal Hebrew way of thinking.  

The root and first part was the patriarchal ancestor (see e.g., Is 11:1,10; per implication Jer 23:5-6).   

                                                           

 405The Israelites are Paul’s “flesh” (mo u  t h .n  s a ,r k a ; Rom 11:14), that is “my brothers, 
kinsmen according to the flesh . . . Israelites” (Rom 9:3,4).  Paul does not reject his ethnic background, though 
he is in the New Covenant-Abrahamic community of faith (Gal 3).  Note, he calls the Israelites “his [God’s] peo-
ple. . . .  I too am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham” (Rom 11:1).  In Philippians Paul carefully lists his ethnic 
qualifications in correct balance.  There is no denying who he is, but there is no “gain” in that background.  “[I 
am] of the nation of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews” [e v k  g e ,n o u j  V I s -
r a h ,l (  f u l h /j  B e n i a mi ,n (  ~E b r a i /o j  e v x  ~E b r a i ,wn ] (Phil 3:5). 

 406Moo cites Chrysostom, Godet, Cranfield, and Fitzmyer as also taking this position. “Abraham 
and the patriarchs are called a root” in “1 Enoch 93:5,8; Philo Heir 279 (Abraham); Jub. 21:24 (Isaac)” (Moo 
1996, 699, and 699, n. 13).  
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 This also fits Paul’s covenantal theology begun in the opening of the whole excursus in 

Romans 9:4: “w- n  . . . a i `  d i a q h /k a i  . . . k a i . a i `  e v p a g g e l i ,a i .”  In addi-

tion, this is Paul’s own explanation in the summary to follow in 11:28.  God loves the Israelites be-

cause of “the fathers.”  Lastly, only this view can be carried through to the end of the section.  The 

converted Israelites, as the natural branches, are joined with the anti-natural branches, the t a . 

e ; q n h , in the root, that is the Israelite’s own covenant believing, physical forefathers (see Hodge 

1889; Schreiner 1998).  When the fullness of the gentilic peoples are grafted into the Abrahamic 

covenant’s blessing, as Yahweh promised, thus all ethnic Israel will be saved.407    

 Further support of this meaning of t a . e ; q n h  in Romans 11 is in Paul’s statement 

that Abraham inherits o `  k o ,s mo j  [the world], meaning that Abraham inherits all the peoples 

of earth.  In Christ, the Father fulfills the covenant’s promise that Abraham would become father of 

all the ethno-nations, the p o l l w /n  e v q n w /n  (Rom 4:17), paraphrasing the LXX’s 

p l h ,q o u j  e v q n w /n  (Gn 17:4-5).  Both variations mean “all” peoples and clans of earth.408  

The t o . p l h ,r wma  t w /n  e v q n w /n  is thus most likely the phrase p a t h .r  p l h ,q o u j  

e v q n w /n . 

 Furthermore, the twin parallels between “the ethnic solidarities” and “the world” and 

between the root and branches and first fruit (patriarchs of Israel) and the rest of the harvest (the 

ethnies) are significant because it reminds us distinctly of Paul’s argument in chapters 1-3 and 4.  In 

chapter 3, “the world” clearly equals both Jews and gentilic peoples, under sin (Rom 3:9, 19).  It is 

generally agreed that in chapter 1, Paul condemns the sins of the idolatrous peoples.  Chapter 2 es-

tablishes God’s impartiality.  If he judges, he judges and saves both Jews and those of the heathen 

peoples who possess a single moral standard from the one God.   

 Therefore, God is judge of the whole world of mankind [t w /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ].  All 

Jews and all from the heathen peoples are slaves under sin’s authority [g a .r  V I o u d a i ,o u j  

t e  k a i . { E l l h n a j  p a ,n t a j  u ` f V  a ` ma r t i ,a n  e i = n a i ] (Rom 3:9).  Later 

Paul equates both Jews and the heathen peoples of verse 3:9 with the Jews “in the law” [e v n  

t w /|  n o ,mw| ] and the rest of the world of heathen peoples (3:19).  This equals the whole 

“world” of peoples having their “mouths” [p a /n  s t o ,ma ] stopped from any justifying excuse.  

                                                           

 407The kingdom of Jesus is the fulfillment of the Abrahamic-Davidic promises.  The Israel of the 
Spirit is thus only an enlargement of the Abrahamic-Davidic “Israel.”  The dead, unbelieving branches have 
been cut out (see also Jn 15:6; Is 27:11).  Now believing individuals and families from the ethnies are being 
grafted in.  This grafting process proceeds until the whole ethnie (excluding the unbelieving minority) is in-
cluded.  This process of ingrafting must occur in every ethnie of the world because the “root” is the original 
Abrahamic promise of blessing to all peoples (t o . p l h ,r wma  of the gentilic peoples).  Only then will “all 
[ethnic] Israel” be re-grafted into their own patriarchal root-family and root-promise.   

 408 That this is true can also be seen (1) in the other instances of Yahweh’s covenant to Abraham 
(Isaac and Jacob), all of which mention either all the clans or all the ethno-nations are to be blessed in Abra-
ham; and (2) possibly in Paul’s own reckoning concerning Abraham “who is the father of us all,” a term he ex-
pands from mere individuals from the ethnies to include ethnic solidarities as well (V A b r a a ,m(  o [ j  
e v s t i n  p a t h .r  p a ,n t wn  h ` mw /n (  k a q w .j  g e ,g r a p t a i  o [ t i  P a t e ,r a  
p o l l w /n  e v q n w /n : Rom 4:16c,17a). 
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“P a /n  s t o ,ma ” thus equals “the world” [o `  k o ,s mo j ].  Clearly, then, “the world” is all indi-

viduals and peoples in ethno-national solidarity (Rom 3:6, 2:16, 3:9,19-20,23).  They all, Jews and the 

idolatrous ethnies, must believe because there is no difference between them in their state of slav-

ery to sin (Rom 3:22-23).   

Vindication of Divine Impartiality 

 Paul concludes his whole argument with a vindication of God’s impartiality, which Dunn 

calls “a fitting summing up and climax to the whole of the preceding argument” (Dunn 1988, 2:677).  

Israel’s present blindness and hardness against the gospel may “suggest an imbalance in God’s treat-

ment of ethnic groups, as if he preferred Gentiles to Jews” (Moo 1996, 713).  But this is rectified in 

the end.  God imprisoned all, that is all peoples, Jews and ethnies and all individuals in those peo-

ples, under disobedience.  His purpose was, and the end result will be, that he will shed his compas-

sion upon all [i [ n a  t o u .j  p a ,n t a j  e v l e h ,s h | ].  In this context Paul means by this, all 

ethnic Israel and all the ethnies as peoples.  In this case, however, “all” cannot mean every individ-

ual but all types of ethnic groups, Jews included.  This is an ethno-universalism, like that of Romans 

5:18,409 but not an individual-universalism. 

Conclusion 

 Therefore, the present rejection of the majority of ethnic Israel means reconciliation of 

the “world.”  By this we have seen that Paul means “t a . e ; q n h ,” the peoples (die Völker)410 in 

ethnic solidarity, not every individual throughout the earth (see Lk 12:30; Eph 2:12; TDNT 1972 

2:371; contra Hoekendijk 1948; DeRidder 1975; Verkuyl 1978; Bosch 1983, note 10).  The future thus 

holds out a time when God would again be faithful to the ethnic seed of Abraham, and save them by 

bringing them to faith.  This would not just be a tiny remnant as was then the case, but the “full-

ness,” that is “all Israel” (Rom 11:25-27). 

 However, if he is going to save all Israel according to the covenant promise, he must 

also save all “fullness of t a . e ; q n h ,”  meaning all the clans and peoples411 according to that 

                                                           

 409: A r a  o u = n  w` j  d i V  e ` n o .j  p a r a p t w ,ma t o j  e i v j  p a ,n t a j  
a v n q r w ,p o u j  e i v j  k a t a ,k r i ma (  o u [ t wj  k a i . d i V  e ` n o .j  d i k a i w ,ma t o j  
e i v j  p a ,n t a j  a v n q r w ,p o u j  e i v j  d i k a i ,ws i n  z wh /j ”(Rom 5:18).  The phrase 
e i v j  p a ,n t a j  a v n q r w ,p o u j  probably means all peoples, Jew and gentilic in both instances.  The 
first includes every individual, but the second cannot do so, because this would deny Paul’s argument in chap-
ter 2. 

 410Otto Michel seems to contradict himself.  At vs. 11:12, he correctly writes: “Welt (= die 
Völker)” and “k o ,s mo j  entspricht den e ; q n h ” (Michel 1963, 272), but at vs. 11:15 he writes about the 
“Vollzahl der heiden” (Michel 1963, 280).  To be consistent, he should have written “Vollzahl der Hei-
denvölker.” 

 411Paul’s desired goal was the “offering up of the t a . e ; q n h ” and sought the “obedience of 
the t a . e ; q n h ” (Rom 15:16,18; see Rom 1:5, 16:26), which F. F. Bruce rightly sees as “practically synony-
mous” (Bruce 1963, 221) with the “fullness of the Gentiles.”  Cranfield is moving in the right direction when he 
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same Abrahamic root promise.  This implies, therefore, that t a . e ; q n h  equals o `  k o ,s mo j  

[the world].412 Paul’s discussion of the salvation for the world in chapter 11, as we have seen is 

based on the outworking of the Abrahamic covenant through Moses and David.  Only a “partial 

hardening” has happened with respect to ethnic Israel at present.  God will remove this hardness 

when [implied by a ; c r i j  o u - ] the fullness of the ethnies [t o . p l h ,r wma  t w /n  

e v q n w /n ] come into the kingdom (see Murray 1968).413  This fulfills God covenant to the fathers 

and promises based on that covenant (Ps 22:27; 86:9; Is 2:1-4, 11:10, etc.).  God intends thus to save 

all the peoples and clans he created (Rom 4; Jn 3:16-17).  

 The salvation of the fullness of Israel was the mass of ethnic Israelites but not every in-

dividual, and the fullness of the ethnies must be, in the epistle’s entire context, t a . p o l l a . 

e ; q n h , t a . p l h ,q a . e ; q n h , the many/multitudes of non-Jewish ethnies, that is “all” the 

clans and peoples of the Abrahamic covenant (see also Rom 16:25: e i v j  p a ,n t a  t a . 

e ; q n h ).414  

Ephesians 2 

                                                           

states that it is not “wise to rule out as altogether impossible another explanation, namely, that Paul means by 
t o . p l h ,r wma  t w /n  e v q n w /n  something like ‘the Gentile world as a whole’ (compare p a /j  V I s -
r a h .l  in v. 26)” (Cranfield 1979, 2:575-576; see Sanday and Headlam 1896, 355).   

 412The concept of o `  k o ,s mo j  equaling the world of the peoples is not found in the LXX but 

a similar concept is.  The o `  o i v k o u me ,n h  [#r,a'h', lbeTe] and o i `  l a o i . or p a ,n t a  

t a . e ; q n h  are parallel (e.g., Pss 9:9 [9:8 NASB], 95:13 [96:13 NASB], 98:9; Is 34:1.   

 413“The verb, of which ‘the fulness of the Gentiles’ is the subject, namely, ‘Be come in’, is the 
standard term in the New Testament for entering into the kingdom of God and life (cf. Matt. 5:20; 7:13: 18:3; 
Mark 9:43, 45, 47; Luke 13:34; John 3:5; Acts 14:22). ”  The Gentiles thus enter the kingdom of God (Murray 
1968, 2:93; see Cranfield 1979, 2:576; Sanday and Headlam 1896, 335). 

 414“Reconciling the world” equals “reconciling all peoples of earth, including the Jews.” This 
helps in understanding several passages in Paul’s epistles.  E.g., in 2 Cor 5:17-21 “reconciling the world” equals 
“all peoples,” not every individual (see 1 Cor 14:10; Col 1:6).  1 Thes 2:15-16 parallels “t a . e ; q n h ” with 
p a /s i n  a v n q r w ,p o i j .  The Jews are hostile to “all mankind,” which Paul explains in the following: 
“k wl u o ,n t wn  h ` ma /j  t o i /j  e ; q n e s i  l a l h /s a i  i [ n a  s wq w /s i n ”.  Hostility to all 
mankind means hindering all the ethnies (individuals and peoples) from hearing the gospel and being saved.  
Most likely, this signals Paul’s expectation that all the peoples would be saved later in time (Rom 4, 11).  

 An ethnic explanation of “the world” explains several passages in the Johannine literature: e.g., 
Jn 1:29, 3:16-17, 4:42, 6:51, 8:12; 1 Jn 2:1-2.  Christ is the Lamb to take away the sins of the world and the 
Bread to be given for it.  “World” means both the Israelite and gentilic peoples.  The Father’s love was for the 
whole world of peoples.  God sent his Son, not to condemn the “world” of peoples but to save it.  Jesus as the 
Light and Savior of the world, is a polemic against Jewish ethnocentricism, which refused Yahweh’s grace for 
the gôyîm.  Jesus did not die to be the propitiation merely for the Jews or a Jewish church with a Gentile ele-
ment.  He satisfied God’s wrath for the “whole world”—Jews and all the ethnies.  This implies that in the end, 
all peoples will be saved but not, of course, the minority of non-elect and hardened.   
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Contrasting “Then” and “Now” 

 Ephesians 2:11-21 is structured around a contrast between “then,” “formerly,” “at that 

time” [p o t e ., t w /|  k a i r w /|  e v k e i ,n w| ], and “now” [n u n ] (Lincoln 1990).  In relation 

to Israel’s privilege, Paul contrasts what people from the ethnies were before Christ impacted them, 

and what these same believers from the ethnies are now in Christ (Lincoln 1990, 125).  Paul’s goal 

then is to discuss common “privileges of the community which is made up of Christians of different 

racial [ethno-religious] origin” (Mitton 1981, 100).   

 The turning point between “then” and “now” is the work of Jesus, the messianic King 

[C r i s t o .j ].  He makes both Jews and ethnies one [t a . a v mf o ,t e r a  e ] n ].  Since e ] n  

is neuter, he probably here is speaking about one body [e v n  e ` n i . s w ,ma t i ; neuter], not 

one mankind/humanity [e i v j  e [ n a  k a i n o .n  a ; n q r wp o n ; masculine] of verse 15. 

“He himself is our peace” (Eph 2:14a).  Paul explains this peace as a reconciling in one body and 

making both parts of the ethnic division of humanity, the Jewish people and the Gentile peoples, 

one new humanity by breaking down the barrier of the dividing wall of a condemning (2 Cor 3) and 

hence hostile law.   

 

 

 

Jews Before Messiah Ethnies Before Messiah 

The fleshly Circumcision, operated on by human 

hands [o i `  l e g o ,me n o i  a v k r o -
b u s t i ,a  u ` p o . t h /j  l e g o me ,n h j  
p e r i t o mh /j  e v n  s a r k i . c e i -

r o p o i h ,t o u ].  

People from the ethnies uncircumcised in the 

flesh [t a . e ; q n h  e v n  s a r k i ,]. 

(Inside Commonwealth) Outside of the Messianic-Davidic Common-

wealth of Israel [c wr i .j  C r i s t o u /(  
a v p h l l o t r i wme ,n o i  t h /j  

p o l i t e i ,a j  t o u / V I s r a h .l ]. 

(Citizens possessing the covenants, hope, and 

knowledge of God). 

“In the world” [e v n  t w /|  k o ,s mw] of idola-

trous demonic dominated peoples, separated 

from the Abrahamic-Davidic-New covenants of 

promise, without hope of the resurrection [Acts 

23:6, 24:14, 28:20], without the true God 

[x e ,n o i  t w /n  d i a q h k w /n (  t h /j  
e v p a g g e l i ,a j (  e v l p i ,d a  mh . 

e ; c o n t e j (  k a i . a ; q e o i ]. 

(Citizens with covenant privileges and rights). Aliens and foreigners [x e ,n o i  k a i . p a ,r o i k o i ] 

without rights of citizens.  
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(Near) Far off [ma k r a .n ] 

 

Fig. 24.  “Then.”  Comparison of Jews and ethnies before Messiah. 

 

 

Jews in Messiah 
 

Ethnies in Messiah 

(No longer far off in heart) His blood brings “the far off now near” 

[ma k r a .n  e v g e n h ,q h t e  

e v g g u .j ].415   

(Citizens internally) No longer aliens and foreigners but you are fel-

low citizens with the saints [s u mp o l i /t a i  
t w /n  a ` g i ,wn  

(Internal members of God’s paternal house-

hold) 

Fellow-members of God’s paternal “household,” 

as sons like Israel (Eph 2:19; Ex 4:22; Dt 14:1; Jer 

31:9; Hos 11:1, etc.) [o i v k e i /o i  t o u / 

q e o u ]. 

 

Fig. 25.  “Now.”  Comparison of Jews and ethnies in Messiah. 

 

Background Issues 

Not a gnostic hymn fragment 
 The background to this section is thus not a dualistic Gnostic hymn fragment (see 

Schnackenburg 1991, 113; Best 1998, 247-256)416 that discusses the breakdown of the antithetic 

                                                           

 415See Is 57:19-21 LXX, esp. 17 [e i v r h ,n h n  e v p V  e i v r h ,n h n  t o i /j  ma k r a .n  
k a i . t o i /j  e v g g u .j  o u = s i n ; Is 57:19] (Contra Lincoln 1990, 127). 

 416The reason for this is both exegetical and biblical-philosophical (see chapter 3).  First, as R. 
Schnackenburg points out this Gnostic perspective does not fit the non-dualist worldview of the Ephesian let-
ter nor the author’s dependence upon the OT Scriptures.  “A connection with the metaphor of the cosmic par-
tition cannot be established” (Schnackenburg 1991, 116). 

 Second, Herman Dooyeweerd shows that the categories of biblical thought are governed by two 
grondmotiewe.  First is the biblical Creator-creature distinction versus the Greek presupposition of a dualist 
dialectic between (1) undivided unity (e.g., spirit), that is being or existence, and (2) total chaotic diversity 
(e.g., matter), that is, non-being or non-existence.  Dooyeweerd also showed that history does not develop as 
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wall of hostility between heaven’s spirit-world and the human-material world.  Christ would then 

become a cosmic reconciler, breaking down these boundaries of matter, including those between 

peoples, that divide humankind from reconciling and unifying in spirit (contra Lincoln 1990; Roetzel 

1983417).  Instead, the section from Ephesians 2:13-18 draws upon several metaphors taken from OT 

symbolic-ceremonial laws, perhaps including a reference to a temple wall prohibiting the ethnies 

from drawing nearer.  These metaphors symbolized the Jewish law as being an ethno-religious bar-

rier (see Schnackenburg 1991, 113; Best 1998, 253-256).   

Isaiah in LXX as background 

 Second, a most likely background is “a christological exegesis” of several passages in 

Isaiah from the Septuagint (Stuhlmacher 1974, 1986; Schnackenburg 1991; Best 1998, 251).418   

The author has his deepest roots in the Christian interpretation of the OT Bible.  The Prince of 
Peace of Is. 9.5 who brings God’s final peace to Israel (cf. Is. 52:7) he interprets as Christ, the 
Messiah; but this Messiah also includes the “far off” (cf. Is. 57:19), now applied to the Gen-
tiles, in his work of peace. (Schnackenburg 1991, 112)  

 Paul‘s thought world is that of the Hebrew Bible.  Peace [~Alv'] comes through 

justly regulated and restored harmony between creational design norms, providentially established 

boundaries, and moral norms (see e.g., Dt 20:10-11; Pss 72:3-4, 85:10, 119:165, 120:6-7, 147:14; Is 

53:5-12).  Conflict comes when these boundaries are overstepped (see, e.g., Jas 4:1-5) or when sym-

bolic and hence temporary boundaries are pridefully prioritized and made permanent.  Scripture, 

especially in the Prophets, constantly prioritizes compassion and justice above the ceremonial laws 

(see e.g., Ps 51:16-17; Is 1:11-16; Mi 6:6-8; Hos 6:6; Mt 9:13, 12:7). Peace comes by ceasing conflict 

and then by instituting compassion and justice within created boundaries.419   

                                                           

all things move from diversity (the many) towards undivided unity (the one), but in a lineal historical develop-
ment from Creation to Fall to Redemption, then Consummation (Dooyeweerd 1953-1958, 1979; Rushdoony 
1978b, 1971).   

 Further, R. J. Rushdoony, based on insights from C. A. Van Til and Dooyeweerd, discusses how all 
philosophy must swing between emphasizing an undivided oneness or totally divided manyness.  Only the 
prior biblical presupposition of the equal ultimacy of the one and the many solves the problem (see chapter 
3).  With a Hebrew worldview, Paul did indeed have this presupposition.  Paul was not a Platonic, proto-Gnos-
tic. 

 417C. J. Roetzel approaches correct conclusion on false grounds of a Cosmic myth.  He believes 
that the author wants “Jewish Christians qua Jewish Christian [to be accepted] in a predominately gentile 
church” (Roetzel 1983, 88).   

 418Is 9:5-6, 52:7, 57:19. Notice also: “He will be their peace” (Mic 5:5). 

 419Philip Nel writes: “Peace and righteousness flow from observance of Yahweh’s commands 
and can be seen as his blessing.  [Peace and tranquillity] are thus portrayed as the ultimate expressions of a 
sound and fulfilled existence in accordance with the intended order of Yahweh, expressed as the maintenance 

of [righteousness, justice: hq'd'c.]” (VanGemeren 1997d, 4:132). 
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 Peace in Messiah thus overcomes sinful, ethnic hostility and enmity, putting away sinful 

differences, and brings together “separated groups” (Schnackenburg 1991, 113; see references 

there).  To reconcile Jew and ethnie, God does not erase the creation-providential design-norm of 

ethnic distinction in the church, Christ’s body (see Kreitzer 1998).  Instead, he creates love, fellow-

ship, understanding, a listening spirit, and so forth between peoples and sub-ethnic groups.  Jim 

Crow racism, South Africa apartheid, and any ethno-centricism, including Euro-American and Afri-

can-American varieties, reject these fruits of the Spirit of peace.   

Meaning of the Dividing Wall 

 The meaning of the “dividing wall” further substantiates this point.  Many believe this 

most likely refers to the fence or middle wall in the temple.  It was a barrier to the gôyîm entering 

the place of worship (see Grosheide 1960; Stott 1979; Mitton 1981; Lincoln 1990; Schnackenburg 

1991; O’Brien 1999; see, Josephus [1957] Wars of the Jews, V.5.2, Antiquities, XV.11.5).  Jewish fun-

damentalist radicals accused Paul of violating this barrier by bringing “Trophimus the Ephesian” into 

the inner court (Acts 21:29).420  

 The physical wall represented the ideas of the law as a fence dividing the Jews by law-

observance from all other peoples, symbolizing “hostility and the feelings of contempt and superior-

ity which Jews had towards Gentiles” (Mitton 1981, 105).  This applies especially to the ceremonial 

laws (Grosheide 1960; Stott 1979) but not exclusively to it.  All of the laws serve as a barrier be-

tween peoples (Jew and ethnie).   

 All believers from the Jews and the ethnies, being joined to Christ, are released from 

the obligation to obey all of the law for righteousness (Rom 7:1-6, 10:5).  He took it out of the way 

[k a i . a u v t o . h = r k e n  e v k  t o u / me ,s o u ] (Col 2:14) as the “middle wall of parti-

tion.”421  Christians are now obligated only to the Spirit not the law (Rom 7:6).  As they walk in the 

Spirit, he mandatorily fulfills in them the “righteous requirement of the law” (Rom 8:4) and does not 

allow them to fulfill the lust of the flesh (Gal 5:16-18).  Grace is not antinomian. 

                                                           

 The Decalogue teaches boundaries between God and creation (1,2,3); truth and falsehood (3,9); 
rest and work days (4); personally owned property (8,10); marital sexual bounds (7); respect for life and free-
dom (5,8); and parents and children (5); etc.  Creation design and creational providence teaches normative 
bounds between male and female (Mt 19:4), between ethno-linguistic groups (Ps 86:9), etc. 

 420 Some would argue that this could not be Paul’s reference because at the time when he 
wrote Ephesians, the wall still stood.  It was only to be destroyed physically in 70 AD.  However, this is Paul’s 
point.  Spiritually, the wall was removed at Christ’s death (circa 30 AD; Stott 1979, 99). 

 421Note the verbal similarities between Col 2:14: e v x a l e i ,y a j  t o . k a q V  h ` mw /n  
c e i r o ,g r a f o n  t o i /j  d o ,g ma s i n (  o ]  h = n  u ` p e n a n t i ,o n  h ` mi /n \  k a i . 
a u v t o . h = r k e n  e v k  t o u / me ,s o u (  p r o s h l w ,s a j  a u v t o . t w /|  s t a u r w /| \  and 
Eph 2:14b-15a: k a i . t o . me s o ,t o i c o n  t o u / f r a g mo u / l u ,s a j (  t h .n  e ; c q r a n  
e v n  t h /|  s a r k i . a u v t o u /(  t o .n  n o ,mo n  t w /n  e v n t o l w /n  e v n  d o ,g ma s i (  
k a t a r g h ,s a j \ ] . 
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 Therefore, for a specific missiological purpose, all Christians—Jew, Greek, Barbarian, 

and Scythian—are also free from the dietary laws, festival and ceremonial Sabbath statues, circum-

cision commands, and so forth (Gal 4:1-10; Col 2:14-23; Rom 14-15:7).  That purpose is freedom to 

serve a target ethnie or sub-ethnic group (1 Cor 9:19-23) so as to win some of them to Christ.  Jews 

may live like religiously faithful ethnic Jews in order to win their ethnic kinsmen, though they are not 

obligated to do so, especially in gentilic contexts.  In other contexts, then, gospel love mandates that 

the dietary and other ethnic demarcation laws be ignored (see esp. Gal 2:11-21; Stern 1988).   

 Love causes no one to stumble over insignificant things (Rom 14; 1 Cor 8, 10:14-33).  

The goal of this service, Paul reminds us, is for both the Jews and t a . e ; q n h  to glorify the “God 

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ” with “one voice” (Rom 15:6-7).  The result is that the Scripture, 

based on the Abrahamic covenant, would be fulfilled.  All t a . e ; q n h  would praise, rejoice, and 

hope in Messiah together with God’s ancient people [e ; q n h (  me t a . t o u / l a o u / a u v t o u /] 

(Rom 14:9-13).   

Does Ethnicity Cease in Christ? 

 The main questions many ask concerning this new relationship in Christ between Jews 

and people(s) from the ethnies, are as follows: (1) Is the relationship between Jews and the ethnies 

corporate or individualistic; and (2) does ethnic identity cease in the corporate body of Christ?  

Therefore, does “breaking down the dividing wall” mean that the body of Messiah begins a third hu-

manity, made up of believing individuals neither Jew nor Gentile?422  Or does God re-establish cor-

porate, ethnic solidarity by giving a new relationship to God and Christ, to his covenant promises, 

and to his ancient people in a new corporate humanity?   

 Several important modern scholars and commentators agree that Ephesians 2 teaches 

that Christ does indeed break down ethnic and other social divisions (see e.g., Rooy 1983;423 Lincoln 

                                                           

 422That is non-racial/racist, non-ethnic/ethnicist and many others add, non-sexist, non-classist, 
and non-ageist.  The latest non- is neither hetero- or homo- but one in Christ.  

 423“In Christ the barriers of race, social class, and nationalism have been removed (Eph 2:14-16; 
Gal 3:28)” (Rooy 1983, 203).   
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1990; Martin 1991; Bosch 1982, 1983,424 1988, 1992; Mitton 1981, 108425); Lincoln 1990;426 Martin 

1991).  In doing so, he creates a triton genos, a third race (see Best 1955, 153,154; Best 1998, 261-

263).   

 Many others disagree.  Jew-Gentile categories are not removed in an individualizing 

process (Stott 1979).427  The “new man” is a collective or corporate man in Christ, the Second Man 

(O’Brien 1999, 200; contra Best 1998).  This can clearly be seen in the parallel passage, Col 3:10-11, 

where Christ and those in union with him are that new man (Bock 1994; see Eph 2; Hoch 1992).428  

                                                           

 424“The new fellowship transcends every limit imposed by family, class, or culture.  We are not 
winning people like ourselves to ourselves but sharing the good news that in Christ God has shattered the bar-
riers that divide the human race and has created a new community.  The new people of God has no analogy; it 
is a ‘sociological impossibility’ (Hoekendijk 1948:237) that has nevertheless become possible. 

 “The early church gave expression to this by calling the Christians the triton genos, the third race 
next to the existing two races of Jews and Gentiles. . . .  

 “Exclusive groupings of believers . . . around homogeneous cultural units, are unacceptable in 
the Christian church” (Bosch 1983, 240)  

 425“Instead of being Jew and Gentile, two different kinds of ‘men,’ there is now one new man, 
the Christian.  Many Christians felt just this—that what had happened to them was so new and decisive that 
they had ceased to be nationals of any one country and were now simply “Christians’.  . . . .  When differences 
of race and class had been deprived of their power to provoke rivalry, hate, and hostility, then the result was 
peace, the social harmony which emerges when causes of discord have been removed” (Mitton 1981, 108).   

 426“Christ has created a totally new entity, the one new man.  Thereby the reversal of the pre-
Christian situation which is set out is no longer only a simple direct reversal, but a reversal which transcends 
the old categories and introduces a new element. . . .  Jew-Gentile categories have largely faded from view in 
the depiction of the new community in vv 20-22” (Lincoln 1990, 126). 

 427Stott comes dangerously close to stating that ethnic distinctions are removed, but backs off: 
“Men still build walls of partition and division. . . . or construct barriers of race, colour, caste, tribe or class.  Divi-
siveness is a constant characteristic of every community without Christ” (Stott 1979, 56).  “The creation of a sin-
gle new humanity . . . .  What Paul is referring to, in fact, is not a ‘new man’ but a ‘new human race’, united by 
Jesus Christ in himself. . . . 

 This new unity . . . does more than span the Jew-Gentile divide. . . .  Paul says that it also does 
away with sexual and social distinctions [citing Col. 3:11; Gal. 3:28]. . . .  Not that the facts of human differentia-
tion are removed.  Men remain men and women women, Jews remain Jews and Gentiles Gentiles.  But inequality 
before God is abolished.  There is a new unity in Christ” (Stott 1979, 101).  However, see his application in “Con-
clusion” (Stott 1979, 110-111).   

 In Christ, malice, false prejudice, and hatred of others of different race, tribe, nation is removed.  
There should be constant fellowship and communication between these groups, but not the teaching that the 
distinctions have been removed or should be removed.  

 428“What this means is that the ‘new man,’ made up of peoples, refers to a social structure or 
community. . . . 

 “So the new man is related to Christ and consists of peoples. . . .  It is Christ conceived of as a 
corporate entity, that is, Christ’s body. . . .  The new man refers to the new community in Christ that he forms 
by joining people to himself” (Bock 1994, 159).   
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In him the former barriers of ceremonial religion and prejudice are broken down.  “The new human-

ity is not achieved by transforming Gentiles into Jews, or vice versa” (O’Brien 1999, 200).   

 Both Jews and persons in the ethnies,429 thus, have equal access to the Father through 

the one Abrahamic Seed.  In Messiah Jesus, by the Spirit (Eph 2:18), they all together form one di-

verse, multi-cultural “temple” (Eph 2:12-22).  All the peoples and ethno-nations stream to the heav-

enly Jerusalem and its palace-temple (Is 2:1-3; Mic 4:1-4).   

 This palace-temple, the dwelling place of God manifest, following other indications in 

Second Isaiah and beyond, is not “a material building, nor a national shrine, nor has it a localized 

site” (Stott 1979, 109).  It is a Spirit-created community-family (God’s household).  It is multi-ethnic, 

embracing eventually all the ethnies and the Jews, and is to be spread throughout the whole earth.  

Therefore, it is not an ecclesial, earthly institution like the Church of Rome or possibly the WCC, but 

the bride coming from heaven, the heavenly Zion above, our mother.   

 The one “new man/humanity,” created from the two previous religious-ethnic distinc-

tions, is not something totally new.  Instead, it is a renewal of the brokenness of the first Adam in 

the Second Man, Christ (1 Cor 15; Col 3:10-11).  “In Christ,” thus, is a group inclusive term.  It in-

cludes both Jewish and gentilic peoples, both remaining in ethnic solidarity, yet in true unity in 

Christ.  Both groups now have equal privileges, they must eat and fellowship together at suitable 

times including the Lord’s Table (Gal 2:11-14; 1 Cor 11:16-17, 11:29), and they share life as “brothers 

and sisters” in the household of God (see 2 Cor 6:18).  The closest analogy is pre-monarchical Israel.  

All were “brothers” in one family, but the one family included ethno-tribal divisions as well.  

 Clearly, then, Christ does not destroy the first creation but renews it (see Dooyeweerd 

1979; Wolters 1985; Schuurman 1991; Spykman 1992; Kreitzer 1998).  The new man does not trans-

form Gentiles into Jews or vice versa, nor make both something totally new (O’Brien 1999, 200; 

Hoch 1992).  Jews remain ethnic Jews until the end, even if many individuals from the Jews are as-

similating into other ethno-cultural groups.  So do the ethnies maintain their identities, within the 

plan of God for ethno-genesis, ethno-judgment and thanatos, ethno-movement, and assimilating 

processes between groups (see Sowell 1994, 1998).  Therefore, “while there is no longer salvific ad-

vantage, there is still an ethnic distinction between Jews and Gentiles” (Hoch 1992, 118).   

 Indeed, ironically, Jesus, the peacemaker in his one body, is still a Jewish “lion from the 

tribe of Judah,” “the root of David” (Rv 5:5, 22:16; Gn 49:9-10; Is 11:1,10).  He himself is not a non-

ethnic, but the Israelite’s Anointed King, whose commonwealth has been expanded to include the 

ethnies who swear covenant fealty to him as Lord.  Therefore, peace between Jew and ethnie actu-

ally comes by removing the hostility of the law,430 as the passage states, not by removing ethno-lin-

guistic and ethno-cultural identity. 

                                                           

 The “new man” is the extended people of God, a covenantal community in Abraham’s seed, 
Christ (Gal 3), including eventually both Jew and all the ethnies.  

 429Including females and males in gender distinction, and slave and freemen in their social clas-
ses. 

 430Previous to Christ, humanity was symbolically divided by ceremonial-external laws into Jews 
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Both One and Many: Gal 3:28; Col 3:10; 1 Cor 13:12 

 True unity in Christ therefore cannot mean that all ESOL (nor age, class, or gender) dis-

tinctions are broken down in the local congregations of Christ’s universal church.  The conceptual 

universe behind Paul’s statements in Gal 3:28; Col 3:10; 1 Cor 13:12 is the same as that of Ephesians 

2.  In all of these passages Paul teaches both the unifying equality of Jew and ethnie, and the fact 

that both groups remain in distinct ethnic solidarity.  Paul, like Jesus in John 17, seems quite aware 

that humanity in Christ reflects both God’s unity and diversity (see e.g., 1 Cor 12; Eph 5:22ff).   

 Furthermore, Paul always interprets himself when Pauline Scripture is compared to his 

other scriptural writings (see WCF 1:9).  The exegete must compare all his various similar sayings on 

the subject of unity in Christ to come to a true account of what the individual statements mean.  If 

this were not so, then we should interpret, for example, “no distinction” (Rom 3:22, 10:12-14; see 

Acts 15:9; Gal 3:28; Col 3:10; 1 Cor 13:12) in such a way that would result in a sort of monistic or ho-

listic principle.  Such monism, lacking the concept of the equal ultimacy of the one and the many 

that Paul taught (see e.g., Rushdoony 1971, 1978a; Capper 1985), inevitably results in pantheism.   

 The reason for this is simple.  For example, if we interpret the words in Colossians 3:11, 

“no Jew or Greek,” to mean that all ethnic group identity is broken down in the gospel, heretical the-

ological and chaotic social consequences would occur.431  The reason is that the following words, 

“but Christ is all and is in all,” must then mean, “all are Christ.”  The logical consequence is that “I am 

Christ.”  The resulting doctrine is more similar to a New Age monism or Gnosticism than to biblical 

Christianity (see Lee 1987; Jones 1992, 1997).432   Many radicals would then have a basis for total 

social communalism (see Cohn 1970; Shafarevich 1980).   

 Markus Barth sees this clearly in The Broken Wall.  The words “neither Jew nor Greek,” 

etc. (Gal 3:28; Col 3:11; 1 Cor 12:13),  

 

do by no means wipe out or deny distinctions between nations, sexes, classes, and occupa-
tion. Otherwise Paul would not have included in his letters special exhortations for Jew and 
Greeks. . . , husbands and wives . . ., slaves and masters . . ., etc.  But faith in Christ . . . means 

that the two—whatever their distinctions are—can and do live together.  (Barth 1959, 44)433 

                                                           

with circumcision and the idolatrous ethnies who do not have the ceremonies, though they have the moral 
law inscribed in their conscience (Rom 1:18-2:13).  This ceremonial division was a “shadow” of the coming 
non-symbolic, fulfillment division between those outside of Christ, in Adam, including the Jews, and the Jews 
and ethnies in Messiah, the seed of Abraham.  The law was thus only a picture, not the fulfillment t e ,l o j  
of the picture (Col 2:17; Heb 10:1-2). 

 431The same is true of “no male and female” in Galatians 3:28. 

 432Furthermore, there are “no slave and free,” must mean, by this interpretation, that all invol-
untary servitude of any kind must be abolished for Christians.  This would result in all lawfully bound prisoners, 
who are indeed slaves engaging in an involuntary internment, must be released.  The US Constitution’s Thir-
teenth Amendment, in banning chattel slavery, specifically excludes duly convicted prisoners.   

 433H. Strathmann’s perspective (TDNT 1967 [4:55]), cited extensively in chapter 4, note 18, is 
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 Furthermore, the context of Romans (3:22-25) clearly says that “no distinction” means 

all, both Jew and Greek, are sinners, slaves of sin and under divine judgment (Rom 2:6-13, 3:9-

20,23). Therefore, all, both Jew and ethnie, who believe are justified freely, without merit of their 

own, by the merits of Jesus Christ reckoned to their account (Rom 3:24ff).  It cannot mean there that 

a Jew stops being an ethnic Hebrew; otherwise Paul’s argument in chapter 4 falls to the ground (see 

also 3:9,19).  Abraham is father of us all, the circumcised and uncircumcised.  In addition, the first 

letter to the Corinthians states that all are baptized into one body — whether Jews or Greeks, slave 

or free — because now all receive one Spirit and thus all drink from him (1 Cor 12:13).  The Spirit, 

joining to Christ, now brings the twin opposing groups into unity without erasing their ethno-linguis-

tic distinctions.   

 Certainly a salvation-historical study of the flow of Paul’s argument from Galatians 2:15 

through the end of chapter 4 answers radical equalitarian assertions.  Paul begins with the one Abra-

hamic covenant and the many heirs of that covenant in Christ, the one Abrahamic seed.  The rela-

tionship of the one to the many, as a hermeneutical key (Potgieter 1990),434 is again important here, 

as discussed in chapter 3.  In the flow of the total argument, Paul is not concerned so much  

with how the many relate to one another or behave in the church or home.  His main empha-
sis was that the many, because of their tie to the one (to Christ), are now heirs of the bless-
ings promised to Abraham.  All individuals, regardless of their tribal or family connection, fi-
nancial condition, or sex, are heirs of the promise. (Hove 1999, 117)   

 Thus Paul concludes, “there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male and female, 

for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”  As stated earlier, this must mean that every mentioned group 

                                                           

very similar.  

 434Several Afrikaner scholars, all of whom support an exegesis of Babel and ethnicity similar to 
my thesis, support this contention.  Their huge and culpable sin was too closely equating race with ESOL, and 
rejecting the insight of the stranger laws to judge apartheid praxis (see Kreitzer 1988, 1992, 1997, 1998).   

 With that in mind, A. W. G. Raath (1990),
 
S. A. Strauss (1987), N. J. Smith (1988), and F. J. M. Pot-

gieter (1990) still correctly agree that the doctrine of the Trinity is the “central truth” of Christianity.  It is the 
foundational philosophical presupposition “of all true theological reflection,” which must “determine . . . the 
believer’s whole life, especially also his thought” (Potgieter 1990, 21).   

 Trinitarianism, they agree, together with the “enlightenment of the Spirit,” is the “hermeneuti-
cal key” to unlock Scripture (Potgieter 1990, 21, 51).  This means that within the Godhead, “both unity and di-
versity are absolute and perfect.”  Neither “may be relativized,” both are in “perfect harmony without any op-
position” (Potgieter 1990, 21).   

 This means further that the unity and diversity of creation and providence is “founded upon the 
one being of God” (Potgieter 1990, 22).  The immanence of God Triune is “analogously revealed” in both the 
diversities and unities of the creation-providential and re-creational orders (Potgieter 1991, 58).  Because 
these writers place both a just political and an ecclesial order in the sphere of creation-providence, each must 
reveal unity and multiform diversity simultaneously.   

 These South African scholars are well within biblical bounds when they speak about the “Trini-
tarian presupposition,” and the necessity of a “Trinitarian substrate” in social theology and ecclesiology (Pot-
gieter 1990). 
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has equal access to God the Father through Jesus Christ in the Spirit (Eph 2:18) (see e.g., Hurley 

1981).435  Each of the couplets are different in nature, yet each is grounded in the creation and have 

similar social implications in the New Covenant era as the true justice of Messiah is instituted (con-

tra Thompson 1996; Fung 1987).436   

 For example, many present-day social class distinctions, but not all,437 are built upon 

created talents, varying levels of diligence, and obedience.  Thus all class distinctions are not unjust 

and hence done away with in Yahweh’s Servant’s justice (Is 42:1-4; Mt 12:18-21).  This principle ap-

plies to male and female distinctions as well.  They were made so in the beginning (Mt 19:4). All cer-

emonial distinctions between male and female are now removed because circumcision, for males 

only, has been replaced with baptism (Col 2:11-13).  Both genders are united in Christ coram Deo yet 

remain distinct in gender and role now (see e.g., Foh 1979; Hurley 1981; Piper and Grudem 1991; 

                                                           

 435Though New Testament scholar Jim Hurley may not agree with my conclusion with respect to 
ethno-linguistic identity, still the following is correct: “The central issue at stake in Galatians 3 and 4 is the role 
of the law in relation to faith.  A strong secondary theme is that Jew and Gentile both come to God on the ba-
sis of faith.  It is within this frame that our text must be read.  Verse 22 prepares the way by establishing that 
the law is not a special avenue of approach to God, open only to Jews, but a statement from which God con-
demns both Jews and Gentiles.  Because all kinds of men are thus under judgment and can be saved only by 
faith, Paul insists, all men come before God on the equal footing, their race [i.e., ethnic group], state of bond-
age, and sex (Jew/Greek, slave/free, male/female) having no effect whatsoever on their right to stand before 
God.  Thus, says Paul, ‘You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus. . . . you are Abraham’s seed.’  
Within its context, Galatians 3:28 addresses the question, ‘Who may become a son of God, and on what ba-
sis?’  It answers that any person, regardless of race [ethnicity], sex or civil status, may do so by faith in Christ.  
Here we have the apostolic equivalent of Jesus’ welcoming of the outcasts and the Samaritans and Canaanite 
women.  The gospel is for all persons. . . .   

 “Our study of the context of Galatians 3:28 has shown that Paul was not reflecting upon rela-
tions within the body of Christ when he had the text penned.  He was thinking about the basis of membership 
in the body of Christ.  This means that it is an error to say that ‘all one’ in Christ means that there are no dis-
tinctions within the body” (Hurley 1981, 126-127).   

 436Raymond Fung writes: “It appears that the three categories differ in nature, and that accord-
ingly the social implementations for them are not the same.  Whereas slavery, as a social institution created by 
sinful men, can and should be abolished, and the Jew/Gentile distinction, which retains its validity as a purely 
ethnic reality, has been transcended through the reconciliation accomplished by Christ (Eph. 2:24-26), the 
male/female distinction, unlike the other two, has its roots in creation itself and continues to have significance 
in the realm of redemption” (Fung 1987, 184). 

 437For example, all humans were created to be God’s “slaves” as the incarnation hymn of Philip-
pians 2 implies.  Christ, the Second Adam, took upon himself the form of humanity, which in the parallel was 
that of a slave (Phil 2:7).  Second Adam and Pre-Fall Adam were freemen before the rest of creation, both hu-
man and animal, but slaves to God.  This means certainly that the category slave is not evil as such and thus 
something redemption must destroy.  

 Neither is voluntary servitude such as forms of indentured servitude if exercised within the 
framework of biblical justice.  Further, after the Fall, involuntary imprisonment, a form of servitude for crimi-
nal conviction for theft and the resulting debt of restitution due the victim, is not unjust.  Such a debtor’s labor 
is sold to someone to pay off the outstanding debt.  That form of slavery is certainly not done away with in 
Christ and such a system could again be justly instituted in modern legal systems. 
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Hove 1999).  This mirrors both the eternal unity and yet also eternal role distinction within the God-

head (Kreitzer 1998).  Likewise, I would maintain that religious-ceremonial distinctions between 

Jews and the gentilic ethnies cease in the body of Messiah but ethno-linguistic distinctiveness, which 

God created, do not.  Redemption destroys sin and all injustice, not created distinction, which is 

good.  

 The Pauline statements concerning unity in Christ must then mean that all external, 

ceremonial distinctions and rules separating social groups, all of which have some grounding in the 

creation, are destroyed (Phil 3:7-8).  No remaining ceremonial rules in which people take pride can 

create ritual exclusivity (Acts 10:28, 34ff).  There never was any merit from physical birth (Phil 3:1-

11; Lk 3:8).  Paul believes thus the opposite of that which some Jewish males are reputed to have 

prayed in morning prayers: “Thank God I am not a Gentile or a woman or a slave!”  There are paral-

lels to this thinking in Greek literature as well (see literature in Bruce 1981; Snodgrass 1986, 168; 

Johnson 1991).   

 Therefore, for Paul’s context in Galatians, all three groups have equal status before 

God.  All groups are heirs of the Abrahamic covenant promise without any distinction placed upon 

them based upon the ceremonial rites originating from the minor status of God’s people before 

Christ (Gal 3:1-4:7).  In the church of Messiah, ethno-covenantal distinctions remain and should be 

built so as to stress true multi-cultural diversity in Christ.  This resonates with the Zeitgeist of post-

modernism.  At the same time, however, to stress real unity in Christ, believers must make strong 

and concerted efforts to maintain structural unity and fellowship that are open and visible.  Both 

true visible-structural unity and real ethnic diversity are equally ultimate in Christ.  Provision must 

be made for newly emerging ethnicities and for large, ethnically conglomerate churches in major ur-

ban centers.  Into these congregations come many immigrants to be assimilated into the dominant 

ethno-culture and lingua franca (e.g., congregations in Los Angeles, London, Nairobi, and Johannes-

burg).  This resonates with the spirit of modernity.  Both multicultural diversity, and visible, inclusive 

unity are maintained as equally ultimate in Christ. 

 Lastly, all groups, whether slave, free, Greek, Jew, Barbarian, Scythian, male or female, 

can be “fellow citizens” in the City of God, the New Jerusalem above (Eph 2:11ff; Gal 4:26f; Heb 

12:22ff; Rv 20:1ff).  Into that city, all peoples and their rulers (kings) shall come (Rv 21:22f; Is 2:2-4; 

Mi 4:1-3; Is 60-66).  All in that city are equally sons of God and sons of Abraham.  At the same time, 

all maintain their own unique and beautiful ethno solidarity (Johnson 1977).   

ESOL and Covenant Theology 

ESOP, the New Covenant, and Creation Design 

 Many non-covenantal missiologies and theologies seem to accept the subtle presuppo-

sition that every creation group distinction, including the family group, is not partaking of the ma-

turity that Christ brought to redemptive history.  Hence all such groups are imperfect or, in a sense, 

“evil.”  Christ brought a historical movement from a group religion to an individual faith.  The impli-

cation is that all group-dividing barriers must eventually be broken down as redemptive history pro-

gresses (see e.g., Thompson 1996).  These theologies either imply or explicitly state that each person 
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ideally comes to Christ as an individual alone and out of his group.  It seems to define the church as 

being made up of the whole lot of those individuals who believe and experience Jesus Christ.  These 

individuals have been extracted out of the peoples and groups to form a new unity or a new human-

ity of individuals in which language and culture bonds (gender or class) are being relativized (see 

Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  

 It appears that these theologies give excessive, perhaps exclusive emphasis to the per-

sonal faith of the groupless individual in the formation of the church.  According to this individual-

based, “extractionist” type of missiology and theology, the church becomes a totally new, “third-

race” society.  In other words, it is a totally new humanity, which eventually is to become non-eth-

nic, non-gender, non-classist and non-ageist in orientation.  The new humanity is made up of individ-

uals taken out of their previous created identity.  Therefore, they are removed or extracted, in 

Christ, from real and substantial ethno-linguistic—as well as age, gender, or class—group-diver-

sity.438  

 Therefore, these missiologies and theologies must a priori reject as non-orthodox any 

attempt to theologically describe the church as an entity made up of both spiritual unity and the re-

newed and regenerated “divided parts” of the first creation’s design.439  Part of their critique is, of 

course, biblically accurate.  The body of Christ must strive for visible and structural unity, as well as 

true diversity.  Federal or confederal structures would seem to be the best solution to this dilemma.   

Covenant Exegesis and Creation Particularities 

 Furthermore, theologians and missiologists with such tendencies to prioritize visible 

structural unity above creational diversity teach that a creation-oriented family or extended family 

relationship is totally relativized in the New Testament.  The result is that individualistic faith re-

mains alone and has absolute priority over the physical family and cultural-lingual relationships.  

However, this understanding of the relationship of faith to creation is not based on sound exegesis.  

Neither is it founded upon a correct understanding of biblical Trinitarianism.   

 Covenantal Trinitarianism, or Dependent Trinitarian Creationism (DTC) as chapter three 

terms it, sees equal validity to one’s creational identity and one’s identity in Christ.  Christ came to 

restore creational design-norms in mature form, not create something absolutely new.  There is thus 

no dialectical tension between creation and redemption, nor any upper story/lower story dualism 

between them.  Redemptive history is not a movement from the dividedness of the physical or car-

nal (ethnicity, gender) to the spiritual realm of undivided unity, as postulated by platonic influenced 

Christianity.  Nor does redemptive history move from the collective that is from ethnic solidarity of 

                                                           

 438This standpoint is very similar to radical Humanism’s groupless individualism. 

 439E.g., the deeply flawed attempt made by the NGK of South Africa in HRLS.  I resolutely reject 
this and any race-based missiology and ecclesiology because it violates neighbor love and the true visible unity 
of the church.   
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the Israelite people to an individual application of NT truths.  Such radical individualizing of Christian 

teaching shows a neo-platonic and gnosticizing tendency (Kreitzer 1998).   

 Instead, history moves from ceremony, symbol, and picture to fulfillment, or from 

shadow to body/image casting the shadow [o `  s w /ma ; o `  e i v k w ,n ] (Col 2:17; Heb 8:5, 9:9, 

10:1).  Therefore, both covenant faith bringing unity with all believers, and family descent, which 

sees the covenant family as a part of true created diversity, are of equal importance.  Neither is to 

be rejected, nor normally prioritized (see note 43), nor relativized.  

 It is certainly true that faith in Christ alone is the basis for membership in the universal, 

invisible body of Christ, the New Jerusalem.  Confessional faith is one of the several expressions of 

real unity (see Eph 4:3ff; 1 Cor 8:6).  However, faith-unity does not mean that true creational diver-

sity is destroyed.  In other words, a self-propagating, self-governing, self-theologizing fellowship of 

congregations within a specific ethnic solidarity is an expression of real created diversity.  At the 

same time, this fellowship can visibly manifest true faith-unity with the universal body of Christ.  

Since there is no dialectical contradiction between such diversity and unity, one can hold to both. 

Both Family Descent and Covenant Faith  

 The old covenant’s legal assembly (hw"hy>-lh;q.) and the new covenant’s 

legal gathering of God’s people (h `  e v k k l h s i ,a  t o u / Qe o u /) are thus analogous.  The 

new covenant church has the same balance between faith and family solidarity as Paul claimed the 

old covenant church possessed (Rom 3-4; Gal 3).  This implies, then, that the covenantal relationship 

of both Testaments involves more than mere individualistic, absolutely equalitarian “faith.”  In other 

words, covenant faith in the new covenant for a non-ethnic Israelite results in being adopted into a 

believing descent group, that of believing Abraham.  Believers become adopted sons of Abraham, 

sons of God and members by faith of his assembly (Jn 1:11-12; Rom 4; Gal 3-4).   

 The result is that the redemptive blessings originally promised to the believing physical 

seed of Abraham can be passed on to the newly adopted believer’s faith-filled children (e.g., Ruth 

1:16).  With all the symbolic-ceremonial laws fulfilled in Christ (Col 2:14,16-17), the “Israel of God” 

now includes believing individuals, families, clans, and peoples from the former heathen ethnies 

(Gal 6:16).  Abraham becomes heir of the whole world of peoples (Rom 4) and of the whole earth 

physically.  The “Israel of God” or “the seed of Abraham” is indeed one people but is also multi-cul-

tural, multi-lingual, and multi-ethnic.  

 Therefore, the promises of a converted people, and that of the specific piece of land, 

still belongs to the Israel according to the flesh (ethnic Israel), to be received in permanent posses-

sion when through their faith, the Savior saves “all Israel” (Rom 11:18-32) (Schlissel and Brown 

1990).  The promises given to the other believing ethnic lines, grafted into Abraham’s greater family, 

includes inheriting their lands, which belong to them (see Is 19; Zep 2:11).  Some may choose to 

share a confederal or cantonal federal union with other similar peoples in one land (e.g., Switzer-

land).  This land inheriting process will only be finished at the Second Coming.  In Africa, because of 

the confusion of colonialism, the inheritance process for the peoples seems to have only begun.   
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 Lastly, the only people that has a specific promise of a definite piece of earth is Israel.  

All other peoples may be permanently driven off the land they now inhabit and the place occupied 

by others before the end.  The standard determining occupation or exile is faith-filled, ethno-collec-

tive obedience or disobedience.   

Both New Ancestors and Own People 

 The New Testament thus continues the Old Testament’s emphasis that covenant family 

involves both multi-generational blood/descent and covenant faith.  In both testaments, non-Israel-

ites are indeed adopted into Abraham’s family.  The result is a look back and look forward.  First, the 

new believer and his family truly reckon the Hebrew ancestors of faith as their own ancestors (1 Cor 

10:1).  Also the redemptive promises given to Abraham’s family are now the possession of the new 

believer and his children into multitudes of coming generations.  Notice how Paul presupposes this 

in the sacramental argumentation in First Corinthians.  “For I do not want you to be unaware, breth-

ren, that our fathers were all under the cloud, and all passed through the sea; and all were baptized 

into Moses in the cloud and in the sea” (1 Cor 10:1-2).440  The things of the wilderness experience 

happened, then, “for our [mutual] instruction” (1 Cor 10:1,11; see Rom 15:4-12), that is, for both 

Jew and for those from the heathen peoples. 

 What is unique in the New Testament’s teaching is that, while persons and families 

from the heathen peoples are indeed adopted into the one Abrahamic people of God (Gal 3), they 

maintain at the same time a strong identification with their own people, language, and culture (see 

1 Cor 9).   

 Support this both/and conclusion comes from several lines of biblical evidence.  First, 

Paul rebukes people who rejected honoring and providing for their blood family.  This includes the 

extended family of parents and grandparents.  Those who do neglect them, he says, have denied the 

faith and are worse than unbelievers (1Ti 5:3ff).  This principle apparently includes even unbelieving 

parents and grandparents (see Prv 1:8ff; 13:1, 15:5; Eph. 6:1ff citing the fifth commandment).441  

Christ himself criticizes the Pharisees for not caring for their aged parents because that would some-

how invalidate a faith-oath they made to the temple (Mt 15:1ff).  This violates the command to 

honor one’s parents. 

 It is true that the Pharisees wrongly prioritized blood descent from Abraham (e.g., Mt 

3:8; Lk 3:9) and drastically de-emphasized faith.  The modern parallel is the racist Identity, British-

Israelite, and Afrikaner Israelvisie movements.  To combat this sort of imbalance, John the Baptist 

                                                           

 440The Abrahamic covenant promises predicted a new multi-ethnic solidarity (Gn 12:3, 17:5, 
18:18, 22:18, 26:4, 28:14-15, 49:10; Pss 22:27ff, 72:12; Is 19:23-25).  Pentecost fulfilled the Abrahamic cove-
nant as a foreshadowing of a greater harvest to come.  

 441Almost all groups identifying with the Radical Reformation preach total separation (Williams 
1992).  This meant turning away from all that is of this old, divided, and passing-away world, including the OT 
law, war, unbelieving parents and their inheritance, and money.  When thus separated, the proselyte must be 
united into a new super church of individual believers that swallows up all created divisions of the old age.  
This involves neo-Platonic assumptions.  
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said that God could create sons of Abraham out of the stones of the earth.  The Pharisees’ pride in 

their “blood,” without the fruit of faith-repentance, was worthless (Lk 3:7-9; see Jn 1:11-13).  

 Second, Paul said that circumcision with faith was of great benefit.  “Circumcision” is 

certainly a symbol of faith-righteousness and regeneration (Rom 4:11; Col 2:11), but it is also a sym-

bol of birth into genealogical derivation from Abraham’s family, even for those who, like Caleb, were 

most likely adopted into it (cf. Gn 15:2, 17:10-14).  That symbol, without regeneration (“new crea-

tion”) resulting in obedience to the Lord’s commands (i.e., faith working out in love), was worth 

nothing (Rom 2:25-3:2; see Phil 3:2ff; Col 2:20ff; 1 Cor 7:19; Gal 5:6, 6:15).  This principle of the con-

tinuity of covenantal faith along multi-generational family lines certainly applies to both Testaments 

(see Rom 3-4; Gal 3).  Therefore, circumcision, and now baptism, is a seal of imputed righteousness 

by faith.  The seal is given to family groups with promises attached reaching to a thousand genera-

tions of children’s children in the future (Is 59:21; Acts 2:38).   

 Third, Christ said that his true brothers and sisters were those who do the will of his Fa-

ther.  He cannot mean by this a radical individualizing of faith, as the Radical Reformers believed.  He 

was a Jew who did not come to destroy but to fill up the full meaning of the covenant law in his life 

and teaching (Mt 5:17ff; Ridderbos 1982).  He would not reject the covenantal presupposition of his 

own people because that principle was derived from their revelatory experience of election (Gn 

12:1-3) and the revelation of the covenant cutting process itself (Gn 15, 17).  Jesus would then have 

held to both covenant faith and covenant descent.  

 Jesus must mean then that those who exercise true faith among the Jewish people and 

among every people other group are part of the family of God, which is the family of Abraham’s 

seed, who is Messiah Jesus (Mt 12:50; Lk 8:21, Acts 10:34; 1Jn 2:17; see Gal 3:16).  Christ subtly pre-

dicted that his flock of faithful hearers would include other sheep from other pastures.  Those who 

trust and obey would be his one covenant-bound family.  He would gather the ethnies also into that 

one, multi-cultural, covenant faith fold (see Rom 11; Eph 2; Mt 28:18-20; Jn 11:52).   The Jews had 

no corner on the sheep market and they needed to be reminded of that.   

 The consequence of this covenantal both/and teaching was that the Pharisees and 

other Judeans who depended on the fleshly circumcision and external descent alone (Phil 3:2ff) 

were to be excommunicated out of the covenant.  They were to be covenantally divorced, as Israel 

was (Rom 11:7ff; Jer 3:1ff; Is 50:1; cf. Hos 2:2).  Furthermore, their city was to be burnt with fire (Mt 

22:7) and the kingdom given to a new people (Mt 21:43), which at first included only a remnant of 

believing Jews as Jews.  Only later would the reunited tribes of the North and South (Israel and Ju-

dah) be grafted back into their own kingdom (Jer 31:31-34; Ez 34:23-25, 37:21-28; Hos 3:5; Acts 1:6; 

Rom 11:16ff).  

 The meaning of this covenantal doctrine is clear.  The renewed and enlarged Israel of 

the new covenant is no longer to be mono-ethnic and exclusive but multi-ethnic and inclusive.  The 

OT people adopted individuals, families, and clans, attaching them “‘in name and in blood’ to the 

tribe” (De Vaux 1965, 6; see chapter 4).  The new members promised to practice endogamy and to 

raise the family in the bounds of the new people.  So do those adopted into the Abrahamic people 

of faith today.  Then, the adopted became ethnically Israelite with circumcision and other legal 
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boundary markers.  Today the Israel of faith is ethnically diverse, made up of all believing individu-

als, families, and peoples who yet remain in their ethno-covenantal solidarity.442  If this is true of the 

ethnies, certainly it is true of Jews (Rom 11; see Stern 1988).  

 Fourth, as mentioned earlier, Paul speaks about a covenantal-sacramental unity of the 

multi-generational people of God (1 Cor 10).  He states that all the believers (including their chil-

dren, it seems) were baptized into the visible institutional church of Christ just as the Hebrews were 

all joined to the visible leadership of (i.e., baptized into) Moses in the cloud when they passed 

through the Red Sea.   

 Therefore, the church of both testaments is a covenantal unity of families in intergener-

ational solidarity.  This means that both the family of faith and the putative family of blood-descent 

are equally ultimate in the new creation.  In other words, the everlasting covenant of Abraham in-

cludes both an oath of faith-loyalty, stressing unity in one multi-ethnic body, and promises for the 

created, physical, blood-seed of those believers.443  

                                                           

 442Jesus did not come to change the law, but to be in continuity with it and to correctly interpret 
it (Mt 5:17ff). Of necessity, Christ revealed that he must change the form of the ceremonies and pictures.  But 
the essential meaning of those forms and pictures remains forever the same (see e.g., Belgic Confession, art. 
25).  Therefore, there is normally no need to choose between blood family (i.e., descent) and the family of 
faith.  Peter says that the new covenant promise of the Spirit was “for you and your [blood] children” (Acts 
2:39, echoing Is 59:21).  

 443Some covenantal theologians who are not responding to racism or Apartheid see the concept 
of ethno-covenantal solidarities or people groups distinctly. For example, G. W. Bromiley, in Children of Prom-
ise: The Case for Baptizing Infants, writes: “It is no fancy, however, to find the witness of circumcision to be 
wholly of a piece with that of the two New Testament types of baptism, the ark and the Red Sea passage [1Pe 
3:20-21; 1 Cor 10:1ff].  For again children are included with their parents in the separation as a covenant peo-
ple and therefore in the covenant sign. God does not deal with the individual in isolation, but with the individ-
ual in a family or people” (Bromiley 1979, 19).  

 “We have seen further that the two Old Testament types of baptism stand in a particular rela-
tionship to the divine covenant which is not with the individual in isolation but with the individual in a family 
or people” (Bromiley 1979, 23). 

 “It is because the covenant has been fulfilled, not ended, that the prophetic or anticipatory sign 
is no longer applicable [i.e., circumcision].  Its place has been taken by the new sign of the fulfilled covenant, 
Christian baptism.  The covenant itself remains — filled out, extended [i.e., to all the peoples, as promised in 
the Abrahamic covenant], yet unaltered in essential character and certainly not discarded.  The promise is still 
“unto you, and to your children” [Acts 2:39]. . . .  There is no reason whatever to suppose that when these be-
lievers from the nations are added God changes course and begins to deal only with individuals in isolation 
[i.e., groupless individuals]” (Bromiley 1979, 24).  

 “In the events which prefigure baptism and in the sign which it replaces, the purpose and work 
of God are not with solitary individuals but with families and groups and the individuals within them” (Bro-
miley 1979, 25). 

 “From the very beginning the covenant carried with it the creation of a redeemed and renewed 
people, at first restricted in the main to a single nation [i.e., mono-ethnic] but then broadened to embrace all 
nations [pan or multi-ethnic, not non-ethnic]” (Bromiley 1979, 25).  
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Second Adam Doctrine and Racism 

Second Adam and the Division of Humankind   

 The doctrines of the first and the second Adam (e.g., 1 Cor 15:45ff; Rom 5:12ff) stress 

the fundamental covenantal and spiritual division of humanity.  The doctrine of the first Adam gives 

a central biblical truth that leads to the rejection of all ethnocentric and racist doctrines as shown in 

chapter 5.  Flowing as it does out of the biblical teaching about the Fall, the doctrine of the second 

Adam teaches the fundamental unity and value of every human individual, family, and people in 

Christ. 

 Without the covenantal division the Second Adam brings into humanity, there is no re-

demption for collective humankind in Christ (Rom 5:18).  The Second Adam doctrine thus teaches 

that there are two federal or covenantal heads of mankind: Adam and Christ.  All in Adam, including 

individuals and the mosaic of peoples on earth, are dead on account of sin (Rom 5:12-22).  All in 

Christ, including individuals (but not all of them) and all the peoples, will be made alive because of 

his free gift of righteousness (Rom 5:17ff; see Ps 22:27-28; 86:9).444 

Second Adam not a Unitary, Renewed Humanity  

 The doctrine of the Second Adam does not teach that renewed humanity is a unitary, 

equalitarian aggregate of individuals, united in one institutional congregation or super-denomina-

tion (Kuyper 1870; Rushdoony 1978c,d; Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  It does not teach that in the church or 

state, there must be no recognition of the right of each ethno-linguistic group to have congregations 

and larger ecclesial (and civil) structures founded upon their own language and culture (see e.g., 

Rooy 1983; Ortiz 1996; Barrs 2002).445  Instead, this doctrine teaches the principle of a renewal of 

                                                           

 444Christ did not teach a holistic, individual based unity of humanity.  He did not come to bring 
human unity but to create a faith-based division (Lk 12:51-53).  Out of that division comes the new unity of 
renewed mankind-in-Messiah.  

 Our Lord said that he came to bring a sword of division into mankind (Lk 12:49ff; Mt 10:34ff), 
not peace, non-confrontation and holistic reconciliation with anti-Christian people in Adam.  This division will 
last until the end of the age as the Parable of the Weeds in the Field teaches (Mt. 13:24ff). Therefore, total hu-
manity is forever divided.   

 445“Christ’s desire is not Asian-Americans here and Latinos there, Afro-Americans here and An-
glo-Americans somewhere else, but rather that we may be brought to complete unity” (Barrs 2002, 18;).  Jer-
ram Barrs’ intention is quite noble but it is based on a discourse of modernity, which always sees the ad-
vantage of unity over diversity (see Toulmin 1990).  It also is founded upon the idea that ethnic diversity is 
caused by “an act of retribution” for sin at Babel (Barrs 2002, 17). 

 In the next paragraph he correctly attacks the HUP but concludes that there must be “one tem-
ple—not a white temple and a black temple, not a poor temple and a rich temple—but one temple.  That is 
Christ’s design” (Barrs 2002, 18).  He then believes Paul rejects “his own identity culturally.  He calls it ‘the 
flesh,” that is, all that we have as human persons that comes from our history and heritage [Phil 3:4]” (Barrs 
2002, 19).   
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the original creation design for Adam’s kind, in Messiah Jesus (Eph 1:10).  All mankind, in all its beau-

tiful diversity—ethnic, gender, class, and age—is now to be redeemed and transformed in the New 

Creation brought by Christ according to the promise of the Abrahamic covenant (see Eph 1:10ff; Col 

1:15ff; Rom 3:29-4:18, 11:11f, 15:9-12; Gal 3:6ff).  Babel created the ethno-linguistic diversity.  Pen-

tecost substantiates it.   

Two Adams Doctrine Rejects Racism 

 As shown in chapter 5, mankind-in-Adam is a genetic unity, a single race (Gn 10-11; 

Acts 17:26).  Therefore, there are no genetically superior or inferior races or peoples.  However, in 

rightly rejecting group racism, which puts one race above another, one must not relativize ethno-

covenantal group solidarity (ESOL) both in the first and in the Second Adam.  Granted, some in their 

relativizing process do not absolutely reject ESOL, in the organizing of local congregations, at least 

initially (see e.g., C&S, 110-114; Barclay 1996).  Scripture, however, does not relativize ESOL either 

pragmatically or as a matter of principle, by placing unity as logically and doctrinally prior to ethnic 

diversity.   

 Before Christ human unity was a unity-in-rebellion of diverse families and peoples, not 

a unity of mere individuals.  In Christ, the unity is a unity-of-faith for individuals and peoples, pre-

serving both true unity and real diversity of humanity.  This doctrine then gives room for contextual-

ized ethno-linguistic based cell-groups in multi-ethnic congregations, if they so wish.  It allows for 

ethnic congregations, classes/presbyteries, regional synods and ethnic national synods in multi-eth-

nic countries, if these groups so wish.  All, however, need to aim to develop a true visible unity of a 

(con)federal trans-ethnic and transnational Universal Synod of churches.   

Conclusion 

 Ralph Martin446 and Andrew Lincoln are therefore incorrect concerning the new hu-

manity in Christ, the Second Adam: 

                                                           

 Besides being implicitly neo-platonic (Lee 1987; Jones 1992), this is not based on exegesis.  Paul 
does not deny his ethnicity as “flesh.”  He rejects the idolization and trust in it, as Barr also correctly does.  
Paul is thankful for his ethnic background (e.g., Rom 9:1-6, 10:1, 11:1-2; 1 Cor 9).  Color or class has indeed 
nothing to do with planting churches, but ethno-linguistic “identity” must not be tarred with the same brush 
of modernity.  Diverse ethnic churches must be planted while the unifying laws of love and inter-ethnic fellow-
ship must also be followed.  Messianic Jews are taking a lead in this, though they are too much influenced by 
dispensational theology (see e.g., Goble 1974; Stern 1988).  

 446Martin sees three lessons. (1) The enmity between Jew and Gentile is “overcome and paci-
fied.” This is accurate.  (2) “The divided first-century world” is called into a “harmonious amity within the fel-
lowship of the Christian church.”  This too is correct.  (3) Jew and Gentiles lose “ethnic and racial claims” but 
gain “a place in Christ’s body, thereby forming a new race of humanity.” (Martin 1991, 31).  The third race 
dogma is dangerously infected with dualist conceptions.  
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The church takes the place of national groups in verse 15 [Eph 2:15] (“one new person in 
place of two”) instead of merely existing alongside the ethnic divisions that persist (as in I Cor. 
10:32). (Martin 1991, 31)  

 

Through Christ’s work both Jews and Gentiles have been able to become part of the new per-
son which has replaced the old entities. . . .  Given that old divisions were overcome in order 
to achieve the new situation, an obvious implication would be that any present divisions be-
tween the two groups are totally incongruous. (Lincoln 1990, 133)   

No Breakdown of Ethno-Creational Distinctions 

 I conclude that the Pauline literature and biblical covenantal theology does not teach 

that God breaks down ethno-linguistic creational distinctions in Christ.  Instead, he transforms the 

rough edges caused by Adam’s Fall and establishes ethnic solidarity in his justice and peace.447  Cer-

tainly ethnic identity remains outside of Christ as Paul states. 

Give no offense either to [unbelieving] Jews or to Greeks [i.e., all non-Jewish ethnies] or to 
the church of God; just as I also please all men [all ethno-humanity] in all things, not seeking 
my own profit, but the profit of the many, that they may be saved” (1 Cor 10:31-32).  

 Certainly also individual ethno-linguistic identity is not destroyed in Christ in the Messi-

anic community built on the foundation of the Abrahamic, Davidic, and new covenants (e.g., Is 19; 

Ps 22; Pss 47, 87, 96; etc.).  

 Converts to Messiah Jesus are no longer proselytes,448 who must be extracted from 

their own people, abandoning their own ethnic heritage, to become part of the ethnic Jewish “cir-

cumcision.”449  Gentilic believers are now free from the law, not to be lawless but to be living law-

fully with respect to Christ [mh . w' n  a ; n o mo j  q e o u / a v l l V  e ; n n o mo j  

                                                           

 447This is also true of bi-gender identity and class identity as long as it is based on differing gifts, 
talents and levels of obedience. 

 448Paul refers to himself prior to his Damascus Road experience as a “preacher of circumcision” 
(Gal 5:11).  Some believe this might refer to a prior interest in making full, circumcised proselytes from the 
ethnies (see Donaldson 1993, 98 [citing E. Barnikol, R. Bultmann and F. F. Bruce]; see Gal 1:10; Mt 23:15; con-
tra, Fung 1988, 71-72).  Now, however, for Paul the experience of Christ and his cross precludes this prior in-
terest for if any righteousness comes by the law, surely Messiah died in vain (Gal 5:11, 2:21-3:5; see 1 Cor 1-2). 

 449The two-fold reference to “pleasing men” in Gal 1:10 could echo the charges of the Judaizers 
who claimed that he was preaching cheap grace.  Specifically, they seemed to claim that “jettisoning the de-
mand for circumcision and other legal requirements . . . [made] conversion easy for Gentiles” (Fung 1988, 48).  
On the other hand, they also charged Paul with preaching circumcision pragmatically when it served his inter-
ests (see Gal 5:11).  Thus as the ultimate church growth pragmatist, they seemed to argue, Paul would do any-
thing to win converts at whatever cost necessary.  

 As I have contemporized the charges, the parallels are clear for today.  I do not agree with the 
excessive pragmatism of many church growth practitioners, but certainly the vision to incarnate the gospel in 
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C r i s t o u /], in the Spirit who fulfills the essential righteousness of the law (1 Cor 9:21; Gal 5:13-

18; Rom 8:1-7, 13:8-10).  Hence, as equal heirs and equal citizens in an enlarged Abrahamic commu-

nity of true Israel (Eph 2:19; Rom 8:17, see 2:26-29; Phil 3:3), they still maintain their own ethnic 

identity as the Old Testament testifies.450  Therefore, it is our responsibility as disciples of King Je-

sus, who gained sovereign dominion over all peoples, ethno-nations, and languages (Ps 2:8; Dan 

7:14; Mt 28:18), to disciple all the fullness of the peoples of earth.  All are welcome to be adopted, 

still in ethnic solidarity, into his Davidic commonwealth of the sons of Abraham and Israel by faith.  

He will remain with us to accomplish this task until the end of the Age when he gathers all the peo-

ples together and then judges each person individually (Mt 25:32-33). 

ESOL and the Trinitarian Principle 

 Critics of this position that the missional imperative seeks to disciple ethnic solidarities 

and not just foreign individiuals, violate the “hermeneutical key” of true unity and real diversity 

(Potgieter 1990, 21, 51; see chapters 1 and 3; note 34).  The ethno-peoples exist now and they 

should continue to exist in the new heavens and earth, in the coming City, which is the one people 

of the God of Abraham (Ps 47:6-9), the father of many nations (see Is 60, 61, 66:19-21; Rv 21:22-

27).451   

Christianity not Platonic-Gnostic   

 Biblical Christianity is therefore not platonic-gnostic with a de-particularized non-eth-

nic, androgynous person as the ideal (contra e.g., Meeks 1974; Boyarin 1994; see Jones 1992, 1997; 

Gundry-Volf and Volf 1997).  Just as the physical resurrection of the male person of Jesus, the Gali-

lean Jew, guarantees the renewal of the first creation’s gender particularity, so it also secures ethno-

linguistic diversity of a people in ethnic solidarity.  Redemptive history does not move away from so-

                                                           

non-alienating cultural forms without compromising the core of the Good News, breathes of the Pauline mis-
sional vision (1 Cor 9). 

 450As Terence Donaldson states, the Jewish proselyte mission, which partially fulfilled Old Testa-
ment predictions, may have been a driving force behind, but did not provide the message for, Paul’s mission 
to the peoples.  For Paul, the message is no longer bringing people into a full Torah observance (“if I still 
preach circumcision,” Gal 5:11).  The message, instead, is Christ (see Rom 15:50; 1 Cor 1:23; Eph 3:8).  He, not 
the ceremonies (e.g., circumcision, Sabbath, dietary laws), is the “boundary marker of the community destined 
for salvation” (Donaldson 1993, 98).   

 The Abrahamic covenant’s form of mission, providing the task for “Israel to be a channel of sal-
vation for all nations” remains the same (Donaldson 1993, 98).  So is the Jewish mission. People from the eth-
nies are welcome on equal terms with the Israelites.  Yet now again, faith and its outworking in love, not 
fleshly external boundary markers marking total ethnic assimilation, is the driving force (Gal 5:6-16; see Don-
aldson 1993).  The ethnies as ethnies are welcome in Christ’s heavenly commonwealth of Israel. 

 451Presupposing the equal ultimacy of true unity and real diversity, there exists no reason why 
the references to ethno-leaders and peoples being in the heavenly Jerusalem should not be taken literally. 
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called divisive social identities of the first creation, but rather establishes them in mature and re-

stored form (Dooyeweerd 1979; Wolters 1985; Kreitzer 1998).   

 Biblical Christianity is not like unitarian Islam with its mono-cultural ideal of all people 

of earth as Arabic individuals, dressed uniformly in white, circling the Kaaba shrine.  Instead all peo-

ples, tongues, tribes and nations, dressed probably in diverse ethnically identifiable white robes,452 

surround the throne of the Lamb, as Abraham Kuyper foresaw.453  

 The Creator thus designed the Adamic family—in its unity and diversity—to be the Peo-

ple of God.  In Christ, the Second Adam, all that was lost in the Fall has been restored with super-

abounding grace (Rom 5:12ff).  As preceding chapters demonstrate, the Creator intended diverse 

ethno-linguistic groups to develop.  Logically, then, God intends that each of these peoples worship 

him in their own, diverse, faith-inducing, heart-language (Rom 10:17), with unique liturgy and music 

in that language and culture (Eph 5:18ff; Col 3:16).  The triune God, then, originally intended the one 

people of God, t h /|  e v k k l h s i ,a |  t o u / q e o u / (1 Cor 10:32), to be a plural-unity (see 

Gottwald 1964) in Christ.  

 Clearly, as we have seen, Israel, the church in its immaturity, was such.  It was a 

(con)federal unity with real sub-ethnic diversity that even early included dialectical distinction as the 

shibboleth/sibboleth story demonstrates (Jdg 12:6).  As the Spirit enlarges Israel, and when the body 

of Christ reaches its maturity, that body is also a true plural-unity.   

Trinitarian Key and Ethno-Churches 

 The trinitarian principle along with the specific exegesis of many passages in Old and 

New Testaments would then serve as justification for planting a multitude of self-governing, self-

theologizing, indigenous churches within a larger international, (con)federal-synodical unifying 

structure.  Furthermore, since the glory of the triune Godhead is to be reflected on earth, both true 

unity and real diversity should be reflected in just human civil governments as well.  Just govern-

ment must take into account self-governing ethno-national solidarities in larger state, regional, and 

international structures.  Both can be legitimately deduced (bona consequentia) from biblical-theo-

logical principles.  

                                                           

 452How else could John have identified them as e v k  p a n t o .j  e ; q n o u j  k a i . 
f u l w /n  k a i . l a w /n  k a i . g l ws s w /n ? 

 453“Al is de muur der afscheiding door den Christus gesloopt, die der onderscheiding is door 
Hem niet opgeheven, en voor den troon des Lams zal eenmaal, niet door een eenvormige meschenmassa, 
maar door een menschheid, in volkeren en geslacheten, in natiën en tongen verscheiden, Hem die overwon, 
het lied der eere worden toegezongen” (Kuyper 1970, 24).   
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Kuyper, Uniformity, and the Bias of Modernity 

 Abraham Kuyper, especially in his tract, Eenvormigheid, de vloek van het moderne leven 

[Uniformity, the curse of modern life] (Kuyper 1870) used a similar concept about the false and sin-

ful aspirations towards unity at Babel (Gn 11).  Afrikaner theologian Bobby Loubser, no friend of 

Kuyperian theology, sums up his reasoning.  True human unity was never uniformity but a “unity . . . 

out of the diversity of peoples and generations” (Loubser 1987, 41).  Since Babel, the false external 

uniformity of rebellious man always fails because of the God-created diversity of the cultures of the 

nations.  Kuyper claimed that French revolutionary humanism, bound as it is to Enlightenment mo-

dernity, uses the slogan “Freedom, Equality, and Brotherhood” ultimately to destroy ethno-national 

diversities.  The slogan actually stripped “nations of their peculiarities and made [them] uniform one 

with another, [thus] the cause was won for false imperial unity.  The slogan thus became “‘By 

un[i]formity [sic] to unity, by uniformity to unification, by centralisation to Caesarism’” (Loubser 

1987, 41).   

 Kuyper’s insight concerning the holistic bias of modernity has proved to be well 

founded, especially in the last century with its ideologies of mass humanity such as Social Democ-

racy, Marxist-Leninism, and Secular Humanism (Von Kuenehlt-Leddihn 1991).  Kuyper’s insight ap-

plies to missiology and ecclesiology as well as to political science.  Post-modernity’s emphasis upon 

fragmented diversity, multiple self-created identities, and multiculturalist ideologies is merely the 

opposite end of the pendulum swing.  Only a faith-dependent, creationist, Trinitarian Christianity 

provides the balance between the two (see chapter 3).   
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

CONCLUSION AND APPLICATION 

Babel, Abraham and Defining Ethnic Solidarity 

Babel and Abraham 

 We have seen that the punishment at Babel was not the creation of languages and eth-

nic diversity.  Rather the curse Yahweh brought against the sons of Noah was in effectively destroy-

ing Babel’s tower and city building project, with its idolatrous goal of human self-deification.  Babel 

teaches that Yahweh will accomplish the task of creating linguistic-based, ethno-cultural diversity.  

This task he gave in principle to Adam and his seed at the beginning.  Mono-ethnic, monolingual hu-

manity was supposed to scatter and metamorphose into a diverse, multi-ethnic humanity.  The 

Abrahamic covenant, as it works its way out into history through the Mosaic, Davidic, and New cove-

nants, teaches that Yahweh is restoring true Spirit-created unity alongside of created ethno-linguis-

tic diversity.  In Jesus, the Jew of Nazareth, the Seed of Abraham and the Davidic King, all clans and 

ethno-peoples of earth are to be blessed. 

Towards a Biblical Definition of Ethnicity 

 Up to this point, I have normally termed a “people” or ethnic group an “ethnic solidar-

ity” (ESOL).  The definition of ESOL includes both essential core elements and necessary interrela-

tional, peripheral contexts.  An ESOL is thus a permeably bounded, centered set.  This takes into ac-

count insights from both the primordialist and social constructionist perspectives. 

 ESOL is a creational design-norm, defined and interpreted by the Creator in Scripture 

and useful for developing a scriptural social science (2 Tm 3:16-17).  Humans have always been eth-

nic (“behold, they are one people” [dx'a, ~[; !he], Gn 11:1), but not always multi-ethnic.  

Therefore, even before and especially after Babel, everyone and every lingual-cultural group, not 

just minority groups, is ethnic.  Each ESOL is actually distinct from—and the members of each ESOL 

perceive themselves as distinct from—other ethnic solidarities, though for outsiders this distinction 

is notoriously difficult to delineate, as anthropologists have long observed.  ESOLs as groups, thus, 

necessarily interrelate with other ESOLs.  Lastly, ESOL’s have both a synchronic aspect and dia-

chronic aspect that must be taken into account. 

 A definition of ESOL is needed that is sufficiently more specific and usable than the 

“elastic concept” of a homogeneous unit (McGavran 1990, 70), a “sufficiently large sociological 

grouping of individuals who perceive themselves to have a common affinity for one another” (Reap-

some 1984, 8).  Unfortunately, this Church Growth definition has little to do with Christ’s last com-

mission, based as it most likely is upon the Abrahamic covenant, as we have seen.   
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 The phenomenon of ethnicity, based as it is upon language, geo-history and so forth, is 

a “primordial” concept, or, something proceeding from the beginning of the creation.  It is, however, 

not genetic or atavistic but learned and hence mental.  A person can make great strides towards 

adopting another ESOL identity in one lifetime.  This includes groups as well.  Assimilation from one 

ESOL group to another is possible  

 Second, however, ethnicity is a very fluid socially constructed concept in its specific 

manifestation.  In God’s creative providence, ESOLs and languages, a key antecedent of evolving 

ESOL diversity, are always being formed, growing, hiving off, dying and sometimes being revived 

(e.g., Hebrew, Gaelic).  Furthermore, it is not always easy to tell from either an emic or etic perspec-

tive what the boundaries of ESOLs actually are.  One ESOL often fades into another at the boundary 

interface points. 

Definition of ESOL 

 An ESOL then is an intermarried (endogamous) social group, consisting of implicitly or 

explicitly covenanted families of similar religion, custom, language and geo-history, who define 

themselves in respect to similar and dissimilar groups,454 in ever-changing internal and external so-

cial contexts through time.455  

Core elements of ESOL 

 According to Scripture, therefore, an ESOL, which is a key object of the centrifugal mis-

sional imperative, shares at least the following core characteristics: (1) a common ancestry, either 

real or fictive; (2) a common language or mutually understandable dialect (Gn 10-11); (3) a common 

cultural and historical tradition with legal statutes both customary and inscribed; and (4) a generally 

common geographical territory or tradition of a common territory.  

ESOL actually ECSOL 

 To these common elements, I add a fifth element.  Every ESOL is actually an ECSOL, an 

ethno-covenantal solidarity.  Implicitly, and at times explicitly, throughout the preceding chapters, 

we have found that each ESOL has this fifth element: an implicit or explicit faith-covenant between 

the ethno-people and their own controlling spiritual force(s), and/or a deity or dieties, and/or their 

semi-deified ancestors.456  This religious force could also include some other transcendent source of 

                                                           

 454Synchronic aspect. 

 455Diachronic aspect.  

 456Note the following: (1) foreign gods and covenant of each people with their god: Dt 6:14 
[“gods of the peoples”], 29:18; Ex 34:12-16 [to covenant with another people in a treaty and/or in marriage is 
the same as covenanting with their god]; Mi 4:5; Nm 21:29; Is 10:10; Ps 81:9; 28:15, 18, 96:5; Jer 48:46; 2 Kgs 
17:29, 18:33; 2 Chr 32:13; Jgs 24:14ff, 23ff. (2) Other peoples destroyed for not obeying the LORD: Rom 1:18ff; 
Lv 18:3ff, 26ff; Dt 8:20, 9:4-5, 12:1-4,29-31. (3) Believing peoples must follow God’s law [his ways: Is 55:8-9] 
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ultimate authority such as an explicit or implicit common civil religion with the people, proletariat, 

party (e.g., the Nazi Party or Communist Party), or even a generalized humanity.457  

 Israel, as a people and ethno-nation, models this religious-covenantal aspect in a posi-

tive manner, the gôyîm model in a negative manner. 

ECSOL as Human Phenomenon 

 I further conclude that ethno-linguistic diversity is a permanent and not a transitory so-

cial feature of our collective human existence.  It is not an imagined community nor merely a social 

construction.  God created distinctive ethno-linguistic identity in humans in the beginning while 

there was yet only one people and language (see Gn 11:1; see Barth 1961).458  At Babel, God cre-

                                                           

not the ways and laws of the idolaters (Lv 18:3ff; Jer 10:1-3; Dt 32:12,16-17; Mi 4:5; Ps 106:34): (a) cult prosti-
tution (Dt 23:18); (b) Asherah poles (Dt 12:3ff) and the Baal, political, God-king system (1 Sm 8-12); (c) every-
one does as he sees fit (Dt 12:8; Jgs 17:6, 18:1, 21:23); (d) child sacrifice/abortion (Dt 12:31, 18:10; Lv 18:21, 
20:2-5; (e) detestable things the LORD hates such as witchcraft (Lv 20:6, 19:31; Dt 18:10; Is 8:19ff). See also Ez 
5:1-12,11:12, 4:5ff; 20:25; Lv 20:22. 

 The gôyim “walk in the name of their own gods” (Mi 4:5; see also Is 36:18-20, 37:12, as for Is-
rael, “‘in His name they will walk,’ declares the LORD” [Zec 10:12 NASB]; see Ex 23:32; Dt 12:2, 30): “You shall 
make no covenant with them or with their gods” (Ex 23:32). 

 For example, this principle was recognized implicitly by Sennacherib and his commander (2 Chr 
32:13-15; see 2 Kgs 19:12; Is 36:18-20).  In threatening Jerusalem, he mentioned that the gods of the peoples 
of all the lands were not able to deliver their peoples from Assyrian might.  He recognized that there was at 

least an implicit bond between “the god(s)” and “their people [~[;].”  In this he used the term ´am for a 

close kin relationship, the same word used concerning Yahweh and his people. “Do you not know what I and 

my fathers have done to all the peoples of the lands [tAcr'a]h' yMe[; lkol.]? Were the gods of 

the nations of the lands [tAcr'a]h' yEAG yhel{a/ Wlk.y".] able at all to deliver their 

land from my hand?” (2 Chr 32:13). “As the gods of the nations of the lands have not delivered their people 
from my hand, so the God of Hezekiah shall not deliver His people from my hand” (2 Chr 32:15). 

 457There is no escaping from transcendence or a meta-narrative.  Postmodernism and secular 
religions appeal to some values or universal laws of development (e.g., biological evolution of the various hu-
manisms and social evolution of Marxism).   

 458In Church Dogmatics, Barth denies that Genesis 10 teaches that ethnic diversity is an ordo 
creationis (see Barth 1961, 312), but teaches that ethnicity is a “noteworthy fact” and “a secondary theme” 
(Barth 1961, 311), without “apprais[ing] their significance” (Barth 1961, 312).  On the other hand, he writes 
concerning the blessing of Gn 1:28 and 9:7: “It is obviously in outworking of this blessing that there are now 
the races, speeches and nations listed in detail in Genesis 10” (Barth 1961, 312).  In recounting the existence 
of the peoples, the account “does not see anything evil in the fact that the history of that one race has now 
obviously reached its provisional end and goal, and must continue in this multiple form” (Barth 1961, 312).   

 The conclusion the NGK of South Africa (ASK 1990; see Kreitzer 1997) and Johannes Verkuyl 
make of this is possibly different.  Both also state that Scripture merely reports ethnic diversity “simply as a 
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ated ESOL diversity and in the process of his providence, he forms new peoples and destroys peo-

ples throughout time until the end.  This implies, then, that the primordialist perspective is also not 

accurate, as Joshua Fishman correctly stated:  

The classic primordialist position [is] that ethnicity is fixed once and for all and that it has an 
atavistic power—‘the call of the blood’—that draws those characterized by it back to the fold 
should they attempt to stray. (Fishman 1999b, 446) 

 I conclude that ESOL as a social phenomenon is real and very possibly eternal, but it 

must never be idolized.  Neither must a specific ethnic identity or a collective ESOL identity be abso-

lutized above neighbor love for the alien or the worship of the one true God by keeping his norms.  

ESOL is thus analogous to gender but not identical with it, because gender never changes nor are 

new genders ever added.  Individuals can and do attempt to cross over primary ethno-linguistic 

identities by the assimilation process. Ethnicity is not “like sex and bodily features, acquired by he-

redity and only mildly malleable thereafter” (Fishman 1999b, 146).   

 Ethnicity in itself and in relation to other ethnies is made up of two harmonious compo-

nents: true diversity and real unity.  An ESOL exists in a relative unity of a common language, faith, 

and resulting culture yet exists within a diversity of individuals, families, clans, and regional ethno-

cultures.  ESOLs existed in diversity and unity before submission to Christ.  All are in rebellion to-

gether against Yahweh and his Anointed King (Ps 2).  Now, after submission to Christ and very possi-

bly throughout eternity, the multiple peoples exist in the harmony of the one “City of God” (Rev 5:9-

10, 7:9, 12:5, 21:24, 22:2; Zep 3:8, 9, 20; Pss 22:27-28; 47; 67; 86:9; 87; 96; Is 2:2-4, 66:18-24; etc.).  

ESOP in Mission, Church, and Socio-Political Order 

ECSOL: Essential to Healthy Humanness 

 In summary, humanity in Scripture is always mankind in God-created ethno-linguistic 

communities.  Humans are never isolated, self-oriented, autonomous individuals whose deeds and 

attitudes affect only themselves (Gn 4:8-10; Jos 7 [group accountability for sins of one: Achan], Rom 

14:1-4,7-8,13-15,19,21; 1 Cor 8:9-13, 10:24-33).  No person, therefore, needs to repent of his joy in 

being ethnic except when patriotism and nationalism become evil and an idol, the final arbitrator of 

what is right, good, and true (see Phil 3:2-7).  By God’s providential design, every living person is in-

                                                           

fact.  It is not presented as something decisive, constant, permanent, or absolute.  Precisely in the light of Gen-
esis 10, every dogma of divinely willed racial differences is a heresy, every service given to the god of racial 
ideology is service rendered to a false god, an offering made on strange altars” (Verkuyl 1973, 27; see C&S 
1990). 

 Verkuyl is correct about idolization as a real and very present danger.  However, his interpreta-
tion of Genesis 10 is not contextually correct.  Ethno-linguistic differences are willed by Providence, as Gn 10 
teaches.  However, color/race is of a different order than lingual-ethnic distinction.  One linguistically united 
people can exhibit multiple colors. 
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deed ethnic even when he tries to deny it.  Tearing a person from solidarity with his people, lan-

guage, and culture in the evangelistic or socio-political process is to tear apart a man’s eternal psy-

che, destroying part of an individual’s unique created identity, causing immense personal and socio-

cultural pathology (anomie).   

 Conversion, therefore, from one religious-cultural solidarity to a new identity in the 

“one new man” in Christ, must include as much of each person’s family and extended family, lan-

guage, and culture as is morally possible.  This mandates, therefore, something similar to Donald 

McGavran’s “multi-individual, mutually interdependent” church planting strategy (see e.g., McGav-

ran 1955, 1970, 1979).  An extractionist ideology of church planting, therefore, seems clearly against 

the divine design-norm.  Furthermore, it mandates taking into account ESOL in the socio-political 

processes of nation building. 

ECSOL and Deliberate Ethnocide 

 In a noble zeal to guard against racism and apartheid in the church, and as a witness of 

the coming human unity in Christ, some missiologists reject emphasizing ESOL in church and political 

orders.  Rejecting real, self-governing ESOL diversity in the church is a sign of the coming unified hu-

manity that Christ’s work is supposed to have guaranteed.  They teach that the greatest human 

good would necessitate a subtle or deliberate stripping of minority ESOL identity in the church when 

the church is being planted in multi-ethnic contexts (contra McGavran 1955, 1979).   

 Others bemoan the existence of Hispanic, African-American, or Anglo churches in North 

America as if this in and of itself is somewhat less than ideal.  The ideology behind the process of 

forming unitarian, uniting churches in Southern Africa, I would assert, is similar (see Kreitzer 1993, 

1997, 1998).  Ironically, these advocates often subtly work to advocate powerful imperial or majority 

languages and cultures.  Certainly uniting churches forcibly separated by race is good, but federal 

and confederal models that take into account both real ESOL diversity and true human unity in 

Christ are more in line with the biblical Trinitarian presupposition (see chapter 4). 

 Other mission and social science scholars in the past desired for ethnic solidarity to be 

removed so that the various divisive linguistic units could be melted into the artificial colonial units 

established by imperial powers.  Imperial and missionary agents in Africa and elsewhere, which were 

inhabited by a diversity of ethnies, deliberately pursued what was pejoratively called a detribaliza-

tion process in mission, church, and school.  Later the disciples of these agents, often using human-

ist assumptions, pursued the same policy in state schools and social institutions using affirmative ac-

tion and ethnic quotas.  Often, children from various ethnies were and are deliberately mixed in 

schools using an imperial language as the lingua franca.  This process was deliberately used in North 

America by the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.   

 Ironically, however, created linguistic and cultural particularity is inescapable in the 

church and political arenas.  This policy, therefore, invites massive social anomie, social chaos, revolt 

and destruction in the long run, resulting from the curse of God against arrogant man who refuses 

to submit himself to God’s created design.  Detribalization, then, seems to be an ethnocentric eu-
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phemism for destroying ethno-culture by enforced acculturation.  C. Peter Wagner calls this “Assimi-

lationist Racism” in the church (Wagner 1981).459  The same is true for the socio-political realm.  Ad-

vocates of such assimilation usually are from powerful, oppressive cultures and majority languages.   

 Certainly, however, each individual and family/extended family group should be given 

the freedom to assimilate or not to assimilate into another minority or majority lingual-cultural 

group.  If that family or extended family chooses not to assimilate, they have the biblical right to 

worship the one true God in their heart language and culture.460   

Equal Dignity and Equal Protection of Law 

 The universally valid equity of biblical wisdom mandates something different from 

overt or subtle assimilationist racism.  I have demonstrated that the immigrant resident alien must 

be treated righteously (Dt 24:17-18) and kindly (“You shall love him as yourself”). He or she must be 

protected without partiality or persecution, just as the native born citizen (Lv. 19:33-34; Ex. 22:21, 

23:8-9), with one law and one standard of justice (Lv 24:22; see Ex 20:10) for all men without re-

spect of person.  This implies equal protection of law in church and state.461  Neighboring ethno-na-

tions must be respected, including their boundaries (see chapter 7).  Yet, a not-yet assimilated alien 

must never be mistaken for a citizen. 

 Therefore, I am convinced it is not wrong to classify people by cultural and linguistic 

based ethnicity, which is not the same as color or race.  Both post-Jim Crow America and post-apart-

heid South Africa still classify people by ethnic (and unfortunately by rather arbitrary racial) back-

ground.  However, race-bound Jim Crow and apartheid laws, which stress the more or less arbitrary 

factor of color and try to crudely identify race with ethnicity, are evil and unjust, and overstep scrip-

tural authority.   

 Color categories are very often painfully and unjustly arbitrary.  This aspect of the justi-

fication for ethnic distinction and separation in church and political structures has resulted in extra-

biblical legislation to maintain racial identity.  That aspect of ethnic or racial theologizing is indeed 

genuinely heretical and must be actively rooted out in church and state if the Servant’s justice is to 

reign (see De Gruchy and Villa-Vicencio 1983; Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  Race and color discrimination is 

not equivalent, however, to distinguishing ethnic identities in church planting and in the decision 

process to possibly partition artificially created unitary imperial states.  The first is sin; the second is 

applying creation-taught wisdom. 

                                                           

 459The principle of ethnic solidarity (ESOP) does not deny the possibility of assimilation from one 
ethno-linguistic group to another.  According to the just biblical model of a God-fearing Commonwealth, con-
version (Ruth 1:16; Jos 2:9-11, 24) and assimilation takes at least three generations (Dt 23:7-8).   

 460Neighbor love for the alien implies supplying him with food and clothing when he is needy (Ex 
23:6-9, Dt 10:17-19; see Rushdoony 1973, 100). 

 461It thus bans petty apartheid, Jim Crow legislation as well as affirmative action. 
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Mission: Presence, Proclamation, and Service 

 A further conclusion is that the mission of the one People of God since Abraham has 

included both a holy presence in the midst of the idolatrous ethno-nations and a mandate to ac-

tively proclaim Yahweh’s grace and saving power to all peoples.  All agree that in the New Testa-

ment the Lord recommends the centripetal presence method: “Let your light shine before men in 

such a way that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father who is in heaven” (Mt 

5:16).462  He also gives the centrifugal words at the end of the Gospel (Mt 28:18).  This same princi-

ple can be seen in the writings of his Apostles.  For example, Peter writes that the new Israel in Mes-

siah is his holy, chosen people and a royal priesthood who experience his attractive light (1Pt 2:9).  

Yet new Israel has both the responsibility to “proclaim the excellencies of Him” and to keep their 

“behavior excellent among the Gentiles [e v n  t o i /j  e ; q n e s i n ], so  . . . they may on ac-

count of your good deeds, as they observe them, glorify God” (1 Pt 2:12). 

 The Old Testament included both elements as well, as we have seen.  Certainly as the 

book of Jonah shows, it seems that old Israel became too ethno-centric and xenophobic to be much 

of a presence and light attracting the peoples.  As represented by their prophet, they did not want 

to move out centrifugally either.  The temple bound ceremonies, which were pictures of the coming 

Messiah, his work, and future body, became emotional barriers evoking the hostility of cultural su-

periority.  This pride, in turn, built walls against acceptance of the heathen ethnies into the worship 

of Yahweh.  Circumcision, pilgrimage to festivals, various holy days, and dietary laws (see Rom 14:5; 

Gal 4:10; Col 2:14), served as further discouragements against accepting the t a . e ; q n h  in the 

worship of the Father (see e.g., Acts 15; Rom 14; 1 Cor 8-10).  Paul addresses this problem especially 

in Ephesians 2 and Romans 11, as we have seen.  

 Paul rejects all such stumbling blocks to “saving some” (1 Cor 9:22).  Redemptive histor-

ical time has moved forward from minority-status onto the predestined time “set by the father” of 

majority-status (Gal 4:1-5) after Messiah came.  There is no need for centralized temple bound shad-

ows, pictures, and ceremonies of the time of immaturity.  Since the cross and the enthronement of 

King Jesus in the heavenly Jerusalem’s palace-temple, the presence of his people, then, is a dis-

persed presence.  The true temple is the single, multi-ethnic people of God, filled with Christ’s pres-

ence in the Spirit (Eph 2:19-21), and in all possible locations upon earth.  King Jesus now invites the 

                                                           

 462Here, the words “before men” (e ; mp r o s q e n  t w /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ) very possibly 
should be translated “before ethno-humanity, or humankind as a whole in its ethno-national manifestation.”  
See also e.g., Rom 1:18, 2:11-16, where “t a . k r u p t a . t w /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ” certainly, in context, in-
cludes both Jews and all those in the other ethnies of the earth who do not have the law (e ; q n h  t a . mh . 
n o ,mo n ).  1 Tm 2:5-7, in context, Paul states that Christ is mediator between God and men, where 
“a v n q r w ,p o j  [5],” “a v n t i ,l u t r o n  u ` p e .r  p a ,n t wn  [6],” and “e v q n w /n  [7]” are possi-
bly parallel in meaning.  Also carrying this connotation of mankind-as-ethno-humanity is possibly, 1 Tm 4:10; 1 
Pt 2:4, 4:2 (“a v n q r w ,p wn  e v p i q u mi ,a i j ” is parallel to “t o . q e ,l h ma  t w /n  e v q n w /n ”).  
Lastly see also Rev 21:3 (TR): “V I d o u .(  h `  s k h n h . t o u / Qe o u / me t a . t w /n  
a v n q r w ,p wn (  k a i . s k h n w ,s e i  me t V  a u v t w /n (  k a i . a u v t o i . l a o i . a u v t o u / 
e ; s o n t a i ( ”, where “me t a . t w /n  a v n q r w ,p wn ” and “a u v t o i . l a o i . a u v t o u ” are 
parallel.  “L a o i ” is certainly lectio difficilior, and it fits the Isianic background concepts of much of the chap-
ter (see e.g., Is 19:24-25, 66:20).  
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ethnies into that single de-centralized temple.  This is something the Writings and Prophets clearly 

anticipated and also mandated, without fully realizing its full implications.  

 Lastly, the body of Christ’s service to the peoples should follow the model of the Serv-

ant of Yahweh of Second Isaiah (see Phil 2).  At present, we fill up the suffering of the Servant Mes-

siah (Rom 8:17; 2 Cor 1:5; Col 1:24; Phil 1:29, 3:10) as his body.  We, the people of God in our multi-

ethnicity, are his compassionate hands and feet, his practical serving love, his giving grace, his pro-

claiming power, and his words of exhortation and instruction (Rom 12:4-15) to all the peoples of 

earth (Mt 28:18020; Lk 24:45-49).   

The Abrahamic Covenant Not Merely Centripetal 

 As we have shown, many believe that Israel was never supposed to have such a centrif-

ugal ministry to the ethno-nations.  These scholars gave are several reasons for this assertion.  

Charles Scobie summarizes.  First, the coming of the peoples to Yahweh is merely a prophesied fu-

ture or “eschatological event” (Scobie 1992, 291).  The gôyîm will come to Yahweh only in the future 

so Israel is not responsible to proclaim anything to them.  Yahweh himself will gather the heathen 

(see, e.g., Is 56:6-7; Zec 8:20-23).   

 Second, the future gathering was not to be through the medium of any person or peo-

ple.  The gathering instead comes when the nations see the work of Yahweh on Israel’s behalf as a 

light drawing them “from the periphery to the centre” in a centripetal movement to “Jerusa-

lem/Mount Zion/my holy mountain/the Temple” (Scobie 1992, 291; see Schnabel 2002).  Johannes 

Blauw reiterates the consensual eschatological pilgrimage463 perspective:  

That which will bring the world of nations to Him is not Israel’s calling them, not her going out 
to them, but exclusively the visible manifestation of the deeds of God in and with Israel; only 
so will they recognize Yahweh as their God, i.e., confess that Israel’s god is their God, the God 
of the whole earth, the only God. (Blauw 1962, 37) 

Critique: Eschatological Pilgrimage Motif 

 Having constantly addressed this issue of whether the Old Testament’s universalism 

was missional and whether Old Testament Israel was a responsible means or instrument of that mis-

sion, I have concluded that this eschatological pilgrimage motif, while certainly present in the Old 

Testament, has not been correctly understood by many scholars.   

 There were strong hints of an outgoing versus a merely indrawing nature of the Abra-

hamic and Mosaic covenants.  Further, I have shown that the difference between the old and new 

                                                           

 463Donaldson summarizes this interpretation: “The salvation of the Gentiles follows the redemp-
tion of Israel as a matter not simply of sequence, but of consequence: it is because they see the redemption of 
Israel and the glorification of Zion that the Gentiles abandon their idols and turn to worship the God of Israel” 
(Donaldson 1993, 92).  It is for this reason that many scholars stumble over Paul’s seeming reversal of this 
schema in Romans 11 (see discussion and potential solution in Donaldson 1993).   
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covenants was not that of a centriputal versus centrifugal ministry of the peoples of God.  Alongside 

a strong centriputal motif, the Old Testament includes several explicit imperatives that should have 

led to a centrifugal movement of Yahweh’s people to the gôyîm and ´ammîm of the world. 

 Yahweh promised that Abraham would be the father of all believers, a father of many 

peoples.  This alone should have impelled them outwards.  Paul interprets this promise to mean that 

Abraham would be the heir of the world (Rom 4:13), as we have seen.  The problem, then, was lack 

of Holy Spirit empowerment, not a sufficient motive nor an explicit task and imperative, as I have 

shown.  The eschatological predictions of the gathering of the ethno-nations and peoples to the true 

worship of Yahweh, thus, do not separate between an Old Testament centripetal and a New Testa-

ment centrifugal task.   

 The Old and New Testaments merely acknowledge the common human sin predica-

ment, represented by Israel as a virtual experimental test case for humanity as a whole (see Don-

aldson 1986).  If Israel, with all his blessings, could not serve God, but was shut up in disobedience, 

so neither could the idolatrous peoples—apart from grace (Rom 11:30-32).  By grace through faith 

Abraham becomes “the father of us all [circumcised and uncircumcised]” (Rom 4:16, see 4:10-12; Gal 

3:29). 

 The free gift which came from many offenses resulted in justification. . . .  
Therefore, as through one man’s offense judgment came to all men [both Jews and the hea-
then peoples: see Rom 3:9,23], resulting in condemnation, even so through one Man’s right-
eous act the free gift came to all men, resulting in justification of life.   

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 For just as you once were disobedient to God, but now have been shown 
mercy because of their disobedience, so these also now have been disobedient, in order that 
because of the mercy shown to you they also may now be shown mercy.  For God has shut up 
all [V I s r a h l i /t a i  (Rom 11:1) and t a . e ; q n h  (Rom 11:11-13)] in disobedience 
that He might show mercy to all. (Rom 5:16,18 NKJ; 11:29-32 NASB)  

 As Johannes Verkuyl rightly states, those denying a centrifugal task of the seed of Abra-

ham show the influence of a theology that believes presence evangelism is the “most suitable form 

of witness.”  Verkuyl believes that it is “an exaggeration” to make Israel’s role totally passive, though 

presence certainly is indeed a key Old Testament motif (Verkuyl 1978, 94).  Fortunately, this per-

spective is now being overturned.   

 Furthermore, those denying a centrifugal task, overlook several key passages in the Old 

Testament and create a false discontinuity between Testaments.  Walter Kaiser points out a second 

possible motivation for neglecting to see a centrifugal mission task in the Old Testament.  Many who 

reject the niphal-passive meaning of Wkr>b.nI (Gn 12:3) in the Abramic blessing and Abra-

hamic covenant passages tend to the reject it because of a prior bias against Jesus as the messianic 
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seed of Abraham.  They reject the explicit Messianic mission imperative to the clans and ethno-na-

tions of the earth that is found in the passive reading (Kaiser 1978, 13,29-32; contra e.g., Abrektson 

1967).464  

 Therefore, again Yahweh is indeed sovereign, drawing the peoples to the light of his 

action in his people (presence), but his people have always been responsible to proclaim his good 

news and character (name) in both Testaments (proclamation).  Yahweh has always been vitally in-

terested in the deliverance of whole clans and peoples since the Tower debacle.   

 God has not moved since the enthronement of Messiah to a situation whereby he re-

deems only individuals out of various ethnies of the world, forming a third race of humans.  In the 

Abrahamic covenant, he was interested in his holy gôy being an instrument to reach the gôyîm in 

their ethno-covenantal solidarities.  The Father remains interested in redeeming whole ESOLs now 

as well. “[After] the fullness of the ethnies comes in, in this manner all Israel will be saved” (Rom 

11:25b, 26a, my translation).   

Result of Obedience to the Missional Task 

 Therefore, the people of God have always had the twin tasks in mission, that of centrif-

ugal outgoing and centripetal indrawing.  Furthermore, the result of the Christ’s Great Commission 

fulfilling the Abrahamic covenant is a coming time when all “the peoples/nations on every shore will 

worship Him, every one in [from] its own land” (Zep 2:11 NIV).  In Abraham’s seed [Christ: Gal 3:16] 

“shall all the families of the peoples be blessed” (Gn 12:3, 18:18; Ps 22:27ff; Acts 3:24ff, Rom 4:11f; 

Gal 3:6-9, 13-14, 26ff).  Both Testaments uniformly expect the day, most likely before King Jesus re-

turns, when all peoples will bow to him and then all ethnic Israel will be saved as well (Rom 11; Ps 

22:27; Zep 3:9). 

All ECSOLs in Covenant with Christ 

 As Norman Gottwald pointed out, the turning of the peoples to Yahweh results in an 

international, Christian commonwealth of self-governing, ESOL-based, nation-territories.  Possibly 

many, out of necessity, will be confederated together (e.g., as Switzerland).  This conclusion comes 

from several pieces of evidence: (1) All peoples are to bow the knee to Lord Messiah Jesus (Is 2:2-4); 

(2) all peoples will accept his law as their constitutional framework (Mi 4:1-3; Is 2:3-4, 50:4; Mt 

12:18-20, 28:19-20; Heb 8:10-13);  (3) there will be peace and mediation between peoples and na-

tions based on the tôranic wisdom of God as the final norm (Is 2:3-7).  God’s Commonwealth of 

Spirit-created Israel-in-Messiah (Eph 2; Ps 47) is thus not equivalent to a centralized, World-State 

with no ethno-national borders and no church-state separation.  Both of the separate offices of 

                                                           

 464If the niphal is passive and not reflexive in form, then Abraham and his seed are the divinely 
appointed priest-mediator(s) to reach all clans and peoples of earth with the blessing and knowledge of Yah-
weh (see Abrektson 1967, 79).   
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magistrate and church officer will serve King Jesus while remaining within their own peoples (Pss 2, 

110; Is 66:20-21; Rev 21:24). 

All Individuals and Peoples Accountable 

 As we have seen, there is clearly no moral, philosophical or religious neutrality in the 

new covenant and there was none in the old.  There is thus no religious neutrality for any people, 

just as there is none for individuals and families. Every people has a covenant with a god or gods.  

Even Atheism (e.g., Marxism, Secular Humanism, etc.) is actually the religious idolatry of man (Jer 

10:1-3; Dt 32:12, 16-17).   

 Any people today can make a covenant with God to be a God-fearing, obedient people 

analogous to Israel.  Ethno-cultures can be transformed by applying biblical federal-covenantal prin-

ciples.  The result is that their culture(s) will begin to reflect more of the light of the Kingdom reign 

of Messiah Jesus (see Rom 11; see Is 19:22-25). 

 God thus deals with humanity not only as individuals but also as ESOL groups.  God 

blesses and curses peoples/tribes as covenanted, group-wholes for their collective deeds.   

If at any time I announce that a people [gôy]. . . is to be . . . destroyed [e.g., Jn 1:1ff], and if 
that people I warned repents of its evil, then I will relent and not inflict . . . the disaster I 
planned. And if at another time I announce that a people . . . is to be built up and planted, and 
if it does evil in my sight and does not obey me, then I will reconsider the good I had intended 
to do for it. (Jer 18:7ff; Ez 14:12-23) 

 Therefore, while the complete Bible calls for personal and individual salvation, at the 

same time, God also calls upon peoples and tribes to repent as covenant group-wholes. Church 

growth missiology names the process of a web of families moving together into the Kingdom a “peo-

ple movement” (McGavran 1955, 1979, 1980). 

 God thus judges every ESOL and holds them collectively responsible as a group to serve 

him and his Messiah (Pss 2, 110).  From this, I deduce that God gives to each people the freedom or 

duty-right of self-determination under his suzerainty at the present time and within a future, Chris-

tian commonwealth of nations.465  The only exceptions are those peoples who in the curse process 

have been turned over to the hegemony of another (not necessarily morally better) people (e.g., Ju-

dah). There are many of these peoples and it is genuinely difficult from an etic perspective to judge 

which ones should or should not be self-determining.  Second, it is not always easy from an etic or 

emic perspective to know when a group is such an ethno-national group (e.g., Catalonia, Breton, 

Scotland, Quebec, Kosovo, Kwa-Zulu, Biafra, Transkei).   

Application of ECSOL to Church and Mission 

                                                           

 465Whether this will be in the resurrection, in the millennial reign, or before the Return is not 
here at issue.   
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Introduction 

 Since God creates ethnic solidarities, they must be good in themselves, since everything 

he makes is good.  Therefore, it is logical that ESOL would be good even in the church of the new 

creation.  This, I deduce from the following premises, which I established in the preceding chapters.  

(1) The original decree “to scatter” over the earth is derived from the Cultural Mandate given in the 

Garden before the Fall.  (2) The act of creating the languages at Babel, creating the original “seventy 

nations-peoples” (Gn 10), came because God desired for his human creatures to fulfill the scattering 

element of the Cultural Mandate with its command to fill the earth.  (3) God providentially gives to 

each people its own inheritance of land and allots to each its times on the earth (Acts 17:26-27; Dt 

32:8-9).466  (4) The new creation and new covenant do not destroy nor contradict the first creation’s 

design normativity but refresh it in mature form (see Wingren 1971, 1979; Dooyeweerd 1979; 

Wolters 1985; Schuurman 1991, 1995; Spykman 1992; Kreitzer 1997, 1998).   

Ethno-Churches Allowed in Biblical Framework 

 Since ethnic uniqueness is divinely created and upheld as long as it remains within his 

moral guidelines, it is good.  Therefore, in the redemption of Christ, all that is good in ethno-culture 

can and should be preserved.  Without agreeing with his terminology concerning homogeneous 

units, I agree with C. Peter Wagner’s overall attempt to balance church to culture: 

 Therefore, it seems clear that any teaching to the effect that Christianity 
requires a person to adapt to the culture of another [ESOL]467 in order to become an authen-
tic Christian is unethical because it is dehumanizing.  Christians, of course, should preserve 
the right to change [ESOL] if they so desire. To deny that freedom would also be dehumaniz-
ing.  Consequently, a requirement to change cultures, or to melt in a melting pot, or con-
versely, a requirement never to change cultures [classic Apartheid] must not be allowed to 
become part of the Christian gospel. (Wagner 1979, 99) 

Movement from Mono-Ethnic to Multi-Ethnic 

 As we have seen, some believe that history moves away from the old covenant and the 

old creation by terminating the bond to ethnicity or peopleness.  This theory teaches that now, in 

Christ, God’s people are bound to one, non-ethnic (non-gender, non-class, etc.), third race of hu-

manity.  This new race is a sign that a socially unifying new age is breaking into the present evil, so-

cially divisive age.  In effect, history is moving towards an individualism, which mandates that each 

                                                           

 466If such ESOL distinctions are a result of a curse, there is no moral ground for any national 
boundaries, leading logically to a borderless, united world. 

 467I have replaced every mention of “homogeneous unit” with ESOL (ethno-linguistic solidarity).   
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person must now break free from the old creation’s ethnically (class and gender) divided groups, 

that once served as the basic building block of human society and of the world community.468  

 Those who believe this perspective mandate that the good news of Christ must include 

proclamation that all should “repent of belonging to a particular people and of participation in a par-

ticular culture” (Wagner 1979, 99). This view is basically a non-covenantal perspective, closer to the 

Radical Reformation than the covenantal Reformers.  I have critiqued this elsewhere (Kreitzer 1997, 

1998).469   

 Miroslav Volf’s profound reflection on this subject, Exclusion and Embrace: A Theologi-

cal Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation, rejects the logic of this Radical Christian 

position.  In the context of the Christian’s spiritual but not spatial departure from the gods of family 

and people, he rejects the so-called “third race” concept.  Ironically, he believes these who rightly 

wish to combat racism have found that God has created yet another race. 

 No, the internality of departure excludes a cosmopolitan third race, 
equally close to and equally distant from every culture.  The proper distance from a culture 
does not take Christians out of that culture.  Christians are not the insiders who have taken 
flight to a new “Christian culture” and become outsiders to their own culture; rather when 
they have responded to the call of the Gospel they have stepped, as it were, with one foot 
outside their own culture while with the other remaining firmly planted in it.  They are dis-
tant, and yet they belong.  The difference is internal to the culture. . . .  Because of their inter-
nality —their immanence, their belonging — the particularities, inscribed in the body, are not 
erased; because of their difference — their transcendence, their distance — the universality 
can be affirmed.  (Volf 1996, 49) 

 Certainly it is true that a person’s identity is found in Christ.  This is the expression of 

true unity and the grace of the new creation.  However, as Volf, McGavran, Gutmann, Wagner and 

many others have pointed out, one’s identity is also found in groups of one’s own ethno-culture, 

gender, and age and so forth.  This is an expression of real diversity and of the particularities of the 

creation.  Being a Christian and maintaining ethno-cultural diversity or ethnic identity is a case of 

both-and, not either-or.   

                                                           

 468There I argue that this constitutes the basic difference between a covenant Reformation and 
a Radical Reformation perspective (Kreitzer 1997, 1998).  A covenantal understanding of ethnic solidarity is 
relevant for social theology and social theory just as an age-divided, class divided, and a gender distinquished, 
complementarian perspective is relevant (contra e.g., Milbank 1993, who tries to justify a basic individual-
communalistic perspective for a Christian social theory).   

 A covenantal perspective leads to rule of law; family, civil, and ecclesial governments as self-
governing spheres under one divine justice; and true gender, age, and class justice in a free, private property-
based economy.  This alone is the basis for freedom, justice, and prosperity. 

 469Wagner adds: “The Anabaptist or so-called radical Christian model for doing theology insist[s] 
that a change in one’s loyalty to culture or society is necessary in order to be an obedient Christian.  H. Richard 
Niebuhr describes this point of view as ‘Christ against culture’” (Wagner 1979, 100). 
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 It is best then to claim social continuity of the old and new covenants.  God deals with 

families, groups, and peoples in both the old and new covenants.  He merely moves from being es-

pecially interested in one people (mono-ethnic) to being especially interested in all the peoples 

(multi-ethnic). 

ESOP and Ethnic Missiologies and Ideologies 

Critique of Apartheid 

 First of all, Jim Crow and petty apartheid legislation that establishes several legal stand-

ards for racial groups is an unmitigated evil, violating the equal protection provision of the stranger 

laws (Kreitzer 1993, 1997, 1998).  

 On the other hand, grand apartheid, as a plan to divide or partition the territory of 

Southern Africa according to ethno-racial categories, was partially biblically-theoretically good but 

was horribly evil in practice.  Apartheid ideology was from the beginning a syncretistic policy, merg-

ing Germanic-Idealist philosophical ideas concerning the unity of the Afrikanervolk with some genu-

ine biblical insight (see Moodie 1975; Kreitzer 1993, 1997).  It was further syncretistic because it 

merged race or color prejudice with genuine insight about the created distinctions of ethno-linguis-

tic groups.   

 However, the biblical deduction concerning the value of partitioning many ethnically 

diverse ex-colonies and multi-ethnic countries, remnants of imperial orders, should be implemented 

as the Servant of Yahweh’s justice prevails over the earth (Is 42:1-4; Mt 12:18-21).  Much anti-parti-

tion rhetoric is actually the oppressor’s discourse of power over the Other.  This was true through-

out much of Indian, African, and South African history.470   

 Secondly, grand apartheid’s praxis was biblically reductionist because it neglected sev-

eral key biblical principles.  It had a tendency to put volk above the basic Old and New Testament 

principles concerning loving and having compassion upon the ethnic alien.  In effect, the volk be-

came an idol.  In addition, the cultural mandate enjoins multiplying and filling a God-given land with 

people of one’s own lingual-cultural group, not conquering a huge swath of land and then enserfing 

the people-groups previously living there to guarantee the economic privilege and prosperity of the 

Afrikaner and Anglo-South African.  Grand apartheid was a social democratic system skewed in favor 

of these two groups to the horrible and sinful neglect of all others.   

Critique of Homogeneous Unit Principle 

                                                           

 470It is ironic that English, the language of the colonialist oppressor, is now the official language 
in Namibia where it was always spoken by a tiny minority, and of the Republic of South Africa, where it was 
the language of the opposition to Afrikaner hegemony.  Due to the oppression of the Afrikaner’s application of 
geographic partition, Afrikaans is labeled as the language of the oppressor among many of the black urban 
South Africans. 
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 In summary, the Ethnic Solidarity Principle (ESOP) proposes the following revision of 

Donald Anderson McGavran’s basic premise.  The Sovereign Lord calls family and friendship webs to 

turn from their covenant loyalty to a false divinity or divinities and from following idolatrous ethics 

to serve his Son and his norms.  Therefore, all other things being equal, peoples prefer to become 

Christians and to be governed within their intimate friendship and family, clan, ethno-linguistic and 

friendship solidarities (McGavran 1955, 1970, 1980, 1990; Wagner 1978, 1979, 1981; Kraft 1978).  

 Churches do indeed grow in overlapping family and friendship webs even in the West 

(McGavran 1955).  Normally this means that congregations grow in a common lingual-cultural 

group: “faith comes by hearing and understanding” in a common language and culture (McGavran 

1979, 1980).  Furthermore, as McGavran correctly observes, individuals who possess several friend-

ship-groups and who are multi-cultural do indeed act as “bridges” to neighboring cultural groups 

(McGavran 1955).  These observations fit within the Ethnic Solidarity Principle (ESOP). 

 Furthermore, as McGavran also observed (see chapter 2), when friendship and family 

loyalties, based as they normally are on shared language and culture, cut across color lines and class 

boundaries within one ESOL, then congregations will begin to reflect that ethno-cultural diversity.471  

Brazil and several emerging urban centers in, for example, the USA, Nigeria, Kenya, and South Africa 

may well illustrate this process.  Many congregations in these centers where various immigrant eth-

nies are assimilating into a dominant culture and language will deliberately cultivate such diversity.  

Color, ethnic background, and class become irrelevant for friendship and good communication.  

Color, thus, is breaking down as a crude and prejudicially enforced ethno-linguistic demarcation indi-

cator and is no longer a major boundary against intermarriage and heart-language communion on a 

large scale.   

 The Homogenous Unit Principle (HUP), on the other hand, is more a sociological expla-

nation of a common creation based socio-cultural phenomenon.  The HUP is not exactly biblically 

normative, as McGavran and Wagner formulate it (see McGavran and Wagner 1990).  Church plant-

ers should indeed target family, clan, ethnic and friendship webs.  This flows from the ESOP that we 

have seen throughout Scripture.  However, church planters should not necessarily concentrate on 

social class or occupational groups such as is common in Church Growth strategy.  A movement to 

Christ within family and friendship webs, however, may result in a movement within a social class 

group that appears to be similar to what Church Growth scholars envision.  The reason is that those 

family and friendship webs may greatly exist within a specific class.   

 Therefore, whereas Scripture commands the planting of churches in every ESOL, Christ 

never commanded that every social class or occupational group be discipled in the same sense as 

ESOLs.  Extended family and friendship circles in an ESOL may cut across these other types of groups 

and can be assimilated into one congregation without cultural or linguistic dislocation. 

                                                           

 471People like to become Christians while remaining in linguistic, ethnic, and friendship solidar-
ity.  In other words, all other things being equal, people prefer to become Christians within their family and 
intimate friendship circles (i.e., friends sharing a similar lingual-cultural background).  McGavran claims that 
between 60-90% of all new people coming to a church in North America are brought by “some friend or rela-
tive” (McGavran 1990, 165). 
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 Furthermore, since ethnic solidarity is good, the ESOL churches may be formed into in-

digenous denominational groupings if they so desire and if the characteristics of unity are upheld.  

The same is not true of occupational groups or even necessarily of social class groups.  However, 

there may indeed be a significant amount of overlap between family and friendship webs of an ESOL 

and the homogeneous units of HUP theorists. 

Church Planting and ESOP 

 Lastly, Jesus never commanded the church to make every foreign individual his disciple.  

This is the logical conclusion of the viewpoint of some (e.g., David Bosch, Johannes Verkuyl).  On the 

other hand, there is a basic command to preach the good news to every human creature (Mk 16:15).  

These two sides of the Great Commission are different.  One is kerugmatic, involving a command to 

proclaim the word to every human person.  The other side involves covenantal solidarities moving 

together, family by family, into fellowship with each other and under the Suzerainty of King Jesus.  

Proclamation is the means God uses to accomplish this but the second facet of the Great Commis-

sion is not accomplished until all the peoples are brought into a covenantal relationship with the 

King and his tôranic instruction, both law and gospel word (Is 42:1-4).   

Mandate to Disciple Every ESOL 

 Therefore, Christ did command God’s family to “disciple the peoples” as ethno-cove-

nantal solidarities (ESOLs), as McGavran and his followers correctly claim.  Within each of the tar-

geted peoples live individuals and family groups.  However, reaching mere individuals does not ex-

haust the meaning of the Commission.  The Old and New Testaments, based on the Abrahamic cove-

nant, foretell the conversion of the peoples and their leaders in “that day” of the Messiah.  He is the 

one who leads his servant people in his Servant task of being light and justice for all ethno-nations to 

the ends of the earth. 
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